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A" review of avai"Labl;e "Literature shows that a "Large number of test variab"Les 
may affect the properties of concrete at e"Levated temperature. This project 
is primari "Ly concerned with the effect of heating time on the "Linear deform-
ation and some structura"L properties of concrete and mortar heated under 
both fu"L"Ly saturated and drying conditions. The significance of microcrack-
ing, caused by incompatib"Le therma"L expansion of the mix constituents, is 
-investigated, as we"L"L as the inf"Luence of the coarse aggregate on the 
property behaviour of heated concrete. 
Ordinary Port"Land Cement of South African manufacture was used in this 
project. The fine aggregate was a natura"L si"Liceous sand (Fineness Modu"Lus 
of 1,76), and the coarse aggregate was a crushed quartzite graded to 
-18,85 mm + 9,42 mm. A total; of six mixes were used; three concrete mixes 
and th~ee mortar mixes. The mortar mixes differed from the respective 
concrete mixes on"Ly in that they contained no coarse aggregate, i~e. for a· 
particul;ar mortar mix the ratio of water to cement, and fine aggregate to 
cememnt, was exact"Ly the same as for the corresponding concrete mix. The 
ratio of water : cement : coarse aggregate : fine aggregate for the three 
concrete mixes were: 
(i) 0,50; 1 . , 3,28; 2,08; 
(ii) 0,58; 1 . , 3,28; 2,08; 
(iii) 0~58; 1 • , 3,90; 2 ,42. 
It was anticipated that from the concrete and mortar mixes corresponding to 
(ii) and (iii) above, an indication of the infliuence exerted by the vo"Lumet-
ric concentration of aggregate on the properties of heated concrete wou"Ld 
be obtained, and from the mixes corresponding to (i) and (ii) above, some 
insight into the effect of water/cement ratio on the property behaviour of 
heated concrete wou"Ld be obtained. 
The test specimens used were 273 x 76 x 76 mm ptain concrete and mortar 
beams. Specimens were cured in a humidity room (10cffo re"Lative humidity 
0 
and 21 C) for 27 days. On the 27th day the beams were removed from the 
humidity room and stored in water at 30°C * until; the heating test commenced 
the fol;"Lowing day. A tota"L of 24 specimens were used for heating at a 
particu"Lar test temperature. 
* This temperature was used as the datum for a"L"L expansion and shrinkage 
measurements. 
I 
The investigation was performed in two phases, viz: 
(i) test specimens were aLLowed to dry at test temperatures 
0 0 0 0 0 
of 70 C, 100 C, 150 C, 250 C and 400 C respectiveLy; 
(ii) test specimens remained fuLLy saturated during heating 
0 0 at test temperatures of 70 C and 95 C. 
Apart from the abovementioned dlifferences in test procedure, the tests 
performed on specimens in the two respective phases of the investigation 
were exactLy simiLar. 
Specimens were heated to the required temperature at a rate of heating of 
0 
30 C/hr. During ~eating, and for the duration of the time that specimens 
were heLd at temperature, the deformationaL behaviour and weight Loss of 
test specimens was continuousLy monitored. ImmediateLy that the desired 
temperature was attained, three test specimens were removed from the 
II 
furnace (from the water-bath for specimens which remained fuLLy saturated 
during heating). Of these specimens, one was immediateLy tested in compress-
ion ,~~ The other two specimens were sLowLy coated to the datum temperature 
and the residuaL ~~-;.- Linear deformation, water Loss, uLtrasonic puLse veLocity 
and dynamic Young's moduLus determined. One of these specimens was tested 
in compression and the other specimen was re-immersed in water at 30°C for 
one week. After this period the same tests as were carried out prior to 
re-immersion in water were performed on the third specimen whereupon the 
specimen was tested in compression. 
The above procedure was repeated on batches of specimens (i.e. three test 
specimens per batch) removed at 12-hourLy intervaLs from the time when the 
maximum temperature was attained. After approximateLy 48 hours the specimens 
stiLL remaining in the furnace (or ~aterbath) were aLL cooLed to 30°C and 
then subjected to two temperature cycLes. At each peak of the temperature 
cycLe, batches consisting of three specimens were removed and tested as 
expLained above. 
It was found that the compressive strength, dynamic Young's moduLus and 
uLtrasonic puLse veLocity of concrete and mortar test specimens which remain~­
ed fuLLy saturated during heating is reduced at temperatures of both 70°C 
* A modified com~ression test on the beam specimen. 
{H~ The Linear deformation of test specimens after cooLing to the datum 
temperature. 
III 
and 100°C. The reductions in these properties for test specimens made from 
the mortar mixes were usuatty greater than, or equat to, the reductions for 
specimens made from the concrete mixes. During the heating period the 
compressive strength. of both mortar and concrete specimens increases whereas· 
the uttrasonic putse vetocity and dynamic Young's modutus decrease. The 
tinear expansion of test specimens atso increases during the heating period. 
and test specimens exhibit a residua"!, tinear expansion when coated to the 
datum temperature. The above property changes are primarity associated with 
two chemica"!, reactions which occur within saturated specimens at etevated 
temperature: the first reaction occurs within the cement paste onty, and 
the second reaction is a chemica"!, change which is retated to the fact that 
both the coarse and fine aggregate contained a high proportion of Sio
2
• 
These chemica"!, changes appear to be irreversibte. There is no evidence that 
microcracking is a significant factor in the property reductions of saturated 
specimens at either 70°C or 100°C. 
The experimenta1, resu1,ts for test specimens which underwent drying during 
heating fatt into two categories, viz: test specimens which underwent dry-
ing at either 70°C, 100°C or 150°C, and test specimens which underwent drying 
. 0 0 
at either 250.C or 400 C. 
For both concrete and mortar test specimens which underwent drying at either 
70°C, 100°C or 150°C, the compressive strength is tower than the compressive 
strength qf unheated specimens. However, the compressive strength increases. 
most significantty during the heating period: the compressive strength at the 
end of the heating period is never reduced by more than 4% of the unheated 
reference strength. In m13ny instances the compressive strength increases to 
a vatue which 1s greater than the unheated reference strength. During the 
heating period the 1,inear expansion of test specimens decreases progressive1,y 
and a residua"[, 1,inear contraction occurs when test specimens are coated to 
the datum temperature. The greatest residua"!, contraction occurred for the 
respective concrete and mortar specimens coated from 150°C. At test temp-
o 0 0 eratures of 70 C, 100 C and 150 C the compressive strength after aoo1,ing 
specimens to the datum temperature is greater than the compressive strength 
of specimens tested whitst hot. The uttrasonic putse vetocity and dynamic 
Young's modutus is reduced for specimens coated from either 70°C, 100°C or 
150°C. The reductions in these properties become greater for specimens 
which were coated at successive times during the heating periodr despite the 
fact that the compressive strength increases for specimens tested at success-
ive test times during the heating period. 
IV 
The behaviour of compressive stre.ngth, ~inear deformation, dynamic Young's 
modu~us and u~trasonic pu~se ve~ocity of test specimens coo~ed from either 
70°C, 100°C or 150°C is primari~y associated with the toss of capi~~ary pore 
water and water from the ge~ pores. At these temperature ~eve~s there -is no 
evidence of unstab~e crack propagation due to tensi~e stresses which accompany 
incompatibte differentia~ movement between the mix constituents. It is 
proposed that these stresses are retieved by creep of the cement paste: the 
creep having been facititated by the presence of intercrystat~ine water 
between ge~ partic~es. The experimentat resu~ts suggest, too, that upon 
re-immersion of specimens which were coated from either 70°C, 100°C or 150°C, 
microcracking may be a significant factor inf~uencing the structura~ propert-
ies ·of both concrete and mortar specimens. This is associated with irrecover-
- ab~e contraction of the cement paste during the heating period. Upon 
re-immersion,swetting of the cement paste re~ative to aggregate causes ~arge 
tensi~e stresses within the cement paste. These may be of sufficient~y 
great magnitude to initiate unstabte microcracks. This becomes apparent as 
a targe reduction in compressive strength of both concrete and mortar 
specimens which were re-immersed in.water. 
The experimenta~ resu~ts indicate that for· test specimens which underwent 
drying at either 250°C or 4D0°C the compressive strength, dynamic Young's 
modu~us and u~trasonic pu~se vetocity are a1ways reduced. For both concrete 
and mortar specimens tested at the successive test times during the heating 
period, these properties usuat ~y exhibit progressivety greater reduction. 
The residua~ ~inear deformation of both concrete and mortar test specimens 
coo~ed from 250°C is a contraction. However, this contraction is not as 
~arge as the contraction which occurred for specimens coated from 1.50°C. 
The residua~ tinear deformation of both concrete and mortar specimens 
coated from 4D0°C wes an expansion; the expansion increases for specimens 
coo~ed at the successive test times during the heating period. The va~ues 
of Poisson's ratio for specimens coated from either 250°C or 400°C are ~ower 
than the va~ues of Poisson's ratio for unheated reference specimens. These 
va~ues of Poisson's ratio increased for successive tests during the heating 
0 
period; for specimens coated from 400 C the vatues of Poisson's ratio became 
greater than the vatue of Poisson's ratio for unheated specimens. 
The structura~ behaviour of test specimens which underwent drying at either 
250°C or 400°C is thought to be inf~uenced to a targe extent by unstabte 
propagation of microcracks. The cracking occurs due to tensite stresses 
which are caused by: 
(i) the contraction of cement paste re~ative to aggregate partic~es 
during the ~ass of non-evaporab~e water (during the heating period), 
(ii) the difference between the coefficient of therma~ expansion of the 
concrete or mortar constituents (during coo~ing). 
v 
It appears that at temperatures above 15DcC, the abi~ity of the cement paste 
to retieve these st~esses by creep is sharp~y curtai~ed by the fact that the 
microstructure of the paste is fixed predominant~y by so~id-so~id bonding. 
For test specimens which under\il•snt drying during heating it was a~so found 
that the property changes which occur for test specimens made from the 
mortar mixes are usua~~y greater than, or equa~ to, the property changes 
which occur for test specimens made from the concrete mixes. The exception 
to this is the dynamic Young 1 s modu~us of test specimens coo~ed from 400°C:. 
concrete test specimens exhibit greater reduction than mortar test specimens. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Concrete is a materiat which coutd effect a considerabte economy in the 
construction of both primary and secondary containment structures of 
nuctear reactors. From the poln~ of view of radiation shietding, concrete 
is wett suited to the ~bovementioned apptications. This is because the 
chemicat composition of concrete inctudes both tight and heavy etements; 
concrete is thus a good attenuator of both neutrons and gamma radiations. 
However, certain structurat properties of concrete are adversety affecte.d 
by temperatures of the order of those which may be encountered in the 
. 1 . 
primary containment structure of a nuctear reactor. It is, therefore, current 
practice to provide costty coating systems to timit the temperature to which 
the concrete is exposed. If it coutd be ascertained that concrete may be 
used at higher temperatures, a considerabte saving in the overatt cost of 
primary containment coutd be effected. Atso, despite the fact that biotogicat 
shietds are not normatty subjected to particutarty high temperatures, the 
properties of the shietding concrete are required to be known for the fait-
safe design of shietds. 
Investigators do not atways agree as to why certain structurat properties 
of concrete are adversety affected by etevated temperature, and to what 
extent factors ~ike mix proportions; cement type; aggregate type; curing 
history; may inftuence the structurat properties of heated concrete. The 
difference in opinions coutd be partty attributed to the fact that the test 
methods and testing procedures for concrete at etevated temperatures are not 
standardized. Consequentty, the difference in test methods and procedures 
makes comparisons between the experimentat resutts of different investigators 
difficutt, i.e. it is not possibte to estabtish conctusivety from these 
studies the reasons for the deterioration in certain of the structurat prop-
erties o1 heated concrete. 
In the reviewed titerature regarding the testing of concrete properties at 
etevated temperature, it is apparent that the various investigators did not 
atways use the same heating time. In some instances tests were performed 
immediatety that the desired temperature tevet was attained, white in other 
instances.the test specimens were maintained at the test temperature for 
periods which ranged from a few hours to a few days. It is thought that the 
different heating times adopted by the various investigators coutd be partty 
responsibte for the wide variation between reported resutts, as wett as for 
the differences of opinion regarding the factors which inftuence the 
structurat behaviour of heated concrete. 
The effect of heating times becomes ctear when it is reatised that: for 
specimens which remain futty saturated during heating, the stresses which 
resutt from incompatibte differentiat expansion of fue constituents may be 
retieved by creep; for test specimens which are attowed to dry during heat-
ing, the stresses which resutt from either differentiat expansion, or from 
contractio~ of cement paste retative .to aggregate, may be retieved by creep, 
.. 2. 
or progressive microcracking may occur within the concrete. Atso, it shoutd 
be remembered that time dependent chemicat reactions may occur within the 
concrete during the heating period at a particutar temperature. The chemicat 
reactions may be of a b!eneficiat nature, e. g. heat stimutated cement hydration, 
or reactions which may be detrimentat to the structurat properties, e.g. the 
conversion of existing hydrates to hydrates of tower strength. These react-
ions may be of particutar importance in instances where sufficient water is 
avaitabte for reaction, e.g. in seated· concrete, and in unseated concrete at 
temperature tevets where the removat of evaporabte water is retativety stow. 
From the reviewed titerature it is atso apparent that, in much of the research, 
the reduction in the structurat properties of concrete is attributed to either 
IN'Eetaken ing, or fai ture, of the bond at the . mortar/coarse . aggregate interface as 
a resutt of stresses which accompany incompatibte thermat expansion of these 
constituents. The investigators do not take into consideration the fact that 
stresses at the cement paste/fine aggregate interface may have been responsibte 
for the deterioration of structurat properties. 
The purpose of the fobtowing investigation is to determine for both speci-
mens .which remain fut ty saturated and for specimens which are at towed to dry; 
(i) . the effect of heating time on the tinear deformation and some 
physicat properties of conc~ete and mortar test specimens 
heated to various temperature tevets, 
(ii) whether microcracking within test specimens is a significant 
factor in affecting the structurat behaviour of heated concrete 
and mortar test specimens, and 
(iii) whether the coarse aggregate phase in concrete is necessarity 





REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
THE EFFECT OF ELEVATED TEMPERATURE ON SOME STRUCTURAL 
PROPERTIES OF CONCRETE 
1.1 Compressive Strength 
The compressive strength of heated concrete has been the most wide"Ly 
I 
inves~igated structura"L property. The genera"!, tendency is for the compress-
ive strength to decrease when concrete is heated: the higher the temperature 
the greater the reduction in compressive strength. In Fig. I.1 some 
. (2 5 7 18) 
compressive strength data ' ' ' are summarized and the percentage 
strength retained after heating p1,otted against temperature. The percentage 
stre~gth retained is the ratio of the heated compressive strength to the 
unheated compressive strength of a simi1,ar test specimen. This ratio is 
hereaf~er referred to as the residua"!, ~atio. The mean of the data at various 
temperature 1,eve1,s has been ca1,cu1,ated and is shown. Though the mean has no 
statistica1, significance, it does indicate that, in genera"L, the compressive 
strength decreases as the test temperature increases. 
Some of the research(
3
, 17 ), however, indicates that an increase in compress-
ive strength may occur at certain temperatures, i.e. an increase with respect 
to the reference strength at room temperature. This is thought to be due to the 
fact that the "Loss of evaporab1,e water occurred during heating. In these 
. t. t. ( 3 ' 17) . . t. , d . . t th f t ~nves ~ga ~ons an ~n~ ~au ecrease ~n compress~ve s reng o up o 
30 per cent was observed at temperatures b~1,ow 100°C. At 200°C - 300°C the 
strength in some cases became greater than the strength of an unheated 
reference specimen. Loss in strength was again apparent above 300°C, with 
no subsequent recovery at higher temperatures. 
The compressiv~ strength of specimens seated to prevent moisture "Loss 
during heating is more adverse"Ly affected than the compressive strength 
of specimens which undergo water 1,oss during heating. This is i1,1,ustrated 
by the data of Lankard( 1 } _in Fig. I.2. The differences between the 
percentage compressive strengths retained after heating seated and unseated 
specimens are readi"Ly apparent. Particu1,ar1,y noticeab1,e is the fact that 
~ea1,ed specimens undergo greater reduction in compressive strength than 
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FIG. 1.1: The pffect of eLevated temperature on the compressive strength 
o concrete as studied by various investigators. (Ordinary 
Portl~nd cement onLy.) 
,-
• :J • 
( 1 ) 
research worker found that it is not possib~e to predict the behaviour 
of sea~ed specimens from the behaviour of simi~ar, but unsea~ed specimens. 




• 16 • 17 ) to be further 
aggravated by repeated therma~ cyc~es. The effect of cyc~ing on the 
compressive strength of concrete incorporating two different aggregates 
.6. 
is shown in Fig. I.3. It is apparent that a progressive ~oss of compressive 
strength occurs as the number of therma~ cyc~es is increased. However, the 
major part of the strength ~oss is incurred in the first five cyc~es. The 
th 
(3,4,8,17) 
au ors attribute these resutts to dimensiona~ changes causing 
fracture of the bond between the aggregate and mortar matrix. 
Attempts to manufacture concretes ~ess susceptib~e to reduction in· 
compressive strength due to heating, have been on~y part~y successfu~; 
comp~ete insensitivity of compressive strength to temperature has not 
b h . d c . . ( 8 ) d , d t . d. p t 1 d een ac 1eve • r1sp1no eveuope a concre e us1ng or 1nary or uan 
Cement and barite aggregate (E.H.T. concrete); the choice of barite as 
aagregate was based on the compatibi~ity of the coefficient of therma~ 
expansion of the aggregate with that of the mortar matrix, approximate~y 
-6 -6 
12 X 10 /deg C and 14 X 10 /deg C respectivety. This concrete was 
compared to a standard concrete incorporating ~imestone aggregate with 
-6 . 
a coefficient of therma~ expansion of 6,5 X 10 /deg C. It was found 
that the reduction in the compressive strength of E.H.T. concrete after 
0 
6 therma~ cyc~es to 500 C, was ~ess than that of the standard concrete 
~fter the 6 cyctes to a maximum temperature of 350°[. However, the ~oss 
in compressive strength of the E.H.T. concrete was not comp~ete~y e~iminated. 
1.2 F~exura~ Strength 
0 
The f~exura~ strength of concrete at a~~ temperatures up to 500 C fo~~ows 
a rough~y simi~ar pattern to that exhibited by the compressive strength. 
However, f~exura~ strength tends to be more sensitive to the heat exposure 
than compressive strength, i.e. the reductions in f~exura~ strength are 
usua~~y more severe than those incurred in compression. Data( 2 ) i~~ustrating 
this are shown in Figs. I.4 and I.5; the residua~ ratios of compressive 
strength and transverse strength, respective~y, p~otted against temperature. 
It is apparent that the f~exura~ strength does not indicate a simi~ar 
tendency to increase at certain temperatures (with reference to the contro~ 
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FIG. 1.2: The effect of eLev2ted temperature on the compressive strength 
of seated and unsealEd concrete. 
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FIG. 1.4: The effect of e~evated temperature on the compressive and 
flexura1 strength of unsea1ed concrete made with l.,imestone 
agg reg .:ne. 
0 20 
- Compressive strength 










FIG. I.5: The effect of el.,evated temperature on the compressive strerigth 
and fl.,exural., strength of unseated concrete made with sandstone 
aggregate. 
( 
Partiat recovery of ftexurat strength, however, after an initiat decrease 
0 (18) 
at temperatures betow 100 C, has been reported • 
The difference between the behaviour of concrete tested in the dry state 
and concrete tested in the futty saturated states is atso evident for the 
transverse strength of heated concrete. Data by Lankard( 1 ) ittustrating 
this are shown in Fig. I.6. It shoutd be noted though, that these 
resutts are for ftexurat tests after the specimens had coated from the 
treatment temperature. This coutd be a further possibte cause for the 
variation betwe~n the two testing conditions. 
.9. 
Thermat cycting of specimens is found to aggravate the reduction of ftexurat 
. ( 3 8 17) 
strength at a g2ven temperature ' ' • The effect of cycting on the 
ftexurat strength of two concretes is shown in Fig. I. 7. 
(3) 
The data are 
for concrete incorporating timestone and expanded shate-ctay aggregate 
respectivety, with maximum cycting temperature of 300°C. It is of interest 
to note that most of the reduction of ftexurat strength occurs within the 
first five thermat cycte~. 
1.3 Young's Modutus 
The modutus of etasticity of concrete is atways reduced when concrete is 
heated. Residuat vatues of Young's modutus (both static and dynamic) as 
tow as 15 percent of the unheated reference vatue are not uncommon at 500°c( 7 ). 
In generat, the Young's modutus of concrete subjected to heat exposure is 
reduced more than either the compressive strength or the ftexurat strength. 
In Fig. I.8 the effect of etevated temperature on the Young's modutus of 
t d "th , · t t ( 7 ) · h A1 h th concre e rna e Wl ulmes one aggrega e lS s own. uso s own are e 
residuat ratios of compressive strength and transverse strength to indicate 
the retative performance of these three properties. In this regard, it is 
particutarty interesting to note that Lankard( 1 ) found the reductions in 
Young's modutus to occur despite increases in the compressive strength of 
unseated concrete specimens at certain temperatures. 
Repeated cyctes of heating usuatty cause further reductions in Young's 
modutus( 3). Fig. I.9 ittustrates how the residuat vatue of Young's modutus 
0 
varies with the number of thermat cyctes to a temperature of 300 C. These 
data( 3) exhibit the trend usuatty encountered with thermat cycting, viz~ 
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FIG. I .6: The effect of elevated temperature on the fLexurat strength 
of sealed and unseated concrete. 
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FIG. I.B: The effect of heating on Young's modutus, compressive 
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FIG. 1.9: The effect of thermal,. cycting on Young's Modutus, 
compressive strength and ftexurat strength respectivety. 
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The behaviour of Young's modutus in unseated specimens is thought( 1 ) to 
be retat~d targety to the absence of the evaporabte water-at time of 
testing. Loss of evaporabte water constitutes the removat of an 
incompressibte phase. Sotid surfaces, formerty in contact with etements 
of water, move ctoser together when toad is apptied. Consequentty, the 
Young's modutus is reduced. This is probabty the reason why concretes 
which have been designed to withstand reduction in compressive strength, 
neverthetess exhibit decreases in Young's modutus, e.g. the B.H.T. concrete 
.12. 
d , d b c . . {B) eve~ope y r1sp1no • This concrete showed a 70 per6ent toss of Young's 
0 
modutus after six heating cyctes to 500 C; most of the deterioration having 
occurred in the first cycte. 
Specimens seated to prevent water migration during heating are atso found 
to undergo deterioration of Young's modutus. In this case the retativety 
incompressibte phase is totatty retained within the concrete during heating. 
According to Lankard( 1 ), the reduction of Young's modutus under these 
conditions is due to changes taki~ ptace in the mineratogicat ph~se 
assembtage of the hydrated cement, i.e. a chemicat change within the 
hydrated cement, which resutts in the formation of a physicatty weaker 
matrix. However, this has not been conctusivety proved. 
1.4 Poisson's Ratio 
The Poisson's ratio of concrete subjected to heating has not been extensivety 
investigated. At normat· temperatures concrete has a Poisson's ratio of 
0 5 0 h d . d f t . t (JO) D · ,1 to ,20 wen eterm1ne rom s.ra1n measuremen s • ynam1c 
determination of Poisson's ratio yietds stightty higher vatues, with an 
average of approximatety 0,24( 11 ). 
Phitteo( 2g) reports that the Poisson's ratio (determined dynamicatty) of 
unseated concrete specimens decreases as the testing temperature increases. 
The same a~thor( 2 g) indicates that the resutts of Poisson's ratio determined 
by the dynamic method are very erratic. This is because Poisson's ratio is 
sensitive to errors in determining the resonant frequencies; 1 percent 
error in frequency may resutt in a 20 percent error in Poisson's ratio. 
The inftuence of etevated temperature on the Poisson's ratio (determined 
from strain measurements) or unseated concrete made with quartzite aggregate 
( 13) 
is reported by Marechat • The resutts are ptotted in Fig. I.10. It 
is apparent that there is a generat tendency for Poisson's ratio to 
decrease as the temperature increases. At the maximum test temperature 
0-
of 400 C, Poisson's ratio is tess than hatf the value of Poisson's ratio 
before heating. 
Resutts which do not conform to the abovementioned trend are reported by 
Crispino(B) for both a limestone aggregate concrete and barite aggregate 
concrete. Poisson's ratio was determined from strain measurements on 
unsealed concrete specimens after they had coated to room temperature. It 
was found that at 110°[ both the concretes tested had tower Poisson's ratio 
0 
vatues than at room temperature~ However, at higher temperatures (300 to 
500°C) the Poisson's ratio increased, i.e. increased w.r.t. the vatue of 
Poisson's ratio of an unheated specimen. In generat, the higher the 
temperature the greater the increase in Poisson's ratio. C 
. . ( 8) 
rlSplnD 
attributes the increase in Poisson's ratio to microcracking of the concrete. 
.13. 
The effect of temperaturB on the Poisson's ratio of seated concrete specimens 
was investigated by Nishizawa and Okamura( 12 ). The test temperatures were 
40°C, 70°C and 90°C · · h b · d t th respect1vety; spec1mens aving een ma1ntaine a ese 
temperatures for periods ranging from 1 week to 13 weeks. It was found 
that the Poisson 1 s ratio was not at at t inftuenced by this thermat treatment. 
With regard to the behaviour of Poisson's ratio it is worth noting some 
. (30) 
generat comments by Nev1tte • If concrete is subjected to an increasing 
compressive toad 11 the volumetric strain first decrease i.e. the effect of 
a monotonicatty increasing compressive stress is a densification of the 
concrete. However, at some point, the rate of change of votume becomes 
zero and hereafter an increase takes ptace. The point of change heratds 
the development of cracking to such an extent that the concrete is strictty 
speaking no tonger a continuous body. 11 It is, therefore, possibte that the 
reported increases in the Poisson's ratio of concrete at certain temperatures, 
are ~aused by internat microcracking. 
1.5 Uttrasonic Putse Vetocity 
The putse vetocity is not a structurat property of concrete. However, it 
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( i) Compressive strength - general.. l..y the greater- the compressive 
. . (15 19) 
strength the h1gher the pul.,se vel.,oc1ty ' ; and 
-
(ii) Poisson's ratio, by the equation 
1 - l1 = ( 1 + ].L ) ( 1 - 2].1 ) 
where ].L = Poisson's ratio 
v = Pul.,se ve1,oci ty 
E = Dynamic Young's modul.,us 
p = Density of the concrete 
K = A constant, determined by the unit of measurement. 
Being a non-destructive type of test, the pul.,se vel.,ocity is particul.,ar1,y 
useful., for assessing the behaviour of concrete under adverse environmental., 
conditions, e.g. el.,evated temperature. Care shoul.,d be taken in interpreting 
the resul.,ts though, since the pul.,se ve1,ocity is dependent on moisture 1,oss, 
i.e. a decrease in pul.,se vel.,ocity occurs as concrete "Loses water. This 
decrease in pul.,se ve1,ocity shoul.,d not be misconstrued as being indicative 
of microcracking within the concrete. 
Zol..dners( 2 ) determined the reductions in pul.,se vel.,ocity when heating 
concretes made with gravel.., "Limestone and sandstone aggregates respective1,y. 
The data are il.,l.,ustrated in Fig. 1.11. These resul.,ts indicate that at 
700°C the pul.,se vel.,ocity can be reduced to 20 percent of the val.,ue determined 
at room temperature before heating. The question arises as to what extent 
the reductions in pul.,se vel.,ocity are caused by water "Loss and microcracking 
respectivel.,y. A possib1,e method of determining this, may be by re-saturating 
the concrete by immersion in water. These resul.,ts wil.,l., not indicate the 
true extent of microcracks as the cracks themsel.,ves are fi 1., l.,e d with water. 
However, it may provide some indication of the extent of microcracking. 
1. 6 CI·eep 
The creep of concrete at el.,evated temperatures fol.,l.,ows the same general., 
pattern as creep at room temperatures, viz. it is approximate1,y an 
exponential., function of the time under l.,oad, and a reasonab1,y "Linear 
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FIG. 1.11: The effect of e"\;evated temperature on the PuLse VeLocity 
of concrete incorporating grave1, Limestone and sandstone 
aggregate respectiveLy. 
800 
From the reported "Literature it appears that seated (or water-stored) 
concrete specimens exhibit tess creep than unseated specimens. However, 
this cannot be stated with certainty as many of the reported resu"Lts are 
not directty comparab"Le. Creep vatues at various temperatures, as found 
(62) by Engtand and Ross , are i"Ltustrated in Fig. I.12. These resu"Lts are 
for concrete "Loaded at 10 days to a stress/strength ratio of 0,20. It 
shoutd be noted that for the sea"Led concrete the creep at 80 days of 
"Loading is p"Lotted, whereas for unseated concrete the data are for 60 
days "Loading. From these resutts it appears that seated specimens exhibit 
tess creep than unsea"Led specimens. 
.17. 
In F f th t 
(59,60,61,62,63,64) 
ig. I.13 some ur er resu"L s of creep determinations 
on sea"Led and unsea"Led specimens are ptotted against temperature. In each 
case the experimentat variabtes which cou"Ld have affected the resutts are 
given, viz. whether the concrete was seated or unseated; the stress/strength 
ratio; the age at "Loading; the concrete compressive strength; the "Loading 
age at which the data was determined. It appears that, in generat, concrete 
which is seated exhibits "Less creep than unseated concrete. 
From Fig. I.13 it is apparent that the specific inftuence of e"Levated 
temperature is to increase the creep of concrete; the creep at 50°C being 
approximatety two to three times as great as creep at room temperature. 
0 0 
For temperatures from 50 C to 100 C, some controversy exists about whether 
there is a further increase of tota"L creep. 
. . . (56 59 64} 
Some 1nvest1gators ' ' 
0 0 
report a definite maximum of totat creep in the range 50 C to 80 C and a 
corresponding minimum at temperatures around 100°C. (See Fig. I.13}. 
__.,...._ ·-,- ~- - ----
However, other investigators are of the opinion that the creep of concrete 
increases with temperature up to around 100°Ci the creep at 100°C at the 
end of a 60 to 100 day "Loading period being of the order of four to six 
(60 61 62 63) 
times as great as the creep at room temperature ' ' ' • Few data 
are avaitabte for the creep of concrete at temperatures exceeding 100°C. 
The resu"Lts of Marechat( 66 ) for the creep of unsea"Led specimens at 
temperatures of 105°C, 150°C, 250°C and 400°C are ptotted in Fig. I.14. 
It is apparent that in this range of temperature the magnitude of tota"L 
creep increases as the temperature increases; at 400°C the creep may be 
as much as an order of magnitude greater than the creep at 20°C. 
Contrary to the above difference in opinions regarding the totat creep 
. . 0 0 . . ( 5 9 6 0 61 6 2 6 3 64 6 6 } 
max1mum at between 50 C and 80 C, most 1nvest1gators ' ' ' ' ' ' 
E 
E 








































( 62) I 
England and Ross • "Loaded at 10 days to f/fc of 0,20; 
._.creep determined after 60 days of "Loading. 
( 62) I 
Engl.,and and Ross • Loaded at 10 days to f/fc of 0,20; 
o-o creep determined on sealed specimens after 80 days of 
"Loading. 
FIG. 1.12: The specific creep of sealed and un~eal.,ed concrete 
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( ~·. 84) 
lJ 
Tt:HPUlATlJH[, 
N . N . 1 ( 
59 ) d d 1 4 d f /f I f asser and evl u !,e • Loa e at ays to c o 
Q-Q 0,35; creep determined on seated specimens after 90 
days of toading. 
( 60) I 
hHannant • Loaded at 6 months to f/fc of 0,20; creep 
~ determined on sealed specimens after 80 days of toading. 
Arthanari and Yu(
61
). Loaded a1 15 days to f/f~ of 0,20; - creep determined after 60 days of Loading. 
( 6 J) I 
Hickey· Loaded at 60 days to f/fc of 0,10; creep was 
0--0 determined after 10 ( days of l.oading. 
o-o 
( 64) 
Nasser and NeviLle' Loaded after 1 year water storage 
I 
to f/f of 0,45; creep determined after 90 days of loading 
c 
under water. 
FIG. I.13: The sp~cific creep of sealed and unseated concrete 
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FIG.I.14: The creep of concrete at -etevated temperature, 







agree to a definite maximum for the creep rate between 50 C and 80 c. In 
Fig. 1.15 the creep rate, as found at various temperatures by different 
investigators, is ptotted against temperature. From these data the definite 
maximum is apparent. Furthermore, it appears that a minimum creep rate 
for both seated and unseated concrete occurs as the temperature increases 
0 
to around 100 C. 
(66) 
Marechat for 
The exception to this trend is the data reported by 
seated concrete. This investigator(
66
) found that the 
0 
creep rate of seated specimens is greatest at temperatures around 100 C. 
These resutts are ittustrated in Fig. 1.16. In Fig. 1.16 it is further 
0 
apparent that at temperatures above 100 C, the creep rate of unseated 
specimens increases most significantty as the temperature increases. 
Marechat(
66
) atso indicates that the creep rate of pre-dried concrete is 
tess at temperatures betow the drying temperature, than the creep rate of 
concrete which is attowed to dry whitst under toad. This behaviour is in 
accordance with a statement by Nevitte(JO) that "it is not the ambient 
humidity that is a factor in creep but the process of drying white the 
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Marechat ; loaded to 1400 psi after 1 year of moist-
curing; 14 days of preheating; loading period 4-60 days; 
unseated. 
. (59) o--o Nasser and Nevlt le ; l.Jaded after 1 year vJater storage 
to f/f' of 0,45; underwater; "Loading period 21-91 days. 
c 
~Same as above(S





~ Same as above but stored underwater at test temperature 
and f/f' = 0,45. 
c 
(59) I 
Q-Q Same as above but f/fc = 0,25. 
~Nasser and Nevill-e( 59 ) ; toaded at 14 days to f/f~ of 0,35; 
seated; underwater; loading period 21-91 days. 
Et-4 Arthanari and Yu( 61 ); 1oaded at 1~ days to f/f~ of 0,20; 
seated; toading period 1-60 days. 
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FIG. 1.16: The effect of elevated temperature on the rate 
of creep of concrete • 
• 2 3. 
CHAPTER 2 THE EFFECT OF SOME EXPERIMENTAL VARIABLES AND EXPERIMENTAL 
PROCEDURES ON THE STRUCTURAL BEHAVIOUR OF CONCRETE AT 
ELEVATED TEMPERATURES 
2.1 Introduction 
When concrete specimens are subjected to heating, the extent of the changes 
in the structuraL properties is due to an inter-reLationship of certain 
test parameters and variabLes. From tho Literature reviewed it appears 
that the most important of these are: 
(i) Concrete constituents and materiaLs: 
(a) cement type 
(b) aggregate type 




(a) water/cement ratio 




(a) rate of heating 
(b) time at temperature and temperature LeveL 
(c) effects of temperature cycLing 
(iv) Testing conditions: 
(a) specimens tested hot or after cooLing from the test 
temperature. 
(b) for the case of testing after cooLing, the coating 
rate and possibLe autogenous heating effects 
(c) moisture condition of concrete during heating and 
testing, i.e. whether specimens are aLLowed to dry 
or remain fuLLy saturated during heating and testing. 
.24. 
From the ~iterature reviewed, information regarding the specific effect 
of some of the above variabtes on the properties of heated concrete can 
.25. 
be determined. These studies indicate, however, that the moisture condition 
of the specimen at testing, as regards whether the water is' a~~awed to 
evaporate or is contained during heating, is the mast important·sing~~ 
factor inf~uencing the behaviour of heated concrete. Consequent~y, 
reference is a~ways made as to whether the specimens were sea~ed or unsea~ed 
during heating. 
2.2 Aggregate Type 
Severa~ investigators( 1 ' 2 ' 3 ' 5 ' 7 ' 8 ' 17) heve studied the specific effect of 
aggregate type on the behaviour of concrete at e~evated temperature. The 
data of Zotdners(
2
) is ittustrated ih Figure 1.17; the residua~ ratio of 
compressive strength of unseated concretes containing grave~, timestane, 
sandstone and expanded stag aggregate respectivety, p~otted against 
0 
temperature. Up to 100 C these a~t show titt~e or no ~oss in strength. 
0 0 
In the 100 C to 200 C temperature range, some gain in strength occurs. At 
tempsratures above 200°C, the respective concretes containing expanded s~ag 
and timestone aggregate exhibit a targe reduction in compressive strength; 
the higher the temperature the greater the reduction in compressive strength. 
This occurs in the grave~ concrete at 320°C and in the timestone concrete 
at 410°C. 
Simi~ar trends are not apparent for the ftexurat strength of the above-
mentioned concretes. These resutts are ptotted in Fig. 1.18. The f~exura~ 
strength of att concretes show rapid deterioration with temperature, the 
higher the temperature the greater the toss in ftexurat strength. The 
teast strength ~oss is found in the timestone concrete which retains 40 
percent of the unheated ftexurat strength at 500°C. The same investigatar(
2
) 
reports that the expanded stag concrete exhibited a residua~ shrinkage on 
coating from a~t temperatures. The concretes incorporating the other 
aggregates exhibited ~ shrinkage when coated from temperatures be~ow 300°C; 
when coated from temperatures above 300°C, residuat expansion of these 
concretes atways occurred. 
( 2) . 
Zotdners conctudes that the aggregates exert considerabte inf~uence on 
the property behaviour of concrete at e~evated temperatures. Concrete 
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FIG. 1.17: The effect of heating on the compressiJe strength of concretes 
incorporating different aggregates. 
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FIG. I.18: The effect of heating on the fl,exural, strength of concretes 
incorporating different aggregates. 
, 
containing igneous gravet or sandstone aggregate. Of att the concretes 
investigated the expanded stag concrete was found to have the teast 
desirabte structurat properties at etevated temperature. Worth noting 
is the fact that this aggregate, by nature of its manufacture, wou1d 
_exhibit re1ative1y tow thermat expansion. A possibte cause of the poor 
structura1 behaviour cou1d thus have been the incompatibi1ity of the 
therma1 expansions of the concrete cons ti tuen ts. 
Campbe11-At1en and Desai(
3
) compare the properties of unseated concretes 
contai~ing 1imestone, expanded shate and firectay bric~ aggregate 
respectivety. The retative performance of these was assessed from the 
effects of cyc1ing to 300°C on the compressive strength and f1exurat 
strength. This is i11ustrated in Figs. 1.19 and 1.20. A11 concretes show 
marked deterioration of both compressive strength and ftexura1 strength 
respective1y, as the number of therma1 cyctes increases. The 1imestone 
concrete is the most affected, and the firebrick concrete the 1east 
affected, by the heat treatment. In this respect it is worth noting that 
for the timestone and sha1e concretes, the authors noted a targe number of 
aggregate partictes distodged from the cement matrix after testing. 
Re1ative1y few were apparent for the firebrick concrete. With regard to 
this, Campbe1t-A1ten and Desai(
3
) point out that the firec1ay brick, 
a1though having a significant1y tower therma1 expansion than the cement 
paste phase, neverthetess had the best performance at etevated temperature 
of the three concretes investigated. This they attribute to the exce11ent 
bonding between the cement and firectay - a resutt of the surface texture 
and shape of the aggregate. The inftuence of surface texture and shape 
is further evident from the behaviour of the expanded shate aggregate. 
• 27 •· 
This was as stabte as the firec1ay brick at temperature and had approximate1y 
the same therma1 expansion coefficient. Ho~ever, the smooth surface and 
rounded shape of the expanded shate aggregate caused greater 1oosening of 
this aggregate from the cement mortar. 
Lankard(i) conc1udes that up to approximatety 260°C the choice of aggregates 
for concrete heated in the unseated condition is not too critica1, provided 
the aggregate itse1f is therma11y stab1e. His findings are based on research 
( 1 ) 
of grave1 and 1imestone concretes. For seated concrete, Lankard considers 
the choice of aggregate very important. Siticeous aggregates are 















































































CYCLING TEMPERATURE 300°C 
...... Fire-cl.,ay brick aggregate 
j o-o Expanded shale-clay aggregate (Ref. 3) 
Q-Q Limestone aggregate 
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FIG. !.19: The effect of thermat cycting on the compressive strength 
of concretes incorporating different aggregates. 
0 
CYCLING TEMPERATURE = 300°[ 
e-e Fire-cl.,ay brick aggregate 
o-o Expanded shate-ctay aggregate 
Q-Q Limestone aggregate 
5 10 15 
NU~1BER OF THERMAL CYCLES 
(Ref. 3) 
~0 
FIG. 1.20: The effect of thermal., cycting on the flexural., strength 
of concretes incorporating different aggregates. 
25 
25 
HErada et ~ ( 7 ) observed the effects of short term heating on the 
properties of unseated specimens made with different aggregates. The 
data for concrete incorporating Limestone and sandstone aggregate 
respectiveLy are iLLustrated in Fig. I.21. It is apparent that the 
reductions in compressive strengths are approximateLy the same for the 
two concretes studies. The fLexuraL strength and Young's moduLus (static) 
of Limestone concrete tend to be more reduced at high temperature than 
fLexuraL strength and Young's moduLus of sandstone concrete. In this 
respect it is worth noting that the authors{ 7 ) found the thermaL expansion 
coefficients of the sandstone aggregate (siLiceous) concrete to agree very 
weLL with that of the originaL stone. Limestone aggregate concretes were 
found to have expansion coefficients much tower than those of the Limestone 
aggregate onLy. 
( 8) 
Crispino proposes that in order to eLiminate the reductions in the 
structuraL properties of concrete at eLevated temperature, the differentiaL 
movement between the aggregate and cement paste shouLd be as smaLL as 
possibLe. The author deveLoped a concrete incorporating barite aggregate 
(B.H.T. concrete) w~ich he compared with a concrete made with Limestone 
aggregate. The coefficients of thermaL expansion of the 
.29. 
-6 
and neat cement mortar were both between 12,5 X 10 /deg 
barite aggregate 
-6 
C and 14 X 10 /deg C, 
whereas the expansion coefficient of the Limestone aggregate 
0 
-6 
was 6,5 X 10 I 
deg C. After six cycLes of temperature to 500 C, the barite concrete exhibited 
tess reduction of compressive strength than the Limestone concrete with simiLar 
0 
treatmen~ to a maximum temperature of 350 C. Furthermore, one cycLe of heating 
and coating resu1,ted in a residuat shrinkage of the barite concrete whereas 
the Limestone concrete exhibited residuaL expansion after simiLar heating. 
The author(B) concLudes that this iLLustrates the extent to which microcracking 
( 8) 
had occurred within the timestone concrete. A factor thought to exert 
considerabLe infLuence in the deterioration was the different thermaL expansions 
occurring aLong the three crystaLLographic axes of the Limestone aggregate 
the z. axis exhibiting markedLy Less expansion than either the X or Y axis. 
The above review indicates that aggregates are of major importance in 
infLuencing the behaviour of concrete at eLevated temperature. However, the 
concLusion that the seLection of aggregates shouLd be based on the compatibiLity 
of the thermat expansion coefficient of the aggregate and cement paste in the 
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FIG. 1.21: The effect of heating on the compressive strength and 
Young's moduLus of concretes incorporating different 
aggregates. 
500 
(i) Factors tike the surface texture, shape of aggregate and 
votumetric concentration of aggregate may atso inftuence 
the behaviour of concrete made with a particutar aggregate 
type. 
(ii) In unseated concrete the strains which may resutt from 
incompatibitity of the thermat expansion coefficients of 
the cement paste and aggregate, are not as targe as the 
strains caused by shrinkage of the paste retative to the 
aggregate as the paste toses water. For specimens which 
remain futty saturated during heating, the thermat compatibitity 
of expansion coefficients may be a consideration in the choice 
of constituents. 
Furthermore, it is apparent from the reviewed titerature that the emphasis 
has been primarity on determining the effect of different coarse aggregates 
on the property behaviour of concrete at high temperature. It shoutd be 
remembered though, that when two different coarse aggregates are used to 
make concrete the proportion of fine· aggregate is usuatty not the same in 
the two cases. The possibitity therefore exists that in some instances, 
• 31. 
when comparing the behaviour of concretes made with different coarse aggregates, 
the fine aggregate may have inftuenced the resutts. The thermat incompatibitity 
of paste and aggregate, and the effects of coarse and fine aggregate on concrete 
behaviour at etevated temperature, are discussed more futty .in Chapter 4 and 
Chapter 5 of this review. 
2.3 Water/Cement Ratio and Aggregate/Cement Ratio 
Research by Mathotra ( 67 ) indicates that the water/cement ratio (by weight) 
has tittte inftuence on changes of compressive strength in concrete heated 
to 600°C. The water/cement ratios investigated ranged from 0,37 to 0,64. 
This observation is in accord with the resutts of Saeman and Washa(
68
): 
no significant differences in the retative changes of compressive strength 
at 250°C were observed for concretes having water/cement ratios of 0,48 to 
0,84. Betow 100°C, however, concretes with a tow water/cement ratio exhibit 
more reduction of heated compressive strength than concretes with a high 
water/cement ratio. 
There is evidence to suggest though, that retative changes occuring in 
the Young's modutus of heated concrete are more sensitive to changes in 






) show that in unseated 
concrete at etevated temperature, tess proportionate reduction of Young's 
modutus occurs for ~pecimens of tow water/cement ratio than for specimens 
of high water/cement ratio. 
Rese~rch data pertaining to the inftuence of the cement/aggregate ratio 




estabtished that at temperatures up to 220 C tean mixes (tow cement/ 
aggregate ratio) exhibit tess reduction in compressive strength than rich 
mixes (high cement/aggregate ratio). These resutts were obtained on 
unseated specimens. 
.32. 
The reviewed titerature does not indicate conctusivety whether the water/ 
cement ratio, or the cement/aggregate ratio, is the more important parameter 
regarding the effects of etevated temperature on the structurat behaviour 
of concrete. It is evident though that mix proportions do exert considerabte 
inftuence on the properties of concrete at etevated temperature. In this 
. ( 1 8) 
regard Dav~s is of the opinion that concrete made with "tow water-cement 
ratios, and high cement-aggregate ratios witt fare better at high temperatures 
than other mixes". 
F ( 
70 ) . t. t d th . t th f t . t. urumura ~nves ~ga e e compress~ve s reng o concre es ~ncorpora ~ng 
expanded shate and gravet aggregate respectivety. For each aggregate type 
the water/cement ratios were 0,45 and 0,65; the cement/aggregate ratios 0,47 
and 0,26 respectivety. The specimens were cured for 4 to 6 months prior to 
heating in the unseated condition. The resutts of these te~ts are ittustrated 
in Fig. I.22; the residuat ratios of compressive strength of the respective 
mixes ptotted against the temperature. From these data it appears that tow 
strength concrete exhibits overatt better compressive strength at etevated 
temperature than concrete of high strength. This is contrary to the 
, . f D . (18) 
conc~us~on o av~s • 
2.4 Specimens Tested Hot or after Coating from Temperature 
Considerabte difficutty has been encountered in the testing of specimens 
whitst hot. Cansequentty, in many instances specimens have been attowed to 




































o-o w/c ratio 0, -i' ~ Gravet aggregate ..... w/c ratio 0,45 ~(Ref.7) 
Q-Q w/c ratio 0,65 ~ Expanded shate aggregate ()--.0 w/c ratio = 0,45 
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TEMPERATURE, DC 
FIG. 1.22: The effect of heating on the compressive strength of 
concretes with different mix proportions. 
.33. 
there can be variation between the resutts of specimens tested hot and 
specimens tested after coating from the test'temperature. 
The resutts of Lankard( 1 ) are ittustrated in Fig. I.23 and Fig. I.24. 
.34. 
These indicate the variation between some structurat properties of heated 
gravet concrete due to testing hot and after coating. In Fig. I.23 the 
effect of these conditions on the compressive strength and modutus of 
etasticity of unseated concrete is shown. It appears that the generat 
tendency is for specimens to exhibit stightty better behaviour of these 
properties when tested hot than when coated before testing. The data for 
seated concrete is ittustrated in Fig. I.24. Both the compressive strength 
and Young's modutus of seated concrete are significantty higher when 
specimens are coated to room temperature before testing than when specimens 
are tested hot. 
This was found too by Bertero and Potivka(
4
). The authors investigated both 
the compressive strength and Young's modutus of concrete when tested hot 
and tested after coating to room temperature. Both seated and unseated 
specimens were used. The resutts for seated specimens indicate that the 
compressive strength, when tested hot at 150°C is tower than the compressive 
strength of a specimen coated from this temperature. The differences were 
of the order of 5 to 12 percent; the targer of these vatues for specimens 
subjected to a greater number of thermat cyctes. The modutus of etasticity 
was found to be affected in a simitar way. However, the differences between 
testing at temperature and after coating were found to be targer; 9 percent 
for three thermat cyctes to 150°C and 25 percent for fourteen cyctes to 
this temperature. The same investigators atso report that the compressive 
strength and Young's modutus of unseated specimens tested hot at 150°C 
0 
are no different to these properties tested after coating from 150 C. 
Weigter(
5
), however, conctudes that for unseated concrete the strength of 
hot specimens is generatty higher than that obtained after coating. Data 
are reported for concrem incorporating quartz and barite aggregate respectivety. 
These concretes were heated to various temperatures ranging from 100°C to 
600°C. The author(
5
) observed that the concrete made with barite aggregate 
showed smatter property reductions due to coating than the concrete made 
with quartz aggregate. 
Generat findings of the titerature regarding the inftuence of coating before 
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FIG. 1.23: The effect of coating before testing on the compressive strength 
and Young's modutus of unseated concrete subjected to heating. 
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FIG. 1.24: The effect of coating before testing on the compressive 
strength and Young's modutus of seated concrete subjected 
to heating. 
(i) Seated concrete generatty exhibits better property behaviour 
when coated to room temperature before testing than when 
tested hot. The difference between the two cases is of the 
order of 10 percent for compressive strength and approximatety 
15 percent for Young's modutus. 
(ii) Unseated concrete usuatty undergoes onty minor further 
reduction in these properties if tested at room temperature 
after heating. 
2.5 Autogenous Heating 
.36. 
If concrete is attowed to coot to room temperature before testing, autogenous 
heating during the period prior to testing may occur, i.e. some of the 
structurat properties tend to recover to a certain extent the property 
reduction caused by etevated temperature. This is ittustrated in Fig. I.25 
d F . I' 2 6 Th d . ( 7 ) . F . I 2 5 f . t h f . an 1g. • • e ata 1n 1g. • are or e recovery o compress1ve 
strength with time, of coated concrete specimens previousty heated to 
different temperature tevets. The vatue of the compressive strength at 
any particutar time is expressed as a percentage of the reference vatue 
prior to heating. After an initiat decrease of compressive strength at two 
months after coating, the recovery of compressive strength commences: at 10 
months after coating, compressive strength recoveries of up to 30 percent of 
the originat reference strength had occurred. A simitar phenomenon is 
observed for Young's modutus, ittustrated in Fig. I.26. Increases in Young's 
modutus of 30 to 40 percent after ten months are reported. 
The above resutts are particutarty interesting when it is reatized that: 
(i) The recovery of compressive strength and Young's modutus 
was for concrete notre-immersed in water; and 
(ii) After heating to the indicated temperature, the concrete coutd 
not possibty have had any water in the capittary pores of the 
cement paste. (Data( 1 ) indicate that the get pores, too, 
contain no water at these temperatures.) 
Consequentty, the observed property increases coutd not have occurred by 
virtue of a mechanism which requires the presence of water, e.g. an increase 











































w/c ratio = O, 7 
(Ref. 7) 
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TIME ELAPSE~ AFTER COOLING (MONTHS) 
FIG. 1.25: The recovery of compressive strength after coo~ing from 
heat-treating temperature. 
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~ 4000C (Ref. 7) ..... soo0c 
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TIME ELAPSED AFTER COOLING (MONTHS) 
FIG: I.26: The recovery of Young's Modu~us in concrete after coo~ing 
from etevated temperature. 
10 
(~) Carbonation of CaD to CaC0
3
• It is known that this 
effect may resu~t in increases in strength( 71 ). 
(ii) The effects of creep, i.e~ a re~axation of the st~esses 
which occur within the cement paste and at the cement paste/ 
aggregate interface when cement paste shrinks re~ative to 
aggregate partic~es. 
These two effects are discussed more fu~~y ln Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. 
.38. 
CHAPTER 3 THE VOLUME CHANGES WHICH OCCUR WHEN CONCRETE IS HEATED 
TO ELEVATED TEMPERATURE 
The dimensiona~ changes which occur in concrete heated to e~evated 
temperature are due to the combined effects of the aggregate and cement 
paste. In order to ascertain to what extent the dimensiona~ changes of 
the respective constituents can inf~uence the expansion behaviour of 
concrete, these changes are discussed before considering the vo~ume 
changes of concrete. 
3.1 Vo~ume Changes of Aggregate at E~evated Temperature 
The minera~ composition and structure of aggregate is a major factor in 
determining the coefficient of therma~ expansion of concrete. This is 
because the aggregate usua~~y occupies 60 to 80 percent of the tota~ 
vo~ume of hardened concrete. 
Data indicate that the main factor inf~uencing the therma~ expansion of 
rock, is the pioportion of quartz present. Rocks with a high quartz 
content, such as quartzite and sandstone, have the highest coefficients. 
-6 
These are usua~~y of the order of 12 X 10 per deg C. Rocks containing 
~itt~e or no guartz, e.g. ~imestone, have the ~owest coefficients, averaging 
-6 
about 6 X 10 per deg C. Igneous rocks (granite, phyo~ite, basa~t, etc.) 
.39. 
have medium quartz contents and thus have therma~ expansion coefficients 
between the abovementioned extreme va~ues. In Tab~e 1.2, average va~ue~ 
of the coefficient of therma~ expansion for different rocks are presented( 2 S)• 
It shou~d be noted though, that these va~ues app~y on~y in the temperature 
0 
range up to 65 C. 
TABLE I.2 
The Average Coefficients of Linear Thermat Expansion of 
Various Rocks (within the temperature ranges to 65°C). 
TYPE OF ROCK 
Quartzite, sitica shate, cherts: 
Sandstones: 
Quartz sands and pebbtes: 
Ctays and mica shates 
Granites and Gneisses: 
Syenites, fetdspathic porphyry, Diorites, 
Andesite, Phonotite, Gabbros, Diabase, Basatt: 





of Thermat Expansion 
-6 
X 10 /deg C 
11,0- 12 '5 
10,5 - 12,0 
10,0 - 12,5 
9,5 - 11,0 
6,5 - 8,5 
5,5 - 8,0 
3,5 - 6,0 
4,0- 6,5 
4 ,o - 7,0 
7,0 - 10,0 
E . t 1 k ( 
2 6 ' 2 7 ) . d. h t h . d. ff t k t xperlmen au wor ln lCates t a w en l eren roc ypes are 
exposed to etevated temperatures (up to 7DD°C) the thermat expansion 
increases severat times over that at normat temperatures. The increasing 
thermat expansion coefficients of a sandstone, timestone, anorthosite and 
granite, within different ranges of etevated temperature, are shown in 
Tabte I.J. Despite the fact that these four rock types fatt into three 
different rock categories, viz. igneous rocks, quartzose rocks and 
carbonate rocks, they att exhibit the abovementioned trend. Unfortunatety, 
th . t• t (
26 , 27 ) d t . d" t t h t t t th k h"b"t e lnves lga ors o no ln lca e o w a ex en e roc s ex l l 
permanent expansion or contraction· after coating from the indicated 
temperatures. This information may be of great vatue in assessing the 
suitabitity of aggregates for use in concrete at etevated temperature; 




The Effect of E~evated Temperatures on the Coefficient 
of Therma~ Expansion of· Various Rocks. 




Sandstone Limestone Anorthosite Granite 
20 to 100°C 10,0 3,0 4,0 4,0 
100 to 300°C 15,0 9,0 8,5 13' 5 
300 to 500°C 21 '5 17,0 10,0 26,0 
500 to 700°C 25,0 33,0 12,5 4 7,5 
With regard to permanent votume changes which may occur when aggregates are 
subjected to etevated temperature, the behaviour of quartz-rich rocks is 
worth mentioning. From the titerature reviewed it appears that quartz-rich 
0 
iocks are stabte up to temperatures around 500 C, i.e. on coating, the 
0 
origina~ dimensions of these rocks are returned. However, at 573 C an 
inversion of a quartz to p quartz resutts in a sudden votume expansion of 
( 2 8) 
approximate~y 2,4 percent • The effect of such an expansion becomes 
apparent when it is rea~ized that the tota~ therma~ expansion due to heating 
to 570°C is onty of the order of 3 percent. At 900°C, dissociation of gases 
f "h . h k (28,31) causes a urt er irregu~ar votume change in quartz-r1c roc s • 
The irregutar behaviour of certain ~imestone aggregates when heated has 
atso been reported(J,B, 32 ). Campbett-At~en and Desai(J) indicate than an 
endothermic reaction occurs at 280°C in timestone aggregate containing 
ferrugimous impurities •. The authors report that the smattest trace of 
muscovite and goethite in the timestone add to the instabitity of this 
aggregate. Crispino(B) reports the anisotropism of a ~imestone aggregate; 
the expansion a~ong the X axis was found to be more than 40 percent greater 
than that a~ong the Z axis. Harvey(J2 ) shows that within the temperature 
range of 30°C to 80°C the therma~ expansion of a coarse grained ~irnestone 
is twice as targe as that for a fine grained ~imestone (11,3 and 5,0 X 10-6/ 
deg c, respective~y). The author conctudes that fine~y crysta~~ine rocks 
.41. 
are generatty more durab~e from the therma~ standpoint than coarse grained 
ones; the deformations of coarse~y crystattine rocks being most~y irreversib~e 
after coating. 
3.2 Votume Changes of Cement Paste at Etevated Temperatures 
The votume changes exhibited by neat cement paste subjected to heating 
are ctosety tinked to the water content of the paste. In order to have 
a better understanding of the prevaiting moisture conditions in cement 
paste, the water content of unheated, hardened paste is first considered. 
3.2.1 The Water Content of Hardened Cement Paste 
------------------------------------------
The constituents of unhydrated cement are mainty catcium siticates, 
catcium atuminates and catcium atuminoferrites, the cement having an 
2 
average specific surface of approximatety 3000 em /g. When mixed with 
water, these compounds hydrate rapdity at first, and then at a decreasing 
rate. The main hydration products are catcium-hydroxide crystats and 
submicroscopic, irregutar, needte- tike crystats of catcium citicate hydrate. 
The individuat partictes are not interconnected but separated from each 
other by smatt, mostty water fitted get pores. The get pores have an 
average diameter of approximatety 20°A. Because of their smatt size, the 
hydration products are cottoidat ~ the hydrated cement paste thus being 
considered a get of the timited swetting ctass. The cement get has v~ry 
targe specific surface compared with that of the unhydrated cement-
6 2 3 2 . 
approximatety 2 X 10 em /g and 3 X 10 em /g respectlvety. The approximate 
porosity of the cement get is between 26 and 28 percent. 
When cement and water are mixed, a system is thus formed which consists of 
.42. 
a sotid phase of unhydrated cement surrounding comparativety targe capittary 
pores. These capittary pores are fitted with water. As hydration progresses, 
the water from the capittary pores is taken up and graduatty reptaced by 
the cement get. Thus as hydration progresses the votume of capittary pores 
is simuttaneousty decreasing. Normatty, however, some capittary pores do 
remain even if the cement is comptetety hydrated. 
The water that has been utitized for hydration of the cement is referred 
to as the chemicatty bound water. In addition to the chemicatty bound 
water, the cement get atso contains water within the get pores. Because 
of the high specific surface of the hydration products (cement get) and the 
smatt diameter of the get pores, the get water is strongty adsorbed. It 
thus has a mobitity considerabty tower than that of the free water contained 
in the capittary pores. 
Water may thus be present in hydrated cement paste in either of the 
fottowing three states: 
( i) Chemicatty bound water within the hydration products.~~ 
( ii) Adsorbed water- water physicaLLy bound within the get pores.-IH~ 
(iii)· Free water within the capittary pores, i.e. the capH"Laries 
contain att water in excess of that used in (i) and (ii). 
I . t (72) n numerous experlmen s , pore structure of cement paste has been 
quantitativeLy investigated. No precise distinction coutd, however, be 
made between water in the various states; the pore size distribution in 
the cement paste being continuous, no sharp transition exists between 
capittary water and get water. Atso, within the hydration products the 
water is bound in various different ways and with varying degrees of 
fixation. 
Distinction is thus onty made between evaporabte water and non-evaporab1e 
water at a given temperature and pressure. The non-evaporabte water is 
more or tess arbitrariLy defined as that water which is hetd in the cement 
paste after the paste has been dried to constant weight at a temperature 
0 
of 105 C. This is approximatety the same as the water content of the 
0 
paste at 20 C and zero reLative vapour pressure. Though a targe portion 
of this non-evaporabte water may be considered as chemicatty bound, a 
certain amount of the physicatty bound water aLso fatts into the non-
evaporabte category. 
The water Lost during heating occurs in various stages. This is due to 
.43. 
the different degrees of attraction to the cement matrix phase of the types 
of water present. Furthermore, it does appear that even at the retative1y 
tow temperature of 100°C some of the non-evaporabte water may be driven off. 
The toss of water during heating is discussed more fuLLy in subsection 3.2.2. 
The voLume of chemicaLLy combined water is usuatty taken as 23 percent 
by weight of the hydrated cement. 
** The voLume of water within the get pores is caLcuLated from the voLume 
of ge1 that is formed during hydration and the known porosity of th~ ge1. 
.44. 
3.2.2 The Votume Changes of Cement Paste Subjected to Heating -------------------------------------------------------
I t . t" (9,10,25) . . h nves ~ga ~ons ~nd~cate t at the votume change of heated cement 
paste is a comptex process, the actuat expansion resutting from a combined 
effect of true thermat expansion and apparent thermat expansion. True 
thermat expansion is based on kinetic motecutar movement of the paste. 
The apparent thermat expansion arises from swetting pressures. Swetting 
pressures are caused by a decrease in capittary tension of water hetd 
by the cement paste as the temperature increases. No swetting is possibte 
when the paste is dry; consequentty it fottows that the coefficient of 
expansion is tower when the paste is dry than when the paste is partty 
saturated. 
When futty saturated paste is heated the coefficient is tower than that 
for a partty saturated paste. This is because of the diffusion of water 
from get pores to capittary pores, the water migration causing some 
contraction of the paste. 
. (33) (10) 
The work of M~tchet and Meyers shows that moisture content may 
cause the coefficient of expansion of neat paste to vary by as much as 
100 percent, with minimum vatues obtained in both the oven-dry and futty 
saturated conditions. A maximum vatue occurs at an intermediate criticat 
.moisture content; 65 percent to 70 percent in pastes up td the ages of 
6 months, and 45 percent to 50 percent in otder pastes. The data of 
( 10) 
Meyers presented graphicatty in Fig. I.27 ittustrate the above 
phenomena. 
From the abovementioned studies it appears that the thermat expansion of 
-6 -6 
a saturated paste is usuatty in the range 9 X 10 /deg C to 10 X 10 /deg C. 
However, in a paste which is tosing water (as opposed to a paste tested at 
a particutar moisture content) the paste witt have a continuatty changing 
thermat expansion coefficient. This condition arises when paste is heated 
to high temperature. Furthermore, in a paste that is tosing water, 
considerabte shrinkage may occur. The extent of this shrinkage is directty 
. ( 34) 
retated to the type of evaporabte water that is tost. Isha~ conctudes 
that at teast four mechanisms contribute to drying shrinkage of concrete. 
These invotve five different types of evaporabte water, each type differing 
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FIG. I.27: The effect of moisture content on the thermal 
expansion coefficient of hardened cement paste. 
.45. 
( i) water in capittary pores 
(ii) water in get pores 
(iii) water adsorbed on crystat surfaces 
( iv) adsorbed water confined between adjacent crystat surfaces 
( v) zeotitic or intracrystattine water 
When paste is heated, the free water is removed in approximatety the 
order tisted above. A comptete desorption/re-adsorption cycte resutts 
in a hysteresis of the shrinkage strain versus moisture toss curve. 
.46. 
This indicates that a certain portion of the drying shrinkage is irrecoverabte. 
The permanent shrinkage is associated( 1 , 34 ) with types (iv) and (v).evaporabte 
water and is thus onty significant as comptete dryness is approached. 
Of particutar importance to the present discussion is the fact that totat 
removat of evaporabte water is reported to resutt in a shrinkage of 2 percent 
. ( 31) 
~n cement paste • Furthermore, the removat of chemicatty combined water 
from the hydrated cement phase atso resutts in a shrinkage of the cement 
(35) (36) . 
paste. Katousek and Brunauer estabt~shed that the removat of such 
from tobermorite get resutts in considerabte contraction of the paste. This 
is primarity apparent in the c dimension of the unit cett (basat,. intertayer) 
which has been found to undergo shrinkage of up to 32 percent. Atthough 
the a and~ dimensions atso undergo stight modification, this is considered 
( 36) 
insignificant when compared with that of the~ dimension. Brunauer 
conctudes that the shrinkage accompanying the removat of the bonded OH water 
and intertayer water from the hydrate may produce cracking. 
In addition to shrinkage caused by the toss of evaporabte and non-evaporabte 
water when concrete is heated, the effect of carbonation shrinkage( 1 ) shoutd 
be considered. Carbonation shrinkage is quite distinct from drying shrinkage 
However, it is atso dependent on the moisture content of the paste and the 
retative humidity of the ambient medium( 51 ). Carbonation shrinkage occurs 
when co
2 
present in the atmosphere reacts, in the presence of moisture (the 





• In this regard, Nevitte( 51 ) indicates that carbonation 
shrinkage probabt~ resutts from "The dissotving of crystats of Ca(OH) 2 white 
under a compressive stress imposed by the drying shrinkage". The author(
51
) 
proposes that the CaC0
3 
which is precipitated is deposited in spaces free 
from stress; the compressibitity of the cement paste thus being temporarity 
increased. This increase in compressibitity of the paste manifests itsetf 
as an increase in shrinkage of the paste. 
Carbonation increases the shrinkage onty at intermediate moisture conditions 
of the paste. When the paste is too dry there is insufficient water in 
the pores within the cement paste for C0
2 
to form carbonic acid. On the 
other hand, when the pores are futt of water the diffusion of C0
2 
into 
. (51 ) . 
the paste is very stow. Furthermore, as Nevltte polnts out, when the 
paste is saturated "it is atso possibte that the diffusion of catcium 
ions from the paste teads to a precipitation of CaC0
3
, with a consequent 
ctogging of surface pores". 
It may be inferred from the above discussion that when concrete is heated 
and comptete toss of water from the get pores and capittary pores occurs, 
there woutd be no tendency towards carbonation. Atso, the effect of 
carbonation on heated concrete at (i) intermediate moisture content and 
(ii) in the futty s~turated condition, woutd be negtigibte. This is because 
the sotubitity of catcium hydroxide in water decreases as the temperature 
(52) 
increases. Vatues obtained by Bassett for the sotubitity of CaD as a 
function of temperature are given in Tabte I.4. 
TABLE I.4 
The Sotubitity of CaD as a Function of Temperature. 
0 
0 10 18 I 25 50 75 1 DO Temperature C 
CaD - g/titre 1 '30 1,25 1,20 1 '1 3 0,92 o, 72 0,52 I 
From the above tabte it is apparent that there woutd be a tendency toward 
precipitation, rather than dissotution of Ca(OH) 2 • 
. ( 3 7) 
In an investigation by Lea and Stradtlng the tength changes of hardened 
Porttand cement paste at etevated temperature were determined. The resutts 
.. 
of the investigation are ittustrated in Fig. I.2B: the percentage change in 
tength of cement paste specimen ptotted against temperature. Up to a 
0 
temperature of 100 C the cement paste expands. As water is given off, 
and if the temperature is sustained sufficientty tong, a contraction of 
.4 7. 
the paste occurs. This contraction more than~uats the previous expansion, 
i.e. the paste specimen is now shorter than the originat tength prior to 
heating. As the temperature increases, the contraction of the paste continues. 
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FIG.I.29: The tength change of a 0,40 w/c ratio 
hardened cement paste at et~vated temperatures. 
.4 8. 
(i) the most firm~y he~d evaporab~e water being driven off, 
and/or 
(ii) the ~ass of chemica~~y bound water. 
.49. 
It is apparent from Fig. I.28 that the contraction which accompanies the 
heating of cement paste may be as ~arge as 0,5 percent at 500°C. Furthermore, 
this resu~t was obtained on a specimen having a w/c ratio of 0,18; if paste 
specimens with higher w/c ratios are tested, they may exhibit even ~arger 
contractions. 
The resu~ts of Phi~~eo( 291 obtained from ~inear deformation measurements on 
a 0,40 w/c ratio paste are i~~ustrated in Fig. 1.29. These data indicate 
that contractions of 0,5 percent and 2,0 percent may occur at temperatures 
0 0 . 
of 250 C and 500 C respect1ve~y. This is substantiated by the work of 
(38) . 
Lankard shown 1n Fig. I.30. The paste specimens had a w/c ratio of 
0,60 and exhibited a contraction of 0,9 percent after approximate~y 40 
hours heating at 250°C. It was found by the same investigator(
38
) that 
if the capi~~ary water is removed from the paste prior to heating, the 
0 
fina~ contractive deformation of the paste after 40 hours at 250 C may 
be as ~arge as 1,7 percent. This is i~~ustrated in Fig. 1.31. Lankard( 38 ) 
a~so shows that if paste specimens are heated sufficient~y s~ow~y, they may 
never exhibit expansion, i.e. the contraction due to the ~ass of water is 
a~ways greater than the expansive effects due to increased therma~ energy. 
Figs. 1.30 and I.31 a~so indicate that the contraction exhibited by the 
paste specimen is not a function of temperature a~one, i.e. once the 
maximum temperature is attained, the time of exposure at this temperature 
has a ~arge inf~uence on the u~timate contraction. This was shown too by 
Harada( 7 ) and Dett~ing( 251 • In Fig. I.32 the contraction of cement paste at 
various temperatures is p~otted( 25 ) against time. It is apparent that at 
a~~ the test temperatures the contractive deformation increases as the 
heating time increases. 
3.3 The Therma~ Expansion of Cor.crete at E~evated Temperature 
The therma~ expansion of fu~~y saturated concrete heated to temperatures 
higher than 60°C has not been extensive~y investigated. The resu~ts of 
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FIG. I.3Ds The effect of heating on the length change of a 
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FIG. 1.31: The effect of heating on the length change of a 0,60 
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FIG. 1.32: The shrinkage of hardened cement paste 
at sustained e1evated temperatures 
.51. 
.52. 
a·ggregate concrete, indicate that at 1 00°C the coefficient is approximatety 
15 percent smatter than the vatue found for unseated specimens at this 
temperature. Of particutar interest are the residuat expansions exhibited 
by the saturated concrete specimens after coating to the pre-heating 
temperature. In some instances the residua1 expansions were as "Large as 
1,04 X 10-
4 
mm/mm. This is substantiated by the work of Hannant( 21 ) and 
. ( 4) ( 2 "1 ) 
that of Bertero and Pot1vka • Hannant reports that residuat expansions 
-4 of up to 4 X 10 mm/mm occurred for concrete specimer,E coo ted to room 
temperature after protonged heating at 90°C. 
When unseated concrete is heated to etevated temperatures the absotute 
expansion due to the increased thermat energy is reduced by shrinkage 
acc;:ompanying the toss of evaporabte, and in some instances non-evaporabte, 
water, i.e. a property measurement is being made under conditions where the 
t . t 1 f b t . , 1 h . ( 1 ) Th b d b 1 t proper y 1 seu may e con 1nuauuY c ang1ng • e o serve a souu e 
expansion or "Linear deformation is thus due to three effects, viz. 
(i) Expansion due to the increased thermat energy. 
(ii) Swatting pressures arising from the increase in capittary 
tension as the paste toses water. 
(iii) Shrinkage accompanying the toss of water from the cement 
paste. 
( 14) . 
Research by Marechat 1ttustrated in Fig. 1.33 shows the "Linear 
deformation of unseated quartzite concrete during heating. In this 
diagram, strain (~t/t) is ptotted against temperature. Referring to the 
characters shown in Fig. 1.33: 
A - B represented the combined effects of expansion of the 
hardened cement phase and aggregate. This portion of 
the curve is not dissimitar to that which woutd be 
obtained for seated specimens in this temperature range. 
B - C shows that the shrinkage accompanying toss of evaporabte 
water is retarding the "Linear deformation of the specimens 
caused by thermat expansion effects. 
z 
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C - D ittustrates that the toss of evaporabte water manifests 
itsetf as an overatt shrinkage when the specimen is 
coated to room temperature. 
D - E represents the tinear expansion for unseated concrete. 
Vatues of the coefficient of thermat expansion (catcutated from the tinear 
-6 0 -6 0 expansion) range from 7,0 X 10 /deg C at 100 C, to 12 X 10 /deg C at 400 C. 
It appears therefore, that the coefficient of thermat expansion increases 
as the temperature increases. 
• 54. 
( 7) . 
Harada ~ at determined the coefficient of thermat expansion of an unsea~ed 
timestone concrete. The reported va~ues of the coefficient range from 7,5 X 
-6 0 -6 0 
10 /deg C at 200 C to 12 X 10 /deg C at 500 C. These investigators indicate 
~hat the observed va~ues of thermat expansion were stightty smatter than 
the thermat expansion exhibited by onty the aggregate at these temperatures. 
Concrete made with a siticeous aggregate, however, had coefficients of thermat 
expansion which agreed very 
-6 of 6 X 10 /deg C to 1D,S X 
wett with those of the originat aggregate. Vatues 
10-
6
/deg C for concrete incorporating siticeous 
aggregate are reported in 0 0 the temperature range from 200 C to SOO C. 
Tabte 1.5 ittustrates the difference between the coefficient of thermat 
expansion of the standard concrete (timestone aggregate) and B.H.T. concrete 
(barite aggregate) devetoped by Crispino(
8
). Measurements were made on 
unseated specimens, the heating procedure having attowed for totat removat 
of evaporabte water. 
TABLE I. 5 
A Comparison of the Thermat Expansion Coefficients of the 
Limestone Concrete and the B.H.T. Concrete Devetoped by 
C 
. . ( 8) 
r1sp1no • 





(DC) Standard Concrete B.H.T. Concrete 
50 - 150 8,0 13,40 
150 - 250 8,4 13 ,so 
2SO - 350 11 ,4 13 ,so 
Of particu~ar interest are residua~ strains recorded after coo~ing from 
360°C. The ~imestone concrete exhibited residuat expansion of 2,96 mm/m 
as compared to a residuat contraction of 0,40 mm/m exhibited by the B.H.T. 
concrete. Crispino(B) conc~udes that this i~~ustrates the extent to which 
microcracking between the mortar and aggregate occurred within ~imestone 
concrete. He attributes the microcracking to: 
(i) incompatibi~ity between the expansion of ~imestone aggregate 
and mortar; and 
(ii) the anistropy of the timestone aggregate. 
• 55. 
Both of these effects are i~~ustrated in Fig. 1.34: the respective expansions 
of ~imestone based mortar and ~imestone (in three orthogona~ directions) 
, tt d . t t t c . . ( 8 ) . t t th t . th f puo e aga1ns empera ure. r1sp1no po1n s au a 1n e case o 
the B.H.T. concrete, the barite coarse aggregate had a therma~ expansion 
which agreed very we~~ with that of the baritic mortar. This is atso 
i~~ustrated in Fig. 1.34. 
The ~inear expansion data obtained by Phi~~eo( 29 ) are given in Fig. 1.35. 
The concrete mix was made with ca~careaus aggregate and the expansion 
determined on unsea~ed specimens. It is apparent from Fig. 1.35 that at 
0 
approximatety 300 C the s~ope of the ~inear expansion curve increases, i.e. 
the therma~ expansion appears to increase. This behaviour was found a~so 
for an expanded sha~e concrete( 29 ) and agrees with the findings of Harada( 7 ), 
Marecha~( 14 ) and Crispino(B) that the coefficient of therma~ expansion tends 
to increase as the temperature increases. However, Phi~teo( 29 ) indicates 
that in the region in which the thermat expansion coefficient appears to 
increase, the concrete specimens coo~ with a ~ower coefficient, i.e. permanent 
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CHAPTER 4 THE EFFECTS OF DIFFERENTIAL EXPANSION OF THE CONSTITUENTS 
IN MORTAR AND CONCRETE 
4.1 Durabitity at Normat Temperatures 
The fottowing durabitity investigations were att carried out on concrete 
h t d "th· th f t t f 0°C to 60°C. ea e Wl 1n e range o empera ure rom In these tests 
the concrete was either futty saturated, or maintained at high retative 
humidities, since none of the authors report permanent contraction of 
specimens, i.e. the water tosses that occurred did not cause measurabte 







' 47 ) have attributed the deterioration 
of physicat properties and decrease in the durabitity of concrete to 
fracture of the mortar/coarse aggregate, and cement paste/aggregate, bond. 
The destruction of bond is thoughtto be caused by stresses resutting from 
the different thermat expansions of the constituents. Weiner(
41
) conctudes 
that "the marked diffe~ence in durabitity between concrete made with 
siticeous gravet and trap-rock respectivety (coarse aggregates), may be 
attributed to the inftuence of the thermat properties of the aggregate". 
(42) . 
Cattan too, lS of the opinion that the coefficient of thermat expansion 
of aggregates has a major inftuence on the durabitity of concrete. The 
(42) 0 
author catcutates that for a temperature change of 28 C, a difference 
in the expansion coefficient of 7 X 10-
6 
per deg C between mortar and coarse 
aggregate coutd resutt in tensite stresses of sufficient magnitude to cause 
k . t th t I t . t f N ·, , ( 30 ) · t t th t crac 1ng a e mor ar aggrega e 1n er ace. evluue po1n s ou · a a 
targe difference between the coefficients may not necessarity be detrimentat 
to the concrete. This is because the 
by other forces, such as those due to 
though, that when the two coefficients 
the durabitity may be affected. 
differentiat movement is affected 
shrinkage. The author( 3D) indicates 
-6 differ by more than 3,4 X 10 /deg C 
There is not atways agreement among investigators as to whether the above 
effect is reat. Mitchett(
4
S) conctudes that 'other factors' probabty 
inftuence the durabitity of concrete more than thermat incompatibitity of 
(4 6) 
the constituents. Watker ~ at found that concretes having higher 
coefficients of expansion were tess resistant to temperature changes than 
concretes with tower coefficients of thermat expansion. However, no 
retationship was found between the abitity of concrete to withstand 
temperature changes and the difference between the thermat expansion 
.sa. 
coefficients of aggregates and mortar. The authors conctude that "the 
deterioration of concrete during temperature changes appears to resutt 
from strains set up due to differences in temperature within the mass, 
rather than due to differences in thermat expansioh coefficients". 
1.2 The Effect of Etevated Temperature on the Thermat Incompatibitity of 
Concrete Constituents 
When cement mortar or concrete is exposed to etevated temperature, the 
observed votume change is a combination of the thermat expansion of the 
aggregate and comptex hygrothermat votume changes of the cement paste. In 
the preceding chapter is is shown that cement paste, after initiat expansion 
at tow temperatures, exhibits considerabte contraction as the temperature 
. 0 
2ncreases above 100 C. The rate of this contraction, and the magnitude, 
depends upon the rate and duration of heating at a particutar temperature. 
In concrete or mortar, the contraction of the cement paste is overshadowed 
by the aggregate expansion, i.e. the tinear deformation is a resuttant of 
the tength changes of cement paste and aggregate. In Fig. I.37 the coarse 
aggregate expansion, mortar expansion and combined expansion of these 
components, viz. that of concrete made with these constituents, is ptotted 
against temperature( 7 ). From Fig. I.37 it is apparent that the thermat 
expansion of the mortar is greatty affected by the presence of coarse 
aggregate. In this regard Zotdners(
4
D) indicates that the resuttant curve 
of concrete expansion approaches that of the aggregate itsetf as the 
proportion of coarse aggregate to mortar increases. 
The generat manner in which the strain between.paste and aggregate varies 
with temperature, can be ptotted if ideatized data are taken for the thermat 
d . t · , ( 
3 9 ) Th . . h movements of cement paste an aggregate respec lVe~y • lS lS. s own 
in Fig. I.38. According to Zotdners(4 0) this diagram indicates that at tow 
temperatures the differentiat strains induce a smatt compressive stress in 
the cement paste. As the temperature increases, the compressive stress is 
reduced and changes to a much targer tensite stress. The retative strain 
between cement paste and aggregate after coating, (atso shown in Fig. 1.38) 
indicate that by coating the paste from these temperatures, even targer 
tensite stresses may occur 
(40) 
It is interesting to catcutate the respective magnitudes of the strains 
which may occur due to (i) incompatibitity of thermat expansions, and 
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~IG. 1.31: The tinear deformation of andesite aggregate, mortar and a 
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The thermal movement of a cement paste measured relative 
to a typical sil,iceous aggregate. 
.60. 
-6 
cement paste has a coefficient of thermat expansion of 14 X 10 /deg C* and 
-6 . 
coarse aggregate an expansion coefficient of 6 X 10 /deg C; for a temperature 
0 0 0 
change of 80 C (from 20 C to 100 C, say) the strain caused by the difference 
in thermat expansions, s
1
, is 





For the catcutation of shrinkage strain between aggregate and paste, a 
shrinkage vatue of 0,145 percent is assumed for the paste at 100°[ (see 
Fig. I.36). To this vatue, the coarse aggregate expansion must be added. 
·Consequentty, 
-6 -6 
e 1450 X 10 + 6 X 10 X 80 mm/mm 
2 
0 ' 14 s + 0 ' 04 8 
0,193 
From the above catcutations it is apparent that the strain between the 
aggregate and paste due to shrinkage of the paste retative to the aggregate, 
is approximatety three times greater than the strain which resutts from the 
incompatibitity of the thermat expansions of these constituents. However, 
the stresses accompanying these strains may be of opposite sign, i.e. in 
the tatter case the paste has expanded retative to the aggregate, white 
in the former case the paste underwent shrinkage retative to the aggregate. 
( 4 0) . 
The prevaiting opinion among concrete workers concernlng the interface 
stresses when paste shrinks retative to a~gregate, is that such shrinkage 
resutts in radiat compression at the interface and circumferentiat tension 
in the paste. The modet behind this concept is an isotated aggregate 
t . 1 d db th· k h 11 f t t Hsu(
48
) re-examl·ned par lCve surroun e y a lC s evv o mar ar or pas e. 
this simptified modet and conctuded that the imaginary thick shett of mortar 
(or paste does)not constitute a reatistic concept. This is because the 
aggregate partictes are ctose to each other and the aggregate/aggregate 
interaction shoutd atso be considered. 
* The vatue normatty given in the titerature. 
• 61 .• 
4.3 The Anatysis of Shrinkage Stresses in a Modet of Hardened Concrete( 4 B) 
In order to investigate the internat shrinkage stresses which arise when 
mortar shirnks retative to coarse aggregate the fottowing modet was 
( 4 8) 
proposed : 
The aggregate is considered as made up of equat sized discs arranged 
regutarty in a two-dimensionat square pattern, the mortar occupying the 
voids between the discs. This is ittustrated in Fig. 1.39. The discs 
(coarse aggregate partictes) are assumed infinitety rigid (E = oo) and the 
mortar etastic. 
(4 B) . . 
Hsu 2nd2cates that precise stress vatues cannot be expected from the 
above much simptified modet. He maintained, however, that the modet 
reatisticatty reveats the correct nature of the stresses, i.e. whether 
tensite or compressive, and witt give the right order of magnitude for 
their vatues. The method used for the anatysis was a numericat point-
matching method using the distance between aggregates as the variabte 
parameter. This estabtished the stresses as a function of the average 
distance between aggregates, d, where d is expressed as a function of the 
aggregate radius, 
The resutts of Hsu(
4
B) for d = 0,5r; 0,1r; 0,2r and 0,4r respectivety are 
shown in Fig. 1.41. Stress coefficients for the normat stresses on the 
boundary OA2C (refer Fig. 1.39) are given. The actuat stress in the modet 










1 - lL 
the modutus of etasticity of the mortar 
Poisson's ratio of the mortar 
the free shrinkage strain of the mortar 
(A positive coefficient denotes tension caused by shrinkage of the mortar 
retative to the aggregate.) 
• 62_. 
~~ In Fig. 1.40 the average distance between aggregates (in terms of_ the radius 
r) is ptotted against the degree of compactnessl 48 l. The degree of compactness 
is defined as: 
Percentage Votume of Coarse Aggregate in Concrete 
sc 
c. a. 
where SC = sotid content of the coarse aggregate 
c.a. 
Butk density of coarse aggregate/Density of coarse aggregate 
FIG. 1.39: The two-dimen~ionaL modeL used in the stress 
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Average Distance Between BaLLs (Times r) 
FIG.I.40: The relation between the degree of compactness and 
distance between equal size spherical aggregates 
arranged in face-centred cubic Lattice. 
0,6 
c 
d D,D5r d D, 1 Dr 
Note: (1) +Ve stress coefficient denotes tension. 






d ::: D,4Dr 
FIG.I~41: The normat stress coefficients on the boundary DA2C for 
different votumetric concentrations of aggregate. (The 
stress coefficients are for mortar shrinking retative to 
the coarse aggregate.) 
.64 
Inspection of the coefficients given in Fig. I.41 show that when mortar 
shrinks re~ative to the coarse aggretage, tension as we~~ as compression 
occurs in both the mortar and at the interface. Furthermore, the stresses 
are dependent upon the distance between the aggregates. This is i~~ustrated 
in Fig. I.42; the stress coefficients for the maximum stresses in the mortar 
and at the interface respective~y p~otted as a function of the distance 
between aggregates. It is apparent that as the distance between the 
aggregates decreas~s both the maximum tensi~e and compressive stresses 
within the concrete increase. 
It is worth mentioning that the correctness of the stress ana~ysis was 
( 4 8) 
checked qua~itative~y by making actua~ mode~s • This mode~ was made 
of sandstone discs arranged in a square array with cement paste between 
the discs; the cement paste was a~~owed to dry in air so as to induce 
shrinkage. It was found(
48
) that for distances between discs of 0,4 r and 
0,15 r respective~y, the cracking pattern of the paste corresponded 
precise~y to the stress ana~ysis. 
( 4 8) . 
Hsu est1mates the order of actua~ tensi~e bond stress due to a mortar 
-4 
drying shrinkage strain of 12 X 10 mm/mm. Assuming E = 34,5 GPa 
mortar 6 
(5 X 10 psi), ~ t 
mor ar 
= 0,2 and the distance between aggregates, d = 0,2; 
the maximum e~astic bond stress is: 
(j 
c E e: 
X 
1000 1 - ~ 












= 12,62 MPa (1830 psi) 
This is 5 to 15 times greater than the maximum mortar/aggregate tensi~e 
. . . (49) (48) . . 
bond strength obta1ned exper1menta~~y • Hsu 1nd1cates that the 
ana~ysis may give exaggerated va~ues since two effects which wi~~ reduce 
the stress are neg~ected in the ana~ysis. They are: 
(i) The aggregates are e~astic, rather than rigid as assumed 
in the anatysis; and 
(ii) The effect of creep; this coutd reduce the stresses 
significantty. 
• 65. 
( 4 8) 
The author conctudes, though, that the stress is sufficientty targe 
to make it significant in spite of these factors. 
The above anatysis was carried out assuming the mortar to ·shrink retative 
to the aggregate. In the case of expansion of the mortar retative to the 
aggregate partictes, it is onty necessary to change the sign of the vatues 
in Figs. I.41 and I.42. In this case the maximum tensite stresses in both 
the mortar and at the mortar/aggregate interface are severat times greater 
than the tensite stresses which resutt from shrinkage of the mortar. 
4.4 Catcutation of the Stresses caused by Differentiat Expansion of the 
Constituents of Concrete at Etevated Temperature 
It must be pointed out that atthough the above anatysis is for mortar 
shrinking retative to coarse aggregate, the stresses due to: 
(i) The incompatibitity of both the fine aggregate and coarse 
aggregate expansion with the cement paste expansion; and 
(ii) shrinkage of the cement paste retative to both the fine 
aggregate and the coarse aggregate may atso exert a significant 
effect on the properties of heated concrete. 
The fine aggregate/paste effect becomes ctear from the stress anatysis by 
Hsu(
4
B)• Consider the mortar between the voids of the coarse aggregate 
partictes. The mortar usuatty has a cement/sand ratio of between 1 : 2 
and 1 : 3. (This ratio may be as targe as 1 : 4 in some instances, 
depending upon factors tike the w/c ratio and the workabitity of the concrete 
mix.) It has been shown(
4
B) that a good estimate of the ctear distance 
between sand partictes for mortar with a 1 : 3 proportion and w/c ratio of 
0,55 is 0,45r, where r is the average radius of the sand partictes. For 
mortar with a cement/sand proportion of ~ : 2 and w/c ratio of 0,55 the 
ctear distance between sand partictes is 0,2r. From Fig. I.42, the internat 
stresses caused by differentiat votume change of the sand and cement paste 
at these spacings can be determined. It is apparent that for a ctear 
distance between sand partictes of 0,45r, the resutting stresses may be up 
to two times greater than the stresses for a sand spacing of 0,2r. 
Furthermore, it shoutd be remembered that the mortar is bonded to the coarse 
aggregate by a tayer of hydrated cement. The retative expansions of cement. 
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NOTE: The above is for mortar shrinking 
retative to the coarse aggregate. 
0~30r D, 35r 
DISTANCE BETWEEN AGGREGATES (d) 
FIG. 1.42: The stress coefficients for· the maximum stresses in the 
mortar and at the mortar/coarse aggregate interface, plotted 




paste and coarse aggregate may thus modify the stresses in the vicinity· 
of the coarse aggregate particte. This is not taken into account in the 
stress anatysis. 
Consequentty, it appears that the stresses caused by differentiat movement 
of the constituents in heated concrete depend upon: 
( i) The votumetric concentration of the coarse aggregate. 
(ii) The votumetric concentration of the fine aggregate. 
(iii) The thermat expansion of the coarse aggregate. 
( iv) The thermat expansion of the fine aggregate. 
( v) The thermat expansion of the mortar. 
(vi) The thermat expansion of the cement paste. 
(vii) The shrinkage of the mortar retative to the coarse aggregate. 
(viii) The shrinkage of the cement paste retative to the aggregate. 
The nature of the resutting stresses, and whether the maximum stresses witt 
be caused by the strain between (a) the mortar and coarse aggregate; or 
(b) the cement paste and aggregate, depends upon the retative magnitudes 
of (i) to (viii). 
An indication of the internat stresses that theoreticatty may occur when 
concrete is heated to etevated temperature, can be obtained by apptying 
( 4 8) 
the method proposed by Hsu to a nominat 1 : 2 : 4 concrete mix having 
a w/c ratio of 0,60. It is assumed that the coarse and fine aggregates 
. (26 27) 
are both sandstone and that (i) the sandstone has thermat expanslon ' 
coefficients within different temperature ranges as given in Tabts I.6, 
-6 and (i~) the thermat expansion of neat cement paste is 14 X 10 /deg C. 
TABLE I. 6 
Thermat Expansion Co~fficients of Sandstone within 
(26) 
Different Temperature Ranges • 
Temperature Range Thermat Expansion Coefficient 
DC X -6 10 /deg c 
20 - 100 10 ,o 
100 - 300 15,0 
300 - 500 21",5 
• 68. 
For the given mix proportions, the average distance betweer. coarse 
~ggregate partictes and between fine aggregate partictes, respectivety, 
may be approximated. These are both of the order of D,2r. Co~seque~tty, 
in the hypotheticat exampte the highest stresses witt probabty occur as a 
resutt of the strain between the cement paste and fine aggregate. This 
is because: 
(i) The votumetric concentration of coarse aggregate partictes 
is the same as the votumetric concentration of the fine 
aggregate partictes; and 
(ii) The difference between the cement paste expansion and the 
aggregate expansion witt atways be targer than the difference 
between the mortar expansion and coarse aggregate expansion. 
(A resutt of having 'simitar coefficients of expansion for 
coarse and fine aggregate.)_ Furthermore, the cement paste 
shrinkage is far greater than that of the mortar, i.e. the 
strain due to shrinkage of the paste retative to the fine 
aggregate is greater than the strain due to shrinkage of the 
mortar retative to the coarse aggregate. 
It must be emphasized though, that the maximum stresses witt not atways 
necessarity occur as a resutt of the strain between the cement paste and 
aggregate; it depends on the retative magnitudes of the various votumetric 
co~centrations and expansion coefficients. 
For the average distance between fine aggregate partictes of D,2r, the 
fottowing stress coefficients can be determined from Fig. I.42: 
(i) For the case where the paste expands retative to the fine 
aggregate: 
(a) Maximum paste tensite stress coefficient = 1019 
(b) Maximum paste/fine aggregate interface tensite stress 
coefficient = 985 
(c) Maximum paste compressive stress coefficient = 876 
(d) Maximum paste/fine aggregate interface compressive 
stress coefficient = 244. 
( ii) For the case where the paste undergoes shrinkage retative 
to the fine aggregate: 
. 
(a) Maximum paste tensite stress coefficient = 876 
(b) Maximum paste/fine aggregate interface tensite stress 
coefficient = 244 
(c) Maximum paste/compressive stress coefficient = 1019 
(d) Maximum paste/fine aggregate interface compressive 
stress coefficient = 985 
For the particutar concrete under consideration, the above two cases coutd 
both occur for heating in the unseated condition. As the concrete is heated 
to the required temperature, the cement paste having a targer expansion 
coefficient than the fine aggregate, expands retative to the fine aggregate. 
If sufficient shrinkage of the cement paste occurs, the paste reverses the 
former 'expansion retative to the fine ~ggregate 1 to a 'contraction retative 
to the fine aggregate'. However, it coutd happen that at certain temperature 
tevets the initiat expansion of the paste retative to the fine aggregate 
is tower than the initiat expansion of the cement paste. This is because 
the thermat expansion coefficient of the fine aggregate increases with 
temperature, i.e. as the temperature tevets increase, the thermat expansion 
coefficient of the fine aggregate becomes targer than the coefficient of 
thermat expansion of the cement paste. 
When the concrete under consideration remains futty saturated during heating, 
onty expansion of the cement paste retative to the fine aggregate occurs. 
This does not change since there is no shrinkage of the cement paste. 
For catcutating the stresses in the cement paste and at the paste/sand 
interface, onty the two worst cases are considered, viz. 
(i) When the paste expands retative to the fine aggregate at 
temperatures of 70°[ and 100°C*, and no toss of water occurs. 
(ii) When the paste shrinks retative to the fine aggregate, at 
0 0 0 0 0 
temperatures of 70 C, 100 C, 150 C, 250 C and 400 C 
~~ Insufficient data are avaitabte to enabte catcutation of the stresses under 
this condition at higher temperatures, i.e. Young's modutus and Poisson's 
ratio have not been determined on seated specimens heated to higher 
temperatures. 
• 70. 
In Tabte 1.7 the theoreticat vatues of beth tensite and compressive 
stresses which may occur both at the cement paste/fine aggregate inter-
face, and within the cement paste, are given. In computing these stresses, 
vatues for free shrinkage of the paste at different temperature tevets 
( 7) . 
were taken from work by Harada • The given vatues of E t and ~ .t 
pas e pas e 
are from dynamic determinations of these properties on a cement paste after 
stow coating from the indicated temperatures. The paste had a w/c ratio 
of 0,26 and the heating time at att temperatures was approximatety 24 hours. 
These vatues are from unpubtished work(SO) done in this taboratory. 
It is apparent from Tabte I. 7 that the catcutated vatues of the tensite 
stresses, both within the paste and at the paste/aggregate interface, are 
• 71 • 
far greater than what a Porttand cement paste can withstand; in some instances 
the catcutated vatue of tensite stress is more than an order of magnitude 
greater. Atso at temperatures above 100°[ the catcutated vatues of compressive 
stress become much targer than the vatues normatty associated with the uniaxiat 
compressive strength of concrete. However, since the triaxiat compressive 
strength of concrete is much greater than uniaxiat strength, compressive 
stresses of this magnitude coutd possibty be accommodated by the paste. 
Furthermore, it is possibte that these resutts are exaggerated, since: 
(i) The aggregates are etastic rather than rigid, as assumed in the 
stress anatysis. 
(l.l.) Th d . d(J7) e san gralns are separate from the surrounding cement by 
air fitms, and in many cases extending nearty att around the 
grain. Hence some considerabte movement of the sand grain can 
take ptace before contact is made with the cement paste and the 
stressing action comes into ptay. 
(iii) The cement paste is not simpty etastic, but creeps; both specific 
creep and creep rate usuatty being higher at etevated temperature 
than at room temperature. 
The above effects woutd reduce the catcutated vatue of the stress within 
the concrete. However, it seems probabte that in certain instances the 
tensite stresses witt be of sufficientty great magnitude to cause micro-
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18,50 0,360 23,70 X 10-
3 
20,76 5, 7fl 
. . -4 
7,S X 10 10,50 X 10-4 1S,O X 10-
4 12,0 X 10-4 16,25 0,3S1 3o,os x 10-3 2G,32 7,33 
18,7S X 10 
-4 17 ,s X 10-4 17,5 X 10-4 18;r5 x 10-4 17,00 0,336 48,01 X 10-3 42,05 11,72 
33,75 X 10 
-4 31 ,SO X 10-4 24,5 X 10-4 2G,75x10-
4 
12,40 0,380 53,50 X 10-
3 46,86 13,0(, 
80,63 X 10 
-4 52 ,SO X 10-4 33,0 X 10-
4 61,13 X 10-4 9,SO 0,411 96,61 X 10-
3 86,13 24,06 
"C" is the stress coefficient from Figure 1.42 
TABLE 1.7: Vatues of the tensite and ~ompressive stresses which may theoreticatty occur at the 




















2 3, 34 
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4 7,29 






CHAPTER 5 SUMMARY OF THE LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCLUSIONS 
BASED ON THE REVIEW 
5.1 The Structurat Behaviour of Concrete at Etevated Temperature 
The titerature review shows that: 
(i) The compressive strength of both seated and unseated concrete is 
reduced when concrete is subjected to etevated temperature. In 
generat, the higher the temperature the greater the reduction in 
compressive strength; at 400°C, compressive strengths of 50 percent 
of the unheated reference strength are not uncommon. Seated 
specimens usuatty undergo greater reduction in compressive strength 
than unseated specimens; the difference between the heated 
compressive strength of seated and unseated ~pecimens may be as 
targe as 40 percent of the unheated reference strength. In some 
instances, an increase in the compressive strength of unseated 
specimens, (i.e. an increase w.r.t. the unheated reference strength) 
0 0 
at temperatures between 150 C and 250 C has been observed. The 
increase in strength was of the order of 10 to 25 percent of the 
unheated reference strength. Seated specimens did not have 
increased strengths at any temperature tevet. 
(ii) The ftexurat strength of concrete is more affected by heating than 
the compressive strength; the ftexurat strength at 400°C may be 
(iii) 
as tow as 40 percent of the unheated reference strength. Seated 
specimens exhibit between 20 and 30 percent greater reduction in 
ftexurat strength than unseated specimens. The behaviour of 
ftexurat strength at etevated temperatures does not onty differ 
from compressive strength in the extent of the deterioration; in 
0 0 
unseated concrete at temperatures between 150 C and 250 C, the 
ftexurat strength never increased above the reference strength 
when an increase in compressive strength occurred. 
The Young's modutus (both static a~d dynamic) of concrete is more 
adversety affected by exposure to etevated temperature than either 
the compressive strength or the ftexurat strength. The higher the 
temperature the greater the reductions in Young's modutus; at 400°C 
reductions of 85 percent in Young's modutus have been reported. 
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Some investigators attribute the reductions in Young's modutus 
of heated concrete to the toss of water from the get pores and 
capiLLary pores, the water toss being considered as the removaL 
of an incompressibLe phase from within the concrete. However, 
seated concrete specimens exhibit reductions in Young's modutus 
simiLar to, if r'1ot greater than, the reductions in Young's moduLus 
of unseated specimens at the same temperature. Since water is not 
Lost from seated specimens during heating, the behaviour of Young's 
modutus in seated specimens is attributed to a chemicaL change 
within the hydrated cemen~. The chemicaL change resutts in the 
formation of a physicaLLy weaker matrix and consequentLy a 
reduction in Young's modutus. 
(iv) Poisson's ratio (determined both dynamicaLLy and from strain 
measurement) in unseated concrete is usuaLLy reduced by exposure 
to eLevated temperatures. One investigator indicates that the 
higher the temperature, the greater the reduction in Poisson's 
ratio: at 400°C, a Poisson's ratio of 40 percent of the unheated 
vaLue was found. However, confLicting resutts are reported for 
the vaLues of Poisson's ratio in the range of temperature from 
300°[ to 500°C. In another investigation, it was found that at 
these temperatures Poisson's ratio increased w.r.t. the unheated 
vaLue of Poisson's ratio; the higher the temperature, the greater 
the increase in Poisson's ratio. In seaLed concrete, Poisson's 
0 
ratio has been investigated onLy at temperatures up to 100 C. 
These resuLts indicate that Poisson's ratio in seaLed concrete is 
0 
not infLuenced by Long-term exposure to temperatures up to 100 C. 
(v) The uLtrasonic veLocity of unseaLed concrete is aLways reduced 
when concrete is heated. At 400°[ the Losses in uLtrasonic puLse 
veLocity are between 30 and 50 percent of the puLse veLocity 
prior to heating. The generaL behaviour of puLse veLocity is not 
dissimiLar to that exhibited by Young's moduLus. However, at a 
particuLar temperature the reduction in puLse veLocity is not as 
Large as the reduction in Young's moduLus. 
(vi) The creep of concrete is usuaLLy higher at eLevated temperature 
than at room temperature. For unseaLed concrete, the creep at 
50°C is two to three times greater than the creep at room temperature. 
0 
At 400 C, creep may be as great as ten times the creep at room 
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temperature. However, some controversy exists as to whether 
the creep at temperatures around 100°C is greater than the creep 
at temperatures between 50°C and 70°C. Seated and unseated 
concrete specimens exhibit approximatety the same creep at 
a temperatures up to 1 DO C, at though there appears to be a 
tendency for unseated specimens to creep more than seated 
specimens. No data for the creep of seated concrete at 
0 temperatures above 120 C have been rep~rted. 
The creep rate of concrete atso increases at etevated temperature. 
Most investigators agree to a definite maximum for the creep rate. 
0 0 at temperatures between 50 C and SO C, the creep rate being two 
to three times higher than the creep rate at room temperature. 
A corresponding minimum creep rate is reported at temperatures 
0 
around 100 C, the creep rate being onty stightty higher, and in 
some instances tower, than the creep rate at room temperature.· 
0 One investigator, however, reports that at 100 C a maximum creep 
rate occurs in seated specimens. The creep rate at temperatures 
above 100°C has onty been determined on unseated spet:irriens. It 
was found that above 100°C the creep iate increases a~ the 
temperature increases; at 400°C the creep rate was more than 
three times the creep rate at room temperature. 
An interesting observation regarding the creep of concrete at 
etevated temperature is that concrete exhibits no creep, or very 
tittte creep, if the creep is measured at a temperature betow 
that at which the evaporabte water was removed. Atso, it was 
found that the creep recovery of concrete subjected to etevated 
temperature in independent of temperature. 
5.~ The Inftuence of Certain Experimentat Variabtes and Test Conditions on 
the Behaviour of Concrete at Etevated Temperature 
The reviewed ti terature indicates that: 
(i) The structurat properties of concrete at high temperature are 
retated to the type of aggregate that is used in the concrete. 
Some investigators propose that this effect is due to incompatibitit~ 
of the thermat expansion coefficient of the aggregate with that of 
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the cement paste. However, this has not been conctusiveLy 
estabtished. The fact that two different aggregate types, 
with simitar thermaL expansion characteristics, resutted in 
di~ferent property behaviour of the co~crete in which they 
were respectivety used, suggests that factors such as surface 
texture, shape of aggregate and voLumetric concentration of 
aggregate may atso infLuence the behaviour of concrete made 
with a particutar aggregate type. 
It is particutarl,y nob ceab1,e from the ti terature reviewed that 
many investigators have negLected the fact that the fine aggregate 
may infLuence the behaviour of concrete at eLevated temperatures. 
In this regard it was shown in a theoreticat stress anaLysis, that 
the stresses which may resutt from differentiat movement of concrete 
con~-~ituents, i.e. mortar and co<:nse aggregate, and cement paste 
and ~ine aggregate, respectiveLy, are dependent upon the spacing 
between aggregate particLes, and not on the size of the aggregate 
partictes. 
(ii) Concrete mix proportions exert an infLuence on the structuraL 
(iii) 
behaviour of concrete at high temperatures. The respective 
effects of the w/c ratio and the a/c ratio on the property 
behaviour of heated concrete have not been concLusiveLy determined. 
ResuLts are reported which indicate that weaker mixes undergo tess 
reLative reduction in compressive strength than stronger concrete 
mixe~} However, there is not agreement on this c~nctusion; other 
investigators beLieve the converse to be true. 
The structurat properties of concrete measured whitst hot may be 
different to those determined on a simitar specimen which has 
been coated to room temperature before testing. In generaL, seated 
concrete exhibits better property behaviour when coated to room 
temperature before testing than when tested bot. ConfLicting 
findings regarding the behaviour of unseated specimens tested 
under these two conditions have been reported. However, it appears 
that the structuraL properties of unsealed specimens tested hot 
are not significantLy attered by cooLing the specimens. 
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(iv) Concrete which is attowed to coot to room temperature after 
heating, if teft sufficientty tong, recovers to a certain extent 
the property reduction that was caused by heating. It is 
particutarty interesting to note that in some instances these 
increases occurred despite the fact that the concrete contained 
no water in either the capittary pores or get pores. 
5.3 The Thermat Expansion of Concrete, and Expansion of the Individuat 
Constituents, at Etevated Temperature 
The titerature reviewed indicates that the thermat expansion of concrete 
is a resuttant expansion of the individuat constituents, i.e. aggregate 
and cement paste. 
The coefficient of thermat expansion of most aggregates appears to increase 
at etevated temperature; at temperatures around 400°C the coefficient may 
be betwem 2 and 6 times targer than the coefficient at 100°C. However, the 
reported titerature does not indicate to what extent the thermat expansion 
of aggregates are reversibte at temperatures up to 400°C 7 i.e. to what 
extent permanent ditation of the aggregate occurs. 
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The coefficient of thermat expansion of both seated and unseated cement paste 
is affected by hygrothermat votume change of the paste during heating. Seated 
paste usuatty has a tower coefficient of thermat ex~ansion than unseated paste; 
-6 -6 (9) 
respective vatues of 11,6 X 10 /deg C and 25 X 10 /deg C have been reported • 
However, the coefficient of thermat expansion of unseated paste depends on the 
moisture content of the paste; a comptetety dry paste may have a thermat 
expansion approximatety the same as that of seated paste. Furthermore, in 
unseated paste the toss of water at etevated temperature, apart from resutting 
in an increase in the coefficient of thermat expansion, causes shrinkage of 
the paste. Shrinkage of cement paste having a w/c ratio of 0,60 may be as 
targe as 1 percent at 250°C. The extent of the shrinkage that occurs depends 
on the temperature tev~t and the exposure at the temperature. 
The coefficient of thermat .expansion of different concretes may therefore 
be widety different, the coefficient depending on aggregate type; temperature 
tevet; mix proportions; water content and whether the concrete is seated or 
unseated during heating. Vatues of the coefficient of thermat expansion 
-6 -6 range from between 5 X 10 /deg.C to 15 X 10 /deg.C. 
A theoreticat assessment of the stresses which resutt from differentiat 
expansion of mortar and coarse aggregate indicates that: 
(i) Both compressive and tensite stresses occur, at both the mortar/ 
coarse aggregate interface and within the mortar. 
(ii) The magnitude of these stresses depends upon the extent of the 
differentiat movement between the mortar and the coarse aggregate 
partictes, the votumetric concentration of the coarse aggregate, 
and the modutus of etasticity and Poisson's ratio of the mortar. 
Ho~ever, the magnitude of the stresses does not depend on the size 
of the aggregate partictes. 
(iii) When mortar undergoes an expansion retative to aggregate partictes 
the tensite stresses are of greater magnitude than those 
which occui when mortar undergoes shrinkage retative to aggregate 
partictes. 
(iv) The stresses which resutt from incompatibte expansion/shrinkage 
may be of sufficientty great magnitude to cause microcracking within 
the concrete. It is possibte, though, that in many instances the 
stresses are significantty reduced by creep. 
Of particutar interest in the abovementioned stress anatysis is the fact that 
the magnitude of the stresses caused by differentiat expansion (or by differ-
entiat shrinkage) does not depend on the size of the aggregate partictes. 
This suggests that the stresses due to; 
(i) incompatibitity of the fine aggregate thermat expansion with the 
cement paste thermat expansion, and 
(ii) shrinkage of the cement paste retative to the fine aggregate, 
may atso eKert a signif~cant effect on the structurat properties of concrete 
at etevated temperatures. 
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5.4 The Proposed Investigation 
From the foregoing titerature review it becomes ctear that the structurat 
properties of heated concrete may depend on the heating time at a 
particutar temperature tevet: for specimens which remain saturated during 
heating the stresses resutting from differentiat expansion of the constituents 
may be retieved by creep; for test specimens which are attowed to dry during 
heating, the stresses resutting from either differentiat expansion or from· 
shrinkage may be retieved by creep, or progressive microcracking may occur 
within the concrete. Furthermore, water toss from unseated test specimens 
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may affect properties other than onty the shrinkage, e.g. Gitkey( 7J) estabtish-
ed that concrete specimens gentty air-dried before testing can exhibit uttimate 
compressive strength between 20% and 30~ greater than the compressive strength 
of saturated specimens. Atso, it shoutd be remembered that time depe.ndent 
chemicat reactions may occur within the concrete. These may be of a beneficiat 
nature, e.g. heat stimutated cement hydration, or reactions which may be 
detrimentat to the structurat properties e.g. the conversion of existing 
hydrates to hydrates of tower strength. The chemicat reactions may be of 
particutar importance in instances where sufficient water is avaitabte for 
reaction, i.e. in seated concrete, and in unseated concrete at temperature 
tevets where the removat of evaporabte water is retativety stow. 
In the reviewed titerature regarding the te$ting of concrete properties at 
etevated temperatures, it is apparent that the various investigators did not 
atways use the same heating time. In some instances tests were performed 
im~ediatety that the desired temperature tevet was attainedP white in other 
instances the test specimens were maintained at the test temperature for 
periods which ranged from a few hours to a few days. It is thought that the 
different heating times adopted by different investigators coutd be partty 
responsibte for the wide variation between reported resutts and differences 
of opinion regarding these resutts. It is apparent atso that in much of the 
research the reduction in the structurat properties of concrete is attributed 
to weakening/faiture of the bond between the mortar and coarse aggregate: in 
most instances the investigators did not take into consideration the fact that 
stresses at the cement paste/fine aggregate bond coutd be responsibte for the 
deterioration in structurat properties. 
The purpose of the fottowing investigation is to determine for both seated and 
unseated concrete and mortar test specimens heated to various temperature 
tevets: 
(i) The effect of heating time on the tinear deformation and some 
physicat properties of concrete and mortar 
(a) during heating 
(b) after coating from test temperature, and 
(c) after coating from the test temperature and a period 
of re-immersion in water. 
(ii) Whether microcracking within test specimens is a significant factor 
in affecting the structurat behaviour of concrete and mortar at 
etevated temperature. 
(iii) Whether the coarse aggregate in concrete test specimens is necessari ty 
detrimentat to the structurat behaviour of heated concrete. 
(iv) For a particutar W/c ratio, whether a change in the votumetric 
concentration of aggregate (within "Limits of practibitity *) 
affects the structura"L behaviour of concrete and mortar at 
etevated temperature; and for a particutar a;c ratio, whether 
a change in the water content of a mix (within the "Limits of 
practibi"Lity *) affects the structurat behaviour of concrete and 
mortar at etevated temperature. 
For the experimentat resutts obtained as under (i) above it may be possibte 
to retate changes in the structurat properties of concrete and mortar 
specimens to the behaviour of "Linear deformation and residuat "Linear 
deformation ** of test specimens at the various temperature tevets. Further-
more it witt be of interest to compare, for the structurat properties, the 
variation caused by the heating time to the variation which resutts from 
having different mix proportions which differ as in (iii) above. 
* The workabi"Lity of the mix has to be c~nsidered. 
~Ht The residuat "Linear deformation is determined on test specimens after 
coating on the datum temperature. 
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EXPERIMENTAL-DETAILS 
CHAPTER 1 MATERIALS 
1.1 Cement 
Q_rdinary · Porttand cement of South African manufacture was used in this 
investigation. The cement was purchased in a singte tot on the open 
market, thoroughty btended, and stored in airtight steet containers. 
The chemicat anatysis and physicat properties of the cement were determined 
in accordance with S.A.B.S. 471, both at the beginning and towards the end 
of the mixing programme. The resutts of these tests are given in Tabtes 
1I~ and II.2. These data indicate that there is no significant difference 
between the resutts of the two series of tests. 
TABLE II.1 
The Chemicat Anatysis and Compound Composition of Cement* 
at the Beginning and at the End of the Mixing Programme 
' 
Chemic at Anatysis ('fo) Compound Composition ('fo) 
At At At At 
Beginning End Beginning End 
SiD
2 21,9 22,2 
c
3








3 2,8 2,9 
c
3
A 11 '7 1 D ,4 
CaD 64 '1 64 'D c4 AF 8,5 8,8 
MgD 1,3 1,4 CaSD4 3' 1 2,9 
SD3 1 '8 1 '7 CaD free 1 ,4 1,3 
Ignition 1,7 1 '7 
MgD 1 '3 1 ,4 
Loss 
Insotubte 
1 '1 1 '1 Residue 
Ignition 
1 '7 1,7 Loss 
Totat 99,8 99,7 Tot at 99,8 - 99' 7 
-
i~ Chemicat anatysis and physicat tests by Netionat Porttand Cement Company 
Limited, Phitippi, Cape. 
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TABLE 11.2 
PhysicaL Test ResuLst of Cement at the Beginning and at the 
End of the Mixing Period. 
Test Performed At Beginning At End 
Specific Surface Area: 2792 
2 
em /g 2791 
2 
em /g 
Le ChateLier Expansion: 1 mrn 1 mm 
InitiaL setting time: 155 min 155 min 
FinaL setting time: 215 min 235 min 
Water used: 26'/o 26% 
Room temperature: 21°C 20°C 
Compressive Strength: 3 days 30,6 MPa 30,1 MPa 
(10~ water used}: 7 days 44,5 MPa 44,2 MPa 
1.2 Fin~ Aggregate 
The fine aggregate was a natural siLiceous sand (Cape FLats sand) purchased 
in a singLe consignment. Batches of sand were dried weekLy in a purpose-
made oven and the moisture content of each batch of sand determined after 
drying. When the sand was comp~etety dry it was placed in airtight steeL 
containers untiL used. 
3 . 3 
The sand had a density of 2660 kg/m , a bulk denslty of 1763 kg/m and a 
Fineness ModuLus of 1, 76; the r{jsc.Lts of a typicaL grading analysis are 




A Typicat Grading Anatysis of the Sand Used in this 
Investigation. 
Sieve No. Percentage 







100 97' 9 
200 99,8 
TABLE I 1.4 
Chemicat Composition of the Sand Used in this Investigation 
Oxide Pe.rcentage 
SiD 
















1, 0 7 at 1050°C 
98,41 
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1.J Coarse Aggregate 
The coarse aggregate was a crushed quartzite (Ma"Lmesbury quartzite). 
graderl to -18,85 mm + 9,42 mm. A typical, grading ana"Lysis and the 
chemical, composition of the coarse aggregate is given in Tabl,es II.5 
and 11.6 respectivel,y. The aggregate was of angul,ar shape and rough 
. 3 
surface texture, and had a density and bul,k dens1ty of 2710 kg/m and 
3 
and 1611 kg/m respectivel,y. 
TABLE II. 5 
Grading Anal,ysis of Coarse Aggregate (Mal,mesbury Quartzite) 
Sieve Size Percentage 
(Ty"Ler Series) Retained 
mm 
-




The Chemical, Anal,ysis of the Coarse Aggregate 
Oxide Percentage 
s·o 
l 2 74 '14 



















0' 67 at 1 050°C 
98,39 
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CHAPTER 2 MANUFACTURE OF TEST SPECIMENS 
2.1 Mix Proportions 
The mix proportions (by weight) of the various mixes used in this 
investigation a~e given i~ Tabte II.7. A totat of six mixes were used, 
three concrete mixes and three mortar mixes. The mortar mixes differed 
from the respective concrete mixes onty in that they contained no coarse 
aggregate, i.e. for a particutar mortar mix the ratio of water to cement, 
and fine aggregate to cement, was exactty the same as for the corresponding 
concrete mix. 
TABLE II. 7 
Mix Proportions (by Weight) 
Mix Name Water Cement Coarse Agg. Fine Agg. 
BCY 0,50 1 3,28 2,08 
CONCRETE CCX 0,58 1 3,28 2,08 
CCY 0,58 1 3,90 2,42 
BMY 0,50 1 - 2,08 
MORTAR CMX 0,58 1 - 2,08 
CMY 0,58 1 - 2,42 
From Tabte II.7 it is apparent that for both the concrete and mortar mixes: 
(i) For a particutar water/cement ratio, (0,58), two different 
aggregate/cement ratios were used, i.e. different votumetric 
concentrations of aggregate at a particutar water/cement ratio; 
and 
(ii) For a particutar aggregate/cement ratio, two different water/ 
cement ratios were used, i.e. different water contents for a 
particutar aggregate/cement ratio. 
.85. 
• 
The change in the voLumetric concentration of aggregate at a particuLar 
water/cement ratio, and in the water content at a particuLar aggregate/ 
.86~ 
cerrient ratio, was the maximum change possibLe within Limits of practicabiLity, 
i.e. the workabiLity of the mix had to be considered when changing either the 
aggregate content or the water content of the mix. 
The mix ingredients were mixed in a pan-type mixer in batches of approximateLy 
3 
0,055 m • OnLy one mix was made on any particuLar day: aLL the test specimens 
that were cast on that day were used for one series of tests. (See Section 
2.2- Test Specimens and Curing Conditions.) 
:'Yf.~ 
The mix characteristics and ave'rage· compressive strength of the respective 
mixes are given in TabLe II. B. The compressive strength is for 28 days curing 
0 
at 21 C and 100 percent reLative humidity. Further properties of the hardened 
mixes are given in PART III, CHAPTER 1. 
TABLE II. 8 
Mix Characteristics 





NAME (By Weight) FACTOR AND STD. DEVIATION 
3 MPa mm kg/m 
BCY 0,50 10 0' 78 2426 50,90 ± 1,60 
CONCfiETE CCX 0,58 125 0,94 2387 38,86 + 0,84 
-. 
2418 / ·. CCY 0,58 10 0,80 41 '12 ± 1 '79 .. 
('...:/'\{~· 
... : 
BMY 0,50 2213 4 7' 0 0 ..± 0 , 70 
MCRTAR CMX 0,58 215 7 39,95 ± 2,05 
CMY 0,58 2188 38,20 ..± 2,30 
2.2 Test Specimens and Curing Conditions 
The test specimens used were 273 X 76 X 76 mm (10,75" X 3" X 3") pLain 
concrete and mortar beams. These were cast as beams 838 mm (33") in 
Length in speciaLty manufactured steeL mouLds. from each of these beams 
three test specime~s were subsequentLy cut to the required Length. In 
casting the beams the concrete (mortar) was pLaced in s~veraL Layers 
(approximately 20 mm) and compacted using a mechanicaL vibrator. Care was 
taken to ensure futt compaction; the vibration having been continued titt 
air bubbtes ceased rising to the surface of the concrete. 
Specimens w~re covered with damp hessian sacks during the initiat 24 hour 
hardening period. The motds were then removed and the beams ptaced in 
0 
a humidity room (100 percent retative humidity and 21 C) for 27 days. 
On the 27th day the beams were cut into the required tengths (273 mm) and 
stored in water at 30°C*~ 0,2°C untit the heating test commenced the 
fottowing day. A totat of 24 test specimens were used for a series of 
tests at a particutar temperature tevet. 
~~ This temperature was used as a datum for att temperature and expansion 
measurements. 
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CHAI'TER 3 TESTING PROCEDURES AND METHODS 
3.1 Summary of Test Procedure 
The investigation was performed in two phases, viz. 
(i) The test specimens were attowed to dry during heating. For 
the duration of the heating period the thermat expansion 
and water toss of two respective specimens were continuousLy 
0 0 0 
monitored. The test temperatures were 70 C, 100 C, 150 C, 
0 0 
250 C and 400 C respectiveLy. 
(ii) The test specimens remained futty saturated during heating 
and for the duration of the heating period. This was 
accompLished by heating the specimens under water. During 
heating the thermat sxpansion of one of the test.specimens 
0 was continuousLy monitored. The test temperatures were 70 C 
and 100°C. 
Apart from the abovementioned differences in test procedure, the tests 
performed on specimens in the two respective phases of the investigation 
were exactty simitar. 
Eac~ test series at a particutar temperature required a batch of 24 specimens. 
b 
Three of these specimens were used for controt tests, i.e. tested at 30 C. 
The remainder of the specimens were heated to the required temperature at 
a rate of heating of 35 deg C/hr. During heating, and for the duration of 
the time that the specimens were at a particuLar test tempereture, the 
Linear expansion of one of the test specimens was continuousty monitored •. 
For unseated specimens the weight toss of a test specimen was monitored 
for the duration of the heating period. 
Tmmediatety that the desired temperature tevet had been attained, three of 
the test specimens were removed from the furnace (from the waterbath, for 
seated specimens). Of these specimens, one was immediatety tested in 
compression~~. The other two test specimens were stowty coated to the datum 
temperature and the residuat shrinkage (or in some instances, residuat 
expansion), moisture to~s, uttrasonic putse vetocity, dynamic Young's 
modutus, Poisson's ratio and compressive strength determined on one of the 
test specimens. Tl1e other test specimen was re-immersed in water at 30°C 
* A modified compression test on the spBcimen. 
.sa. 
for oTJe \Jireek. After this period, the third test specimen was subjected to 
tests simitar to those which had been performed on the second test specimen. 
]"he above procedure was repeated on batches of specimens (i.e. batches of 
three specimens) removed at 12-hourty intervats after the time when the 
maximum temperature had been attained. Thirty-six hours after the maximum 
t8mperature was attained the specimens stitt remaining in the furnace 
0 
(waturbath) were coated to 30 C and subjected to two temperature cyctes. 
The maximum cycting temperature was the same as the temperature during the 
preceding heating period. At each peak of the temperature cycte, batches 
of three specimens were removed and tested in a simitar manner as the 
batches that were removed during the 48-hour heating period. 
3. 2 Heating f"''et:·10d 
A totat bf twenty specimens were heated for every series of tests at a 
particutar temperature. These specimens were att manufactured from one 
batch of concrete (mortar) and att underwent simitar curing. The test 
specimens were heated in two etectric furnaces containing respectivety 2 
test specimens and 18 test specimens. 
(i) Furnace No. 1 
Tn Fig. 11.1 the furnace containing the two test specimens is 
ittustrated. One of these test specimens (the tower of the two 
in Fig. 11.1) was used to determine the tinear deformation of 
the concrete (mortar) during heating. The specimen was simpty 
supported at each end, the one support attowing for horizontat 
movement in a direction parattet to the tength of the test specimen. 
In contact with each end of the test specimen was a fused sitica 
rod. The sitica rods were simpty supported on ratters within the 
furnace and extended through the furnace watts. On the outside of 
the furnace the sitica rods were connected to the spindte of a 
diat gauge. The other end of the diat gauge spindte was coupted 
to a tinear variabte disptacement transducer~•. The t.v.d. t. 
emitted a vottage proportionat to the disptacement of the dia1 
gauge spindte, i.e. proportionat to the tinear deformation of the 
test specimen. Thus a continuous record of the tinear deformation 
* Referred to as t.v.d.t. subsequentty. 
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FIG. II.1- Furnace No. 1, showing the retative 
positions of the test specimens, diat 
gauge/t.v.d.t. apparatus, and the 
batance for water toss measurements. 
FIG. II.3 - The diat gauge/t.v.d.t . apparatus 
used to measure the tinear deformation 
of a test specimen. 
FIG. II.2 - The positions of the test specimens 
within Furnace No. 1. 
\.0 
0 
of the test specimen coutd be ptotted by a strip-chart recorder. 
The diat gauge, in addition to having been used for catibration 
of the t.v.d.t. 's, provided a usefut check on the disptacement 
measurements. In Fig. 11.2 the position of the test specimen 
within the furnace, the sitica rods and the diat gauge/t.v.d.t. 
apparatus is shown. Fig. 11.3 ittustrates the connection of 
the t.v.d.t. in series with the spindte of the diat gauge and 
the sitica rod. More detaited descriptions of the abovementioned 
apparatus are given in CHAPTER 4- APPARATUS. 
During heating the average temperature was measured within the 
test specimen used to determine the tinear deformation. Two 
copper/constantan thermocouptes were cast into the specimen. 
The positions of these were: 
(a) at the centre of the specimen at midspan; 
(b) at the centre of the specimen at a distance of 25 mm · 
fran one end. 
A further two thermocoup1es were attached to the surface of the 
tes~ specimen. These were at midspan and at a distance of 25 mm 
from one end of the specimen. The free ends of the four thermo-
couptes were passed through an aperture in the watt of the furnace 
~o a constant temperature environment* and connected in series, 
i.e. the output vottages of the thermocouptes were summed. 
Consequenttyt a continuous record of the average temperature 
(in terms of mittivotts) of the test specimen coutd be ptotted 
by a strip-chart recorder. The thermocouptes are visibte on 
the expansion specimen in Fig. II.2. 
·~· 
The uppermost test specimen in Fig. II.1 and 11.2 was used to 
determine the water toss of the concrete during heating. This 
specimen was freety suspended by a cabte from a batance situated 
on top of the furnace. The position of the batance is shown 
in Fig. 11.1. The batance was etectronicatty adapted to give 
a vottage output proportionat to the deftection of the batan~e. 
A continuous record of the water toss during heating of the 
test specimen coutd thus be ptotted by a strip-chart recorder. 
* The temperature was atways 30°C + D,2°C. 
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(ii) Furnace No. 2 
Furnace. No. 2 is ittustrated in Fig. 11.4. This furnace 
contained eighteen test specimens which were removed in batches 
of three at various times during the heating period. For a 
particutar test series, the rate of heating and temperature 
tevet of this fur~ace was exactty the same as for Furnace No. 1. 
Furthermore, the method of measuring the average temperature 
within one test specimen was the same as that used to determine 
the average temperature of the specimen in Furnace No. 1. 
Further particutars regarding the apparatus are given in 
CHAPTER 4 - APPARATUS. 
3.2.2 ~:~~:~-~E::~~:~~ 
A totat of nineteen test specimens were heated for a seri~s of tests at a 
particutar temperature. These specimens were att manufactured from one 
batch of concrete (mortar) and att underwent simitar curing. The test 
specimens were heated in two waterbaths containing respectivety one test 
specimen and eighteen test specimens. 
(i) Waterbath No. 1 
In Fig. 11.5 and Fig. 11.6 the waterbath that contained one test 
specimen is ittustrated. The specimen was used to determine 
the tinear deformation of the concrete (mortar) during heating. 
This specimen was simpty supported at each end, the one end 
attowing for horizontat movement in a direction parattet to the 
tength of the beam. 
The method of expansion measurement was the same as that used for 
unseated specimens, i.e. two fused sitica rods in contact with the 
respective ends of the specimen, passed through an aperture in the 
sides of the waterbath to a diat gauge/t.v.d.t. measuring system. 
Ftexibte seats made of soft rubber prevented th~ toss of water 
through the apertures. The rubber seats are visibte in Fig. II.6. 
FuJ.·ther information regarding the abovementioned apparatus is given 
in CHAPTER 4 - APPARATUS. 
The output from the two t.v.d.t. 's were connected to a strip-chart 
recorder. Thus the tinear deformation of the test specimen for 
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Heating e~ements 
FIG. II.5 
Stirring unit to 
circu~ate the water 
within the waterbath 
Waterbath No. 1. 
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Si~ica rod to transmit 
the specimen expansion 
to the dia~ gauge/~.v.d.t 
equipment 
F~exib~e rubber sea~ 
between the si~ica rod 
and the waterbath 
FIG. II.6 - Waterbath No. 1 containin
g the test specimen 
for determing ~inear deformation. 
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FIG. II.4 - Furnace No. 2. 
FIG. II.7- Waterbath No.2. 
the duration of the heating period was obtained. A continuous 
record of the average temperature within the specimen was 
obtained from four copper/constantan thermocoup"Les; two within 
the test specimen and two attached to the surface of the test 
specimen. The position of the respective thermocoup"Les, and 
the method of averaging the temperatures was exact"Ly the same 
as for the thermocoup"Les which were used to measure the average 
temperature of unseated specimens. [See Section 3.2.1 subsection 
(i)]. 
(ii) Waterbath No. 2 
Waterbath No. 2 coutd accommodate eighteen test specimens; the 
waterbath is i"L"Lustrated in Fig. II. 7. The average temperature 
of one of the test specimens was determined in a simitar manner 
to that in Waterbath No. 1. The test specimens were removed 
from Waterbath No. 2 in batches of three specimens at various 
stages during the heating period. For a particutar test series 
the rate of heating and temperature "Levet of this waterbath was 
exactty the same as for Waterbath No. 1. 
3.3 Heating Procedure 
The test specimens were p"Laced in a pre-heating waterbath at 30°C ~ 0,2°C 
for the 24 hours prior to heating, i.e. the datum temperature of att 
0 expansion measurements was 30 c. Both furnaces (waterbaths) were heated 
to this temperature before the specimens were ptaced within them. 
0 0 0 
The test temperatures* for unseated specimens were 70 C, 100 C, 150 C, 
0 . 0 0 
250 C and 400 c. The test temperatures* for seated specimens were 70 C and 
100°C. For both seated and unseated specimens the rate of heating was 
35 deg C/hr. The tota"L duration of a series of tests at a particu"Lar 
temperature was approximate"Ly 72 hours. During this time batches of three 
specimens were removed from Furnace No. 2 (Waterbath No. 2): 
(a) immediate"Ly the average temperature had reached the desired 
temperature "Leve"L of a particu"Lar test series; 
(b) twetve hours after event (a) 
* The desired temperature "Leve"L was maintained to within 1 percent by a"L"L 
the furnaces and waterbaths. This is discussed in LHAPTER 4 - APPARATUS. 
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(c) twenty-four hours after event (a); and 
(d) thirty-six hours after event (a), 
and subjected to tests as described in Section 3.4 - Physicat Tests and 
Measurements. Both furnaces ( waterbaths) were then· coo-~ed to the datum 
temperature ( 30°C) at a coating rate not exceeding 50 deg C/hr~~. The 
temperature was maintained ~t 30°C for approximatety two hours, whereupon 
both furnaces (waterbaths) were re-heated to the test temperature tevet. 
The rate of heating was 35 deg C/hr. Two hours after the desired test 
temperature was attained, a batch of three specimens was removed from 
Furnace No. 2 (~Jaterbath No. 2). Another batch of three specimens was 
removed after a further coating and heating cycte. The batches of specimens 
which were removed during the respective heating cyctes were subject to tests 
as described in Section 3.4 ~ Physicat Tests and Measurements. 
The two test specimens in Furnace No. 1 (one test specimen in Waterbath No. 1) 
0 
were coated to the datum temperature (30 C). For the duration of the heating 
period, the resRective specimens in Furnace No. 1 provided continuous 
measurement of: 
(a) tinear deformation and average temperature 
(b) water toss. 
The test specimen in Waterbath No. 1 enabted continuous measurement of 
the tinear deformation and average temperature during heating. These 
measurements were ptotted by strip-chart recorders. 
3.4 Physicat Tests and Measurements 
The physicat tests which were performed during the two phases of this 
investigation, viz. (i) the specimens were attowed to dry during heating, 
and (ii) the specimens remained futty saturated during heating, were 
exactty the same. The tests on seated and unseated specimens are therefore 
discussed simuttaneousty. However, this shoutd not be misconstrued as 
mBaning that the tests on seated and unseated specimens were performed 
concurrentty. 
* For unseated specimens this was done by tagging the specimen with asbestos 
woot within an oven. The temperature controt of the oven was set to 30°C 
and the specimens attowed to coot. The seated specimens were ptaced in a 
sma~t waterbath containing water at the same temperature as that of the test 
specimens.' The waterbath temperature controt was set to 30°C and the water 
attowed to coot (see CHAPTER 4 -APPARATUS). 
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3.4.1 Reference Tests and Measurements 
Att the test specimens were kept in a waterbath at 30°C ± D,2°C for 24 
hours prior to heating. Before ptacing the test specimens in the respective 






The tength, correct to 2,5 X 10 mm. The tength 
measurement was obtained using the apparatus* shown in 
fig. II. B. 
The mass, correct to 1 g. 
The uttrasonic putse vetocity*. 
Dynamic Young's modutus*. (The method of caLcuLation is 
given in APPENDIX 1.1). 
(v) Poisson's rstio. Poisson's ratio was caLcuLated from 
measurements (i) to (iv) above. 
is given in APPENDIX I.2). 
(The method of caLcutation 
After the above tests had been performed, three of the test specimens 
were tested in compression using a modified compression test. The modifl.ed 
compression test enabLed two compressive strength measurements per specimen, 
i.e. six compression tests were performed on unheated specimens at 30°C. 
3.4.2 Phys~~cal; Tests and Measurements during Heating and after Cool;ing from 
----------------------------------------------~----------------------
AtL the respective batches of three test specimens that were removed from 
Furnace No. 2 (Waterbath No. 2) during heating and during temperature 
cycting were tested in a simiLar manner. The test procedure was: 
(a) The mass of each specimen was determined (whiLst hot) 
(b) The compressive strength of one of the test specimens was 
determined whitst hot. (Two modified compression tests.) 
* A description of the apparatus, and method of use, is given in CHAPTER 4-
APPARATUS. 
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FIG. II. H - The apparatus used to measure the l,ength of 
test specimens before heating and after 
coating from temperature. 
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(b) The other two test specimens were coo~ed to 30°C at a 
coo~ing rate not exceeding 50 deg C/hr. Within four hours 
0 after the specimens had coo~ed to 30 C, the fo~~owing were 
determined on one of the two specimens: 
(i) The ~ength, correct to 2,5 x 10-4 mm. 
(ii) The mass, correct to 1 g. 
(iii) The u~trasonic pu~se ve~ocity. 
(iv) Dynamic Young's modu~us. 
(v) Poisson's ratio (ca~cu~ated). 
(vi) The compressive strength. 
The second of the two specimens which had been coo~ed to 30°C 
was re-immersed in water at 30°C for a period of one week. 
Measurements (i) to (vi) were then carried out on this specimen. 
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CHAPTER 4 APPARATUS 
4.1 Heating Apparatus 
(i) Furnace No. 1 
Furnace No. 1 was adapted so that a continuous record of the 
tinear deformation and water toss of two respective specimens 
coutd be obtained for the duration of the heating period. The 
position of these test specimens within the furnace is ittustrated 
in Fig. II.9. Shown atso in Fi g. II.9 is the apparatus for 
temperature controt of the furnace; tinear expansion measurement 
of a test specimen; the measurement of water toss of a test 
specimen; and the recorders which continuousty monitored expansion, 
water toss and specimen average temperature. The respective 
subsectio~ in which this apparatus is discussed, are indicated 
in Fig. II.9. 
Furnace No. 1 operated off a 220 V - 230 V singte-phase power 
suppty and had a maximum power consumption of 4500 watts. The 
heating rate within the furnace was controtted by a variabte 
transformer; the maximum heating rate was 120 deg C/hr and the 
mi nimum heating rate 35 deg C/hr. 
The temperature within the furnace was controtted by a temperature 
controtter (0 to 500°C) which monitored the furnace temperature by 
means of an iron/constantan thermocoupte within the furnace. This 
system controtted the temperature to within 1 percent of the desired 
vatue. A singte-channet chart recorder (operating off a second 
iron/constantan thermocoupte within the furnace) provided a 
continuous record of the furnace temperature. In Fig. II.10 a 
circuit d ~ agram of the furnace controt instrumentation is ittustrated. 
In pretiminary tests it was found that the temperature difference 
between the top and bottom of the furnace was 15 deg C when the 
0 
furnace temperature was 400 C. Consequentty, two fans were buitt 
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FIG.II.10: The circuitry of the furnace temperature control 
instrumentation. 
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in Fig. 11.9. These fans improved the temperature distribution 
throughout the furnace. At no point within the furnace did the 
temperature differ from the desired temperature by more than 
1 percent of the desired temperature ~eve~. 
(ii) Furnace No. 2 
(iii) 
Furnace No. 2 contained 18 test specimens which were removed in 
batches of three specimens at various times during the heating 
period. The furnace operated off a 220 V - 230 V sing~e-phase 
power supp~y and had a maximum power consumption of 6600 watts. 
The heating rate within the furnace was contro~~ed by a variab~e 
transformer; the maximum heating rate was 65 deg C/hr and the 
minimum heating rate 15 deg C/hr. (These va~ues are for the 
furnace ~oaded with the eighteen test specimens.) The temperature 
contra~ and the circuitry of this furnace were basica~~y the same 
as for Furnace No. 1, with the exception that Furnace No. 2 did 
not have a chart recorder for monitoring furnace temperatures. 
A ~arge fan bui~t into one of the wa~~s of the furnace, ensured 
that the temperature difference between the top and bottom of 
test specimens within the furnace was sma~~. In pre~iminary tests 
it was found that the maximum temperature difference between the 
top and bottom of a test specimen was not greater than 1 percent 
of the particu~ar temperature ~eve~. These tests a~so indicated 
that the furnace temperature was contro~~ed to·within 1 percent 
of the desired temperature ~eve~. 
Pre-Heating Waterbath 
The pre-heating waterbath was used to store a~~ the test specimens 
at 30°C for the 24 hours preceding the heating test. The waterbath 
was made of ga~vanized iron and had dimensions of 750 X 750 X 300 mm. 
0 
Water temperature within the bath was contro~~ed to 30 C ± 0,2 deg C 
by a 'Haake : Type E52 1 contact thermometer and heater. The heating 
apparatus incorporates faci~ities for circu~ating the water within 
the bath. 
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The waterbath was cteaned and fitted with fresh water for 
each successive bath of 24 test specimens that were ptaced 
within it, i.e. twice weekty. 
(iv) Coating Oven 
The coating oven was used to coot two of each successive batch 
of three specimens that were removed from Furnace No. 2 at 
various times during the heating period. The inner dimensions 
of the oven were 400 X 400 X 400 mm and the construction was of 
6 mm asbestos sheeting. No further insu~ation was necessary as 
the test specimens to be coated were tagged with asbestcs woot 
before they were ptbced within the oven. 
The oven temperature controt was by means of a chrome/atume1, 
thermocoupte within the oven, coupted to a temperature controtter 
0 
set to 30 C. The temperature controtter switched two 250 watt 
heating etements within the oven. 
In pretiminary tes~s it was found tnat tne coating rate of test 
specimens ini tia·~ ty at 4J0°C, was tess than 50 deg C/hr. For 
specimens initiatty at 1D0°C the coating rate was approximatety 
0 
30 deg C/hr. When the specimens had coated to 30 C, the 
temperature controtter maintained a constant temperature of 
30°C + 0,5 deg C within the oven. 
(v) Post-Coating Waterbath 
The post-coating waterbath was used to store one of the test 
specimens (from each successive batch of three specimens) that 
was removed from Furnace No. 2 at various times during the 
heating period. The specimen was coated to 30°C [as in (iv) 
above] before it was re-immersed in water for seven days. The 
temperature within the waterbath was maintained at 30°C + 0,2 
deg C, the heating method and description of the apparatus 
being the same as that for the pre-heating waterbath. This is 
discussed in subsection (iii) of this Section. 
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4.1.2 Sea~ed Specimens 
(i) Waterbath No. 1 
Waterbath No. 1 contained one test specimen onLy. The waterbath 
was designed so that the Linear deformation of the test specimen 
could be obtained continuousLy for the duration of the heating 
period. Th' position of the test specimen within the waterbath 
is shown in Fig. II.11. In Fig. II.12 the apparatus for temperature 
contra~ of the waterbath; water LeveL controL of the waterbath; 
measure~ent of Linear expansion of the test specimen; and the 
recorders which continuousLy monitored the specimen expansion 
and average temperature, is shown. The respective subsections 
in which this equipment is discussed, are shown on Figs. II.11 
and II.12. 
Waterbath No. 1 was made of gaLvanized iron and had dimensions 
of 450 X 300 X 225 mm. The waterbath operated off a 220 V - 230 V 
single-phase power suppLy and had a maximum power consumption of 
3000 watts. The rate of heating within the waterbath was contro~~ed 
by a 0 - 230 V variabLe transformer: the maximum heating rate was 
50 deg C/hr and the minimum heating rate 20 deg C/hr. 
The water temperature was controtted by a temperature controller 
coupled to a chrome/atumet thermocouple within the waterbath. 
This system controLLed the temperature to within 1 perc~nt of the 
desired vatue, the maximum temperature attainable having been 100°C. 
Despite the fact that the waterbath was ctosed with a tid to 
minimize water Loss by evaporation during heating, water had to 
be added at frequent intervals during the heating period. The 
water Level was controtted by a 'fLoattess switch' which sensed 
the tevet of the water in the waterbath by means of two probes. 
The depths of the two probes within the waterbath differed by 1 mm; 
the upper probe being at the desired water Levet. When the water 
tevet had fatten by more than 1 mm, the change in water tevet was 
sensed by the switching mechanism. The switching mechanism 
activated a solenoid tap on a water-supply feed~ine to the waterbath, 
and attowed the fLow of water into the waterbath. The ftow of 
water was stopped by the soLenoid/switching mechanism when the 
water Level had risen to the teve~ of the upper probe. 
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FIG. II.11 - Position of the test specimen 
within Waterbath No. 1. 
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FIG. II.12 - Waterbath No. 1 and ancittiary 
equipment. 
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FIG.II.13: The circuitry of Waterbath No.1 and Waterbath No.2 
temperature control and water Level control apparatus. 
A water circu~ating pump ensured that the added water was even~y 
distributed throughout the waterbath, thus minimizing temperature 
f~uctuations. A series of pre~iminary tests indicated that the 
water temperature within the waterbath was temporari~y decreased 
by approximate~y 3 deg C whenever the water ~eve~ adjustment 
occurred. However, the average temperature of the test specimen 
f~uctuated by ~ess than 1 deg C. 
A circuit diagram of the temperature contra~ and water ~eve~ controt 
equipment of Waterbath No. 1 is given in Fig. II.13. 
The waterbath was c~eaned twice week~y and refi~~ed with fresh 
water, i.e. for every new series of tests. 
(ii) Waterbath No. 2 
Waterbath No. 2 contained 18 test specimens which were removed 
in batches of three specimens at various times during the heating 
period. The waterbath was made of ga~vanized iron and had 
dimensions of 900 X 900 X 350 wm. The power consumption was 
6600 watts at 200 V; this vo~tage resu~ting in a heating rate 
of 55 deg C/hr. A 30 A variabte transformer cou~d reduce the 
heating rate to a minimum va~ue of 20 deg C/hr. 
Apart from the abovementioned differences between Waterbath No. 2 
and Waterb'ath No. 1, the basic circuitry and instrumentation for 
temperature contra~ and water ~eve~ contra~ of Waterbath No. 2 were 
simi~ar to that of Waterbath No. 1 (see Fig. II.13). However, the 
f~uctuations in temperature within Waterbath No. 2 were greater 
than those in Waterbath No. 1. This was because a re~ative~y ~arge 
vo~ume of water was added whenever a batch of three test specimens 
was removed from the waterbath. Pre~iminary tests indicated that 
the average temperature of test specimens within the waterbath 
was temporari~y reduced by as much as 3 deg C when a batch of three 
specimens was removed from the waterbath. However, the correct 
temperature ~eve~ was again attained within approximate~y ten 
minutes. 
The waterbath was c~eaned twice weekty and refi~~ed with fresh water, 
i.e. for every new series of tests. 
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(iii) Pre-Heating Waterbath 
The pre-heating waterbath was used to store att the test specimens 
at 30°C for the 24 hours preceding the heating test. The waterbath 
that was used for the pre-heating of seated specimens was the 
same as that used for pre-heating unseated specimens; described 
in Section 4.1.1, subsection (iii). 
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(iv) Coating Waterbath 
The coating waterbath was used to coot two specimens of each 
successive batch of three specimens that were removed from Waterbath 
No. 2 at various times during the h~ating period. The coating 
waterbath consisted of a 375 X 225 X 125 mm staintess steet container 
wherein the water temperature was controtted by a 'Haake : Type E52 1 
contact thermometer and heater. 
The initiat temperature in the waterbath was the same as the 
temperature of the test specimens that were to be coated. The test 
specimens were immersed in the waterbath and the waterbath temperature 
controt set to J0°t. The coating rate of the test specimens c~ot~d 
in this manner was not greater than 30 deg C/hr. When the temperature 
0 
had fatten to 30 C, the temperature controt and heater maintained 
this temperature to within 0,2 deg C. 
The waterbath was cteaned twice weekty and re-fitted with fresh 
water. 
(v) Post-Coating Waterbath 
The post-coating waterbath was used to store one of the test 
specimens from each successive batch of three specimens that were 
removed from Waterbath No. 2 at various times during the heating 
period. The test specimen was coated to 30°C [as under (iv) above] 
before it was ptaced in the post-coating waterbath. Test specimens 
0 
were kept for 7 days at 30 C ~ 0,2 deg C. The waterbath used was 
the same as that used for unseated specimens; described in Section 
4.1.1, subsection (i). 
4.2 Apparatus for Measuring the Linear Deformation of Test Specimens 
(i) General Description 
During the heating period the linear deformation of unseated 
and seated specimens was determined in Furnace No. 1 and 
Waterbath No. 1 respectively. In each case the test specimen 
was simply supported at each end, the one support attowing for 
horizontal movement of the specimen in a direction parattet to 
the tength of the test specimen. In contact with each end of 
the test specimen was a sitica rod. The silica rods were simply 
supported on ratters within the furnace (waterbath) and extended 
through the furnace (waterbath) watt on either side of the test 
specimen. On the outside of the furnace (waterbath) each silica 
rod was connected to the spindle of a dial gauge mounted on a 
vertical steet column. On the side opposite to that where the 
silica rod was attached, the spindle of the diat gauge was coupled 
to a linear variable displacement transducer*. The transducer 
gave an output voltage proportional to the displacement of the 
diat gauge spindle, i.e. proportional to the displacement of the 
test specimen. This enabted a continuous record of the tinear 
deformation of a test specimen to be plotted by a strip chart 
recorder. In Fig. I1.14 and Fig. 11.15 the measuring system as 
used in Furnace No. 1 is ittustrated. With one exception, the 
measuring system used in Waterbath No. 1 was exactty simitar to 
that used in Furnace No. 1. The exception was that the apertures 
for the sitica rods to pass through the sides of the waterbath 
were seated to prevent the toss of water. This was achieved by 
.110. 
having a ftexibte rubber seat between the silica rod and the 
circumference of the aperture. The rubber seat is shown in Fig. II.6. 
The output vottages of the two t.v.d.t's (i.e. one at each end of 
a test specimen) were summed by having the output teads connected 
in series. Thus the recorder plotted the totat linear deformation 
as a single tine on the graph paper. 
* t.v.d.t. 
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FIG. II.15 - The diat gauge/t.v.d.t. apparatus 
for monitoring tinear deformation 
of a test specimen. 
FIG . 11.14 - The system to measure tinear deformation 
of a test specimen during heating. 
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(ii) Comp e ns at io n for Move men t o f the Supp orting Cotumns 
( iii ) 
The Line a r deformation o f the test specimen had to be c orrected 
f o r a cha nge i n distance be tween the coLumns suppor ti ng the 
diaL gauge/t.v. d .t. equipment. Th is was beca use t he s upport 
co Lumns were i nterc onnected and therefore affecte d by changes in 
ambient tempera t ure. ALth ough the co rrection t hat had t o be 
a ppLied wa s very s matt, it was never t heLess significant . 
Since the suppo rt coLumns did not mov e apa rt in a par attet manner, 
the change in di s ta nce between t he coLumns had to be mea s ured at 
the hei gh t a t which the diaL ga uge /t . v . d .t. equipment was attached 
{say Le veL A) . This was not pos s ibLe. Conseq uentLy, the change 
i n distance between t he coLumns was mea sure d at some distance betow 
t he diaL gauge/t.v . d . t. eq uipment (say tevet E). This was done 
by having a siLica rod in contact with on e c oLumn and c oupLed t o 
a d i aL gauge/t . v . d .t. on the other coLumn . Prior to t he start of 
the test i n g programme the ratio of the distance change a t tevet E 
to t hat at tevet A was determine d by experim e nt. Using t hi s rat i o, 
th e ampLificatio n of the t . v . d . t . at tevet E was ad jus t e d so that 
the output voLtage c orre sponded to t hat voLtage which woutd have 
occurre d if the t.v. d . t . was positio ned at tevet A. Th is vottage 
wos co nnected in series with the voLtages fr om t he two t . v . d.t . 's 
rnea s ur i ng Li near de formation of the test specimen . ConsequentLy , 
onty t he vottage represent ing the true Li near defo rma tion of a test 
spec i men was pLotted by the stri~ - cha r t re c orde r. The caLibratio n 
of the Li ne a r de formatio n meas uring apparatus was checked as 
described i n APP EN DIX I . 3 . 
DiaL Gauge/t. v . d . t . App arat us 
The dia L guage/t.v . d . t . arrangement that was used i n t his i nvestigation 
is iLLustrated in Fig. II.1 5 . The di aL ga uge co utd be read to 
- 4 2 ,5 X 10 mm and provided a useful., check on the caLibration of the 
L.v . d.t. ; for every test s eries , dia L gauge read i ng s we re taken at 
various intervaLs du rin g t he he ating peri od. 
The t.v. d . t . (Linear var i ab l.,e disp tacement transducer : ' Phi tips 
Type 9314/01 ') wa s used i n conjunc tion with a carrier wave 
osci tta to r-de mod utato r ('PhiLips : Ty pe PR 930( ') and a 12 V DC 
su pp "Ly . The 12 V DC supp Ly is stab i l.,ized wi thin the converter and 
fed to a 5,6 kHz osci~~ator, amp~ifier and demodu~ator 
respective~y. The osci~~ator output is connected to a Wheatstone 
bridge, part of which is formed by the ~.v.d.t. When imba~ance 
of the Wheatstone bridge occurs due to a transducer disp~acement, 
the output of the Wheatstone bridge is fed through an amp~ifier 
to the demodu~ator. The amp~ified output is demodu~ated by the 
5,6 kHz carrier frequency and passed to the recording apparatus. 
The disp~acement transducers had a maximum ~inear measuring ~ength 
of 1 mm. The ~inear vo~tage output of the osci~~ator-demodu~ator 
cou~d be adjusted to between 0 and 6 DC; the sensitivity of the 
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output vo~tage as a function of time and as a function of ambient 
temperature respective~y, was 0,05 percent/day and 0,04 percent/deg C. 
The zero point drift was 0,02 percent/day and 0,002 percent/deg C 
with respect to the output vo~tage. 
The output from the oscittator-demodu~ator was fed to a strip-chart 
recorder (see Section 4.4- Recording Apparatus). In a series of 
pre~iminary tests, the amp~ification of the ~.v.d.t./osci~~ator­
demodu~ator was adjusted so that a transducer disp~acement of 
-4 
2 X 10 mm cou~d be read as a sing~e division on the recorder 
chart. This was done by adjusting the output vo~tage of the 
osci~~ator-demodu~ator to 5 V at a transducer disptacement of 1 mm. 
The output vottage was connected to the 250 mV input of the recorder, 
the recorder chart having a totat of 250 divisions. Consequentty, 
the disptacement of the transducer corresponding to one division on 
the recorder chart is equat to: 
250 1 mV 
5000 X 250 (mV/mm) division 
-4 
2 X 10 mm/division 
The on~y disadvantage of the measuring and recording system was 
that for a ~arge transducer disptacement the recorder pen moved 
off the sca~e. However, the recorder had a 'zero offset' faci~ity; 
by adjusting the 'zero offset' the pen cou~d be returned to the 
origina~ starting position on the scate. 
(iv) Silica Rods 
Fused quartz rods {Trade name - 'Vitreosil') were used to couple 
the spindle of each dial gauge to the test specimen within Furnace 
No. 1 (Waterbath No. 1). 'Vitreosit' consists of pure silica, fused 
in a homogeneous uniform product containing approximately 99,6 percent 
Sio
2
. The principal properties of this material are its resistance 
to chemical attack, tow thermal expansio n and low thermal conductivity. 
'Vitreosit' has a linear coefficient of thermal expansion of 0,55 x 
- 6 0 
10 /deg C up to a temperature of 400 C. Consequently , the expa nsion 
of the silica rods, although small, nevertheless ha d to be taken into 
account when determining the test specimen e xpansion . APPENDIX 1.5.1 
gives the method of calculating the silica rod extension at the 
various test temperatures. 
4.2.2 ~:~2!~-~~~~~=~~=~!:-~:!~==-~=~!~~2-~~~-~!!:=-~~~~~~2 
The apparatus used to measure the length of test specimens bot h before heating 
and after cooling is shown in Fig. II.16. In successive leng t h measurements 
of a particular specimen, the specimen was always situated in t he same position 
in rela tio n tc the two dial guages. This w~s achieved by pla cing the specimen 
into the apparatus always with (i) the same face upwards ; (ii) the same face 
bearing against two smo o th stops behind the specimen; ( iii ) the same end 
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tow a r ds a particuLar dial gauge. Before reading the dial gauges, the s pecimen 
wa s moved leng thwise unti1 the diaL ga uge on the left showed a reading of exactly 
1 rnm. The r eading on the ga uge on the right was take n and the r eadings from the 
twG di <:JL gau ges s umr11ed . 
0 The apparatus was kept in a constant temperature room (20 C) a nd gave excellent 
~eproducibility of results, viz. ten successive readings o f the dial gauges 
for a particular specimen, the specimen having been completely removed from 
the apparatus and then replaced for the successive readings, agreed to within 
-4 
4 X 10 mm. It was not necessary to accurately calibrate this apparatus 
as only the relative dial gauge readings, i.e. before hea ting and after cooling 
were or importance. Consequently, the distance between the dial gauge bearing 
surfaces was dete rmi ne d to only 0,05 mm. This distance was 269,15 mm. The 
length of test specimens c o uld be obtained by a ddi ng 26 9,15 mm to the summed 
dial gauge readings. 
FIG. 11.16 - The apparatus for measuring the 
tength of a test specimen. 
. i 15 . 
~.J ApparQt us for Measuring Water Loss During Heating 
Th e apparatus to measure the water toss of a test specimen during heating 
is jttustrated in Fig. II.17. The batance was situated above Furnace No . 1; 
the test specimen within the furnace having been suspended from the batance 
by means of a cabte attached to the specimen at midspan . The respective 
positions of the batance and test specimens are i ttustrated in Fig. II.1. 
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The batan ce was adapted so that the water toss coutd be continuous ty monitored 
by a recorder. This was done by etectronicatty measuring the disp tacement of 
a part of the batance that moved in a vertica1 direction as the toss of water 
occurred. The disptacement was measured by a t . v . d . t .; the specifications 
of the t.v.d.t. are simitar to those described in Sectio n 4 . 2 .1 - subsection 
(iii) . In Fig . II .1 7 , the position of the t.v.d . t . on the batance is shown. 
The max imum t i near measuring tength of t he t. v . d . t . was 5 mm. Consequentty , 
t he verticat disptacement of the point to which the t .v. d . t . sensor was 
attached had to be tess than 5 mm f o r the maximu m an t i c i pa ted water toss 
(approximatety 500 g). This wa s achieved by d am p i ng the moveme nt of the 
batance beam with a spr i ng. The p ositio n of t he spring and the spr ing constant 
was determined by t r iat and error. 
The wa ter t oss apparatus was catibrated in such a manner that one division 
o n the chart paper represented a water toss of 1 g . This was done by adjusting 
the outp ut of the t.v. d . t . to 4 V for the disptacement of the transducer 
which corresponded to a water t oss of SOD g. Connected to the 2 V input of 
a recorder with chart paper s ub - divided into 250 divisio n, the water toss 







250 V/g . divisio ns 
1 g/division 
In some in s t ances where targ e water tosses occurred the recorder pen moved 
off the s cate . However, the ' zero offset' facitity of the recorder enabted 
the pen to be returned to the originat starting position on the recorder 
scate . 
4 . 4 Recording Apparatus 
The recording apparatus was used to obtain continuous records of tinear 
deformation, water toss and average specimen temperature during the heating 
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FIG. 11.17 - The position of the ~.v.d.t. on 
the ba~ance for water ~o~s measurement 
during heating. 
period. Two simitar 'Hewtett-Packard' recorders were used in this 
investigation. Each re corder conststs of a two-pen strip-chart recorder 
with independent pen drives. The p e ns are each activated by a mutti-span 
input modute, ('Hewte tt-Packard' 17501-A mutti-span ptug-in types) with an 
input impe dance of 1 M 0 and continuousty va riabte spa n controt. Sixteen 
catibrated spans from 1 mV to 100 V futt scate are avaitabte. For every 
span, the zero can be offset by up to five times t he futt scate deftection. 
The accuracy of the i nput modute is + 0,2 percent fu tt scate and the mo dute 
has a t i nearity of~ 0 ,1 perce nt fu t t scate. The operating p ower for the 
modute i s derived from the s trip-chart reco rder wh ic h ope rates off 220 V -
230 V mains. The chart transp ort system has twetve s etectabte speeds 
rang i ng from 25 mm / hour to 50 mm/second . Sta ndard chart r otts with a 250 mm 
wri t ing width were use d . 
4 . 5 Phys icat Tes t App aratus 
Th e compress io n test specime ns we re teste d o n an 'Ams ter' 3000 k N compressio n 
tester . The appara t us has three scate ranges at which te st i n g can be 
perfo rmed, viz . 600 kN, 1500 kN a nd 3000 kN respec tivety . Th e 1500 kN 
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range was t he o ne most ty used fo r t he compression tests i n this investigation . 
A 'H yd ro-Pacer' i nstat t a t ion enab t ed th e t oad to be a ppt ied at a constant 
rate, a wide range of to ading rates h aving bee n avai tabte. Att compression 
tests duri ng t he course o f this i nves tigation were performed at a rate of 
toading of 1 20 kN/min. 
4.5.2 Uttrason i c Putse Ve t ocity -------------------------
I n the uttrasonic method of test , the e t as tic propert ies of the materiat 
are determined f rom the ve t o c i t y of propaga tio n of a putse of waves at an 
uttrason i c frequenc y . Putse vetocity dete rminations were made using an 
uttrasonic ma t eriats tester . ( 'Emefc o - Type UCT 3 ' ). Th e i nstrument has 
t wo transducers o f f requency 100 kc/s . The accuracy of me asu rme nts with 
this equipme nt is g ive n as ~ 1 perce n t or ~ 0 , 2 mi cro-seconds, whic hever is 
the greater . 
The dynamic Young's modutus was obtained by the determination of the 
fundamentat tongitudinat resonant frequency of the beam specimens. The 
apparatus consists of an etectro-dynamic materiats tester ('Emefco :Type 
SCT 5') and a standard test-bench. The SCT 5 consists of an accuratety 
catibrated oscittator coupted to a vibrator for excitation of the specimen. 
The vibrator is in contact with one end of the beam specimen~ ·An amptifier 
feeds a meter which measures the signat from a crystat pick-up in contact 
with the other end of the specimen. 
A standard test-bench which compties with the requirements of the British 
Standard for Testing Concrete (B.S. 1881, 1970) was used. The test specimens 
are supported at midspan and the vibrator and crystat pick-up are brought 
into contact with the two ends of the specimen respectivety. The vibrator 
suppties smatt amptitude vibrations which set up standing waves in the beam 
specimen. By varying the frequency of the standing waves, resbnance can be 
estabtished. At resonance, the taterat stresses within the beam specimen 
disappear and the beam behaves as a narrow rod. Etastic theory gives the 
fottowing retationship between the vetocity of propagation of the standing 









2nl m J~ 
vetocity of the standing wave 
dynamic Young's modutus 
fundamentat tongitudinat resonant frequency 
tength of rod 
mass density of the concrete 
Hence, the dynamic Young's modutus 
where K 
2 2 
4Kn L p 
a constant depending on the units of measurement. 
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PART I II 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
INTRODUCTION 
The experimentat resutts of the tests performed on the various concrete 
and mo.rtar mixes having mix proportions as ittustrated in Tabte III.1, 
are given in APPENDIX II, APPENDIX III and APPENDIX IV. The data in 
APPENDIX II, Tabte A.II.1 to Tabte A.II.42, are for the residuat "Linear 
deformation after coating, compressive strength, water toss, uttrasonic 
putse vetocity, dynamic Young's modutus and Poisson's ratio of test 
specimens. These tests were performed on specimens which were removed 
-
from the furnace (waterbath) at various times during the heating period. 
The data presented graphicatty in APPENDIX III, Figure A,III.1 to Figure 
A.III.12, and APPENDIX IV, Figure A.IV.1 to Figure A.IV.42, are for the 
water toss and Linear deformation respectivety, each monitored continuousty 
on a test specimen during the heating period. 
TABLE I II. 1 
The nomencLature used for the various concrete and mortar mixes having mix 
proportions as shown (mix proportions by weight). 
Mix Name Water Cement Coarse Agg. Fine Agg. 
BcY 0,50 1 3,28 2,08 
CONCFIETE CCX 0,58 1 3,28 2,08 
CCY 0,58 1 3,90 2,42 
BMY 0,50 1 - 2,08 
MORTAR CMX 0,58 1 - 2,08 
CMY 0,58 1 - 2.42 
A typicat resutt sheet as used in APPENDIX II is shown in Tabte III.2. On 
every resutt sheet the mix name, test temperature and treatment (i.e. 
whether the specimens underwent drying or remained futty saturated during 
the heating period) is given at the top of the page. Atso shown is the 
initiaV~water content of the test specimens, Wt' and the respective 
* The water content of test specimens immediateLy prior to heating. 
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SPECIMEN SERIES BCY INITIAL WATER CONTENT -- 304 g = wt 
TEMPERATURE 100°[ VIZ. 
t:: 
- 134 g = 44,1% 
TREATMENT SATURATED DURING = 93 g 30,6% 
HEATING 77 g 25' 3% --
COMPRESSIVE 
Spec. ~-----.------~----~~----S-TrR_E_N~G~T~H--~ 
No. Initial; Strain Strain MPa R.R 









"];eng th ~H~ iHH~ % 










C(g) I % J 
~2_7_1~,_3~~----~----~~5_3_,_o6~----~--4~-3-9_0_5~----~----~l----~i----~ No Heatin~l 
273,3 51,08 3900 J 
1 
Tested at l 
r-2-6-8-,-7--~----~----~t-5-3-,4-9-+-----~---~~-3-8_9_6--~-----·~~----~~-------·~·------I Room Temp. J 
2 71 '3 52,54 3900 
. l I 
l J 
: 
4 40,22 79,0'~ Tested Imm. 
r-----~------+-----~~~--+-~-~---r~----+-----+---~-------'------1 
5 I 272,5 0 03 41 77 82 1 .H~ 3960 3956 '1 3 ! Max. Temp. 
~----~~~'---~----~~--'---~---'-'~r~-----+-----~---'--!'-------~-----1 Attained 







~LI ------~------l~--~40,31 79,2 .~ Lr-----~-----~----+------~-----l Tested At 
i 270,3 0,04 40,57 79,7(~ i 3852 3847 1,6 
!--------l-----1------t "".. .-!-1 -----4-----1-----!-----1-----1 T + 12 hrs 
I 2 70, 5 0, 0 5 0, 0 3 4 5 , 9 9 9 0, 4 :-,c,m d 3 9 0 1 3 8 9 6 1 , 6 ~ +0, 3 j 
.~,----~r------1----- ·~-----~---------
42,89 84,3)'~ l_l Tested At j 
~---~~-----~----~ '• 
2n,1 o o5 44,18 86 8 3 :·-l~ 11 3893 3889 1 3 I 
~------1f---' --~-----+ ' · !_i ' T + 24 h rs 1 
270,3 0,06 0,05 ~46,17 90, 7t'~-::- il 3826 3821 1,6 3826 o,o l 
13 ~------l------~----4.~ 84, 1 r11 Tested At ~ 
14 272,0 0,06 !45,82 j 90,0t:::_v_ ~~ 3896 3891 1,6 T + 36 hrs i 
~-1_5_-+-_2_75_,_1--t_o_,_o_7_~_o_,_o_6-+I47,03192,4('"' jJ 3961 3975 L2.2_! 3962 -0,3 \ 
16 ~ 87,5t___U~• ----~-----~ Tested At 
17 ~2_7_1-"'-3-4--0--'-, 0_7,;__l'----tt4-7:..., 5_4-! __ 9_3_,_4 f;:H~ ll 3914 3909 1 , 6 T + 36 hrs .1 




4 3 , 9 3 8 6 , 3 jL:~ il.----+-----~--'---+------r-'-----:-T-e_s_t_e_d_A_t_IJ 
·.~1 j i 1 T 6h! 273,3 0,06 ! 48,41 95,1':'<" ,, 3940 3935 l 1,6J 1 t + 3 rs l 
271,8 o,o5. I o,o5 148,58 95,4r:-{H~ U 3961 3958 ~ 1 ,o ~~-+_2 __ c_y_c_'Le_s_! 
~--22--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~-~~~~~~~====~~.~~~--~~j ____ ~~--~~~~~~ Tested At ! 
23 274,8 0,07 46,42 H~ I 3966 3955 1 3,6 \ t___j T + 36 hrs f 
~;;~ ::::: XiXD<xfX :::: rX'~XJ>?j + 2 CycLes 
"~ TESTED HOT TABLE III.2 
TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 














































4763 4646 97,4 
4 733 4618 96,8 
4792 4618 96,8 
4 792 4618 96,8 
4763 4590 96,2 
4792 4704 98,6 
4763 4646 97,4 . 
4792 4563 95,6 
4 733 4646 97,4 
4763 4646 97,4 
4792 4646 97,4 




TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
.;~-::- TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
BCY 
100°C 
SATURATED DURING HEATING 
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DYNAMIC YOUNG'S MODULUS POISSON'S RATIO 
.;:-~} R.R R.R iH:· 
~:- and -~~ 
-:~4-:r-::- and 









·:H:· 38,74 35,95 89,9 
-:~ .. ~} 
0,327 0,334 105,7 ** 
-:~-:~-:r 37,97 35,93 89,5 :::J 0,328 103,8 *.;H~ 0,326 
** /,0,335 "" -:H!-"h·-,~ 37,33 34,00 85,0 0,340 107,6 
·-·::--::--,\" 
39,19 36,81 92,0 -::--~~-:~ 0,325 0,322 101,9 
-:}i~~~ 
-:H:- 37,86 . 33, 71 84.~.3 
~~~~ O_t_ 328 0,339 107.3 ** 
-:~-~~-1} 38,71 35,60 89,0 -::-:~-:<- o, 323 0,336 106,3 
i!·i:-if-
oj<·"-... 37,35 35,04 87,6 {}~'" 0,333 0,336 106,3 .;~-~:-
~}-:H:- 38,29 ~6, 18 90,4 
.;~.;~--~} 
0,331 0,319 100,9 
-~i-.;Z.* 
-:~-::- 39,14 35,46 88,7 
{:-.;;. 
0,318 0,335 106 ,o 
i:-i~ 
it-iH~ 38,27 36,67 91,7 
.;:-·:i--:~ 
lo, 329 0,327 103,5 
~Z.i!·~~-
-::·:: 38,62 35,60 89,0 
{:·i} 
o, 329 0,334 105,7 ** 
{~·{'o-·:~ 38,61 37,09 92,7 
.;i- .. :Hr 
0,332 0,330 104,4 **.;[. 








38,32 [X IX 0,328 X~ 
TABLE I li. 2 (contd.) 
*** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING AND 7 DAYS IN WATER 
• 1 23. 
quantities of capi~~ary water, w c' water in the ge~ pores, w g' and chemica~ "1y 
combined water, w • (The method of ca~cu~ating wt, w c' w and w is given n g n 
in APPENDIX I.4.) The resu~t sheet H~ustrated in Tab~e III.2 shows that the 
test specimens which were used for a series of tests at a particu~ar temperat-
ure were numbered from 1 to 24. The test specimens were tested as fo~~ows:-
Immediate~y prior to heating, the fo~~owing tests were performed on a~"1 the 
test specimens except thosethat were to be tested whi~st hot, viz. on a"1~ 
specimens except No.4, 7, 10, 13, 16 and 19. 
(i) The ~ength of each specimen was determined using the Apparatus 
described in PART II, CHAPTER 4. 
(ii) 
(iii) 
The mass of each test specimens was determined. 
The u~trasonic pu~se ve~ocity was measured at three different 
positions a~ong the ~ength of the test specimen. 
(iv) Three determinations of the fundamenta~ Longitudina~ frequency of 
vibration of the test specimens were carried out, the test specimen 
having been removed from the apparatus and rep~aced for each 
successive measurement. Using the ~ongitudina~ frequency of vibrati-
ion and the data obtained from (i) and (ii) above, the dynamic 
Young's modu~us was caLcu~ated, The method of ca~cu~ating dynamic 
Young's modu~us is given in APPENDIX I.1. 
(v) Poisson's ratio was ca~cu~ated using the data from measurements (i) 
to (iv) above. The method of ca~cutating Poisson's ratio is given 
in APPENDIX I.2. 
(It shou~d be noted that for each test specimen on~y the mean val,ue of the 
pul,se ve~ocity, the mean va~ue of the dynamic Young's modu~us and the mean 
va~ue for Poisson's ratio are given on the resu~t sheets.) 
Contra~ tests for compressive strength were performed on test specjmens No.1, 
No. 2 and No. 3. Two modified compression tests were carried out on each 
test specimen. Dn~y the mean of the two modified compression tests on the 
respective specimens is reported on the data sheets. 
In the test series in which the specimens were al.,l.,owed to dry during 
heating, test specimens No. 23 and No. 24 were heated in Furnace No. 1. 
The l.,inear deformation and water toss, respectivel.,y, of these specimens 
was continuousl.,y ~onitored during the heating period. Test specimens 
No. 4 to No. 21 were heated in Furnace No. 2 and removed in batches of 
three specimens at various times during the heating period, e.g. test 
specimens No. 4, No. 5 and No. 6 were removed from Furnace No. 2 immed-
iatel.,y that the desired temperature l.,evel., had been attained. Two 
modified compression tests were performed on test specimen No. 4 whitst 
hot. Test specimens No. 5 and No. 6 were cool.,ed to the datum temper~ture 
and the tests (i) to (v) above were carried out. Specimen No. 5 was then 
subjected to two modified compression tests, and test specimen No. 6 was 
pl.,aced in a waterbath at 30°C for seven days. .A.t the end of this period 
test specimen No.6 was subjected to tests (i) to (v) above, whereupon 
two modified compression tests were performed on this test specimen. A 
simil.,ar test procedure was fol.,l.,owed for successive batches of test specimens 
removed from Furnace No. 2. The result sheets cl.,earty indicate the time at 
.which a particul.,ar test specimen was removed from Furnace No. 2 and whether 
the test specimen was tested hot, tested after cooling or tested after seven 
days in water. It should be noted that test specimen No. 22 was l.,eft to 
cure (21°C and 1na% R.H.) for a further three days. After specimens No. 23 
and No. 24 had been removed from Furnace No. 1 at the end of the heating and 
temperature cyc1ing period, test specimen No. 22 was used for a dupl.,icate 
te3t of 1inear deformation during heating. 
The heBting and testing procedure adopted for the test specimens which 
remained futty saturated during the heating period differed from the heating 
procedure for specimens which underwent drying in onty one respect. The 
difference was that test specimen No. 23 was not heated in Waterbath No. 1 
together with the test specimen (No. 24) on which the l.,inear deformation was 
monitored during heating, i.e. test specimen No. 23 was heated in Waterbath 
No. 2 together with specimens No. 4 to No. 21. 
Each set of results in APPENDIX I1 (Tabl.,e A.II.1 to Tabl.,e A.II.42) are for 
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onl.,y one series of tests of a particul.,ar mix at a particul.,ar temperature, 
i.e. no repeat tests with independent sets of specimens were performed. 
However, the ul.,trasonic pulse vetoci ty, dynamic Young 1 s modul.,us and Poisson 1 s 
ratio values are the mean of three determinations on a particul.,ar test 
specimen, and the compressive strength vatues are the mean of two modified 
compression tests on a particul.,ar test specimen, i.e. by repl.,icating these 
tests the experimental, error due to test procedure is partty etiminated. 
Furthermore, it shoutd be remembered that specimens were tested at various 
times during the heating period. Using the s tatisticat technique known as 
anatysis of variance * it may be determined from these resutts whether; 
(i) the various properties underwent significant changes between 
successive tests at the various test times during the heating 
period. 
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(ii) the various concrete or mortar mixes exhibit significantty different 
behaviour of a particutar property at a particutar temperature. 
Furthermore, by using .a statistical, method of muttipte comparisons (Tukey's 
method) ** it is possibte to determine atso; 
(i) whether, in general,, the concrete mixes underwent greater property 
reduction th~n the mortar mixes. 
(ii) whether a change in the water content between two concrete mixes 
(BCY and CCX), or two mortar mixes •(BMY and CMX), affect the 
property behaviour of heated test specimens. 
(iii) whether a change 1n the votumetric concentration of aggregate 
between two concrete mixes (CCX and CCY), or two mortar mixes (CMX 
and CMY), affects the property behaviour of heated test specimens. 
The information that was obtained by adopting the above approach, i.e. onty 
one series of tests,on a particutar mix at each test temperature,over a 
range of concrete and mortar mixes, was of greater vatue than data which 
coutd have been obtained from repeat tests on fewer mixes. The disadvantage 
of using this approach occurs if an error is made in the manufacture of a 
set of test specimens. However, errors of this nature coutd be determined 
from the control., tests and is discussed in CHAPTER 1 PROPERTIES OF 
HARDENED CONCRETE AND MORTAR MIXES. 
~~ The statistical, method is given in references 77; 78; 79 and 80. 
** The statistical, method is given in references 77 and 81. 
The data in APPENDIX III, Figure A.III.1 to Figure A.III.12, is for water 
toss moni tore.d continuousty one one test specimen during heating of the 
various concrete and mortar mixes. In Figure III.1 some typical. water 
toss vs. time curves are shown for concrete test specimens (Mix BCY) at 
temperatures of 70°C, 100°C and 150°C respective"Ly. The water toss is 
expressed as a percentage of the total. amount of water (Wt) contained 
in the test specimens before heating-:~. 
The resu"Lts of "Linear deformation measurements on heated concrete and 
mortar specimens are it"Lustrated graphica"L"Ly in APPENDIX IV, Figure A.IV.1 
to Figure A.IV.42. A typical. graph of tinear deformation p"Lotted against 
time is shown in Figure III.2 for a mortar specimen (Mix C~1X) heated to 
150°C. At"L resutts of "Linear deformation during heating are the mean of 
.126. 
two independent determinations. It must be pointed out, though, that the 
test specimen used for the dupticate test had been cured for 31 days. 
However, pre"Liminary tests indicated that there was no significant difference 
between the "Linear deformation of heated test specimens which had been cured 
for 28 days and 31 days respectivety. Before catcutating the mean "Linear 
de formation curve, at t the graphs of "Linear deformation during heating were 
corrected for smatt ftuetuations of the test specimen everage temperature 
about the desired temperature 1,evet. The correction method is given in 
APPENDIX I.5. 
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CHAPTER 1 PROPERTIES OF THE HARDENED CONCRETE AND MORTAR MIXES 
The compressive strength and dynamic Young's modutus of unheated test 
specimens were the controt parameters in this investigation. For every 
mix it was ascertained whether the sets of specimens that were tested 
at the various temperature tevets were from the normat poputation of att 
test specimens of that particutar mix. This was done by choosing, at 
random, a sampte of specimens from the test specimens that were used for 
a series of tests at a particutar temperature and determining the mean 
compressive strength and the mean dynamic Young's modutus of these 
(unheated) specimens. For the compressive strength these control, speci-
mens were specimens Nos. 1, 2 and 3; for the dynamic Young's modutus the 
specimens No. 1 to No. 24 were used, exctuding specimens No. 4, No. 7, 
No. 10, No. 13, No. 16, No. 19 and No. 22. Simitar controt tests were 
performed on the respective sets of specimens that were to be tested at 
the different temperature tevets. At the end of the experimental, 
programme the mean v atues of the compressive strength control, tests and the 
.129. 
mean vatues of the dynamic Young's modutus control, tests ( ie. for the respective 
sets of specimens of a particutar mix tested at the various temperature 
tevel,s) were pl.,otted on probabitity paper to test for normal.,ity. The extreme 
val,ues of the data were tested as outl.,ying observations and outl,ying 
b t . · t at 99& f"d 1 1 (
75 ' 76 ) If t o serva lons were reJeC ed a yo con l ence veve v. an ou -
tying observation occurred, it was assumed that an error had been made in the 
manufacture of that particul.,ar set of test specimens. Consequent"Ly, al,l, the 
data pertaining to that set of test specimens was discarded and the 
experiments"[; work repeated. When this data became avaitabl,e the procedure 
of determining normatity and testing for outl,ying observations of the extreme 
~atues was repeated. 
In Figure III.3 to Figure III.B the probabil,ity distribution of the 
compressive strength control, vatues and the dynamic Young's modutus control, 
vatues of the various concrete and mortar mixes are i"[;l,ustrated. An outl,ying 
observation occurred in onl,y one instance, viz. for the dynamic Young's 
* There were five different temperature tevel,s (70°C, 100°C, 150°C, 250°C and 
400°C) at which test specimens underwent drying during heating, and two 
temperature l,evel,s (70°C and 100°C) at which specim~rs remained futl,y saturat-
ed during heating. Consequent"Ly, seven sets of test specimens of a particul,ar 
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COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH (MPa) 
FIG.III.J (a): The probabil-ity distribution of the 
compressive strength control va~wes 
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FIG.III.3 (b): The probabiLity distribution of the 
dynamic Yo~ng's Modutus control vatues 
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FIG.III.4 (a): The probabijity distribution 
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FIG.III.4 (b): The probability distribution of the dynamic 
Young's Modulus control vatues for test 
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COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH (MPa) 
FIG.III,5 (a): The probabitity distribution of the compressive 
strength contra~ va~ues for test specimens made 
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DYNAMIC YOUNG'S MODULUS (GPa) 
FIG.III.S \b): The probabitity distribution of 
of the dynamic Young's Modutus 
controt vatues for test specimens 
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COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH (MPa) 
FIG.III.6 (a): The probabi'.,ity distribution of the 
compressive strength control_. val_.ues 
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DY~AMIC YOUNG'S MODULUS (GPa) 
FIG.III.6 (b): The probability distribution of the dynamic 
Young's Modulus controt values for test 
specimens made from Mix BMY. 
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COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH (MPa) 
FIG. III. 7 (a): The probabil.,ity distribution of the compressive strength 
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FIG.III.7 (b): The probability distribution o~ the dynamic Young's Modulus 
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COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH (MPa) 
FIG.III.8 (al: The probabi"'.;ity distribution of the compressive strength 









modutus controt vatues of the mortar mix CMY that underwent drying at a 
0 
temperature of 150 C. The data it~ustrated for mix CMY in Figure III.8 
do not show this out~ying observation, i.e. the probabi~ity distributions 
for compressive strength and dynamic Young's modu~us respective~y, 
contain the contra~ va~ue which rep~aced the out~ying data. The extreme 
vatues of the re-p~otted data were again tested as out~ying observations; 
no further out~iers occurred. 
From each probabitity distribution i~~ustrated in Figure III.3 to Figure 
III.8, a popu~ation mean, standard deviation and coefficient of variation 
was determined. These va~ues are shown in Tab~e III.3 and indicate that 
there was l.,ittte variation between the respective sets of test specimens 
made from a particutar mix during the course of the investigation. 
TABLE II I. 3 
The mean compressive strength and mean dynamic Young's modutus 
of the hardened concrete and mortar mixes prior to heating. 
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH DYNAMIC YOUNG'S 
MIX MEAN STD.DEV. COEFF. MEAN STD.DEV. 
NAME OF VAR. 
MPa MPa % GPa GPa 
BCY 50,90 1 '60 
CONCRETE 
3 '1 40,0 1 '60 
MIXES 
CCX 38,86 0,84 2,2 37' 81 2,41 
CCY 41' 12 1 '79 4,4 39,09 1 '78 
MORTAR 
BMY 4 7 ,DO 0, 70 1 '5 29,20 1 '70 
MIXES 
CMX 39,95 2,05 5,1 27,50 1 '91 











Catcutated vatues of the popu~ation mean, the standard deviation and the 
coefficient of variation for the pu~se vetocity determinations that were 
performed on test specimens prior to heating, are given in Tab~e III.4. 
In generat, the coefficient of variation of the pu~se ve~ocity measurements 
on test specimens of a particul.,ar mix is sma~~er than the coefficient of 
variation of either the compressive strength or the dynamic Young's modutus 
val.,ues. Atso shown in Tabte III.4 are cal.,cu~ated poputation mean vatues for 
Poisson's ratio of test specimens made from the various mixes. No 
The duration of the experiments~ programme was approximate~y one year. 
• 1 38. 
standard deviation vatues or coefficients of variation are given for 
Poisson's ratio. This is because Poisson's ratio is catcutated from two 
normat poputations (dynamic Young's modutus and putse vetocity), and the 
resutting ratio need not necessarity be normatty distributed. 
TABLE III.4 
The mean vatues of uttrasonic putse veLocity and Poisson's ratio for 
unheated speci-mens made from the various concrete and mortar mixes. 
ULTRASONIC PULSE IJELOCITY 
MIX 
MEAN STD.DEV. COEFF.OF 
POISSON'S 
NAME m/sec m/sec VAR. ('fo) RATIO 
• 
CONCRETE BCY 4 772 40,7 
0, 85. 0,316 
MIXES CCX 4612 9 7,0 2,10 0,310 
CCY 4682 21,3 0,40 0,309 
MORTAR BMY 4119 61,6 1,50 0,293 
MIXES CMX 3987 26,0 0,60 0,291 
CMY 3995 6 9,6 1 '70 0,280 
Each popuLation mean reported in Tabte III.3 and TabLe III.4 is assumed 
to be the best estimate of the mean for the particutar property of 
unheated test specimens of the various mixes. Subsequent references to 




CHAPTER 2 THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF HEATED CONCRETE AND MORTAR 
SPECIMENS 
The compressive strength data for specimens made from the various concrete 
and mortar mixes and tested at the different temperature tevets are shown 
in APPENDIX II, Tabte A.II.1 to Tabte A.II.42. For a particutar compress-
ive strength test both the vatue of compressive strength (MPa) and the 
residual. ratio of the compressive strength are given. The residual. ratio 
of compressive strength is the ratio of the compressive strength of a 
heated test specimen to the mean compressive strength of that particutar 
mix, expressed as a percentage. (The mean compressive strength for a 
particutar mix is that reported in CHAPTER 1.) 
The residual. ratio of compressive strength for specimens tested whitst hot 
at the different temperature tevets, is shown in Figure I I I. 9 for the 
concrete mix BCY and the corresponding mortar mix BMY. ~~ The data for 
the test specimens which underwent drying during heating, as wett as the 
data for specimens which remained futty saturated during heating, are shown. 
In each case the maximum residual. ratio and the minimum residual. ratio thai 
occurred during the period when the temperature remained constant is ptotted, 
i.e. the data on specimens tested during temperature cycting is not inctuded. 
Figure III.10 ittustrates the residual. ratios of compressive strength for 
the test specimens (mixes BCY and BMY) which were coated before testing, and 
Figure III.11 the residual. ratios for test specimens which were coated and 
then stored in water for 7 days prior to testing. 
The compressive strength data obtained from the concrete mix CCX and corres-
ponding mortar mix CMX, and the concrete mix CCY and corresponding mortar 
mix CMY, are ptotted in exactty the same way as the data for mixes BCY and 
BMY. In Figure III.12, Figure.III.13 and Figure III.14 respectivety, the 
residual. ratios of compressive strength for mixes CCX and CMX are shown for test 
specimens tested whitst hot, test specimens coated before testing, and for the 
case where the test specimens were coated and immersed in water for 7 days 
before testing. The data for mixes CCY and CMY are shown in Figure III.15, 
Figure III.16 and Figure III.17 for the abovementioned respective test cases. 
The concrete mix BCY and the mortar mix BMY differed onty in that the 
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2.1 The Compressive Strength of Concrete and Mortar Specimens. Tested whil,st 
Hot. 
From Figure III.9, Figure III.12 and Figure III.15 it is apparent that for 
test specimens which underwent drying during heating and were tested whil,st 
hot: 
(i) There is us ua"L l,y a "Large difference between the maximum residual, 
ratio of compressive strength and the minimum residua"!, ratio of 
compressive strength for the various concrete and mortar mixes, 
despite the fact that the tests were perfomred on specimens during 
the period when the test temperature remained constant. In some 
instances the difference between the maximum residua"!, ratio of 
compressive strength and the minimum residua"!, ratio of compress-
ive strength is 30%. These differences are of sufficientl,y great 
magnitude to suggest that they were not caused by random variation 
between the test specimens. 
(ii) Test specimens which wer~ tested at a temperature "Leve"L of 70°C 
usua"L"Ly exhibit a decrease in compressive strength. However, the 
reduction in compressive strength is never greater than approx-
imatety 15%. 
(iii) Test specimens which were tested at 100°C usuat"Ly exhibit a greater 
reduction in compressive strength than test specimens tested at 70°C, 
i.e. both the maximum residua"!, ratio and the minimum residual, ratio 
0 of compressive strength for specimens heated to 100 C are usua"Lty 
tower than the corresponding maxima and minima of specimens tested 
at 70°C. Va1,ues for the minimum residua"!, ratio of between 75% and 
so% were not uncommon. 
(iv) Both the maximum and the minimum residua"!, ratio of compressive 
strength for test specimens heated to 150°C are usual,l,y greater than 
the corresponding maximum and minimum residua"!, ratios of specimens 
tested at either 70°C or 100°C. The minimum residual. ratios of test 
specimens at 150°C are between so% and 100%, and the maximum residual. 
ratios of al,l, the concrete and mortar mixes tested at 150°C are 
greater than 100%, i.e. the test specimens have compressive strength 
val,ues which are higher than the mean compressive strength of the 
contro"L specimens. The increase in compressive strength varied 
between 1% and 11% for the different concrete and mortar mixes. 
.14 B. 
(v) The minimum residuat ratio of compressive strength for specimens 
tested at 250°C is usuatty greater than the minimum residuat ratio 
for the corresponding specimens heated to either 70°C, 100°C or 
0 
150 c. Vatues for the minimum residuat ratio were never smatter 
than as%. The maximum residuat ratio of compressive strength for 
test specimens heated to 250°C does not exhibit simitar trends for 
the three pairs of concrete and mortar mixes, viz. the concrete mix 
BCY and corresponding mortar mix BMY exhibit vatues of compressive 
strength approximatety 10% tower than the vatues at 150°C, whereas 
the concrete mix CCY and corresponding mortar mix CMY have up to 
1o% higher vatues for compressive strength at 250°C than at 150°C. 
The third pair of mixes (concrete mix CCX and mortar mix CMX) have 
maximum residuat ratios which fatt between the abovementioned two 
extreme cases.-· It is possibte, though, that these comparativety 
smat t differences in the behaviour __ of the various mixes were caused 
by random variation between test specimens of a particutar mix. 
(vi) The compressive strength atways decreases when test specimens are 
0 heated to 400 C. The residuat ratio of compressive strength ranges 
betwe~n Ba% and 98%, i.e. the reductions in compressive strength are 
approximatety of the same order as the reductions in compressive 
0 0 
strength that occurred at test temperatures of 70 C and 100 C. 
Furthermore, both the maximum and the minimum residuat ratio of 
compressive strength for specimens tested at 400°C are atways tower 
than the maximum and minimum residuat ratios of corresponding 
specimens tested at 250°C. 
.149. 
Figure III.9, Figure III,12 and Figure III.15 show atso the maximum and 
minimum residuat ratio of compressive strength for test specimens which re-
mained futty saturated during heating and were tested whitst hot. At test 
temperatures of both 70°C and 100°C the compressive strength of futty 
saturated specimens is atways reduced. In some instances the reductions in 
compressive strength are as great as 20%. at a test temperature of 70°C, and 
36% at a test temperature of 100°C. It is apparent that at both 70°C and 
100°C the reductions in compressive strength of specimens which remained 
futty saturated during heating are greater than the reductions in compressive 
strength which occurred for test specimens which underwent drying at these 
temperature tevets. 
It is particu~ar~y interesting in the abovementioned resu~ts that the 
specimen~ made from the various mortar mixes (each marta~ mix correspond-
ing to a particu~ar concrete mix) underwent percentage reductions in 
compressive strength which were very simi~ar to the percentage reductions 
exhibited by the corresponding concrete test specimens. This occurred 
for both specimens which were a~~owed to dry during heating and specimens 
which remained fu~~y saturated during heating. 
2.2 The Compressive Strength of Concrete and Mortar Specimens Tested after 
Stow Coo~ing from the Various Temperature Leve~s. 
.150. 
The resu~ts of compressive strength tests performed on concrete and mortar 
test specimens after coo~ing from the various temperature ~evets are shown 
in Figure I11.10, Figure 111.13 and Figure 111.16. Figure 11I.10 
ittustrates the maximum and the minimum residua~ ratios of compressive 
strength for mixes BCY and BMY, Figure II1.13 the maximum and minimum 
residua~ ratios for mixes CCX and CMX, and Figure 111.16 the data for mixes 
CCY and CMY. The va~ues shown in these diagrams refer to the maximum and 
the minimum residuat ratio that was obtained for the test specimens during 
the period when the temperature remained constant, i.e. the residuat ratio 
va~ues which were measured on specimens subjected to temperature cycting 
are not considered at present. 
The data for specimens which were attowed to dry during heating as wet~ as 
for specimens which remained futty saturated during heating are show~ in 
the abovementioned diagrams. 
From Figure 111.10, Figure I1I.13 and Figure 11I.16 it is apparent that for 
both specimens which remained futty saturated during heating and specimens 
which were a~towed to dry during heating, there are usuatty comparativety 
targe differences between the maximum residuat ratio and the minimum 
residuat ratio of compressive strength. In some instances the difference 
between the maximum and minimum residuat ratio is 20%, atthough it is 
usuatty of the order of 10%. The tatter of these differences cou~d have 
been caused by the random variation of compressive strength between test 
specimens 1 the former va~ue, however, suggests that at certain temperature 
tevets the compressive strength underwent a change during the heating period. 
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Figure III.10, Figure III.13 and Figure III.16 indicate that for specimens 
which were attowed to dry during heating: 
(i) Both the maximum and the minimum residuat ratios of compressive 
strength determined on specimens coated from 70°C before testing 
are atways higher than the respective maximum and minimum residuat 
ratios of compressive strength for specimens tested at 70°C whitst 
hot. Furthermore, test specimens which were coated from 70°C 
before testing usuatty have residuat ratios of compressive strength 
greater than 100%, i.e. the compressive strength is higher than 
the mean compressive strength of the controt specimens. The targest 
increase in compressive strength was 20%, but increases of approx-
imatety 10% were more usuat. 
(ii) Both the maximum and the minimum residuat ratios of compressive 
strength for specimens coated from 100°C before testing were usuatty 
between 5% and 10% higher than the respective maximum and minimum 
residuat ratios of compressive strength for specimens tested at 100°C 
whitst hot. In generat, vatues of the residuat ratio range between 
go% and 105%~ the residuat ratio of compressive strength for 
specimens tested after coating from 100°C being atways tower than 
(iii) 
the corresponding residuat ratio for specimens tested after coating 
0 from 70 c. 
The residuat ratios of compressive strength for specimens coated 
from 150°C before testing are either higher than or approximatety 
the same as the corresponding residuat ratios of specimens tested 
after coating from 100°C. Vatues of the residuat ratio range 
between go% and 110%. Comparing the residuat ratios of compressive 
strength for specimens tested whitst hot at 150°C (Figure III •. g, 
Figure III.12 and Figure III.15) to the residuat ratios for speci-
mens which were coated from 150°C before testing (Figure III.10, 
Figure III.13 and Figure III.16), it is not possibte to discern any 
trend as regards differences in compressive strength arising from 
these two test conditions. 
(iv) Both the maximum and the minimum residuat ratios of compressive 
0 strength for specirre,ns tested after coating from 250 C are atways 
tower than the corresponding maximum and minimum residuat ratios 
of specimens coated from either 70°C, 100°C or 150°C before testing. 
Vatues of fue residuat ratio of compressive strength range from 
so% to 101%. However, the va~ues usua~~y fa~~ between as% and 
95%. It is particu~ar~y interesting that these residua~ ratios 
are between s% and 10% ~ower than the corresponding resu~ts for 
specimens tested whi~st hot at 250°C. 
(v) The residua~ ratios of compressive strength for specimens tested 
after coo~ing from 400°C are ~ower than the residua~ ratios for 
test specimens coo~ed from either 70°C, 100°C, 150°C or 250°C. 
Va~ues of the residua~ ratio usua~~y range between 70% and so%, 
a~though in some instances vatues as ~ow as 60% were obtained. 
These residua~ ratio va~ues are atways from 10% to 20% tower than 
the corresponding residua~ ratios for specimens tested whi~st hot 
at a test temperature of 400°C. 
The residua~ ratios of compressive strength for test specimens which re-
mained fu~~y saturated during heating and were coated before testing 
indicate that: 
(i) The maximum residua~ ratios and the minimum residua~ ratios of 
compressive strength for saturated specimens coo~ed from 70°c 
before testing are ~ower than the respective maximum and minimum 
residua~ ratios for specimens which underwent drying at 70°C and 
were coated before testing. Va~ues of the residua~ ratio are 
between 90% and 105%. These residua~ ratios are from s% to 10% 
higher than the residua~ ratios for specimens which remained fut~y 
saturated at 70°C and were tested whi~st hot. 
( ii) The residua~ ratios of compressive strength for saturated specimens 
( 
which were coo~ed from 100°C before testing are usuat~y between 70% 
and 9o%. The reductions in the compressive strength are; 
(a) a~ways targer than the reductions in compressive strength of 
saturated test specimens coo~ed from 70°C before testing, and 
(b) from s% to 15% greater than the reductions in compressive 
strength of test specimens which underwent drying at 100°C 
and were coated before testing. 
. 0 
However,saturated specimens wh~ch were a~towed to coot from 100 C 
before testing had residua~ ratios which were up to 13'7' greater than 
the corresponding residua~ ratios of saturated specimens heated to 
100°C and tested whi~st hot. 
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It is apparent from the resutts ittustrated in Figure III.10, Figure III.13 
and Figure III.16 that the maximum residuat ratios as wett as the minimum 
residuat ratios of compressive strength for the various concrete mixes 
which underwent drying are usuatty higher than the respective maximum and 
minimum. residuat ratios of compressive strength for the corresponding 
mortar mixes. This is particutarty noticeabte for test specimens which 
under\1\e.nt drying at temperatures of 250°C and 400°C~ in some instances the 
mortar test specimens exhibit up to 16% greater reduction in compressive 
strength than the concrete specimens. The test specimens which remained 
futty saturated during heating do not indicate any trend in this regard. 
2·.3 The Compressive Strength of Test Specimens which were Coated and Immersed 
in Water for 7 Days before Testing. 
The maximum and minimum residuat ratios of compressive strength for 
specimens which were stored in water for 7 days after stow coating from 
the various temperature tevets are ittustrated in Figure III.11 (mixes ECY 
and BMY), Figure III.14 (mixes CCX and CMX) and Figure III.17 (mixes CCY 
and CMY). Each diagram shows the maximum residuat ratios and the minimum 
residuat ratios that were determined from tests on specimens which were 
removed from the furnace (waterbath) during the period when the temperature 
remained constant, i.e. the residuat ratios obtained from specimens subjected 
to temperature cycting are not considered at present. The resutts for test 
specimens which underwent drying during heating indicate that: 
(i) The residuat ratios of compressive strength for test specimens 
heated to 70°C range between es% and 105%. These resutts fatt in 
the same range as those of test specimens which were tested hot at 
70°C, but are from s% to 10% tower than the corresponding data for 
test specimens stowty coated from 70°C before testing. 
(ii) The maximum residuat ratios and the minimum residuat ratios of 
compressive strength for specimens re-immersed in water for 7 days 
after coating from 100°C are atways tower than the corresponding 
residuat ratios of test specimens re-immersed in water after coating 
from 70°C. Vatues of the residuat ratio range between 75% and 95%. 
Both the maximum residuat ratio and the minimum residuat Datio for 
specimens re-immersed in water after coating from 100°C are atways 
tower than~ 
(a) the respective maximum and minimum residuat ratios of 
0 compressive strength for specimens tested hot at 100 C, and 
.153. 
(iii) 
(b) the respective maximum arid minimum residua~ ratios for specimens 
tested after coo~ing from 100°C. 
The abovementioned differences between the residua~ ratios of test 
specimens were more prominent for (b) than for (a) and were of the 
order of 1d% to 15%. 
.154. 
Test specimens which were re-immersed in water for 7 days after s~ow 
coating from 150°C atways exhibit reductions in compressive strength. 
The reductions in strength ranged from 15% to 40%. Both the maximum 
residuat ratio and the minimum residuat ratio of compressive strength 
are; 
(a) usua~ty tower than the corresponding maximum and minimum residua~ 
ratios of compressive strength for test specimens which were rE;l-
immersed in water after s~ow coo~ing from 10U°C, 
(b) atways tower than the respective residua~ ratios of compressive 
strength for specimens tested whitst hot at 150°C, and 
(c) atways tower than the respective residuat ratios of compressive 
strength for specimens tested after stow coating from 150°C. 
(iv) The residuat r·atios of compressive strength for specimens which were 
coated from 250°C and immersed in water for 7 days prior to testing, 
range between 65% and 85%. It appears that these data are not sig-
nificantty different from the resutts for test specimens coo~ed from 
150°C and immersed in water for 7 days prior to testing. However, the 
residuat ratios are tower than both; 
(a) the residua~ ratios of compressive strength for specimens tes:ted 
hot at 250°C (between 2o% and 3o% tower), and 
(b) the residuat ratios of test specimens which were coated from 
250°C prior to testing (15% to 2o% ~ower). 
(v) Test specimens which were coated from 400°C and immersed in water for 
7 days before testing, exhibit reduction in compressive strength of the 
same order as the reductions which occurred for test specimens which 
were coated from either 150°C or 250°C and immersed in water for 7 
days before testing. Vatues of the residua~ :ratio range between 65% and 
ss%. These vatues are from 10% to 2o% ~ower than the residua~ ratios of 
compressive strength for specimens tested hot at 400°C. However, these 
residuat ratios do not differ appreciab~y from the residuat ratios for 
test specimens which were tested immediate~y after coo~ing from 400°C. 
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The maximum residual, ratios and the minimum residual, ratios of compressive strength 
for saturated specimens which were cool,ed from temperatures of either 70°C or 
100°C and immersed in water for 7 days before testing, are shown in Figure III.11, 
Figure III.14 and Figure III.17. These resul,ts indicate that: 
(i) the residual, ratios of compressive strength for test specimens cool,ed from 
70°C are usual,l,y between 90% and 110%. These val,ues are approximatel,y the 
same as the residual, ratios for; 
(a) the corresponding test specimens which underwent drying at 70°C and 
were cool,ed and re-immersed in water for 7 days before testing, and 
(b) the corresponding test specimens which remained ful,l,y saturated at 
70°C and were cool,ed before testing. 
(ii) For saturated test specimens cool,ed from 100°C and re-immersed in water 
for 7 days, the reductions in compressive strength are al,ways greater (in 
some instances 20% greater) than the reductions which occurred for saturat-
ed test specimens cool,ed from 70°C and stored in water for 7 days be fore 
testing. Val,ues of the residual, ratios ranged from 75% to 95%. It appears 
that these reductions in compressive strength are not significantl,y 
different from ei ther,• 
(a) the reduction in compressive strength which occurred for test specimens 
which underwent drying at 100°C and were cool,ed and immersed in 
water for 7 days before testing, or 
(b) the reductions in compressive strength for saturated test specimens 
0 cool,ed from 100 C before testing. 
In al,l, the abovementioned resul,ts for the compressive strength of test specimens 
which were stored in water for 7 days before testing, it is again apparent that 
the concrete mixes exhibit percentage reductions in compressive strength which are 
approximatel,y the same as those of the corresponding mortar mixes. The exception 
to this occurs at temperatures of 250°C and 400°C. At these temperature l,evel,s 
the mortar test specimens usual,l,y have "'[,ower residual, ratios than the corresponding 
concrete test specimens. ie. greater reductions in compressive strength. 
2.4 The Compressive Strength of Test Specimens which were Subjected to Temperature 
Cycl,ing 
The residual, ratios of compressive strength for test specimens which were subjected 
to temperature cycl,ing are shown in Figure III.18 to Figure III.26. For each of 
these figure the maximum and minimum residual, ratios that are il,l,ustrated were 
chosen from the three respective compressive strength tests carried out, 




at the end of the first cool,ing/re-heating cycl,e, and 
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FIG .1 II . 21: The resi duat ratio ('fa ) of compress ive streng t h for specimens 
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FIG .II1. 26: The residua"!, ratio (~ ) of compressive strength for specimens 
te sted after 1 week re-immers io n in water : Mixe s CCY and CMY. 
The maximum and the minimum residual., ratios of compressive strength fo·r 
the concrete mix BCY and the corresponding mortar mix BMY are il.,l.,ustrated 
in Figure III.18, Figure III.19 and Figure III.20 for the fol.,l.,owing 




specimens tested whil.,st hot, 
specimens were cool.,ed before testing, and 
specimens were cool.,ed from the test temperature and immersed in 
water for 7 days before testing. 
The residual., ratios of compressive strength for the concrete mix CCX and 
the corresponding mortar mix CMX are shown in Figure III.21, Figure III.22 
.162. 
and Figure II I. 23 for the abovementioned respective test cases. Figure I I I. 24 
Figure III.25 and Figure III.26 il.,l.,ustrate the residual., ratios for mixes CCY 
and CMY. 
In al.,l., the abovementioned diagrams the data for both specimens which under- · 
went drying during heating and specimens which remained ful.,l.,y saturated 
during heating are shown. For test specimens which were al.,l.,owed to dry 
during heating, Figure III.18 to Figure III.26 indicate that: 
(i) The difference between the maximum and the minimum residual., ratio 
of compressive strength for test specimens of a particul.,ar mix is 
usual.,l.,y l.,ess than 10%. Consequentl.,y, it appears that in most 
instances the effect of temperature cycl.,ing was not significant 
since differences of this order coul.,d have resul.,ted fromt~ random 
variation of compressive strength between different test specimens 
of a particul.,ar mix. 
(ii) For test specimens which were tested whil.,st hot at temperatures of 
either 70°C, 100°C or 150°C, both the maximum and the minimum 
residual., ratios of compressive strength are usual.,l.,y greater than the 
corresponding maximum and minimum residual., ratios of test specimens 
which were not subjected to temperature cycl.,ing. In some instances 
the difference between the minimum residual., ratios of compressive 
strength (referring to the above two test cases) is as l.,arge as 15%, 
but the difference is usual.,l.,y not greater than 5%. Test specimens 
which were tested whil.,st hot at temperatures of either 250°C or 400°C 
exhibit residual., ratios of compressive strength which are approx-
imatel.,y the same as the residual., ratios for specimens which were 
(iii) 
.16 3. 
heated to these temperature tevets but not subjected to temperature 
cycting. 
For test specimens which were tested after stow coating from 
temperatures of either 70°C, 1DD°C, 150°C, 250°C or 400°C the 
residuat ratios of compressive strength are approximatety the same 
as the residuat ratios for the corresponding test specimens which 
were not subjected to temperature cycting. Atso, it appears that 
for test specimens which underwent temperature cycting there is 
tittte difference between the residuat ratios of compressive strength 
for specimens tested hot at either 70°C, 1DD°C or 150°C and the 
corresponding residuat ratios of compressive strength for test 
specimens coated from these temperature tevets before testing. 
However, for test temperatures of either 250°C or 400°C, greater 
reductions in compressive strength occurred for specimens tested 
after coating than for specimens tested whitst hot; the additionat 
reduction in compressive strength which occurred for specimens which. 
were heated to 400°[ was in some instances 25'f0 • 
(iv) The residuat ratios of compressive strength for test specimens coated 
from temperatures of either 70°C, 1DD°C, 15D°C, 250°[ or 400°C and 
immersed in water for 7 days before testing, are atmost exactty 
simitar to~e residuat ratios for the corr~sponding specimens which 
were not subjected to temperature cyc:.ting. Test specimens atways 
exhibit a reduction in compressive strength and the reductions in 
0 
strength at a tt temperature tevets except 400 C are greater than the 
corresponding reductions which occurred for specimens tested either 
whitst hot, or after coating. Furthermore, the reductions in strength 
0 0 0 0 
for test temperatures of 100 C, 150 C, 250 C and 400 C are att approx-
imatety of the same order, viz. between 20% and 3D% for concrete test 
specimens, and between 2o% and 40% for mortar test specimens. 
It is atso apparent from the abovementioned resutts that for test temperatures 
0 0 0 
of 150 C, 250 C and 400 C the mortar test specimens usuatty exhibit greater 
percentage reduction in compressive strength than the corresponding concrete 
test specimens. In some instances the difference in the reductions are as 
targe as 15%. (This was apparent, too, for test specimens which were not 
subjected to temperature cycting.) 
The residuat ratios of compressive strength for saturated test specimens which 
underwent temperature cycting are shown in Figure III.1B, Figure III.21 and 
Figure III.24 for specimens tested whitst hot; Figure III.19, Figure III.22 
and Figure I I I. 25 for specimens tested after coo "Ling, and Figure II I. 20, 
Figure III.23 and Figure III.26 for test specimens which were coated and 
immersed in water for 7 days before testing. At test temperatures of 
' 0 0 
both 70 C and 100 C there is no definite trend regarding the effect of 
.164. 
the abovementioned three test conditions on the residuat ratio of compress-
ive strength. Saturated test specimens which were heated to 7D°C and 
subjected to temperature cyc"Ling exhibit reductions in compressive strength 
of between 1% and 187°. The reductions in compressive strength for saturated 
specimens at 100°C were between 5% and 24%, the reduction in compressive 
strength at 1DD°C a"Lways being greater than the reduction in compressive 
strength at 70°C. These resutts are in most instances the same as those 
which were obtained for saturated specimens whit:h were not subjected to 
temperature cyc"Ling. However, the minimum residua"L ratios of compressive 
strength for specimens which were subjected to temperature cyc"Ling were 
"Larger than the minimum residua"L ratios of saturated specimens not subjected 
to temperature cyc"Ling. It does appear, therefore, that temperature cycting 
did not cause any additiona"L reduction in the compressive strength of 
saturated test specimens. 
Saturated test specimens which were aubjected to temperature cyc"Ling and 
tested either0hi"Lst hot, or after coating exhibit up to 15~ greater reduct-
ion in compressive strength than specimens which were subjected to simi"Lar 
test conditions but underwent drying during heating. For the test specimens 
which were coated and immersed in water for 7 days before testing the 
residua"L ratios of compressive strength for specimens which remained fu"L"Ly 
saturated during heating does not differ appreciabty from the residua"L ratio 
for test specimens which underwent drying during heating. 
It is of particu"Lar interest that for specimens which remained fut"Ly 
saturated the respective mortar and concrete test specimens usuat"Ly have 
residua"L ratios of compressive strength which agree c"Lose"Ly. A simi"Lar 
behavioura"L pattern was observed for saturated test specimens which were 
not subjected to temperature cyc"Ling. 
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From the compressive strength data rep·arted in Sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 
it appears, therefore, that: 
(i) At certain temperature 1,eve1,s the compressive strength of test 
specimens may be dependent upon the heating time. 
(ii) Temperature cyc1,ing does not necessari1,y cause additiona1, reductions 
in the compressive strength. In some instances the compressive 
strength may increase during temperature cyc1,ing. 
(iii) Concrete test specimens usua1,1,y have simi1,ar percentage reductions in 
compressive strength, or sma1,1,er percentage reductions in compressive 
strength, than the corresponding mortar test specimens. 
(iv) Mix proportions (apart from (iii) above) may have a significant 
inf1,uence on the reductions of compressive strength for test specimens 
which are a1,1,owed to dry during heating, particu1,ar1,y at the higher 
temperature 1,e ve 1,s • 
A statistica1, anatysis is used to e1,ucidate (i) to (iv) above. This is 
reported in PART IV - STATISTICAL ANALYSIS. 
CHAPTER 3 THE ULTRASONIC PULSE VELOCITY OF HEATED CONCRETE AND MORTAR 
TEST SPECIMENS 




before heating, and either 
after coating from the test temperature, or 
after coating from the test temperature and 7 days in water. 
The resutts of these tests are given in APPENDIX II, Tabl.,e A. I I.1 to 
.166. 
Tabte A.II.42. The data obtained from putse vetocity tests before heating 
were discussed in CHAPTER 1 - PROPERTIES OF THE HARDENED CONCRETE AND MORTAR 
MIXES. The mean putse vetocity vatues for the various mixes are given in 
CHAPTER 1. These vatues were used in cal.,cutating the residual., ratio of putse 
vetocity for specimens which had been heated. 
3.1 The Putse Vetticity of Test Specimens After Coating from the Various Test 
Temperatures 
The maximum residual., ratio and minimum residual., ratio of putse vel.,ocity for 
test specimens coated from the various temperature tevets are ittustrated in 
Figure III.27, Figure III.29 and Figure III.31. The maximum and minimum 
residual., ratios in Figures III.27, III.29 and III.31 refer to the tests 
performed on specimens which were cool.,ed from the various temperature tevets 
during the period when the temperature remained constant, i.e. the putse 
vetocity determinations on test specimens which underwent temperature cycl.,ing 
are not shown. Figure III.27 shows the residuat ratios of pul.,se vetocity for 
the concrete mix BCY and the corresponding mortar mix BMY; the test speci-
mens having been coated before testing. Figure III.29 and Figure III.31 ittus-
trate the data for mixes CCX and CMX, and for mixes CCY and CMY, respectivety. 
The resutts of pul.,se vetocity tests on specimens which remained ful.,l.,y 
saturated during heating are shown on the same diagrams as the putse vetocity 
data for test specimens which underwent drying during heating. 
From Figure III.27, Figure III,29 and Figure III.31 it is apparent that the 
uttrasonic putse vetocity of test specimens is atways adversety affected by 
heating. In generat, the higher the temperature tevet, the tower the 
residual., ratio of putse vetoci ty. It is particutarty apparent from the data 
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heating is al,ways more adversel,y affected by heating than the pul,se vel,ocity 
of the corresponding concrete test specimens which underwent drying. It 
must be remembered, though, that the mortar test specimens had greater total, 
water toss than the corresponding concrete test specimens. Consequentty, 
the difference between the residual, ratios of pul,se vel,ocity for mortar and 
concrete specimens which underwent drying is not unexpected. This is 
further considered in PART V : DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. 
From Figure III.27, Figure III.2g and Figure II.31 it is apparent that; 
(i) Test specimens which underwent drying at 70°C have residual, ratios 
for pul,se vel,ocity which range between g1% and g8% for concrete 
test specimens, and between go% and g7% for mortar test specimens. 
The residual, ratios of pul,se vel,ocity for specimens which remained 
. 0 . 
ful,l,y saturated at 70 C are approximatel,y the s arne for concrete and 
mortar test specimens and range between g6% and 100%. For a 
particul,ar mix, the residual, ratios of pul,se vel,ocity for specimens 
which remained ful,l,y saturated during heating is usual,l,y higher 
than the residual, ratios of pul,se vel,ocity for test specimens which 
underwent drying during heating. 
(ii) The residual, ratios of pul,se vel,ocity for specimens which underwent 
drying at 100°C, and for specimens that remained ful,l,y saturated at 
100°C, are al,ways tower than the corresponding residual, ratios of 
pul,se vel,ocity for test specimens at 70°C. For specimens that were 
al,l,owed to dry at 100°C the residual, ratios range between go% and 
g5% for concrete test specimens and from 85% to go% for mortar 
specimens. The residual, ratios of pul,se vel,ocity for specimens 
which remained ful,l,y saturated at 100°C range between g6% and g8% 
for concrete test specimens and from go% to g5% for mortar test 
specimens. For test specimens wh:ich underwent drying during heating, 
as wel,l, as test specimens which remained ful,l,y saturated during 
heating, the residual, ratio of pul,se vel,ocity for mortar test 
specimens is "\,ower than the residual, ratio of pul,se vel,ocity for 
concrete specimens; the maximum difference for specimens which 





The residuat ratio of putse veLocity at 150°C is atways smatter 
than the residuaL ratio of puLse vetocity at 100°C. VaLues 
range from 86% to 94% for concrete test specimens and from 7~ 
to 84% for mortar test specimens. 
Test specimens which were heated to 250°C have residuat ratios 
of putse veLocity which range from 11% to 84% for concrete 
specimens and from 65% to 73% for mortar test specimens,. 
The Lowest residuaL ratios of puLse veLocity occur for test 
specimens heated to 400°C. ResiduaL ratios for the concrete 
specimens are between 55% and 10%, and range from 48% to 54% 
for the mortar test specimens. 
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3.2 The Uttrasonic Putse VeLocity of Test Specimens which were CooLed and Immersed 
in Water for 7 days before Testing 
The maximum residuaL ratios and minimum residuaL ratios of puLse veLocity are 
shown in Figure 111.28 for the concrete mix BCY and the corresponding mortar 
mix BMY, in Figure III.30 for the mixes CCX and CMX, and in Figure 111.32 for 
the mixes CCY and CMY. The residuaL ratios of puLse veLocity for test 
specimens which were subjected to temperature cycLing are not incLuded in 
these graphs, i.e. Figure III.28, Figure III.30 and Figure III.32 show the 
maximum and minimum residuaL ratios of test specimens which were removed from 
the furnace (waterbath) at various times during the period when the test 
temperature remained constant. 
From Figure III.28, Figure III.30 and Figure III.32 it is apparent that: 
(i) The:residuaL ratios of putse veLocity for test specimens which under-
a o o o o went drying at either 70 C, 100 C, 150 C, 250 C or 400 C, and were 
coated and immersed in water for 7 days before testing, are aLways 
higher than the residuaL ratios of puLse veLocity for specimens 
which were tested immediateLy after cooLing from these temperature 
LeveLs. The percentage difference between the respective residuat 
ratios ranges between 5% for specimens cooLed from 70°C to 40% for 
test specimens cooLed from 400°C. Test specimens which remained 
fuLLy saturated at either 70°C or 100°C have residuaL ratios of 
puLse veLocity which do not differ appreciabty for the abovementioned 
two test cases. 
(ii) The residuat ratios of putse vetocity for test specimens which 
underiN8nt drying at either 70°C, 100°C, 150°C, 250°C or 400°C 
(iii) 
and were coated and immersed in water for 7 days are atways tower 
for mortar test specimens than for the corresponding concrete 
test specimens. This is of particutar interest since these 
resutts appty to test specimens which were re-saturated, i.e. 
the putse vetocity resutts are not affected by the difference in 
water toss between the concrete and mortar test specimens, as was 
the case in 3.1 above. 
Test specimens which underwent drying at 70°C and were coated and 
immersed in water for 7 days before testing have residuat ratios 
which range between 9~ and 100% for concrete specimens and from 
95% to 98% for mortar specimens. Concrete test specimens which 
remained futty saturated ·at 70°C have residuat. ratios of putse 
vetocity which agree ctosety with those for mortar test specimens 
0 
that remained futty saturated at 70 C; these vatues range between 
9fla and 100%. 
(iv) Test specimens which were attowed to dry at 100°C as wett as 
0 specimens which remained futty saturated at 100 C, have tower 
residuat ratios of putse vetocity than the corresponding specimens 
0 
at 70 C. The residuat ratios of putse vetocity for specimens that 
underwent drying at 100°C range from 93% to 98% for concrete 
specimens and between Bt/a and 96% for mortar specimens. In generat, 
the residuat ratios of putse vetocity for specimens which remained 
futty saturated at 100°C are targer than the residuat ratios for 
specimens which underwent drying. The residuat ratios of concrete 
specimens which remained futty saturated at 100°C range from 97% to 
100%, and for mortar specimens from 9o% to 9ffo. 
(v) The residuat ratios of putse vetoci ty for concrete and mortar 
.172. 
specimens coated from 150°C and immersed in water for 7 days before 
testing are tower, than the corresponding residuat ratios for specimens 
at either 70°C or 1 00°C. The vatues range from 9o% to 96% for 
concrete test specimens and from 81% to 89% for mortar test specimens. 
(vi) Test specimens which were coated from either 250°C or 400°C and 
immersed in water for 7 days before testing, have residuat ratios of 
putse vetocity which are usuatty greater than the residuat ratios of 
putse vetocity for the corresponding specimens at 150°C. At these 
temperature tevets the concrete and mortar specimens have residuat 
ratios which are appro~imatety the same as those for the correspond-
ing concrete and mortar test specimens at 100°C. The residuat ratios 
of putse vetocity for concrete specimens heated to 250°C range 
.173. 
between 9J% and 97fr1 , and between 8~ and 8g% for mortar test specimens 
heated to 250°C. For specimens heated to 400°C the residuat ·ratios 
d ~ ~ range from 927' to 95ro for concrete test specimens and from 8 r;o to 
93o/o lor mortar test specimens. It is particutarty apparent that the 
differences between the respective residuat ratios of concrete and 
mortar specimens heated to 400°C are not as targe as those at either 
150°C or 250°C. 
3.3 The Uttrasonic Putse VeLocity of Test Specimens Subjected to Temperature Cycting 
The resutts of putse vetocity determinations on test specimens which were 
subjected to temperature cycting are s hovm in Figure I I I. 2 7( a) to Figure I I I. 32 (a). 
Figure III.27(a),Figure III.29(a) arrl Figure IJI.?1(a) ittustr~te the maximum 
and minimum residuat ratios for mixes ECY and Br~Y ,n,ixes CCX and [[ijX,and mixes 
CCY and CMY, respectiveLy, the puLse veLocity having been measured immediateLy 
after test specimens had coated from the various temperature tevets. In 
Figure III.28(a),Figure III.30(a) and Figure III.32(a) the residuaL ratios of putse 
veLocity for specimens which were coated from the respective test temperatures 
and immer.sed in water for 7 days before testing, are ittustrated. Figure III. 28(a) 
shows the data for mixes ECY and EMY,Figure III.30(a) the data for mixes CCX and 
CfvJX, and Figure III.32(a) the data for mixes CCY and CfW. It is apparent that the 
behaviouraL pattern exhibited by these resuLts is exactLy simiLar to that shown 
by the data for test specimens which were not subjected to temperature cycLing. 
In most instances the residuaL ratios of putse veLocity for specimens subjected 
to temperature cycLing are very simiLar to the residuaL ratios for specimens 
not subjected to temperature cycLing. The exception to this occurred for test 
specimens which underwent drying during heating and were tested immediateLy 
after coating; in this case the residuat ratios of puLse veLocity for specimens 
which underwent temperature cycLing are usuaLLy tower than the residuaL rati·os 
for specimens not subjected to temperature cycLing. The difference between the 
respective residuaL ratios range between 1% and s%. 
It is particuLarLy noticeabLe in the abovementioned putse veLocity resuLts 
(both for specimens which underwent temperature cycLing and specimens which 
were not subjected to temperature cycLing) that the maximum and minimum 
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temperature tevet usually differ by tess than s%. The exception to this 
0 occurred for concrete test specimens which were coated from 400 C. Further-
more, the respective maximum residual ratios of putse velocity for the 
various concrete mixes (as welt as the minimum residual ratios) tested at a 
particular temperature us uat ty differ by tess than s'fo). This is apparent, 
too, for the various mortar mixes. It appears therefore, that: 
(i) the pulse velocity values determined on test specimens which were 
removed from the furnace (waterbath) at various times during the 
period when the test temperature remained constant are not 
significantly affected by the heating time. 
(ii) At a particular temperature tevet the residual ratios of pulse 
velocity for the various concrete mixes do not differ significantly. 
(iii) At a particular temperature level the residual ratios of putse 
velocity for the various mortar mixes do not differ significantly. 
However, it should be remembered that for a particular mix,the coefficient 
of variation for the puLse velocity controL tests was always tess than 2.5%. 
Consequently, a statistical analysis has to be carried out to determine 
whether the assumptions (i) to (iii) above are correct. The statistical 
analysis wi11 atso elucidate the effect of temperature cycling on the pulse 
veLocity. This analysis is given in PART IV : STATISTICAL ANALYSIS. 
.177. 
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CHAPTER 4 THE DYNAMIC YOUNG'S MODULUS OF CONCRETE AND MORTAR TEST 
SPECIMENS SUBJECTED TO HEATING 
The dynamic Young's modutus was determined on test specimens: 
( i) before heating, and either 
(i i) after coating from the test temperature, or 
(iii) after coating from the test temperature and 7 day~ in water. 
The resutts of these tests are tabutated in APPENDIX II, Tabte A.II.1 to 
Tabte A.II.42. The vatues of dynamic Young's modutus obtained from the 
controt tests were discussed in CHAPTER 1 : PROPERTIES OF THE HARDENED 
CONCRETE AND MORTAR MIXES. For each mix a best estimate for the mean vatue 
of the dynamic Young's modutus of unheated specimens was determined. These 
vatues were used in catcutating the residuat ratio of dynamic Young's 
modutus for specimens which were subjected to heating. 
4.1 The Dynamic Young's Modutus of Specimens Tested Immediatety after Coating 
from the Various Test Temperatures 
The maximum residuat ratio and minimum residuat ratio of the dynamic Young's 
modutus for test specimens which were coated from the various test temperat-
ures are shown in Figure III.33 for the concrete mix BCY and the mortar mix 
BMY, Figure III.35 for the concrete mix CCX and the mortar mix CMX, and 
Figure III.37 for the mixes CCY and CMY. Each figure shows the data for the 
test specimens which underwent drying during heating as wett as the data 
for test specimens which remai~ed futty saturated during heating. These data 
'do not inctude vatues of the residuat ratio obtained from tests on specimens 
which were subjected to temperature cycting. 
Theresutts shown in Figure III.33, Figure III.35 and Figure III.37 for 
specimens that underwent drying during heating indicate that: 
(i) The dynamic Young's modutus is atways reduced when concrete or 
mortar test specimens are heated. In generat, the higher the 
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(ii) The residuat ratios of dynamic Young's modutus for concrete test 
specimens that were coated from 70°C before testing are markedty 
different for the three concrete mixes, viz. the maximum and 
minimum residuat ratios of dynamic Young's modutus for mix BCY are 
98% and 90% respectivety, whereas the maximum and minimum residuat 
ratios for mix CCX are as% and 82% respectivety, and those for mix 
CCY are 102% and 99%. Simitar behaviour occurred for the mortar 
test specimens coated from 70°C before testing ,• the maximum and 
minimum residuat ratios of dynamic Young's modutus for mix BMY are 
94% and a1% respectivety, those for mix CMX are 101% and 93%, and 
for mix CMY the maximum and minimum residuat ratios a;e 91% and 
84% respectivety. 
(iii) The residuat ratio of dynamic Young's modutus for specimens coated 
from 100°[ before testing range between 72% and 9Do/r for concrete 
test specimens, and fr~m so% to 90% for specimens made from the 
various mortar mixes. It is again apparent that the residuat 
ratios of the three concrete mixes, as wett as those of the three 
mortar mixes, differ widety. 
.185. 
(iv) Test specimens coated from 150°[ before testing have residuat ratios. 
of dynamic Young's modutus which range between 74% and ao% for 
concrete specimens,· and from 62% to 79% for mortar specimens. It 
appears that at this temperature 1,eve1, the residua"\, ratios of 
dynamic Young's modutus for concrete test specimens are a1,ways higher 
than the residua"\, ratios of dynamic Young'~ modutus for marta~ test 
specimens. 
( v) The residuat ratios of dynamic Young 1 s modutus for specimens coo ted 
from 250°C range between 44% and 66~0 for concrete test specimens, 
the residuat ratios for the concrete mix BCY being approximatety 10% 
tower than the residuat ratios of the concrete mixes CCX and CCY. 
The mortar test specimens coated from 250°C have residuat ratios of 
dynamic Young's modutus which range from 45% to 54'/'Q. 
(vi) Test specimens coated from 400°[ exhibit the greatest reduction in 
dynamic Young's modutus. Concrete test specimens exhibit reductions 
of between 65% and 90~, and the reductions in dynamic Young's modutus 
for mortar specimens are between 70% and as%. 
Test specimens which remained futty saturated at temperatures of either 
70°C or 100°C and were tested after coating from these temperatures, 
atways exhibit a reduction in dynamic Young's modutus. The residuat 
ratios of saturated concrete specimens coated from 70°C range from 90% 
to 95%,and from 90% to 98% for saturated mortar specimens coated from 
7ooc • I , h . n genera~, t e reslduat ratios of the mortar test specimens appear 
to be greater than the res iduat ratios of the corresponding concrete test 
specimens. Specimens which remained futty saturated at 100°C atways have 
tower residuat ratios of dynamic Young's modutus than specimens which re-
mained satuxated at 70°C. Concrete specimens coated from 100°[ have 
residuat ratios which range between so% and 90%. The mortar test specimens 
have residuat ratios which range between 76% and 90%, i.e. the mortar test 
specimens exhibit reductions in dynamic Young's modutus which are either 
simi~ar to or greater than the reductions which occurred for the concrete 
specimens. 
4.2 The Dynamic Young's Modu~us of Specimens which were Coated and Immersed in 
Water for 7 Days before Testing 
The maximum and minimum residuat ratios of dynamic Young's modutus for 
specimens which were coated and immersed in water for 7 days before testing 
are shown in Figure III.34, Figure III.36 and Figure III.38. Figure III.34 
ittustrates the maximum and minimum residuat ratios for the concrete mix 
BCY and the corresponding mortar mix BMY, Figure III.36 the residuat ratios 
for mixes CCX and CMX, and Figure III.3B the residuat ratios for mixes CCY 
and CMY. These data do not inctude the residuat ratios of specimens which 
were subjected to temperature cycting. 
The resutts for test specimens which underwent drying during the heating 
period indicate that: 
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(i) The residuat ratios of dynamic Young 1s modutus for concrete specimens 
coo~ed from 70°C and immersed in water for 7 days be fore testing 
usuatty range between 81% and 110%. The three respective concrete 
mixes have widety different residuat ratios, e.g. the residuat 
ratios of mix BCY range from 81% to B9%, whereas the residua~ ratios 
of mix CCY range between 105% and 110%. The mortar mixes which were 
coated from 7D°C and immersed in water for 7 days before testing 
atso exhibit wide variations between the residua~ ratios for the 
respective mixes. The residua~ ratios of dynamic Young's modu~us 
for the mortar mix CMY are between 78% and. 84% whereas the residuat 
ratios of the mortar mixes BMY and CMX range from 91% to 101%. The 
residuat ratios of both concrete and mortar specimens are usuatty 
the same as, or up to 10% higher than, the residuat ratios for 
specimens which were tested immediatety after coating from 70°C. 
.18 7. 
(ii) Concrete test specimens coated from 100°C and immersed in water 
( iil) 
for 7 days before testing have residuat ratios which range between 
81% and 103%. As with specimens which were coated from 70°C and 
immersed in water before testing, the residuat ratios of the various 
concrete mixes are widety different. The concrete mix BCY exhibits 
residuat ratios between 93% and 103%, mix CCX has residuat ratios 
ranging from 86% to 100% and the residuat ratios for mix CCY range 
between 8ifc, and 91%. The residuat ratios of dynamic Young's modutus 
for test specimens made from the various mortar mixes range be tween 
s3fo and 99%. It appears that the reduction in dynamic Young's 
modutus for the mortar test specimens is either the same as, or 
greater than, the reduction incurred by the corresponding concrete 
test specimens. Furthermor~, it appears that for both concrete and 
mortar specimens the reduction in dynamic Young's modutus of specimens 
coated and re-immersed in water is between 5% and 10% tess than the 
reduction exhibited by the corresponding test specimens which were 
tested immediatety after coating. 
The residuat ratios of dynamic Young's modutus for concrete test 
specimens coated from 150°C and immersed in water for 7 days before 
o' 111 testing' range from so1~ to 91yo, and those for mortar specimens from 
6f/o to 82%, i.e. the mortar test specimens atways have between 10% 
and 15% greater reduction in dynamic Young's modutus than concrete 
test specimens. The residuat ratios are between 5% and 10~ higher 
than the residuat ratios for concrete and mortar test specimens 
which were tested immediatety after coating from 150°C. 
(iv) The residuat ratios of dynamic Young's modutus for concrete test 
specimens coated from 250°C and immersed in water for 7 days before 
testing range, between Bo'?t and go%. The corre_sponding res iduat ratios 
for mortar test specimens are a1ways ~ower than those for the 
concrete test specimens, and range from 68% to 76%. For both the 
concrete specimens and the mortar specimens the residuat ratios are 
25% to 40% greater than those for the corresponding specimens tested 
immediatety after coating from 250°C. 
(v) Test specimens which ware coo1,ed from 400°C and immersed in water 
for 7 days before testing have residua"!, ratios which differ wide "Ly 
for the three concrete mixes as we1,1, as for the three mortar mixes. 
The concrete mixes BCY and CCY have residua"!, ratios of dynamic 
Young's modu1,us which range between 78% and 91~ whereas t~e resid-
ua"!, ratios of the concrete mix CCX range from 65% to 70%. The 
residua"!, ratios of dynamic Young's modu1,us for the various mortar 
mixes exhibit sti"L"L greater scatter, viz. the residua"!, ratios of the 
mortar mixes BMY, CMX and CMY were between 85~ and 95%, 12% and so%, 
and 63% and 61'/o, respective"Ly. At\ the above residual ratios are 
approximate"Ly 50~0 greater than the residua"!, ratios of the correspond-
ing test specimens which were tested immediate"Ly after coo"Ling from 
400°C. 
The residua"!, ratios of dynamic Young's modu1,us for specimens which remained 
fu"L"Ly saturated during heating and were coo1,ed and re-immersed in water for 
.188. 
7 days before testing, are a"Lso shown in Figure III.34, Figure III.36 and 
Figure III.3B. Both concrete and mortar test specimens coo1,ed from 70°C 
before testi~g, exhibit reductions in dynamic Young's modu1,us which are 
usua"L"Ly not·greater than 10%. The reductions in dynamic Young's modu1,us for 
specimens which were heated to 100°C are between 10% and 25%. At both 70°C 
and 100°C the concrete specimens gxhibit approximate1,y the same reductions as 
the corresponding mortar specimens. Furthermore, these reductions appear to 
be approximate"Ly the same as those which occurred for saturated specimens which. 
were tested immediate"Ly after coo "Ling from these temperature 1,eve1,s. 
4.3 The Dynamic Young's modu"Lus of Test Specimens which were Subjected to 
Temperature Cyc"Ling 
The residua"!, ratios of dynamic Young's modu1,us for test specimens which were 
subjected to temperature cyc"Ling are i1,1,ustrated in Figure III.39 to Figure 
III.44. Figure III.39 shows the residua"!, ratios for the concrete mix BCY and 
the mortar mix BMY, Figure III.41 the residua"!, ratios for mixes CCX and CMX, 
and Figure 111.43 the residua"!, ratios for mixes CCY and CMY; a1,1, these data 
refer to tests performed immediate"Ly after specimens had coo"Led to the datum 
temperature. Figure III.40, Figure III.42 and Figure III.44 show the residua"!, 
ratios for test specimens which were immersed in water for 7 days after coo"Ling. 
It is apparent that these data c1,ose1,y resemb"Le the data obtained for test 
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FI G. III . 44 : The residua~ ratio (%) of dynamic Young 's Mod ut us f or specimens 
tested after re-immersion in water : Mixes CCY a nd CMY . 
the residua~ ratios of dynamic Young's modu~us for test specimens which were 
subjected to temperature cyc~ing are a~most identica~ to the residua~ ratios 
for test specimens not subjected to temperature cyc~ing. There are wide 
variations between the residua~ ratios of dynamic Young 1s modu~us for 
specimens made from the various concrete mixes (as we~~ as for specimens 
made from the various mortar mixes), but the variations be tween the mixes 
occur at the same temperature ~eve~s as the variations which occurred for 
the concrete mixes and mortar mixes not subjected to temperature cyc~ing. 
Consequent~y, it appears that the various concrete mixes, as wel, ~ as the 
various mortar mixes, exhibit significant~y different behaviour at certain 
temperature ~evel,s and that the observed variations between mixes are not 
due to experimenta~ error. 
A statistical, ana~ys·is which e~ucidates the effect of heating time and 
temperature cycl,ing on the dynamic Young's modul,us is given in PART IV 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS. 
.195. 
CHAPTER 5 POISSON'S RATIO OF CONCRETE AND MORTAR SPECIMENS SUBJECTED 
TO HEATING 
.196. 
Poisson's ratio was catcutated for att the test specimens on which uttrasonic 
putse vetocity and dynamic Young's modutus were determined. The method of 
catcutating Poisson's ratio is given in APPENDIX 1.2. The catcutated vatues 
of Poisson's ratio are shown in APPENDIX II, Tabte A.II.1 to Tabte A.II.42. 
For each of the various concrete and mortar mixes the mean vatue of Poisson's 
ratio was catcutated from the vatues of Poisson's .ratio for unheated (controL) 
specimens. The mean vaLues for the various concrete and mortar mixes are 
given in CHAPTER 1 PROPERTIES OF THE HARDENED CONCRETE AND MORTAR MIXES. 
The residuat ratio of Poisson's ratio for heated specimens was catcutated 
by dividing Poisson's ratio of a heated specimen by the mean controt vatue 
of Poisson's ratio for test specimens of that particutar mix. 
5.1 Poisson's Ratio of Concrete and Mortar Specimens determined from Tests 
Immediatety after Test Specimens had CooLed from the Test Temperatures 
The maximum residuat ratios and minimum residuat ratios for Poisson's ratio 
of test specimens coated from the various temperature tevets are iLLustrated in 
Figure III.45, Figure III.47 and Figure III.49 for mixes BCY and BMY, mixes 
CCX and CMX, and mixes CCY and CMY, respectivety. The data for specimens which 
underwent drying during heating as wett as the data for test specimens which 
remained futty s:aturated. during heating are shown. The maximum and minimum 
residuat ratios shown in these figures do not incLude the vatues determined on 
test specimens subjected to temperature cycting. 
The data shown in Figure III.45, Figure III.47 and Figure III.49 for test 
specimens which underwent drying during heating, indicate that: 
(i) At att temperature Levets, the percentage change in Poisson's ratio of 
mortar test specimens differs from the percentage change in Poisson's 
ratio of concrete test specimens. Furthermore, at some temperature 
tevets the vatue of Poisson's ratio for concrete specimens is greater 
than the mean controt vatue of Poisson's ratio whereas for mortar 
specimens the vatue of Poisson's ratio is tess than the mean controt 
vatue. It is particutarty noticeabte, too, that in some instances 
there are Large variations between the maximum and the minimum residuat 
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a particutar temperature, e.g. for the mortar mix CMX the difference 
between the maximum and the minimum residuat ratio is approximatety 
55% for test specimens coated from 400°C. 
(ii) Test specimens coated from 70°C exhibit residuat ratios of Poisson's 
ratio which range between 96% and 106% for the two concrete mixes 
ECY and CCX, and between 64% and 94% for the concrete mix CCY. The 
(iii) 
0 
residuat ratios for the mortar specimens coated from 70 C atso differ 
widety between mixes, e.g. the residuat ratios for mix EMY range from 
86% to 96%, those for mix CMX range from 75% to 84% and the residuat 
ratios for mix CMY range from 86% to 100%. 
0 The residuat ratios of test specimens cooted from 100 C range between 
89% and 102% for test specimens made from the concrete mixes ECY and 
CCX, whereas the residuat ratios for the concrete mix CCY range from 
10-ffo to 111%. The residuat ratios of test specimens made from the 
mortar mixes BMY, CMX and CMY are be tween 79% and 88%, 6 flo and 78%, 
rli 111. and 60~ and 76tc, respectivety. For the mortar test specimens the 
residuat ratio of Poisson's ratio at 100°C was atways smatter than 
0 
that at 70 c. 
(iv) The residuat ratios of Poisson's ratio for test specimens cooted from 
150°C are approximatety the same for the three different concrete 
mixes. Vatues of the residuat ratio range between 95~ and 106~. For 
the mortar mixes, however, the residuat ratios exhibit a simitar trend 
to the residuat ratios of mortar specimens cooted from 100°C, i.e. the 
residuat ratios of the various mortar mixes differ widety and range 
from 85% to 93'fo for mix EMY, 68% to 82~0 for mix CMX and 5ffc to 73o/c for 
mix CMY. 
.202. 
(v) Test specimens cooted from 250°C exhibit residuat ratios of Poisson's 
ratio which range between 90% and 123% for specimens made from the 
various concrete mixes. The residuat ratios for the mortar mixes range 
from 51% to 98%, for mixes EMY and CMX they are between 51% and 81% 
whereas the residuat ratios for specimens of mix CMY range from 85% to 
98%. 
(vi) The residuat ratios of Poisson's ratio for test specimens cooted from 
0 400 C are atways greater than the residuat ratios for specimens cooted 
0 from 250 c. The residuat ratios for the concrete mixes ECY, CCX and 
.203. 
CCY were from 116% to 128'1~, 137% to 142% and 119% to 139'7'0 respectivel.,y. 
For mortar test specimens the residual., ratios were between 60% and 
105% for mix BMY, between 70% and 125% for mix CMX and between 110% 
and 111% for mix CMY. 
Test specimens which remained ful.,l.,y saturated at temperatures of either 70°C 
or 100°C usual.,l.,y exhibit val.,ues of Poisson's ratio which are "Larger than the 
val.,ues for unheated test specimens. At 70°C the residual., ratios range between 
101% and 113%. It appears that at this temperature l.,e vel., the concrete and 
mortar specimens undergo simil.,ar changes in Poisson's ratio. The residual., 
ratios of Poisson's ratio for saturated test specimens cool.,ed from 100°C 
range from 96% to 111'1°. At both 70°C and 100°C the residual., ratios of Poisson's 
ratio for test specimens which remained saturat~d during heating are usual.,l.,y 
greater than the residual., ratio for specimens which underwent drying during 
heating. 
5.2 Poisson's Ratio of Specimens which were Cool.,ed and Immersed 1n Water for 7 Days 
Be fore Testing 
The maximum residual., ratio and minimum residual., ratio of Poisson's ratio for 
test specimens which were cool.,ed and immersed in water for 7 days before test-
ing, are shown in Figure III.46, Figure III.48 and Figure III.5D. Figure III.46 
il.,l.,ustrates the data for the concrete mix BCY and the corresponding mortar mix 
BMY, Figure III.48 the data for mixes CCX and CMX, and Figure III.50 the 
residual., ratio for mixes CCY and CMY. The residual., ratios shown in the above-
mentioned diagrams do not incl.,ude val.,ues determined on test specimens subjected 
to temperature cycl.,ing. 
From Figure III.46, Figure III.48 and Figure III.50 it is apparent that for 
specimens which were al.,l.,owed to dry during heating: 
(i) The difference between the maximum and minimum residual., r<Jtio of Poieson's 
ratio for both concrete and mortar test specimens at the various 
temperature l.,evel.,s is not as great as the difference which occurred for 
the corresponding test specimens which were tested immediatel.,y after 
coating. Furthermore, for specimens which were cool.,ed and immersed in 
water for 7 days before testing, the residual., ratio of Poisson's. ratio 
for specimens made from the concrete mixes do not differ as markedl.,y 
from the residual., ratio of Poisson's ratio for specimens made from the 
mortar mixes, as was the case for specimens which were tested immediatel.,y 
after coo "Ling. 
• 204. 
(ii) Concrete test specimens which were cool,ed from 70°C and immersed in 
(iii) 
water for 7 days before testing exhibit residual, ratios which are in 
some instances exactl,y simil,ar to the residual, ratios of the corres-
ponding test spec.imens which were tested immediatel,y after coating. 
This occurred for the concrete mixes BCY and CCX; the residual, ratios 
ranged between 96% and 104%. However, the residual, ratios of Poisson's 
ratio for the concrete mix CCY are greater than those found for 
specimens tested immediatel,y after coating. These val,ues ranged from 
84% to 9ffo. Mortar test specimens which were cool,ed from 70°C and 
immersed in water for 7 days before testing al,ways exhibit greater 
residual, ratios of Poisson's ratio than the corresponding mortar 
0 
specirre.ns which were tested immediatel,y after coating from 70 C. The 
residual, ratios ranged from 95% to 99% for the mortar mix BMY, from 
88% to 98% for mix CMX, and from 118% to 122% for mix CMY. 
Ccncrete test specimens cool,ed from 100°C and immersed in water for 7 
days before testing al,ways have residual, ratios of Poisson's ratio 
which are approximatel,y the same as those found for the corresponding 
concrete specimens which were tested immediatel,y after coating from 
100°C. For the concrete mixes BCY, CCX and CCY the residual, ratios 
were from 91% to 99%, 88% to 9rflo, and 106% to 113%, respectivel,y. 
The mortar mixes exhibit residual, ratios of between 95% and 10o% for 
mix BMY, between 82% and 90% for mix CMX, and between 75% and 88% for 
mix CMY. These val,ues are approximatel,y 10% higher than the residual, 
ratios of Poisson's ratio of mortar specimens which were tested immed-
iatel,y after cool,ing. 
(iv) The residual, ratios of Poisson's ratio for concrete test specimens 
cool,ed from 150°C and immersed in water for 7 days before testing 
range between 9o% and 105% for the various concrete mixes. This range 
of residual, ratios is approximatel,y the same as the range of residual, 
ratios for specimens tested immediatel,y after cool,ing. Mortar test 
specimens which were cool,ed from 150°C and immersed in water for 7 days 
before testing have residual, ratios which range between 93% and 110%. 
In some instances these val,ues are 25% greater than the residual, ratios 
of Poisson's ratio for mortar specimens which were tested immediatel,y 
after coating from 150°C 
(v) Concrete test specimens cool,ed from 250°C and immersed in water for 7 
days before testing have residual, ratios of Poisson's ratio which are 
very simil,ar to the residual, ratios of Poisson's ratio for mortar 
specimens which were subjected to simi~ar treatment. The residua~ 
ratios of a~~ the concrete and mortar mixes were between 98% and 
111%. The residua~ ratios for specimens from the various mortar 
. mixes were a~ways greater than the residua~ ratios for the corres-
ponding mortar specimens which were tested immediate~y after coo~ing. 
For specimens made from the various concrete mixes the residua~ 
ratios do not exhibit a simi~ar trend. 
(vi) Test specimens coo~ed from 400°C and tested after 7 days in water 
do not exhibit as ~arge a difference between the maximum residua~ 
ratio and minimum residua~ ratio of Poisson's ratio as specimens 
which were tested immediate~y after coo~ing. However, both the 
concrete and the mortar mixes exhibit wide~y different residua~ 
ratios between mixes. The residua~ ratios for the concrete mixes 
BCY, CCX and CCY ranged between 104% and 109%, 111% and 123%, and 
89% and 103%, respective~y. For the mortar mixes BMY, CMX and CMY, 
the residua~ ratios were between BB% and 98%, 105~ and 111%, and 
120% and 126%, respective~y. 
Test specimens which remained fu~~y saturated during heating at 70°C and 
.205. 
were coo~ed and kept in water for 7 days before testing, have residua~ ratios 
of Poisson's ratio which range between 100% and 11Zf-. It appears that the 
concrete and mortar specimens exhibit approximatety simi~ar residua~ ratios. 
Furthermore, these residua~ ratios fa~1 within the same ~ange as the residua~ 
ratios of test specimens which remained fu~~y saturated at 70°C and were 
tested immediatety after coo~ing from this temperature teve~. The residuat 
ratios of saturated specimens coated from 100°C and tested after 7 days in 
water range between 99% and 114%. These vatues, too, are approximate~y 
simitar to the residua~ ratios of saturated specimens tested immediate~y after 
0 
coo~ing from 100 C. 
The resutts in section 3.3.1 and section 3.3.2 c~earty ittustrate that fo~ a 
particutar mix, test specimens which were tested at different times during the 
heating period may have wide~y different vatues for Poisson's ratio. This is 
0 
particu~arty noticeab~e at test temperatures above 150 c. The variation 
between the maximum and minimum residuat ratio cou~d be due to either: 
(i) Time dependent changes in the Poisson's ratio of test specimens during 
the heating period. These changes cou~d be re~ated to the water ~ass 
.206. 
of test specimens since it was found that at att temperature tevets 
the test specimens tose water throughout the heating period. (Water 
toss is discussed in CHAPTER 6 : THE WATER LOSS OF CONCRETE AND MORTAR 
SPECIMENS DURING HEATING.) 
( ii) Internet micro cracking of the test specimens. This affects the 
accuracy with which the resonant frequency for determining the dynamic 
Young's modutus can be measured, i.e. resonance occures over a retativ-
. ety targe frequency range. Since a 1% error in resonant frequency may 
resutt in a 20% error in Poisson's ratio, it is apparent that this 
effect may have been highty significant. 
The resutts for Poisson's ratio of heated specimens indicate, too, that the 
different concrete mixes (and the different mortar mixes) may exhibit widety 
different residuat ratios when heated. These variations are atso apparent 
for test specimens which were subjected to temperature cycting. The residuat 
ratios of Poisson's ratio are shown in Figure III.51, Figure III.53 and 
Figure III.55 for test specimens which underwent temperature cycting and were 
tested immediatety after coating, and in Figure III.52, Figure III.54 and 
Figure III.56 for test specimens which underwent temperature cycting and were 
coated and immersed in water for 7 days before testing. From these resutts 
it is apparent that in many instances the variations between the concrete 
mixes,as wett as those between the mortar mixes,are simitar to the variations 
i 
which occurred for test specimens not s.ubjected to temperature cycting. This 
data indicates, too, that in some instances the difference between the maximum 
residuat ratio and the minimum residuat ratio is even greater than the differ-
ence which occurred for test specimens not subjected to temperature cycting. 
Consequentty, it appears that at certain temperature tevets some further change 
in Poisson's ratio does occur when test specimens are subjected to temperature 
cycting. 
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FIG .III.54: The residua1 ratio (%) of Poisson's Ratio for specimens 
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tested after re-immersion in water : Mi xes CCY and CMY . 
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400 
CHAPTER 6 THE WATER LOSS OF CONCRETE Af~D MORTAR TEST SPECIMENS 
DURING HEATING· 
/ 
The water toss was determined for specimens which underwent drying at 
0 0 0 0 0 
temperatures of 70 C, 100 C, 150 C, 250 C and 400 C respectivety. For a 
particutar mix tested at any of the abovementioned temperature tevets the 
water toss was measured; 
(i) continuousty on one specimen during the heating period (in 
Furnace No. 1), and 
(ii) on the test specimens which were removed from Furnace No. 2 at 
the various times during the heating period and attowed to coot 
before weighing. 
The water toss is expressed as a percentage of the totat amount of 
wat~r (W ) contained in the test specimen prior to heating. The method 
t 
of catcutating Wt is given in APPENDIX 1.4. Also shown in APPENDIX I.4 is 
the method of calculating the capiLlary water content (W ), the water in 
c 
th~ get pores (W ) and the chemically combined water (W ). The calcutated 
g n 
values of W , W and W , expressed as a percentage of W ,are shown in 
c g n t 
Table III.5 for the various concrete and mortar mixes. 
TABLE 111.5 
The percentage of capilLary water (W ), water in the geL pores (W ) and . c g 
chemically combined \,-Jater (vJ ) for the various concrete and mortar mixes 
n 
MIX w w w n c g NAME '%·) C%l e%l ~. ... 
CONCRETE BCY 30,6 44 '1 25,3 
MIXES CCX 26,6 51' 5 22,0 
CCY 26,6 51' 5 21 '9 
MORTAR 
BMY 30,5 44,3 25,2 
MIXES CMX 26,7 51 '3 
22,0 
CMY 26,6 51' 3 22,1 
• 212. 
The resutts obtained from continuous measurement of water toss during the 
heating period are given in APPENDIX III, Figure A.III.1 to Figure A.III.12. 
In each figure the numericat vatues of water toss are tabutated betow the 
ptotted vatues. Some typicat water toss curves simitar to those shown in 
APPENDIX III are ittustrated in Figure III.57, Figure III.58, Figure III.59 
and Figure III.60. Figure III.57 shows the water toss of the concrete test 
specimens of mix BCY at temperatures of 70°C, 100°C and 150°C, and.Figure 
III.58 the water toss of these specimens at 250°C and 400°C. Figure III.59 
and Figure III.60 ittustrate the data for the corresponding mortar mix BMY. 
The water toss of test specimens which were removed from Furnace No. 2 at 
the various times during the heating period are given in APPENDIX II, 
Tabte A.II.1 to Tabte A.II.42. These water toss vatues are ptotted on the 
.213. 
same figure as the data obtained from the continuous water toss determinations, 
viz. Figure III.57 to Figure III.60, and Figure A.III.1 to Figu+e A.III.12 in 
APPENDIX III. 
From the abovementioned resutts it is apparent that there is usuatty good 
agreement between the water toss of the specimens which were attowed to coot 
before weighing and the water toss which was measured continuousty on a test 
0 0 
specimen whitst hot. However, at temperatures of 70 C and 100 C, and in 
some instances at 150°C, the specimens which were coated before weighing 
exhibit greater water toss than the specimen on which the water toss was 
determined whitst hot. This indicates that an appreciabte water toss occurred 
during coating of these test specimens, particutarty for test specimens which 
were removed from the furnace immediatety the desired temperature tevet 
had beDn attained. 
The data obtained from test specimens on which the water toss was continuousty 
monitored indicate that: 
(i) There is usuatty good agreement between the percentage water toss 
of concrete test specimens and the percentage water toss of the 
corresponding mortar test specimens. In Tabte III.6 the percentage 
water toss of test specimens made from the various concrete and 
mortar mixes are shown. The water toss vatues shown are those at 
40 hours heating and refer to the test specimens on which the water 
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FIG.III.59: The water toss of test specimens heated to 70°C, 100°C and 150°C respectivety Mix BMY. 
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The percentage water toss after 40 hours heating of test 
specimens made from the various concrete and mortar mixes 
T E S T T E M P E R A T U R E 
MIX 
NAME 70°[ 100°[ 150°[ 250°[ 




CCX 36,9 61 '2 71 '9 72,7 78 '0 
MIXES 
CCY 30,0 65,2 72,8 75,8 79' 7 
MORTAR 
BfV!Y 28,1 57' 9 70' 3 74 ,5 84,4 
MIXES 
u~x 34 ,4 57,1 70 '3 72,8 81 '0 
CMY 31 '5 61 '2 69,4 72,9 82,3 
(ii) At test temperatures of 70°C and 100°C both concrete and mortar test 
specimens exhibit water toss throughout the heating period. Further 
water toss occurs during the period when test specimens are subjected 
(iii) 
0 
to temperature cycling. At 100 C the percentage water toss is always 
greater than the percentage of capillary water in the concrete or 
mortar specimens. Consequently, it appears that att the capillary 
water (free water) is removed at this temperature level, and also a 
certain proportion of either the get pore water or the chemically 
combined water. 
Test specimens heated to 150°[ attain approximately constant mass 
after a heating period of 20 hours. However, the values tabulated 
in Figure A.III.1 to Figure A.III.12 in APPENDIX III indicate that a 
smatt,but nevertheless significant, further water toss does occur 
during the remainder of the heating period at 150°[, It is partic-
ularly interesting to compare the values of water toss after 40 
hours heating to the total amount of capillary pore water and get 
.218. 
pore water in the various concrete mixes, This is shown in Table III.7, 
the water toss vatues referring to the test specimens on which the 
water toss was continuously monitored. 
(iv) 
.219. 
TABLE III. 7 
A comparison between the percentage water toss of test specimens 
0 
heated to 150 C and the totat percentage water ~n the get pores 
and capittary pores of test specimens 
Mix 
w w W +W Water Loss c g c g 
Name after 40 hours 
at 150°C 
% % % % 
-
CONCRETE 
BCY 44 '1 25,3 69,4 70' 3 
MIXES 
CCX 51 ,4 22,0 73,4 72,0 
CCY 51 '5 21,9 73,4 72,8 
MORTAR BMY 44,3 25,2 69,5 70' 3 
MIXES 
CMX 51 '3 22,0 73,3 70,4 
CMY 51 '3 22,1 73,4 69,4 
-From Tabte I I I. 7 it is apparent that there is good agreement between 
the water toss of test specimens after 40 hours heating at 150°C and 
the totat percentage water in the get pores and capittary pores. It 
must be remembered, though, that at 150°C a certain amount of chemicatty 
combined water is probabty incLuded in the 40 hours water toss vatues. 
0 
However, the data suggest that at 150 C most of the get pore water and 
capittary water has been removed from the concrete and mortar test 
specimens. 
0 0 At temperatures of 250 C and 400 C the test specimens attain approx-
imatety constant mass immediatety that the desired temperature tevet 
is attained. However, a further smatt water toss occurs during the 
heating period when the temperature remained constant at these temp-
erature tevets. This is ittustrated in Tabte III.B lrJhich shows the 
percentage water toss of test specimens after 20 hours and after 40 
0 0 
hours heating at test temperatures of 250 C and 400 C. 
TABLE III.8 
The water Loss of tes~ specimens after 20 hours and 40 
hours heating at test temperatures of 250°C and 400°C 
250°C 400°C 
Mix Water Water Water 
Name Loss after Loss after Loss after 
20 hours 40 hours 20 hours 
% 'fo % 
CONCRETE BCY 77,0 77' 7 84,9 
MIXES 
CCX 72,0 72' 7 77,2 
CCY 74 '9 75,8 78,7 
MORTAR 
BMY 73,5 74,5 83,2 
MIXES 
CMX 72,0 72 '8 80,2 












It is apparent from TabLe III.8 that the water Loss after 40 hours heating at 
temperatures of ~ither 250°C or 400°C is aLways approximateLy 1% greater than 
the woter Loss after 20 hours heating at these temperature levels. Furthermore, 
it wouLd appeor that this water loss is largely due to the removaL of chemic-
aLly combined water since at 400°C, and usualLy at 250°C, the percentage 
water loss exceeds the totaL percentage of gel pore and capilLary pore water. 
The percentage water Loss determined on test specimens which were removed from 
Furnace No. 2 at various times during the heating period~ cooled and immersed 
in water for 7 days before weighing are given in APPENDIX II, Tabte A.II.1 to 
Tabte A.II.42. These values of water loss indicate that test specimens which 
were re-immersed in water for 1 week after cooling from the test temperature 
usually did not achieve futt saturation, i.e. the water gained by the test 
specimen during the 1 week soaking period was approximatety 3% to 5'7'o less than 
the water loss which had occurred during heating. In preliminary tests it 
was found that soaking the test specimens for 2 weeks after cooling made no 
appreciable difference to the amount of water gained. Consequentty, the 1 week 
soaking period was used. These data indicate a most pecutiar trend as regards 
the effect of temperature level on the water gained during re-saturation. 
Table III.9 shows the percentage water toss of test specimens (made from the 
various concrete and mortar mixes) which were cooled from temperatures of 
. 0 0 0 0 0 e1.ther 70 C, 100 C, 150 C, 250 Cor 400 C and soaked in water for 7 days before 
.221. 
weighing. Each water ~oss vatue shown in Tab~e III.9 is the mean va~ue for 
test specimens of a particu~ar mix at a particu~ar test temperature. 
TABLE III.9 
The mean water ~oss (fo) of test specimens coo~ed from the indicated 
temperature ~eve~s and immersed in water for 7 days before weighing 
T E S T T E M P E R A T U R E s 
Mix 
Name 70°C 100°C 150°C 250°C . 400°C 
CONCRETE ECY 3,5 4,6 5,1 3,6 2' 1 
MIXES 
CCX 3,8 3,7 5,3 3,2 1 '5 
CCY 2,8 5,5 6,3 5,4· 1 '3 
MORTAR m~Y 5,0 
5,2 6,5 6,2 2,5 
MIXES 
CMX 3, 7 5,2 7,8 3,7 2,9 
CMY 5 '1 4,2 5,7 6,0 1 '8 
It is apparent from Tabte III.9 that the percentage water toss of test specimens 
which were coated from temperatures of either 70°C or 1D0°C and soaked in water 
for 7 days is tower than the percentage water toss of test specimens which ~re 
0 coated from 150 C and soaked in water for 7 days. This is to be expected since 
test specimens which were heated to 150°C underwent greater water toss during 
the heating period th~n specimens heated to either 70°C or 100°C. However, 
Tabte III.9 indicates that the test specimens which were soaked in water for 7 
days after coating from either 250°C or 4D0°C had significant~y tower water toss 
0 
than test specimens which were soaked in water after coating from 150 c. 
Furthermor~, it is apparent that the test specimens coated from 400°C and soaked 
in water for 7 days before ~rJeighing atways had ~ower water toss than test 
specimens coated from 250°C and soaked before weighing. It is possibte that 
these resu~ts indicate the initiation of microcracking within the test specimens, 
i.e. above 150°C microcracks within the test specimens are fitted with water 
. 0 
during re-saturation. Consequentty, the test specimens coated from 250 C and 
400°C exhibit tower water toss after- re-saturation than test specimens which 
underwent drying at tower temperature teve~s. 
CHAPTER 7 THE RESIDUAL LINEAR DEFORMATION OF CONCRETE AND MORTAR TEST 
SPECIMENS AFTER CODLING FROM THE VARIOUS TEST TEMPERATURE LEVELS 
The residuat tinear deformation was determined for test specimens either: 
(i) after coating from the various temperature tevets, or 
(ii) after coating from the various temperature tevets and 7 days soaking 
in water. 
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The resutts of these measurements are given in APPENDIX II, Tabte A.II.1 to 
Tabte A.II.42. The data for test specimens which were removed from Furnace 
No. 2 (Waterbath No. 2) at various times during the heating period * are shown 
graphicatty in Figure III.61 to Figure III.66. Figure III.61 ittustrates the 
maximum and minimum residuat tinear deformation which occurred during the 
heating period for specimens made from the concrete mix BCY and tested as in 
(i) and (ii) above. Figure III.62 and Figure III.63 shows the data for the 
concrete mixes CCX and CCY respectivety, and Figure III.64, Figure III.65 and 
Figure III.66 the data for the mortar mixes BMY, CMX and CMY respectivety. 
7.1 The Residuat Linear Deformation of Test Specimens after Coating from the Various 
Test Temperatures 
7.1.1 
The data in Figure III.61, Figure III.62 and Figure III.63 £ndicate that for 
concrete test specimens which underwent drying during heating: 
(i) The residuat tinear deformation of test specimens coated from 70°C is 
atways a contraction of the test specimen. The extent of the contract-
ion varied for the three different concrete mixes but was usuatty 
between 0,13 mm/m and 0,23 mm/m. 
(ii) Concrete test specimens coated from 1DD°C atways exhibit greater 
contraction than test specimens coated from 70°C. The vatues of the 
residuat contraction ranged between 0,13 mm/m and 0,28 mm/m. 
~~ This refers to the heating period prior to the period of temperature cycting. 
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(iii) The greatest contraction of concrete test specimens occurred for 
specimens coated from 150°C. These vatues of residuat contraction 
were atways targer than the residuat contraction at 100°C, and were 
between 0 1 13 mm/m and 0,34 mm/m. 
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(iv) Test specimens coated from 250°C atways exhibit residuat contraction. 
However, the residuat contraction is not as targe as that exhibited 
0 0 0 
by test specimens coated from either 70 C, 100 C or 150 C. The vatues 
of residuat contraction for specimens coated from 250°C range from 
0,07 mm/m to 0,21 mm/m. 
(v) Concrete test specimens atways have a residuat expansion when coated 
0 
from 400 C. Vatues of the residuat exp.ansion range between 0,21 mm/m 
to 1, 74 mm/m, i.e. the magnitude of the residuat expansion is sometimes 
as much as 6 times greater than the maximum residuat contraction 
exhibited by test specimens coated from 150°C. 
Figure III.61, Figure III.62 and Figure III.63 show atso the residuat tinear 
deformation of test specimens which remained futty saturated during heating. 
These resutts indicate that: 
( i) 
( i i) 
Concrete test specimens coated from 70°C atways exhibit a residuat 
expansion of between 0,03 mm/m and 0,10 mm/m. 
0 The residuat expansion of saturated test specimens coated from 100 C 
is not markedty different from that of test specimens coated from 70°C. 
Vatues of the residuat expansion range between 0,03 mm/m and 0,11 mm/m. 
The residuat tinear deformation of mortar test specimens after coating from the 
different temperature tevets are shown in Figure III.64, Figure III.65 and 
Figure III.66 for mixes BMY, CMX and CMY respectivety. The resutts for test 
specimens which underwent drying during heating indicate that the residuat 
tinear deformation of mortar test specimens fottows atmost exactty a pattern 
simitar to the residuat tinear deformation of concrete test specimens. However, 
the magnitude of both residuat contraction and residuat expansion is atways 
greater for mortar test specimens than for concrete test specimens, viz: 
(i) At 70°C the residual, contraction of the various mortar mixes ranged 
from 0,23 mm/m to 0,38 mm/m, 
(ii) 0 The residual, contraction of mortar test specimens cool,ed from 100 C 
ranged between 0,19 mm/m and 0,60 mm/m, 
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(iii) Test specimens cool,ed from 150°C exhibited greater residual, contract-
ion than test specimens cool,ed from either 70°C or 100°C; the 
val,ues of residual, contraction ranged from 0,23 mm/m to 0, 78 mm/m, 
(iv) The residual, contraction of test specimens cool,ed from 250°[ was l,ess 
than the residual, contraction of test specimens cool,ed from either 
100°C or 150°C, and approximatel,y the same as the residual, contraction 
of test specimens cool,ed from 70°C. The residual, contraction of test 
specimens cool,ed from 250°C was between 0,16 ~m/m and 0,47 mm/m, 
(v) Mortar test specimens cool,ed from 400°C al,ways exhibit a residual, 
expansion. The residual, expansion ranged between 80 mm/m and 233 mm/m. 
The val,ues of residual, "Linear deformation for mortar test specimens which 
remained ful,l,y saturated during heating are il,l,ustrated in Figure III.64, 
Figure I II. 65 and Figure II I. 66 for the mortar mixes BMY, CMX and CMY respectivel,y. 
0 
Test specimens that were coo "Led from 70 C al,ways exhibit a residual, expansion. 
However, the magnitude of the residual, expansion was different for the various 
mortar mixes, viz. mix BMY exhibited a residual, expansion of between 0,02 mm/m 
and 0,05 mm/m, mix CMX a residual, expansion of between 0,08 mm/m and 0,14 mm/m, 
and mix CMY a residual, expansion ranging from 0,10 mm/m to 0,21 mm/m. These 
val,ues are always greater than the val,ues of residual, expansion exhibited by the 
. 0 
corresponding concrete test specimens cool,ed from 70 C. 
Mortar test specimens coated from 100°[ al,so exhibit residual, expansion. Vatues 
of the residual, expansion for the various mortar mixes range between 0, 09 mm/m 
and 0,24 mm/m, these val,ues being approximatel,y twice as great as the val,ue of 
residual, expansion for saturated concrete test specimens cool,ed from 100°C. 
Furthermore, it does appear that the residual, expansion of mortar test specimens 
cool,ed from 100°[ is significari.tl,y "Larger than the residual, expansion of mortar 
test specimens cool,ed from 70°C. However, this cannot be stated with certainty 
since for mix CMY the two respective val,ues of residual, expansion are al,most 
identical,. 
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7.2 The Residua~ Linear Deformation ·Of Test Specimens after Coo~ing and 7 Days 
Soaking in Water 
7.2.1 
The va~ues of residua~ ~inear deformation measured on concrete test specimens 
which were coo~ed from the various temperature ~eve~s and immersed in water 
for 7 days before testing, are shown in Figure III.61, Figure III.62 and 
Figure III.63 for mixes BCY, CCX and CCY respective~y. The data for specimens 
made from the mortar mixes BMY, CMX and CMY are i~~ustrated in Figure III.64, 
Figure III.65 and Figure III.66 respective~y. In each diagram the maximum and 
minimum residua~ va~ue is i~~ustrated. These maximum and minimum va~ues refer 
on~y to test specimens which were removed from the furnace (waterbath) at 
various times during the heating period prior to temperature cyc~ing. 
Figure III.61 to Figure III.63 indicate that for concrete test specimens which 
underwent drying during heating: 
(i) The residua~ ~inear deformation of test specimens coo~ed from 70°C 
and immersed in water for 7 days ranges from a sma~~ residua~ expans-
ion of 0,02 mm/m to a residua~ contraction of O,DB mm/m. The residua~ 
contraction of the test specimen is not as great as the residua~ 
contraction which occurred for mortar specimens tested immediate~y 
after coo~ing from 70°C. 
(ii) Test specimens coo~ed from 1 00°C and immersed in water for 7 days 
(iii) 
usua~~y exhibit a residua~ contraction. Va~ues of the residua~ 
contraction range between 0,01 mm/m and 0,12 mm/m and are usua~~y 
greater than the vatues of residua~ contraction which occurred for 
test specimens immersed in water after coo~ing from 70°C. 
Test specimens coated from 150°C and immersed in water for 7 days 
before testing usua~~y exhibit sma~~er residua~ contraction than test 
specimens which underwent simi~ar treatment at a temperature of either 70°C 
or 100°C. Va~ues of the residuat contraction range between 0,0 and 
O,OB mm/m. Theresu~t is particu~ar~y surprising since test specimens 
which v..ere tested immediate~y after coo~ing from 150°C exhibit higher 
residua~ contraction than simi~ar specimens coo~ed from either 70°C 
0 
or 100 c. 
(iv) The residua~ ~inear deformation of test specimens coo~ed from 250°C 
and soaked in water for 7 days is a residua~ expansion. The va~ues 
7.2.2 
usual,l,y range between 0,22 mm/m and 0,52 mm/m. In this regard it 
shoul,d be noted that specimens which were tested immediatel,y after 
coating from 250°C al,ways exhibited a residual, contraction. 
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(v) Test specimens cool,ed from 400°C and immersed in water for 7 days 
before testing exhibit a residual, expansion. The residual, expansion 
was in some instances as high as 3,14 mm/m and was al,ways greater than 
the residual, expansion which occurred for specimens tested immediatel,y 
after coating from 400°C. 
Concrete test specimens which remained ful,l,y saturated during heating and were 
cool,ed and stored in water for 7 days before testing, exhibit val,ues of 
residual, expansion which are al,most identical, to the val,ues of residual, expans.-
ions for concrete test specimens which were tested immediatel,y after coating. 
This appl,ies to test temperatures of both 70°C and 100°C. Furthermore, it 
appears that the residual, "Linear expansion of saturated concrete specimens 
0 
cool,ed from 70 C and immersed in water for 7 days, are not significant"Ly differ-
ent from the residual, expansions of specimens coated from 100°C and immersed in 
water for 7 days before testing. 
The maximum and minimum residual, "Linear deformation of mortar test specimens 
coated from the various test temperatures and immersed in water for 7 days 
before testing, are shown in Figure III.64, Figure III.65 and Figure III.66 
for mixes EMY, CMX and CMY respective1,y. Thedata for specimens that underwent 
drying during heating indicate that the residual, "Linear deformation of mortar 
test specimens coated from the various temperature 1,eve1,s fol,l,ows exactl,y the 
same pattern as the residua"!, 1,inear deformation of concrete test specimens. 
However, the magnitude of the residual, deformation is a1,ways greater for mortar 
test specimens than for concrete specimens. From Figure III.64 to Figure III.66 
it is apparent that: 
(i) Test specimens which were coated from 70°C and immersed in water for 
7 days before testing usua1,1,y exhibit a residua"!, contraction. The 
maximum residual, contraction that occurred was 0,17 mm/m. However, 
in one instance (mix CMY) a residual, expansion of 0,08 mm/m did 
occur. 
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(ii) the residual., "Linear deformation of test specimens coated from 100°C 
(iii) 
and immersed in water for 7 days before testing is atways a residual., 
contraction. The residuat contraction ranges between 0,01 mm/m and 
0,22 mm/m. 
Mortar test specimens coated from 150°C and immersed in water for 
7 days atways exhibit a residuat contraction smatter than the 
residuat contraction which occurred for test specimens coated from 
100°C. The vatues ranged between 0,0 and 0,15 mm/m. 
(iv) For (i), (ii) and (iii) above, the respective vatues of residual., 
contraction were atways tess than the vatues for residuat contraction 
which occurred for mortar specimens tested immediatety after coating. 
(v) Test specimens coated from 250°C and immersed in water for 7 days 
before testing atways exhibit a residual., expansion. The residual., 
expansion which occurred ranged between 0,52 mm/m and 0, 77 mm/m. In 
this regard it shoul.,d be remembered that mortar test specimens exhibit 
a residuat contraction when tested immediatety after coating from 250°C. 
(vi) Mortar test specimens coated from 400°C and immersed in water for 7 
days before testing atways exhibit a residual., expansion. The residual., 
expansion is greater than that which occurred for specimens coated from 
250°C and atso greater than the residuat expansion exhibited by 
concrete specimens coated from 400°C and immersed in water for 7 days 
before ~esting. The val.,ues for the residuat expansion ranged between 
2,42 mm/m and 3,40 mm/m. 
Mortar test specimens which remained futty saturated during heating and were 
coated and stored in water for 7 days before testing, have tinear expansion 
val.,ues which are atmost identicat to the val.,ues of l.,inear expansion measured on. 
mortar test specimens immediatel.,y after coating. This appl.,ies to test temperat-
ures of both 70°C and 100°C. Mortar test specimens coated from 7Cl°C and soaked 
in water for 7 days ·have residual., expansion which ranges between 0,06 mm/m and 
0,18 mm/m. The vatues for test specimens coated from 100°C and soaked in water 
for 7 days before testing range between 0,10 mm/m and 0,22 mm/m. · It appears 
from these resul.,ts that the mortar specimens coated from 100°C and soaked in 
water for 7 days have val.,ues of residual., expansion which are significantl.,y 
targer than the vatues obtained on specimens coated from 70°C and soaked in water 
before testing. Simitar behaviour was not found for the concrete test specimens. 
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In the abovementioned resutts it is apparent that, for a particutar mix at a 
particutar test temperature, the maximum vatue of residuat tinear deformation 
for test specimens is usuatty appreciabty different from the minimum vatue of 
residuat tinear deformation. These vatues were determined on test specimens 
which were removed from the furnace (waterbath) at various times during the 
heating period prior to temperature cycting. Consequ~ntty, it appears tikety 
that the heating time had an inftuence on the vatues of residuat tinear deform-
ation of test specimens; particutarty for test specimens which underwent 
drying during heating since shrinkage is caused by water toss from the test 
specimens. In this regard, it was found in CHAPTER 6 that at att temperature 
tevets the water toss * increased with time during the heatin~ period. The effect 
of heating time is a1so indirectty it1ustrated by the va1ues of residuat deformation 
for test specimens which were subjected to ~mperature cyc1ing. These data are 
shown in Figure III.67, Figure III.68 and Figure III.69 for the concrete mixes 
BCY, CCX and CCY respective1y, and in Figure III. 70, Figure III. 71 and 
Figure III. 72 for the mortar mixes BMY, CMX and CMY respective1y. It is apparent 
that, in generat, these resutts indicate exact1y simitar trends as the residuat 
1inear deformation resutts for test specimens which were not subjected to temp-
erature cycting. However, for test specimens coo1ed from temperatures of either 
70°C, 1D0°C, 150°C or 250°C, the difference between the maximum and minimum 
vatue of residua1 tinear deformation for specimens subjected to temperature 
cyc1ing is much smatter than the difference between the maximum and minimum 
residuat tinear deformation which occurred for test specimens not subjected to 
temperature cyc1ing. It appears, therefore, that at these temperature 1evets 
the residua1 tinear deformation of test specimens changes during the heating 
period prior to temperature cyc1ing, and that tittte further change in the 
residuat deformation occurs during temperature cyc1ing. The effect of heating 
time and temperature cyc1ing on the residua1 deformation of test specimens 
heated to 400°C is obscure, since specimens which were tested at various times 
during the heating period prior to temperature cyc1ing, as wett as test specimens 
which were subjected to ~tnperature cyc1ing, exhibit extraordinari1y 1arge 
differences between the maximum and minimum va1ues of residua1 expansion. The 
effect of heating time and temperature cyc1ing on the residua1 1inear deform-
ation is statistica11y determined in PART IV : STATISTICAL ANALYSIS. 
Of particu1ar interest in the residuat 1inear deformation resutts is the behaviour 
of test specimens made from the various mortar mixes as compared to the behaviour 
i~ It shou1d be remembered that toss of chemica11y combined water a1so resutts in 
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of test specimens made from the various concrete mixes. In cases where the 
residuat tinear deformation was a contraction, the mortar test specimens atways 
exhibit a contraction approximatety twice as great as that exhibited by the 
corresponding concrete spec'imens. However, for specimens which were coated 
from 250°C and soaked in water for 7 days the residuat expansion of the 
mortar specimens is apprbximatety twice as great as the residua1 expansion of 
the corresponding concrete test specimens. Consequentty, it appears that the 
behaviour of the residuat tinear deformation of the concrete mixes is atmost 
entirety dominated by the behaviour of the· mortar which was used in manufacturing 
these concrete mixes. 
CHAPTER 8 THE LINEAR DEFORMATION OF CONCRETE AND MORTAR TEST SPECIMENS 
DURING HEATING 
The resutts of the tinear deformation measurements on heated concrete and 
.242. 
mortar test specimens are Htustrated graphicatty in APPENDIX IV, Figure A.IV.1. 
to Figure A.IV.42. Some typical, tinear deformation curves for the mortar mix CMY 
are shown in Figure III. 73 to Figure III. 79. Figure III. 73 and Figure III. 74 
ittustrate the l,inear deformation for mortar specimens of mix CMY heated to 
temperatures of 70°C and 100°C respectivety, the test specimens having remained 
fut ty saturated for the duration of the heating period and during the temperature 
cycl,ing period. Figure III. 75, Figure III. 76, Figure III. 77, Figure III. 78 and 
Figure III. 79 show the tinear deformation for mortar test specimens of mix CMY 
which underwent drying at temperatures of 70°C, 100°C, 150°C, 250°C and 400°C 
respectivety. 
The val,ues for tinear deformation reported above are the mean vatues of two 
independent determinations. These tests were performed on specimens which were 
exactl,y simil,ar in al,l, respects except that the age of the two test specimens 
differed by three days, i.e. the l,inear deformation was measured on two 
independent test specimens which had been cured for 28 days and 31 days 
respectivety. In extensive prel,iminary tests it was found that the additional, 
3 days curing had not significant effect on the l,inear deformation of heated 
concrete and mortar specimens. Onty the mean of the two determinations is 
reported. The mean vatue of l,inear deformation during heating was cal,cutated 
after the two -~inear deformation curves had been corrected to take into account; 
(i} the smatt ftuctuations of the test specimen average temperature about 
the desired test temperature tevet, 
(ii) the smatt, but neverthetess significant, expansion of the sil,ica rods 
which coupted the test specimen to the tinear deformation measuring 
apparatus. 
The method of cal,cutating these corrections to the l,inear deformation curves 
is given in APPENDIX I.5. 
In att the diagrams showing l,inear deformation of heated specimens, viz. 
Figure III. 73 to Figure III. 79, and Figure A.IV.1 to Figure A.IV.42 in 
APPENDIX IV, the vatues which are indicated on the curves refer to either-, 
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( i) the "Linear de formation of the test specimens at the particutar test 
temperature, or 
(ii) the "Linear deformation of test specimens after coating to the 30°C 
datum temperature. 
.250. 
i.e. no vatues of "Linear deformation are given at temperatures intermediate 
between the 30°C datum temperature and the test temperature. A"Lso, to simp"Lify 
p"Lotting of the "Linear deformation graphs, the coating cyc"Le and heating cyc"Le 
time periods are shown as being the same for at "L the test temperatures. This 
was not the case in the experimental, work, i.e. the coating time periods and 
heating time periods were dependent upon the test temperatures; in most 
instances these time periods -l~ differed from the time period chosen to repre-
sent temperature cyc"Ling on the graphs. 
A"Lso shown in Figure III. 73 to Figure III. 79, and in Figure A.IV.1 to Figure 
A.IV.42 in APPENDIX IV, are the vatues of residual, "Linear deformation determined 
on test specimens which were removed from Furnace No. 2 (Waterbath No. 2 at 
various times during the heating period and coated to the datum temperature 
before testing. (These resutts were discussed in CHAPTER 7.) It is apparent 
that the residual, linear deformation measured on these test specimens is usua"L"Ly 
in good agreement with the residual, linear deformation of the test specimen on 
which linear deformation was continuousty monitored during heating and subsequent 
temperature cycling. 
The "Linear deformation curves of test specimens made from the various concrete 
mixes and tested at the different temperature tevets are summarised in 
Figure III.BO, Figure III.B1 and Figure III.B2. Figure III.BO iLLustrates the 
Linear deformation of specimens made from the concrete mix BCY and tested at 
temperatures of 70°C (specimen fut"Ly saturated) 100°C (specimen fu"L"Ly saturated), 
70°C (specimen aL"Lowed to dry), 100°C (specimen a"LLowed to dry), 150°C (dry), 
0 0 
250 C (dry) and 400 C (dry). Figure III.B1 and Figure III.B2 show the data for 
the concrete mixes CCX and CCY respective"Ly, and Figure III.B3, Figure III.B4 
and Figure III.B5 the data for the mortar mixes BMY, CMX and CMY respective"Ly. 
In order to faci"Litate comparison of the "Linear deformation curves for specimens 
of a particu"Lar mix tested at the various test temperatures, the vatues of 
"Linear expansion during heating are ptotted so that the end of the heating period 
occurs at 47 hours, i.e. the origin of the tirre axis on Figure III.BO to 
0 
Figure III.B5 app"Lies on"Ly to the "Linear deformation of specimens heated to 400 C~ 
for at l the other test temperatures the origin of the time axis is between 2 
hours and 6 hours, depending on the temperature "Level,. Atso, the coating and 
* The coating rates and heating rates are given in PART II, CHAPTER 3. 
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heating curves of tinear deformatiGn for test specimens during temperature 
cycting are ittustrated onty for; 
(i) specimens which remained futty saturated at a test temperature of 
0 
70 C, and 
(ii) specimens which underwent drying at 70°[, 
The measured vatues of residuat deformation for test specimens coated from 
higher temperature tevets are ptotted, but the coating and heating curves 
during temperature cycting are not shown. The vatues can be identified by 
referring to the symbot that was used to ptot the tinear deformation during 
the heating period prior tb temperature cycting~ 
• 25 7. 
8.1 Changes in the Linear Deformation of Test Specimens during the Heating Period 
Prior to Temperature Cycting 
It is apparent from the data shown i~ APPENDIX IV, Figure A.IV.1 to. Figure 
A,IV.42, and summ~ris~d in Figure III.80 to Figure III.85 that: 
(i) The tinear expansion of concrete and mortar test specimens which 
remained futty saturated at temperatures of either 70°C or 100°C 
exhibits a graduat increase du.ring the time that the temperature 
remained constant at the test temperature tevet. The increase in 
tinear deformation during the heating period is widety different 
for the various concrete and mortar mixes. Furthermore, there is 
no definite trend as to whether the increases are greater for the 
concrete mixes or the mortar mixes. This is probably because part 
of the increase in tinear expansion occurred during the time period 
when the test specimens were being heated to the test temperature. 
(ii) The tinear expansion of concrete and mortar specimens which under-
went drying at temper.atures of either 70°[, 1 00°C, 150°[, 250°[ or 
400°C, usuat1y decreases during the.period when the temperature was 
constant at the test temperature tevet, i.e, the specimen underwent 
shrinkage during this period. The change in tinear expansion wa~ 
more pronounced for mortar mixes than for the concrete mixes, 
particutarty at temperatures above 100°C~ at these temperatures 
the reduction in tinear expansion of the mortar specimens was atways 
at teast twice as great as the reduction in the tinear expansion of 
the concrete test specimens. The difference between the shrinkage 
of the mortar and concrete test specimens is to be expected, since, 
(a) the mortar specimens do not con~ain coarse aggregate which 
offers restraint against shrinkage, and 
(b) there is a smatter votume of mortar in the concrete specimens 
than in the mortar test specimens. 
From the experimentat resutts it appears that the greatest reduction 
0 0 . 
in "Linear expansion occurs at temperatures of 100 C and 150 c. 
However, this cannot be stated with certainty since some shrinkage 
coutd possibty have occurred during the time period when the test 
.258. 
specimen was being heated to the test temperature tevet~ Consequentty, 
the residuat \.6tues of "Linear defomration (i.e. the "Linear deformation 
of specimens coo ted to the datum temperature) give a better indication 
of the extent of the shrinkage at the various temperature tevets. 
8.2 The Residual; Linear Deformation of Test Specimens after Coating to the 
Datum Temperature 
The data shown in Appendix IV, Figure A.IV.1 to Figure A.IV.42, and summarised 
in Figure I I I. 80 to Figure I I I. 85, indicate that the mortar and concrete test 
specimens atways exhibit either a residual; contraction or a residual; expansion 
when coated to the datum temperature. A residual; expansion occurs in concrete 
and mortar test specimens which remained futty saturated whitst heated to 
0 0 
temperatures of either 70 Cor 100 C. Tabte III.10 shows the mean vatue of 
the residual; expansion vatues measured at the end of each coating cycte, i.e. 
the mean of three vatues for every mix. 
TABLE III.10 
The mean val,ue of residual, expansion for test specimens 
coated from temperatures of 70°C and 100°C respectivety 
.259. 
Mean residual, expansion Mean residual, expansion 
Mix of test specimens of test specimens 
Name coated from 70°C 0 coated from 100 C 
(mm/m) (mm/m) 
CONCRETE BCY 0,059 0,040 
MIXES CCX 0,077 0,079 
CCY 0,055 0' 10 7 
MORTAR BMY 0,128 0 '148 
MIXES CMX 0' 142 0,255 
CMY 0,188 0' 184 
It is apparent from Tabl,e III.10 that at temperatures of both 70°C and 100°C 
the residual, expansion of mortar test specimens is approximatety twice as 
great as· the residual, expansion of the corresponding concrete specimens. 
Consequentty, it appears that the residual, expansion is the resutt of a 
change which occurs within the mortar. Furthermore, it appears that the 
residual, expansion of concrete and mortar test specimens coated from 70°C is 
in most instances approximatety the same as the residual, expansion of test 
specimens coated from 100°C. The exceptions to this were the concrete mix 
CCY and the mortar· mix CMX; for these mixes the res iduat expansion of the 
test specimens coated from 100°C is atmost twice as great as the residual, 
expansion which occurred for specimens coated from 70°C. 
Concrete and mortar test specimens which underwent drying during heatjng 
atways exhibit a residual, contraction when coated from temperatures of either 
0 0 0 0 70 C, 100 C or 1.50 C. The residual, contraction of specimens coated from 150 C 
was "Larger than the residual, contraction of specimens coated from the tower 
temperature l,evets. Concrete and mortar test specimens coated from 250°C 
usuatty exhibit a residual, contraction. However, Figure III.80 to Figure 
III .85 show that the residual, contraction is usua1.ty tess than or approximatel,y 
the same as, the residual, contraction which occurred for mortar and concrete 
. 0 
test specimens cool,ed from 150 C. 
.260. 
Test specimens coated from 400°C a"[,ways exhibit a residua"[, expansion. The 
residua"[, expansion of the mortar specimens is atways greater than the 
residua"[, expansion of the corresponding concrete test specimens. This is 
i1,1,ustrated in Tab"[,e III.11 which shows the residua"[, expansion of test 
specimens at the end ofeach of the heating/coating cyctes from 400°C. 
Tab"[,e III.11 shows, too, that the residua"[, expansion of test specimens 
coo"[,ed from 400°C increases with successive he ating/cooting cyc"[,es. In most 
instances the residua"[, expansion after two additiona1, heating and coating 
cyc"[,es is approximatety twice as great as the residua"[, expansion which 






The residua"[, expansion of test specimens after 
successive heating/coating ·cy~"[,es from 400°C 
R E 5 I D U A L E X P A N 5 I 
After 1st After 1 Add. 
Mix Coo "Ling from Heating/ 
Name 400°C Cooling Cycte 
BCY 0,552 0,589 
CCX 0,554 0' 771 
CCY 0,235 0,625 
BMY 0,616 1,084 
CMX 0,524 0,945 
CMY 0,918 1 '372 
0 N (mm/m) 
After 2 Add. 
Heating/ 
Coating Cyctes 
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8.3 The Coefficient of Therma1, Expansion of the Various Concrete and Mortar Mixes 
The coefficient of thermal expansion is ca1,cu1,ated from the change in "Linear 
deformation which occurred when test specimens were coo1,ed from the test temp-
erature to the datum temperature, e.g. from Figure III.73 (the "Linear 
deformation of the mortar mix CMY, fu1,1,y saturated at 70°C) the coefficient 
of thermat expansion is; 
6,59 - 1,89 
40 
X mm/mm deg C. 
-6 "' 11,75 x 10 mm/mm deg C. 
The coefficient of thermat expansion during successive heating/coating 
cyctes may be caLcuLated in a simitar manner. 
.261. 
The coefficient of thermat expansion of the various concrete and mortar mixes 
at the different temperature tevets are shown in Tabte III.12. In order to 
ittustrate the resutts graphicatty; a mean coefficient of thermat expansion 
is catcutated from the three vatues of thermat expansion obtained during 
the three successive coating cyctes. This approach is not strictLy correct 
as the coefficient of thermat expansion between successive temperature cyctes 
may differ significantty due to either: 
(i) further water toss during temperature cycting, or 
(ii) progressive microcracking of test specimens during successive 
temperature cycting. 
It woutd appear the the inftuence of (i) and (ii) above on the coefficieht of 
thermat expansion is taken into account by the corresponding change which 
occurs in the residuat contraction/expansion of test specimens. However, 
this cannot be stated with certainty since the resuLts shown in Tabte III.12 
indicate that in some instances the coefficient of thermat expansion of test 
specimens does change markedLy between successive temperature cyctes. It is 
not possibLe to determine whether these variations are due to random fLuctuat-
ions or due to a significant change in thermaL expansion. This is because 
the experimentaL error in determining the coefficient thermaL expansion couLd 
have caused variation between successive determinations of approximatety s% 
at 70°[ *, 4% at 100°C and decreasing to 2,4% at 400°C. Since the variation 
between the three vatues of thermat expansion determined during successive 
This error is due to the possibLe error in temperature measurement, viz: 
The Cu/Const. thermocouptes had an accuracy of 1%. ConsequentLy, at 
70°C the error coutd be 0, 7 deg C and at 30°C the error coutd be 0,3 deg C. 
The to tat error for one determination of the coefficient of thermat 
expansion coutd thus be 1,0 deg C. The temperature difference is 
(70°C - 30°C) ~ 40 deg C and consequentty the error due to temperature 
me.asurement coutd equat 2,5%. Hence, the error between two success-
. 0 
ive determinations of the coefficient of thermat expanslon at 70 C coutd 
have been 2,5'1'0 X 2 =: s,o'fu. (This does not inctude the possibl.;e error in 
the tinear deformation measurement of test specimens.) 
I 
' 
THERMAL EXPANSION (mm/mm X 10 -6 per deg.C) 
Test Temperature 
70° SAT 70° DRY 100°SAT 100° DRY 150° DRY 250° DRY 400° DRY 
MIX BCY 
1st Cool, 10,35 10,28 11 , 03 12,42 12,34 12,88 12,88 
2nd Cool, 10,12 11,83 1 o, 71 11 , 65 12,15 12,82 13,30 
3rd Cool, 10,20 10,72 11' 07 10,82 12,68 13,10 12,91 
Mean 1 o, 22 10,94 10 '94 11,63 12,39 12,93 13,03 
MIX CCX 
1st Cool, 10,22 11, 81 10,86 11 '82 11,90 12,44 13,02 
2nd Cool, 10,40 11,64 10,77 10,81 12,04 13,07 13,51 
3rd Cool, 10,50 11,80 11,14 11,40 12' 13 12, 71 13,24 
Mean 10,37' 11; 75 10,92 11,34 12,02 12,74 13,26 
MIX CCY 
1st Cool, 10, 72 13,34 11 ,04 12,25 12 '2 7 12,93 13,64 
2nd Cool, 11,21 10' 98 10,82 11 , 80 . 11, 94 13,05 13,31 
3rd Cool, 10,10 11,24 10 1 8 7 11 '74 12,71 13,18 13,69 
Mean 10,68 11,85 10,91 11,93 12,31 13,05 13,55 
MIX BMY 
1st Cool, 12,21 13,38 11,99 13,20 13,43 13,13 11,90 
2nd Cool, 11,89 12,65 11 '8 3 13,46 13,87 13,35 11 '59 
3rd Cool, 11 '73 12,98 12,09 13,38 13' 73 14,07 11 '74 
·Mean 11 '94 13,00 11,97 13,35 13,68 13,52 11 '74 
MIX CMX 
1st Cool, 11,64 12,35 11 '89 13 '14 13,46 13 '81 11 '84 
2nd Cool, 11,02 11,98 12,02 12,93 13,79 13,90 11,94 
3rd Cool, 10,79 12,68 12,26 13, 15 14,26 14,05 11 '58 
Mean 11 , 15 12,34 12,06 13,07 13,84 13,92 11, 79 
--
MIX CMY ----
1st Cool, 11, 75 13' 19 11 '51 13,61 13,60 13,57 11 '74 
2nd Cool, 11,43 13,22 11,62 13' 17 13,84 13,60 11,12 
3rd Cool, 11,35 12,87 11,79 12,99 14,43 14,24 11,25 
Mean 11 '51 13,09 11,64 13,26 13,96 13,80 11,37 
TABLE III.12: The coefficient of thermal, expansion of the various concrete 
and mortar mixes at the different test temperatures. 
.262. 
.263. 
temJ:Erature cycl.,es is usual., l.,y not as "Large as the variations which cou1,d 
have occurred due to experimenta1, error, the mean of the three therma1, 
expansion vatues is taken as the best approximation to the therma1, 
expansion of a test specimen. 
The coefficient of therma1, expansion at the various test temperatures is 
shown in Figure III.B6 for the concrete mix ECY and the corresponding mortar 
mix EMY. Figure III.87 i1,1,ustrates the data for the concrete mix CCX and 
mortar mix CMX, and Figure III.BB the data for mixes CCY and CMY~ Atso shown 
in Figure III.86 to Figure III.BB is the coefficient of thermat expansion of 
the coarse aggregate * and the fine aggregate * at the various temperatur~ 
1,eve1,s. 
It is apparent from the average coefficients of therma1, expansion ptotted in 
Figure III.86 to Figure III.BB that for test specimens which underwent drying 
during heating: 
(i) The coefficient of therma1, expansion of the various concrete mixes 
atways increases as the temperature te'Je1, increases. However, the 
increase in the coefficient of therma1, expansion between the 250°C 
0 
and the 400 C temperature tevel.,s is not as great as the increase in 
therma1, expansion between the 100°C and 250°C temperature tevel.,s • 
. Vatues of the coefficient of therma1, expansipn range from approximate1,y 
0 0 
11,0 mm/mm deg C. at 70 C to 13,4 mm/mm deg C. at 400 C. 
(ii) The coefficient of thermal, expansion for the various mortar mixes tends 
(iii) 
to increase as the test temperature levet increases onl.,y up to a test 
temperature of 150°C. At 150°C the coefficient of thermat expansion of 
mortar test specimens is atways higher than the coefficient of therma1, 
expansion of corresponding concrete test specimens. Va1,ues for the 
mortar range between 13,6 mm/mm deg C. and 13,9 mm/mm deg c., and those 
for the concrete mixes range from 12,0 mrr/mm deg C. to 12,4 mm/mm deg C. 
At 250° the coefficient of thermat expansion of mortar test specimens 
is approximatel.,y the same as the coefficient of therma1, expansion of 
a 
mortar specimens at 150 c. However, the coefficient of thermat expansion 
of the mortar specimens at 250°C is a1,ways targer than the coefficient of. 
therma1, expansion of the corresponding concrete test specimens at 250°C. 
-!~ These vatues of therma1, expansion are . from work done in this tab oratory -
reference 74. The va1,ues of thermat expansion above 300°C are shown as a 
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FIG.I II.86: The coefficient of thermai_. expansion at various test temperatures: 
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.26 7. 
(iv) At ai:Emperature of 400°C, the coefficient of thermal, expansion of 
the specimens made from the mortar mixes is markedl,y tower than 
. 0 0 
the val,ues at either 250 C or 150 c. Furthermore, mortar test 
specimens at 400°C have a tower coefficient of thermal, expansion 
than concrete test specimens at 400°C. Val.,ues of the coefficient 
of thermal, expansion at 400°C range from 11,4 mm/mm deg c. to 
11,8 mm/mm deg C. for mortar specimens and from 13,0 mm/mm deg c. 
to 13,5 mm/mm deg C. for the corresponding concrete test specimens. 
The data shown in Figure III.86 to Figure III.BB for the test specimens which 
remained ful.,l.,y saturated during heating indicate that: 
(i) Mortar test specimens heated to 70°C have a coefficient of thermal, 
expansion which is approximatel.,y 10% tower than the coefficient of 
thermal., expansion of mortar test specimens which underwent drying 
0 
at 70 C. Val.,ues of the coefficient of thermal., expansion range 
between 11,2 mm/mm deg C. and 11,9 mm/mm deg c. 
(ii) Concrete test specimens which remained futl..y saturated at 70°C have 
(iii) 
(iv) 
a coefficient of thermal, expansion which is between 5% and 10% "!,ower 
than the coefficient of thermal; expansion of concrete test specimens 
which underwent dr>Jing at 70°C. Val.,ues of i:f-]e coefficient of thermal., 
expansion for saturated specimens range from 10,2 mm/mm deg C. to 
10,7 mm/mm deg C. These val.,ues are lower, too, than the val.,ues of 
coefficient of thermal., expansion for test specimens made from the 
corresponding mortar mixes. 
.< 
Mortar test specimens which remained ful.,l;y saturated at 100°C have a 
coefficient of thermal., expansion which is higher than the coefficient 
of thermal; expansion of saturated mortar specimens at 70°C. However, 
for two of the three mortar mixes the difference between the coefficient 
at 70°C and 100°C was l.,ess than 1'7( The coefficient of thermal, 
expansion of mortar specimens which remain saturated at 100°C is approx-
imatel,y 10'7° l.,ower than the coefficient of thermal., expansion of test 
specimens which underwent drying at 100°C. 
0 
Concrete test specimens which remained ful., ly saturated at 100 C have a 
coefficient of thermal., expansion which is higher than the coefficient 
of thermal, expansion of saturated concrete specimens heated to 70°C. 
For the concrete mix CCY the difference between the thermal, expansion 
at 70°C and 100°C was approximatel.,y 3,5% whereas for concrete mix CCX 
-
the difference was 5%, and for mix BCY s%. The coefficient of 
thermat expansion of saturated concrete specim.ens at 100°C is 
between 3% and a% tower than the coefficient of thermat expansion 
. 0 
of specimens which underwent drying at 100 c. 
The data shown in Figure III.B6 indicate that the coefficient of thermat 
expansion of both the coarse aggregate and the fine aggregate increases as 
• 268 •. 
the test temperature increases. The coarse aggregate and fine aggregate 
exhibit very simitar thermat expansion coefficients up to a temperature of 
250°C. Above this temperature tevet the coarse aggregate shows a greater 
increase in thermat expansion with temperature than the fine aggregate. The 
targe difference between the coefficient of thermat expansion of the coarse 
aggregate and fine aggregate at 400°C is a possibte reason why the coefficient 
of thermat expansion of concrete specimens at 400°C is greater than the 
coefficient of thermat expansion of mortar specimens at 400°C. However, this 
does not exptain why the coefficient of thermat expansion of mortar specimens 
is greater at 250°C than at 400°C. It appears from the resutts that mortar 
test specimens undergo cracking when coated from 250°C to the datum temperature. 
Consequentty, the measured residuat contraction of mortar specimens coated from 
250°C is not as great as the residuat contraction of mortar specimens coo"Led 
0 
from 150 C. Hence the coefficient of thermat expansion is tower for mortar 
specimens at 250°C than for mortar specimens heated to 150°C. The cracking is 
0 
more severe for mortar specimens coo"!,ed from 400 C and resutts in a residua"!, 
expansion of test specimens. Consequentty, the coefficient of therma"L 
expansion of mortar specimens is "Lower at 400°C than for specimens heated to 
250°C. This exptains, too, why the concrete test specimens exhibit a sma"L "Ler 
increase in the coefficient of therma"L expansion between 250°C and 400°C than 
the increase in the coefficient of thermat expansion between 100°C and 250°C. 
PI> RT IV 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
Statistical analyses of the results reported in PART III were performed on 
the following properties of test specimens made from the various mixes and 
tested at different times during the heating period or temperature cycling 
period:-
(i) residual "Linear deformation, 
(ii) percentage water toss, 
(iii)· compressive strength, 
(iv) uttrasonic putse velocity, 
(v) dynamic Yocng's modulus, 
(vi) Poisson's ratio. 
For the abovementioned properties separate anatyses were carried out for the 
respective cases of; 
(a) test specin;ens which were tested immediatel.,y after cooting to the 
datum temperature, and 
(b) test specimens which were cooled and immersed in water for 7 days 
be fore testing. 
In addition, an analysis was perfomred on the compressive strength resutts 
of test specimens which were tested \'llhitst hot. 
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It shoutd be noted that in alt the analyses the dependent variabte is atways 
the change between the measured property vatue of a heated test specimen and 
the mean controt value of the particutar property, i.e. the actual changes 
which occurred in the various properties during the heating period - not the 
residua"!, ratios of the various properties - are used in the anatyses. In the 
case of the water toss and residua"!, linear deformation data, the resutts 
reported in PART III are the changes which occurred and were consequentty not 
modified. The change in compressive strength, uttrasonic putse vetocity, 
dynamic Young's modutus and Poisson's ratio respectivety, was obtained by sub-
tracting the mean control., vatues of these properties from the respective 
property vatues determined on heated test specimens. These property changes 
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are referred to as the coded va~ues of the particu'Lar property. 
The statistica'L ana'Lysis was performed in the fo'L'Lowing stages:-
(i) Using ana'Lysis of variance (77 i 78 ; 79 ; 80 ) it was determined whether 
the property changes (i.e. the coded vatues of a particu~ar property) 
that occurred for test specimens made from the various mortar mixes 
(concrete mixes){~ are signi ficant'Ly different for the specimens which 
were subj:ected to tests at the fo~'Lowing test times:-
(a) The various times at which test specimens werE! removed from the 
furnace (waterbath) during the period when the test temperature 
remained constant, viz. the test times T hours, T + 12 hours, 
T + 24 hours and T + 36 hours, where Tis the time at which the 
desired test temperature was attained. 
(b) The various times during the temperature cyc~ing period, viz. 
the test time T + 36 hours, T + 36 hours + 1 cyc~e and T + 36 
hours + 2 cyc~es. 
For both (a) and (b) above the ana'Lysis of variance a~so indicates 
whether the coded property va~ues of test specimens made from the 
various mortar mixes (concrete mixes) are significant~y different 
between mixes. 
(ii) In instances where the abovementioned ana~ysis of variance indicates 
(iii) 
that the coded vaLues for a particuLar property of test specimens made 
from the mortar mixes (concrete mixes) are significantLy different 
between the respective test times, it was determined whether the coded 
val,ues either increase, decrease or exhibit no trend between successive 
test times. Consequent~y, it ltJas ascertained whether the various 
properties either increase, decrease or remain constant during the 
heating periods (a) and (b) above. 
In instances where the anaLysis of variance indicates that the coded 
property vaLues of test specimens made from ~e various mortar mixes 
(concrete mixes) are signi ficantl.,y different be tween mixes, Tukey 1 s 
th d f . . . ( 77; 81 ) d t th t me o o pa1rw1se compar1son was use o compare e proper y 
changes exhibited by test specimens made from; 
(a) the two mortar (concrete) mixes with mix proportions which 
-::- ''Concrete mixes" written in parenthesis next to "mortar mixes" means that 
an ex3ctty simiLar analysis was performed for the concrete mixes. 
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differed on"Ly in water content, viz. the mortar mixes BMY and 
CMX (the concrete mixes BCY and CCX), and 
(b) the two mortar (concrete) mixes with mix proportions which 
differed on"Ly in vo"Lumetric concentration of aggregate, viz. 
the mortar mixes CMX and CMY (the concrete mixes CCX and CCY).· 
(iv) It was determined whether the coded va"Lues of a particu"Lar property 
for test specimens made from the concrete mixes are either greater 
than, "Less than,or equa"L to the coded va"Lues of that property for 
test specimens made from the mortar mixes, i.e. for a particu"Lar 
property the average coded property va"LL.ie for test specimens made 
from the ver ious concrete mixes is compared to the average coded 
property va"Lue for test specimens made from the various mortar mixes. 
This ana"Lysis was performed using Tukey 1 s rr:ethod of mu"Ltip"Le compari-
sons. 
(77; 81) 
The resu"Lts of the ana"Lyses for (i), (ii) and (iii) above are reported in 
CHAPTER 2, and the resu"Lts of (iv) are given in CHAPTER 3. 
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1.2 Statisticat methods 
A computer programme was written to perform a fixed effects, two-way anatysis 
of variance on data with or without reptications. The information shown in 
Tabte IV.1 is derived from the mathematicat modet for a two-way anatysis of 
. (77; 78; 79; BO) 
var~ance. 
TABLE IV .1 












Sum of Squares Degrees of Expected Error 
Freedom Mean Square Mean Square 
"' s
1 
(Y) 2 2 s
1 
(Y) (NI-1) s +JKs A 
"' "' 2 2 s
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(Y) (NJ..,1) 5., (Y) s +lKsB 
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"' "' 2 2 s_(Y) (NI-1) (NJ-1) s_ (Y) s +KsAB 
.:l ,j 
(NI-1)(NJ-1) 
"' "' 2 s
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= the number of "A treatments" 
::: the number of "B treatments" 
::: the number of repl-ications at each "A treatment - B treatment" 
combination 
Y. "k ::: the observation of the dependent variab"Le at the i th tevet of 
~J 
treatment A, the jth "Levet of treatment B, and the kth 
rep"Lication of this treatment_ combination; 
j ::: 1 , •••• , NJ ; k ::: 1 , •••• , NK. 
= NJ x NK ~ (y. -y )2 
l. 1.. . .. 
::: NI x NK L (y . -y 
j • J. 
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-y -y -y 
i .. • j. . .. 
(In these expressions the • in the subscript indicates averageing over 
the subscript wherever the • occurs) 
~(<X. )2 = ~ ~ 
( NI-1) 
~(~.)2 = J J -·---
(NJ-1 ) 
Y .. 
= i..i: .... ·.___,_~_J __ .,.. 
(NI-1) (NJ-1) 
The hypotheses tested are; 
H1 <X. = 0· i = 1 ' ~ ,
H2 ~· = 0· j = 1 ' J 
,
H3 y .. = 0• i = 1 ' ~J ' 
Each of the mean squares in Tabte IV.1 is 
..... ' NI 
..... ' NJ 
e • II •• J NI; j = 1 ' ..... , 
2 independentl..y distributed as X 
Consequentty the coefficient formed by dividing the mean squares by the 
NJ 
error mean square has Fisher's F distribution with the appropriate degrees of 






respectivety, the appropriate 
F-statistic is used e.g. to test hypothesis H1 , the vatue of F(NI-1 ); NixNJ(NK-1 ) 
is determined from tabtes that give the distribution of the F statistic for a 
particutar percentage tevet of significance. 
In the abovementioned anatysis provision was made to anatyse data on which 
repticate tests had been carried out. Att the statisticat anatyses were 
performed for; 




two reptications of the coded vatues of compressive strength, and 
three reptications of the coded \tatues of uttrasonic putse vetocity, 
dynamic Young 1s modutus and Poisson's ratio resutts. 
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For cases (ii) and (iii) above, the reptications were not carried out on 
independent test specimens. The reptications refer to the repeat tests which 
were carried out on a particutar test specimen -l~, viz. the vatues from which 
the mean resutts given in APPENDIX II, Tabte A.II.1 to Tabte A.II.42, were 
catcutated. The resutts of the respective repticate tests on any of the 
properties mentioned in (ii) and (iii) above are not given owing to the targe 
votume that these woutd occupy. 
Consequentty, for the coded vatues of a particutar property determined from 
test specimens heated to a particutar temperature, the anatysis of variance 
is performed such that: 
(i) The "A treatments" (referring to Tabte IV.1) are the various test 
times at which property measurements were made. 
(ii) The 11 B treatments" (referring to Tabte IV.1) are the various concrete 
mixes (mortar mixes) from which test specimens were made. 
(i.ii) The reptications are as exptained above. 
If it is found from the anatysis of variance that the coded vatues of a 
particutar property are significantty different between tests performed at the 





the respective changes in the property increase with test time, or 
the respective changes in the property decrease with test time, or 
the respective changes in the property neither increase nor decrease 
with test time, i.e. despite the fact that the anatysis of variance 
indicates t~at the respective coded vatues of the property are 
significantty different between test times, there is no trend to the 
changes which occurred dt the various test times. 
This is done by performing a tinear regression anatysis on the mean coded 
property vatues which occurred for the three concrete mixes (mortar mixes) 
at the respective test times. For a particutar property the mean coded vatue 
which occurred at the first test time, i.e. at the fii:St tevet of "treatment A", 
* This procedure wa~ adopted after consutting the Department of Mathematicat 
Sta~istics at the University of Cape Town. 




NJ X NK 
for i = 1. 
Consequent~y, the mean coded va~ue which occurred for the various mixes 
tested at the second, third and fourth test times, i.e. the second, third 
and fourth ~eve~s of "treatment A", is given by 
[ 
NJ NK J 
2.: (2.: yijk) 
1=~1-~k-=1~~-­
NJ X NK for i = 2; 3· ' arid 4 respective~y. 
The trend exhibited by the mean coded va~ues between successive test 
times is determined by a regression ana~ysis of the mean coded va~ue against 
time. In this ana~ysis the regression coefficient (m) and the standard error 
of the regression coefficient (mi) is ca~cu~ated. The trend indicated by the 
s~ope of the ~ine of best fit through the mean coded va~ues is accepted if 
lml ). m' 
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i.e. if the trend indicated by the worst possib~e ~ine through the mean coded 
va~ues is simi~ar to the trend indicated by the ~ine of best fit, the trend is 
accepted as significant. 
If it is found from the ana~ysis of variance that the coded va~ues of a 
particu~ar property are significant~y different between the respective concrete 
mixes (mortar mixes), i.e. that the "B" effects are significant, it may be 
ascertained whether; 
(i) the coded va~ues exhibited by the respective mixes are a~~ significant~y 
different, or 
(ii) the coded values exhibited by the respective mixes are significant~y 
different for on~y certain of the mixes. 
This may be done by averaging the coded vaLues of a particu~ar property over 
the different test times and comparing the mean coded vaLues of the respective 
mixes. The mean coded val.,ue for the first mix, i.e. at the first l.,eveL of 
"treatment E", is the val.,ue of (referring to the nomencLature given for 
Table 111.1) 
NI X NK 
y ... k) J l.J for j :::::: 1 • 
For the second and third mixes, i.e. the second and third tevets of 
"treatment B", the mean coded vatue is given by; 
for j = 2 and j = 3 
N I X "NK 
For a particutar test temperature the mean coded property vatues for the 
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respective mixes are compared using Tukey 1s method of muttipte comparisons. ( 77; 81 ) 
The test determines whether the mean coded property vatue which occured for a 
particutar mix is either greater than_, tess than,or equat to the mean coded 
vatue which occurred for another mix. The method may atso be used to determine 
whether the mean coded vatue which occurred for a number of mixes is greater 
than, tess than or equat to the mean coded vatue which occurred for un 
equat number of other mixes. 
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CHAPTER 2 ANALYSIS OF PROPERTY CHANGES : THE THREE MORTAR MIXES (CONCRETE 
MIXES) SUBJECTED TO TESTS AT VARIOUS TIMES DURING THE HEATING PERIOD 
An anaLysis of variance is performed on the property changes (the coded vaLues 
of a particuLar property) which occurred for test specimens made from the 
three mortar mixes and subjected to tests at va~ious times during the heating 
period. For a particuLar property determined on test specimens at a particuLar 
test temperature, the nuLL hypotheses are that; 
(i) the coded property vaLues do not differ significantLy between mortar 
specimens tested at test times T hrs, T + 12 hours, T + 24 hours and 
T + 36 hours respectiveLy, and 
(ii) the coded property vaLues are not significantLy different for test 
specimens made from the three mortar mixes. 
In this anaLysis the "A treatment" (referring to TabLe IV.1 in CHAPTER 1) are 
the various test times at which property changes were determined, viz. four 
test times, and the "B treatments" are the various mixes, viz. the three mortar 
mixes. The repLications of tests are, 
(i) one repLication for residuaL Linear deformation and water Loss, 
(ii) 
(iii) 
two repLications for the coded vaLues of compressive strength, 
three repLications for the coded vatues of uLtrasonic putse vetocity, 
dynamic Young's ~oduLus and Poisson's ratio. 
The nuLL hypotheses are accepted if the variance ratio, F0 , is such that 











from tabLed vaLues of Fisher's F distribution) 
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The computed vatues of the variance ratio, F
0






(i) For the residuat "Linear de formation and water toss; 
F 0,95 
:::; F 3; 6 




F 2' 6 
(0 '05) :::; 5,14 for the mix effect. 
( ii) For the coded vatues of compressive strength; 
F :::; F 3; ( 0 '05 ) = 3,49 for the time effect, and .0,95 12 
F0,95 
:::; F • (0,05) = 3,89 for the mix effect. 
2' 12 
(iii) For the coded vatues of uttrasonic ve1,ocity, dynamic Young's modutus 
and Po is son 1 s ratio; 
F O, 95 = F3, 24 
(0,05) = 3,01 for the time effect, and 
F 0,95 
:::; F2~ ( 0 '05) :::; 3,40 for the mix effect. 24 




tofue vatues of F
0 
shown in Tabte IV.2, 
the resutts ittustrated in Tabte IV.3 are obtained. Tabte IV.3 shows the 
various cases for ltJhich the respective nut"L hypotheses regarding the "mix effect" 
and the "time effect" were rejected, i.e. Tabte IV.3 shows; 
(i) the instances where the coded property va"Lues of the mortar specimens 
tested at T hrs, T + 12 hours, T + 24 hours and T + 36 hours, respect-
ivety, are significantty different between these test times, and 
( ii) the instances where the coded property vatues of test specimens made 
from the various mortar mixes are significantl-y different between mixes. 
An e xactty simi tar ana "Lysis was performed on the coded property vatues of test 
specimens made from the three concrete mixes and subjected to tests at T hours, 
T + 12 hours, T + 24 hours and T + 36 hours respectivety, during the heating 
period. The vatues of F
0 
from this analysis are tabutated in Tabte IV.4 and 
the vatues of F
0
, 95 are simi"Lar to ~ose used in the ana"Lysis of the three mortar 
mixes. Tabte IV.5 shows the various cases for wh.ich the respective nutt 























70° SAT 100° SAT 70° DnY 100° DRY 150° 250° 400° 
I 
I 
i"lix Tii<le ~hx Time Mix Time Time l i"lix Time r,1ix Time Mix Time fv1ix 
Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect 1 
28,00 18,43 30,69 22,06 4,55 11,62 2, 75 45,15 7, 67 55, 78 15,10 14,17 0,62 6,55 
I 
21,00 9,58 62,83 11 ,2 9 65,27 0,93 0,89 131,27 21,00 .. 0,99 168,67 o, 19 6,10 7,22 1 
12,42 3,04 1, 54 3,62 4,35 3,82 2,46 20,27 0,87 4,03 2, 94 1, 02 0,75 3, 06 . 
I 
1, 91 1,87 1, 06 5,97 0,04 5, 91 . 14,38 19,69 24,62 7,21 1 ,4 7 1,88 9,4 3 4, 31 
26,21 15,39 9,21 3, 84 1,86 1,43 1,37 14,69 10,59 9,17 31,36 8,62 13,48 3, 06 
7,63 50,20 5,15 296,37 0,41 7,19 12,66 3,98 12,58 7,071 
4,26 0,85 4,48 6,23 4, 71 1 ,2 9 11,15 1,17 12,44 2, 96 
4,23 8,24 6,12 6,64 2,39 8,54 2,86 17,46 2, 71 5,22 4,16 5,27 6,28 14,06 
0,97 6, 94 29,57 14,48 6,55 2,43 19,14 51,23 14,72 6,37 38,01 3, 02 13,57 6 1 38 I I 
' 12,84 3,93 40,60 6,35 16,19 3,15 o, 96 18,06 6,37 4, 94 6,17 3,40 14,45 12,451 
I 
o, 89 8,43 68,16 24,03 129,33 3, 6 9 2, 96 32,35 28,4 7 8,13 0,62 2,69 127,43 6, 74 
3,31 5,02 14,39 o, 73 12,08 4,19 1.9,62 4,09 7,68 10,85. 16,30 3,99 11,78 6,58 
-
2,64 0,09 72,38 8, 91 521,72 2,81 19,83 1, 94 18,19 2,77 14,55 2,15 88,96 1,39 





70° SAT 100° S.4T 70° DnY 1 00° DRY 150° 250° 400° 
Pi.WPERTY TEST 
/hx Time ~-1ix Tire Mix Time ~lix Time Mix Time i\'1ix Time i'1ix 
CASE Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect 
-
RESIDUAL COLD ~~ + ~~ t -~~ + -l~ t - ~~ ~ - ~~ ~ -~~ - ~~ ~ if- - ~~ ~ 
LINEAR 
DEFORiVlATION WET if- + ;r t -~~ + ~~ t ;~ - -~~ ~ if- ,~ -l~ 
HOT ifo - ,~ t i~ - ~r t - ~~ t - it- t 
COMPRESSIVE COLD - * t + -~~ t it- - i*' t iE- - it- t iE-
. STRENGTH 
WET -~~ it- -}} - it- t - -lt- ~ -~} - it- ~ it- i} it-
COLD it- + ,~ i ~*' + -~~ t + -~~ t ,~ ~Eo 
WATER LOSS 
\rJET + -lt- t if- ·U· 
COLD -l~ - it- ~ iE- - ;~ ~ - -lt- ! - -~~ ! - iE- ~ it- - it- ~ ~· PULSE 
VELOCITY 
- ;r· l if- - -~~ ! -)} ;r - -lt- ! ;r - -lt- t it- - iE- t -lt-~vET 
D'r'NAMI C COLD it- - -l! t iE- - -~~ ! it- - it- ! - -l~ ! iE- - -lt- ! iE- it- t if' 
YOUNG'S 
~~ODULUS WET - ii- l -lt- - it- ! ii- - i~ ! - if t iE- - i~ ~ it-
POISSON'S COLD ii- -lt- it- - ~ if- - if l iE- - -~~ ~ if- - ;~ t ..... ir ----RATIO 
WET ;~ iE- it- it- ;r -lt- it-
-- - --- --- __j_ ________ - ---
,~ Indicates that the nu"Ll.. hypothesis (H 0 ) is rejected. (p[H 0 ]< 0,05) ie. i~ .Indicates that the effect is significant. 
TABLE IV.3: The significance of the "time effect" and the 11 mix effect" for the coded property val,ues 
of the mortar test specimens. 
Time 
Effect 
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70° SAT 100° SAT 70° DFIY 100° DRY 150° 250° 
Mix Time Mix Time Mix Time fl-lix Time Mix Time ivlix Time 
Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect 
15,14 7,14 22,88 6;, 6 3 3,06 7, 79 1, 73 29,02 6,29 20,80 10,49 4,84 
2,84 3,37 37,5 17,13 9,55 1,37 o, 94 15,90 16,40 0,88 o,8D 1,14 
1,43 1,65 6,80 14,11 3,93 4,15 6, 73 17,34 2,15 3,63 10,23 1,12 
2,31 3, 6 7 8,86 3, 6 9 3,51 5,41 27,48 21,85 1,30 6,85 37,13 1,17 
1,82 2,61 2, 02 3,00 1, 34 2,22 19,97 3, 91 8,24 7,91 6 9,19 2,62 
18,02 18,83 5,16 45,18 2,50 5, 75 5, 94 0,73 
2,95 7,28 7,30 1, 51 1, 32 2,43 8,33 o,o6 
4,01 6,24 1,14 3,17 1 o, 13 4,39 2,82 6,52 2, 91 7, 07 7,51 2,14 
14,64 0,59 9,24 3,83 17, DO o,8D 2,41 4, 98 8,11 10,04 0,09 13,4 7 
1, 36 4,41 4, 78 7,59 84,13 3,4 7 51,58 2,99 1,12 5,35 35,43 4,16 
2,07 4,45 2,29 12,4 7 109,49 4,55 57,82 17,42 3,22 16,15 2,79 59,04 
1, 91 1,07 1, 81 1,64 5,28 3,04 35,85 
4~t 
2~09 6,73 56,39 1, 08 
21,24 1,27 29,37 1, 98 31,32 2,48 27,30 2,70 9,79 0,24 161,59 0,94 
I ----- ---- ---- - --




























6, 68 i 
14,63 I 
1, 01 ! 




3, 74 i 







70° SAT 100° SAT 70° :JRY 100° DRY 150° 250° 400° 
P~OPERTY TEST 
Mix Time ~hx Time JVlix Time ~hx Time ~lix Time f•:Jix Time ~1ix 
C.A.SE 
Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect 
RESIDUAL COLD -~~ + -li- t -~~ + ~~ t - {~ ~ - '.~ ~ ~~ - ~~ ~ -}(- * LINEAR 
DEFOR~~ATION 
\vET -~~ + -~~ t i} - ~~ ~ ·~ ,, -~~ 
HOT -~~ - -~~ t ~~ - i~ i ~~ - i~ t - .;~ t ;~ 
COfv1PRESS IVE COLD ;~ -~~ - ;~ t -~~ ;~ - .;~ t -~~ ;~ i} 
STRENGTH 
WET i(- - ~~ ~ i} - -~~ ~ ;~ i(-
COLD -)(- + -~~ t ;~~ + {~ t + * t -~~ 
Wfi.TER LOSS 
~vET -~~ i} -~~ 
COLD .;~ - -~~ ~ - -~~ ~ if- - ;~ ~ - {~ ~· - {~ ~ ;~ i(-
PULSE 
VELOCITY 
- -li- ~ - -~~ ~ ~~ - -~~ ~ - .;~ t WET ~- it-- ;:· 
DYNAMIC COLD - -li- ~ -~~ - -li- ~ -~~ - ii- ~ .;~ - i< ~ - i~ + i} - -li- ~ ;~ 
YOUNG 1S 
MODULUS WET - i} l - -li- ~ i<- - ii- t i(- - ;r ~ ;r - ii- l ~(- - -~~ t ;r 
POISSON'S COLD -~~ 
;r 
<> --~It 
- i(- ~ -~~ . i(-
RATIO 
WET -~~ * i(- i(- i<- i(- i(-
L________ --- ---- - ---- -- - - ----
* Indicates that ~he nu11 hypothesis (H
0
) is ±ejected. (p[Ho]< 0,05) ie. * Indicates that the ef~ct is significant. 
TABLE IV.5·: The significance of the "time effect" and the "mix effect" for the coded· property ·values 
of the concrE!te test specimens · 
Time 
Effect 
+ -~~ t 
-~~ 
- -~~ ~ 
-~~ 
- -~~ ~ 
- ;~ l 
- ii-. t 

































70° SAT 100° ::AT 70° DRY 1 00~ rRY 150° 250° 
\·\ix Time Mix Time Mix Time ~iix Ti_r"'e i··,1ix Ti;ne Mix Time 
Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect 
9,00 1, DO 55,3 o, 10 6, 94 33_,93 283,00 925, DO 10,49 o, 71 2,62 1 '99 
19,18 2,82 553,00 13,00 15,39 1,64 7,09 0,86 55,60 0,63 83,90 o,oo 
7,48 1,89 3, 93 7,48 1, 34 5, 79 6, 71 4, 98 o, 79 14,30 3,39 1,53 
1,25 1, 79 e,86 6,19 4,97 D, 8 9 2,17 13,02 2,60 6,48 13,97 1,31 
7,01 3,42 3, 71 4,33 o, 91 7,90 o, 6 9 1 o, 74 4,18 1, 32 34,13 2, 91 
. 24,02 6,59 2,03 7,79 11,06 4, 78 14,41 0,57 
14,43 0,88 55,77 3,13 36,78 2' 75 42,65 0,60 
1 '79 7,84 13,71 2,6 9 18,12 1, 53 1,62 o, 92 4,97 5,2 3 1,66 14,98 
33' 78 3,36 57,15 1 ,49 7,63 0,97 12,61 1,60 3,84 2,01 164,71 3,15 
6,81 0' 91 21,63 2,64 3, 71 o, 17 4,22 0,85 84,32 1,43 46,08 17,35 
0,80 1,53 8 90,54 74' 13 56,38 1,86 3,81 3,22 21,88 1 ,4 9 6, 77 2, 01 
81,00 5' 57 61,27 o, 91 37' 71 1,2 9 21 '56 2,95 9, 74 2' 8 9 1, 91 4, 74 
-
14,16 0,64 0,79 1 '93 141,73 0,98 15' 06 0,09 5,51 1,84 71,43 7,07 
---- L___. --- - I -· ---------- -
TABLE IV.6: Computed vatues of the variance ratio (F0 ) for the coded property vatues of mortar 





























































70° SAT 100° SAT 70° DRY 100° DRY 150° 250° 
;']ix Time nix Time Mix Time ~1ix Time ~lix Ti:ne [v]ix Time 
Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect [ffect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect 
4, 75 o,oo 12,40 o,oo 3,32 0,40 7,26 1, 09 o, 80 0,51 8,63 8,97 
12,08 1,23 6, 32 1,00 1, 72 0,84 2,25 0,95 10,41 3,38 7,52 20,07 
0,97 1, 34 2,83 1 ,4 7 1,39 7,68 1,63 4,28 8,43 32,4 7 40,63 7,32 
1,57 0,99 5,26 4,69 I 6,37 11,36 32,74 5,93 1,43 10,89 5,26 1, 52 
2, 74 1, 02 1,59 s, 14 I 1,14 o, 96 3, 75 6,14 18,91 2,69 40,49 3,81 
20,17 2,22 26,61 1 '2 9 4,81 0,53 6, 98 3,98 
4, 99 1,23 11,21 0,12 0,97 1,26 20,89 1,10 
4, 91 24,72 o, 78 0,06 44,23 0,09 12,4 7 1,08 51,39 14,16 1,80 5,02 
1,49 1 '76 2,95 5, 77 i 7,26 2,52 14,37 39, 74 1,49 3' 16 2,38 1, 03 
I 
1,09 1,42 2,29 3, 37 I 64,90 1,23 154 '62 3,88 2,22 4,56 13' 71 1,4 7 
18,59 1,23 7' 65 5,96 580,74 27,43 27,53 2,41 3,62 1,62 84,38 14,19 
1,03 1 , 91 3,85 2' 6 7 21,61 1, 99 54,23 1,64 3, 91 1,86 14,23 1, 74 
28' 91 1 ,49 19,09 0,04 51 ,63 1 ,2 7 . 29,25 o, 94 3,57 0,07 54,61 1 ,40 
TABLE IV.8: Computed vatues of the variance ratio (Fa) for the coded property vatues of concrete 













































(iii) For the coded val,ues of uttrasonic putse vel,oci ty, dynamic Young's 
modutus and Poisson's ratio; 
FD,95 = F2; 18 (0,05) = 3,55 for the time effect, and 
FD.95 F 2; 18 
(0,05) = 3,55 for the mix effect. 
Comparing the respective val,ues of F 
5 
to the vatues of F shown in 
0,9 0 
Tabl,e IV.6 and Tabl,e IV.8,· the resul,ts il,l,ustrated in Tabl,e IV. 7 and 
Tabl,e IV.9 respectivety, are obtained. Tabl,e IV. 7 shows the various cases 
for which the nul,l, hypotheses regarding the "time effect" and the· "mix effect" 
are rejected for test specimens made from the mortar mixes and Tabl,e IV.6 the 
various cases for which the nul,l, hypotheses are rejected for test specimens 
m~de from the concrete mixes. 
2.1 Property Changes which Occurred at the Respective Time T hours, T + 12 Hours, 
T + 24 Hours and T + 36 Hours 
It is apparent from Tabl,e IV.3 and Tabl,e IV.5 that the coded property val,ues 
at test time T hours, .T + 12 hours, T + 24 hours and T + 36 hours, respect-
ivety, are in many cases significantty different. In al,l, instances where 
the property changes are significantty different between test times it was 
ascertained whether the property tends to either increase or decrease between 
successive test times. This was done by cal,cul,ating the mean coded vatue 
which occurred at the respective test times for specimens made from the three 





NJ X NK 
NI = 4 
NJ = ':1 ~· 
(the number of test times 
(the three mortar mixes) 
NK = the number of repl,ications as given 
was cal,cutated for i = 1• 2· , 3 and 4 respectivety. 
in section 2. 2. 
These mean coded val,ues 
are tabul,ated in APPENDIX V.1, Tabl,e A.V.1.1. to Tabl,e A.V.1.7. The trend 
exhibited by the mean coded val,ues between successive test times was determined 
by performing a "Linear regression anal,ysis of the mean coded val,ues against 
time. In the anal,ysis the regression coefficient (m) and the standard error 
of the regression coefficient (m') is cal,cul,ated. The trend indicated by the 
70° SAT 1C10° ~"J.4.T ~oo n"y I U;,, ·1 00° DF:Y 150° 250° 400° 
PiiDPERTY TEST 
rhx Time f')ii_x T ic:e ~1ix T.iD.e ~lix TiTTle ~-1ix TiUle ~hx Time lv1ix 
Cf\.SE 
Effect Effect Effect E ff.:?ct Effect Effect [ffect Effect Effect Effsct effect Effect Effect 
RESIDUAL COLD ;~ -~~ ;~ - ~*' ~ ~r - ~~ ~ ;~ 
LINEAR 
DEFORr-:A TI ON 
~vET i} -~~ + i~ i if- -~~ -!~ ;r 
HOT i} - -~~ t - ·}~ t ~*' - i~ t - i~ t 
COMPRESSIVE COLD {~ - -~~ t it- + ;~ t - * t * ;~ 
STRENGTH 
WET if- - -~~ t i!- i!- i} 
COLD -~r + i\- t + -l\- t -i~ ~~ 
WATER LOSS 
\.r!ET i!- if- .,~ it- if-
COLD - -~~ ~ if- if- i*" - if- ~ iE- iE-
PULSE 
VELOCITY 
~vET -~~ 'l~ i!-
.,~. ;r if- ~r 
DYNAfVliC COLD -~~ iE- '*' i!- i} -~~ ;r YOUNG Is 
MODULUS WET -~~ -~~ ;r it- ;r if- -~~ 
POISSON'S COLD -~~ + ~r l iE- iE- if- --t iE- -l~ RATIO \o/ET i~ iE- iE- iE- i~ ,~ -~~ 
L______ - -·· 
i~ Indicates that the nutt hypothesis (H
0
) is rejected. (p[H 0 ]< 0,05) ie. i~ Indicates that the effect is significant. 
TABLE IV.7: The significance of the "time effect" and the "mix effect" for the coded property 
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70° SAT 100° SAT 70° Df-\Y IIJ0° s.c::y 150° 250° 400° 
PiiOPERTY TEST 
i"lix Time >lix Tine Mix Time iVlix fVlix Time i·,lix Time rlix 
CASE 
Tirne 
Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect 
RESIDUAL COLD -~~ ~~ .,~ ~{-
LINEAR 
DEFOR~~ATION 
WET if- i~ -~~ -~~ * 
HOT - -~~ t -~~ ~~ + i~ t i} + -~~ t -~~ 
COMPRESSIVE COLD -~~ - ~r t if- ;~ ir ~r + -~~ t if- -~~ 
STRENGTH 
WET 
i(- - i~ ~ i~ - -~~ t -r.-
COLD i< ;r i~ 
WATER LOSS 
1V11ET -3(- if-
COLD -~~ i~ 
.. i} ~r if- i~ i~ •< 
PULSE 
VELOCITY 
- ·~ t 
_ i:- ~ 
WET i!-
i} 
DYNAMIC COLD -1:- if- - ·~ ~ i~ i:-
YOUNG'S ' 
MODULUS WET iE- -~~ - -1:- t -~~ - ·~ t if- i~ ;r - -~~ ~ ;r 
POISSON'S COLD -~~ if- if- --t i} if-RATIO 1!1/ET * -~~ i~ if- ;r -~~ -~~ -- - ~ --~ 
i< Indicates that the nutt hypothesis is rejected. (p[Ho]< 0,05) ie. i~ Indicates. that the effect is significant. 
TABLE IV.9: The significance of the "time effect" and the "mix effect" for the coded property vatues 
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stope of the tine of best fit through the mean coded vatues is accepted 
if 
.289. 
i.e. if the trend indicated by the worst possibte tine through the mean coded 
vatues is simitar to the trend indicated by the tine of best fit, the trend is 
accepted as significant. 
In att instances where a significant trend was found, the trend is indicated 
by an arrow in Tabte IV.3 and Tabte IV.5, viz: an arrow shown thus; t, 
indicates that the particutar property increases between successive test times, 
and an arrow shown thus; l, indicates that the particutar property decreases 
between successive test times. Tabte IV.3 and Tabte IV.5 atso indicate 
whether the coded property vatue that was determined from tests performed 
immediate"Ly that the test temperature was attained (at time T), was positive 
or negative, i.e. whether the particu"Lar property exhibits an increase or a 
reduction at time T. This is denoted by a +ve or a -ve sign. Consequent"Ly an 
arrangement shown as: 
+ * t indicates that the particu"Lar property exhibits an increase for the 
tests performed at time T, and a further increase occurs during the 
heating period. 
- ~~ t indicates that the particutar property is reduced for tests performed 
at time T, but the property increases for subsequent tests during the 
heating period. 
Mcrtar test specimens 
It is apparent from Tab"Le IV.3 that for ·mortar test specimens which remained 
fu"Lty saturated during the heating period and were tested at the respective 
test times· (T hours, T + 12 hours, T + 24 hours and T + 36 hours): 
(i) A residuat "Linear expansion occurs- for specimens tested at time T at 
0 0 temperatures of both 70 C and 100 C; the residuat expansion increases 
for specimens tested at successive times during the heating period. 
This is apparent for test specimens which were tested immediatety after 
coating as we1,1, as for test specimens which were tested after coating 
and 7 days in water. 
(ii) The compressive strength of mortar test specimens is initiatty 
reduced (i.e. at time T) for specimens heated to 1D0°C but increases 
during the heating period. The increase in compressive strength 
during the heating period is a~parent for test specimens tested 
whitst hot, for specimens tested after coating, and for specimens 
(iii) 
tested after 7 days in water. No simitar behaviour occurs for 
mortar specimens heated to 70°C. 
Both the dynamic Young's modutus and the uttrasonic putse vetocity 
of mortar test specimens is reduced for specimens heated to either 
.290. 
0 0 
70 C or 100 C and tested at time T. The reductions in these properties 
become. greater for specimens tested at the successive test times during 
the heating period. These trends are apparent for test specimens which 
were tested immediatetyafter coating as wett as for test specimens 
which were re-immersed in water for 7 days and then tested. 
(iv) The coded vatues of Poisson's ratio for mortar specimens are significant-
ty different between tests performed at the respective test times for 
specimens tested immediatety after coating from 70°C and for specimens 
which were soaked in water for 7 days after coating from 1 00°C. 
However, in both the abovementioned cases there is no trend to the 
changes which occurred, i.e. the coded vatues of Poisson's ratio are 
significantty different between certain of the test times but it 
appears that these differences are due to random wriations. 
The property changes exhibited by mortar test specimens which underwent drying 
during the heating period and were tested at the respective test times (T hours, 
T + 12 hours, T + 24 hours and T + 36 hours) are significantty different in a 
number of instances. From Tabte IV.3 two generat categories are immediatety 
apparent, viz. the property changes which occurred for test specimens which 
underwent drying at either 70°C, 100°C or 150°C, and the property changes that 
occurred for test specimens which underwent drying at either 250°C or 400°C. 
For mortar test specimens which underwent drying at either 70°C, 100°C or 150°C 
the data in Tabte IV.3 indicate that: 
(i) The compressive strength of specimens heated to either 70°C, 100°C or 
150°C and tested whitst hot is atways reduced for tests performed at 
time T. However, the compressive strength increases (with respect to 
the vatue at time T) for mortar specimens tested at the successive 
test times during the heating period when the test temperature remain-













' to that which· occurred for satura-ted specimens heated· to 1D.0°C and 
hesti{P-wliitst hot'? bof.,:z:? 4-_r.:tin;J iu :;odu~od for to!Jt., j.tOrform::~d 
.~ ' 1 ...... ~~ 1!•lerocnoc f'o.r t.t~;;c~-:r-.lv.:.l. t-..:.:;6 durl1"9 t.;.:l. h.ct.tinrJ 
;The m';rtar'•~p~cime'rf8 1t"~~i-ch iWere-;-t"est"ed'-'8fteF_co5Ving -fiamUei ther 
t 7D 0c~-1 oo~cc-s:r:15o~t t·~-vli ~~h"ith -t~Hie ts·a-n;e ut".r~C!~with~:rre9"ard=t'o tR"~~ 
f chan,ge's~:-~f ~th"'~ {/8:riius c'p-iap~rties·(b~ twe~n. succe~s:lv~:Ote~fs t&iring 
-the heat'ing· peiricidjl'\ii:Zrdch ~o:e:ru tested eithor ~:hil"li. l. ,t, ·1; ~ .o .. 
tb-: :-·.: ··.- l.y cfte.r ccmbing fro~ .. 100°C. ~ortnr to·::~t :...;...··i~-· 
qEd~· •th'~ :res{ de a "1 '-1,'i},e1ar::'con-thfctianCincfre ... as~sl~tje tt~e-etn1 "tes ts . performed 
..1,"~"" -:8-e :the·~'suc~es~5iv-e- tes't'{t"irlies iauringrtfie iheati'rig~""pe:h_ad,t -.-_ .~ ·· 
t:. :' : 1 !'i'.. .. --7.-=::ri ct the cuceoc~livo tires duri;'lO ti~ trU..;~- :1-1 'Jer~oa. 
(b) the water "Loss increases between successive tests· at the various 
ff'l·'lr'\ t:,J.·~ tr-.. md iD oxoct'\,y opno~itc to tt.!.l tr-nd oY.;,; ... i.·: 1 -
- test. times, ' 
cp:.."C\.-:..-:. tc::;tod oithc.r tmil.o: t-.ot o.r efter cooti09 fr..J~; ~ ... - ·r 
;;(cJ.::· ~h-~c.c~_f!lRr~s~~ ~~c.s_ t~e12g ~h t.~':lg,~-~se;~,_9.~}~C:.12,c.ie .. s..,.t_s ~P.e-E_~g;r:me:9 , at 
... "'' :·-_.cth~,~.u~~~s~iv_~Jdte:~.l~ . .e~~!!!e_s i.r.i..~·::eihe: c.':..o rryp=£_~s .. iv~. S..·!.:r:e~r;gtr .increases 
•-~-- ~·:·, '!".~ ~h·.r~.~p~est t_~ rihe; ~C?!l;IPX:e_s_s~~~e_. s..:t:se.f"!g~t_hJ.~t'ct~n;!:':.· T,~·~r 
\( d f -· tii8'idyna~Ic tyau .. r{~p·s Friiod-ut'us, r~rtraso.:~ici"'pJtse.,<ve"L"aci't~,- ~and ·the 
•:- ~--;. ~a "Cue t.cff"Pa·i·s-son 'sC':Jat'i'o afe-.'la"1:wcfys""lr.-r~dG'~fd rwh~e.r{•t'irsted at' tiine 
f ::::- i' y, a"nd ~tneC'.:te'C!;7C'fi'ons lfJi:ifrfesB''tprope'r-t\es 1tiecb'me1tgreater' :·for tests 
performe~ at successive test times during the heating period. 
. 0 0 
t-:r"'art'ar:::f8St'!'spFci:~eri·S'£"W!lich"'tw8.re·ic-cio"1'edo-frBmre it Ref 7D 0 _c, · 16o'?c·a:r: ~ -
f ~1- 5o0 c'l8rii:l ~~i~rrierseC! 0i'~:lwafer~forr::7ti:lays b'e'fareS"fe·sting t do ·-riot ·ai i-
hr.; :tt.ir~ ~indic'ate·>th? s-ame r:'fre~ds wi'tn rega~d:.t'o ft-tieCproperty ch"a'ri"ges which. 
-uy if"'J :-~occ'u""~red ·rci'~fth~l"'s"~b"ces-s {~~0test f t"imeJ'c~uririg'·tti8 iheaHrig·p~ricid. For 
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mortar specimens cool,ed from 70°C and immersed in waterfor 7 days 
:·oefore =tes-ting~ ti1~ csntyx-pr~P.e~ty ~h~icti'ict1a~gesf8J.gni fi~~!nt'ty ;b"S:tween 
' '· "f ""' • • r.O~ -- .. ,...,o·c ~"-.:b • • h ::-c · .. -+.: ·- Y·o-un ... g".'s-mm.to-du",·u··s-"',·· 1 t:tli_e .. ,-re .. 'du .. ct.;on ·the respective test times is· t e dynamic v ... 
~in' dynami'Ef'Yau~9'is"mciC!J-uuei tb·e~amest>greaterf far:'s'pe~ime:n~ tes t~~··at 
rs·u'c'ces's i~e{ rt~~·t'r- t' irii~PC:luring tneCfie ating'c~eri8a f tMartar-tes.._t~s~pe'cimens 
l'wtiich'' we're t~ool,e~ 11fi-om 1 00°C 0a~aMsoaKed::Ji'n w;literVf6r"'17~days Jt:Jefore 
Jif~~t'inq e'xnibftOd 'for &pecir::Jn!l tcOtud Ot ti.~ f Ot Oitho:t ~.·,G. 
4G:J°C, ~·t. t-:nd:> to inc.x-ucse during tho m oting p:lriod. ;i:- ;-- i.- · r-
l.·(a)"(~--:antincrrtase ,.i~t:t~S'i~s·i·ouat6Vi~~arPcontractiBnrtano water ~1-.oss 
.:pt·~~·b~et~e"ntsu'c~esii~~Ctest's 4:iG'~inc_f(ltnetti~at'irig piri5a ~:arid ... - -' 
r,•3:.!.1u.:·,'.. t~-~-;:.ci:- dcforrotion of r.:orter tcot opccirsn:.~ 1m :-;tc1 L. • •• -
(b) a reduction in dynamic Young's modutus and u"Ltrasonic pu"1se 
~.:poc:H~.:: t'vt ,tnDporaturt:J io w1¢Jl,y di ff6.r::mt •. h~rt~r --nrc·.-- -:. 
vel,ocity between tests performed at the var~ous t~mes dur~ng the 
co~"o.d f!':lo ?:lo-c exhibit o r.ao:..dun~ cont~actio" ~hich !"'- ~-.t . - .. ·;., 
heating period. · 
-·~·::t:.J~:;...ivc t'..:!lt'l dur1n'J the. h-J "1t :ng p::!rio-1· l!Tmr:l:J"J 11!0=":"r · 
c- .• i' · ~. f~c·.1 4 C'!Jo-C a xhibi t o r~:: >!t,.:; ', c >..iJ -:n::J ion ·r-th ii;h ~ 0 :; t'f" 1 -
The compressive strength of specimens cool,ed from 1 DO C and immersed 





never exhibit trends which are not apparent for the mortar specimens. 
The coded property values of concrete test specimens that underwent drying at 
either 250°C or 400°[ are significantty different between successive test 
times in fewer instances than for mortar specimens heated to either 250°[ or 
400°C. However, the trends exhibited by the property changes bet·ween test 
times (wherever these are significant) are identical,. to the trends which 
occurred for the corresponding property changes of mortar test specimens. 
Furthermore, it is apparent that there is a marked difference between.the 
property behaviour of concrete specimens at temperatures of either 250°C or 
0 
400 C and the property behaviour of concrete specimens at tower temperature 
tevel.,s. This was found also for the property behaviour of mortar test specimens. 
2.2 Property Changes which Occurred at Test Time T + 36 Hours, T + 36 Hours + 
1 Cycte and T + 36 Hours + 2 Cyctes 
The property changes which occurred for test specimens made from the various 
concrete mixes (mortar mixes) and tested during the heating period at T + 
36 hours, T + 36 hours+ 1 cycte and T + 36 hours+ 2 cycles, respectively, 
give an indication of the effect of temperature cycling on the property 
behaviour. Table IV. 7 illustrates the cases where the cocled property values 
of mortar test specimens are significantly different betvJeen the abovementioned 
test times. In Table IV.9 the significant cases for the coded property values 
of test specimens made from the concrete mixes are shown. 
From Tabl.,e IV. 7 it is apparent that the ceded property values of test specimens 
made from the various mortar mixes and subjected to temperature cycling are 
significantly different between successive temperature cycl.,es in very few 
instances. This is apparent al.,so for the resul.,ts shown in Tabl.,e IV.9 for 
concrete test specimens. In most instances where the coded property val.,ues are 
significantl.,y different and exhibit a trend, i.e. a trend either toward further 
property reduction or toward an increase of the particular property for tests 
performed at successive temperature cycles, the trend is usual.,ly similar to that 
exhibited during the heating period prior to the temperature cycling. However, in 
some cases coded property values for tests performerl at successive temperature 
cycles indicate a trend opposite to that exhibited by the coded property values of 
specimens tested during the heating period prior to temperature cycl.,ing, e.g. 
the dynamic Young's modulus and uttrasonic pulse velocity of saturated concrete 
test specimens cooled from 1DC°C and re-immersed in water for 7 days before 
testing. Furthermore, in many instances the coded property values are 
significantty different between successive tests but it is not possibte to 
determine any particutar trend with regard to the property changes which 
occurred. This is particutarty apparent for test specimens heated to 
temperatures of either 250°C or 4D0°C. The reason for not being abte to 
determine a trend is the fact that a definite trend cannot be obtained from 
three data points untess the three points fatt approximatety on a straight 
tine. Consequentty, the method -~~ used for determining the trend exhibited 
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by the mean coded property vatues -lH~ between the temperature cyctes, usuatl.y 
indicates that the mean coded vatues exhibit no trend. 
It does appear that the method of testing whether the mean coded val.ues exhibit 
a trend between successive temperature cyctes is too severe. However, it is 
thought that the chosen method woutd have shown the trends if the various 
properties had been affected to a sufficiently targe extent by the temperature 
cycles, e.g. if temperature cycting caused a definite progressive deterioration 
of compressive strength, this would have become apparent. In the absence of 
any such trends it is conctuded that the property changes which were determined 
from tests pe:r·formed during temperature cycting do not differ appreciabty from 
the property changes which occurred during the heating period prior to temperat-
ure cycting. Ho~ever, it must be emphasised that a dif~rent conctuSion may 
have resutted if the number of temperature cyctes was greater. 
2.3 Comparisons Between the Mean Coded Property Values of the Various Corcrete Mixes 
(Mortar Mixes) 
In the anatysis of variance reported in section 2.1 Tabte IV.3 and IV.5 the 
nu1t hypotheses regarding the "mix effect" is rejected in many instances, i.e. 
the coded property vatues of the various concrete mixes (mortar mixes) are 
significantty different. Using Tukey's method of muttipte comparisons it is 
possibte to determine whether the property change exhibited by a particutar 
concrete (mortar) mix is either tess than, greater than or equat to the property 
change which occurred for any one of the other concrete mixes (mortar mixes). 
This is done by comparing the mean coded property vatues of the respective 
concrete mixes (mortar mixes). The mean coded vatue is catcutated from the 
The method used is simitar to that exp1ained previous1y 
The mean coded property va1ues at T + 36 hours, T + 36 hours + 1 cyc1e and 
T + 36 hours+ 2 cyc1es, respective1y, are given in APPENDIX V.1, 
Tabte A.V.1.1 to Tab1e A.V.1. 7. 
I 
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coderrl val,ues at test times T hours, T + 12 hours, t + 24 hours and T + 36 hours, 
i.e. the vatue of 
r-
j NI NK 
i 2: (2:: 
l 
y. "k) 
l.J : i;;;1 k=1 "--~ ___ ..;,_ ____ _ 
NI X NK 
is cal,cutated for j = 1, 2 and 3 respectivety; where j = 1, j = 2 and j = 3 
are used to represent the three concrete mixes (mortar mixes). These mean 
coded vatues are shown in APPENDIX V.2, Tabl,e A.V.2.1 to Tabl,e A.V.2.7 for 







refer to the mean coded val,ues which occurred for a 
particutar property of the concrete mixes BCY, CCX and CCY respectivety; the 
val,ues M4 , M5 
and M
6 
are the mean coded vatues which occurred for a particul,ar 
property of the mortar mixes BMY, CMX and CMY respectivety. 
It was anticipated that by using· Tukey 1 s method of pairwise comparisons it 
coul,d be determined; 
(i) whether the:reis a significant difference between the mean coded vatues 
of test specimens made from the two concrete mixes (mortar mixes) with 
mix proportions which differed onty in the water content, viz. the 
concrete mixes BCY and CCX (the mortar mixes BMY and CMX) and 
(ii) whether there is a significant difference between the mean coded 
property val,ues of test specimens made from the two concrete mixes 
(mortar mixes) with mix proportions which differed onty in the vovumetric 
concentration of aggregate, viz. the concrete mixes CCX and CCY (the 
mortar mixes CMX and CMY). 
For both (i) and (ii) above the mean coded vatues of the various mixes are found 
significantty different in a number of instances. However, no consistent trend 
is apparent with regard to whether the mean coded property val,ues of a particut-
ar mix are generatty greater than the mean coded property vatues of another mix. 
It appears that at certain temperature l,evel,s both of the effects. (i) and (ii) 
inftuence the property behaviour whereas at other temperature tevel,s neither of 
these effects inftuenre the resutts. Since the pairwise comparisons yiel,ded no 
information, these resu"(,ts are not reported. Certain of the mt:>asured properties 
of the var1ous concrete mi~es (mortar tniXf'S) are compared graphical,l,y J.n PART V 
: DIS:CUSSION AND CONCLI.E IONS,. Atso given in PA.RT V. is a possibl,e ree~on as to 
why these resul,ts fait to yietd any concl,usive trends. 
CHAPTER 3 ANALYSIS OF PROPERTY CHANGES : THE THREE CONCRETE MIXES 
COMPARED TO THE THREE MORTAR MIXES 
The coded val,ues of residual, "Linear deformation, compressive strength, 
percentage water toss, uttrasonic putse vetocity and dynamic Yriung's 
modul,us for the three concrete mixes are compared to the coded vatues of 
these respective properties for the three mortar mixes. In order to 
compare the coded proper-cy vatues of the three concrete mixes to the 
coded property val,ues of the three mortar mixes it is necessary to 
perform an anatysis of variance to determine whether the coded property 
vatues of the six respective mixes (i.e. the three concrete and three 
mortar mixes) are at att significantty different. 
3.1 A Co~parison between the Property Changes exhibited by the Three Concrete 
Mixes and the Property Changes exhibited by the Three Mortar Mixes 
In the ana "Lysis of variance the nut t hypothesis tested is that the coded 
val,ues of a particutar property are not significantty different for test 
specimens made from the various mixes, i.e. the concrete mixes as wett as 
the mortar mixes. 
In this anatysis the "A treatment" (referring to Tabte IV.1 in CHAPTER f) 
are the various mixes, viz. six mixes and the "B treatments" i~ ·are the 
various test times at which tests were performed viz. four test times. 




one reptication for water toss, 
two reptications for the coded vatues of compressive strength, 
three reptications for the coded vatues of uttrasonic putse 
vetocity and dynamic Young's modutus. 
The nutt hypothesis is accepted if the variance ratio, F
0
, is such that 
where F0 95 = F~ • ~ (0,05) ' JU1' JU2 
~~ No hypothesis is tested for the "B treatments"; these vatues refer to the 
coded property vatues at test times T hrs, T + 12 hours, T + 24 hours and 




and ll2 are the degrees of freedom used to cal,cul,ate F0 
and for 
determining F0 , 95 from the tabl,ed val,ues of Fisher's F distribution) 
The computed val,ues of the variance ratio, F
0
, are shown in Tabl,e IV.10. 





(i) For water "!,ass: 
F0,95 = F5; 15 (0,0 5 ) 2,90 for the mix effect. 
(ii) For the coded val,ues of compressive strength; 
F0 , 95 = F5; 24 (0,05) = 2,62 for the mix effect • 
. (iii) For the coded values of ultrasonic pul,se velocity and dynamic 
Young's modul,us; 
F0 , 95 = F5 ; 48 (0,05) = 2,42 for the mix effect. 




to the val,ue of F
0 
shown in 
Tabl,e IV.10 it is possibl,e to ascertain whether the nul,t hypothesis is 
accepted or rejected. Tabl,e IV.11 shows the various cases for 111hich the 
nut"!, hypothesis is rejected, i.e. Tabte IV.11 shows whether the mix effect 
was significant. It is apparent that at al,l, test temperatures the mix 
effect is usual,l,y significant, i.e. the coded property vatues exhibited by 
the various mixes (concrete and mortar mixes) are significantly different. 
Using Tukey 1 s T method of muttipte comparisons it is possibte to determine 
whether the property changes exhibited by the various concrete mixes are 
l,ess than, greater than,or equat to the property changes exhibited by the 
various mortar mixes. This is done by comparing the mean coded prope.rty 
vatue of the various concrete mixes to the mean coded property val,ue of the 
various mortar mixes. The mean coded vatue for a particular mix is catcut-
ated from the coded vatues which occurred at test times T, T + 12 hours, 
T + 24 hours and T + 36 hours. These mean vatues are shown in APPENDIX V.2, 
Tabte A.V.2.1 to Tabte A.V.2. 7 for the various concrete mixes as wet"!, as for 
the various mortar mixes. For comparing the mean coded vatues of the three 
concrete mixes (C) to the mean coded vatues of the three mortar mixes (M), 














70° SAT ·1 00° SAT -oo nRv ( ._ _ . I 100° DRY 150° 250° 400° 
TEST r·lix Time Mix Time Mix Time Mix Time 1\'lix Time Mix Time f"lix Tire CASE Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect 
COLD 20,61 15,62 73,63 16,12 6 7' 15 15,88 17,23 18,40 24,96 15,44 19,35 8,61 17,69 17,4 7 
',·JET 19,66 12,04 190,2 31,09 34,68 1,65 7,86 12,82 19,60 1,85 91,21 0,41 24,80 12,05 
HOT 5,19 2,62 2,50 1 o, 14 4,27 6,43 5,05 41,26 2,51 2,85 4, 75 1,59 4,21 2,81 
COLD .. 2,07 7,77 2, 31 9,27 1,65 1, 98 10,84 13,04 12,54 2, 91 10,54 o, 96 29,16 9, 70 I 
WET 4, 72 8,24 6,82 4,82 1,49 2,89 14,62 11,74 9,40 2,43 33,79 3,4 7 38,09 4,65 
COLD 26,74 62,64 7,00 142,3 o, 96 9,90 6,66 1,37 2,97 5,21 
\iJET 6,88 3,68 6,30 6, 70 3,21 1, 72 11,13 o, 71 11,30 10,22 
COLD 2, 01 6,13 43,69 7,94 . 8,63 7, 85 2 9,11 26, i2 39,07 14,97 38,23 1 '92. 17,06 16,51 
WET 12,84 1, 91 24,37 2,64 12,60 2,31 31,09 1 o, 36 31,52 4, 58 117,21 8 52' I. 8,81 7,24 
COLD 24,07 6,51 1 o, 61 10,21 64,68 10,50 43,87 41,96 4,88 3,79 40,54 2' ~7 . 84' 74 16,22 
WET 3,16 14,68 12,74 9,40 102' 18 8,4 7 18,45 20,09 2 9,13 6,01 29,28 5,42 72,85 5,13 
- -· L_ -- -------- -





70° SAT 100° SAT 70° DRY 100° DRY 150° 250° 400° 
P::\OPERTY TEST rhx Time 1\<lix Time Mix Time ' 1\<lix Time ~hx Time f'1ix Time f"iix 
CASE 
Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect [ffect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect 
RESIDUAL COLD i~ i~ i~ i~ i~ i~ i} -~~ -~~ i~ i~ -~~ -~~ 
LINEAR 
DEFORMATION WET -~~ * * -~~ -~~ i~ i~ -~~ -~~ -~~ 
.. 
HOT -~~ i~ it- -~~ -~~ i~ i~ -~~ 
COMPRESSIVE COLD -~~ i~ -~~ -~~ -3~ i~ 7*" 
STRENGTH 
WET -~~ -~~ * ;~ i} -~~ -~~ -~~ -~~ -~~ 
COLD i} -~~ ;r -~~ ~~ i*' -~~ 
WATER LOSS 
-"7_ 
\:JET i} ir .;r i} ;r -~~ 
COLD ;r i~ i} -!~ -~~ .j( ;r ;r -)} ;~ ;r 
PULSE 
VELOCITY 
\vET i~ ;r i~ .j( i} -~~ -~~ i~ i~ i~ 
DYNAMIC- COLD ~~ -~~ * -~~ -~~ i~ ir ir i} * -~~ * YOUNG 1 S 
f"'ODULUS WET -~~ -~~ * -~~ -~~ i~ ;r ir -lr ir i~ ir * -
ir Indicates that the nul, 1, hypothesis (H 0 ) is rejected (p [Ho]< 0 ,OS). ie. -l< Indicates that the effect is significant. 
TABLE IV.11: The significance of the "mix effect" and the "time effect" for the coded property val,ues 





















to that which occurred for saturated specimens heated to 1DD°C and 
tested whil.,st hot. 
.291. 
(ii) The mortar specimens which were tested after coating from either 
(iii) 
0 0 0 
70 C, 100 C or 150 C att exhibit the same trend with regard to the 
changes of the various properties between successive tests during 
the heating period, viz: 
(a) the residual., tinear contraction increases between tests performed 
at the successive test times during the heating period, 
(b) the water toss increaSffi between successive tests at the various 
test times, 
(c) the compressive strength increases bet\11119en tests performed at 
the successive test times, i.e. the compressive strength increases 
with respect to the compressive strength at time T. 
(d) the dynamic Young's modutus, uttrasonic putse vetocity and the 
vatue of Poisson's ratio are atways reduced when tested at time 
T and the reductions in these properties become greater for tests 
performed at successive test times during the heating period. 
f"'ortar test E;pecimens which were coated from either 70°C, 100°C or 
150°C and immersed in water for 7 days before testing, do not att 
indicate the same trends with regard to the property changes which 
occurred at the successive test times during the heating period. For 
mortar specimens coated from 70°C and immersed in water for 7 days 
before testing, the onty property which changes significa,ntty be.tween 
the respective test times is the dynamic Young's modutus; the reduction 
in dynamic Young's modutus becomes greater for specimens tested at 
successive test times during the heating period. Mortar test specimens 
which were coated from 100°C and soaked in water for 7 days before 
testing exhibit 
(a) an increase in th8 residual., tinear contraction and water toss 
between successive tests during the heating period, and 
(b) a reduction in dynamic Young's modutus and uttrasonic putse 
vel.,ocity between tests performed at the various times during the 
heating period. 
The compressive strength of specimens coated from 100°C and immersed 
.292. 
in water for 7 days before testing is reduced for tests performed 
at time T and decreases for successive tests during the heating 
period, i.e. the reduction in compressive strength of these 
specimens becomes greater the l.,onger test specimens are heated. The 
trend exhibited by the data is exactl.,y the opposite to the trend 
exhibited by specimens which were tested either whil.,st hot at 100°[ 
or immediatel.,y after cool.,ing from 100°C. Mortar test specimens 
cool.,ed from 150°[ and immersed in water for 7 days before testing, 
al.,so indicate a further reduction in compressive strength between 
tests performed at the successive times during the heating period. 
Again this trend is exactl.,y opposite to the trend exhibited by 
0 
specimens tested either whil.,st hot or after cool.,ing from 150 c. The 
ul.,trasonic pul.,se vel.,oci ty and dynamic Young 1s modul.,us of specimens 
cool.,ed from 150°[ and immersed in water for 7 days is reduced for 
tests performed at time T and further reductions occur for successive 
tests during the heating period. The residual., l.,inear contraction and 
water toss of mortar specimens cool.,ed from 150°C and immersed in water 
for 7 days do not change significantl.,y during the heating period. 
Mortar test specimens which underwent drying at either 250°[ or 400°[ exhibit 
trends (with regard to property changes between successive tests during the 
heating period) which are not the same as those for specimens which underwent 
drying at either 70°C, 100°C or ~50°C. From Tabte IV.3 it appears that: 
(i) Mortar specimens which were tested immediatety after coating from 
either 250°[ or 400°[ exhibit a reduction in dynamic Young's modul.,us 
and uttrasonic pul.,se vel.,ocity for tests performed at time T. The 
reduction in these properties becomes greater for specimens tested at 
successive times during the heating period. The val.,ue of Poisson 1s 
ratio is decreased for specimens tested at time T at either 250°C or 
400°C, but tends to increase during the heating period. Despite the 
abovementioned simil.,arities between the property changes of mortar 
specimens heated to 250°[ and 400°[ respectivety, the behaviour of the 
residual., l.,inear deformation of mortar test specimens heated to the 
respective test temperatures is widel.,y different. Mortar specimens 
cool.,ed from 250°C exhibit a residual., contraction which increases with 
successive tests during the heating period whereas mortar specimens 
cool.,ed from 400°C exhibit a residual., expansion which increases with 
successive tests during the heating period. Furthermore, the compressive 
2. 1. 2 
strength of mortar specimens cooled from 400°C decreases for tests 
performed at successive times during the heating period whereas the 
compressive strength does not change significantly between success-
ive tests for specimens cooled from 250°C. 
(ii) Test specimens which were cooled from either 250°C or 400°C and 
.293. 
immersed in water for 7 days before testing exhibit a reduction 1n 
ultrasonic putse velocity for specimens which IABre removed from the 
furnace at time T. The reduction in putse velocity decreases between 
successive tests during the heating period, i.e. the putse velocity 
increases. This behaviour was found also for the dynamic Young's 
modulus of specimens immersed in water for 7 days after coating from 
400°C. No other trends are apparent. 
Concrete test specimens 
Table IV.5 shows the instances where the coded property values for test 
specimens made from the concrete mixes and tested after heating for T hours, 
T + 12 hours, T + 24 hours and T + 36 hours respectively, are significantly 
different. The trend exhibited by the respective properties be tween successive 
test times is also indicated, i.e. whether the property increases or decreases 
during the heating period. 
It is apparent from Table IV.5 that for the concrete test specimens which 
remained fully saturated ate ither 70°C or 
specimens which underwent drying at either 
0 
100 C, as welt as for concrete 
0 0 0 
70 C, 100 Cor 150 C, and were tested 
at T hours, T + 12 hours, T + 24 hours and T + 36 hours respectively, the trends 
exhibited by the various properties are usually exactly similar to the trends 
exhibited by the corresponding property of the mortar test specimens (given in 
Table IV.3). In a few instances the property changes which occurred for test 
specimens made from the mortar mixes are significantly different between the 
test times whereas the corresponding property changes which occurred for test 
specimens made from the concrete mixes are not significantly different between 
test times. This occurred for the compressive strength and ultrasonic pulse 
velocity of specimens which underwent drying at 70°C and were cooled and immersed 
in water for 7 days before testing: the compressive strength increases and 
pulse velocity decreases for mortar test specimens which were tested at various 
times during the heating period whereas the property changes which occurred for 
the concrete test specimens are not significantly different between test times. 
Of particular interest, though, is the fact that the concrete test specimens 
.294. 
never exhibit trends which are not apparent for the mortar specimens. 
The coded property va~ues of concrete test specimens that underwent drying at 
either 250°C or 400°C are significant~y different between successive test 
times in fewer instances than for mortar specimens heated to either 250°C or 
400°C. However, the trends exhibited by the property changes between test 
times (wr.erever these are significant) are identica~ to the trends which 
occurred for the corresponding property changes of mortar test specimens. 
Furthermore, it is apparent that there is a marked difference between the 
property behaviour of concrete specimens at temperatures of either 250°C or 
0 
400 C and the property behaviour of concrete specimens at ~ower temperature 
~eve~s. This was found a~so for the property behaviour of mortar test specimens. 
2.2 Property Changes which Occurred at Test Time T + 36 Hours, T + 36 Hours + 
1 Cycle and T + 36 Hours + 2 Cycles 
The property changes which occurred for test specimens made from the various 
concrete mixes (mortar mixes) and tested during the heating period at T + 
36 hours, T + 36 hours + 1 cycLe and T + 36 hours + 2 cycLes, respectively, 
give an indication of the effect of temperature cycLing on the property 
behaviour. Tab~e IV. 7 it tus trates the cases where the coued property vatues 
of mortar test specimens are significantLy different between the abovementioned 
test times. In Tab~e IV.9 the significant cases for the coded property va~ues 
of test specimens made from the concrete mixes are shovm. 
From TabLe IV. 7 it is apparent that the ceded property vatues of test specimens 
made from the various mortar mixes and subjected to temperature cycLing are 
significantLy different be tween successive temperature cycLes in very few 
instances. This is apparent atso for the resutts shown in TabLe IV.9 for 
concrete test specimens. In most instances where the coded property vatues are 
significantly different and exhibit a trend, i.e. a trend either toward further 
property reduction or toward an increase of the particuLar property for tests 
performed at successive temperature cyctes, the trend is usuaLLy simiLar to that 
exhibited during the heating period prior to the temperature cycting, However, in 
some cases coded property va~ues for tests-performed at successive temperature 
cyc~es indicate a trend opposite to thai exhibited by ihe coded property vaLues of 
specimens tested during the heating period prior to temperature cycting, e.g. 
the dynamic Young's moduLus and uttrasonic putse vetocity of saturated concrete 
test specimens cooLed from 1DC°C and re-immersed in water for 7 days before 
testing. Furthermore, in many instances the coded property vaLues are 
/ 
significant~y different between successive tests but it is not possib~e to 
determine any p~rticu~ar trend with regard to the property changes which 
occurred. This is particu~ar~y apparent for test specimens heated to 
temperatures of either 250°C or 400°C. The reason for not being ab~e to 
determine a trend is the fact that a definite trend cannot be obtained from 
three data points un~ess the three points fa~~ approximate~y on a straight 
~ine. Consequent~y, the method * used for determining the trend exhibited 
.295. 
by the mean coded property va~ues between the temperature cyc~es, usua~ ~y 
indicates that the mean coded va"J.,ues exhibit no trend. 
It does appear that the method of testing whether the mean coded va~ues exhibit 
a trend be tween successive temperature cyc"J.,es is too severe. However, it is 
thought that the chosen method wou"J.,d have shown the trends if the various 
properties had been affected to a sufficient~y "Large extent by the temperature 
cyc"J.,es, e.g. if temperature cyc"J.,ing caused a definite progressive deterioration 
of compressive strength, this wou"J.,d have become apparent. In the absence of 
any such trends it is conc~uded that the property changes which were determined 
from tests performed during temperature cyc"J.,ing do not differ appreciab~y from 
the property changes which occurred during the heating period prior to temparat-
ure cyc~ing. Ho~ever, it must be emphasised that a different conc~uSion may 
have resu~ted if the number of temperature cyc"J.,es was greater. 
2.3 Comparisons Between the Mean Coded Property Va"J.,ues of the Various Corcrete Mixes 
(Mortar Mixes) 
In the ana"J.,ysis of variance reported in section 2.1 Tab~e IV.3 and IV.5 the 
nuLl., hypotheses regarding the "mix effect" is rejected in many instances, i.e. 
the coded property va"J.,ues of the various concrete mixes (mortar mixes) are 
significant"Ly different. Using Tukey 's method of mu"J.,tip"J.,e comparisons it is 
possib"J.,e to determine whether the property change exhibited by a particu"Lar 
concrete (mortar) mix is either tess than, greater than or equaL to the property 
change which occurred for any one of the other concrete mixes (mortar mixes). 
This is done by comparing the mean coded property va"J.,ues of the respective 
concrete mixes (mortar mixes). The mean coded va~ue is aa~cu~ated from the 
The method used is simitar to that exp~ained previous~y 
The ITB.an coded property va~ues at T + 36 hours, T + 36 hours + 1 cyc"Le and 
T + 36 hours+ 2 cyc"J.,es, respectivety, are given in APPENDIX V.1, 
Tab"J.,e A.V.1.1 to Tab"J.,e A.V.1. 7. 
• 296. 
codeel va"[,ues at test times T hours, T + 12 hours, t + 24 hours and T + 36 hours, 
i.e. the va"[,ue of 
r- l I NI ,NK 
il: (I: y. "k) 
l_i.,1 k:::1 lJ 
NI X NK 
is ca1,cu1,ated for j ::: 1, 2 and 3 respectivety; ~here j ::: 1, j ::: 2 and j ::: 3 
are used to represent the three concrete mixes (mortar mixes). These mean 
coded va"[,ues are shown in APPENDIX V.2, Tab"[,e A.V.2.1 to Tab"[,e A.V.2. 7 for 







refer to the mean coded vatues which occurred for a 
particu"[,ar property of the concrete mixes BCY, CCX and CCY respectivety; the 
va"[,ues M4 , M5 
and M
6 
are the mean coded va"[,ues which occurred for a particu"[,ar 
property of the mortar mixes BMY, CMX and CMY respectivety. 
It was anticipated that by using Tukey's method of pairwise comparisons it 
cou"[,d be determined; 
(i) whether thereis a significant difference between the mean coded va"[,ues 
of test specimens made from the two concrete mixes (mortar mixes) with 
mix proportions which differed on"[,y in the water content, viz. the 
concrete mixes BCY and CCX (the mortar mixes BMY and CMX) and 
(ii) whether there is a significant difference between the mean coded 
property va"[,ues of test specimens made from the two concrete mixes 
(mortar mixes) with mix proportions which differed on"[,y in the vo1;.umetric 
concentration of aggregate, viz. the concrete mixes CCX and CCY (the 
mortar mixes CMX and CMY). 
For both (i) and (ii) above the mean coded va"[,ues of the various mixes are found 
significantty different in a number of instances. However, no consistent trend 
is apparent with regard to whether the mean coded property va"[,ues of a particut-
ar mix are genera1,1,y greater than the mean coded property va"[,ues of another mix. 
It appears that at certain temperature "[,eve"[,s both of the effects (i) and (ii) 
inf"[,uence the property behaviour whereas at other temperature "[,eve"[,s neither of 
these effects inftuenre the resu"[,ts. Since the pairwise comparisons yie"[,ded no 
information, these resul;.ts are not reported. Certain of the mt:Jasureod properties 
of the var1ous concrete mi~es (mortar tnixes) are compared graphica1,1,y 1n PART V 
: DISCUSSION AND CDNCLw IONS.. Auso· given in PART V. is .a possibte reason as to 
why these resu"[,ts fait to yie"[,d any conctusive trends. 
CHAPTER 3 ANALYSIS OF PROPERTY CHANGES : THE THREE CONCRETE MIXES 
COMPARED TO THE THREE MORTAR MIXES 
The coded va"Lues of residua"L "Linear deformation, compressive strength, 
percentage water "Loss, u"Ltrasonic pu"Lse ve1,ocity and dynamic Young's 
modu"Lus for the three concrete mixes are compared to the coded va"Lues of 
these respective properties for the three mortar mixes. In order to 
compare the coded proper"ty va"Lues of the three concrete mixes to the 
coded property va"Lues of the three mortar mixes it is necessary to 
perform an ana"Lysis of variance to determine whether the coded property 
va"Lues of the six respective mixes (i.e. the three concrete and three 
mortar mixes) are at a"L"L significant"Ly different. 
3.1 A Corr.parison between the Property Changes exhibited by the Three Concrete 
Mixes and the Property Changes exhibited by the Three Mortar Mixes 
In the ana"Lysis of variance the nu1,1, hypothesis tested is that the coded 
va"Lues of a particu"Lar property are not significant"Ly different for test 
specimens made from the various mixes, i.e. the concrete mixes as we"L"L as 
the mortar mixes. 
In this ana"Lysis the 11 A treatment" (referring to Tab1,e IV.1 in CHAPTER t) 
are the various mixes, viz. six mixes and the "B treatments" ~~are the 
various test times at which tests were performed viz. four test times. 




one rep"Lication for water toss, 
two rep"Lications for the coded va"Lues of compressive strength, 
three rep"Lications for the coded va1,ues of u"Ltrasonic pu"Lse 
ve"Locity and dynamic Young's modu"Lus. 
The nu"L"L hypothesis is accepted if the variance ratio, F
0
, is such that 
where FO 95 = Fd • d (0,05) 
, JU1' JU2 
-1} No hypothesis is tested for the 11 B treatments"; these va"Lues refer to the 
coded property va"Lues at test times T hrs, T + 12 hours, T + 24 hours and 




and ll2 are the degrees of freedom used to catcutate F0 
and for 
determining F0 , 95 from the tabted vatues of Fisher's F distribution) 
The computed vatues of the variance ratio, F
0
, are shown in Tabte IV.10. 





(i) For water toss: 
F0 , 95 :::: F5; 15 (0,05) ::: 2,90 for the mix effect. 
(ii) For the coded vatues of compressive strength; 
F0 , 95 ::: F5; 24 (0,05) ::: 2,62 for the mix effect. 
(iii) For the coded values of ultrasonic pulse vetocity and dynamic 
Young's modutus; 
::: F5 • 48 (0,05) 
. ' 
2,42 for the mix effect. 




to the vatue of F
0 
shown in 
Tabte IV.10 it is possibte to ascertain whether the nutt hypothesis is 
accepted or rejected. Tabte IV.11 shows the various cases for 111hich the 
nutt hypothesis is rejected, i.e. Table IV.11 shows whether the mix effect 
was significant. It is apparent _that at att test temperatures the mix 
effect is usuatty significant, i.e. the coded property vatues exhibited by 
the various mixes (concrete and mortar mixes) are significantly different. 
Using Tukey's T method of muttipte comparisons it is possibte to determine 
whether the property changes exhibited by the various concrete mixes are 
tess than, greater than,or equat to the property changes exhibited by the 
various mortar mixes. This is done by comparing the mean coded prope.rty 
vatue of the various concrete mixes to the mean coded property vatue of the 
various mortar mixes. The mean coded vatue for a particutar mix is catcut-
ated from the coded vatues which occurred at test times T, T + 12 hours, 
T + 24 hours and T + 36 hours. These mean vatues are shown in APPENDIX V.2, 
Tabte A.V.2.1 to Tabte A.V.2.7 for the various concrete mixes as wett as for 
the various mortar mixes. For comparing the mean coded vatues of the three 
concrete mixes (C) to the mean coded vatues of the three mortar mixes (M), 














70° SAT ·1 00° SAT -oo nRv ( L! I 100° DRY 150° 250° 400° 
TEST 
r·lix Time Mix Time Mix Time Mix Time fvlix Time Mix Time Mix Tirr:e CASE Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect 
COLD 20,61 15,62 73,63 16,12 67,15 15,88 17,23 18,40 24,96 15,44 19,35 8,61 17,6 9 17,4 7 
'>"JET 19,66 12,04 190,2 31,09 34,68 1,65 7,86 12,82 19,60 1,85 91,21 0,41 24,80 12,05 
HOT 5,19 2,62 2,50 1 o, 14 4,27 6,43 5,05 41,26 2,51 2,85 4' 75 1,59 4,21 2,81 
COLD - 2,07 7, 77 2 '31 9,2 7 1,65 1, 98 1 o, 84 13,04 12,54 2, 91 10,54 o, 96 29,16 9,70 
WET 4, 72 8,24 6,82 4,82 1,49 2,89 14,62 11,74 9,40 2,43 33,79 3,4 7 38,09 4,65 
COLD 26,74 62,64 7,00 142,3 o, 96 9,90 6,66 1,37 2,97 5,21 
VJET 6,88 3,68 6,30 6,70 3,21 1, 72 11,13 o, 71 11,30 10,22 
COLD 2, 01 6,13 43,69 7, 94 . 8,63 7, 85 2 9,11 26,72 39,07 14,97 38,23 1, 92. 17,06 16,51 
I 
WET 12,84 1' 91 24,37 2,64 12,60 2,31 31,09 1 o, 36 
I 
31,52 4,58 117,21 8 52' ,_ 8,81 7,24 
COLD 24,07 6,51 1 o, 61 10,21 64,68 10,50 43,87 41,96 4,88 3,79 40,54 2,:;17. 84' 74 16,22 
WET 3,16 14,68 12,74 9,40 102,18 8,4 7 18,45 20,09 29,13 6, 01 29,28 5,42 72,85 s, 13 j 
- - L__ __ ~--- ----~------ - - -- - --





70° SAT 100° SAT 70° DRY 100° DRY 150° 250° 400° 
P::\OPERTY TEST 
~1ix Time ~lix Time Mix Time '· l'"lix Time ~1ix Time Mix Time f"lix 
CASE Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effe_ct [ffect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect 
RESIDUAL COLD * -~~ -~~ -~~ -~~ -~~ .;~ -~~ i!- .;• -~~ -1!- -~~ 
LINEAR 
DEFORMATION 
WET .;. i!- -~· i~ -~~ .;~ -~~ i!- -~~ -~· 
HOT -~· * i~ -~· -~~ ?!- -!!- i!-' 
COMPRESSIVE COLD * i. i!- i!- ~~ ~~ 7*-
STRENGTH 
WET -~· .;. * i!- i} -~~ i!- -~· -~· i!-
COLD i} i!- ~( -~· 1f ~( if-
WATER LOSS 
·-:7-.. 
\:JET ~:r -~~ .;(- if- -l!- -~· 
COLD i} i} {} i!- i!- ~*' if- i( if- .;• i!-
PULSE 
VELOCITY 
\vET ?~ 1( i!- i} i} -~~ i~ -~· -~· -~· 
DYNAMIC- COLD ~r i} .;. i!- i!- .;~ i!- -l~ ;~ * -~· i!-YOUNG 1 S 
MODULUS WET -l!- .;~ * * -l!- -l. if- i!- -l!- -l!- i!- i!- i!-
-1!- Indicates that the nu"L"L hypothesis (H 0 ) is rejected (p [H 0 ]< 0,05). ie. i!- Indicates that the effect is significant. 
TABLE IV.11: The significance of the "mix effect" and the "time effect" for the coded property vatues 




















where; c 1, 
a particul..ar 
ivel..y, and 
c1 + c2 + c3 
3 
M4 + M5 + M6 
3 




mean coded val..ues of a particul..ar property at 
the concrete mixes BCY, CCX and CCY respect-
M4 , M5 and M6 are the mean coded val..ues of a particul..ar property at a 
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particul..ar test temperature, for the mortar mixes BMY, CMX and CMY,.respectivel..y. 





'\. J (for one repl..ication) 
a: 
qi; IJ(K-1) J MSe • ..IK (for more than one rep'Lication) 
I == 6; I is the number of 'Level.,s of "A treatments" (the totai 
nurrber of mixes) 
J ::: 4; J is the number of l.,!;!ve'Ls of "B treatments" (the number 
of test times) 
K the number of rep'Lications of treatments 
a: ::: 0,05; a: is the probabi'Lity of incorrectl..y rejecting the 
nu'L'L hypothesis 
q == the va'Lue at the a: significance 'Level of the Studentized 
range (for the appropriate degrees of freedom) 
MSe is the error mean square 
The cal.,cul..ated val.,ues of Tukey's coefficient are tabul.,ated * in Tabl.,e IV.12 
and the resu'Lts of the mul..tip'Le comparisons are given in Tabl..e IV.13. The 
notation used in Tab'Le IV.13 is as fol..l.,ows: 
(i) C < M indicates that the property change was positive and the 
mean coded va'Lues of the concrete mixes are tess than the mean 
coded va'Lues of the mortar mixes. 
* Val.,ues are on'Ly given for the cases in which the anal.,ysis of variance 
indicated significant differences. 
COEFFICIENT TEST CALCULATED VALUE OF TUKEY'S COEFFICIENT FOR MULTIPLE COMPARISONS 
PROPERTY CALCULATED CASE 100° DRY 250° FROM 70° SAT 100° SAT 70° DRY 150° 400° 
RESIDUAL 
·~ COLD 0,038 0,032 0,046 0,130 0,152 0,104 0,500 
LINEAR 4 59 J MSe 
DEFORMATION , 4 0,038 o, 019 0,045 0,077 WET 0,058 0,222 0,664 
HOT 
2,80 3,16 2,82 4, 70 3, 76 
COMPRESSIVE 4,37 J M~e COLD 2,84 4,40 3,93 3,23 STRENGTH 
WET 3,56 3,19 4,37 2,98 5,65 2, 73 2,15 
4 59 J MSe COLD 4,53 5,45 9,4 7 5,28 5,30 WATER LOSS , 4 
WET 1,24 1,12 2,63 1, 76 1 ,4 7 
PULSE 5 05 J MSe COLD 90,0 152,0 80,0 128,0 164,0 204,0 
VELOCITY , 12 97,0 11 o, 0 94,0 134,0 126 ,o 78,0 114,0 WET 
DYNAMIC 
5 05 J MSe COLD 1,06 1 ,4 7 1, 57 1, 70 1,80 2,30 2,57 YOUNG'S , 12 
MODULUS WET 1,23 1,44 1, 72 1,44 1,58 1,53 2,21 
--- ._ 
i~ MSe is the mean square error. 
TABLE IV.12: The ca~cu~ated va~ues of Tukey's coefficient for a comparison between the mean coded property 










70° SAT 100° SAT 70° DRY 100° DRY 150° 250° 400° 
·-
RESIDUAL COLD C < M C ( M lei< IMI lei< IMI lei< !MI ld < IMI C < M 
·-· LINEAR 
DEFORMATION WET C < M C < M lei < IMI lei< IMI lei= IMI C < M C < M 
HOT lei:: IMI lei = IMI lei= IMI lei= IMI C = M C = M lei= IMI 
COMPRESSIVE COLD Jcl = IMI lei= IMI C = M lei= IMI C > M lei= IMI lei< IMI STRENGTH 
WET lei= IMI lei= IMI Jcl = IMI lei= IMI lei= IMI lei= IMI lei< IMI 
COLD C = M C = M e = M C = M e = M 
WATER LOSS 
WET C = M e = M e = M C = M C = M 
PULSE 
COLD lei:: IMI lei< IMI lei :: IMI lei< IMI lei< IMI lei< IMI lei< IMI 
VELOCITY 
~vET lei= IMI lei< IMI lei= IMI lei < IMI lei < IMI lei < IMI lei= IMI 
DYNM~I C COLD lei = IMI lei:: IMI lc! = IM! lei= IMI lei= IMI lei > IMI lei> IMI 
YOUNG'S 
lei = IMI lei:: IMI MODULUS ~JET lei= IMI jcl = IMI lei< IMI lei< IMI lei:: IMI 
·- .. 
[
e1 + C2 + C3J [M4 + Ms + M6l 
e = 
3 
and M = 3 ~ 
TABLE IV.13: The resutts of comparisons between the mean coded property vatues of the three concrete 










(ii) Jc/ < /Mf indicates that the property change was negative and that 
the mean coded vatues for the concrete mixes are greater than the 
mean coded va"\,ues for the mortar mixes. 
It is apparent from Tabte IV.13 that for test specimens which remained 
fu1,1,y saturated during the heating period: 
(i) The residua"\, tinear expansion exhibited by concrete test specimens 
heated to either 70°C or 1D0°C is tess than the residua"\, expansion 
which occurred for mortar test specimens at these temperature "\,eve"\,s. 
This occurred for test specimens which were tested immediate"\,y after 
coating as we"\,1, as for specimens which were coated and re-immersed in 
water for 7 days before testing. 
(ii) The reduction in compressive strength of concrete test specimens at 
either 70°C or 100°C is not significantty different from the reduct-
ion in compressive strength of the mortar test specimens at these 
temperature "\,evets. This is apparent for test specimens tested whitst 
hot, for test specimens tested after coating and for test specimens 
tested after coating and 7 days in water. 
(iii) The reduction in u"\,trasonic pu"\,se ve"\,ocity of concrete test specimens 
heated to 70°C is not significant"\,y different from the change in 
uttrasonic pu"\,se ve"\,ocity, which occurred for mortar test specimens 
heated to 70°C. However, mortar test specimens heated to 100°C 
exhibit greater reduction in pu"Lse ve"\,ocity than concrete test 
specimens heated to 1DD°C, both for specimens tested immediatety 
after coating and for test specimens which were re-immersed in water 
for 7 days before testing. 
(iv) The dynamic Young's modutus of both concrete and mortar test specimens 
is atways reduced at temperatures of either 70°C or 100°C. The change 
in dynamic Young's modutus for concrete specimens is simitar to the 
change which occurred for mortar test specimens. This is apparent 
for specimens tested immediatety after coating as wet 1, as for speci-
mens tested after coating and 7 days in water. 
It appears from the above resutts that the coarse aggregate did not inftuence 
the reduction of either compressive strength, uttrasonic pu"\,se ve"\,ocity or 
dynamic Young's modu"\,us of concrete test specimens. The_fact that the mortar 
test specimens exhibit greater residua"\, expansion than concrete specimens may 
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be an indication that the observed property changes occurred as a resutt 
of either a chemicat change within the mortar (i.e. within the cement phase)_ 
or a physicat change caused by cement/fine aggregate interaction {i.e. a 
change caused by the difference in the thermat expansion coefficients of 
these constituents}. 
The resutts shown in Table IV.13 for test specimens that underwent drying 
indicate that: 
(i} The residual linear contraction exhibited by test specimens which 
were tested immedia·bety after coating from either 70°C, 100°C, 
150°C or 250°C is always tess for concrete specimens than for 
specimens made from the mortar mixes. Test specimens which under-
went drying at 400°C and were tested immediately after cooling 
exhibit a residual expansion; the ~esiduat expansion of test 
specimens made from the mortar mixes is greater than the residual 
expansion of test specimens made from the concrete mixes. The 
test specimens which were cooled from either 70°C, 1D0°C or 150°C 
and immersed in water for 7 days before testing always exhibit a 
residual contraction. The residual contraction of mortar test 
specimens cooled from either 70°C or 1D0°C is greater than the 
residual contraction of concrete specimens cooled from these temp-
erature tevets. However, for test specimens cooled from 150°C and 
immersed in water for 7 days the ~sidual contraction of mortar 
specimens is not significantly different from the residual contract-
ion of concrete specimens. fest specimens which were cooled from 
either 250°[ or 400°C and immersed in water for 7 days before testing 
exhibit a residual expansion. This residual expansion is greater for 
mortar test specimens that for concrete test specimens. Consequently, 
it appears that the residual linear deformation of the concrete test 
specimens is dominated by the residual linear deformation which 
occurred for the mortar. 
(ii) At att temperatu±e tevets, the percentage water toss of the concrete 
test specimens is not significantly different from the percentage 
water toss of the mortar test specimens.· This occurred for specimens 
which were tested immediately after cooling and for specimens which 
were tested after 7 days immersion in water. 
(iii) The compressive strength of test specimens heated to either 70°C, 
1D0°C, 150°C, 250°C or 400°C, and tested either whilst hot, after 
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coating or after 7 days in water is usual, ty reduced. The reduction 
in compressive strength of mortar test specimens is a"Lways greater 
than, or equal, to, the reduction in compressive strength of concrete 
test specimens. In some instances, the compressive strength of test 
specimens increases; in these cases the increase in compressive 
strength of the mortar test specimens was not significantty different 
from the increase in compressive strength of the concrete specimens. 
(iv) ThE uttrasonic pul,se vel,ocity of heated test specimens is atways 
l,cwer than the putse ve"Locity of unheated specimens. Mortar test 
specimens which were tested immediatety after coating exhibit greater 
reductions in pulse vel,ocity than concrete specimens. This coul,d 
have occurred as a resu"Lt of the greater water "Loss (absol,ute water 
toss, not percentage water toss) of the mortar test specimens. 
However, mortar test specimens which were re-immersed in water for 
7 days before testing a"Lso exhibit greater reductions in pul,se 
vel,ocity than concrete test specimens which underwent simitar treat-
ment. 
(v) The dynamic Young's modul,us of test specimens which remained futty 
saturated at either 70°C or 100°[ is al,ways reduced. The reduction 
in dynamic Young's modu"Lus for concrete test specimens is not 
signi ficantty different from the reduction in dynamic Young 1 s modutus 
of mortar test specimens, both for test specimens which were coated 
before testing and for test specimens which were coated and immersed 
in water for 7 days before testing. Concrete test specimens which 
0 0 0 
underwent drying at either 70 C, 100 C or 150 C and were tested after 
coating, exhibit reductions in dynamic Young's modul,us which are 
simi"Lar to the reductions exhibited by mortar test specimens. However, 
concrete specimens tested after coating from either 250°C or 400°C 
exhibit greater reductions in dynamic Young's modul,us than mortar test 
specimens. The reduction in dynamic Young's modutus of concrete test 
specimens coated from any of the various temperature "Levels and 
immersed in water for 7 days be fore testing, is never greater than 
the reduction in dynamic Young's modutus of mortar specimens that 
underwent simi"Lar treatment. 
The above resutts do not indicate conctusivel,y that the property reduction 
which occurred for the various concrete mixes is entirety due to changes which 
o~curred within the mortar. However, the data does suggest that the presence 
of coarse aggregate is not necessari"Ly detrimental, to the property behaviour 
of concrete at etevated temperatur.es. 
3.2 A Corr.parison between the Property Changes exhibited by the Three Concrete 
Mixes and the Property Changes exhibited by the Three Mortar Mixes during 
the Temperature Cycting Period 
An anatysis simitar to that reported in section 3.1 is performed on the 
coded vatues exhibited by the concrete and mortar test specimens which 
were subjected to temperature cycting. For a particutar property deter-
mined on test specimens at a particutar temperature, the nutt hypothesis 
is that the coded vatues do not differ significantty for the various mixes. 
The "A treatments" (referring to Tabte IV.1 in CHAPTER 1) are the various 
mixes, viz. six mixes, and the "B treatments"~~ are the test times viz. 
three test times. The reptications are as given in section 3.1. 
The nutt hypothesis is accepted if the variance ratio, F
0
, is such that: 
where FO 95 = Fd • d (0,05) 
' 101' 102 





from tabted vatues of Fisher's F distribution) 
The computed vatillE of the variance ratio, F
0
, are shown in Tabte IV.14. 





For the water toss; 
F 0,95 = F 10 
(0,05) 3,33 for the mix effect. 
5· ,
For the coded vatues of compressive strength; 
Fo ,95 = F5· 18 
(0,05) = 2, 77 for the mix effect. , 
For the coded vatues of uttrasonic putse vetocity and dynamic 
Young 1 s modutus; 





(0,05) = 2,49 for the mix effect. , 
Comparing the respective vatues of F0 , 95 
to the values of F0 shown in 
Tabte IV.14, it is possibte to ascertain whether the nutt hypothesis is 
~~ No hypothesis is tested for the 11 B treatments"; these va"Lues refer to 
the coded property vatues at T + 36 hrs, T + 36 hrs + 1 cycte and T + 36 





















70° SAT 100° SAT 70° DRY 1 00° DRY 150° 250° 
Mix Tir:1e il'iix Time Mix Time fvlix Time P·lix Time ~1ix Time 
Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect 
23,74 0,85 197,7 7, 04 . 34,64 3,18 337 ,B B,DD 105,9 1,44 45,65 
2,85 3,62 55,99 0,53 7' 98 1,55 45,07 0,04 43, DB 3,24 73,90 
6,41 1,55 2,64 6,64 1,43 4,36 1, 06 o, 72 6,16 1, 99 24,43 
1,43 1 '78 2,11 2,66 9,48 o, 85 12,35 1,4.0 1, 92 4, 94 14,78 
2,79 2,61 5,46 3,16 1, 21 1,37 5,64 3,06 9,68 2,81 2 7, 84 
33,04 8,48 14,4 9 6,56 4,59 o, 6 7 o, 38 
17,70 1,05 17' 97 1,02 8,20 0,22 32,23 
0,57 o, 63 33,25 o, 91 37,34 . 0,09 41,15 2' 71 56,25 0,09 13,07 
6,28 o, 63 27,43 2, 76 6' 78 2,02 97,18 7' 40 31 ,4 3 o, 2 7 25,41 
14' 36 1, 04 9,34 2,39 32,20 o, 74 103,29 2,4 7 B, 17 o,58 38,25 
5,13 0,62 14,64 8,44 6 9, 60 o, 59 19,46 2,13 13,22 1, 79 66,59 
-~- __J-
TABLE IV.14: Catcutated vatues of the variance ratio (F
0
) for the coded property vatues of 



































2, 91 1 
2,42 J 
2 60 l 
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accepted or rejected. Tabte IV.15 ittustrates the various cases for which 
the nutt hypothesis is rejected, i.e. whether the coded vatues exhibited 
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by the six mixes (the three concrete and three mortar mixes) are significantty 
different. 
It is par~icutarty noticeabte from Tabte IV.15 that the 'mix effect' is 
usuatty significant, i.e. the coded property v atues of the various mixes 
(concrete and mortar mixes) usuatty differ significantty. It is possibte 
to determine whether the property changes exhibited by the \.Srious concrete 
mixes are tess than, greater than or equat to the property changes which 
occurred for the various mortar mixes. This is done by catcutating the mean 
coded property vatues of each mix from the coded vatues at test times T + 
36 hours, T + 36 hours + 1 cycte and T + 36 hours + 2 cyctes. The mean 
coded property vatues of the concrete mixes is compared to the mean coded 
vatues -l~ of the mortar mixes using Tukey 1s method as in section 3.1. 
The catcutated va"Lues of Tukey's coefficient are tabutated in Tabte IV.16 
and the resutts of the comparison between the property changes which occurred 
for the three concrete mixes and the property changes which occurred for the 
three mortar mixes, are shown ln Tabte IV.1L The notation used in Tabte IV.17 
is simitar to that in section 3.1. 
It is apparent from Tab"Le IV.17 that the resutts of the comparisons between 
the property changes which occurred for the concrete mixes and the property 
changes which occurred for the various mortar mixes, are atmost exactty 
identica"L to the comparisons reported in section 3.1. Of particutar interest 
. are the property changes which occurred for compressive strength, uttrasonic 
putse ve"Locity and dynamic Young's mbdu"Lus: in atmost every instance the 
property change which occurred for the mortar test specimens is greater than, 
or equa"L to, the property change which occurred for concrete test specimens. 
The exception to this was the change in dynamic Young's modutus of test speci-
mens coo "Led from either 250°C or 400°C.; In these two cases the concrete test 
specimens exhibit a greater reduction in dynamic Young's modutus than the 
mortar test specimens. A simitar trend was found in section 3.1 for the 
dynamic Young's modutus of specimens tested immediatety after coating from 
either 250°C or 400°C. 
{~ The mean coded vatues of the three concrete mixes (mortar mixes) are given 













70° Sf,T 100° SAT 70° DRY 100° DRY 150° 250° 400° ' 
TEST 
Mix Time Mix Tifl'.e Mix Time fvlix Ti;ne 1·lix Time Mix T ir1e fvlix Time 
CASE Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect 
COLD ~~ ~*' ~*" .;~ i} 7( * ~~ .;r if- ~~ 
l.VET -ll- * -l!- -ll- -~~ -~~ -ll-
HOT -ll- ;~ -~~ -~~ -l!- -l!-
COLD -~~ i( -~~ il- -l!- -~~ 
WET i!- -l!- .;~ i} i!- -l!-
COLD ~~- -~~ i!- -)( -l!-
~-JET .;r if- -3( * -l!-
COLD if. ,~ il- il- .;r i!- -~~ 
WET i!- -l!- -l< i!- -~~ -l!- i!- -l!-
COLD i( -~~ i} -r~ -r~ -ll- -~~ -~~ i~ 
WET -l!- -ll- ;r .;r if. ;r i!- -l!- -~~ 
1--
* Indicates the the nu"L"L hypothesis (H 0 ) is rejected. (p[l-lo]< 0,05) ie. ~~- Indicates that the effect is significant. 
TABLE.IV.15: The significance of the "mix effect" and the "time effect" for the coded property va"Lues 






COEFFICIENT TEST CALCULATED VALUE OF TUKEY'S COEFFICIENT FOR MULTIPLE COMPARISONS 
PROPERTY CALCULATED CASE 100° SAT 70° DRY 100° DRY 150° 250° 400° FRm~ . 70° SAT 
RESIDUAL 
4~ 91 J M~e4~ COLD 0,055 0,025 0,097' 0,051 0,106 0,113 1 '04 LINEAR 
rEFORMATION WET 0,042 0,136 0,053 0,014 0,254 o, 791 
HOT 3,66 5,19 3,36 4,35 
COMPRESSIVE 4 49 J MSe COLD 2,66 4,49 3,1 ! 3,36 4,37 STRENGTH , 6 
WET 3,32 3,96 5,41 5,05 3,00 5,36 
4, 91 J M~e COLD 4,30 4,16 4, 36 ' WATER LOSS 
I WET 1,23 0,66 2,56 1,41 1,41 
I 
PULSE 
5,16 J M~e COLD 116,1 102,6 ?'4' 1 99,4 243,6 231,0 I I VELOCITY WET 91 '7 100,3 166,4 65,0 146,3 59,6 233,7 I 
DYNAMIC COLD 1,42 1 ,4 7 2,57 1,30 1, 94 2,4 7 2,93 I 
YOUNG'S 5 16 J MSe 
MODULUS 
, 9 
WET 1,66 1,46 2,26 1, 91 2,50 1, 34 1, 73 
* MS~ is the mean square error. 
TABLE IV.16: The catcutated vatues of Tukey 1s coefficient for a comparison between the mean coded property 
vatues of the three concrete mixes and the mean coded property vatues of the three mortar 
mixes during temperature cycting. 
• w 
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TEST RESULTS OF COMPARISONS BETWEEN CONCRETE AND MORTAR MIXES DURING CYCLING PROPERTY CASE 
70° SAT 100° SAT 70° DRY 100° DRY 150° 250° 400° 
-
RESIDUAL COLD C < M C < M lei< IMI lei< IMI lei< IMI lei < IMI· C = M 
Lir\IEAR 
lei= IMI lei< IMI lei< IMI DEFORMATION WET C < M C < M C < M C < M 
HOT lei= IMI lei= IMI lei= IMI lei= IMI C.= M C = M lei= IMI 
COMPRESSIVE COLD lei= IMI lei= IMI C = M lei= IMI C = M lei = IMI lei< IM] STRENGTH 
WET lei= IMI lci=IMI lei= IMI lei= IMI lei= IMI lei= IMI lei= IMI 
COLD ·_ C > M C = M C = M C = M C = M 
WATER LOSS 
WET C = M C ::: M C = M C = M C = M 
PULSE COLD lei= IMI C < M lei= IMI lei< ]MI lei< IMI lei< IMI lei= IMJ -
VELOCITY WET ICI= IMI lei< IMI lei= IMI lei< IMI lei< IMI lei< IMI lei = ]MI 
DYNAMIC COLD ICI= IMI lci=IMI lei= IMI lei= IMI lei= IMI lei> IMI lei> iMI 
YOUNG'S -
MODULUS WET lei= IMI ICI= IMI lei= IM:I lei= IMI lei= IMI lei< IMI lei ~ IMI 
------ __ ,,. ___ ·---· -·---~------· ~---- . .. .. 
c = 1 2 3 and M = 4 5 6 3 3 
TABLE IV .17: The resu"\,ts of comparisons between the mean coded property va"\,ues of the th:r.ee concrete mixes 




It appears from the resu~ts reported in sections 3.1 and 3.2 that the 
property behaviour of concrete test specimens 
(i) which remained fu~~y saturated at either 70°C or 100°C, and 
(ii) which underwent drying at either 70°C, 100°C or 150°C, 
is ~arge~y governed by the changes which occur in the mortar phase, i.e. 
the presence of coarse aggregate does not seem to have an adverse affect on 
the behaviour of the measured properties at these temperature ~eve~s. The 
data further suggests that for test specimens which underwent drying at 
either 250°[ or 400°C, the coarse aggregate may in some instances affect 
the behaviour of certain concrete properties. 
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PART V 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS ------- --------
Introduction 
The experimentat resutts and statisticat anatyses reported in PART III 
and PART IV respectivety, indicate that: 
(i) The physicat properties of concrete and mortar test specimens 
are significantty affected if specimens are subjected to 
etevated temperature. The temperature tevet has a targe 
inftuence on the properties of heated test specimens. Test 
specimens which remained futty saturated during heating do 
not exhibit the same property behaviour as test specimens 
which underwent drying at corresponding temperatures. 
(ii) The properties of concrete and mortar test specimens may change 
significantty during the heating period. The changes in the 
physicat properties which occurred for specimens which remained 
futty saturated during the heating period are not atways the 
same as the changes which occurred for test specimens which 
underwent drying during the heating period. Furthermore, the 
property changes which occurred for test specimens which under-
went drying at temperatures of either 70°C, 100°[ or 150°[ 
appear to be markedty different from the property changes 
exhibited by test specimens which underwent drying at either 
250°[ or 400°[. 
(iii) At a particutar temperature tevet the property changes exhibited 
by test specimens are in many instances. significantty different 
for the various concrete or the various mortar mixes. However, oy 




the two concrete (or mortar) mixes which differed onty in 
water content, i.e. concrete mixes BCY and CCX (mortar 
mixes Bm and CMX), and 
the two concrete (or mortar) mixes which differed onty in 
votumetric concentration of aggregate, i.e. concrete mixes 
CCX and CCY (mortar mixes CMX and CMY). 
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it was found * that ther,e was no particul-ar trend to the property 
changes which occurred, i.e. test specimens of a particul-ar mix 
(as in either (i) or (ii) above) did not exhibit consistentl-y 
better property behaviour at the various test temperatures than 
test specimens of another mix. 
(iv) At att the test temperatures the property changes which occurred 
for test specimens made from the various mortar mixes are usuatty 
either greater than or equat to the property change which occurred 
for test specimens made from the various concrete mixes. The 
exception to this occurred for the dynamic Young's modutus of 
specimens tested after coating from temperatures of either 250°C 
or 400°C. At these temperatures the dynamic Young's modutus of 
concrete test specimens is more reduced than the dynamic Young's 
modutus of mortar test specimens. 
(v) Temperature cycting had no additional- effect on the changes in 
the physical- properties of either concrete or mortar test specimens 
at a particutar temperature tevet. However, it is 1,ikety that this 
· woutd not have been the case if test specimens had been subjected 
to a greater number of temperature cyctes. 
In CHAPTER 1 to CHAPTER 7 these aspects, with the exception of (v) above, 
are considered for each of the various properties determined on heated 
concrete and mortar test specimens. Wherever possibte, the resutts are 
compared to existing data obtained by other investigators. 
CHAPTER 1 : WATER LOSS OF TEST SPECIMENS DURING HEATING 
The percentage water toss is catcutated from the totat amount of water 
(Wt) in test specimens prior to heating. The method of catcutating Wt 
is given in APPENDIX 1.4. Atso given in APPENDIX 1.4 is the method of 
catcutating the respective quantities of water in the capittary pores 
(W ), water in the get pores (W ) and 
c g 
the chemicatty combined water (W ). 
n 
The formutae used for the catcutation of W , W and W are derived for c g n 
hydration of pure cement paste specimens and not for the hydration of 
mortar or concrete test specimens. In mortar or concrete test specimens 
absorption of water by the aggregates witt occur. This effectivety 
changes the w I c ratio. However, this witt .np_t atter the quantity of 
chemicatty combined water or the quantity of water in the get pores, 
* The resutts of these comparisons are not reported. 
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since both of these quantities are independent of the w/ ratio. Thus 
c 
the absorption of water by aggregate onty affects the amount of water 
in the capittary pores. In view of the fact that the water in the 
capittary pores and any water absorbed by the aggregate may both be 
ctassed as "free water", the water absorbed by the aggregate is considered 
as part of the capittary water. 
The approximate percentage water toss of concrete and mortar test 
specimens after 40 hrs heating ranges between 
28% and 31/o at 70°C, 
5 ffo and 65'fo at 100°C, 
69'fo and 73'fo at 150°C, 
73% and 78% at 250°C, and 
78% and 86% at 400°C. 
The experimentat resutts obtained from continuous water toss measurements 
on test specimens at the various temperature tevets indicate that at att 
temperature tevets the water toss increases with time during the heating 
period. For test specimens heated to temperatures of either 70°C or 100°C 
the water toss occurs graduatty during the heating period. At temperatures 
of 150°C~ 250°[ and 400°C the major water toss occurs during the time 
period when test specimens are heated to the desired temperature tevet. 
However, at these temperatures there is a significant further water toss 
during the period when the test temperatures remain constant. 
It is particutarty interesting that the totat percentage water toss of 
test specimens after 40 hours heating at 150°C is in good agreement with 
the totat amount of water not chemicatty combined within the cement paste. 
This is apparent from the date for percentage water toss at 150°C shown 
above: the totat percentage water in the get pores and capittary pores 
ranged between 69,5% and 73,5% for the various mixes used in the investigat-
ion and the percentage water toss after 40 hours heating at 150°C ranged 
between 69% and 73% for these mixes. Consequentty, it appears that at 
temperatures of 150°C and betow, the water toss is entirety due to the 
removat of water from the get pores and capittary pores. However, it shoutd 
. 0 
be remembered that at a temperature tevet of 150 C a toss of chemicatty 
combined water atso occurs. The toss of chemicatty combined water is due 




SH1 , 5 ) into ~-wottastonite 
(86) 
(~-CS) and ~-S S • Assuming that there are no intermediate dehydration 
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products in the formation of the ~-CS and ~-C2S, the dehydration of tobermorite 
get with temperature may be desc;ibed by the fottowing equation( 86 ): 
where; Rt is the degree of conversion at a particul.,ar temperature. 
It is apparent from the above equation that ~· represents the percentage 
l.,oss of water chemical.,l.,y combined within the tobermorite gel,. In 
Figure V.1 the val.,ues of Rt are pl.,otted against temperature. For a test 
temperature of 150°C the percentage l.,oss of water from the tobermorite 
gel, is B% •. For test specimens in the present investigation this represents 
a total, percentage water l.,oss of approximatel.,y 1,5% * It is possibl.,e, 
0 therefore, that even at a test temperature of 150 C the most tightl.,y hel.,d 
adsorbed water (i.e. the intercrystal.,l.,ine water between gel, partictes and 
intracrystal.,l.,ine zeol.,itic water(
34
)) is not removed from the cement get. 
0 0 
At test temperatures of 25D C and 400 C the total, percentage water toss of 
test specimens is greater than the total, amount of water not chemicatty 
combined within the cement paste. From Figure V.1 it is apparent that at 
these temperature tevets the toss of chemical.,ty combined water from 
tobermorite get is highty significant. Furthermore, dehydration of cal.,cium 
hydroxide may contribute to the water toss at 400°C: Figure V .1 i 1., l.,us trates 
the degree of conversion ( RCH) of cal.,cium hydroxide in an ideatize d cement 
paste. However, the water toss due to dehydration of cal.,cium hydroxide at 
a temperature of 400°C is negtigibl.,e in comparison with the toss of 
chemicatty combined water from the tobermorite get. 
It is interesting to compare: 
(i) the water toss at 70°C with that at 100°C, 
(ii) the water l.,oss at 100°C with that at 150°C, 
(iii) II II II II II II II II 250°C; 
(iv) II II II II II II II II 400°C,. 
This is done by ptotting for each of (i) to (iv) above; the difference in 
percentage water toss at a particutar time during the heating period 
against the l.,ogarithm of heating time. Figure V.2 and Figure V.3 il.,l.,ustrate 
these graphs for test specimens made from the concrete mix BCY and mortar 
mix BMY respectivety, Figure V.4 and Figure V.5 the graphs for mixes CCX 
and CMX respectivety, and Figure V.6 and Figure V.7 the graphs for mixes 
CCY and CMY. For each of the above diagrams the curves commence at 
the time at which the test temperatures became approxim~tel.,y constant. 
The total, percentage chemical.,l.,y combined wa~er was app:oximat1~¥}3o%. 
this amount 60% is chemical.,l.,y combined with1n tobermor1te gel, and 
j·s chemical, ty combined within cal.,cium hydroxide. 
Of 
40% 
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FIG.V.1: The degree of conve.rsion (dehydration) of 
tobermorite get and catcium hydroxide respective~y 
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FIG.V.6: The difference between the percentage Water Loss at a 
particu:.,ar time for test specimens heatE~d to the indicated 
temperature 1eve1,.s. 
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F.:!,.\/. 7: .!he difference Letween the per·centage Water Loss at 2 
pa:r:ticular time for test specimens heated to the i.ndicated 
temperat~re levets. 
From Figure V.2 to Figure V. 7 it is apparent that: 
(i) The difference in water toss between test specimens heated to 70°C 
and test specimens heated to 100°[ increases with time during the 
heating period, i.e. it appears that the water toss of specimens 
heated to 70°C witt never approach the water toss of specimens 
heated to 100°C. 
(ii) The difference between the water toss of test specimens heated to 
100°C and the water toss of test specimens heated to 150°C 
decreases most significantty with time during the heating period. 
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By extrapotating these curves (Figure V.2 to Figure V. 7) it appears 
that after a heating period of between 70 hrs and 100 hrs at 100°[~ 
the water toss of test specimens heated to 100°C witt be approximatety 
the same as the water toss of test specimens heated to 150°C. 
However, it s1houtd be remembered that the percentage toss of chemicatty 
combined water at 100°C is not the same as that at 150°C. In this 
d W., d M t. (
85 ) h regar 1vson an ar 1n have s own that the percentage water 
retained by specimens heated to constant mass at temperatures of 
100°[ and 150°[ respectivety, are significantty different. This is 
atso apparent from the resutts of Harmathy (86 ) shown diagramaticatty 
in Figure V .1. 
(iii) The diffenence between the percentage water toss at 150°C and the 
0 
percentage water toss at 250 C first decreases with time during the 
heating period and then remains approximatety constant at a vatue 
between 1% and 7,5%. It is thought that this difference in water 
toss is due to the additionat toss of chemicatty combined water and 
toss of the most strongty adsorbed intercrystattine and intracrystatt-
ine zeotitic water. 
(iv) The difference between the percentage water toss at 250°[ and that 
at 400°C is approximatety constant at a vatue between 4% and 10'7'•·. 
It is atmost certain that this difference is due sotety to the 
additionat toss of chemicatty combined water. 
It is not possibte to corroborate the above findings with water toss resutts 
. . (29, 38, 68, 85) h . b ,, reported by other 1nvest1gators T is 1s .ecause usuavvy: 
(i) The investigators did not determine the non-evaporabte water content 
of test specimens, i.e. it is not possibte to catcutate the degree 
of hydration and therefore neither W nor W can be catcutated. 
g c 
(ii) Test specimens were not maintained at a particutar temperature, tevet 
sufficientty tong to achieve approximate moisture equitibrium. 
1.2 The water toss of test specimens removed from the furnace at various times 
during the heating period and coated before weighing 
At att temperature tevets this water toss data is usuatty in good agreement 
with the water toss measure continuousty on test specimens during the 
heating period. The data is statisticatty anatysed in PART IV. For test 
temperatures of 150°C and betow, the anatysis indicates that the water toss 
of test specimens increases with time during the heating period. This is 
simitar to the trend exhibited by the water toss data discussed in 1.1 above. 
The statisticat anatysis of the water toss data of test specimens heated to 
either 250°C or 400°C and removed from the furnace at the various te~t times 
during the heating period does not indicate that the water toss increases 
during the heating period. This is probabty because the water toss which 
occurred whitst the temperature tevet remained constant at either 250°C or 
400°C is smatt compared to the random variation of water toss between test 
specimens removed at the various test times. 
The statisticat anatysis atso indicates that the percentage water toss of 
heated concrete test specimens was usuatty equat to the percentage water 
toss of heated mortar test specimens. 
1.3 The water toss of test specimens coated at the various test times during 
the heating period and re-immersed in water for 7 days 
Test specimens did not attain 10n% saturation during the re-immersion period. 
0 0 0 
The data indicates that for test temperatures of 70 C, 100 C and 150 C the 
water toss after re-immersion ranged from 2,8% to 51, 3,7"/o to 5,5% and 5,11 
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to 7,8% respectivety. Test specimens coated from test temperatures of 250°C 
and 400°C exhibit a water toss after re-immersion of between 3,2% and 6,2%, 
and 1,3% and 2,g,fo, respectivety. It is apparent that the water toss of 
specimens re-immersed after coating from either 250°C or 400°C is significant-
ty tower than the water toss of test specimens which were re-immersed after 
coating from 150°C. A possibte exptanation for this behaviour is that micro-
cracking * occurred within test specimens coated from either 250°C or 400°C. 
The fact that the water toss after re-immersion is tess for test specimens 
coated from 400°C than for test specimens coated from 250°C, substantiates 
this exptanation. 
i~ This is discussed in CHAPTER 2 and CHAPTER 3. 
2.1 
CHAPTER 2 THE LINEAR DEFORMATION OF HEATED TEST SPECIMENS 
Test specimens which underwent drying during heating 
The ~inear deformation of concrete and mortar test specimens which underwent 
0 0 0 drying at temperatures of either 70 C, 100 C or 150 C a~ways decreases 
during the heating period, i.e. a contraction occurs during the time when 
the test temperature remains constant. At test temperatures of 250°C and 
400°C both the concrete and mortar test specimens usua~~y exhibit on~y a 
gradua~ contraction during the heating period. 
The decrease in "Linear deformation during the heating period is due to 
water ~ass which occurs during heating. In this regard it is shown in 
PART I that the ~ass of either evaporab~e water or non-evaporab~e water 
causes a contraction of cement paste. Furthermore, the contraction which 
resu~ts from the ~ass of non-evaporab~e water may be many times greater 
than the contraction resu~ting from the remova~ of water from the ge~ pores 
and capi t tary pores: Lankard (JB) reports resu~ts which indicate that the 
contraction accompanying the ~ass of a~t evaporabl.,e water from a cement 
paste is approximate~y 0,2% whereas the contraction accompanying the ~ass 
of non-evaporab~e water at a test temperature of 250°C is approximate~y 1%. 
From the water ~ass resu~ts reported in CHAPTER 1 it appears tikety that 
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the contraction of concrete and mortar specimens at temperatures of either 
70°C, 100°C or 150°C is primari~y due to the ~oss of water from the capit~ary 
pores and ge~ pores. In this regard Lankard(JB) is of the opinion that 
"the cement ge~ phase is exceedingty mobite during the time in which 
evaporabl.,e water is being removed during first-time drying. It is conceiv-
abl.,e that during drying the individual., ge~ crysta~ l.,i tes are continua~ ty 
changing their positions retative to the remainder of the get, the freedom 
of motion dictated to some extent by the degree of bonding with other so~id 
e~ements of the gel., (either so~id-sol.,id bonding or through a mutual.,l.,y shared 
adsorped water "Layer). It is envisioned that the movement of the ge~ 
crysta~~ites in response to strain accompanying the remova~ of evaporab~e 
water is faci~itated by the presence of adsorped "Layers on their surface. 
As the ~ast vestiges of the evaporab~e water ~eave the paste the mobil.,ity 
of the ge~ is sharp~y curtai~ed since the bonds between get crystal.,l.,ites 
are predominantty so~id-so~id and no adsorped ~ayer remains to act as a 
~ubricant.between two so~id surfaces in c~ose proximity". It appears, 
therefore, that for test temperatures up to 150°C the contraction of cement 
paste re~ative to aggregate is accommodated by the fact that the cement get 
is high~y mobi~e during the removal., of evaporabl.,e water, i.e. the stresses 
which may devetop as a resutt of retative movement between the cement paste 
and aggregate are probabty retieved by creep. In this regard it was 
ittustrated in PART I : CHAPTER 1 that both specific creep and creep rate 
is usuatty higher at etevated temperature than at normaL temperature.· It 
fot1ows that this effect wit1 a1so accommodate any stresses which may arise 
from the difference between the coefficient of thermat expansion of cement 
paste and aggregate. 
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The water toss data discussed in CHAPTER 1 indicate that the water toss at 
250°C and 400°C probabLy inctudes a considerabte proportion on non-evaporabte 
water. The removaL of non-evaporabte water during the heating period shou~d 
resutt in greater contraction of concrete or mortar test specimens than the 
contraction which accompanies the 1oss of evaporab1e water. Referring to 
the summarised tinear deformation curves reported in PART III : CHAPTER 8 
it is apparent that the contraction which occurred during the heating period 
for test specimens heated to either 250°C or 400°C is usuat1y tess than th~ 
contraction which occurred for test specimens heated to 150°C. This indicates 
h 0 0 t at for concrete and mortar specimens heated to either 250 C or 400 C; 
(i) a considerabte proportion of the test specimen contraction occurred 
during the heating period before the desired temperature tevet had 
been attained, and/or 
(ii) the contraction resuLting from the toss of non-evaporabte water is 
accompanied by microcracking of the concrete and mortar test specimens. 
It is thought that both (i) and (ii) above contribute to the observed behaviour 
of tinear deformation at test temperatures of either 250°C or 400°C. The 
second of the abovementioned expLanations may be inferred from the conctusion 
Of Lankard (
3B) that ft 1 -t , f b1 t th · a er camp~ e removav o evapora ve wa er e m1cro-
structure of heated cement paste is fixed by the predominance of so1id-so1id 
bonding, i.e. the paste can no Longer be considered as mobiLe and the stresses 
resutting from contraction of cement paste retative to aggregate partictes 
cannot be retieved by the creep mechanism which is operative at temperature 
tevets at which the intercrystat1ine adsorbed water facititates creep. 
Consequentty, the stresses are retie ved by microcrack ing, either within the 
paste or at a paste aggregate interface. In this regard it is shown in PART 1 
: CHAPTER 4 that at temperatures of either 250°C or 400°C the tensite stresses 
which may resutt from contraction of cement paste reLative to aggregate 
partictes are far greater than the tensiLe stresses which a PortLand cement 
(Th , f t t t t. ( 7) d . th paste can withstand. e vavues o cemen pas e con rae 1on use 1n e 
catcutation iLLustrated in PART 1 : CHAPTER 4 are Lower than the vaLues 
(38) 
reported by Lankard • This is probabl-y due to the effects of heating 
rate( 38 ) .) 
The conctusion that microcracking occurred within test specimens heated to 
250°C and 400°C is further substantiated by the fact that; 
(i) it was found that the water "Loss of test specimens coated from 
either 250°C or 400°C and immersed in water for 7 days, is 'Less. 
than the water 'Loss of specimens immersed in water after coo'Ling 
0 from 150 C, and 
(ii) the residual- 'Linear deformation * of both concrete ahd mortar test 
specimens coo'L~d from either 250°C or 400°C is an expansion re'Lative 
to the residual, 'Linear contraction which occurred for specimens 
0 
coo'Led from 150 c. The residual, 'Linear deformation resu'Lts are 
discussed in greater detail, in the fo"L'Lowing chapter : CHAPTER 3. 
In the above discussion concerning the microcracking of test specimens 
heated to 250°C and 400°C, on'Ly the contraction of the cement paste re'Lative 
to aggregate partic'Les during the 'Loss of non-evaporab'Le water is considered. 
However, the difference in thermal, expansion between the cement paste and 
aggregate may a'Lso contribute to the microcracking at these temperat~re 
'Leve'Ls. This becomes c'Lear when it is considered that the coefficient of 
thermal- expansion of cement paste decreases as comp'Lete dryness is approached, 
whereas the coefficient of thermal, expansion of the aggregate increases with 
~H~ 
temperature The approximate magnitude of the differential, expansion and 
the resu'Lting stresses can be ca'Lcu'Lated. For a comp'Lete'Ly dry paste 
Meyers( 10) reports a coefficient of thermal, expansion of 10,25 x 10-6 per 
deg. c. The coefficient of thermal, expansion of the fine aggregate used in 
-6 0 -6 
the present investigation was 11,0 x 10 per deg. Cat 250 C and 12,80 x 10 
per deg. C at 400°C. Using a datum temperature of 30°C, the differential, 






(11,00- 10,25) x 220 x 10 mm/mm 
0,01-ffo at 250°C, and 
-6 I (12,80 - 10,25) x 370 x 10 mm mm 
~~ the 'Linear deformation of test specimens after coo'Ling to the datum 
temperature. 
Reported in PART III CHAPTER 8. 
In PART I : CHAPTER 4, theoreticat vatues of the tensite stresses which may 
occur due to a contraction of cement paste retative to aggregate are 
. . (48) 
catcutated from the stress coeff1c1ents reported by Hsu • The same 
stress coefficients appty for the case where aggregate expands retative to 
cement paste. Using the above vatues of differentiat expansion and assuming 
that the vatues of Young's modutus and Poisson's ratio at 250°C and 400°C 
are the same as those used in PART I : Tabte I~ 7, the fottowing stresses 
can be catcutated:-
(i) The maximum tensite stress within the cement paste; 
= 2,98 MPa a~ 250°C, and 
= 13,24 MPa at 400°C. 
(ii) The maximum tensite stress at the paste/aggregate interface; 
= 0,83 MPa at 250°C, and 
= 3,70 MPa at 400°C. 
From tne above catcutation it appears tikety that the difference in thermat 
expansion between the cement paste and fine aggregate contributes to the 
0 microcracking within test specimens at a test temperature of 400 c. It is 
thought that this effect is of greater importance during temperature 
cycting than during the period when test specimens are heated for the first 
time. This is because specimens contain intercrystattine adsorbed water 
for a considerabte portion of the first-time heating period: the inter-
crystattine water facititates creep and consequentty the stresses arising 
from incompatibte expansion between cement paste and fine aggregate are 
retieved to a certain extent. 
0 . 
At a temperature of 250 C the catcutated stresses are much tower. than those 
0 
catcutated for a test temperature of 400 c. It does appear that these 
stresses are not sufficientty great to cause microcracking within test 
specimens. However, it must be remembered that if these stresses are not 
retieved by creep, they may neverthetess affect the physicat properties of 
the test specimens. With regard to the above stress catcutation it shoutd 
be noted that the stresses were catcutated for the two-phase materiat 
consisting of cement paste and fine aggregate. It is tikety that much 
higher stresses witt occur due to incompatibte expansions in the three-phase 
system* consisting of cement paste, mortar and coarse aggregate. This 
becomes apparent when it is considered that; 
* It is not possibte to catcutate these stresses from.the stress anatysis 
reported by Hsu( 48 ). 
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(i) at 250°C the differential, expansion between the coarse aggregate 
~~ 
and mortar is approximatel,y 0,051%, and 
~~ 
(ii) at 400°C the differential, expansion between the coarse aggregate 
and mortar is approximatel,y 0,148%. 
i.e. at both 250°C and 400°C the differential, expansion is of greater 
magnitude than the val,ues used in cal,cul,ating the stress due to incompatibl,e 
expansion between cement paste and fine aggregate. Consequentl,y, it does 
appear that at temperatures of both 250°C and 400°C the differential, expans-
ion between fine aggregate and cement paste as wel,l, as that between coarse 
aggregate and mortar is significant. 
2.2 Test specimens which remained ful,l,y saturated during heating 
The "Linear expansion of concrete and mortar test specimens which remained 
ful,l,y saturated at temperatures of either 70°C or 100°C increases gradual,l,y 
during the time that the temperature remained const~1t at the teSt temp-
erature l,evel,. The increase in "Linear expansion during the heating period 
is widel,y different for the various concrete and mortar mixes. Furthermore, 
there is no definite trend as to whether the increases are greater for the 
concrete mixes or the mortar mixes. This is probabl,y because part of the 
increase in "Linear expansion occurred during the time period when the test 
specimens were being heated to the test temperature. 
However, the data obtained from residual, "Linear deformation measurements 
(discussed in CHAPTER 3) indicate that the residual, expansion of mortar test 
specimens is approximatel,y twice as great as the residual, expansion of 
concrete test specimens. These resul,ts al,so show that the residual, "Linear 
0 . 
expansion is greater for specimens heated to 100 C than for specimens 
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heated to 70°C. The first of the abovementioned findings indicates that the 
gradual, increase in "Linear expansion does not occur as a resul,t of a physical, 
or chemical, reaction associated with the coarse aggregate. Consequentty, 
the observed expansion was due to an effect resul,ting from either; 
(i) a chemical, reaction within the cement paste, or 
(ii) an interaction between the cement paste and fine aggregate. 
Both the above effects are thought to contribute to the increase in "Linear 
i~ Using the 'coefficient 'of thermal, expansion val,ues for coarse aggregate as 
reported in PART III. 
expansion nf saturated specimens maintained at a test temperature of either 
70°C or 100°C. Figure V.B and Figure V.9 show the "Linear deformation of 
neat cement paste test specimens * which remained ful,l,y saturated during 
heating at temperatures of 70°C and 100°C respectivel,y. It is apparent that 
at both 70°C and 100°C the cement paste test specimens exhibit an increase 
in "Linear expansion during the heating period. Upon cool,ing to the datum 
temperature, the cement paste specimens exhibit a residual, expansion. 
Consequentl,y it appears that the residual, expansion of saturated concrete 
and mortar test specimens heated to either 70°C or 10D°C is the resul,t of a 
chemical, reaction which occurred within the cement paste. The increase in 
"Linear expansion of 
increase in the CaD 
occurs when Portl,and 
neat cement paste specimens coul,d be associated with an 
: 5.0 ratio of the tobermorite ge"\,( 71 )~ This reaction 
~ 2 
0 cement paste is cured in satura·ted steam at 100 c. 
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into crystal,l,ine c6s2H3 • There is evidence, too, that under these conditions 
increased amounts of a"Lumina and sul,phur trioxide pass into the tobermorite 
, (90) (B9) 
gev • Iml,ach reports, however, that in the presence of sil,iceous 
aggregate, the reaction which occurs in saturated specimens heated to 100°C 
0 






). In the present investigation, 
both the coarse and fine aggregate contained approximatel,y 75% Sio
2
• 
Consequentty, it appears that for concrete and mortar test specimens which 
remained futty saturated at either 70°C or 100°C, the increase in tinear 
expansion during the heating period may have been caused by the formation 
0 
of 11.3 A tobermorite. 
However, it is thought that the abovementioned effect may not be the onl,y 
factor which causes an increase in the "Linear expansion of saturated test 
specimens at temperatures of either 70°C or 100°C: the difference between 
the coefficient of thermal, expansion of the constituents may atso contribute 
to the increase in tinear expansion in that creep of the cement paste to 
retieve stresses which resul,t from incompatibte expansion of the constituents 
may occur. In this regard it shoutd be remembered that in the stress anal,ysis 
(48) 
reported by Hsu , the stresses which occur when cement paste expands 
retative to aggregate are greater than the stresses which resutt from cement 
paste contraction retative to aggregate. 
Consider the two-phase material, consisting of cement paste and fine aggregate. 
From Figure V.B and Figure V.9 the coefficient of thermal, expansion of 
cement paste at 70°C and 100°C may be determined. These val,ues are 
-l~ The cement paste specimens had a w;c ratio of 0,26. The manufacture and 
subsequent treatment of these specimens was exactty the same as that~ for 
the concrete and mortar test specimens. The given resutts are the mean 
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13 45 -6 1 -6 -~~ , x 10 per deg. C and 3,71 x 10 per deg. C respectivety.· In the 
present investigation the coefficient of thermat expansion of the fine 
-6 0 -6 . aggregate was 9,03 x 10 per deg. C ~t 70 C and 9,18 x 10 per deg. C at 





( -6 13,45 - 9,03) x 40 x 10 mm/mm 
0,01~% at 70°C, and 
(13, 71 - 9,18) x 70 x 1 o- 6 mm/mm 
0,032% at 100°C. 
At both 70°C and 100°C the cement paste expands retative to. the aggregate. 
Referring to Tabte I. 7 in CHAPTER 4 : PART I, it is possibte to catcutate 
the approximate magnitude of the tensite stresses which may resutt from 
the above vatues of di fferentiat expansion. These vatues are:-
(i) The maximum tensite stress within the cement paste; 
= 6,75 MPa at 7D°C, and 
= 11 ,4 7 MPa at 1 00°C. 
(ii) The maximum tensi te stress at the cement paste/aggregate interface; 
= 6,52 MPa at 70°C, and 
= 11,08 MPa at 1DD°C. 
It is betieved that during the heating period these stresses were retieved 
by creep and that this caused an increase in the "Linear expansion of test 
specimens. The fact that creep occurs is substantiated by the finding that 
both the creep rate( 66 ) and the specific creep( 62 ' 64 ) of seated concrete 
0 test specimens is two to three times greater at temperatures between 70 C 
and 100°C than at room temperature. 
~~ It must be pointed out that these vatues refer to a cement paste having 
a w;c ratio of 0 1 26, i.e. the vatues may be different for the cement 
paste used in the concrete or mortar test specimens. 
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CHAPTER 3 RESIDUAL LINEAR DEFORMATION AND COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL 
EXPANSION OF CONCRETE AND MORTAR TEST SPECIMENS 
3.1 Summary of resutts 
The residuat tinear deformation was determined for concrete and mortar test 
specimens heated to the various temperatures and either; 
(i) removed from the furnace (waterbath) at the various test times 
during the heating period and coated before testing, or 
(ii) removed from the furnace (waterbath) at the various times during 
the heating period, coated and immersed in water for 7 days before 
testing. 
For (i) above it was found that a residuat tinear contraction occurred for 
0 0 0 test specimens which underwent drying at either 70 C, 100 C or 150 C: the 
higher the temperature the greater the residuat tinear contraction of test 
specimens. Test specimens coated from 250°C atso exhibit a residuat tinear 
contraction. However, the residuat contration '~f concrete and mortar 
specimens is tess than the contraction which occurred for a test temperature 
of 150°C. Both concrete and mortar specimens coated from 400°C underwent a 
residuat~pansion. The residuat expansion was in some instances as much as 
six times greater than the maximum residuat contraction which had occurred 
for test specimens coated from the tower temperature tevets. Test specimens 
whichremained futty saturated during heating and were tested as under (i). 
above exhibit a residuat expansion after coating from either 70°C or 100°C. 
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In generat, the residuat expansion of saturated concrete and mortar specimens 
is greater for specimens coated from 100°C than for specimens coated from 70°C. 
For (ii) above it was found that test specimens coated from either 70°C, 100°C 
or 150°C exhibit a residuat contraction, ~.e. the contraction which occurred 
during the heating period is not etiminated by re-immersing test specimens 
in water. In this regard it is particutarty interesting that the residuat 
contraction for specimens which were heated to 1·50°C and underwent treatment 
as· under (ii) above is tess than the residuat contraction of test specimens 
which were heated to 100°C and tested as under (ii). Both concrete and 
mortar test specimens coated from either 250°C and immersed in water for7 
days exhibit a residuat expans~on whereas these test specimens had exhibited 
0 
a residuat contraction when tested immediatety after coating from 250 C. 
Specimens coo ted .from 400°C and tested after 7 days in water atways exhibit 
a residuat expansion. This residuat expansion was approximatety twice as 
as great as the residuat expansion which occurred for specimens tested 
immediatety after coating from 400°C. 
It was found from a statisticat anatysis * of the abovementioned resutts 
that: 
(i) In instances where the residuat tinear deformation of test 
specimens was a contraction, the contraction was atways greater 
for mortar test specimens than for concrete test specimens, and 
(ii) In instances where the residuat tinear deformation of test 
specimens was an expansion, the expansion was etways greater 
.,.. 
for mortar test specimens than for concrete specimens. 
The statisticat anatysis of the abovementioned resutts atso indicates that 
for test specimens which were re-immersed in water after coating: 
(i) The residuat contraction of mortar test specimens cooLed from 
either 70°[ or 100°C and immersed in water for 7 days is greater 
than the residuaL contraction of concrete test specimens which 
were cooLed from the corresponding temperature tevets, and 
immersed in water for 7 days. 
(ii) The residuat contraction of mortar test specimens immersed in 
water after coating from 150°~ is not significantty different 
from the residuaL contraction of concrete specimens subjected 
to simitar treatment. 
(iii) In instances where the residuat Linear deformation of test 
specimens was one expansion (i.e. for specimens coated from 
250°C and 400°C) the expansion was atways greater for the 
mortar test specimens that for concrete test specimens. 
It was atso found that for test specimens which were tested immediatety 
after coating, as wett as for specimens tested after cooLing and 7 days 
immersion in water; 
(i) The residuat tinear deformation is usuat Ly dependent on the 
heating time, and 




(ii) at a particutar temperature the residuat tinear deformation 
exhibited by test specimens made from the various concrete 
mixes (or mortar mixes) are significantty different. 
The Effect of Heating Time 
The effect of heating time on the residuat tinear deformation is ittustrated 
graphicatty in Figure V.1D and Figure V.11. In Figure V.1D the mean coded 
vatues * of tinear deformation (i.e. the coded vatues obtained by averaging 
across mi~es) are ittustrated for test spe~imens made from the concrete 
mixes. Figure V.11 ittustrates the data for mortar test specimens. For a 
particutar test temperature two mean coded vatues are shown. These are the 
minimum vatue and the maximum va~ue that were obtained from tests performed 
at the various test times during the heating period. At certain of the test 
temperatures an arrow is drawn from the minimum va~ue to the maximum va~ue: 
this shows that the ana~ysis reported in P~RT IV indicates a statistica~~y 
significant trend during the heating time at the particu~ar test temperature. 
The direction indicated by the arrow shows whether the ~inear deformation 
increases or decreases during the heating period. 
From Figure V.1D and Figure V.11 it is apparent that; 
(i) For concrete and mortar test specimens which underwent drying 
at test temperatures of either 70°C, 1D0°C or 150°C the 
residuat ~inear contraction increases during the heating period.· 
This trend is simitar to the trend exhibited by the tinear 
deformation of test specimens whi tst hot. (Discussed in 
CHAPTER 2.) 
(ii) The residuat tinear expansion of specimens coo~ed from 400°C 
becomes greater for specimens removed from the furnace at 
successive test times during the heating period. This is the 
opposite to the trend exhibited by the tinear deformation of 
. 0 
specimens tested whitst hot at 400 c. It is thought that the 
increase in tinear expansion it~ustrates that microcracking 
occurred 
(a) progressivety during the heating peri6d at 400°C, and 
(b) during the time when test specimens were coated to thE 
datum temperature. 
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three concrete mixes. 
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FIG.V.11.& FIG.V.13: The mean change in 
resic;u;J1, 'Linear deformation of 
test specimens made from the 
three mortar mixes. 
Either (a) or (b) a~one cannot exp~ain the ~inear deformation 
behaviour of specimens during heating as wett as after coating 
0 
from 400 C. It is a~so particu~ar~y interesting that the 
residuat tinear expansion of mortar specimens coated from 400°C 
is approximatety twice as great as the residuat tinear expansion 
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of concrete specimens coated from 400°C. The mix proportions of 
the concrete mixes were such that the mixes contained approximatety 
50% coarse aggregate. Consequentty, it appears that at 400°C the 
residuat tinear deformation of the concrete mixes is almost 
entirety dominated by the residuat tinear deformation of the 
mortar used in manufacturing the concrete mixes. 
(iii) There is no significant trend to the residuat contraction of 
concrete test specimens coated from 250°C at successive test 
times during the heating period. However, the residuat tinear 
0 
contraction of mortar test specimens coated from 250 C increases 
for specimens removed at successive test times during the heating 
period. It is thought that for test specimens coated from 250°C 
the factors which inftuence the residua~ tinear deformation are. 
the same as those which inf~uence the residuat tinear deformation 
of specimens coated from 400°C. This is inferred from the fact 
that the ~Bsiduat tinear contraction of specimens coo~ed from 
250°C is not as great as the residuat contraction of specimens 
0 
coated from 150 C, i.e. it appears that microcracking occurred 
within test specime1ns during the heating period at 250°C. It is 
possibte, though, that for specimens coated from 250°C the differ-
ence between the coefficient of thermat expansion of paste and 
aggregate was not a significant factor in causing further micro-
cracking wheri test specimens were coo~ed to the datum temperature. 
This is shown by a catcu~ation of the tensite stresses which may 
theoreticatty occur when mortar test specimens are cobted from 
250°C. The stress catcutation was given in CHAPTER 2. 
(iv) The residuat tinear expansion of both concrete and mortar test 
0 0 
specimens which remained futty saturated at either 70 C or 100 C, 
increases for specimens tested at the successive test times 
during the heating period. The trend is simitar to the trend 
exhibited by the tinear deformation measured on test specimens 
whitst hot. The increase in tinear expansion with time during 
the heating period was dicussed in CHAPTER 2. 
3.2.2 
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Specimens tested after coating and 7 days immersion in water 
In Figure V.12 the mean coded vatues of residuat tinear deformation after 
coating and re-immersion in water are ittustrated for test specim~ns made 
from the concrete mixes. Figure V.13 ittustrates the data for the mortar 
mixes. The mean coded vatues were obtained by averaging the coded vatues 
for the three concrete (or mortar) mixes. In each case the minimum vatue 
and the maximum vatue of tinear deformation that occurred for test specimens 
removed at the successive test times during the heating period are shown. 
In instances where the statisticat anatysis (PART IV) indicates a significant 
trend to the residuat deformation of specimens tested at successive test 
times during the heating period, the trend is shown by an arrow between the 
minimum and maximum vatues. 
From Figure V.12 and V.13 it is apparent that for specimens which underwent 
drying during heating; 
(i) The residuat tinear contraction of test specimens coated from 
either 70°C, 100°[ or 150°C is to a certain extent irreversibte, 
i.e. after 7 days immersion ln water the test specimens stitt 
exhibit a residuat contraction. This irrecoverabte contraction 
probabty invotves the ctosing of gaps between get partictes and 
resutts from the removat of water confined between(J
4
) adjacent 
crystat surfaces (intercrystaLLine water*). The removat of 
water embedded within the crystaL Layers, (zeotitic intracrystatt-
ine~H~ water) may aLso be a factor in causing irrecoverabLe 
contraction. Any contraction of such smatt inter-soLid gaps 
causes an increase ln the Van der WaaLs binding forces. It is 
atso possibLe that ln certain zones new chemicaL bonds (i.e. 
soLid-sotid bonds) may occur. ConsequentLy upon re-immersion 
in water the water motecutes cannot re-occupy the no~ cLosed 
originaL spaces. However, the abovementioned irrecoverabLe 
processes onLy became operative as atmost compLete dryness (i.e. 
dry with respect to the toss of evaporabLe water) of the concrete 
or mortar test specimens is approached. The above mechanism 
woutd thus onty exptain why the shrinkage of specimens heated to 
150°[ is i-rrecoverabte since it is very tikeLy that these test 
specimens Lost some intercrystaLLine and intracrystaLLine water 
during the heating period. 
* 1-2 uni-moLecutar tayers thick. 
~H~ Approximatety 1 uni-motecutar tayer thick. 
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It appears that the abovementioned shrinkage mechanisms cannot 
account for the fact that test specimens which were heated to 
either 70°C or 1DD°C atso exhibit irreversibte shrinkage after 
re-immersion in water. An exptanation for this behaviour is 
. b I h . {34 ) h . d . t th t . b . 1 . . h . k glven y s al w o ln lca es a lrrecovera lvlty of s rln -
age is possibte even if test specimens are not at a stage of 
dryness where the most strongty hetd adsorbed water (i.e. the 
intercrystattine and intracrystattine water) is removed. 
Ishai (
34
) is of the opinion that "under pro tonged hydrostatic 
compression * the adsorbed confined water squeezes out stowty, 
thereby causing a reduction in the smatt inter-sol.tid gaps: this 
is simitar to the irrecoverabte creep mechanis~ under an external; 
toad". 
It is particutarty interesting in Figure V.12 and Figure V.13 
that the residual; contraction of both concrete and mortar 
specimens coated from 150°C and immersed in water for 7 days is 
tess than the residual; l.tinear contraction of test specimens 
immersed in water after coating from 100°C. Furthermore the 
residual; contraction of both concrete and mortar specimens 
coated from 100°C and immersed in water for 7 days depends upon 
the heating time wheras the r esiduat contraction of test specimens 
0 
cooLed from 150 C and immersed in water is not dependent on the 
heating time. This behaviour probabty indicates that the drying 
shrinkage which occurred during the heating period at 150°C was 
. db . ( b ·t· 1 ) . k" ( 87 ) Wh t t accompanle y mlnor su -crl lCav mlcrocrac lng • en es 
specimens are re-immersed in water the decrease in Surface energy 
of the crack (due to the adsorption of water on the surface of 
( 88) 
the crac~ resutts in an increase in the tength of the crack • 
However, it is probabte that the crack at this stage stitt fatts 
into the sub-critical; ctass, i.e. the sub-criticat crack increases 
in size and attains a new sub-critical; size. The dimension of a 
test specimens woutd thus increase in the direction perpendicutar 
to the crack e<te nsion. Consequen tty, the overat t magnitude of 
irreversibte shrinkage and creep deformation is reduced by the 
expansion resutting from crack propagation after re-immersion in 
water. 
(ii) The residual; tinear deformation of test specimens coated from 
either 250°C or 400°C and immersed in water for 7 days, is an 
* The hydrostatic compression resutts from the recoverabte shrinkage deformat-
( 34) 
ion of test specimens during the toss of pore water • 
expansion. It is thought that this behaviour indicates beyond 
any doubt that microcracking occurred within these test 
specimens. 
The reason for the beahviour of "Linear deformation is the same 
as that exp1,ained in (i) above. The expansion which occurs when 
test specimens are immersed in water are greater for specimens 
coo"Led from either 250°C or 4D0°C than for specimens coo"Led 
from 150°C since there were a greater number of sub-critica1, 
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cracks in the test specimens which were dried at the higher 
temperature 1,eve1,s. Furthermore, it is probab1,e that upon re-. 
immersion of the 250°C and 400°C test specimens, the size of 
certain of the cracks attained the critica1, crack size and resu1,ted 
· t t" f the crack(B 7). It h 1 d b t d ln spon aneous propaga lon o s ouu e no e 
that for test specimens which were coo1,ed from 4D0°C and immersed 
in water, the increase in residua"!, "Linear expansion cou1,d have 
occurred as a resu1,t of the re-hydration of Ca(OH)
2
• However, it 
is apparent from Figure V.1 in CHAPTER 1 that the dehydration of 
Ca(OH) 2 at 400°C is probab1,y tess that 2% by mass of Ca(DH) 2
• 
A1,so, the fact that a residua"!, expansion occurred for specimens 
which were tested immediate"Ly after coo1,ing from 4D0°C, indicates 
that microcracking was a significant factor in the "Linear deformat-
ion behaviour of these test specimens. 
(iii) The maximum and mjnimum mean coded va1,ues of residua"!, expansion 
for specimens which remained fu1,1,y saturated at either 70°C or 
1D0°C, and were coated andre-immersed in water for 7 days, are 
not significant"Ly different from the corresponding va"Lues for 
specimens tested immediatety after coating. It appears, therefore, 
that the physica1,/chemica1, reaction which caused this residua"!, 
expansion is irreversib"Le. 
3.3 The residua"\, "Linear deformation of the various concrete (or mortar) mixes 
The mean coded va1,ues of residua"!, "Linear deformation are shown in Figure V.14 
for test specimens made from the three concrete mixes ECY, CCX and CCY. 
respectivety. The mean coded vatue is ca1,cu1,ated as the mean of the four 
"Linear deformation measurements on test specimens coo1,ed at various test 
times during the heating period. Figure V.15 i1,1,ustrates the mean coded 
va1,ues of "Linear deformation for test specimens made from mortar mixes EMY, 
CMX and CMY respectivety. Figure V.16 and Figure V.17 show the mean coded 
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temperatures and re-immersed in water for 7 days before testing. 
It is apparent from Figure V.14, Figure V.15, Figure V.16 and Figure V.17 
that for test specimens which underwent drying at the various temperature 
~eve~s the residua~ ~inear deformation of test specimens made from a 
particu~ar concrete or mortar mix cannot be sing~ed out as a~ways being 
greater than, or ~ess than, the residua~ deformation of any of the other 
concrete or mortar mixes. However, for test temperatures of 70°C, 100°C, 
150°C and 250°C, the residua~ contraction of test specimens made from the 
mortar mix CMY is a~ways ~ess than the residua~ contraction of test specimens 
made from the mortar mixes BMY and CMX respective~y. This is because the 
aggregate content of test specimens made from mix CMY was higher than that 
for specimens made from either mix BMY or .mix CMX ~~. A~so, the residua~ 
contraction of the mortar mix CMX is usua~~y greater than the residua~ 
contraction of the mortar mixes BMY and CMY: the mortar mix CMX had the 
~owest aggregate content of the three mixes. For test specimens made from 
the corresponding ~oncrete mixes the above trends are apparent onLy at test 
0 0 
temperatures of 100 C and 250 C: the concrete mix CCX exhibits the greatest 
residua~ contraction and the mix CCY the Lowest residua~ contra~tion. 
The residua~ expansion of test specimens which remained fu~~y saturated 
during heating is usua~~y greatest for the concrete and mortar mixes having 
the highest aggregate cement ratio, i.e. mixes CCY and CP·W respective~y. The 
stress ana~ysis reported by Hsu (48 ) indicates that the stresses arising from 
incompatib~e expansion of concrete constituents are greater for mixes having 
a high vo~umetric concentration of aggregate than for mixes having a ~ow 
vo~umetric. concentration of aggregate. The greater residuaL expansion of the 
mixes having a high concentration of aggregate may therefore indicate that 
test specimens made from these mixes underwent greater creep during the heat-
ing period ~H~ than test specimens made from mixes having a ~ower vo~umetric 
concentration of aggregate. It shou~d be remembered, though, that creep is 
a~so dependent on the vo~umetric concentration of aggregate; the ~ower the 
vo~umetric concentration of aggregate, the higher the cement paste content 
. ( 30) 
and subsequentLy the h~gher the creep • This may part~y exp~ain why the 
residua~ expansion of the concrete and mortar mixes CCX and CMX respective~y 
is a~ways greater than the residua~ expansion oft he corresponding concrete 
and mortar mixes BCY and BMY respective~y, despite the fact that the former 
mixes have a ~ower vo~umetric concentration of aggregate than the ~atter 
mixes. However, it shou~d be remembered that in CHAPTER 2 it was shown that 
neat cement paste a1so exhibits a residua~ expansion when cooLed after heating 
* It is we~~ known that an increase in aggregate content reduces the drying 
shrinkage of concrete(30). 
{H~ This aspect of the residua~ ~inear deformation was discussed in CHAPTER 2. 
in the futty saturated state. This is a further exptanation as to why the 
residuat expansion of the mixes CCX and CMX (high cement paste content) is 
greater that the residuat expansion of mixes BCY and BMY (tow cement paste 
content). 
• 34 3. 
It is interesting to compare the variation in the residuat "Linear deformation 
data which resutts from testing specimens at successive test times with the 
variation which occurred as a resutt of having test specimens made from the 
different mixes. Atmost without exception, the variation due to the time 
effect is greater than the variation between mixes. This ittustrates once 
again the importance of heating time in e xperimentat work of this nature. 
3.4 Coefficient of thermat e:xpansion 
The data reported in PART III : CHAPTER 8 indicate beyond doubt that the 
coefficient of thermat expansion of concrete is a function of the temperature 
tevet. This is because; 
(i) the coefficient of thermat expansion of the aggregate is 
dependent on temperature tevet, and 
(ii) the residuat deformation which occurs for both concrete and 
mortar test specimens is dependent on the test temperature. 
The first of the abovementioned effects is adequatety ittustrated in 
PART I : LITERATURE REVIEW and atso in PART III : EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ~:-
The second of the abovementioned effects becomes ctear from the foregoing 
resutts of residuat "Linear deformation. Particutar attention is drawn to 
these effects ~ince some investigators, notabty Phi1,1,eo( 29 ) and Harada(?) 
obtain the coefficient of thermat expansion of concrete by determining the 
stope of the "Linear deformation vs. temperature graph. It is apparent that 
the coefficient so obtained witt not necessarity be correct. 
Consider the data ptotted in Figure V.1B. In this diagram the "Linear 
expansion of test specimens made from the concrete mix BCY and the mortar 
mix BMY respectivety is ptotted against temperature tevet. The two sets 
of data exhibit simitar trends. It appears from these graphs that above 
a temperature tevet of 150°C the coefficient of thermat expansion of both 
the concrete and the mortar test specimens increases, i.e. the stope of the 
tine through either of the two sets of data increases above a temperature 
of 150°C. By determining the totat "Linear deformation (per degree centigrade) 
* This refers to the coefficient of thermat expansion data for the aggregate 
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FIG.V.18: Va"1ues of "1inear expansion after approximately 40 hours heating, 
for test specimens made from the concrete mix BCY and the mortar 
mix BMY. 
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40[] 
of test specimens upon cooting to the datum temperature, it is found that: * 
(i) The coefficient of thermat expans~on of the mortar test 
specimens is tower at temperatures of either 250°C or 400°C 
than at 150°C. 
(ii) The coefficient of thermat expansion of the concrete specimens 
.345. 
is higher at temperatures of either 250°C or 400°C than at 150°C. 
The above exampte ittustrates that the coefficient of thermat expansion of 
concrete shoutd be determined onty for a particutar temperature tevet. 
This does not appty onty to specimens which are attowed to dry during 
heating since permanent ditation atso occurs in saturated test specimens at 
the retativety tow temperatures of 70°C and 100°C. This permanent ditation 
shoutd be taken into account when determining the coefficient of thermat 
expansion of a particutar concrete or mortar. 
* These resutts are reported in PART III CHAPTER B. 
CHAPTER 4 COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH 
4.1 Summary of Resutts 
4.1.1 Specimens tested whitst hot 
The compressive strength of both mortar and concrete test specimens heated 
0 0 
to temperatures of either 70 C or 100 C is usuatty reduced. The maximum 
reductions in compressive strength at these temperature tevets are 15% 
and 25% respectivety. At 150°C the compressive strength is usuatty 
higher than the compressive strength at either 70°C or 1D0°C. In some 
instances the compressive strength of specimens tested at 150°C is as 
much as 15% greater than the mean compressive strength of the controt 
specimens. However, certain test specimens heated to 150°C do exhibit 
reductions in compressive strength; these reductions are not at targe 
as the reduction in compressive strength which occurred at either 70°C or 
1D0°C. At 250°C the compressive strength of test specimens is approximatety 
the same as the compressive strength of corresponding specimens tested at 
150°C f,.:n~ rertain mixes, and tower than the compressive strength of corres-
ponding specimens tested at 150°C for other mixes. The maximum reduction 
in compressive strength of specimens tested at 250°C is approximatety 15%. 
Test specimens which were heated to 400°C atways exhibit a reduction in 
compressive strength. The reductions are of the same order as those which 
occurred for test specimens heated to 100°C and ranged between 10% and 20%. 
4.1.1.2 Specimens futty saturated untit tested -----------------------------------
The compressive strength of test specimens heated to either 70°C or 1D0°C 
. 346. 
is atways reduced. The fllaximum reduction at 70°C is 20f<, and the maximum 
reduction at 1DrJ°C is 35% • At both 70°C and 1D0°C the respective reductions 
in compressive strength are greater than the reductions in compressive 
strength of test specimens which underwent drying at these temperature tevets. 
4.1.2 Specimens tested after stow cooting 
The compressive strength of specimens coated from 7ID1°C before testing is 
usuatty higher than the mean compressive strength of the controt specimens. 
However, the increase in compressive strength is usuatty tess than 10%. 
Atso, for test specimens coated from 70°C the compressive strength is 
higher that that of specimens tested whitst hot at 70°C. The compressive 
strength of specimens coated from 100°C before testing is atways reduced. 
The reduction in compressive strength is usuatty smatter than 10% and is 
not as "Large as the reduction which occurred for the corresponding specimens 
0 
tested whitst hot at 100 C. The compressive strength of test specimens 
coated from 150°C before testing does not differ appreciabty from the 
compressive strength of test specimens tested hot at 150°C. Some test 
specimens which were coated from 150°C have a compressive strength which 
is as much as 15% higher than the mean compressive strength of control, 
specimens. However, reductions in compressive strength were apparent for 
certain of the test specimens, but these reductions in strength were smal.,l.,er 
than the reduction in strength of specimens coated from 100°C. 
Test specimens coated from 250°C atways exhibit a reduction in compressive 
strength of between 1% and 20%. The compressive strength of these test 
specimens is usual.,l.,y tower than the compressive strengths of specimens 
0 0 0 
cool.,ed from either 70 C, 100 C or 150 C. Furthermore, the compressive 
strength of specimens cool.,ed from 250°C is al.,ways approximatety 10% l.,ower 
than the compressive strength of specimens tested whil.,st hot at 250°C. 
The "Largest reductions in compressive strength occurred for test specimens 
cool.,ed from 400°[ before testing; reductions of 40% are not uncommon. 
Specimens cool.,ed from 400°C before testing exhibit up to 20% greater reduct-
ions in compressive strength than specimens which were tested hot at 400°[. 
Test specimens which remained ful.,l.,y saturated at 70°C and were cool.,ed be fore 
testing usua"L"Ly exhibit a reduction in compressive strength. The maximum 
reduction in strength is 16% and, in general.,, the reductions in strength 
are not as great as those which occurred for specimens tested whil.,st hot. 
At 100°[ the reductions in compressive strength are between a% and 3o%. 
For a particul.,ar mix, the reduction in compressive strength is al.,ways greater 
0 0 for specimens coo1,ed from 100 C than for specimens cool.,ed from 70 C. It is 
particul.,arl.,y apparent that saturated test specimens which were coo"Led from 
100°C before testing exhibit l.,ess reduction in compressive strength than 
specimens tested whil.,st hot at 100°C. However, the difference betweeh the 
respective reductions was usua"Ll.,y "Less than 1c:tfo. 
4.1.3 Specimens cool.,ed and immersed in water for 7 days before testing 
4.1.3.1 Drying during heating 
---------------------
The compressive 
of either 70°C, 
strength of specimens which were coo"Led from temperatures 
0 0 0 0 100 C, 150 C, 250 C or 400 C and immersed in water for 7 
. 34 7. 
days before testing, is atways reduced. For test temperatures of 70°C and 
100°C the maximum reductions are 15% and 25% respectivety. The compressive 
strength does not differ appreciabty between specimens coated from the 
0 0 0 
respective temperatures of 150 C, 250 C and 400 C and immersed in water 
for 7 days be fore testing. At these temperature te vets the reduction in 
compressive strength is between 20% and 4o% ... At temperature tevets of 70°C, 
100°C, 150°C and 250°C the reductions in compressive strength are greater 
than the reductions in compressive strength which occurred for specimens 
tested whitst hot, and atso greater than the reductions in compressive 
strength for specimens tested after coating. Test specimens which were 
coated from 400°C and immersed in water for 7 days prior to testing, exhibit 
reductions in compressive strength which are simitar to the reductions for 




The maximum reduction in compressive strength of saturated test specimens 
which were coated and immersed in water for 7 days before testing is 12% 
0 d 0 at 70 C and 25yo at 100 C. These reductions in compressive strength are 
approximatety the same as those for; 
(a) saturated specimens which were coated before testing, and 
(b) specimens which underwent drying at these temperature tevels and 
were coated and immersed in water for 7 doys bsforc testing. 
The Effect of Heating Time 
The effect of heating time on compressive strength is ittustrated in 
Figure V.19 and Figure V.20. In Figure V.19 the mean coded vatues of 
compressive strength (i.e. the coded vatues obtained by averaging across 
the mixes) are ittustrated for test specimens made from the concrete mixes. 
Figure V.20 shows the data obtained from test specimens made from the 
mortar mixes. 
For a particutar test temperature in each of Figure V.19 and Figure V.20, 
two mean coded vatues are given. These are the minimum mean coded vatue 
and the maximum mean coded vatue of compressive strength that were obtain-
ed from tests performed at the successive test times during the heating 
period. At certain of the test temperatures an arrow is drawn from the 
minimum vatue to the maximum vatue, or vice versa: this shows that the 
statisticat anatysis (reported in PART IV) indicates a significant trend 
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--I~ CODU NG 
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TEMPERATURE - °C 
FIG.V.19 & FIG.V.21: The mean coded 
va"Lues of compressive strength 
for test specimens made from 
the concrete mixe8 
TEMPERATURE - °C 
FIG.V.2D & FIG.V.22: The mean coded 
vatues of compressive strength 
for test specimens made from 
the mortar mixes. 
' 
temperature. The direction indicated by the arrow shows whether the comp-
ressive strength increases of decreases during the heating period. 
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Figure V.19 and Figure V.2D ittustrate that the compressive strength of 
specimens tested whitst hot fottows the generat behaviour described in 
section 4.1. It is apparent atso that the reductions in compressive strength 
of test specimens made from the mortar mixes are usuatty greater than, or 
~,equat to, the reductions in compressive strength of the concrete test 
specimens. This was verified statisticatty by the anatysis reported in 
PART IV. Figure V.19 and Figure V.20 indicate, too, that for both concrete 
a~d mortar specimens which underwent drying at temperatures of either 7D°C, 
1 0 0 0 DO C or 150 C, and for specimens which remained futty saturated at 100 C, 
the compressive strength increases most significantty during the heating 
period. The initiat reductions in compressive strength of specimens which 
underwent drying at temperatures of either 70°C, 100°C or 150°C are atmost 
comptetety etiminated by the increase in compressive strength during the 
heating period: the reductions in compressive strength at the end of the 
heating period are usuatty tess than 4¢. 
The greatest change in compressive strength during the heating period 
occurred for test specimens which underwent drying at 100°C. The change 
in compressive strength of test specimens at this temperature tevet was 
approximatety 7 MPa. This corresponds to a percentage increase in strength * 
of approximatety 15% for the concrete test specimens and 20% for the mortar 
test specimens. Despite the fact that test specimens heated to 150°C did 
not exhibit as targe an increase in strength during the heating period as 
specimens heated to 100°C, the compressive strength of specimens heated to 
150°[ is greater than the compressive strength of specimens heated to 100°C. 
For concrete test specimens heated to 150°C, the compressive strength after 
the heating period is approximatety 10% greater than the mean strength of 
unheated test specimens. 
Test specimens which remained futty saturated at 100°C and were tested 
whitst hot, atso exhibit an increase in compressive strength during the 
heating period. The increase in strength is approximatety 4 MPa: this 
corresponds to a percentage increase in strength of approximatety s% for 
concrete test specimens and 12% for mortar specimens. However, this 
increase in compressive strength during the heating period onty partiatty 
reduced the initiat reduction in compressive strength~and at the end of 
the heating period these specimens stitt exhibit an overatt reduction in 
* As a percentage of the mean strength of unheated reference test specimens. 
compressive strength. This reduction * in compressive strength is approx-
imatety 12% to 15% for concrete test specimens and 15% to 20% for mortar 
test specimens. 
The compressive strength of both concrete and mortar test specimens which 
remained futty saturated at a temperature of 70°C, and test specimens which 
. 0 0 
underwent drying at test temperatures of either 250 C or 400 C, does not 
exhibit a statisticatty significant increase with time during the heating 
period. 
It is interesting to compute the stope of the tine of b~st fit through the 
mean coded vatues of compressive strength as determined at each of the 
.351. 
test temperatures. The tine of best fit is obtained by a regression anatysis 
bf the mean coded vatues against time, i.e. the time axis is the independent 
variabte and represents the successive tests that were performed at fixed 
intervats during the heating period -:H~. Tabte v.1 ittustrates the stope 
of the tine of best fit through the mean coded vatues of compressive strength 
determined at the successive test times at a particutar temperature. 
TAHLE V.1: Regression coefficients from a tinear 
regression of mean coded vatues of compressive 
strength at a particutar temperature tevet : 
specimens tested whitst hot. 
TEST REGRESSION REGRESSION 
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT 
(MORTAR) (CONCRETE) 
70°C (SAT) 0,59 0,02 
1 00°C (SAT) 1. 59 1 , 11 
70°C (DRY) 1 , 15 0,65 
100°C (DRY) 2,08 2,40 
150°C (DRY) 1, 63 0, 96 
250°C (DRY) 0,10 0,43 
400°C (DRY) -0' 76 0,33 
* As a percentage of the mean compressive strength of unheated reference 
test specimens. 
>.H~ The regression anatysis is discussed in PART IV STATISTICAL ANALYSIS~ 
4.2.2 
It is apparent that, for test specimens which underwent drying d~ring 
heating, the regression coefficient is higher for specimens tested at 
0 0 0 
100 C than for spec~mens tested at 70 C. Atso, at temperature tevets 
above 100°C the regression coefficient decreases progressivety as the 
temperature tevet increases. Thus the greatest increase in compressive 
strength during the heating period occurs for specimens which underwent 
0 0 0 
dry~ng at 100 C. At the temperature tevets above 100 C the increase in 
compressive strength during the heating period becomes progressivety 
smatter and in one instance - for mortar specimens heated to 400°C - the 
regression coefficient indicates that the compressive strength of test 
specimens decreases between successive tests during the heating period. 
However, it shoutd be noted that the statisticat anatysis did not indicate 
a statisticatty significant decrease ~n compressive strength with time 
for the mortar test specimens heated to 400°C. 
The regression coefficients in Tabte V .1 atso indicate that for both 
concrete and mortar specimens which remained futty saturated at 100°C; 
(i) the increase in compressive strength during the heating 
period is greater than the increase which occurred for 
specimens which remained futty saturated at 70°C, and 
(ii) the increase in compressive strength during the heating 
period is not as great as the increase in compressive 
strength which occurred for specimens which underwent 
drying at 100°C. 
Specimens tested after coating 
The effect of heating time on the compressive strength of specimens tested 
after coating from the respective temperature tevets is ittustrated in 
Figure V.21 and Figure V.22. Figure V.21 shows the mean coded vatues of 
compressive strength for specimens made from the concrete mixes, and Figure 
V.22 the mean coded vatues for specimens made from the mortar mixes. The 
arrows drawn in Figure V.21 and Figure V.22 show that the statisticat 
anatysis (reported in PART IV) indicates a statisticatty significant trend 
between the tests performed at the successive times dur1ng the heating 
period. The direction indicated by the arrow in these diagrams shows 
whether the compressive strength increases or decreases during the heating 
pe:ri-iod. 
It is apparent from Figure V.21 and Figure V.22 that the compressive 
strength of both concrete and mortar test specimens which remained futty 
. 352. 
saturated at 100°C increases by approximatety 4.MPa during the heating 
period. This corresponds to a percentage increase in compressive 
strength of approximatety s% for concrete specimens and 12% for mortar 
test specimens. Atthough the increase in compressive strength of these 
test specimens is the same as the increase in compressive strength of 
saturated specimens which were tested hot at 100°C, it appears that the 
compressive strength of concrete and mortar specimens tested after coating 
is atways higher than the compressive strength of saturated specimens 
tested whitst hot. The difference in strength is in some instances as 
targe as s% but is usuatty between 2% and 6%. Specimens which remained 
saturated at 70°C and were coated before testing do not exhibit an increase 
in compressive strength during the heating period. However, it is again 
apparent that the compressive strength after coating is greater than the 
compressive strength of specimens tested hot. 
Concrete and mortar test specimens which underwent drying at temperatures 
of either 100°C or 150°C and were coated before testing exhibit an increase 
in compressive strength for tests performed at the successive test times 
during the heating period. The increase in compressive strength is usuatty 
not as great as the increase which occurred for specimens tested whitst 
hot. However, the compressive strength of these specimens is atways higher 
than the compressive strength of specimens which underwent drying at either 
100°C or 150°C and were tested whitst hot. 
Mortar test specimens which underwent drying at 70°[ and were tested after 
coating exhibit an increase in strength during the heating period, whereas 
the test specimens made from the concrete mixes do not indicate a simitar 
trend. For both concrete and mortar specimens, however, the compressive 
strength after coating from 70°C is atways greater than the mean compress-
ive strength of unheated reference specimens. 
The compressive strength of specimens which were tested after coating from 
either 250°C or 400°C is atways tower than the compressive strength of 
specimens tested hot at either 250°C or 400°C. The difference in compress-
ive strength for specimens coated from 250°C is approximatety 10% for 
concrete specimens and between 5% and 15% for mortar specimens. For coating 
from 400°C the difference in compressive strength is between 10% and 15% 
for concrete specimens and approximatety 25% for mortar specimens. Further-
more, for specimens coo ted from 400°C the compressive strength of both 
concrete and mortar specimens decreases for tests performed at successive 
times during the heating period. This reduction in strength is between 
2 MPa and 3 MPa, and corresponds to a percentage reduction in strength of 
.3.53. 
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of between 4% and 8~ of the unheat~d reference strength. 
The abovementioned differences between the compressive strength of specimens 
tested whitst hot and specimens tested after coating are ittustrated in 
Figure V.23. In Figure V.23 the mean coded vatues of compressive strength 
determined from specimens tested whitst hot is ptotted against the mean 
coded vatue of compressive strength measured after specimens had coated to 
the datum temperature. It is apparent that the data for either concrete or 
mortar specimens fatt into two categories, viz: 
(i) 
(ii) 
0 Test specimens which were tested at either 70 C (saturated), 
100°[ (saturated), 70°C (dry), 100°[ (dry) or 150°[ (dry). 
In these instances the best tine * indicates that for both 
concrete and mortar test specimens the compressive strength of 
specimens tested after coating is atways greater than the 
compressive strength of specimens tested whitst hot. 
0 0 Test specimens which underwent drying at either 250 C or 400 C. 
For these test temperatures the regression tine * indicates 
that the compressive strength of both concrete and mortar 
specimens after coating is atways tower than the compressive 
strength of specimens tested whitst hot. 
It is thought that the above resutts show whether or not microcracking 
occurs in test specimens subjected to heating. 
150°C and betow, the fact that: 
For test temperatures of 
(i) the compressive strength increases with time during the 
heating period, and 
(ii) the compressive strength of specimens after coating is atways 
higher than the compressive strength of specimens tested hot, 
is thought to indicate that at these temperature tevets microcracking does 
not have any significant inftuence on the compressive strength, i.e. for 
concrete and mortar specimens at temperature tevets of either 70°C (futty 
saturated), 100°[ (futty saturated), 70°C (dry), 100°[ (dry) or 150°[ (dry) 
the stresses which occur as a resutt of incompatibte differentiat movement 
between the mix constituents are retieved by creep and not by microcracking. 
* This was determined by tinear regression anatysis. The equation of the 
best tine is not given since the main objective is to ittustrate 
quatitativety the difference between the abovementioned two categ6ries. 
6,or-------------------------------------------------~--------------. 
· ... Mortar test specimens ) 
0-0Concrete test specimens? 
Test temperatures of 
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CHANGE IN COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH: SPECIMENS TESTED .WHILST HOT (r-'!Pa) 
• 
FIG.V.23: The re~ationship between the compressive strength determined 
whitst hot and the compressive strength determined after coo~ing. 
\ 
4,0 
In this regard numerous authors have indicated that creep, and atso the 
rate of creep, of concrete is higher at etevated temperature than at room 
temperature. The retief of the stresses caused by incompatibte differentiat 
expansion, therefore, partty exptains the increase in compressive strength 
0 
of saturated specimens heated to 100 C. However, in PART V : CHAPTER 2 it 
was shown that, during the heating period, time dependent chemicat react-
{89) ions may atso occur within the cement paste. Work by Imtach shows that 
the compressive strength of neat cement paste is reduced by approximatety 
5cffo under saturated steam conditions at 140°C. The reduction in strength 
is associated with the formation of a- c
2
s hydrate. Imtach( 89 ) further 
indicates that in the presence of siticeous aggregate a strength conferring 
reaction occurred under steam curing conditions and that att test specimens 
containing siticeous aggregate exhibited an increase in compressive strength. 
It was found that this reaction between cement paste and siticeous materiat 
atso occurs within specimens heated under saturated conditions at 95°C, but 
to a tesser extent( 89 ). The increase in strength is associated with the 
formation of 11.3 ~tobermorite, c5s 6H5 • Simitar resutts are reported by 
Katousek( 90)• This author( 90) found that the formation of the a- c
2
s 
hydrate is unfavourabte to strength and that the presence of siticeous 
0 
aggregate favours the formation of the 11.3 A tobermorite with a resutting 
increase in strength. 
In the present investigation it is therefore hiahty probabte that the above-
mentioned chemicat reactions occurred for test specimens heated to 100°[ 
under saturated conditions, particutarty the reaction concerning siticeous 
aggregates since both the coarse and the fine aggregate used in this 
investigation has an sio
2 
content ~< of approximatety 75%. This chemicat 
reaction coutd atso have occurred within test specimens heated to 70°C; 
(89) 0 Imtach reports that even at temperatures as tow as 25 C there is 
evidence of the reaction between cement paste and si ticeous aggregate. 
However, it is tikety that at 70°C the extent of the reaction during the 
heating period was not sufficient to have been apparent as an increase in 
compressive strength. It appears, therefore, that for concrete and mortar 
specimens which remained saturated at either 70°C or 100°[ the compressive 
strength and the tinear expansion ** of specimens increase during the 
3 o . Th heating period as a resutt of the formation of 11. A tobermorlte. e 
increase in tinear expansion of neat cement paste specimens which remained 
futty saturated at either 70°[ or 100°[ is probabty associated with the 
formation of a - c
2
s hydrate. It is interesting with regard to the 
chemicat reactions to note some further findings by Imtach(
89
). The author 
This is reported in PART II. 
~H~ See CHAPTER 2. 
reports data which indicate that by using onty timestone aggregate, the 
0 
formation of the weaker a- c
2
s hydrate is not prevented and no 11.3 A 
tobermorite is formed. Test specimens made with timestone aggregate 
exhibit a 50~0 reduction in compressive strength when heated under 
saturated steam conditions at 1D0°C(B 9 ). 
0 
It is tikety that the formation of 11.3 A tobermorite atso contributes to 
the increase ln strength of specimens which underwent drying at test 
temperatures of either 70°C or 100°[, At these temperature tevets the 
migration of evaporabte water is a retativety stow process. (This is 
shown in PART III.) Consequentty, sufficient water woutd be present for 
the above reaction to occur. However, it is thought that for specimens 
which underwent drying at either 70°C, 100°C or 150°C, the increase in 
compressive strength during the heating period was primarity due to the 
toss of adsorbed intercrystattine water from between the get crystattites. 
This resutts in a smatt distance between get crystats and thus causes 
an increase in the van der Waats forces. Consequentty, the compressive 
strength increases. Atso, new chemicat bonds (i.e. sotid-sotid bonds) 
may occur in instances where the distance between get crystats is reduced 
to zero. 
It may be argued that the toss of the strongty adsorbed intercrystattine 
water onty occurs after att the more toosety hetd evaporabte water has 
been driven off, and consequentty this effect woutd not be significant at 
the retativety tow temperatures of 70°C or 100°[, However, it shoutd be 
remembered that the toss of water from capittary pores and get pores 
subjects the sotid system to isotropic etastic shrinkage, i.e. the reduct-
ion of the menisci radii in the get pores and capittary pores increases the 
tensite forces in the water and causes corresponding etastic contraction 
of the sotid. Ishai(
34
) indicates that under the action of this hydrostatic 
compressive stress the adorbed confined water, i.e. the water between get 
crystats, squeezes out stowty and reduces the smatt inter-sotid gaps. The 
author( 34 ) tikens this process to the irrecoverabte creep mechanism under 
an externat toad. 
It is thought that apart from the abovementioned hydrostatic creep affect 
0 
as evaporabte water is tost from the cement paste at temperatures of 70 C, 
1D0°C and 150°C, further creep occurs in order to retieve the stresses 
which occur as a resutt of cement paste contraction retative to aggregate 
partictes. In PART I : CHAPTER 4 it is shown that the tensite stresses 
which may occur when cement paste undergoes contraction retative to 
aggregate partictes are many times greater than the uttimate tensite stress 
• 35 7. 
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normatty associated with either mortar or cement paste. (It shoutd be noted 
that this effect is independent of the aggregate expansion) .• The fact that 
0 
at temperatures betow 150 C the compressive strength of test specimens 
increases during the heating period despite the fact that the contraction 
of cement paste retative to aggregate partictes atso increases during the heating 
period, is thought to indicate that these stresses were retieved by creep. 
It shoutd .be remembered, however, that for test specimens which underwent 
. .·. 0 
drying at temperatures betow 150 C a further effect may have occurred. 
This is the dissotution of crystats of Ca(OH)
2 
as a resutt of the compress-
ive stress imposed by drying shrinkage and resutting in precipitation of either 
CaCD 3 or Ca(DH) 2 in spaces free from stress *. The compreseibitity of the 
cement paste may thus be increased. The ahovementioned effect may not 
necessarity be detrimentat to the compressive strength since the ta(0~) 2 
does not contribute significantty to the strength of cement paste. 
Furthermore, if CaC0 3 is precipitated, the compressive strength may increase(
51 ). 
The increase in compressibitity of the paste may be apparent as a reduction 
in Young's modutus. This is discussed in CHAPTER 5. 
The foregoing resutts indicate that for test specimens which underwent 
drying at 400°C; 
(i) the compressive strength of specimens after coating is tower 
than the compressive strength of specimens tested whitst hot, 
and 
(ii) the compressive strength decreases for specimens coated and 
tested at the successive test times during the heating period. 
' 
It is thought that these resutts indicate conctusivety that microcracking 
has a significant inftuence on the property behaviour of test specimens 
heated to 400°C. This is further substantiated by the resutts of water 
toss (after coating and re-immersion in water) and residuat tinear deform-
ation data of specimens coated from this temperature tevet **· Despite 
the fact that test specimens which were heated to 250°C exhibit onty the 
first of the abovementioned behaviourat patterns but not the second, it 
is thought that these test specimens fatt into the same category as 
* There witt be a tendency to precipitate CaCO if carbonic species are 
present in the water. This is because sotubrtity of CaCO is much 
tower than the sotubitity of Ca(OH) • However, it is difficutt to 
a~sess whether diffusion o~ C0 2 int§ ~apitta~y and. get water c~utd 
have occurred in the retat1ve short t1me per1od when test spec1mens 
underwent water toss. 
~H~ These resutts were discussed in CHAPTER 1 and CHAPTER 3 respectivety. 
specimens heated to 400°C. The resutts of water toss (after coating from 
250°C and re-immersion in water) and residuat tinear deformation of 
specimens coated from 250°C substantiate this conctusion. 
0 0 
At test temperatures of 250 C and 400 C the water toss data indicate that 
att the eveporabte water is removed. Consequentty, it appears that 
because the intercrystattine water is not present, the micro-structure of 
the paste is fixed by predominantty sotid-sotid bonding between get 
crystattites. Since the cement paste may no tonger be considered as 
mobite, the stresses which arise from either; 
(i) contraction of the paste retative to aggregate as a resutt 
of the toss of non-evaporabte water, or 
(ii) the diffe~ence between the coefficient of thermat expansion of 
cement paste and aggregate (during coating of specimens), 
are not therefore retieved by creep. It is tikety that these stresses 
are of sufficientty great magnitude to cause microcracking within the paste. 
This was shown in PART I : CHAPTER 4 and atso PART V : CHAPTER 2. 
If microcracking does not occur at test temperatures of either 250°C or 
400°C, the compressive strength of test specimens may increase due to the 
toss of evaporabte water and subsequent increase in the van der WaaLs forc~s. 
However, this cannot be stated with certainty since a further effect may 
tend to decrease the strength. This is the Loss of non-evaporabte water 











dehydration residue of tobermorite get consists(B 6 ) ~ainLy ~~ ~- C 5 
(hiLLebrandite). Littte is known about the retative strength of the 
tobermorite and the dehydration residue. However, it does seem tikety that 
the strength of the paste is reduced when dehydration of tobermorite occurs. 
It shouLd be noted that at temperatures of 250°C and 400°C there witt be 
no tendency for dissotution of Ca(OH)
2 
under the compressive strength 
imposed by drying shrinkage as for specimens heated to either 70°C or 100°C. 
This is because comptete toss of evaporabte water at these test temperatures 
occurs during the time period when test specimens are being heated to the 
desired temperature tevet. Atso, at 400°C the dehydration of Ca(OH)
2 
may 
have occurred. However, ln CHAPTER 2 it is shown that this effect is 
probabty not significant at 400°C. 
.359. 
4.2.3 Specimens tested after coating and 7 days re-immersion in water 
Figure V.24 ittustrates the effect of heating time on the compressive 
strength of concrete test specimens which were coated at successive test 
times during the heating period and immersed in water for 7 days before 
testing. Figure V.25 shows the compressive strength data for test specimens 
made from the mortar mixes and tested as exptained above. 
For each test temperature in Figure V.24 and Figure V.25, two me~n coded 
vatues of compressive strength are shown. These are the maximum and 
m~nimum mean coded vatues which were obtained from compressive strength 
from tests on specimens that were coated at the successive test times 
during the heating period. At certain of the test temperatures an arrow 
is drawn between the maximum and minimum mean coded vatue, or vice versa: 
this shows that the statisticat anatysis (reported in PART IV) indicates a 
statisticatty significant trend between the successive tests performed 
during the heating time at the particutar temperature. The direction 
indicated by the arrow shows whether an increase or a reduction of compress-
ive strength occurred. 
It is apparent from Figure V.24 and Figure V.25 that the compressive 
strength of specimens which were ~ested after coating and re-immersion in 
water, fottows the generat behaviour described in section 4.1. The data 
atso shows that the reduction in compressive strength of test specimens 
made from the mortar mixes is usuatty either greater than or equat to the 
reduction in compressive strength of concrete test specimens. This was 
verified statisticatty by the anatysis reported in PART IV. 
The .compress~ve strength of test specimens which remained futty saturated 
at temperatures of either 70°[ or 100°C and were stored in water for 7 
days after coating is atways higher than the compressive strength of 
specimens tested immediatety after coating. This is probabty due to 
additionat hydration during the 7 day immersion period. 
Figure V.24 and Figure V.25 atso indicate that the compressive strength of 
test specimens which underwent drying at test temperatures of either 70°C, 
100°[ or 150°[ and were immersed in water for 7 days after coating, is 
atways tower than the compressive strength of specimens which were tested 
immediatety after coating. Furthermore, the coded vatues of compressive 
strength for specimens which were coated from these temperatures and re-
immersed in water at the various test times during the heating period 
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FIG.V.24: The mean coded val,ues of 
compressive strength for test 
specimens made from the 
concrete mixes. 







FIG.V.25: The mean coded val,ues of 
compressive strength for 
test specimens made from the 
mortar mixes. 
the compressive strength decreases for test? .performed at the successive 
test times during the heating period. In this regard it shouLd be 
~eme~be~ed that the compressive strength of specimens which were tested 
immediateLy after coating from either 70°C, 1DD°C or 150°C exhibited exactLy 
the opposite trend, i.e. the compressive strength increased for specimens 
cooLed and tested at the successive test times during the heating period. 
It is thought that the abovementioned reduction in the compressive strength 
of test specimens is reLated to the irrecoverabLe shrinkage deformation of 
the cement paste during the heating period. The irrecoverabLe shrinkage 
/ 
deformation occurs as a resuLt of the Loss of intercrystattine adsorbed 
water and intercrystattine (zeotitic) water. If the test temperature is 
sufficientLy high, the intercrystattine and intracrystaLLine water is re-
moved and new chemicaL or physicaL bonds are formed between soLid eLements. 
ALso, at reLativeLy tow temperature LeveLs the intercrystattine water may 
squeeze out sLowLy under the proLonged hydrostatic compressives stresses * 
induced by surface tension in the Liquid phase as evaporabte water is Lost 
from the capiLLary and get pores. ConsequentLy, when test specimens are 
re-immersed in water, the water moLecuLes cannot re-occupy the now cLosed 
originaL spaces, i.e. tensiLe stresses are induced in the newLy formed inter-
soLid bonds. 
Furthermore, upon re-immersion the cement paste sweLLs reLative to aggregate 
particLes. In PART I CHAPTER 4 it was shown that the tensiLe stresses 
which may resuLt from a contraction of cement paste reLative to aggregate 
are higher than the tensiLe stresses which cement paste, or mbrtar, can 
withstand. It was aLso shown that the tensiLe stresses resuLting from an 
expansion of paste reLative to aggregate are many times higher than the 
stresses resulting from paste contraction reLative to aggregate(
4
B)• 
ConsequentLy, it is LikeLy that the sweLLing of the paste reLative to 
aggregate particLes causes Large tensiLe stresses either within the paste 
or at the paste aggregate interface. These stresses witt be reLieved by 
creep. However, it must be remembered that both creep, and creep rate, 
are tower at room temperature than at the temperature at which the 
contraction of paste reLative to aggregate originaLLy occurred. 
It is thought, therefore, that tensiLe stresses in the soLid phase causes 
the reduction in compressive strength of test specimens re-immersed in 
water. It is possibLe that these tensiLe stresses resuLt in microcracking 
within test specimens. However, this is not a necessary condition· for 
a reduction in the compressive strength. Under a uniaxiaL compressive 
This aspect was discussed in section 4.2.2. 
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stress the timiting vatue of tensite strain in the taterat direction is 
exceeded more quickty for test specimens having tensite stress in the sotid 
phase than for specimens in which no tensite stress is present. Consequentty, 
the test specimens fait at a tower vatue of uniaxiat compressive stress. 
Figure V.24 and Figure V.25 atso show that the compressive strength of test 
specimens which were immersed 2n water for 7 days after coating from 250°C 
is tower than the compressive strength of specimens tested immediatety after 
coating from 250°C (refer Figure V.21 and Figure V.22). In CHAPTER 3 : 
section 3.2.2 and CHAPTER 4 : section 4.2.2 it ~as conctuded that micro-
craGking occurs within the test specimens which we-re coated from 250°C. 
When these test specimens are re-immersed in water th~ decrease in suiface 
energy of the crack (due to adsorption of water on the surface of the crack) 
resutts in an increase in the crack tength (B 7 ). It is tikety, too, that 
in certain instances the criticat crack size was exceeded and that 
spontaneous propagation of some of the cracks occurred. Consequentty, the 
compressive strength of re-immersed test specimens is tower than the compress-
ive strength of specimens tested immediatety after coating from 250°C. 
Comparing Figure V.24 and Figure V.25 to Figure V.21 and Figure V.22 
0 
respectivety, it is apparent that for test specimens coated from 400 C, the 
compressive strength of re-immersed test specimens is the same as the 
compressive strength of specimens tested immediatety after coating. This 
is thought to indicate that the extent of microcracking after coating was 
of such severity that the additionat microcracking which occurred when test 
specimens were re-immersed in water did not affect the compressive strength. 
For test specimens coated from either 250°C or 400°C and re-immersed in 
water, it is possibte that some rehydration of dehydrated hydration products 
occurred. However, tittte is known about the strength of either the 
dehydration product (~ - C 5) or whether rehydration woutd resutt in the 
formation of tobermorite get (c
1
, 62 5 H1
, 5 ). 
Last~y, it is interesting to note from Figure V.24 and Figure V.25 that the 
compressive strength of specimens coated from either 100°C or 150°C and 
immersed in water before testing, usuatty decreases to a vatue which is 
approximatety the same as the compressive strength of specimens immersed 
in water after coating from either 250°C or 400°C. This is thought to be 
indicative of the high tensite stresses within test specimens which were 
coated from either 100°C or 150°c and immersed in water before testing, 
i.e. on apptication of a uniaxiat compressive stress the toad required to 
produce spontaneous propagation of a crack is not much higher than the toad 
required to fait a pre-cracked test specimen. 
4.3 Comparison of the Compressive Strength of the Various Concrete Mixes and 
Mortar Mixes 
The mean coded vatues of compressive strength (determined whitst hot) are 
shown in Figure V.26 for test specimens made from the three concrete mixes 
BCY, CCX and CCY respectivety. Figure V.27 ittustrates the data for the 
three mortar mixes BMY, CMX and CMY respectivety. The mean coded vatue of 
compressive strength is the mean of the four coded.vatues determined from 
the compressive strength tests which were performed at the successive times 
during the heating period. Figure V.28 and Figure V.29 ittustrate the mean 
coded vatues of compressive strength for test specimens made from the 
various concrete or mortar mixes, respectivety, and coated before testing. 
The data for test specimens which were coated and re-immersed in water for 
7 days before testing are shown in Figure V.30 and Figure V.31. 
The stress anatysis by Hsu(
4
B) indicates that the stresses which occur as 
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a resutt of differentiat expansion of the constituents in concrete or mortar, 
are greater for specimens containing a high concentration of aggregate than 
for specimens containing a tow concentration of aggregate. It is not 
unreasonabte to expect that this may be reftected in the compressive 
strength of test specimens, particutarty at the test temperatures at which 
unstabte microcracking is thought to occur, viz. 250°C and 400°C. However, 
the compressive strength data shown in Figure V.26 to Figure V.30 do not 
indicate that the reduction in compressive strength of test specimens made 
from the concrete or mortar mixes having a high concentration of aggregate 
(mixes CCY and CMY) is atways greater than the reduction in compressive 
strength of~st specimens made from the concrete or mortar mixes having a 
tow concentration of aggregate (mixes CCX and CMY respectivety). This is 
probabty because the diffe~ence between votumetric concentration of the 
aggregate in these mixes was not sufficientty great. It shoutd be noted, 
though, that the change in votumetric concentration of aggregate was the 
maximum one possibte within the timits of practibitity, i.e" the Wfc ratio 
of the two mixes remained constant and thus the workabitity governed the 
increase in aggregate concentration. 
Figure V.26 to Figure V.30 show that for concrete and mortar test specimens 
made from the mixes BCY and BMY respectivety, and tested 
(i) 
. 0 0 
after coating from temperatures of e1ther 150 C, 250 C or 
0 
400 C, and 
(ii) 
0 0 
after coating from temperatures of either 150 C, 250 Cor 
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the reduction in compressive strength is greater than the reduction in 
compressive strength of test specimens made from the other concrete or 
mortar mixes. This may indicate that the w;c ratio does have an effect 
• 3 6 6. 
on the reductions in compressive strength of concrete and mortar specimens 
heated to these test temperatures: the w;c ratio of mixes ECY and EMY was 
0,50 whereas the W/c ratio of att the other mixes was 0,58. This conctusion 
. ( 68) 
does not agree w1th data reported by Saeman and Washa : the authors 
found no significant differences in the retative changes of compressive 
strength for concretes having w;c ratios which ranged from 0,48 to 0,84. 
However, Furumura( 7D) reports resutts which indicate that tow strength 
concrete exhibits overatt smatter reductions in compressive strength at 
etevated temperatures than concrete of high strength. In the absence of 
any conctusive trends as regards the inftuence of either the aggregate 
content ur the water content on the behaviour of concrete at etevated temp-
erature, it is conctuded that this part of the investigation was unsuccessfut. 
It is interesting to compare Figures V.26, V.27, V.28, V.29, V.3D and V.31 to 
Figures V.19, V.20, V.21, V.22, V.24 and V.25 respectivety. From these 
diagrams it is apparent that in many instances the variation which resutts 
from performing tests at successive times during the heating period is 
greater than the variation which resutts from having test specimens made with 
different mix proportions. This again emphasises the importance of heating 
time in experimentat work of this nature. 
5.1 
5 .1 .1 
5 .1 • 2 
• 36 7. 
CHAPTER 5 DYNAMIC YOUNG'S MODULUS 
Summary of Resutts 
Specimens tested after coating 
The dynamic Young's modutus is atways reduced when concrete or mortar test 
specimens are heated. In generat, the higher the temperature the greater 
the reduction in dynamic Young's modutus. The maximum percentage reductions 
in dynamic Young's modutus for specimens which underwent drying during heat-
ing were approximatety: 
1B% for concrete test specimens and 16% for mortar test specimens at 70°C· ,
2B% II II II II II 20% II II II II II 100°C; 
2B% II II II II II 3B% II II. II II II 150°C; 
56% II II II II II 55% II II II II II 250°C; 
911/o II II II II II B5% II II II II II 0 400 C; 
The maximum percentage reductions ln dynamic Young's modutus for specimens 
0 . 0 
which remained futty saturated at either 70 C or 100 C were between: 
5% and 10% for concrete test specimens at 70°C; 
2% II 111/o II mortar II II II 70°C; 
1o% II 20% II concrete II II II 
n 
100-C; 
10% II 24% II mortar II II II 1 00°C; 
Specimens tested after 7 days re~immersion in wster 
The maximum percentage reduction in dynamic Young's modu1us for concrete and 
mortar test specimens which were coo·ted and re-immersed in water after test-
ing is approximatety 2o%. In some instances both concrete and mortar test 
specimens exhibit an increase in dynamic Young's modutus, i.e. an increase 
with respect to the dynamic Young's modutus of controt specimens. However, 
the increase in dynamic Young's modutus is usuatty 1ess than s%. 
Test specimens which were re-immersed in water after drying at a temperature 
of 70°C exhibit vatues of dynamic Young's modutus which are approximatety 
the same as, or up to 1a% greater than, the vatues for test specimens which 
were tested immediatety after coating from 70°C. Test specimens which under-
a o o o 
went drying at temperatures of either 1 DO C, 150 C, 250 C or 400 C and were 
re-immersed in water after coating, atways exhibit a reduction in dynamic 
Young's modutus. The maximum reduction in dynamic Young's modutus for test 
0 0 




18% for 'concrete test specimens and 17% for mortar test specimens at 100°C; 
20% II II II II II 33% II II. II II 
These reductions are betwe.en 5% and 10% sma'L'Ler than the reductions in 
Young's modu-uus of test specimens which were tested immediate'Ly after c·oo1-
o 0 0 0 
ing from either 100 C or 150 C. For test temperatures of 250 C and 400 C 
the maximum reductions in dynamic Young's modu'Lus were: 
20% for concrete test specimens and 32% for mortar test specimens at 250°C; 
35% II II II II II 37% II II II II II 4000[• 
At a test temperature of 250°C the reduction in dynamic Young's modutus of 
specimens which were re-immersed in water are between 25% and 404 'Less than 
the reductions for specimens which were tested immediate'Ly after coo'Ling. 
The reduction in dynamic Young's modu'Lus of specimens which were re-immersed 
in water after coo'Ling from 400°C is approximate'Ly 5cff,• smatter than the 
corresponding reduction of specimens which were tested immediatety after 
cooLing. 
Concrete and murtar test specimens which remained fuLLy saturated during 
heating and were cooLed from 70°C ard re-immersed in water, exhibit reductions 
in dynamic Young's moduLus which are usuat ty not greater than 1cffc'. For 
specimens cooLed from 100°C the reductions in dynamic Young's modu'Lus for 
saturated concrete and mortar specimens are between 1o% and 25o/r>. At bo.th 
70°C and 100°C the reductions in dynamic Young's modutus of saturated 
specimens which were coo'Led and re-immersed in water are not as Large as 
the reductions which occurred for saturated specimens which were tested 
immediateLy after coo'Ling. 
The Effect of Heating Time 
Specimens tested after coo'Ling 
The effect of heating time on the dynamic Young's moduLus of specimens test-
ed immediate'Ly after coo'Ling is i'L'Lustrated in Figure V.32 and Figure V.33. 
Figure V.32 shows the mean coded vaLues of dynamic Young's modu'Lus for test 
specimens made from the concrete mixes {r and Figure V. 33 the data for test 
specimens made from the mortar mixes. 
For a particu'Lar test temperature 1n each of Figure V.32 and Figure V.33, 
two mean coded va'Lues are given. These are the maximum mean coded va'Lue 
and the minimum mean coded vatue of dynamic Young's modu'Lus that were 
* The mean of the coded vatues of dynamic Young's modutus for the three 
concrete mixes. 
0 
e Maximum val.,ue 
0 Minimum vatue 
-2,0 
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F1G.V.32: The mean change in dynamic 
Young's modul.,us for test 
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concrete mixes. 
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FIG.V.33: The mean change ln dynamic 
Young's modul.,us for test 
specimens made from the 
mortar mixes. 
obtained from tests performed at the successive test times during the 
heating period. The arrow drawn between the minimum and maximum vatue, 
or vice versa, shows that the statisticat anatys indicates a significant 
trend between the successive tests at a particutar test temperature. The 
direction indicated by the arrow shows whether the dynamic Young's modutus 
exhibits an increase or a decrease during the heating period. 
It is apparent from Figure V.32 and Figure V.33 that the dynamic Young's 
modutus of both concrete and mortar test specimens a\ways decreases during 
the heating period at a particutar test temperature. The reduction in 
Young's modutus during the heating period is usuatty between 1 GPa and 
2 GPa. This corresponds to a percentage reduction of between 3% and 6~ 
for concrete test specimens and between 4% and a% for mortar specimens. 
For test specimens which underwent drying at temperatures of either 70°C, 
• 3 70. 
0 0 0 0 
100 C, 150 C, 250 C or 400 C there is no apparent difference to the reduct-
ions in dynamic Young's modutus during the heating period. It appears, 
therefore, that at the various temperature tevets the reductions in dynamic 
Young's modutus originate from the same cause. A possibte exptanation for 
the reductions in Young's modutus during the heating period is that micro-
cracking of the test specimens occurred as a resutt of tensite stresses 
caused by either contraction of the cement paste retative to aggregate, or 
incompatibte differentiat movement of the mix constituents during coating. 
However, it shoutd be remembered that for test specimens which underwent 
drying at either 70°C, 100°C, or 150°C, the compressive strength increases 
during the heating period. Thus the reduction in dynamic Young's modutus 
at these temperature tevets coutd not have been caused by microcracking. 
At a test temperature of 250°[ the compressive strength of test specimens 
does not increase during the heating period, and at 400°[ the compressive 
strength decneases during the heating period. It is possibte, therefore, 
that the reductions in dynamic Young's modutus at these temperature \evets 
is partty caused by microcracking. 
The above conctusion, viz. that the reduction in dynamic Young's modutus 
during the heating period for test specimens which underwent drying at 
temperatures up to 150°C is not caused by the same effect as the reduction 
in dynamic Young's modutus for specimens which underwent drying at either 
250°C,or 400°C, is further substantiated by the data ptotted in Figure V,34 
and Figure V.35. In Figure V.34 the mean coded vatues of dynamic Young's 
modutus * for test specimens made from the concrete mixes are ptotted 
against the percentage water toss of test specimens * Figure V.35 
ittustrates the data for test specimens made from the mortar mixes. 
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It is immediateLy apparent for both concrete and mortar test specimens 
that the data fatt into two categories: 
(i) Test specimens which underwent drying at test temperatures of 
either 70°C, 100°C or 150°C, and 
(ii) Test specimens which underwent drying at test temperatures of 
either 250°C or 4D0°C. 
Foreach of the above categories a Linear regression anaLysis was performed 
using the coded vatue of dynamic Young's moduLus as the dependent variabLe 
and percentage water toss as the independent variabLe. At test temperatures 
of 70°C, 10C°C and 150°C the regression equation is; 
L\ Ed = 1,66 0,155 (WL%) for concrete test specimens, and 
ijEd = 1,52- 0' 154 (WL%) for mortar test specimens. 
where LIEd = the change ~n dynamic Young 1 s moduLus (GPa) 
WL% the percentage water toss. 
The above equations suggest that for test specimens which underwent drying 
at either 7D°C, 100°C or 150°C, the initiaL reduction in dynamic Young's 
moduLus at these temperatures, as weLL as the reduction in dynamic Young's 
moduLus during the heating period, is primariLy caused by the toss of 
evaporabLe water from the capiLLary pores and get pores of the cement 
paste. The removaL of evaporabLe water constitutes the removaL of an 
incompressibLe phase from within the paste and consequentLy Young's moduLus 
is reduced. The fact that the respective constants and regression co-
efficients in the above two equations are in such good agreement, is thought 
to indicate that the coarse aggregate did not affect the reductions in 
dynamic Young's moduLus of specimens heated to these temperature LeveLs. 
0 0 0 
At temperature LeveLs of 70 C, 100 C and 150 C a further two effects may 
aLso have contributed to the reduction in dynamic Young's moduLus of test 
specimens. The first of these is the dissoLution of crystaLs of. Ca(OH)
2 
as a resuLt of the hydrostatic compressive stress imposed by drying shrink-




in spaces free 
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from stress *· The compressibiLity of the cement paste may thus be increased 
and be manifest as a reduction in dynamic Young's moduLus. The second 
of these effects is the initiation of stabLe microcracks which may not 
necessariLy be detrimentaL to the compressive strength, However, there 
is no evidence that these effects are significant. 
* Tnis was discussed in CHAPTER 4, 
0 0 
For test temperatures of 250 C and 400 C the regression equation is; 
ll Ed = 67,53 1 '163 (WL%) for concrete test ~pecimens, and 
liEd = 44,48 - O,B17 (WLcfr,) for mortar test specimens. 
where liEd = change in dynamic Young's mo dul,us (GPa) 
WL% = percentage water l,oss. 
It is thought that at test temperatures of 250°C and 400°C the initial,' 
reduction in dynamic Young's modul,us is due to both the l,oss of evaporabl,e 
water during the heating period and unstabl,e microcracking within test 
specimens as a resul,t of incompatibl,e differential, movement of the mix 
constituents. The additional, reduction in dynamic Young's modul,us during 
the heating period is probabl,y onl,y associated with the second of the 
above effects, viz. microcracking due to cement paste contraction rel,ative 
to aggregate particl,es during the l,oss of non-evaporab~e water. It is 
interesting to not~ from the equations for test specimens coated from 
0 0 
250 C and 400 C that the reduction in dynamic Young's modul,us is greater 
for concrete test specimens than for mortar test specimens. Consider a 
percentage water l,oss of BO~ • Substituting in the above equations, the 
change in dynamic Young's modutus is approximatety 17 GPa for mortar test 
specimens and 20 GPa for concrete test specimens. It appears, therefore, 
that the coarse aggregate had an effect on the reduction in dynamic YoU11g 1s 
modul,us of concrete specimens heated to either 250°C or 400°C. This is 
in accordance with the resutts of the statistical, anal,ysis. 
It is thought that the above resul,ts indicate again that for test specimens 
which underwent drying at temperatures of either 70°C, 100°C or 150°C the 
stresses which occur as a resul,t of incompatibl,e differential, movement 
between the mix constituents, are rel,ieved by creep. At test temperatures 
of 250°C and 400°C the absence of intercrystal,l,ine water curtail,s the 
mobil,ity of the paste, i.e. bonding between the gel, crystal,l,ites is 
predominantl,y sotid-sol,id bonding. Consequentl,y, the stresses which arise 
from either; 
(i) contraction of the paste rel,ative to aggregate (as a resul,t 
of the l,oss of non-evaporabl,e water), or 
(ii) the d1fference between the coefficient of thermal, expansion 
of cement paste and aggregate (during coating of specimens), 
are not rel,ieved by creep but by microcracking. 
• 3 73. 
5.2.2 
F~gure V.32 and Figure V.33 show that the dynamic Young's modutus of both 
concrete and mortar test specimens which remained futty saturated at test 
temperatures of either 70°[ or 100°C, decreases with time during the heat-
ing period at these temperatures. The reductions in dynamic Youngis 
modutus during the heating period are between 1 GPa and 2 GPa. These 
reductions are approximatety of the same magnitude as those which occurred 
for test specimens which underwent drying during heating. The above 
reductions in dynamic Young's modutus cannot be associated with water toss, 
since these test specimens remained futty saturated during heating. Atso, 
the reductions cannot be the resutt of microcracking, since it was found 
that the compressive strength of specimens which remained futty saturated 
0 0 
at either 70 C or 100 C did not decrease during the heating period; at 
100°[ the compressive strength of both mortar and concrete specimens 
exhibited an increase during the heating period. It shoutd be noted, 
however, that microcracking of test speci1nens may have been a significant 
factor in causing part of the initiat reduction in dynamic Young's modutus 
since this is accompanied by a reduction in the compressive strength. 
It is thought that the decrease in the dynam~c Young's ~odutus of saturat-
ed test specimens during the heating period is retated to the chemicat 
reactions which were discussed in CHAPTER 4. It is possibte, too, that 
these chemicat reactions are targety responsib te for the ini tiat reduct-
ions in. dynam~c Young's modutus. However, no reAson can be suggested for 
the fact that the dynamic Young's moduGus decreases during the heating 
period whereas the compressive strength increases during the heating 
period as a resutt of the chemica"]; reaction(s). 
Specimens tested after coating and re-immersion in water 
The effect of heating time on the dynamic Young's moduvus of specimens 
tested after coating and 7 days re-immersion in water is ittustrated ~n 
Figure V.36 and Figure V.37. In Figure V.36 the mean coded vatues of 
dynamic Young's modutus are ittustrated for test specimens made from the 
concrete mixes. Figure V.37 ittustrates the data for test specimens made 
from the mortar mixes. 
It is apparent from Figure V.36 and Figure V.37 that for test specimens 
0 0 0 
which underwent drying at temperatures of either 70 C, 100 C or 150 C, 
the dynamic Young's modutus decreases during the heating period. Further-
more, comparing Figure V.36 and Figure V.37 to Figure V.32 and Figure V.33 
respectivety, it is apparent that the dynamic Young's modutus of both 
concrete and mortar specimens which were re-immersed in water after coat-
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the dynamic Young's modu~us of specimens tested immediate~y after coo~ing. 
In the previous section it was suggested that the reduction in dynamic 
0 
Young's modu~us of test specimens which underwent drying at either 70 C, 
100°[ or 150°[ is primari~y due to the ~ass of evaporab~e water. 
Consequent~y, upon re-immersion of .these test specimens, it wou~d be 
expected that the reptacement of the evaporabte water woutd etiminate the 
reductions in dynamic Young's modutus, i.e. the vatues of dynamic Young's 
modutus after re-immersion shoutd be approximatety the same as the mean 
controt vatue of dynamic Young's modutus for unheated test specimens. The 
abovementioned resu"Lts indicate no such trend. 
It is thought that the reduction in dynamic Young's modu"Lus of test 
specimens which were re-immersed in water after coo"Ling from temperatures 
of either 70°C, 100°C or 150°C indicates that microcracking occurred within 
these test specimens as a resu"Lt of the rep"Lacement of evaporab"Le water. 
In PART I : CHAPTER 4 it was shown that the tensi"Le stresses which resutt 
from a contraction of cement paste retative to aggregate are higher than 
. 3 76. 
the tensi"Le stresses which cement paste, or mortar, can withstand. It was 
a"Lso shown that the tensi"Le stresses caused by an expansion of paste re"Lative 
to aggregate are many times higher than the tensi"Le stresses caused by paste 
(48) 
contractions re"Lative to aggregate • During the heating period, the 
paste contracts re"Lative to aggregate partictes. The toss of pore water, 
J.ntercrysta"L tine water and intracrystat "Line \'IJater (due either to temp-
erature tevet or hydrostatic creep) resutts in the formation of new physicat 
or chemicat bonds within the paste. Atso the paste creeps in order to 
re"Lieve stressed caused by contraction of the paste re"Lative to aggregate. 
Upon re-immersion of test specimens the cement paste swe"Lts. It is tikety 
that the swe"Lting of the paste retative to aggregate partictes causes 
~arge tensite stresses either within the paste or at the paste aggregate 
interface. These stresses wit"L be re"Lieved by creep. Ho\1\•ever, it must be 
remembered that both creep, and creep rate, are "Lower at room temperature 
than at the temperature at which the contraction of paste re"Lative to 
aggregate origina"Lty occurred. It is possibte, therefore, that the. tensite 
stresses are of sufficientty great magnitude to resu"Lt in sub~critica"L 
microcracking within test specimens. This wou"Ld exp"Lain the reduction in 
compressive strength as we"Lt as the reduction in dynamic Young's modu"Lus 
of test specimens.which underwent drying at either 70°C, 100°[ or 150°C and 
were re-immersed in water for 7 days before testing. 
From Figure V.36 and Figure V.37 it is apparent that the dynamic Young's 
modu"Lus of test specimens coo"Led from either 250°[ or 400°[ and immersed 
in water usua"Lty increases during the heating period. This trend is 
opposite ·to that exhibited by the dynamic Young's modu~us oftest specimens 
which were tested immediate~y after coo~ing from either 250°C or 400°C. 
Furthermore, these va~ues of dynamic Young's modu~us for both concrete and 
mortar specimens are significant~y higher than the va~ues obtained from 
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test specimens which were tested immediate~y after coo~lng from either 250°C 
or 400°C. The difference between dynamic Young's modu~us for the two test 
cases ranges from 6 GPa to 15 GPA for coo~ing from 250°C and 14 GPa to 
26 GPa for specimens coo~ed from 400°C. It is fe~t that these resu~ts 
substantiate the conc~usions that: 
(i) The remova~/rep~acement of evaporab~e water has a ~arge 
inf~uence on the dynamic Young's modu~us. This is because 
the evaporab~e water constitutes an lncompressib~e phase 
within the cement paste. 
(ii) Microcracking occurred within test specimens which were 
. 0 0 
coo~ed from elther 250 C or 400 C. The extent of the 
microcracking increases as the heating time at these test 
temperatures increases. Consequent~y, test specimens which 
were subjected to these temperatures for the ~ongest time 
period can imbibe more water during re-immersion. Hence 
the dynamic Young's modu~us appears to increase during the 
heating period for specimens which were coo~ed and re-immersed 
in water at the successive test times.during the heating 
period. 
It shou~d be noted, however, that the ittcre ase in dynamic Young's modu~us 
of these test specimens may be part~y due to hydration of dehydrated 







) exhinits a ~oss of non-evaporab~e water; the dehydration 
residue is ~- C S. It is possib~e, therefore, that hydration oc~urs when 
test specimens are re-immersed in water. 
Figure V.3b and Figure V.37 a~so indicate that the coded va~ues of dynamlc 
Young's modu~us for test specimens which remained fu~~y saturated at either 
70°C or 100°C and were re-immersed in water for 7 days, usua~~y d~creases 
for tests performed at the successive times during the heating period. 
This is simi~ar to the trend exhibited by the dynamic Young's modu~us of 
test specimens which remained fu~~y saturated and were tested immediate~y 
after coo~ing. However, the former va~ues of dynamic Young's modu~us are 
between 1 GPa and 2 GPa greater than the ~atter va~ues. It is ~ike~y that 
the difference in these va~ues of dynamic Young's modu~us is due to addit-
iona~ hydration of test specimens during the 7 day re-immersion period. 
6.1 
6. 1. 1 
6.1.2 
CHAPTER 6 ULTRASONIC PULSE VELOCITY 
Summary of Resu~ts 
\ 
Specimens tested after coo~ing 
The u~trasonic pu~se ve~ocity of both concrete and mortar test specimens 
is a~ways adverse t.,y affected by heating. In genera~, the higher the temp-
erature ~eve~, the greater the reduction ln u~trasonic pu~se ve~ocity. 
This is in agreement with the resu~ts of Zo~dners( 2 ). 
The maximum percentage reductions in pu~se ve~ocity of test specimens 
which underwent drying during heating were approximate~y: 
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e% for concrete test specimens and 1CJ1o for mortar test specimens at 70°C; 
1 oo/'o II II II II II 15% II II II II II 100°C; 
14'1~ II II II II II 2 3fo II II II II II 150°C; 
23r!J, II II II II II 35o/'r II II II II II 250°C; 
454 II II II II II 5orr II II II II II 4D0°C. 
The pu~se ve~oc2ty of mortar test specimens which underwent drying during 
heating is a~ways more reduced than the pu~se ve~ocity of the corresponding 
concrete test specimens. However, it must be remembered that mortar test 
specimens have a greacer tota~ water ~uss t~an concrete test specimens •. 
Since the u~trasonic pu~se ve~ocity lS infLuenced by water Loss( 19 ) the 
greater reduction of puLse vetoclty for mortar opecimens is not unexpected. 
Test specimens which remained fu~Ly saturated a~ test temperatures of either 
70°C or 100°C a~ways exhibit a reduction in u~trasonic pu~se ve~ocity. This 
reduction in pu~se ve~ocity occurs desp2te the fact that no water toss occurr-
ed during heating. The maximum percentage reductions in pu~se ve~ocity were 
approximateLy 5% for both concrete and mortar specimens at 70°C. At 100°C 
the maximum percentage reduction was approximateLy 5% for concrete test 
specimens and 10C}"o for mortar specimens. 
Specimens tested after cooLing and re-immersion in water 
The reduction in puLse ve~ocity for test specimens which underwent drying at 
. 0 0 0 0 0 
elther 70 C, 100 C, 150 C, 250 Cor 400 C and were coo~ed and re-immersed in 
water for 7 days before testing, is a~ways sma~~er than the reduction in puLse 
ve~ocity of specimens which were tested immediate~y after coo~ing from these 
temperature ~eve~s. The per6entage difference between the ~spective 
* The percentage water Loss, as a percentage of the amount of water in 
specimens prior to heating, is the same for concrete and mortar test specimens. 
6.2 
6.2.1 
reductions ranges between s% for specimens coated from 70°[ to 40% for test 
specimens coated from 400°[. Test specimens which remained futty saturated 
at either 70°C or 100°C exhibit reductions in putse vetocity which do not 
differ appreciabty for the abovementioned two test cases. 
For test specimens which underwent drying the maximum percentage reductions 
in putse vetocity were approximatety: 
s% for both concrete and mortar 
rfo II concrete test specimens 
10':h II II II II 
-pJ, II II II II 
s% II II II II 
test specimens at 
and 1 3cf,, for mortar 
II 1 So/c " " 
II 154 II " 


















It is apparent from the resutts that the reduction in putse vetocity for 
mortar test specimens which underwent drying at either 100°C, 150°[, 250°C 
or 400°C and were immersed in water for 7 days is atways greater than the 
reduction for the corresponding concrete test specimens. Since these putse 
vetocity resutts appty to specimens which were re-saturated and, therefore, 
are not affected by the difference in totat water toss between concrete and 
mortar specimens, this appears to substantiate the conctusion that the 
physicat properties of the concrete test specimens were primarity affected 
by changes which occurred in the mortar phase. 
The Effect of Heating Time 
Specimens tested after coating 
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The effect of heating time on the uttrasonic putse vetocity is ittustrated in 
Figure V.38 and Figure V.39 for concrete and mortar test specimens respect-
ivety. Each of Figure V.38 and Figure V.39 show the maximum and minimum mean 
coded vatues of uttrasonic putse vetocity at the various temperature tevets. 
At certain of the test temperatures an arrow is drawn from the minimum vatue 
to the maximum vatue, or vice versa: this shows that the statisticat anatysis 
indicates a significant trend between the successive tests performed during 
the heating period at a particutar temperature. 
It is apparent from Figure V.38 and Figure V.39 that the putse vetocity of 
both concrete and mortar test specimens which remained futty saturated at 
either 70°C or 100°C, atways decreases during the heating period. Figure V.3B 
and Figure V.39 atso show that the putse vetocity of test specimens which 
; 0 0 0 0 0 
underwent drying at-temperatures of elther 70 C, 100 C, 150 C, 250 Cor 400 C 
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pul,se vel,ocity of concrete specimens. which were ·heated to a test temperature 
.o 
of 250 C. Thi~ dat~ e~hibits no sigAificant trend between the tests 
performed at the successive test times. 
The abovementioned behavioural, patterns are al,most exactl,y simil,ar to the 
behavioural, patterns exhibited by the resul,ts of dynamic Young's modutus 
of concrete and mortar test specimens (il,l,ustrated in Figure V.32 and 
Figure V.33). It is thought that the factors which affect the ul,trasonic 
pul,se vel,ocity specimens tested after coating are exactl,y the same as those 
which affect dynamic Young's modul,us. These factors were discussed in the 
previous Chapter, section 5.2.1. 
The onl,y difference between the factors which affect dynamic Young's modul,us 
and pul,se vel,ocity respectivety, is that the reduction in dynamic Young's 
modul,us occurs by virtue of the removal, of an incompressibl,e phase, whereas 
the reduction in pul,se vel,ocity is caused by the sl,ower transmission of 
ul,trasonic waves across air-fitted pores. However, both processes invol,ve 
the l,oss of evaporabl,e water and the putse vel,ocity data exhibits exactty 
the same trend as the dynamic Young's modul,us if ptotted against the percent-
age water toss. In Figure V.40 and Figure V.41 the coded val,ues of u\trasonic 
pul,se vel,ocity are p1otted against percentage water toss for concrete and 
mortar test specimens respectivety. It is immediatety apparent that these 
data fal,l, into the same two categories as found previousl,y for the dynamic 
Young's modul,us data, viz: 
(i) Test specimens which underwent drying at temperatures of either 
0 0 0 
70 C, 100 C or 150 C, and 
(ii) Test specimens which underwent drying at temperatures of either 
250°C or 400°[. 
The regression equations obtained from the data corresponding to (i) above 
are 
D,PV = 78,61 - 8,56 ( Wlat.) for concrete test specimens 
APV 23,85 11 ,4 9 (WL%) " mortar " " 
where D.PV is the change in uttrasonic pu1se vel,ocity ( m/sec). 
WL% is the percentage water toss. 
These equations indicate that the reduction in putse vetocity at a particul,ar 
percentage water toss is al,ways greater for mortar test specimens than for 
PERCENTAGE WATER LOSS (WL %J 
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concrete test specimens. 
The equations obtained from a tinear regression anatysis of the coded vatues 
of putse vetocity against percentage water toss for specimens cooted from 
either 250°C or 400°C are: 
/j PV = 5383,0 86,10 (WL%) for concrete test specimens 
6PV 5459,5 - 91,99 (WL'%:) 11 mortar II II 
The respective constants and regression coefficients for these two equations 
are approximatety the same, i.e. at a particutar percentage water toss the 
reduction in putse vetocity of the concrete specimens is approximatety the 
same as the reduction in putse vetocity for mortar specimens. This probabty 
indicates that the microcracking effect is a highty significant factor in 
the reductions in putse vetocity at these temperatures. This was discussed 
previousty in CHAPTER 5 : section 5.2.1. 
Specimens tested after 7 days re-immersio~ in water 
The effect of heating time on the putse vetocity of specimens which were 
tested after cooting and re-immersion is ittustrated in Figure V.42 and 
Figure V.43. Figure V.42 ittustrates the mean coded vatues of putse vetocity 
for the concrete test specimens and Figure V.43 the coded vatues for mortar 
specimens. 
It is apparent from Figure V.42 and Figure V.43 that: 
(i) The putse vetocity of test specimens which remained futty 
0 0 saturated at either 70 C or 100 C usuatty decreases during 
the heating period. 
(ii) The putse vetocity of test specimens which underwent drying 
at either 70°C, 100°C or 150°C, usuatty decreases during the 
heating period. 
(iii) The putse vetocity of test specimens which underwent drying 
at either 250°C or 4D0°C usuatty increases during the heating 
period. 
For each of (i), (ii) and (iii) above there are instances in which the 
putse vetocity data do not exhibit these trends, i.e. at certain of the 
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the heating period. However, the genera~ trends exhibited by these data are 
the same as those found for the dynamic Young's modu~us of test specimens 
which were re-immersed in water after coo~ing (i~~ustrated in Figure V.37 
and Figure V.3B). It is thought, therefore, that the factors which caused 
the abovementioned trends to the pu~se ve~ocity data are exact~y the same 
as those which affected the dynamic Young's modu~us. These were discussed 
in CHAPTER 5 : section 5.2.2. 
7.1 
7. 1 .1 
CHAPTER 7 POISSON'S RATIO 
Summary of Resutts 
Specimens tested after coating 
Poisson's ratio was catcutated from the measured vatues of uttrasonic putse 
veLocity, dynamic Young's modutus and water toss * 
At att temperature tevets the percentage change in Poisson's £atio of 
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mortar test specimens is different to the percentage change in Poisson's 
ratio of concrete test specimens. Furthermore, at certain temperature tevets 
the vatue of Poisson's ratio for concrete test specimens is greater than the 
mean controL vatues of Poisson's ratio whereas the vatue of Poisson's ratio 
for mortar test specimens is tess than the mean controL vatue. 
The vatues of Poisson's ratio (expressed as a percentage 6f th~ mean controL 
vatue of Poisson's ratio) for test specimens which underwent drying and were 
tested at the end of the heating period, are between; 
64% and 
754 II 
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II II II 
It appears that, in generaL, the vatues of Poisson's ratio for concrete 
test specimens decrease at temperature LeveLs of either 7D°C, 1D0°C or 
150°[ and the vaLues increase at temperature LeveLs of either 250°C or 
0 
400 C. The vatues of Poisson's ratio for mortar test specimens exhibit 
0 aLmost exactLy the same trend. However, at a test temperature of 250 C 
the vatues of Poisson's ratio, atthough greater than the vaLues of Poisson's 
ratio at 150°C, are not greater than the mean controL vaLues of Poisson's 
ratio. 
* The method of catcutating Poisson's ratio is given 1n APPENDIX 1.2. 
7.1.2 
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Resutts which conform to the abovementioned trend are reported by Crispino(B) 
for both a timestone aggregate concrete and barite aggr~gate concrete. 
Poisson's ratio was not determined dynamicatty but from strain measurements 
on unseated concrete specimens after they had coated to room temperature. 
It was found that at 110°[ both concretes exhibited vatues of Poisson's ratio 
which were tower than the Poisson's ratio vatues measured at room temperature. 
0 0 
At temperatures of 300 C to 500 C, Poisson's ratio increased with respect to 
the vatue of Poisson's rati6 of an unheated specimen. In generat, the higher 
the temperature the greater the increase in Poisson's ratio. C 
. . (8) 
r~sp~no 
attributes the increase in Poisson's ratio to microcracking of the concrete. 
However, Phitteo( 29 ) and Marechat(
13
) report data which. indicate that 
Poisson's ratio decreases progressivety as the test temperature increases, 
~.e. these authors ( 13 ; 29 ) d t t b t · · P · ' _,_ o no rep or a s u seque n ~ncre ase ~n o~sson s 
ratio at higher temperature tevets. These confticting resutts may have been 
partty due to the effect of heating time. This is discuss~d in the fottow-
ing section. 
It is interesting that Phitteo(
29
) indicates that Poisson's ratio determinat-
ions by the dynamic method are erratic and that test resutts exhibit wide 
variations. This was found in the present investigation. The reason for the 
targe variation in the vatues of Poisson's ratio is that this parameter is 
sensitive to errors in determining the resonant frequencies *~ a 1% error 
in resonant frequency may resutt in a 20% error in the catcutated vatue of 
Poisson's ratio. 
Test specimens which remained futty saturated at temperatures of either 70°C 
or 100°C usuatty exhibit vatues of Poisson's ratio which are targer than the 
vatues nor unheated test specimens. At 70°C the vatues of Poisson's ratio 
range between 101% and 113%, and at 100°C the vatue range between 96'fc and 
111%. These resutts do not agree with the data of Nishizawa and Okamura(
12
); 
these investigators found that Poisson's ratio of seated concrete test 
0 
specimens heated to 90 C does not differ from the vatue of Poisson's ratio 
at room temperature. 
Specimens tested after coating and 7 days re-immersion in water 
The vatues of Poisson's. ratio for test specimens which underwent drying and 
were re-immersed after coating, range between: 
~< In the dynamic Young's mc;dutus determination. 
7.2 
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84% and 104% for concrete test specimens at 70°[ 
88% " 112% " mortar " " " " 
88% li 113% II concrete " " " 100°[ 
75% " 100cf, " mortar II II II II 
9o% " 105% " concrete II II II 150°[ 
93% II 110% " mortar " " " II 
981, " 1114 " concrete II II " 250°[ 
98% .II 110%. II mortar II' II " " 
89% II 123% " concrete " " II 400°[ 
a a% II 126f II mortar II II II II 
These data do not exhibit the same trend as the vatues of Poisson's ratio 
determined on test specimens immediatety after coating. However, it 
does appear that fcrr test specimens which were coated from either 250°[ 
or 400°[ and immersed in water, the vatues of Poisson's ratio are generatty 
greater than the vatues for test specimens which were coated from temp-
erature tevets of either 70°C, 100°[ or 150°[. 
The vatues of Poisson's ratio for test specimens which remained futty 
saturated at either 70°C or 100°C range between 10o% and 114% for both 
concrete and mortar specimens. These vatues are approximatety the same as 
the vatues of Poisson's ratio determined on test specimens which were test-
ed immediatety after coating. 
The Effect td Heating Time 
Specimens tested after coating 
The effect of heating time on Poisson's ratio of specimens which were 
tested after coating is ittustrated in Figure V.44 and Figure V.45. 
Figure V.44 shows the mean ~oded vatues of Poisson's ratio for test speci-
mens made from the concrete mixes and Figure V.45 the mean coded vatues 
for test specimens made from the mortar mixes. The arrows drawn in 
Figure V.44 and Figure V.45 show that the statisticat anatysis indicates 
a statisticatty significant trend between the tests performed at the 
successive times during the heating period. The direction indicated by 
the arrow in these diagrams shows whether the vatues of Poisson's ratio 
increase of decrease during the heating period. 
It is apparent from Figure V.44 and Figure V.45 that the behaviour of 
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fa~~ into two categories, viz: 
(i) Test specimens which underwent drying at either 70°C, 1D0°C 
or 150°C. Poisson's ratio of these test specimens is usua~~y 
reduced. In genera~, the higher the temperature the greater 
the reduction in Poisson's ratio. Furthermore, the va~ues 
of Poisson's ratio usua~~y decrease during the heating period. 
(ii) Test specimens which underwent drying at either 250°C or 400°C. 
These va~ues of Poisson's ratio usua~~y increase during the 
heating period. Furthermore, the va~ues of Poisson's ratio 
are usua~~y greater than the vatues of Poisson's ratio at 
• 390. 
150°C, and in many instances greater than the vatues of Poisson's 
ratio for unheated controt epecimens. 
It is thought that the above test resutts are conctusive evidence that 
unstabte microcracking occurred within test specimens heated to temperatures 
0 
above 250 C, and furthermore, that the microcracking increased progressivety 
during the heating period. With regard to the behaviour of Poisson's ratio 
. t . th t. 1 t b N . 1 1 ( 30 ) If t · l lS war no lng some generav commen s y evlvve • concre e lS 
subjected to an increasing compressive toad "the votumetric strain first 
decreases, i.e. the effect of a monotonica~ty increasing compressive stress 
is a densification of the concrete. However, at some point the rate of 
change of vo~ume becomes zero and hereafter an increase in vo~umetric strain 
takes p~ace". The point of change heratds the devetopment of cracking to 
such an extent that the concrete is strictty speaking no ~anger a continuous 
body, and Poisson's ratio increases rapid~y. However, it shoutd be noted 
that the va~ue of Poisson's ratio at this stage is onty an apparent va~ue 
since the concrete test specimen is n6 tonger a continuous body. 
In this regard it is interesting to compare the Poisson's ratio data in 
Figure V.46 to the resu~ts of residuat tinear deformation shown in Figure V.1D 
and Figure V.11 in CHAPTER 3. The trends exhibited by the two sets of data 
are atmost exact~y simi ~ar. Furthermore, the genera~ pattern to these graphs 
I . t . , t' f t (
91 ) is in good agreement with the stress vo~umetrlc s raln reva lDn o concre e 
i~~ustrated in Figure V .46. It appears that the effect of an increase in the 
test temperature is ana~ogous to an increase in the compressive stress to 
which test specimens are subjected. At a vatue of compressive stress corres-
ponding to approximatety so% of the short-term uni-axia~ strength, the 
timiting va~ue of tensi~e strain within test specimens (in the ~aterat 
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(Legend as adjacent) 
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7.2.2 
propagation. Consequentty, the vo1umetric strain and PGisson1s ratio of 
test specimens increases. This stage appears to correspond to a temperature 
0 0 
1eve1 somewh~re between 150 C and 250 C. The reasons for microcracking at 
these temperature 1eve1s have been previousty discussed. The decrease in 
Poisson's ratio of test specimens which underwent drying at temperatures 
of either 70°C, 100°C or 150°C is probab1y due to densification of the 
cement paste under the action of the muttiaxiat hydrostatic compressive 
stress imposed by drying shrinkage. 
Assuming that the above anatogy is true, it is interesting to note that at 
temperature tevets be1ow 150°C a certain degree of stabte crack initiation 
and stabte crack propagation (sub-critica1 cracking) did occur within test 
specimens. However, it appears from the foregoing experimenta1 resutts that 
this did not have a significant inftuence on the physica1 properties of test 
specimens which were tested immediate1y after coating. 
Poisson's ratio of test specimens which remained futty saturated during 
heating at either 70°C dr 100°C and were tested immediatety after coating, 
~393. 
is greater than the va1ues of Poisson's ratio for unheated controt specimens. 
The vatues of Poisson's ratio for these test specimens do not increase during 
the heating period. This may indicate that a certain degree of microcracking 
occurred within saturated test specimens during the time period when specimens 
were heated to the desired temperature tevets. However, it is more pr6babte 
that the increase in Poisson's ratio is associated with the formation of new 
hydration products as a resutt of the chemicat reactions which occur when 
saturated test specimens ar~ heated. These chemicat reactions were discussed 
in CHAPTER 2 and CHAPTER 4. 
Specimens tested after re-immersion in water 
The coded vatues of Poisson's ratio for test specimens which were re-immersed 
in water after coating are ittustrated in Figure V.47 and Figure V.48 for 
concrete and mortar test specimens respectivety. These data indicate no 
trends as regards the affect of heating time on the vatues of Poisson's ratio. 
CHAPTER 8 SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the experimentat resutts, the statisticat anaty~es and the 
preceeding discussion, the fottowing conctusions are betieved warranted: 
(i) The structurat properties of concrete and mortar test specimens 
may change signficantty during the heating period at a particutar 
temperature. The changes which occurred for test specimens which 
remained futty saturated during heating are not the same as the 
changes which occurred for test specimens which underwent drying 
during heating:-
. 394. 
For concrete and mortar test specimens whichremained futty saturated 
at either 70°C or 100°C during heating-the property changes during 
the heating period are associated primarity with two chemicat 
reactions: the first of these reactions occurs within the cement 
paste onty, and the second reaction occurs between the cement paste 
and the siticeous aggregate used in this investigation. For test 
specimens which remained fut ty saturated d'uring heating· there is no 
conctusive evidence of microcracking in either concrete or mortar 
specimens. 
For concrete and mortar specimens which underwent drying at test 
temperatures of either 70°C, 100°C or 150°C the changes in the 
measured properties are thought to be retated mainty to the toss of 
water from the get pores and capitttary pores of tJe cement paste. 
At these temperature tevets the presence of intercrystattine water 
(between adajacent get crystats) is thought to facititate creep of 
the cement paste in order to retieve stresses which occur as a resutt 
of incompatibte di fferentiat movement between the mix cci.nsti tuents. 
It is thought that a certain degree of stabte crack initiation and 
stabte crack propagation may have occurred within test specimens at 
these temperature tevets. This cracking did not have a significant 
inftuence on the physicat properties of test specimens which were 
tested immediatety after coating. However, the experimentat resutts 
indicate that the inf:tuence of microcracking is highty significant 
if these test specimens are re-saturated with water. 
At test temperatures of either 250°C or 400°C the effect of unstabte 
crack propagation, both during the heating period and during .coating 
395. 
is thought to be a significant factor inf~uencing the structure~ 
behaviour of both concrete and mortar test specimens. The micro-
cracking of test specimens becomes apparent as a progressive decreas~ 
in compressive strength during the heating period, accompanied by an 
increase in Poisson's ratio of test specimens during the heating 
period. The microcracking during the heating period is associated 
with the ~ass of non-evaporab~e water; this causes an incompatib~e 
contraction of the cement paste to aggregate partic~es, and resu~ts 
in high tensi~e stresses within the paste. It appears that creep 
of the cement paste cannot re~ieve the stresses thus caused, and 
consequent~y cracking occurs. The inabi~ity of the cement paste to 
re~ieve these stresses by creep is thought to be associated with the 
fact that at these temperature ~evevs the bonding within the paste 
is predominant~y so~id-so~id bonding. At temperature ~eve~s of 
both 250°C and 400°C further microcracking occurs during the 
coo~ing of concrete and mortar test specimens. This is caused 
by the difference between the therma~ expansion coefficients of 
the constituents. 
(ii) At a~~ the test temperatures the property changes which occurred for 
test specimens made from the various mortar mixes are usua~~y either 
greater than, or equa~ to, the property change which occurred for 
(iii) 
test specimens made from the various concrete mixes. This substantiates 
the hypothesis that the presence of coarse aggregate is nat· necessari~y 
detrimenta~ to the structura~ behaviour of concrete at e~evated temp-
erature. The exception to this occurred for the dynamic Young's 
modu~us of specimens tested after coo~ing from temperatures of either 
0 0 
250 C or 400 C; at these temperatures the dynamic Young's modu~us 
of concrete test specimens is more reduced than the dynamic Young's 
modu~us of mortar test specimens. 
Temperature cyc~ing had no additions~ effect on the reductions in 
the physica~ properties of either concrete or mortar test specimens 
at a particu~ar temperature ~eve~. However, it is ~ike~y that this 
wou~d not have been the case if test specimens had been subjected to 
a greater number of temperature cyc~es. 
(iv) At a particu~ar temperature ~eve~ the property changes exhibited by 
test specimens are in many instances significant~y different for the 
various concrete or the various mortar mixes. By comparing the 
property changes which occurred for test specimens made from : 
(a) the .two concrete (ar·mart~r) mixes which differed onty 
in water content; 
(b) the two concrete (or marta~ mixes which differed onty 
in votumetric concentration of aggregate. 
it was found that there was no particutar trend to the property 
changes.which occurred, i.e. test specimens made from a particutar 
mix (as in either (a) or (b) above) did not exhibit consistentty 
better property behaviour at the various test temperatures than test 
specimens made from the other mix. In the absence of any conctusive 
trends as regards the inftuence of either the aggregate content or 
.~96. 
the water content on the behaviour of concrete at etevated temperature, 
it is conctuded that this part of the investigation was unsuccessfut. 
oooooOooooo 
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1.1 The Method of Catcutating Dynamic Young's Modutus 
Etastic theory gives the fottowing retationship between the vetocity of 
propagation of the standing wave and the wavetength of a rod of 1ength L: 
V = 2nl = K J ~ d 
where V = vetocity of the standing wave (m/sec) 






= fundamentat tongitudinat resonant frequency (Hz) 
= tength of rod (m) 
= mass density of the concrete or mortar specimen (kg/m3) 
= a constant which depends on the units of measurement 
= 109/2 for the units ittustrated above. 
For the catcutation of the dynamic Young's modutus the vatues of n and L 
were determined as described in PART II, CHAPTER 3 and CHAPTER 4. The 
mass density, p, was catcutated for each test specimen from the mass 
determination and the measurement of the specimen tength (the width and 
depth of test specimens are constants). 
It shoutd be noted that for specimens which underwent drying, the dry 
mass was used in catcutating dynamic Young's modutus: for test specimens 
re-immersed in water after drying, the mass of test specimens after re-
immersion was used to catcutate the dynamic Young's modutus. 
1.2 The Method of C~tcutating Poisson's Ratio 
Poisson's ratio was catcutated from the measured vatues of dynamic Young's 
modutus and uttrasonic putse vetocity: 




where V = vetocity of wave propagation i.e. the uttrasonic putse 
vetocity (m/sec) 
Hence; 
Ed = dynamic Young's modutus (GPa) 
p = mass density of the concrete or mortar test specimen 
(kg/m3 ) 
K = a constant which depends on the units of measurement 
= 10912 for the units ittustrated above. 
0 =Poisson's ratio. 
= 
The putse vetocity was determined using the apparatus described in PART II, 
CHAPTER 4, and Ed was catcutated as described in APPENDIX I.1 above. The 
mass density of test specimens was catcutate d from the mass and tength 
determinations (the width and depth of test speciments are constants). 
Consequentty, the above quadratic equation coutd be sotved for Poisson's 
ratio. 
I.3 Catibration of the Linear Deformation Measuring Apparatus (attached to 
F~rnace No. 1 and Waterbath No. 1) 
The catibration of the apparatus used to measure tinear deformation of 
heated test specimens was checked by measuring the tinear expansion of a 
staintess steet bar of known thermat expansion. The staintess steet bar 
was approximatety of the same tength as the concrete and mortar test 
specimens (270 mm. ). Linear expansion of the bar -l~ was determined for 
0 0 0 0 
the temperature ranges 30 C - 100 C and 30 C - 300 C for the apparatus 
attached to Furnace No. 1, and the temperature ranges 30°C- 70°C and 
0 0 
30 C- 100 C for the apparatus attached to Waterbath No. 1. The average 
temperature of the bar was determined from six Cr/At thermocouptes 
attached to the surface of the bar at various positions. 
It was found that the coefficient of thermat expansion of the staintess 
steet bar was determined to within 2,5% for the temperature range 30°C -
70°C and within 1% for the temperature range 30°C - 300°C. The targe 
h , . . th t t 30°C - 70°C . d error in t ermav expans1on 1n e empera ure range 1s ue 
to the fact that the thermocouptes had an accuracy of onty 1~. 
*This tinear expansion was correct~d for the extension of the sitica rods 
which coupted the bar to the measuring apparatus (see APPENDIX I.5.1). 
Consequentty, for the temperature range 30°C - 70°C, the percentage 













In the above catibration tests the tinear deformation of the steet bar 
was monitored for a totat heating period of 48 hours. It was found that 
during this time period the tinear deformation did not vary by more than 
1%. This variation is probabty due to the error in temperature controt 
since the temperature controtters had an accuracy of approximatety 1% 
of the set temperature. 
I.4 The Method of CaLcutating the TotaL Water Content, Wt, the Water in the 
Capittary Pores, W , the water in the Get Pores, W , and the Chemicatty 
c 
Combined Water, W • 
n 
The totaL water content of test specimens prior to heating is greater 
than the water content of test specimens at mixing. This is because the 
test specimens were futty saturated during curing, i.e. water can be 
imbibed as some of the capi L taries became emptied during hydration. 
I.3 
If C is the mass of cement and W the mass of water per test specimen, M 
the degree of hydration, and the specific gravity of cement taken as 3,15: 
(i) w chemicaL ty combined water (82) = n 
= 0,23 CM 
w water in the ( 82) = get pores g ( ii) 
= 0,28 voLume of get 
.. w g 
The votume of get partictes( 82 ) 
= [ CM + 
3 '15 
::::: 0,4 9 CM 
= 0,19 CM 
0 , 2 3 CM X 0 , 74 6l 
1 j 




= votume of the capittary pores (since these are comptetety 
fitted with water) 
= totat votume of cement and water at mixing - the votume of 
unhydrated cement - the votume of get 
wl - r _J:_, 
J '_ 3 '15 
(1-M)J - [0,19 CM + 0,49 CMJ 
= c[W/c - o,36 M] 
Consequentty: 
where: 
wt = to tat water content after lrJater curing 




= chemicat ty combined water 
w = 0,19 CM g 
= water in the get pores 
w = c[~1;c - o,36] 
c 
=water in the capittary pores 
1.4 
In the above expansions the vatues of C, Wfc and M are needed in order to 
catcutate Wt' Wn' Wg and We: 
(i) C is the weight of cement per test specimen and can be catcutated 
from the mix proportions, the yeitd of the particutar mix and the 
votume of the test specimens. 
(ii) W/c is the water cement ratio which is known. 
(iii) M _ degree of hydration after 28 days moist curing at 21°C 
= 72' 3% ~~. 
Consequentty, the vatues of Wt' Wn' Wg and We may be catcutated for the 
various concrete and mortar mixes. 
--------------------------------------------------------~--~-(83.84) 
1~ Catcutated from experimenta1, determinations of Wn after 28 days moist curing ' · 
I.5.1 Corrections to the Linear Deformation Curves for Extension of the 
Si "Lica Rods 
r.s 
The sma"L"L extension of the si"Lica rods which coup"Led the "Linear deformation 
test specimens to the dial, gauge/"L.v.d.t. apparatus had to be taken into 
account in determining the "Linear expansion curves of heated test specimens. 
In pre"Liminary heating tests the temperature distribution a"Long the total, 
"Length of si1,ica rods (within the furnace as we1,1, as outside the furnace) 
was determined by attaching thermocoup"Les at short interva"Ls a"Long the 
surface of the si"Lica rods. For the various test temperatures the average 
te~perature of the si"Lica rods was thus determined. Consequent"Ly, the 
average extension of the si"Lica rods at the various test temperatures cou"Ld 
be ca"Lcu"Lated. This extension was sub.tracted from the "Linear deformation 
curves of the concrete and mortar test specimens. 
Corrections to the Linear Deformation Curves for Sma"L"L F"Luctuations of 
the Test Specimen Average Temperature about the Test Temperature 
In some instances the average temperature of test specimens was not exact"Ly 
equal, to the test temperature "Level,. This is because the temperature 
contro1,1,ers had an accuracy of on"Ly 1~ of the set temperature. The "Linear 
deformation curves were corrected for these deviations from the test 
temperature i.e. the curves were adjusted to show the "Linear deformation 
which wou"Ld have occurred if the test specimen average temperature was 
equal, to the test temperature. 
The adjustment was done by: 
(i} the coefficient of thermal, expansion was ca"Lcu"Lated from the 
va"Lue of "Linear deformation and temperature difference that 
occurred at the ~ime when the desired temperature 1,eve1, was 
attained (i.e. the coefficient of thermal, expansion was 
ca"Lcutated on the assumption that no residua"!, deformation of 
the test specimen had occurred at this time). 
. (ii) the coefficient of thermal, expansion was catcu"Lated from the 
change in "Linear deformation and temperature change that 
occurred during the first coo"Ling cyc"Le (i.e. the residua"!, 
"Linear deformation was taken into account). 
Consequent"Ly, corre c·tion to the "Linear deformation curve cou"Ld be app"Lied 
at points corresponding to (i) and (ii) above. Intermediate vatues 
were adjusted by interpotating between the vatues determined from (i) 
and (ii) above. 
!.6 
APPENDIX II 
Tab.ul.,ated resul.,ts of residual., l.,inear deformation,water l.,oss 
compressive strength,ul.,trasoriic putse veto ity,dynamic 
Young's modutus and Poisson's ratio of concrete and mortar 
specimens at the various temperature l.,evel.,s. 
(i) Tabl.,e A.II.1 to 
(ii) Tabl.,e A.II.B to 
(iii)Tabl.,e A.II.15 to 
(iv) Tabl.,e A.II.22 to 
(v) Tabl.,e A.II.29 to 
(vi) Tabl.,e A.II.36 to 
Tabte A.II.7 : Mix BCY 
Tabl.,e A.II.14: Mix CCX 
Tabl.,e A.II.21: Mix CCY 
Tabl.,e A.II.28: Mix BMY 
Tabl.,e A.II.35: Mix CMX 







For each of (i} to (vi) above the data for the tests performed 
at the different temperat~re tevel.,s is given-in the fol.,l.,owing 
order: 
II .1 
70 °C (futly saturated); 100 °C (ful.,ty saturated); 70 °C (dry);· 
100 °C (dry); 150 °C (dry); 250 °C (dry); 400 °C (dry). 
- ---------------------------~------------------------------~ 









INITIAL WATER CONTENT 
VIZ. 
II.2 
304 9 = wt 
134 g = 44,1% 
93 g = 30,6% 
72 g = 25,3% 
p r 
DEFDRMATIO~r-1 CDMI~~~~~~~E [r-'---.,..--\-~JA_T,_E_R_r __ o~_·s__ j TRE~~~~NT 
heat heat ; wett. : 
Ini tia'L St~0~in ~;;-~ '[. R i Mass Mass j'-'A--= Mass ! A - C 
'Lemng,nth mm-/"-m" l m-m,,-1,,-m,, ri % tefore after: after i wt 
I A(g) IB(g) i % C(g) % F=====~======~~====-=~ l·~=====F====~============:=======~========~ i il (' r--; ' 





273,1 1 ii4B,75 i ii 3994! )Tested at 
1----3--+-_2_7_3_,_1---i-:======~j'-,_ =~-==-~Ji 50, 7 3) L[i 3 94 6 J Room Temp. 
W' 'I I .il Mean 1,2,3 272,9 150,191 i ii 3952 i I i ii 1---4--+-----+----! ,j45,65 ~r-i·;;..... ---
0,03 I "!14 1,12! 93,8 r'"' ~· 3959 
I 273,6 o,o4! o,o3 lj5o,o4j9B,3''HH<-
5 ! 271' 3 
6 4021 
l ~ 
: Tested Imm.! 
'---------'---: Max. Temp. ' 
3959 • D, 0 i Attained i: 
4020 : D, 30 4023 -0,7 J (Time T) 
l 
Tested At ' 
r----l~, ----+----~~~ I 
7 1 1,45,30)B9,D:.___ 
i I ----~------------------
8 ~~ _2_7_3_,_1--lf----o_, _o4-----'f----lU 4 1, s o J 9 3 , 9 (He 1 





2 72 , 3 0 , 0 5 1 ! 4 8 , 0 6 1 9 4 , 4 : 
r----+-----+'---~~--1 ' 
0, 06 ~ 0, 05 l 4 9, 61 j 9 7, 5 :-::-:H:-272 ,o 
4008 4007 0,30 T + 12 hrs ! 
3977 1,00 3979 0,3 
-----~--- --~-----------· 
3980 
i _______ --,-_________ , __ _ Tested At 
3913 3916 -1,00 T + 24 hrs 
3934 3932 o, 70 3935 -0,3 
~--~---~~---~~--~1 l i 
13 1 )45, 701 89,8:-::- :_; Tested At 
t-------l--D-D-6-:!'----1
1
i 4 7, 6 3 ',1 9 3, 6 !'oH:- 1.·._;_3_9_6_4 -. ;-! _3_9_6_2_• 0, 70 
14 272 '5 ' . __________ ; T + 36 hrs ; 
l--1_5_+-_2_72_,o_t--_o_,_o_7_~1' __ o_,o_6_
1










! !/44,791_ss,o~~: ! 
r-2-7-3-,-6-+--0-,-0-7-~;----t-~!--4-8-, -1--!5 94, 6 ;-:H:- ,! 1_3_9_2_6--t~-3-9_2_4_.:_ -0-, -7-----'-----
0, 07 ~ 0, 06 14 7, 37 93,1 (--:H:- iJ~_3_9_B_7_' 0, 7 3990 
Tested At 
T + 36 hrs ; 
-0,3 + 1 cyc'Le 272,5 
1
146,08 90,5 :;--j[ I Tested At 
'147,97 94,2 t-;:- i:-3-8_8_3__,,,_38_8_0_' 1,0 T + 36 hrs ( 
r-2-7_2_,-5-r--o-,-D-5-l,--o-,-D-5-;,]48,15 94,6 :~:1 3968 I 3964 =1=,=3==~:=3=9=6=7=~-:.: _0~,_3_...:.-~-e-:-t-:-:-c-:-:-8-1 
0, 07 14 9,18 !-;H:- n-3-9_8_1--!-3-9_7_2__...;:_ -3-, -0-'---------' T + 36 hrs ! 





273,6 0,04 0,04 153,06 [ !f 3981 2 Cyc'Les 
Mean 272,3 'X'X/I'X/>?1>71_3_9-61---+.----:>1~----i 
~....-.-1_.:_24_____;:..__ _ ~..:.--__ __::_/ _,_,/ -" "-JI '\lj .:;__ _ __;j 
TESTED HOT TABLE A. I I.1 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
{HH:- TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING AND 7 DAYS HJ WATER 
SPECIMEN SERIES BCY 
TEMPUl/\ TIJRE 70°C 
II.3 
TR[A H1ENT SATURATED DURING HEATING 
~-----··-
ll DYNAMIC YOUNG '5 MDDULU~ 
R. R --.,-·---- . ->He R . R \t-! ----:---~-R-.-R--r--1 
7~-k 
-,, a;·1d 1 -:c and 
I m/scc I m~::c ! ~ I GPa , :;: % "*" % 
!--______, ---r-----:- .---,----l---:---+----ir-----t---+---+---1 
t
l 479:_1_ I I 137,69 j_j_ I 0,335 
. 2 
1 
4J_Q!__j_ __ ___j ___ j ,[38, 32 } ___ ---+ __ ll_o_32_5_J'l---:---f----J 
~--~-_L 467~_j ____ l_ _ _l__ __ il_ 38,54 1_ ___ 
1
_1_jl__o:316 




' J ' I I II ____ L ____ . __________ , _____ . _j -- - ·t---+------1 
t) ____ l ___ J__j _ _j! __ ! i -f~-t--+---+--1 
s 4792 _~~~- 98,0 I .. :;_J 38,37 .. :~:· j 0,334 0,330104,4 *" 
~-~ 47~-~-~7Dj 98,6 j """1139,44 -.• -.• -.. - I 0,318 0,322 101,9 *** 
, ..____ j_ ____ ~ l __ l IL_-t----+---t---t 
~j ~~~~J~~-~-h7~·::: II_~~J~~l~~~~~D,312 ,0,321,101,6 -:<:::; ,-, ~ -+~I~-~~~~I--if__39_._2_5__1 3 8. 70 I 96' l-·· !I 0. 3151 0. 319 100. 9 
and 
PU!_SE VE!_OCITY POISSON'S RATIO 
Spec. 
No. 
1"- I 4704 4733 I 99,2 ""' 1~37 I 37,851 94,61""" I 0,321 0,329104,1 -lHHt 
:: -~ 4~a 4675 1~ 98,DI .• <e: II 38, 73i~ 74189E ~0.339 107.3 ,:: 
~ 4675 I 47~~l_9_!l,2 f~--- J-~~~38,16,95,4~_------ 0,314 lo,327103,5 
17 ~~~-L4646J- 97,4 j "·.:: 137,83 l_ 35,871 89,7 __ ;:_jl 0,320 0,331 104,7 -:1-::~ 
_ 1_8 __ ~~]_~704 _ 98,6 1 , .. " , 39,52 I 38,32 95,8 ..... ~ 0,316 0,325 102,8 
l 1 I ' I . I 
1----j_ _ _j _ j~ , 1 L_jl_----1'----+---+--1 
2D _ 47~~~~-3-' 99,21 'H' ll36,46 .! 35, 76L~9,4L oc·:c Jl 0,336 ! 0,341 107,9 ->He 
~:;- _4675 J_4 704 f 98__.1 ,,, ji39, 36 l38,6~r·~lo~ o, 321 101,6 "*" 
____ _!_____ ----l-- -1-L-~-
23 ! . 4704 L_~.L __ _j_~:--::- ~~~~__276_!_1__j_"<-:< 1_0,31~ 1 0,323 ->He 
L.~J 46~1 4646 j J -:HH:- J 37,22 ! 37' 701 _j -:HH< 'o, 325 . o, 321 -lHdt 
I l'-1:?3fl ~ /1~//u !'"'"'/XL'' n ,?1 l)llX li;4 -~699_jAI/_"'_\ t 38,47 ..1/~----- JU \~-
19 
~ TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
TC51E0 CCl! D /\FTER HEf\.TING TABLE A.II.1 (contd.) 














SPECIMEN SERIES BCY 
TEMPERATURE 
TREATMENT SATURATED DURING 
HEATING 
DEFORMATION 
InitiaL Strain Strain 
Length -lH~ {HH~ 
mm mm/m mm/m 
COMPRESSIVE 
STRENGTH 
MPa ~-R I 
I" I 
II.4 














134 g 44,1% 
93 g 30,6% 
77 g ;: 25,J% 
HEAT 
TREATMENT 
C(g) I % 
J 
271,3 53 06 3905 I l I 
~--~--~-----r-----;t--~'--+-----~-----~r------r----~-----4------~~~ ----~No Heating. 
273,3 51 ,DB 3900 I J Tested at 
r-----~-------~----~~----+----~----~~----~-----~--~--~--:------1 
268,7 53,49 3896 1 1 






40,22 79,0 ~ i Tested Imm. 
r-----~------+-----~~~--+-~-~---r~----+-----+-·--_. ______ ~------1 
r 272,5 0,03 41,77 82,1 :~-:t 3960 3956 '1,3 
1
! j Max. Temp. 
r-----~-------~----~r-----r----·r----rr------r------r-----~------~· -----1 Attained I 2 7 3 , 3 0 ' 0 4 0 ' 0 3 4 5 , 91 9 0 ' 2 :HH~ l~3_9_3_2~_3_9 2_7 ___ , __ 1_,_6_11-_3_9_3_2 ___ , __ o_,_o __ ,~c T_~_· m_e __ T_) ___ I 
I! 40,31 79,2~~ 'L: Tested At 
~-----~-----~---~~----~----r----~----~-----~-----~-----~----~ 
1-j _2_7_D_,_3~.__o __ , o_4_
1
r-----H4_o_, 5_7-t-_7_9_,_7_,:_H_~ _! I--3_B_5_2~ __ 3_B4_7 ___ 1_1_,_6_1-----r----l T + 12 hrs 
3900 +0,3 I 2 70 ' 5 0 , 0 5 0 ' 0 3 4 5 ' 9 9 9 0 ' 4 ,-lHH~ i 3 9 0 1 3 8 9 6 1 ' 6 
~-----+------~-----r-----;~----4----, ,+-----~-----r-----~----~-----r--------~ 




273,1 o,o5 44,18 B6,s('~ L_l 3893 3889 1,3 T h 
r----~-....;..--~---+r--'---t--....;._-.i~ ,-".-"- , l + 24 rs . 
270,3 0,06 0,05 46,17 90,7(-.o< ij 3826 3821 1,6 3826 0,0 j 
~-1-3--+--~--r-~--,l---~--tr4-2~,-8-1-~8-4-,~1~~~,~--~~l I Tested At 
r-----~----~----+}---;..._-J--~~·+-----~-----)------J------t-----~ I 
14 272,0 0,06 45,821 9D,o'H~ i 3896 3891 1,6 ! T + 36 hrs I 
15 275,1 0,07 0,06 47,03 92 4 ;~>,~-l~ II 3961 3975 1,3 3962 -0,3 I j 
' I ~ ! 
~-1-6---:~~~~~~:~~~===:====:rl4_4_,_5_3+1:~-8~7_-,_5~}-:~--~~~l------+------~-----~l------l-------:~; -Te_s_t_e_d __ A_t-j1 
17 271,3 0,07 47,54 93,4f:H~ Ji 3914 3909 G± j T + 36 hrs • 
~~~-~---~~+----++.......:...!.--{-~~ J, l 
18 275,1 0,07 i 0,06 48,23 94,st:HH~ I! 3974 3970 3 3975 -0,3! + 1 cycl,e j 
~-1-9--4-----~--~--r,l----~4-3-,-9-3;--B-6--3rt==Jl l____ ! Tested At 
20 273,3 0,06! 48,41 95:1\c::--l~ li 3940 3935 2i L-J T + 36 hrs 
~-2_1_:=2=7=1:,:s=:==o=,=o=5=:1=~o~,-o=5=:~4=s=,_5~s~~-9=5=,=4:r_:~-4_'~~--~ij~.-3-9-6-1~-3-9-5-s~l1,oll~.3-9-6-3-l-o,7!+ 2 cyctes! 
22 ~---~---~-----~~---~----1~ __ ~ __ ~·j'!-------~----~J, ____ ~----~l--~ Tested At ~ 
23 274,8 0,07 46,42 ~H~ 3966 3955 ~ 3,6 j j T + 36 hrs I 
~;;~ ::::: X1X1X><fX :::: !XS<j><J)<,;_+_0_._3~ __ +_2 _C_y_c_l,_es__. 
1~ TESTED HOT 
TABLE A. I I. 2 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 













































4763 4646 97,4 
4 733 4618 96,8 
4 792 4618 96,8 
4792 4618 96,8 
4 763 4590 96,2 
4 792 4 704 98,6 
4 763 4646 97,4 
4 792 4563 95,6 
4 733 4646 97,4 
4 763 4646 97,4 
4 792 4646 97,4 
4 792 4675 98,0 
4 763 4646 
4 792 4 704 
4 773 t>< [X 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
BCY 
100°C 
SATURATED DURING HEATING 
II.5 
DYNAMIC YOUNG'S MODULUS POISSON'S RATIO 
~*"~'" R.R R.R "V ~,,-,, 
~!- and ~*" 
~H*"·H· and 
GPa GPa % ~*"~~~~ % 
38,62 0,314 
38,35 0,328 
39,20 o, 315 
38,72 0,319 
-~H~-
38' 74 35,95 89,9 
~r-~r 0,327 0,334 105,7 
~H*"-~*" 37' 97 35,93 89,5 
{~{~--~~ 0,326 0,328 103,8 
{(--;(-
37,33 34 ,DO 85,0 
{Hi- 0,335 o, 340 107,6 
~H~-"'" 39,19 36,81 92,0 {~--~*"?*' 0,325 0,322 101,9 
?~-~~r 
37' 86 33, 71 84' 3 
{(--;~ 
0,328 Dt_339 107.3 
ii-~Hr 
38' 71 35,60 89,0 
,t~t?t o, 323 0,336 106 '3 
it{} 
37,35 35,04 87,6 ~*"~'- 0,333 0,336 106,3 
\I \1\1 
'"L\1\/\ 38,29 36' 18 90,4 
~t-!H~-
0,331 0,319 100,9 
iti~ 39,14 35,46 88,7 
it it 
0,318 0,335 106 '0 
-](-]~--](-
38,27 36,67 91 '7 
?Htit o, 329 o, 327 103,5 
it it 38,62 35,60 89,0 
-;t-it 
o, 329 0,334 105' 7 
;~--~:-;: 38,61 37,09 92,7 
it-iHt 
0,332 .0,330 104,4 
-j(-~( 38,05 35,55 it it 0,330 0,334 
itiHf. 38,41 36,88 
-;(-;~--~( 
0,329 0,330 
38,32 [X t>< o, 328 t>< t>< 
TABLE A.II.2 (contd.) 


















I I. 6 
SPECIMEN SERIES BCY INITIAL lrJATER CmJTENT 304 g = wt 
TEMPERATURE 70°C \1 IZ. 
J:~ 
134 g 44 '1% 
TREATMENT DRYING DURING HEATING 93 g 30,6% 
lw 77 g 25' 3% 
' g 
DE FDRP~A TION I COMIJRESS I~E r.l,- ~~fiT ER l__[]~;s 1 HEAT 
1-------r---,--~· S TRENGTti_j, ---.----.---...,----,,.-_ __; j TREATMENT 
Mass lA- Bi Mass lA 
l 4 I W ! ' 'Length -,_-,, •<'~'' ;. ; l:::efore after i t J after I 
mm mm/m I m~L ' __ d ~~:~ ~~:~ l % [ ~(:~· i 
I======J::=:=::=*=B F-r~· :::::::=.=:i=======:::::=::=====F========= 
271,1 1!50,95 l--1·! 3921 .--------'----1 No Heatingo;• 
272,5 152,08 L__l\ 39821 l !Tested at 
273,3 L_l!48,85) Lll 3902 I i j Room Temp. 
1------+-2-72-.-3-+---l 1~ 50,631 1 rr:r--r 1 1 I I LO-t l \ 
r-----l'----J---~:~47,88194,1Ll! I L_· j Tested Imm.l 
J---2_72_,8-;_-_o..;.,_1_5_
1 
___ +!~-1-5_6..;.,_7_2+-111_1_1_,_4i'H" :~ 3991 I 3930 ~ j ~~~~i~=~P· 














l __ 9_1_,_s~" ; 1 Tested At 
' I --- ·----!-1---;'-------'----j 
270 5 -0,15 ! 52,79l103,7.·:H<- 1 ' • , , 3930 1 3854 1 25,0 • j T + 12 hrs 1 
270,3 -0,17 0,02 i 50,601 99,4(-:H:- :' 3915-, 3832 27,3 :~3-9_0_7---2-,-6- ) 
~---+---~--~---~~-~~~~~---~----
1! 49,371 97,o.>:-
~----IJ-----l----!' ' . '-··----~· 
~-2_7_o_,8~~--o_,_1_9_i~· ---+,i_5_2_,_8_7+11_o_3_,_9+i'_:'_" __ ! __ 3_9_4_1-+_3_8_5_o_· __ 2_9~,9 __________ _ 
274,3 -0,19 ! -0,03 ;45,87! 90,/:HHc i 3966 3873, 30,6 
r----+----r----~.---~; i ; -----~-----~-------
~--~r----':----t! 49' 55! 97' 3)·::- ! ----'-------·---------
~-2_7_0~, 5--lf--_o.....;,_2_3---'!---=-=-1J 54,80 i1 07, 7[-::--::- : ,_3_9_0_2_. -l--3_7_9_4_' .. _3_5_,_s ________ _ 
271,5 -0,21 ~ -0,04~~~ 97, 7i>HH< i_. 3911 3809' 33,6 3899 3,9 
!----+-----+---+, --- i : ~ ~--·'----
! ! 5 2 , 3 5 1 0 2 , 8 ~:<- , T e s ted At 
-0,21 i~l, 55 67109 4~H<- !_3_9_0_0-+--3-77_8_· 36,8: T + 36 hrs ).: ~-2_7,3 __ ,3--1-----{1 J ' ' f ( ___ , ____ . ____ ;,. ___ , __ _ 
271,8 -0,20 i -0,03.146,48
1 
91,3:·:HH<- i 3921 3815 _34_,9_. __ 3_9_1_2_:_3_,_o___._+_1_c_y_c_'L_e_ 
l----+----+----1,~d105,4J-:~- ! ! Tested At 
270,5 -0,21 I '! 53,57~~;>:--:~- t-3-9_1_7--':--3-8_2_1 -34-,9-·--------: T + 36 hrs: 
r--2 -72-,;....8-+-_-o-'-,-2-1 ~---o-,-o-5-+! 4 8 , o 61 94 , 4 ~~: 3 9 8 2 38 80 -3 3_,;,_,5 ___ 3_9-71- 3, 6 
1------+-----+-----i----T;i- ~~~---------
1-------1------i----tj---t---,:~~ ·----1----'----------'--- Tested At 1 
273,3 -0,20 i 55,15 !-:H<- ~ 3898 3771' 41,8 T + 36 hrs' J :. 
1--_;_.--1-----;-----tt·-.--t----I,HH< \1 ! ; · 1 + 2 Cyctes 
273,1 -0,20 -0,01 45,52 I h 3890 'X'iiX3,8,8 ;·.·"x388./0. i·><J3,3 r 
'XI~// """)</""' 7. t\(11-~· "' 





















Tested At 1 
i: 
T + 24 hrs ' 
3955 3,6 
Tested At 
T + 36 hrs i 
Cycl,es + 2 
o:- TESTED HOT 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING TABLE. A. II. 3 





DRYING DURING HEATING 
.-~----:-----P-U-r_-S_E_V~E-_r_-O-C-I;~------r·~~~-N-f'.-,'·1-I-C-'-(0-L-'i•-lG-'-S-r--·:c-JT'-l-JL-L!-I:'J-:----f-1 0-I-:,-scJ~-,·-S-R-A-T-IO---. 
I 1------------- -- _jf------,----..,..------lf-------------.-----1 
S~~~- -:~- ,. a:~: R.R I '< a-~: R.R i 
i '"'*'" ' I 'HHf I 
R.R 
and 
::::c~e c % ' . _ -~~~::] : P 8 I ) __ ;  .. ::~~~~lo==,3=3=1=:='=H-~~-:----!-~~~%~=::==: 
4 82 2 1 .-I! 3 9 , 1 ~ __ _ lo_,_3_3_3--1---l---+---4 
1 
2 
3 -4822-J 1 1 li40,60 _ j· ___ io,3 __ 15 
~-t-1c;-an ___ , ______ r r ' i 11 I I! _-:---+---+--1 
cf 4813 L i I ,:39,38 I I · 110,327 
~~-2. 3 _l ____ j __ j!__ ___ i_j ___ -+---u··_ ---- '----L----+---t 
f---·-j _______ .t_ j_ _ J._j __ l__+--H~----1----t-i -+-.-, .. I 4 
s 4792 1467~ .. _ ___1_~-'-~-l_-~~~:-__ __!~!.~.J 38,95 97,4_ -:<.< jo,318 _o,311·.; 98,4 ''" 
c--~ __ 4792 - ! 4!04 ~ 9 8. -~-+-~-:[-~ ,_4D. 55 t:_. 4 ! 'HHf I 0. 308 lo_, 3_0_91_9_7_, 8--~-~~-~H--1:-
8 l4s2~_[•6~o - 'J4i,44 -~37,981-. 9-4-,9-r---:;~ jo,314 o,316 1oo,o ~H~ 
1--~9 [ 4762 1 99,8 · ·.:-_:Jt~o-'53 38,68[ 96,7 ""'' 0,328 o,326 103,2 *** 
10 -- . ' __________ l __ j l ----!---+---!i---1 
1--4_8_2_2_+-4_6_7_5_+_9_8--',_D_: __ -:--:~j~~~ 36, 7~-t~1,8 ':--:< i0,319 0,325 l_:,o2,8 -lH< 
l---12_--+_4_8_5_3_,f--4-7_0_4_l-9-B_,_6 __ j ':--:c'< !138, 71 I 38,61 96,5 ->HH<- 0,336 0,318 j100,6 -lHH< 
11 
'4792 456 3 ' 95, 6 t--.;;;-136, 93 35,81 89,5 ,,., lo, 341 Ia, 314 99,4 ** 
1"i ~2 , 4646 97 4 ~-:H:-;~ 138,73 37,67194,2j'HHc !0,324 10,317100,3 -:HH< 
I--1G-, I -~-•••• · II I j ~ 
n 4853 4618 96,8 l_:· '[40,34 ! 36,23 J~-"~~~~ !o,321 l_o,314 99,4 ~:-:<-
~-1-f.1_-+-_4_7_9 2_-1--4_7_0_4_1--9-8_, 6J:e·'~i 3 9 • 57 3 8 • 3 61 9 5 • 9 I """ I 0 • 32 2 l 0. 32 n 1 01 • 3 ~HHe . 
:: J--4_7_6_2-+-4-6_7_5-+-9-8···-, ~l4o, 53 3 6, 2 7 9 o, 7 *'' ~~, 313 lo, 32 7 1 03, s_ ~ 
l---2 _1 --+--4_7_3_2 -l-4_7_o_4_~ __ 9_8 __ ,_6 -~ -:HH<- 1.~.' 2 e_ 3 9 , 4 6 9 8 , 6 ->HH< i o , 305 'o, 31 5 9 9 , 7 -:HH<-
1 !I 
~4-7_6_2-+-4-6_1_8_+----~,-,H<- ~~3_8_,_7_0-+_3_4_,_8_0+---4·~''~'"~~~0~,-3_2_2-+0-'_3_2_5-r--~~-l~-~:<-=o 38,85 136,97 -:<-:<--::- 0,324 0,323 ~HH~ 





24 4675 4 792 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING TABLE A.II.3 (contd.) 
** TESTED [OLD AFTER HEATING 
-lHH< TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING AND 7 DAYS IN WATER 
II.B 
SPECIMEN SERIES BCY INITIAL WATER CONTENT 304 g wt 
134 g 44,1% 
93 g 30,6% 





TREATMENT DRYING DURING HEATING 
DEFORMATION h;!JRESS IVE f) \'.~AT ER Ul~ S HEAT 
S pee. t------.----,·-----1 TRENGTH ·!-1 ----..-----.·---i---·,---
1 
TREATMENT 





% : I t~::~e ~:!~r / Wt ! ::!~~ i Wt 1 
i I A(g) B(g) I % ' C(g) ' % I 
~==~=====*=====F===F===*===~· ==l~· ====~==~==============!/======~ 
L_2_7_o_;,_4_!-----1r--\49,27 i il···' _3_9_5_4-+ ___________ . ____ ;_: No 1 
2 
3 
.- ~.--! _ Heating. [ HI 50,30 Ll! 3906 ! Tested at ~ I 272,3 
2 73,0 Hl44,96 r--Lii 3951 ! Room Temp.' 
~----~-~2-an-, 3-+-2-7_1_,_9--i'----1 '149. 79 1 1 i! 3937 . 




1------t--- ,142,38 83,3[___,_, i ___ , ___ ;Tested Imm.l 
271,3 -0,14 •,145,13: 88,7r-::H:- ','! 3915 3799 I 38 2 ; Max. Temp. ' 
1-----+--- ' . i ' i Attained l 
j 273,3 -0,14 1 +0,03 li41,DD j 80,6,·;HH< 4025 3922 ! 33,9 4014 3,6 /(TimeT) 
1----7-+~----t----Ri 44, 01 ~ 8 6, 5 "l< ·---''------~~~~~~~.~~~==='-! _T_e_s-te_d_A_t_! 
8 i 272,0 -0,19 ! ,:45,65 I 89, rHc 3951 3793 52,0 ! 
!------ll-----1 -----:''-----1---·--- -------- _________ ; T + 12 hrs : 
9 ! 272,5 -0,23 j-0,07 !:39,10 I 76,8 ::·-lH<- 3766:56,3 '3922 
-------3937 4,9 
l · I 
10 w· 1;45,651 89,7' Tested At 
11 t--2 -7-3 -, 1-t----D-,-2-4- _l_1 4 6, 2 5 1; 9 0, 9 -::--::- . . .. _3_9_8_5_:_3_8_1_8_·_5_4_,_9________ : 
~ · T + 24 hrs ' 
f--1_2_-+-_2_7_z_,_o-t_-_o_,_z_4__:1 __ -_o_,_o_7 l' 37,981 74,6 -;c-::--::- 3951 3784 54,9 3939 3,9 
Tested At 13 !~!52,19j1D2,5i_·: -·-
14 ... _2_72_.;_,5_..._-_o-'-,_2_7__,\ ·l.49, 781 97, 8(H<- ···~··- _3_9_8_3__._3_8_1_2 __ s_6_,_3_.________ 6 ·· __ _ . T + 3 hrs ' 
I 1 ! ~~~~i-~;~ ~ :· 
l--1_5_-+-_z_7_1_,_5-+---o_,_z_9_:-l_-_o_,_1-!2I!41,51J 81,6!~~ 3940 3766,57,2, 3924 5,3 




T + 36 hrs : 
+ 1 cyc1,e 
1--:-:-~-:-:-t-_-_ :_:_:_~-~-----0-, -12--;-;11 : ~: :: I ~:: ~:::::" !_:_:_:_:---+-:-:2_3_: -.--:-:_:_; ____ 3_8_8_6_._4_,_6_ 
~----+-------+------: l ------·----------------
19 i 114 8 ' 75 9 5' 8 i•: i; Tested At 
T + 36 hrs 20 1--2-7_1_,_8-+--_-0-,-2-7_,~:----+~~, 96 98 , 2 H , ,.-3-9-7-7....! 3 8 0 6 56 , 3 
1--2_1 __ -+-_2_7_3..:.., _1-+_-_o..:..,_2_4_. -D, o 7 ~.:.1• 3 6, 2 6 71 , 2 i~J 4 oo 1 ·--=3=8=3=3==5~5~,~3~-~-3~9~8~7~~-~~-4-,;...._' _6 ____ +_z __ c_y_c_te_s_. 22 :·: ii Tested At ! ·-·· 23 272,0 -0,30 !49,27 t;~ :i_3..:_9_7_9-i __ 3_7_9_4_• 60,9 T + 36 hrs 
~:;~ ~-:-:2_:":-:-l-·x-__ 0:_,2_8 1-X_-D-,D-~-H/. ~,~-,3....:8,-5-9j
1
_-/"'_(__,;~Jj :::: ~X62: .)(71~ + 2 Cyc1es 
IL_ _ _:____--J,: __ ___::.;_/ _ _::i,) -, '~]. U ,/ ,A! __ ___.. 
~< TESTED HOT 
TABLE.A:II.4 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
~HH< TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING AND 7 DAYS HJ WATER 





DRYING DURING HEATING 
II .9 
,--. 
PU!_SE VEI_OCITY DYNAMIC YOUNG'S MODULUS POISSON'S RATIO 
and 
R.R I Spec. 
No. 
1 
------------ ·· ------------H--------:----1------H~----------r---1 -::--::h' J ->He I R.R * . ~~0 * and 
~ .---" -r-~i-~~ 
I -~ " G P G P c'' o)F~i-~~ ot 
--------- ---~~~~:_":' ____ ,_~_: __ a_l-_lo--+-- '---+-----t--;o--+---1 
__ 4_~_2_2 _ _! ____ -_J_j 1!-~-2 ,_2~--' _ I o, 31 o 
---~~j _____ j ___ l __ jj 4 3, 04 J----~-~--ll--o_, 3_0_1 +--+--+---+ 
r---
3 
_____ --~ 73_~_j1 ______ 11_ _ i-----~l--4-2 ,_7 __ 6_+----lf--~--ti-o_,_2 8_8-f---+---+_:.._-t Me3n I 
Df 4802 II I' 42,69 0,300 
1 '2' 3 
r t - J--i----1----ll---+---t-----i~ 
4732 I 4S36 ! 95,1 ·:H:- 1
1
41,40134,61 I 86,5 ->He 0,299 
-: _>-4/-ri2_t_4_61-8=~~~ <H<> t 4~-14_f_4_1 ,-3-5-+~-1-03-,-4·::-: ~:-H:-"7->:--lt-o-,-28-8-t---+-....:.-f-::--::-t 
8 4732 4354 _191,2__1 -''"''" L 40,73 I 34,85 I 87,1 """ 0,307 0,289 
9 4 792 
1 
4 59 0 96 , 2 I ·, :Ji 4 2 , 9 0 3 7, 4 2 9 3 , 5 -::--:H:- 0 , 2 9 7 0, 31 3 
1 0 ------,- ii 
11 4 8 2 3 44 30 92~-~--~ -~;~;;-:r--~ 3, 32 13 5, 81 8-9, 11 -lH: If_ o, 303 
:: 4m 4456 93,4 [~" -142_, 79 ~ 37,65 1 94,1 _:jl!-o_,_z_8_5_+---+---+--t 















_1_6_ -1----'-:-~--- ----+ --~~ I T !.1---+-------i-----1--1 
17 ~ _j -~~~- H ~=-' 5_9_if_3_4_:_,_5_o+_8_6...:.,_2+-:-:-c-::-:-::--:-:-:--ll-o_;_,_3_0_5-+-_:_-+--~~:-::-t 
~--8--~~,36_1_95,1 -lHh:- 42,16 37,34 93,3 -lHHc 0,281 
~~ f 3 ~ i :::: -:::: ,:::: I :~: :: ::::: :::: ":::: I ::::~ - '~--~~-1 
0,305 96,5 
~:~~~ 







23 4 732 4330 
~H~ 43,43 
24 4 703 4456 
~~--3~-~~- 41,84 
·3t--i:.-
35,36 0,287 0,287 
1----~~----~------+-----~~~~-----+----~----~~ 
36,69 1*** 0,295 0,302 
-l}~H} 
Mean X X of 4 748 42,60 1-24 0,295 )( [>< 
* TESTED BEFORE HEATING TABLE A.II.4 (contd.) 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 






DRYING DURING HEATING 
CDr~PRESS IVE 




304 9 = wt 
134 g = 44 '1% 
93 g = 30,6% 
77 g = 25,3% 
Spec. ~------------~----~--~S~T~R~E~NG~JT~H~~It------r----,-----~----T----­






1ength ~H(- iHH(- % 













272,8 51,69 , 3952 No Heating. 
~2-7-0-,~4~------+-----~,1~5-D~,-6-4~---+---]I ·-r----~----+-----+---~ Tested at 
271,3 52,80 Room Temp. .. r . 
Mean j I, 
~-1 _,2_,_3~_2_7_1_,_s~------+-----~~~s-1_,_7_1+-----r~-~-·~----~----+-----~----~--------~ 
4 46,95 92,0 :r l Tested Imm 
---4------+----~----~----~ 
5 ~2_7_2_,~o~ __ -o_,_1_3-+-----4i~4-6~,_9_4+-9_2_,_2+·-H(---~_3_9_D_9-4--37_3_5-+-5-7~,2~------~--~ ~~~~i~=~P· 






















2 71 '8 -0,24 
53,57 105,6 ::· .. --!---+----~---+--~-+---~Tested At 
56 , 16 11 o, 3 ,,,, .. J~-+-3_6_9_7-+-6_s_,_a-+----+----l T + 12 hrs 
o,o 39,28 77,2 -lHH< I' 3899 3672 74,7 3882 5,6 
1 52, 8 8 1 0 3, ~ :<- --11-----+----+-~~r--t----t-T-es_t_e_d __ A_t-t 
~2-7_3_,_6-4---D--,2-6-+-----4·f-5-7-,-1-941_1_2_,-44'-c>-~--tl~l--.3~94·~--3-7B_s-+-6-B_,_8~--~---~ T + 
24 
hrs 
- o , 02 3 9 , 6 2 I 77, a fHH~ j_l 3 9 s .~-1--3_7_4_4 -+-6_8...:..' _a -+-3...:..9_3_6 -+-s...:.., _6 -+------1 
54, DO 106, 1~~---4·----· -L-----+---t----+-----t Tested At 
272,0 -0,2 7 
272,j -0,27 53,06 !104,2i.;c-;< i; 3957 3739 71,7 
~-----4-----+----~---+---+~~·1------+-----+---~~---~--~ T + 36 hrs 
272,3 -0,26 -0,01 38,24 75,1 :H~~~ 3929 3716 70,1 3912 5,6 
57,02 112,0::- Tested At 
~------+------+----~----+---+--+~---+-----+---~~--~----1 
273,3 -0,30 55,04 108,1 :H(- 3960 3740 72,4 T + 36 hrs 
~--~-4------+----~~--+-~-+.-.. ~.~(-~t-----+----+-~~~---t-----i 
273,3 -0,27 -0,01 40,31 79,2 ''''' 4020- 3822 65,1 4008 3,9 + 1 cyc1e 
55,98 110,0 ;(- Tested At 
271,8 -0,26 60,03 117,9 :H< 3924 3720 67,1 T + 36 hrs 
3907 3693 70,4 
~~'i,;"i\ 
79,9 + 2 Cyc1es 2 71 '5 -0,28 -0,01 40,65 3890 5,6 
Tested At 
~----~------4-----~----+----4--~~----~----+-----r-----r----; 
270,8 -0,28 55,90 3929 3701 75,0 T + 36 hrs 
2 72' 3 + 2 Cyc1es 
272' 3 
TESTED HOT TABLE A.II.S 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 















m/sec m/sec 7u GPa GPa 7b -:c~H:- % 
l--------l-------r------~----+-----l!------~-----4-----1----l. ______ ~---+-----~--~ 
1_14 o, 41 / ,_/,_o_,_31_3_,_ __ -+---+--: 1 4 762 H 39,06 I I I 0,327 
, j __ 4D,11 r_ 
1 
~_0,319 -~---+----+--! 
l---1'1e--an-l-----+---+------ll--~~ ' IJ I · 
1----1 -~_;_, 3 __ +-4-7_8_2--f-------+------l· 139, 86 <-~-o_,_3_2_o-+----+----11---t 
: ~4-9_1_6~-4-50-9-~9-4-,-5-Jf--,:-,:-4~1 -3-9-,4-9~l._3_1,-9-1-+j7_9_,-8~~- ~" ~~~o=,=3=36=='=o=,=33=5:=1=06=,=o:=-=:H:c 
6 4732 4456 93,41__-_::_·::-_-::---l~-3-8_,_4_7-'·34,96 187~~~0,322 0,314 99,4 -:HHc 
7 -----'.--------~--, L_j _ j l_jl,_~-----+---1---1 
8 4885 4281 89,7 1_ -:H:- 40,37 131,61 J79,0 I -:H:-1[0,327 0,305 96,5 -:c-::-
1: 4762 4379 91,8
1
-'""' 37,97132,35 ~80,9 '<-OHO 1!0,329 0,325 102,8*** 
11 4885 4257 89,2 __ , __ , 4o,o2 31,37[78,4 "" jlo,333 o,308 97,5 "" 
12 4853 4456 93 4 ':--:-::- 40 59 -~34 53 1 86 3j'H*-·:c io 324 0,320101,3 ~HH*-' ' ' , I, I' 
~--1-3 -:-__ __:-~_:-_---tT-_jL_f __ ~~ 1:~-~~-==== 
14 ___ 4_7_3_2---J __ 4_2_5_7--II---8-9_,_2_l "':~~~-~-S '*"-,, I_ o __ , 3_2_1-41-_o_, _3_2 _3,_1_0_2_. ,_2-~----:-:--:-:--::--~::1 
·;H~~~, 1 'i 4 792 4482 0,332 105,1 
2 4 792 
3 4 792 
Hi 1----t---+--J--, I_ _ [~_ .'C-'~-1 '',-1< 
17 ~---8 5_3_+-_4_2_ 8_1_+-_8 _9 _, 7_1 -:He i 3 8 , 56 !2 9 , ~-~.;;.~~ _ _[_~, 3 3 8 I 0, 3 31 1 04 , 7 'HHc 
18 4792 4482 ~ 100,3 
19 
20 4853 4281 89,7 40,31 30,82 77,0 .;:·'*- j 0,324 0,314 99,4 'H< 
1---2·2-:-_ --l---4_7_9_2--+_4_4_5_6 -+-9_3 __ , _4 -!--- ,- I 3 8 • 54 132 • 8 7 I 8 2 • 2 ~~~ 0. 3 2 9 0 • 3 3 2 1 0 5 • 1 lfH• 
23 4703 41fi4 -:H: 40,81 29,59 {He 0,302 0,308 
24 4762 4456 'HHc r 38,53 33,42 r•,-:-:H-c-:c~:··_--~!---0.:_,-32-4-+-0.:_,-32-5-1---<f-,;;-;H-,-;:Hcrl 
~--;:----4---4 8-08 -+-l><-"*""l><--;t. ---tt--, 39-,5 3--k-l><-"';t---x-<-!.-. ---lL--0, 3-24 +-x---+-l><--+----i ' 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING TABLE A.II.5 (contd.) 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
-:HH:- TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING AND 7 DAYS IN WATER 
II.12 
SPECIMEN SERIES BCY INITIAL WATER CONTENT = 304 g = w t 
0 
!:: 
44,1% TEMPERATURE 250 c VIZ. = 134 g 
TREATMENT DRYING DURING HEATING = 93 g = 30,6% 
= 77 g 25 ,J% 
DEFORMATION COMPRESSIVE I WATER LOSS HEAT Spec. STRENGTH TREATMENT 
No. Initia1, Strain Strain r~Pa R.R ~1ass Mass 8 - B Mass A - C 
1,ength {*'{~ *i*-~f- 61.. before after wt after wt t~ 
mm mm/m mm/m 
I 
heat heat wett. 
A(g) B(g) % C(g) % 
271 ,4 49,27 I 3946 1 
,. 
No Heating. ' . . -1! ·--
2 270,9 '49 '70 ! 3917 Tested at 
3 2 71 '0 46,51 
.... ~
Room Temp. -----4r--.... 
Mean 
271' 1 48 5 11=~ 1,2,3 ' 
4 50,99 1 DO, 2 •< 1 Tested Imm . ·+r Max. Temp. 
5 271 '5 -0,07 43,93 86,3liHr ·II 3950 3728 73,0 Attained 
6 2 70,0 -0,10 +0,29 37,04 72' 8 
;r~~..;~ 
!I 3948 3725 73,4 3937 3,6 (Time T) 
7 50,99 1 DO, 2 :• _ jl- Tested At 
8 272,0 -0,13 45,99 90,4 !H( •. Jh 94 6 3721 74' 0 T + 12 hrs 
9 270,5 -0,11 +0,34 36' 86 72,4 oH~;~ Ji 3941 3715 74' 3 3927 4,6 
10 49,271 96,8 ~h Tested At . :;·o• , I 3 94 6 11 270,8 -0,15 ~0,7 3137 68,8 T + 24 hrs -- .:~1t-·---· -12 272,3 -0,17 +D, 34 ·j 3 7' 72 l 72 '8 " .. " -!- 38 7~ 3639 76,6 3859 4,3 ··-
13 !48,92! 96,1_1~ 1! r Tested At -·-·-·-tt 
' ' I 90, 7i:H p 14 271 '5 -0,18 46,17' 3906 3689 71,4 T + 36 hrs 
I 15 270,8 -0,20 +0,33 37' 04 72,8 
;r .. :~~r 
394 7 3728 72 ,o 3939 2,6 . 
16 49,09 96,4 :1- Tested At 
17 268,2 -0' 16 49,44 97' 1 ~~~*' 3920 3700 72,4 T + 36 hrs 
18 270,0 .,..o' 1 7 +0,38 38,24 75,1 ~~~}i*- 3951 3741 6 9' 1 3942 3,0 + 1 cyc1,e 
19 48' 96 96,2 :r Tested At 
20 273,1 -0,20 46,95 92,2 
;~~~ 
3988 3778 69,1 T +' 36 hrs 
21 2 71 '3 -0,20 +0,32 38,27 75 '2 
~r~~-,'" 
3883 3663 72,4 3874 3,0 + 2 Cyc1,es 
22 
;~ Tested At 
23 270,3 -0,24 45,48 tJHr 3802 3581 72' 7 T + 36 hrs 
24 2 70' 0 -0,24 +0' 32 39 '1 0 
:r~}J,~ 3814 3582 76' 3 3802 3,9 + 2 Cyc1,es 
Mean 2 70,8 !X [X [X IX ~ 3916 [X IX IX ~ 1-24 
TESTED HOT 
TABLE A. I I. 6 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 























DRYING DURING HEATING 









4792 40,94 0,314 
4792 40,21 0,318 
~-----+------+-----~--~!,-------~----+-----~~f;-----~-----+----~---i 
4 79 2 4 0' 7 4 0' 31 5 
4 792 I 0,316 
4 792 3829 80,2 41 , 4 7 11 7, 8 3 44, 6 0,310 "~" 0,386 122,2 ;c, 








-lH~ 1 41,32 18,69 46,7 ->H~ 0,308 0,388 122,8 "H~ 
41,55 36,08 90,2 ,;-.::-,:- 0,310 0,309 9i~B -lHH<· 
~-----+------+-----4-----!~----~----~-·----~---~~-----4----~----+--l 
11 4854 4011 84,1 41,31 19,39 48,5 -lHc I 0,320 0,388 122,8 -lH~ 
l---1--2--~--4_8_2_3_j~ ___ 4_59_D __ ~ ___ 9_6_,2 ___ ~'"--'H_~-~_3_9_,_4_7~3-6_,_D_5_+_9_D_,_1~-'-H_H~~ ~0~,3_2_2~-0~,_3_1_0+-_9_8_,~1~'-H-H:~-
~--+----~----+--+----+--~__j~-~~---+--+-~--1 
~4_7_9_2 __ ~---3-82_9 __ ~"~:: li-4_1~,_2_6~_1_8~,_7_8~ __ 4_6_,_9~~'-h~c~~-o~,_3_D_8_+_o~,_3_7_6r-11_9_,_o~~'"~"~1 
1 3 
14 
15 4823 j 4563 1 95,6 .,,-,,,,. 40,28 37,06 92,6 '-:HH<- [i,324 0,315 99,7 ·E-l< 
~16--+---i----+---+---1-LJ:-----!--t·-+--il 
17 4763 3829 80,2 -::-o< ~~18,56 46,4 :H< 1-l o-,-3_D_5--+-o-,-3-8-o1_1_2_o_,~3---:-:--:<-l 
1---1_8 __ -+-__ 4_8_2_3--1-4 56 3 9 5 , 6 -:HH' ~~'--3_8_, _o_3 -1-9_5_,_1_,:-_.,:--_::--_::---l!!f-_o_,_3_1 :_~_o....:.,_3_D_8+-_9_7_, -151--"-H_:--:~~ 
19 l_l 
4885 3937 82,5 -lH<- 142,44 118,21 45,5 -::--:~ 0,316 0,388 122,8 
4 792 - 4509 94 5 -j -::.,:-·:<- 11 39 70 136 37 90-, 9---.,"-'";--· -~,.~3:...:1-=9-+-=-o.!_, 3=-1=-o~+--9-8-=-,-1+-.,<--,H--i,_ 
' I ' ~--~' ---1-----+-----!t-_:_--jL...:----t-----t---1 
~-~ L--~ --~-4-8_2_3-t·~-4--D~1--1 -++_---_ --~ " if 4o, 21 [·-1--8 ,-7-D __ji~-+-.,--H:--!Il!-_o-=_, -3_1-4~:o--,--3-8 8-t---t--'.,<~,:-' 
'-:{;·'-:--+_
4
_· :~: ~>< '"" __ ~ ::: ~: ~-35_.:.'~_1_2 j
1
L.xL-_ -_-_. -~-,_--_::--_:_H_:...J· HIL
11
_ :~:~:~:.-3 __ ""'_.!X~~o~,_3~2~5:x~~~~~,._,_"_-;.,_<. 
20 
21 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING TABLE A.II.6 (contd.) 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
::-';H<- TESTED [[H_D AFTE:!i HEATING AND 7. DAYS IN WATER 
I I.14 
SPECIMEN SERIES BCY INITIAL WATER CONTENT = 304 g = wt 
TEMPERATURE 400°[ VIZ. 
(:: 
= 134 g = 44' 1% 
TREATMENT DRYING DURING HEATING = 93 g = 30,6% 
= 77 g = 25 '3% 
DEFORMATION COMPRESSIVE WATER LOSS HEAT 
Spec. STRENGTH TREATMENT 
No. Initia"L Strain Strain MPa R.R Mass Mass A - B Mass A - c 
"Length ~~{~. iH(-{~ 61. before after wt after wt i 
/" 
mm mm/m mm/m heat heat wett. 
J A( g) B(g) % C(g) % --r -
+~927-1 272 ,o Jf.;; ~ ~s_l No Heating. 
2 2 71 ,4 !!53, 06 ; 3931 Tested at 
3 273,2 51' 68 ····-it 3902-- Room Temp. 
Mean 
--~ --~r -· .. --·· ... 
I 
272,2 152,81 !; 3920 I 
1,2,3 
8 5 6 :~ ··-·--~~---
. 
4 43' 58 Tested Imm 
~~---h--
5 273' 6 0,58 40,31 79,2 ,H~ J 3923 3659 86,8 Max. Temp. Attained 
I 6 271 '3 0,59 1 ,46 
:~~fi} I 
3929 36 83 2,6 (Time T) 37,38 73,4 l 80,9 3921 
7 4 9' 09 96,4 "· l Tested At 
8 272' 5 0,41 40,65 79,9 ::;j[3948 3 709 78,6 T + 12 hrs 
~ 272' 5 1 '6 9 2,50 37' 98 7 4 ' 6 I~H< ;;. ! l 3 9 8 1 3721 85,5 3978 1 '0 t----j 
I 10 L• I~ Tested At 49 52 97 3 ,,-
; '~· 
rl 11 272 '5 0,93 38' 33! 75' 3 ('' ]L..~~-;8 363~,2 T + 24 hrs 
I 
12 272,0 0' 56 1 '30 31, 9o ~ 74_, _5_t-:H< lL~~~ ~ 3621 84,5 38 71 3,3 
I ·: ··-
I, 13 46,6oj91,6;"" I! t Tested At 
~ 271 ,'a 
-; -~~7·--t·r- I 
14 1 '41 36 '86 l 72 , 4 .-,;;c j 38 78 3612 B 7,5 T + 36 hrs 
15 2 71 '0 0,67 1 '35 40,48 79,5 
~t-~~~*" 3935 3 701 77,0 3929 2,0 
16 43,24 85 '0 :< Tested At 
17 272' 3 1 '56 39,62 77' 8 
:~-:(- 3923 366 7 84,2 T + 36 hrs 
18 272 '8 0,96 2,00 39,96 78,5 
::~~~~ 
3935 3680 83,9 3931 1 '3 + 1 cycl..e 
19 '4 7,46 9 3' 2 ::- Tested At 
20 2 71 '3 0,61 42,55 83,6 
:~-,~ 
3902 3649 83,2 T + 36 hrs 
21 86,::1 
;*""i\"'"h-
272' 3 0,48 1 '17 43,93 3881 3635 80,9 3871 3,3 
+ 2 Cycl..es 
22 
;*" Tested At 
23 2 71 '3 0,93 42,55 
'H*" T + 36 hrs 
24 2 71 '0 o, 70 1 ,40 35,66 
;~~*",~ 3906 3654 82,9 3902 1 '3 + 2 Cycl..es 
Mean 
272,0 IX t>< :x IX l>< 3916 A X IX ~X 1-24 
* TESTED HOT TABLE A.II. 7 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
















































4 733 3243 68,0 
4 792 4430 92,6 
4 763 3229 6 7, 7 
4823 4509 94,5 
---
4 763 3000 62,9 
4 763 4430 92,8 
4 733 295 3 61 '9 
4854 4590 96,2 
4 763 2761 57,9 
4 763 4563 95,6 
4 704 2865 60,0 
-
4 763 4509 94,5 
4 733 
4 704 4456 
4 761 [>( IX 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
'H~ TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
DRYING DURING HEATING 









1H~- 39,52 12,10 302, ~H~ 
~r-;~-~~ 39' 76 31,17 77,9 -;;.-~~-~*" 
-:H~ 41,94 14,04 35,1 ~Hf 
-:~-~~-.. 40,75 33,05 82,6 ~<--:~~( 
I -:(-·~~- 38,49 10' 91 27,3 ~(-!~ 
-:r-~H*" 39' 53 32,68 81,7 ~:-~r7~-
-;Hf. 38' 29 7,98 20,0 
~~- ~~-
-;~-;(-;~- 41,77 35,48 88,7 
~:-..;~-1~-
-::--;~- 39,67 7,85 19,6 
1(1( 
1:1H( 40,96 34,48 86,2 ..;t-:r..;~ 
1Ht 40,71 12,00 30,0 
-~Hr 
..;~-)(~~ 38,92 32,61 81,5 ..;Hr-;r 
..;:--;~ 39' 34 7,65 1t-~t 
..;H:-;~- 40,25 34, DO -~Hr-;~ 
39,99 X I>< 











o, 313 0,390 123,4 ih'!-
: o, 322 0,344 108,9 ~~7(~f-
o, 301 o, 367 116' 1 
~(~( 
o, 321 0,341 107,9 -!f-;(~~-
o, 324 0,381 120.6 .;~~( 
0,316 o, 328 103,8 
v" ,, -1\-,,--,, 
"'' 0,321 0,403 127,5 
-,\"-1\-
o, 316 0,330 104,4 ~(~(~( 
0,317 o, 404· 127,8 ~~~( 
0,308 0,333 105,4 
7(1(?( 
0,300 0,347 109,8 
{H~ 
0,320 0,338 107 ,o 7({({( 
0,316 *1<-
o, 305 0,324 ,, ··~, .,,,, ''" 
o, 314 [X IX 
TABLE A.II. 7 (contd.) 
II.16 





57,4% 70 c = 174 g = 
TREATMENT SATURATED DURING = 90 g 26,6% 
HEATING -- 74 '5 g = 22,o% 
DEFORMATION COMPRESSIVE WATER LOSS HEAT 
Spec. STRENGTH TREATMENT 
No. Initial., Strain Strain MPa R.R Mass Mass A - B Mass A - C 
"Length .. ;~-~~ oifiHt- d!. before after wt after wt ,~ 
mm mm/m mm/m heat heat wett. 
A( g) B(g) % C(g) ! % 
1 270' 5 35 '92 3910 No Heating. 
274' 3 40,22 3966 
! 
Tested at 2 
' 




2 71 '9 38,64 1 '2' 3 3914 I • 
" 
I I I Tested - 4 33,33 83,4 •< j Imm. 
I f' v . I Max. Temp. - 5 271 '3 0,03 37,98 95,1 ~'iC" 3865 3859 I r 1, 77 I Attained i u ",, o, 30 I ~ (Time T) 6 2 72' 3 0,03 0,04 38' 67 96,8 4\"i\iC" 3930 3929 I I 
3930 
7 I I 33,59 84,1 ~:- j' I Tested At 
I 8 I 272' 3 0,06 33,33 8 3,4 r~.;r 3940 3937 0,89 T + 12 hrs • 
·f ! •.H ... H.'~ 9 271 '8 0,04 39' 36 98,5 ~\I\ 'h ; •'- 0,03 l I 3912 3909 0,89 3909 0,89 
' I I • 33,07 82,8 
,,, ; 
Tested 
At I 10 ( I I 
' 11 2 71 '8 0,09 34' 19 85,6 
1-l:·-l~ J 3933 3930 0,89 T + 24 hrs I 
.;Hr·U· 1 I 12 272,5 0,06 0,07 34' 9 7 87' 5 ij 3972 3968 1 '1 8 3969 0,89 
13 32' 73 81 '9 Ul Tested At 
35,74189,5 H "" 14 2 71 '0 0,08 i("'n .. 3905 3901 1 '1 8 I T + 36 hrs 
15 271 '3 0,08 0,10 35,40 88,6 
:~.;rir I! 3937 3934 0,89 3934 0,89 i I ! 
I I 
16 32' 73 81 '9 :r I ! ! Tested At 
~ 
17 272,3 0,09 35' 31 88,4 ~H< I 3948 3944 1 '1 8 T + 36 hrs 
18 2 72' 0 0' 10 0,10 36,35 91 '0 t)HH< I 3921 3919 0,59 3921 o,o + 1 cycl.,e 
19 35,14 88,0 ~< Tested At 
' b•>< I T + 36 hrs 20 2 72' 8 0,10 34 '28 85,8 f\" 3974 3973 0,30 
21 ·:~i\"'iC" ] 3909l1 2 18 + 2 Cycl.,es 272 ,o 0' 09. 0,10 36,61 91 '6 3913 3912 0, 30 ! 
~< 
t 
22 l Tested At 
23 273' 1 0,10 33 59 
JiHr 
3941 3955 11 '77 i T + 36 hrs I 
:r.;r.;r ~ l + 2 Cycl.,es 24 270 '09 0' 10 36,35 3937 3935 ' 0' 59 3934 ! 0~ 89 
Mean 272 ,o X IX IX IX IX 3935 ~x IX IXJX 1.:24 
-l< TESTED HOT 
TABLE A.II.8 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 







SATURATED DURING HEATING 




r--S-~_:_c._.,__m_l_:,_c __ r-m-~-~-~-c-r--R-%_R-+----~~~---G-:_-a __ ~~-~-:_~~-:-+-R-%_R~---~~{--:_.~~_::-+-R-~-R~r-~ 
44 82 __ 1-------1-----+'-----1' 36' 05 1. __ 0__:,_3_1_0 +----t-----11----1 
4 59 o 
1 
_____ J_ 3 6, 6 5 I __ o_, _31_6-+---~'-----+-----t 
4646 ll 35 85 ,_ r o, 330 
·---l--45-71 TII36: 1s r I ~-o ,·--31 9-+----t---1---------t 
1------------J. 'l- --l 
t--4_5_3_5 _
1
_4_5_3_5 -~~==9 8=,=9==:=·:::--':,:-=~ 36, 1 3 3 5, 44 9 3, 7 -:H<- i -o-,_3_1_3-+D-,-3-2-2---11'-1 0-3-,-5-t--~-H<--1 
1--4-6-4 6---+--4-7_3_2 __ -~-_1_0_2 _, 6~--l-H-:--::-_ 11 36 • 6 5 t 36 • 6-~~- 96 • 8 rH " , 0. 327 0. 3 3 7 1 0 8 • 4 **" 
-:c-:c J 36,2 5 j 34, 81 ! 9 2, 1 -:c·:<-4509 4482 87' 2 
4 704 4 732 10_2_,-6-+..,.,._::-.,.,.,:--.,..."--1 35,93,35-;76. 94,6 -::--::--::-
_I 
~----1------~----~---
1---4-6_1_8 --t-4_5_6_3 -t---9_8_, 9 __ 1__::_1 3 6, 01 34 , 6 9 91 , 7 -:Hr 
4590 
0,313 0,321 103,2 
0,338 0,342 110,0 
0,329 0,332 106,8 
0,322 0,345 110,9 4675 101,4 J -::-:·--::- J
1 
36,82 34,88 92,3 ->HH<-
f---------+--t---+--- I I I I -~'-----1+----l-----1------4----1 
4509 4456 96,6 -lHi- . 36,24 134,09,90,2 -lh:· 0,312 0,323 103,9 -:Hr 
4536 4590 99,5 -:HH:· 0,319 0,3331107,1 ->HHr 
4563 4482 97,2 ~H: l~ 33,03 87,4 J-.::-• 0,326 0,336 108 0 0 ** 
'459o 4618- _10~ *':J _ 36 ,1j 35, os 92, o lHH·~ o, 323 o, 335 101,7 *** 
4646 I 4563 I 98,9 *" t 36,21 J 34,19 90,4 -~ ~,333 0,338, 108,7 lH' 
4563 459~t99,5 ·:··:_~ 34,90 92,3J:HH' If 0,321 0,332 106,8 *** 
~ -=r~~~33,96 r:-~0,317, *' 
4618 4618 t 1~3 36,78 I:HH:· l_o,321 0,324 *·'"' 
1---4--4583 [XXJ_~ t:JXl?i_ 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
TABLE A.II.B (contd.) 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 















MPa R. R j 
ct I 1,ength -::·-l< iHH< 
IV ' 
INITIAL WATER CONTENT 
1./IZ. 
WATER r_o~;s 















r--2_7_1~,5-+------!~!~3_6~,_34-+ ____ 1 
Mass~ 
after! wt after! wt 
heat heat 1 • wett. , 
t 






273,3 38,67 L 











I No . i Heating0 ; 
l Tested at J 
I ) 
I 1 
~ Room Temp. ' •
Mean / 
1 , 2 , 3 272,8 38,21 1 I 
~~ j ! ' j ! , 1: 3937 I I I 
~-----+-------+------·~--~,-~----+'----r---
4 I 30,66176,7 L 
5 ~--, __ 2_7_2_,_8-t---0 -. 0-6-:!--------!j 32 ' 8 2 8 2 ' 2 t:__ 
i 
.1 I! I l .. I ! . 
!j j I 
i i r; i Tested Imm.; I i Max. ; ; 
6 
1 
273,1 o,o4 o,o4 34,11 85,4 i'HH~ l;~~ _3_9_2_o_t-_3_9_1_7_~.~~ _3_9_2_1_~-o/_-_o_,3_.J.L.._C_Tl_·m_e_T_)_""', 
l------1------i----!~28, 77,72,0 l_!j 
1
1-----'-----!''---il Tested At 
Temp. 
3955 3954 ·o, 3 ' 









~~ _2_6_9_,_7-+-_o_, o_6_1------ii 34,2 8 J85, 8 ~:H< ;_~.--: _3_8_1_5--:-__ 3_8_12_
1 
___ !-----f-----l T + 12 hrs . 
! 272,0 0,06 0,05 . 32,64 ~:>HHc :1 3912 3908 3912 0,0 j 
32,21 ~:'' , j Tested At 
t---2-6_7_,_5-+--0--0-9 -~----~~~-3-1-, -8 ~7179 ' 8 ~~·;;-!'.j_-i.·-_3_8_1_8--1--3-8 -12-!-1-,-8-!-----.•----~ 
' 1 .. ------:-----'------.~-----:---~ T + 24 hrs j 
2 71 '3 o,o7 o,o8 133,42 ~::-::-><- 1_:_. _3_8_8_2--f._3_8_82_f __ o...:.,_o_i-_3_8_8_5_,J_-_o...:'~9-~-----
13 \ h4,37 86,0 i.-:, I ; Tested At 
14 272,8 0,08 l, ,34,62,
1
86, 7 ['H' n 3967 3965 0,6 1 1 1 
~~ 1 ~ T + 36 hrs l 
l--15_--+-_2_7_2_,_5+--o_,_o_8_~34,54186,5 \4HHc 11 3938 3937 1 0,3 J 3940 ~~ ] 
16 D!33,D7jB2,8 f r~----1---L!~--:--'---i Tested At l 
17 t---2-7_2_,_3-+--D-,-09-! h4,37 86,0 ;;~-TI 3957 3956 l 0,3 i \__1 T + 36 hrs l' 
18 273,1 0,08 !, 0,08 33,42 83,7 ~-:.:_~*<> ~ 3954 3954 I 0,0 39571-0,9 ! + 1 cyc"Ls 
19 !1 33,85 84 7 ~:, ~~ I [Tested At 1 
1------t------{----tt-----+--' --''! "----..1~---'·-----'-------:--------;1 1 I ~~H:- n I I I T + 36 hrs ! 
~~ :~::: ::~: 0,09 ':: ::~ :::: [''H' ij ::::. :::~ '-::: i 3949 -0,3 ~ + 2 Cyc"Lss! 
1-----+-----;-----tl---+------if::- _ IJ : J J I Tested At ; 22 
23 
24 
271,3 0,10 134,45 ~~~ 3904 3901 i 0,9 j j IT + 36 hrs i 
1--:-::_;.:_:+x-o-'-.-os-+IX_o_,_1 0~-)<-6-'-,4~--~~fX--JXj' :::: >d><W~ + 2 cyctss I 
TESTED HOT 
TABLE A. I I. 9 
TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 





















I I .19 
SATURATED DURING HEATING 




GPa GPa % 
~-4_5_9_0-+------~----~---~1~35~,88 l____j-~---+---4!~0~,_3_2_4-+----4-----~~ 
4590 ~~-------~-----~--~~-3_6_,_~-3~----~~--~---~~·-o_,_32_o __ {-----4----~--~ 
4 618 136, 20 /-=:---1--~~-o_, 3_2_:.7~---1---.J-----1 




4482 9 7 o ~_~--- -~!~!--3 7-,-0-4--~!~3~3~,~4~7~~8~8~, -5_ +L -_--:_H:< IQ 
0 
325 l-0-, -3-3 0.4--1-0-6-, 1.4---~-H:-1< 
--~~ 6 3 --_!~~r -:HH< ---, ! 6 , 8 6 _j~_3_3_,_9_7-J-_8_9_,_8-I--::_-':_--::_--I I o_, _3 2 __ o __ +o_,_3_3_6--+_1_0_8_,_o-I-'-·~--:H-f~ 
~7~~- I I ~ '---~~~ 
8 ~-4_6_4_6---l-_4_4 __ 5 6_ - 9 6 , 6 -::--::- I 3 5 , 4 4 1 3 o , 9 2 81 , 8 _-::-_-:<~l--1 o_, 3_3_o_"'_o_,_3_3_0-+-1_o_6 __ ,_1-+..,.,~,.,..,H.,....~1 
1---
1
-:--l---4_6_7_5-+--4-5 3_6_-1~J~- -::-lHc 35,92 I 32,82 86,8 ~HH< 0, 335 0, 342 11 O 1 0 -:HH~ 
1------~---~- .---~~-----1----~----~--1~--~~-~---~--1 
11 4675 4482 I 97,2 -:H: 36,34 31,26 82,7 -:i--:< 0,330 0,346111,3 iH~ 
1-----f-------· 











11!-i --+-----+---.f----1 ~----1'----~----+---~·~---~-----~--~-~. I 
4704 4509 97,8 -lH:- 36,29 32,52 86,0 -::-::- ,0,3380,344 110,6 
4618 4536 98,4 -lHH:- 36,08 33,04 87,4 -lHHc ,0,328 0,342 110,0 
~----1---~1------~------+----+-~, 





/O, 331 0,336 108,0 
0,323 0,331 106,4 
~---~----~---~~l------~~~~~,-~-1 --~--~---4--1 
~-4_7_3_3 __ 1~4_5_3_6 __ ~_9_8~'-4-+---l:-~~'~II-3_7 __ ,1_1_+'-3_2_,_8_6~L_8_6_,9_1 ~:-{< ~~0~,_3_3_5-+0_,~3_4_4~1_1_0~,_64-_i:--i~~ 
4 61 8 4 56 3 9 8 , 9 -lHH< 13 6 , 55 34 , 1 8 9 0 , 4 -lHHc j_o_,_ 32_4--1-0_, _3_3 _6 +1_0_8_:.,_0-1--i-H_:-i:_-, 
~-----+------~-----+----~--------1------~----~---~~------r-----r---_, ____ , 
23 4563 4456 -;H:- 36,23 32,84 -~~-~~ 0,319 0,333 
~~~~4 
·~~~~-~¢ i~ii-i~ 
1----2_4 __ ~ __ 4_6_1_8-4 __ 4_5_36--~-----+-''_,,:_--lc~il ___ 3_6_,_1_9~~3_3_,_9_8~----4---~~o-,_3_2_5~~o-,_3_3_2~--~r---i 
[_~~;: ---'----4647~[><~1X~36,35 [XX,l___lL_D,32__y9 X~X_ .. _, 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
TABLE A.II.9 (contd.) 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
*** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING AND 7 DAYS IN WATER 
II.20 
SPECIMEN SERIES CCX INITIAL WATER CONTENT 338,5 9 wt 
TEMPERATURE VIZ. 174 g = 51,4% 
TREATMENT DRYING DURING HEATING 90 g = 26,6% 
74, 5 g = 22, o% 
DEFORMATION I coM!JREssi:E fi ~lATER to~.s j HEAT j 
Spec. t----,----:___)1----STRENGI!:L.__jL---r------,---:,-------~ TREATMENT 1 
No. Initial., st:~in jst;~~.n I MPa L: Mass Mass I A - B l Mass l A - c 




mm mm/m mm/m I - : II ~~:f ~~~:f i % ~~~f· % . ! 
273,6 l -~;~.39,11 ~,,i f.! 3799 I l N H ..L" .: 
1-----+----~'-----!· •'-· ---t----~ 11 o eat.J.ngo, I i) i !f- J 
l-2_7_2_,_5 __ ,~---i; __ ---!ij37,21 I L___j·_! _3_9_1_0 __ ~i-----·-----~----·-----~ Tested at 
I '11 I i II I 268,4 . !39,45 1 1 ii 3874 I Room Temp. 1----t-----t-----:----t ;---'---'':----~--------------l-------j 
H~l 1 [' 3861 1 
Mean 
1 '2 '3 
271 '5 
1----t-----t---- II !! 
84 1
l:t- i! . I I 
4 l j33,59 , ! i: {Tested Imm.j 
t------;-----1-.---! -·· I . 
-0,17 !l 1; .. 44,96 !112,5/:>H< ,: __ :_.. ! 1 Max. Temp. , 5 1 271,8 . . 1 3862 3757 :._. _31_,_o _________ ! Attained 
l----6-+1_2_74_,1 __ +---o_,_2_o_l~ _-o_,o_7_
1









--+----~ ! 37,90 j 94,9=--·-----1----'----....__ ______ : Tested At 
I 269,7 -0,17 L-J139,281 98,3-;c-;; . 3860 3736 36,6 ; T + 12 hrs! 
I 26 8, 5 -o, 18 ~h4 , 6 2 ~.-·==3=8=6=6=:=-3_-7:3_4~----3-9.....:,-o-.'-_3_8_5_4 ___ 3 -, 5- i 
I 136,52,91,4,><- ' t------1~----:----tl'---:'----·--' ·---+--------------
-0,15 I j42,B91107,4!':·-:<- ;:_3_9_1_8--1--3_7_8o_: __ 4_o_,_8 ___________ T + 24 hrs I 
Tested At 
2 73,6 
272,5 -0,18 1-o, 05 135,31 j 88 ,4!·::->H<- '_3_9_1_4 __ ~_3_7_8_1 __ 3_9....:,_3 ___ 3_9_0_1 ___ 3_,=-8-------: 
13 l \37,04j 92,7f". ., ; Tested At 
t----~~---~----+'--~~---~~-~------~---------~----~.~----
14 271,5 -0,20 I !_:39,28198,3[-::--::- i• 3892 3752 ~41,4 ,, 6 
1----~~---+----+ . J-f----------"-------~ T + 3 hrs 
_ 15 268,5 -D,14I-o,o6 ~~35,31,88,4~-:HHr :j 3782 3633 ;44,0: 3770 
~1---1-6 --+----+-----~;----~14 2, 0 3)105 , 2 t; :, Tested At 
3,5 
I 17 270,5 -0,21 /. I37,9DI 94,9\":Hr 1 3833 3670; 48,2 : T + 36 hrs t:::j ___ ......, ___ ;_ ___ -i ________ ~----'---; 
18 271,8 -0,21 i 0,06 '36,00· 90,1[>HHr (: 3860 3707; 45,2) 3847 1 3,8 + 1 cycl.,e 




; j37,55 94,o;·: "----1-------·-----:---:[ Tested At 
/'! ''c>r · : T + 36 hrs 272,5 -0,25 fi39,28 98,3" t: 3873 3710 48,2 
l-2-7_2_,_8--f----0-,3-1-.-l--0-,-0-7_;lj37,55 94,0!·:HH~ :~ 3888 3743 _4_2_,_8_j __ 3_8_7_7_,..___3_,2 __ _, + 2 Cycl.,es 
---+--...:..._-+-_;.__-!!---n-.;...._-~------.,--..... ~~---+-~- -----
22 ~----1-----l-----h ''----+-----i__J:· __ -----1------·'---------- Tested At 
I '"" I; , 
23 272,8 -0,24 ;36,52 [.,,-,, 3996 3869 · 37,5 j 3981 , 4,4 ! T + 36 hrs 
1--_;_--1 _ __;__-1----+.·--"'---+----<:-:~~H:;-;H-;--'1<-n . i ., I + 2 Cycl.,es 
M::n ::::: x-0,21 v~~v/"'!\Ji!___;,::-:-:-r."'~3_;,.7_62---7'x41,4 ~d~'. 
_1_.:_24___: ___ J..:..._ _ ___:;,.::.../_,_,_""' 6J ',10JJ ,, A,J/~~------
><- TESTED HOT 
TABLE A.II.10 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 







DRYING DURING HEATING 





























TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
R.R 














0,324 104,2 ~}~H~ 









0,333 107' 1 
~~~:.-i~ 
o, 320 102,9 -1Hr 








I\ 1\ ~~ 
0,313 
><JX 









SPECIMEN SERIES CCX 
TEMPERATURE 
TREATMENT DRYING DURING HEATING 
D.:: FORMATION 
INITIAL WATER CONTENT 
VIZ. 
II.22 
338,5 9 = wt 
174 g = 51,4% 
90 g = 26,6% 
74,5 g =22,o% 




--~1·--~,--~ j TREATMENT 
Initiat Strain Strain MPa R.R Mass Mass A- Bl Mass !A- C 
tength -JH< ~HHf- % I before after! wt I after i wt 
mm mm/m 
1 
mm/m i heat heat 1 ' wett.: 
! A(g). B(g) I % ! C(g) ; 
272,·~=F===;F====lF4=0=,=31=~===l=; =ri 3879 
1 
~,~. , : 1 ! 
. -r-· L..___tr----l----;---~'-________ 1 No Heatingo i 
270,8 40,31 ~~ 3958 . l Tested at ! 
::::: ~::::: Lll :::: r~-----·---~·---1 Roam Temp.: 
4 t-----t----+----)jir-3_1_, 7_8_-+j_7_9_,_5C[1 i I ~ ! Tested Imm.l 
il 1.", IJ 1 J ~ · ' I Max. Temp. 
5 272,5 -0,13 36,59 91,4f'm ii 3931 I 3819 j.J3,1 i I Att. d 
1--~--ll--....;...--l----+~~-;......-+-~;::-:--ri 1 l · alne :, 
1---6--t-i' _2_7_1_,_3-t----o_,_1_5_r_-o_,o_1--t:-3-7_,_12-l-1_9_2_,_9:'c,nc IJ 3912 j 3810 130,1 ( 3903 j 2, 7 1 (TimeT) ]: 
I! i I 8 8 , 2 ~~::- ',' -~. I i ,' I I; 7 1i35 ,23 . i i ! Tested At ; 1----1-----i----H·----l-· --·----~ I i 
8 I 272,5 -0,21 !138 241 95, r:Hc !; 3869 I 3699 /50,2 ' i ' i 
t------lt-----+----1·'--'--+-------'i·'~ ---:i. ___ ,, ___ ._ __ i;___ j T + 12 hrs j 
l----9--+-1_2_7_1_,_o-+_-_o_,_2_3_l-_-o_,o_7--ll~ 83,o:'HH:- ;: 3942 I 3764 '52,6 j 3932 : 3,0 ; 











36,35 91,0J-:H:- I_; 3945 l 3747 '58,5' ., T + 24 hrs 1: 
-0,2 3 -0, 07 !31 , 61 I 79, 1 ;-::-:He ~~_3_9_0_8-JJ._3_72_9_:,_5_2_,_9_. __ 3_8_9_3_''--'4-,-4-______ ....: 
I !37,471 93,81.;:- IJ I i 'Tested At 
-0,25 
~-2_7_0~,8-+---0~,_2_0~~~-----~171'·4_1~,_3_4~11_0_3~,_5~~'-H:~·~i: __ 3_8_82 __ ~l-3_6_6_8~i_6_3~,_2_~-----'---~' T + 36 hrs 
272,8 -0,27 -0,10 137,18 78,o!'H:-':- p 3894 3694 159,1 '3882 \ 3,5 
r-------_, _______ !:------~3-9_,3_6-+-9_8_, __ 5~c r~~-----_, ______ ~----•------ .. ~ -----,Tested At 
271,0 -0,30 I 40,05 100,3[-lHi- ll 3874 3648 ; 66,8 ; ! T + 36 hrs 
I i.•c>C" n,----t--------------1---' 
273,3 -0,31 !-0,11 28,94 · 72,4["" q 3877 1 3661 ;63,8 i 3863 i 4,1 '+ 1 cycte 
~-1-9--+--------+-----+----~~3-8-,-0-7-r-9-5-,~3~:- ~______j!-------:~----~1. _____ ~!----~~ Tested At 
20 272,5 -0,28 39,36 98,5[-:H:- I! 3895 3685 :62,0 j ! ; T + 36 hrs 
r-----_,------l------i+----+----';._,c.jHl- (4----1------.----+----'----
21 272,3 -0,28. -0,09 29,28 73,3t~j,_3.;..94_6_-t-3....;7_5_5_.56,4 j3933 J 3,8 ; + 2 Cyctes 





-0,33 38,41 t'< , __ 3_8_5_3-+_3_6_2_1-:/._6_8..:..,_5_+1
1 
___ ,'___ ---11 T + ·36 hrs 
lXlX iX><l>l :::: ><J);j~~ + 2 Cyctes 
272,0 
TESTED HOT 
*" TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING TABLE A.II.11 













































4618 4305 93,3 
4675 4509 97,8 
4590 4257 92,3 
4646 4330 93,9 
4590 4141 89,8 
4675 4482 97,2 
4563 4164 90,3 
4 704 4430 96,1 
4590 4141 89,8 
4618 4354 94,4 
4618 4164 90,3 
4646 4330 93,9 
4646 4119 
4590 4257 
4616 [>< [>( 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
CCX 
100°C 
DRYING DURING HEATING 
DYNAMIC YOUNG'S MODULUS 
"" ,,.,, R.R 
-~~ and 
~:--;t~i-
















~;--~~- 40,00 32,25 85,3 "i("'i\ 0,294 0,310 99,7 
~Hi-
-~H;~~- 41,59 39,32 104,0 ~*"~*"~*" 0,288 0,281 90,4 ~t~Hr 
~;-~; 
4121 32,61 86,2 ~Hi- 0,270 0,287 92,3 
,r-~r 
~:-~f-;,-
41,75 35,86 I "'"' 94, 8 -,,.,,-,, 0,285 0,289 92,9 ,t,Hi· 
~~--)~-
40,86 31,12 I 85,0 ,:--~: 0,282 0,275 88.4 ~r,r 
,t-:Hr 41,41 35,90 94,9 -;Ht't 0,288 0,308 99,0 
-~r,r,r 
'*"'r 40,32 32,03 84,7 -;r .;~- o, 279 0,275 88,4 ,r,~-
-:~-;~-H- 40,53 34,65 
,,--,,-,,-~'"" 0,299 0,310 99,7 
-~t-!tit 
: 
-ii--3} 40,27 31 t 79 84,1 
,r-;r 0,283 0,270 86,8 -!H*" 
,r,Hr 41,08 32,96 87,2 -:Hr,r 
", '~ 
0,277 0,313 100,6 "H'"''i• 
,*"'*" 7Ht 
.u,Jt. 
40,07 30,98 81,9 0,299 0,288 92,6 ''" 
-:~-;:--;~- 41,49 35,45 93,8 
,HHt 0,286 0,292 93,7 
i!-it,t-
,:--;~ 
39,52 30,46 ?t-~~- 0,298 0,281 
itir 
,!---!Hi- 41,80 34,84 
-~r~rir o, 274 0,285 -lHi-it 
40,85 [>( [>( 0,286 [>( R 
TABLE A. II .11 (contd.o) 
-:HHc TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING AND 7 DAYS IN WATER 
I I .24 
SPECIMEN SERIES CCX INITIAL WATER CONTENT = 338,5 g = wt 
TEMPERATURE VIZ. 174 g = 5:1,4% 
TREATMENT DRYING DURING HEATING 90 g = 26,6% 
74,5 g = 22,a% 
DEFORMATION WATER LOSS CDI'~PRESS IVE I 
5pec. ~----~------~----l~--~SiTpRllE]N~G~T~H---n------r----,-----r-----r--~ 






'Length ~H~ .~HH~ before after 






! heat 1 heat 
II A(g) B(g) 







rr · -r il 
t--2_7_2_,.,...5-+----+---·!!37 ,4 71 .-L-.J _396 ~-_._--+---+-----f----t No Heating. 
! 1 I i! I 
t--:-~:-:;...:-t---+,-----!;ir-;-:..:.:-:-:+'--4-~~ ::~- I ;:::·~.:;, . I ·; i 
Mean 1 ! ·- -. ·--·lr··-· . -! 
1 , 2 , 3 211,9 1w_ 11 3946 1 
4 r----+-----il----~:~~~!_0 ~*--it-=-_::_+'----~--~:--~~----+:_---~----f;_-_-_-_-~-T-e_s_t_e_d-Im-m--t. 
5 272,3 -0,22 !38,76!97,0 :~·:<-_ 1 !1-;-8-;7 3689 61,4 Max. Temp. 
1----+-----ii----I.jj·-~---'~- Attained 




l----1-----1------l~2 99,2~:: ___ i! ---+----+---+11 __ -+--~ Tested At 
1--2 _72_,_5-t-_-o_,_2_6-i----1[42 , a:._f-: 7 :._~: J[ 392 9 3 705 ~d_·-t-----t T + 12 hrs 
274,1 -0,26 -0,06127,9.1, 69,_:.:r·--.c~_jl 3901 3677 66,21 3885 5,6 
~----~---~~--~--t--~-4:--~ i r- il -----+-----+--~-~---~---~--------~ 
I 10 I 46,60j116,6L:· !i Tested At I 11 272,5 -0,29 I 4D,B3ho21'·" -}i 3.86-:j 3641 1!65,6 T + 24 hrs 
12 t--2-7-0 -, 3-+-_-o-, 2-6-+-_-o-,-o·-6-1
1
!f-3-2-,-3-o I' 8 o, 9 :':~~:-i I'~ 8 8 2 1 36~-8.-,,_6_6 -, 2...,1_3_8 6-4--+--5-3-f 
t----~---~-----t----t~-+----l-.___.J ______ - I !' • ·-
13 j39, 791 99,~jl~----l f. ___ .+'---+-----+----'\! Tested At 
14 t--2_7_3.;.., 6--l-_-_o..:.., _3_0+-----+'' j 41 , 17 j 1 0 3, 1 (~lt-_3 9_2_3-+' _3_6_8 _9 +1_6_9_,_1--1----f-----f T + 36 hrs 







3927 4, 7 
1 L .... i ----+---+--~---+---+-------'1 
t-----+----1-----++-4 __ 3'-' !.51 1 09, 5 '~·lt-1 ---£----+- _ ___,1----t------l Tested At 
272,5 -0,28 42,72 106,9 ~jj 3921 3688 68,8 T + 36 hrs 
272,8 -0,32 -0,01 31,01
1 
77,6t:HH<- II 3932 3696 69,7 3913 5,6 + 1 cycte 
'42,721106,9::- I Tested At 
272,3 -0,33 40,14 100,5 :H<- j 3933 3704 j 67,7 T + 36 hrs 
2 72 , 8 - o , 3 4 -0 , 02 J 31 ~~ 78 _1_ 5 ;;.,..-.< !l___:3:.;:9:.;:0:..::.9-+-_.;:;.3 6::..7.:..2-~j' ...:.7..:;;0.z.., .;:..0 -4--3::..8:...:9....:.0~--5 ~· 6-+_+_2_c_y_c_te~s-f 
J---2-2--+-___.--'--+---'----t---'---tt-l·- I j,_·· -H! ~---+---l'---t~---+----f Tested At 
41,43/ ::--:~ ' 3906 3668 70,3 T + 36 hrs 23 2 72' 5 -0,35 
3903 3662 71,2 3885 5,3 + 2 Cyc'Les 24 
I 
270,5 -0,31 -0,03 31,87 
Mean 
1-24 272,5 Xt><JXX!X 3911 XIXIXX 
TESTED HOT TABLE A. I I. 12 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 






DRYING DURING HEATING 
II.25 
PULSE VELOCITY DYNAMIC YOUNG '5 MODULUS POISSON'S RATIO 
Spec. 
-!~~~ R.R -~*"-~~ R.R R.R No. ~~~~ 
~~- and ~*" and ~*" 
~*~*"~*" . -3t--~t--3¢ and 
m/sec m/sec 7b GPa GPa ?b -3}-3*'-3*' % 
1 4646 40,13 0,295 
2 4618 41,32 0,288 
3 4590 I 41,07 0,288 r 
Mean 
of 4618 40,84 0,289 
1 '2. 3 
4 
5 4646 4141 89,8 -3H~- 40,16 29,84 78,9 
{~-!( 
0,294 0,299 96,1 ~~i*' 
6 4590 4281 92,8 -3¢-;:--~r 40,82 134,43 91,1 -3~--3*'-~*' 0,279 0,290 93,2 ~~-;H<-
7 
-
I ~-~~~ -~H*' 
-
~rir· 8 4618 4119 89,3 ~;.-~r ~o, 72 78,3 o, 287 0,299 96,1 
9 4536 4233 -::-~*'-'' 0,03 134,34. 90,8 ,r-~t-3r 0,274 o, 278 89;4 ~:--3}~~-91,8 
10 
11 4563 4053 87,9 
-k~~- 39,42 28,02 74,1 
-3r-;::- 0,284 0,301 96,8 
~(-{~ 
·-
12 4646 4305 93,3 -i(--3Hr 39,90 33,68 89,'i 
-3H¢1r 0,298 0,302 97,1 
{(-{*'-;*' 
13 
14 4563 3990 86,5 -3*'-i*' 39,85 29,76 78,7 
-)(- ~~-
0,284 0,309 99,4 
{(-{!-
15 4563 4305 93,3 -3r-;Ht· 41,14 33,85 89,5 
-~<--~Ht o, 271 0,301 96,8 -:~ ;(-{(-
16 
17 4618 4032 87,4 {(--i(- 39' 36 27,32 72,3 
-~(-{(-
0,299 o, 310 99,7 -lH*" 
18 4646 4305 93,3 ~r-;H~- 40,46 33,77 89,3 
-3h~-;~ 0,294 0,302 97,1 
{(-{(-{(-
19 
20 4618 4075 88,4 -~~--3(- 40,8 6 28,12 74,4 
~(-{(-
0,286 0,309 99,4 
{(-{(-
21 4590 4305 93,3 
~(--;;,.{(- 40,23 33,80 89,4 
-3(--~(--!(-
0,284 0,300 96,5 
7(-·H·-3<-
22 
23 4536 3888 -3r-;r 40,16 29' 91 
~:--3(- 0,275 0,236 
{(-{(-
-3HH:- 33,25 -~(-{(--3~ 0,282 0,304 
iHHf-24 4563 4281 40,28 
['f:P. an V<~ [>< t>< t>< t>< of 4595 40,24 0,285 1-24 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
TABLE A.II.12 (contd.) 
oH~ TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
*** TESTED COI_D AFTER HEATING AND 7 DAYS IN WATER 
SPECIMEN SERIES CCX INITIAL WATER CONTENT 
TEMPERATURE 1/IZ. 
TREATMENT DRYING DURING HEATING 
DEFORMATION COMPRESSIVE WATER LOSS 
Spec. 
No. Initiat Strain Strain 
"L e n g t h ~~·~~ ~H~,~ 
II.26 
338,5 9 = wt 
174 g 51,4% 
90 g = 26,6% 
75 , 5 g = 22' o% 
HEAT 
TREATMENT 
mm mm/m mm/m MPaSTR~~~T[H t~=:~e ~=::x A WtBI ::!:~lA 
F=====*======F=====F====~F==~~====i==~I==A=(g=)=*=B=(g=)~:==%==::==c=(g=)~:===%====~========1 
1 1--2_7_0_,_3-+----!f----·t!--4-0_, _9_1 +---~--lfl--39_4_6_t----il---::----'i----1 No Heating.~ 












40,19 I I 3899 . i ! ' 
I 41,00 102,6CHil·--~---~~---i----!~ ---1--T-es_t_e_d-Im-m-./ 
! [,", l1 . ~ i Max. Temp. i 
! 271,8 -0,17 371 55 94,0[''"' il : ; Attained J 
j 271,3 -0,21 0,44 29,97 7S,ojHH< [1 388413635 73,9 '.1~ _3_8_7.;...4_1~-3~,o-·!-(-T_1·m_e_T_) __ 
1
l 
1-1' ----+----i-----·H-4_2.:.., 0_3_f-1_0_5-','--2 ~< i_i;.... ----+----Lii"----~~ ___ Tested At 
i 272,3 -0,22 39,19 98,1~H< il 3869 I 3633 !69, 7 i I 
~----~---~---#---+---------·~--~---r--'---~----~---
271 '9 
T + 12 hrs 
1 2 71 , 0 - 0 , 17 0 , 52 !2 9 , 4 6 I 73 7 ;-:HH:- · i 3 8 3 7 1· 3 5 9 3 ! 72 , 1 ! 3 8 2 9 ! 2 , 4 l 
t---1-0--+----+-----J------tj;-.. 4-2-,-8-9-+-1-D-7-: 4-;.-,:----(;--__ .......;.-l_....;....._ii....;.........:-_i!.. ___ ::.....i.--....!.--:-T-es_t_e_d __ A_t_~ 
11 271,5 -0,21 40,48 101,3}:·-l:- I] 3915 3663 h4,4: : 
t---1_2_+-_2_7o_,_5-+---o_,_2_2_~1_o __ ,2_2-tlr3_1_,_7_8_r_7_9,5~['HH<- U~:~--3=8=7=9=:=;_3_6=5=8=~:~=6=5:,=3=::==3-8_6=8=::==3=,=2=-~--------~l 













j 41,69 104,4l:_jj _____ +-----•l----~'----~~----. Tested At ! 
.__2_7_1..:.'-s-1-_-o-.:.., 1_9---'!:---t:-38-.:.., 7_6_+
1
_9_7....:.'--'o 1 .. '-:H<- !J __ 3_8.;...9_8-+_3_6_3_5_,_!....;.7...:.7~,..:.7_l~ ____ ! _____ T + 36 hrs j 
.- 272,0 -0,24 I 0,26 130,49 73,6f-:HH<- r! __ 3_8_62_+-3_6_2_1_h1 ,2 j 3848 i 4,1 ! ¥; 
I 144,96 112,5t:<- n l l I i Tested At ·~ 
I t:::;:-··1 I ! I : T 6 h l 
-0,18 I 38,07 95,3i"" U 3888 3616 180,4 ! L-1 + 3 rs j 
-0,22 ! 0,36 ::::~ 1 ~~:~~'H' IJ:·--3-9-10-t-3-6-69-~.~7-1~,-2-~i-_3_9_0_1-~2, 71 ;e:t::c:: l 
271,0 -0,22 39,45 98, 7!~:-·:~" ~~ 3946 3728 !64,4 j l IT + 36 hrs j 
...__2_7_1_,-5-~---o-.-2-9-.~--o-.-2-2~f3-o-,-9-2-+-7-7-,~4r'"""' 0 3883 3634 !73,6 1 3871 l] 3,5 I+ 2 Cyctes l 
Iii ~<- rJI t j i I Tested At : t~ . L_ 1 i 
-0,29 139,45 1-:H:- 11 3777 3514 177,7 ~ i~_j T + 36 hrs ~ 
272' 8 
272' 0 
2 71 '3 
273,3 ,Vxo·~/ 3)<1,D~/>?8(j13957 ~X70,3 !y.:~l! + 2 Cyctesl 
I_~ , ., ''JUJ /'~~ . · j/ ,J~ ! 
L---~----~--~;---~ 
-::- TESTED HOT 
TABLE A. II.13 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 













































4 703 3810 82,6 
4563 4305 93,3 
4675 3791 82,2 
4563 4305 93,3 
4675 3754 81,4 
4646 4456 96,6 
4 703 3735 81,0 
4675 4456 96,6 
4618 3432 74,4 
4 703 4430 96,1 
4 732 3908 84,7 
4675 4430 96,1 
4646 3699 
4618 4405 
4657 [X [X 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
DRYING DURING HEATING 









-~H:- 39,05 23,26 61,5 ;r1r 
~H~-~~ 37, 75 31 ,22 82,6 ~!--i~~~ 
-)r-;:- 38,2 7 22,50 59,5 .. ~Hi-
-:~- ~:--: .- 36,75 30,83 81,5 -~r-;r-;i-
-~~--!~- 37,56 22,4 7 59,4 ·H·"i~ 
~:-~Hi- 39,50 33,74 89,2 -;~-ii-7i-
~:-~r 37,50 20,4 7 51,4 ~r-.~-
~t-~H~- 36,61 33' 12 87,6 7~-~~--~r 
-::~~- 37,06 19,13 50,6 -;:1: 
7t-1Hi- 39,50 32,73 86,6 1Hi-1i-
-1:1~- 40,67 23,51 62,2 7~--:t-
-;{-;*"1*" 37,90 31,83 84,2 1i-1Hi-
1~-;: 36,36 18,88 ii-ii-
~~-1:-:r 37,95 34,12 -:i-1tit-
38,03 [X IX 











0,315 0,326 104,8 ~H~· 
0,304 o, 326 104,8 *{}* 
i 
o, 313 o, 327 105,1 ;:-7t-
0,309 o, 326 104,8 -:r;~-;~ 
0,323 0,325 104,5 ~H~ 
0,301 o, 324 104,2 ~r-:*"~~ 
0,329 0,345 11 o, 9 it-{!-
0,326 0,326 104 ,B {H~* 
0,316 0,314 101 ,o {~~} 
jo, 31 o 0,330 106,1 iri}it-
0,309 o, 340 109,3 ~H~ 
O, 31 B 0,336 1 DB ,0 i*"i*"i~ 
0,318 o, 352 ~-;~ 
0,314 o, 316 i~iH} 
o, 315 X X 
TABLE A.II.13 (contd.) 
II.28 
SPECIMEN SERIES CCX INITIAL WATER CONTENT = 338,5 g = wt 
TEMPERATURE 400°[ VIZ. 
j:: 
= 174 g = 51,4% 
TREATMENT DRYING DURING HEATING = 90 g = 26,6% 
= 74' 5 g = 22,o% 
DEFORMATION COMPRESSIVE WATER LOSS HEAT 
Spec. STRENGTH TREATMENT 
No. Initia'L Strain Strain MPa R.R Mass Mass 8 - B Mass 8 - c 
'Length ~!-'~ o!HH~ 4 before after wt after wt I' 
mm mm/m mm/m heat heat wett. 
A(g) B(g) 1o C(g) % 
1 270,3 38' 76 3858 No Heating. --t---· 
2 2 71 ,2 38,42 I 3929 Tested at ... 
3 274,2 34 '97 3794 Room Temp. 
··-·- ·--···· 
Mean 
2 71 '9 3860 1,2,3 37,38 I 
4 34,8 85,1 .~ Tested Imm 
5 2 71 '5 0,90 30,15 75 '5 ,H~ i 3204 36 31 Cl0,6 
Max. Temp. 
Attained 
6 270,3 0,68 1 ,46 27' 73 69,4 ''''" " "~nr- 3884 3600 83,9 3874 3,0 (Time T) 
7 36,69 91,8 ~( Tested At -
8 2 71 '8 0,63 30,83 77,2 E-i~ 3905 3633 80,4 -· ... T + 12 hrs 
9 2 73' 1 1 '1 0 3' 14 2 7' 73 69,4 
~;.{c-~r 3923 3637 84,5 3920 0,9 
I 
10 34,45 86,2 ,c Tested At 
11 2 72' 8 1 '34 30,49 76 '3 
~:-{f. 3915 3625 85' 7. 
' ··--· 
T + 24 hrs 
12 269,7 0,69 1 ,48 28,42 71,1 -;:~H:- 3855 3579 81 '5 3548 2' 1 
"13 35,66189~3 b .. -. rr--· Tested At 
I 14 268,5 1 '74 3 0 , 8 3 I 77 , 2 !oH~ l' 3865 3568 87,7 T + 36 hrs 
15 269,5 1 '21 2,30 29,46 73,7 
:;.~~-lr 
3883 3609 80,9 3881 0,6 
16 35,66 89,3 ~~ Tested At 
17 2 71 '5 1 '04 32,38 81 '1 
'~i} 3886 3611 81 ,2 T + 36 hrs 
18 268,5 1, DB 2,53 2 7' 22 68,1 
::4;}~~ 
3825 354 7 82,1 3825 0,0 + 1 cyc'Le 
19 35,14 88,0 ~} Tested At 
20 2 70,8 0,69 32,21 80,6 
:~iE-
3794 3496 88,0 T + 36 hrs 
21 272,5 1 '22 31 '8 7 79,8 
:H~* 
0,51 3929 3666 77,7 3921 2,4 + 2 Cyc'\,es 
22 ~~· Tested At 
23 270,5 1,07 30,66 ~-~~ 3780 3492 85,1 T + 36 hrs 
24 2 71 '3 0,73 1,46 31 '18 
:e-?e-;: .. 
3896 3638 76,2 3891 1 '5 + 2 Cyctes 
Mean 
1-24 271 '0 !X [X [X 'X [X 3873 IX [X IX V( 
TABLE A.II.14 
TESTED HOT * 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 











DRYING DURING HEATING 
11.29 




___ r_o_I-:-S-s_o_N_' ~S :-R-A_T_r_o,---1 
-;H~- R. R 
and 





4704 38,01 ,0,320 
R.R 
and 
r-4 __ 76_3 __ ~-----4----~~--~~-3_7_,_7_5_+-----4~---+---4. lo_,_3_3_2 __ 1 ____ -+----~---4 











4 733 37,89 II o, 322 
r------·-~l-----~-----~---4-~--~------:i:----~---~·l _____ ~---4----+---l 
4763 2812 61,0 -:H:- 37,22 6,68 ~-1_7_,_7-t-_~:-:-:--:<--l!o,266 0,426 137,0 -r.-ic 





L 30 73 I 6 6._,_6_~--,-,-:,.....Hr-c -!f---3._7_, 5_o___ ~-t-2_o_, 5--1'--:~...,.,-:c--;:i-1 o_,_3_3_3--l-_o_,_4_2_9-l-1-3_7;_, 9-+-:-:-:-l~Hc:-1 
4330 193,9 _ _1·::.;:-• .- j 37,75 j"2~65,5 .;:--:He I 0,331 0,380 122,2 -lH<-* 
10 1---+-, -- I I ,. ,---+---+--+-....-! 
r-----~-~-- , ----~L----~------·!----i:-----~---+--~-_, 
11 4 76 3 2 6 8 3 58 , 2 .;:--;: .1!-1 -~-8 ~' 5_3_1-6..::'....:7_1-+.:..1..:..7~, 7.:...._!--l-H-~ -H-0~,_3_2_5-+0--"-, 4_2_4~1;_;3:...;;6'--'~' t;_;3+---lc_* 
t----12 ____ 1--_4_7_33_+-_4_3_3_o_-ll--9-3_, 9 __ +-.;:-·.;:--.;:---l .. lf 38,72 L 24,15 63,9 -:HH<- o, 319 o, 369 118,6 
IJ I I 13 
14 
15 
-------+-----~-----.,.-J~!------l----+----t-.,-.. , -j'-----t----t----if----1 
4763 2540 55,1 -:H~ I 38,53 4,66 12,3 •r;,· j 0,326 0,438 140,8 -lHc 
~*" ~~-3: .;:·~~~~ :-----+------1-----l-:.;-:-:H:-:-~~~:-1 
















4704 2466· 53,5 ->H<- 37,06 6,68 17,7 .;~-:;- ,0,322 0,392126,0 -lHc 
4823 4430 96,1 -lHH~ 139,46 23,35 61,8 
4675 24 74 39,90 5, 31 
4792 4456 38,29 23,00 




l...---~~_;:__!._4_74-9--~x~--~--'xu38,16 X~ . -. 0,319 l><XL 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING TABLE A.II.14 (contd.) 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
*** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING AND 7 DAYS IN WATER 
II.30 
SPECIMEN SERIES CCY INITIAL WATER CONTENT :: 301 g wt 
TEMPERATURE 70°[ VIZ. 
t:: 
:: 155 g = 51,5% 
TREATMENT SATURATED DURING = 80 g = 26,6% 
HEATING -- 66 g = 21,9% 
DEFORMATION COMPRESSIVE WATER LOSS HEAT 
Spec. STRENGTH TREATMENT 
No. Initia'L Strain Strain MPa R.R Mass Mass A - B Mass A - C 
'Length -~~~~~ ~~~H~ 4. before after wt after wt IV 
mm mm/m mm/m heat heat wett. 
A( g) B(g) % c (g' I % 
.1 2 72 '5 42,20 3974 ! No Heating. 
272,0 
r 
2 40,91 3901 ' Tested at I . 




272' 7 1 '2' 3 
42,03 3952 ! 
i 
4 35,23 85' 7 :~ ! I Tested Imm. . I 
1 DO, 3 "v I ...:o,3 i I Max. Temp. 5 273,1 0,08 41 '26 ''""'~ 39 36 3937 ' I Attained 6 ! 272,8 0,06 0,04 44' 10 107' 2 ;~;Ht- l 3936 (Time T) I 3938 -0,7 3941 -1,7 
7 t 36,26 88 '2 ~· j' Tested At 
8 I 273' 1 0,07 36,95 kc •c 89,91"'' l 3924 3924 o,o T + 12 hrs 
9 ! t" u" :I l -0' 3 273' 1 0,09 0,09 38,59 9 3 ' 8 :'''"' i j 3933 3933 o,o 3935 
~
10 34,97 
. ! ~ 
85,ol:_jj l ! Tested At 
11 
lv~l 
IT + 24 271 ,o 0,10 36,61 89,0'''' 3886 3886 o,o hrs 
12 270,3 0,09 0,08 37,38 90,9 
-iH~i~ 
-, 
3920 3920 0,0 3921 J -0,3 
36,52 88 '8 ~~ 
I 
Tested At 13 
14 272' 3 0' 10 37,81 92,0 
~:-~:- 3949 3948 0,3 T + 36 hrs 
15 272' 5 0,08 0,08 37,90 92,2 
~~{t-~f-
3923 3923 . o,o 3925 -0,7 ! 
90,7 ·:- i 16 37,29 ! I Tested At I 
17 274 '8 0,08 37,04 90,1 ~~~~ 3941 3939 0,7 T + 36 hrs 
18 272' 0 0' 11 0' 12 94, 3 rH~~~ 3885 3886 -0,3 3887 -0,7 + 1 cycl.e 
19 35' 77 87,0 .~ Tested At 
20 270' 8 0,08 37' 72 91,7rH~ ! 3885 3883 0,7 T + 36 hrs 
21 
\~..,, ... (" 




I ~ Tested At 
23 271 '0 0,08 137' 72 
rH~ ! 3899 3929 I 2,3 ! T + 36 hrs 
24 270, B 0,09 0,09 39,68 r:HH~ 3941 3940 0,3 3943 I 1 -0,7 + 2 Cycl,es 
Mean 
272 ,o X 'X 1X IXJX 3916 IX i><JXJX 1:24 
~< TESTED HOT 
TABLE A.II.15 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
~HH~ TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING AND 7 DAYS IN WATER 
5 PEC IME~J SERIES 
TD~PERATURE 
TREATMENT SATURATED DURING HEATING 
II .3f 








<fl JO m/:ec ~~-'~.:-~_:c~----~-;R~"----~ 
~---1--~---4-6_7_5~ 137,~3 '!------~---+---4~0~,_3_2_6+----4-----+---1 
2 4646 I 37,01 I 0,322 
I 
3 4704 38,10 0,325 
~------~-----+------+-----~---~t-------r----~----,_--~~----~------+-----r--~ 
Mean I 











L-~-~--,-1 oo, 5 _
1 
"-~~-:~:--!J-3_7_,_7_6 -+-3_6_,_8_8J,-9_4_,_3+-·-:<--~:<-:--n--o_,_32_8-t-0_,_3_3_1+-1_0_7_, 1-1--~--:-H~:-t 
1~ _ 98,0 __ ,,-,--,, 38,24 38,15 97,6 -:<-::--><- 0,328 0,307 99,4 -:HH< 
1---7 --+----/ - . ---til--+,·----+-----t----Jt---1 -JT-+---t-----f 
a ~-4_6_1_8--l'-_4_5_9_o __ -~--_ --9=8 =, o=::=-=::--:='" =~~~--3-9 ,-3-3--11_--3-5-, -2 6-+--9-o-,-2-+· --,<-:-:-:<· ~ o, 329 1 o6 , 5 
~-, :----+--4-61_8--~- _4_5_o __ 9~f--9_6_, _3-1 __ ''"_::--:_ .. -~f·-3_7_,_1_0 -+-3_6_,_2_7+-_92_,_8-! *.,., j~ ". 311 1 "". 6 
~---+----j_·---'J---r-----r---t----i 
11 ~-4_6_4_6-t-_4_563 97,5 -:H: 36,85 35,06 89,7~-~ 0,323 0,327105,8 







98,0 -lH<- ~~~ 36,05 92,2 -::-;;-1 0,315 0,326 105,5 
~-:-:---J-___ 4_7_04_ -~~-4-6_1_8 ____ :=9=8=,=6=:="=·l<-=·:<-=:-3_7_,_7 __ 8~·-3-6_,_3_4~--9-2_,9_~'-H_H:_·_ Ji--0_,_32_4-I-0-,_3_2_5~_10_5_,_2,_~_H*-_~*-~ 
17 4675 4590 98,0 -::--:: 37,30 35,19 90,0 -:He I 0,323 0,329,106,5 
18 ~-4-5_9_0_1--4618 98,6 -::-,:--:<- 36,12 35,46 90 7 -::--:He I 0,32110,3301106,8 
~------l------~--~---+-------r----ir-------l-----~~--'~·---~1------l·-----;----4~_, 
19 1-------i---t---+-----Jt------+----!----1 __jj"---l-----t---t---1 
20 4733 4648 99,3 -::--:<- 36,81 34,53 88,3~-~~ 0,334 0,329 106,5 
~--2_1 __ -4-__ 4_7_3_3-+-_4_7_3_3 __ +-1_0_1 ,_1_1 lHH' 136,77 36,11 92,4 Ri o, 334 o, 330 106.8 
:: 4 646 [_4 -5 9-0-~--;----:H-<--tt,--3 8-,-5-o-j-+. =3=6=,=1 =7====:--;;;{ o, 312 0, 325 




4655 [><)<]----" 37,54 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
** TESTED COI_D AFTER HEATING 
*** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING AND 7 DAYS IN WATER 









INITIAL WATER CONTENT 
VIZ. 
II.32 
301 9 wt 
155 g = 51,5% 
80 g = 26,6% 
66 g = 21,9% 
DEFDRMATID8 COMPRESSIVE WATER LD~;s 1 HEAT 
Initiat St:~in j"St~~~n 1--M-P-a ..... R.R: Mass Mass lA- C 1 
~ STRENGTH Mass ~~-B ---·1- - j TREATMENT 
tength ""'' -lr"" % i l:;efore after I wt after[ wt II 
mm mm/m ! mm/m heat heat wett.: 
! ; I A(g) B(g) . % I C(g) % ! 
F===~F===~F====F,====~F===~F======;r~·====~=== , 




1 '2' 3 
4 
5 
270,5 3911 i Room Temp. 
2 71 '9 3907 
I 1 32, 3o 178, 6 r-1~'-----, ~:________ i : 
!!r-_2_7_1_,-o--:r-o-,-o-6- 1!----il-3-2-,-9-9+8-D-,-2-~"H:- li 3833 1.· 3830 
1
1 1 ,o ---~ ~==~e~e~=~·: 
r------ir----f----1~---l----- . i Attained 
r---6--+-1· _2_7_2_,_8--t_o_,o_6_+ __ o_,_D7--t~ 95,1 L_:.:_i.'-1 _3_9_8_7_1-_39_8_4_~: 3983 1,3 i (TimeT) 
I 13 0, 0 6 73, 1 ~:- · '--! __ __;,.. ___ L_'"----·~---~ Tested At I 7 
8 
9 
r-i _2_7_1_,_s-+_o _, 1_o_t@l3 D, 5 ~ 17 4 , 4 ::::" ·:,...--3_8_3_1-+_3_8_2_7_,__1_, _3 -!----~--~ T + 12 hrs I 
! 273,3 0,09 !33,2::J ;80,9 3974 3970 i 1,3 11.3970 1,3 ! 
l . -----1----
! ' I 
~ ~ .,_2_72_,_3 __ t--o_,_o_9_[=ji :: : ~: ::::: : * ;,.-_3_9_3_6_~.._3 9-3-3-1...:.• _1_,_o_,'----'-,__--_ -_ -_ -_' : e:t:: ::s : 
lit---1_2_+-_2_72_,_3--l-0-,_10_1~!34,02l82, 7 •·:HH< 3970 3966 1,3 3967 
13 !=ri34,54i84,0-> ;. i I :Tested At 
1 '0 
I 14 t--2-7_2_,_8--1!--o-,-1-1-1: I! 35,31 j85, 9 .-::--::- i'-_3_8_6_9--:-!-38_6_7_\.~ -o-, 7-r----L---
1 
t-----1-----'----4 _._ i · T + 36 hrs .i 
15 272,8 0,11 i D,111!36,69i89,2 ·sHH< ~: 3989·l 3885 1,3 t.....l_38_8_6 __ ~.--_1.:...,_o_ 
!11---1-6-+--'---+--__;_--1~ --"----+113 3 ' 6 8 j 81 ' 9 r: I Tested At . i 
17 273,3 0,09 ! h6,o9/87,8 .,->H< ; 3922 3923 j -0,3 . T + 36 hrs i 
II 
I 
i I .-.HHc r.r----'----
18 272' 5 0' 13 ; 0' 14 !34 '28 i 8 3,4 i~_3_9_4_1-+_3_94_2_~._-_o.....;,_3_li... _3_9_4_1_ .. _o.....;';_o_: + 1 cycte 






.,_2_7_2_,_5---+_o_, _1_o __ t._____ lj 3 7, 55 91 , 3 ,:--::- f f 3 9 6 8 3 96 6 0, 7 ''-! ___ :...., ___ f T + 3 6 h rs : 
272,0 0,09 0,08 ll 39,45 95,9 flh•" q 3941 3938 1 0: 3939 0, 7 ; + 2 Cycl,es. -----f.'. ' 
1 
1----+---i---t! ~~ I j.;H~ 
0,10 [36,17 i 







II 3968 396 3 ! 1 '7 u 
' 
3888 3890 : -0,7 
Tested At 
T + 36 hrs ' 
272,0 
Mean 272,5 x~~// )</"" 7[/~ 
_1_.:_24___;:.__ __ .L,:. ___ ~I._/_~_.J ., /"".) 




TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 












































4 704 4590 98,0 
4 792 4646 99,2 
4675 4509 96,3 
4646 4618 98,6 
4675 I 4536 96,9 
4675 4590 98,0 
46 75 4509 96,3 
-
4618 4536 I 96,9 . 
l 
4646 4590 98,0 
1-----
4536 4563 97,5 
---
4675 4509 96,3 
4733 4646 99,2 
4646 4563 
4563 4536 
~1ean c>\X of 4 700 1-24 
-;;- TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
-~(-;;.. TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
-;;--~~--~~- TESTED COI_D AFTER HEATING 
CCY I I.33 
1 00°[ 
SATURATED DURING HEATING 
DYNAMIC YOUNG'S MODULUS POISSON'S RATIO 
I 
~~-~~ R.R I ~(--~~- R.R 
-;~ and ~*" 
and -~t~~-~~ 
GPa GPa ?b ~~-~~-~f. % 
I 38~ I 
I 
lo,312 
35,76 ~~ I o,323 
38' 07 1--1 1-' a, 32a 




36' 73 34' 14 87,3 
"1\ .... t\ 
i o, 32 7 o, 337 109,1 
-;H:--:~-
38,97 35,97 92,0 
~~--~~ -;;-
0,330 0,335 108,4 
-~~-~H(-
~ 35,85 31,68 81,0 
-~Hi-
0,330 o, 342 110,7 
~;--~~ 
38,14 34' 66 88,6 
~~-::-~~-
I 0, 31 7 o, 340 110,0 
-;~-;;- .. ;~-
-j~--;~· 
37,89 33,89 86,7 
~;--~: 
o, 321 0 335 108.4 
~~~(-
-~;-~;..-~~ 
"" ,; Jl a , 327 
-~;-~;-~;-
37,45 I 34,41 88,0 o, 340 11 o,o 
1----· 
36, 34j 32,95! -~~--:;-
~;- ;/~-
o, 328 ~;-~:-84,3 0,334 108,1 
84 • 1 · o:·oHc jo,316 
~H;-~;-~;- -~~-H- I 
32,90 0,339 37' 97 109,7 












0,310 0,342 110,7 
~HHf 
-3~-?i- ~~-~;-
39,06 34,63 88,6 0,314 o, 328 106,1 
"" -,r· -
-;~--:~--;;-
38' 31 35' 72 91,4 
-;H;--~;-
0, 326 0,335 108,4 
-;H;--;;-
=:dl -3~--;:- _j ~322 .. ;;--;;-37' 54 34 '4 7 0,335 
-:~--3H~- I "-~--~-- Jl -3HHi-37,03 34,24 -,. "" o, 310 0,330 
)<J:&J a, 321 'X X 37' 60 
TABLE A.II.16 (contd.) 
AND 7 DAYS IN WATER 
----------- ------------··---- -- .... 
SPECIMEN SERIES CCY INITIAL WATER CONTENT 
TEMPERATURE VIZ. 




I I. 34 
::;: wt 
::;: 51,5% 
::;: 26' 6% 
66 g ::;: 21,9% 
COMPRESSIVE 
Spec. ~----~------r-----1~----S-TrR_E_N_G_T~H--~1 
No. Initia"L Strain Strain MPa R.R j 
















after; wt I 
heat . 
B(g) % I 
! 
C(g) : 
1 ~2--70_,_2 __ ~----~-----*-4_4_,_0_1+-----EJii~~· _3_9_1_6~----~·------~-----~:. ______ J No Heating0 ~ 
2 270,8 44,61 3942 i '! J Tested at ! 
3 273,2 41,77 ~~ _3_9_5_1--!----:j·-----l._ _____ ,i _____ j Room Temp. j 
~-~-~-;-~-3 +--2-7-1-,4-+-----+---_,~4-3-,-4-6~---r---+r-3-9_3_6-+-----l____j I I 
~----+-----~-----~----#----+----r----fH-----+-----1 .-----,~-----~--------) 
4 39,53 96,1::- i j ' )Tested Imm.l 
5 t-2_7_2_,_0--t-0-1-3-l-------fl...;4..;.3~6..;;.7+1-0-6...:...2+::---::-- j 3860 3792 !I 22,6 .. ' l i Max. Temp. I 
1----_;_--lf----__;_' ---l---4~--.:..' -+-_...;'--:~--+----------+---l·-..;...._,; ______ \: ___ j At-tained i 
,_ ___ 6 --+--2_7_1_, _o -+---o_,_1_3_J-_+_o.;_, o_2-tt-3_9...,,_8_8+_9_7.:..., o_.r .. ::--_:c-_:'--'!J 3 91 s 3 8 51 I 21 , 3 1 3 9 o 1 j 4 , 3 1,. (Time n ·J: .. 
k: 11 I 1
1 
, • 7 41,69 101,41::-_ !' f-.-- / ;: Tested At 
8 I 272,3 -0,14 1!42,12 102,4~.:H:- !i 3913 1, 3820 I, 35,5J ..... -----)'----; l 
1------lf-------+------HII ___ -+-------- ! .) T + 12 hrs ~ 
r----9--+-_2_7_1_,_s-+_-_o_,_1_1_l-_+_o_,_o--11 _137,72 91,7i·:HH:- !_~ 3951! 3864! 37,5 J 3945_' ___ 2_,_o_::--------·l 
10 40,83 99,3W i· ' · 1 , ~· , , ; Tested At i 
11 270,8 -0,15 42 '12 102 ,4ij-::--::- 1_1 __ 3_9_4_7_+1
1
_3_85_2_,:,_3_4_,_9 ________ ;:---'---~ f . , ( T + 24 h rs r 













I 40,74 99,1-::- !i I ; ! i j Tested At r 
1--2 _73 __ , 3--l---_o_,_1_9_j
1 
____ +1-3-9_,_1_0+-9-5_,_1-+,-'H_:---l~+~ _3_94_9_j_3_8_3_7_,j_3 7_,_2 __ ::-___ .; ____ ! T + 36 hrs I 
274,3 -0,15 i -o,o2 39,89 97 oi-:HH< P 3983 I 3880 !34,2: 3974 ' 3,o ' ! 
42,2 9 1 02: 8 Hi·-----1-----,'i----'-: ----',--_;__,_:_T_e_s_t_e_d_A_t_~ 
l-----~-----~:----~----~---+~--~~-----~------~---~------'------
~2-7_2_,_3--l---o_,_1_7-+------#-4-2_,_2_9-I-1-0_2_,_8-+f:_H_<-iH 3945 3828 l 38,9 ! l _; T + 36 hrs j 
2 70,8 -0,20 -0,03 39,71 96, 6~-:HH< !] __ 3_8_9_1-+ __ 3_7_72_1· __ 3_9_,_s_i:-_3_8_8_3 __ ,!_2_,_7_,f_+_1_c_y_c_"L_e__.; 
~~~ ~ ~ ~. 1 44,79 108 9f~:~- H ' 1 ,r Tested At !. 
'.~-! ' j ~---+----1-----Hil---t------'"'" ~ ,---+-, ------:,'----.. •----:--~, 6 
~2_7_2_,_8--+_-_o_,2_o---I---~J42,72 103,9{;c:~ .. 1_1 3946 , 3828 39,2, ; f T + 3 , 
270,3 -0,18. -0,02 39,45 95,9rhnc H 3940 I 3838; 33,9 1 3934 ! 2,0 l + 2 Cyc"Les t 
t~~'---...._--t---,-----''-'---l:---'---!i-__._~~ Tested At ( 
1-2-7_2_,-0~----0-,2--0-1----f+-3-9-9-61-·---:fiH< i1 3942 3827 i 41,5 J , j T + 36 hrs f 
hrs ~ 







, 1 J. ' 1 j ! 
L-----~------~----~~--~ -----------' 
i< TESTED HOT 
TABLE A. II .1 7 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 













































459U 4509 I 96,3 
4618 I 4618 98,6 
4 704 4590 98,0 
4646 4646 99,2 
4 733 4536 96,9 
1---·--
4675 4675 99,9 
1----
4675 4536 96 '9 
1----
4 704 4 704 100,5 
. 4 704 4509 96,3 
4590 4618 98,6 
4618 4482 95,7 
4 763 4 733 101, 1 
4675 4536 
4675 4646 
4675 [>< ~ 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
CCY 
70°C 
DRYING DURING HEATING 





GPa GPa % 
40,42 I 
42,03 
F I 41,11 
I 
~H~- 40,28 _I 39,84 101,9 
?i--~~ 
-~:-~:--~~- 42,58 
I ?~-?~-~*' 43,19 11 o, 5 
-
..;H~-
40,49 38,94 99,6 
.. ;Hi-
-;~~:--::-
41,43 42,00 107,4 ~:-~:-?:-
?~--~~-
40,99 39,93 102,1 
?i-·!~ 
-:r-;Hr 40,91 40,82 104,4 -:~--;r-H· 
I 
-:Hi- 42,00 39,56 101,2 
i>i\ 
-:r?H~ 42,19 41,93 107,2 
?:·?~-?(-
-~:-?r 43,22 39,02 99,8 
?i-?i-
?i--!Hi- 42,72 1 41,6 91106,6 
?Hi-?i-
?Hi- I 41,57 38,00 97,2 
-;Hi-




i~·ii-i~- 41,61 41,34 
-~Hr-:r 
41,64 ~JX 









0,280 0,261 84,5 
~H~ 
0,289 0,260 84,1 ?~?Hi-. 
0,302 0,289 93,5 
~i--~!-
I 
-~~?Hi-0,289 0,282 91,3 
0,307 0,197 6 3. 8 
ii-?i-
0,298 0,298 96,4 
-~i-?i-?i-
0,285 0,273 88,3 
~i--~i-
0,290 0,292 94,5 
?HHi-
0,280 0,274 88,7 
?Hi-
0,259 0,275 89,0 
ii-ii-~i-
0,280 0,280 90,6 
?i-ii-
0,299 0,289 93,5 
i!-ir-;r 




0,287 [X [X 







SPECIMEN SERIES CCY 
TEMPERATURE 100°[ 
TREATMENT DRYING DURING HEATING 
DEFORMATION COMPRESS I 
Spec. 





3 2 70,3 
Mean 
1 , 2, 3 2 71,5 
4 
5 ! 269,5 -0,13 
6 l 273,6 -0,14 
7 I 
8 I 2 71,3. -0,21 
9 ! 272,0 -0,20 
10 
11 271,3 -0,22 
12 270,0 -0,18 
13 
14 270,3 -0,22 
15 270,0 -0,22 
16 
17 268,5 -0,26 
18 271,0 -0,22 
19 
20 273,1 -0,25 
21 270,0 -0,24 
22 
23 270,0 -0,28 
24 271,3 -0,25 
Mean IX 1.:24 270,8 











































l ~ ~ 76,21 
!~ 
1138,76 94,3i 
h2,21 '" 78,3 ~ 
11 
138,07 92,6 t 








9 3, 8 i' 
l -
28,25 68, 71": 































!' ' ~ d 










INITIAL WATER CONTENT 301 g = wt 
VIZ. 
\:: 
-- 155 g = 51,5% 
-- 80 g = 26,6% 
-- 66 g = 21,9% 
WATER LOf;s HEAT 
~ lA 
TREATMENT 
Mass Mass Mass - c 
l::efore after afterj wt t 
wett. ! heat heat 
% 
I 
% I A(g) B(g) i C(g) ! ! .. 
I ' ' ~ 
3904 I i . ~ I ! No Heab.ng0 ' 
! 
i ~ 





3886 ; ~ 
' 1 
I ' I : I 3906 \ I I 
I i ! 
I ! 




I . ~ Max. Temp. i 3888 3766 ' l .i j40, 5 ! Attained . 
3919 3803 138,5 l3905 I 4,7 (Time T) i I i j 
I i I i I Tested At ! I I ' l I I i 3833 3666 i55,5 ! ! j 
1 




3876 3697 i 59' 5 I 5,0 i 




I Tested At !: I l ! 
I 
; 
3829 3648 i ' 1 ! 60' 1 I i hrs' 1 l i T + 24 
I 
j 3839 3657 j6o, s i 3823 5,3 ~ ~ 
I i 'I ! 1 I .i Tested At ~ I j l 
I ;63, s 1 I i ' 3852 3661 i i T 36 hrs J ! I + 




' I !~ 











r Tested At ~ I ! j 
I I 
.I 
\ j T 36 hrs j 3853 3653 j66,4 1 f + 1 ! I 
~ 6 3 5 ]3852 j 
i + 2 Cyc1,es j 3869 3678 
.; ' 5,6 I 
I l I I 
~ 
i 
i l ! Tested At ~ 
I 68, 1 l I I 3879 3674 l T + 36 hrs 
·' 




J . I j • 3862 
l: 
TABLE A.II.18 








































.. ;~- and 
-~Hr~r 





4 704 4354 93,0 
4 762 4618 98,6 
4704 4330 92,5 
4675 4590 98,0 
I 
4 762 4254 90,9 
4 732 4482 95,7 
4 732 4281 91,4 
4823 4536 96,9 
4675 4233 90,4 
4762 4482 95,7 
4 762 4305 91,9 
4675 4482 95,7 
4646 4187 
4618 4404 
4 717 t>< IX 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
CCY 
100°C 
DRYING DURING HEATING 










-;~ -!~- 40,08 30,55 78,1 
-:r-:~-
-~*"-~:-~~- 40,79 35,82 91,6 -~:--:~-;r 
-;; -~:-
39,82 28,16 72,0 
~r-::-
-;Hh.- I 40,34 32,21 82,4 ~:--~:--!~-
~~--~~-
39,26 127,85 71,2 
i!-{~ 
~~--~~·1(-




-;~-;r 39,61 28,28 72,3 -::- ~'" 
-;:- -~~--:r 40,53 33,81 86,5 
;:--~~-!} 
-~}J,!-
39' 15 2 7' 39 70,1 
-::--~( 
;r-iH!- 39,32 32 '36 82,8 
i!-·!}i!-
i!-i} 38,22 26,73 68,4 
ii--:r 
i~i!-i!- 39,22 31,89 81,6 ~i-~Hi-
i}-;~ 39,21 28,2 7 i~·i} 
-::;:;r 39,64 31,77 
-:r;:-::-
39,65 t>< [X 
*** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING AND 7 DAYS IN WATER 
II.37 
POISSON'S RATIO 









0,307 0,332 107,4 -l!-il-
0,306 o, 327 105,8 ~~~(i~ 
0,302 0,342 110,7 
-:~{~ 
0,300 0,350 113,3 -:'·~r;r 
0,314 0.335 108.1 
4~if-
o, 314 0,335 108,4 .. :},}i~ 
o, 345 0,335 108,4 -i~i!· 
0,319 0,335 108,4 -!H~* 
0,305 0,336 108,7 
~:-:~ 
0,338 0,336 108,7 iH~* 
0,322 0,349 112,9 ** 
0,307 0,341 110,4 ~i-i~* 




TABLE A.II.18 (contd.) 
II. 38 
SPECIMEN SERIES CCY INITIAL WATER CONTENT = 301 g = wt 
TEMPERATURE 150°C VIZ. 
f: 
= 155,0 g = 51,5% 
TREATMENT DRYING DURING HEATING = 80,0 g = 26, 6Cfo 
= 66,0 g = 21 '9% 
DEFORMATION COMPRESSIVE WATER LOSS HEAT 
Spec. STRENGTH TREATMENT 
No. Initial, Strain Strain MPa R.R Mass Mass 8 - B Mass 8 - c 
l,ength ~~-!r iHH~ % before after wt after wt 
mm mm/m mm/m heat heat wett. 
A( g) B(g} % C(g) fa 
1 273,3 42,89 ' 
3924 No Heating. 
2 2 70' 9 39,28 i 3951 Tested at -
3 270,9 42,55 3897 Room Temp. 
··-·-. f-·--""' 
Mean 
2 71 '7 
l 
1,2,3 41,52 ! 3924 
~ 
I 
4 41,55 101,0·~ Tested Imm 
5 271 ,8 -0,21 41 '69 101 ,4 ~~~r 3844 3642 68,2 
Max. Temp. 
Attained 
6 271 '8 -0,21 -0,07 34,80 84 '6 :}-~~ 3851 3657 67,4 3838 4,3 (Time T) 
7 45,91 111,6:~ Tested At 
8 272' 8 -0,28 45,56 110,8 ~(~f- 3955 3753 66,4 
-·-·· T + 12 hrs 
9 2 74' 3 -0,26 -0,04 32,82 79,8 
1\• I "·'<'< J 3986 3772 69,8 3969 5,6 
10 43,67 106,2 
:< 't-: Tested At 
11 2 72,5 -0,28 43,58 106' 0 .;,.;~ -J, i . 3 91 0 3698 70,4. T + 24 hrs 
12 271 '0 -0,26 -0,06 31,52 
HV" I 76, 7 o.-.~" j 3880 3671 68,8 3860 6,6 
13 44 '2 711 0 7' 71>• 
e---·-.. 
I Tested A-t -· I ji 14 272 '0 -0' 34 44,79 108,9 -;~.;} 3934 3714 72' 7 T + 36 hrs 
15 273,3 -0,33 -0,08 30,84 75' 0 
~t-~}-3(-
3914 3691 74' 1 3893 7,0 
16 46,51 113,1 ,, Tested At 
17 272,5 -0,27 44 '70 108,7 '~~~- 3944 3722 73,1 T + 36 hrs 
18 270' 5 -0,27 -0,05 32' 04 77,9 
~~~~..](-
3927 3724 6 7' 1 3912 4,9 + 1 cycl,e 
19 45,30 110,2:< Tested At 
20 273,8 -0,32 44,96 109,3 
~f-~(-
3942 3715 74' 8 T + 36 hrs 
21 ;~~~i\ + 2 Cycl,es 271 '0 -0,28 -0,04 34,45 83,8 3881 3667 71 '8 3863 6,0 
22 
~i· Tested At 
23 2 71 '0 -0,28 43,24 
~~{~ 3903 3686 72' 3 T + 36 hrs 
24 2 72' 3 -0,34 -0,07 30,15 
,~i~i} 
3904 3684 73,3 3889 4,9 + 2 Cycl,es 
Mean 272,3 IX [X X [>< lX 3912 [X [)\ C>< [>( 1-24 
* TESTED HOT TABLE A.II.19 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 













































4 704 4257 90,9 
4 792 4482 95,7 
4 733 4257 r 90,9 
4675 4379 93,5 
4 704 4141 88,4 
4675 4405 94' 1 
4618 4032 86,1 
4675 4233 90,4 
4590 4075 8 7, 0 
4 733 4430 94,6 
4646 4097 87,5 
4675 4354 93,0 
4646 4164 
4618 4379 
4677 lX [>( 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
CCY 
150°C 
DRYING DURING HEATING 










-~H~- 39,38 30,90 79,0 -:i--~~ 
-:~~:-;~- 38,87 34 '97 89,4 -::-~~--;!-
-:~--: ~- 39,41 30,88 79,0 ~H: 
~Hh~- 39, 72 33,05 84,5 ~~--~:- -:~-
I 
1~-~~- 38,41 30,10 77,0 1~ -~~-
1!--~~--:~- 38,4 7 33,54 85,8 ~H~-~r 
-:H: 38,40 28,88 13,9 -;;. ~~-
-;:-~H: 38' 06 32,63 83,5 -;~~H!-
-;:.~~- 40,24 28,73 73,5 ~!-1!-
.;:-~~--~: 37,74 34,42 88,0 .;:-~~ ~: 
-)!--~!- 39, DO 28,54 73,0 1H!-
1~ -;;..;~- 39,38 34,86 89,2 1i--H·-3!-
-~~-~!- 39,28 29,09 1~- -3~-
-3HH!- 37,35 32,66 -;~--3~- -3~-
38,83 [>(IX 






'I ~~-)~-~: 61 ;o 




0,306 0,305 98,7 ~:..:~ 
0,322 0,313 101,3 ~~·~Hf-
o, 317 0,311 100,6 . ~H~ 
0,308 o, 323 104,5 ~~·-:H~ 
o, 319 0,296 95,8 ..:r-~-
0,313 o, 317 102,6 .;:-~~~f. 
0,309 0,294 95,1 .;:..::-
o, 317 0,300 97' 1 ?H}* 
0,288 0,303 98,1 .zHr 
0,330 0,318 102,9 ..:r->Hr. · 
' 
0,307 0,307 99,4 ·:r~t-
0,306 0,297 96,1 {~{}it-
0,304 0,312 *~~ 
0,315 o, 323 -lHH~ 
0,312 ~ 
TABLE A.II.19 {contd.) 
I I.40 
SPECIMEN SERIES CCY INITIAL WATER CONTENT - 301 g 
TEMPERATURE 
TREATMENT DRYING DURING HEATING 
VIZ. 155 g = 51,5% 
80 g 26,6% 
66 g 21,9% 
DEFORMATION COMPRESSIVE WATER LO~iS HEAT 
TREATMENT SNpoec •• j-----~------~----~~--M-P-a~S~TR~ER~N.~GR~T:~HL_~:r-M-a_s_s~~M-a_s_s~Y.l 
Initia~ Strain Strain 
~ength ~H~ iHH~ % tefore after t 
mm mm/m mm/m heat heat ! 
Mean 












2 71 '8 
-0' 14 i 
! 
-0' 12 ' o, 36 
-:< TESTED HOT 
42,26 
-lH~ TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
A(g) B(g) % I 
3913 







TABLE A. I I. 20 
Room Temp. 













































4675 3772 80,6 
4 732 I 4404 94' 1 
4618 3699 79,0 
4 732 4430 94,6 
4675 3699 79,0 
4 732 4482 95,7 
4646 3611 77,1 
4 762 4456 95,2 
4618 3611 77,1 
4 762 4536 96,9 
4 704 3829 81,8 
4675 4482 95 f 7 
4509 3577 
4 732 4563 
4684 [>(~ 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
** TESTED COlD AFTER HEATING 
CCY 
. 250°C 
DRYING DURING HEATING 




GPa GPa % 
27,94 
38,28 
3 9, 01 
38,41 
~H~- 39,4 7 25,99 66,5 
?}--~~ 
~H~~~- 37,10 31 ' 79' 3 -,,,,-,, I "'"' 
-
-~~--:~ 38,01 23,40 59,8 
~H(-
I -~~- -:~--; .-
38' 28 32,63 83,5 -;r-::-1~ 
I 
~:--~~ 
38 '20 22,93 58,6 
-)(--~~-
-3i-1Hi- 38' 13 33,02 84,5 -iHi-1~-
1Hi- 38 '63 21 ,40 54,7 
1i- ~~-
-~:- -;:--;r 39,18 32,93 84' 2 
-ii-1Hi-
I 
~~-~~- 38,20 20,14 51,5 
~(--~~ 
1;.-~Hi- 39,11 33,62 86,0 -!Hi--)i-
~i--~i-
37' 8 7 21,13 54,0 
-:Hi-
-)f-)i-~~- 38 ,DB 32,28 82,6 -3i-1Hi-
-3~--3~- 35,99 19,30 ~i--3} 
-;~-?Hi- 38,49 33,18 -:~-~t-~t 
138' 20 ~ IX 











ID,307 0,280 90,6 
1(-~~-




~~~~ '0,312 0,305 98,7 
0,326 0,332 107,4 
~(--~(-!~-
o, 318 0,311 100,6 
\1\1 
"H"'i\ 
lo,325 0,334 108,1 
-;r-;r~r 
0,311 o, 318 102,9 ~(--~~-
o, 319 0,330 106,8 
1Hi--H· 
0,310 0,334 1 08' 1 
1Hi-
o, 324 0,338 109,4 
-)~·1Hf 
J 
0,326 0,353 114,2 
-~r-~r 




0,325 o, 344 
?HHi-
t:J><IX 
TABLE A.II.20 (contd.) 
II.42 
SPECIMEN SERIES CCY INITIAL WATER CONTENT = 301 g = wt 
TEMPERATURE 400°C VIZ. w = 155 g = 51, s% c 
TREATMENT DRYING DURING HEATING w = 80 g = 26,6% n 
w = 66 g = 21 '9% g 
DEFORMATION COMPRESSIVE WATER LOSS HEAT 
Spec. STRENGTH TREATMENT 
No. Initial, Strain Strain I MPa R.R Mass Mass A - B Mass A - C 
Length ~}·U· o!HH~ 61,. before after wt after wt /J 
mrn mm/m mm/m heat heat wett. 
A(g) B(g} % C(g) % 
1 270,9 41,25 ·------tL~_B~- No Heating. 
I II 
2 274' 0 40,22 
·.t_::~:. 
Tested at 
3 270,4 38' 17 Room Temp. 
Mean 
271 '8 39,88 1,2,3 ·---~06-
·~ d 4 40,48 98,4' ~~ Tested Imm 
5 2 72' 3 0,21 37,21 9 0 , 5 ~Hl- i. 3 91 5 3680 78' 1 Max. Temp. Attained 
I 
• 
6 ·<~·" ji (Time T) 2 70,5 0,24 0,94 . 33' 94 82,5 1\1~(" 3871 3634 78' 7 3865 2,0 1.1 
7 40,05 97,4" ± Tested At 
8 270,3 0,38 34' 11 83,0 :Hl- . 3894 3641 84' 1 T + 12 hrs .... ::··,!-
9 272,0 1' 02 1' 75 32,64 79,4""" ~5 3653 80,4 3896 -0,3 ···----+ 
10 40,22 97,8 ::- 1 Tested At 
11 273,3 0,54 30,49 i 74' 1 ::-·:< 1>92~ 3662 86,7 T + 24 hrs -
12 II ''::JI 2 71 '8 1 '26 1 '41 32.90 i oo~·7;.- L2~~~·- 3626 85,7 3877 2,3 
"l ·--13 39,621 96 4~l< ll I Tested At ' .. 
14 I 
;,:·::::--·-tt-
3876 3620 2 71 '5 0,60 31' 01 75 ,4'"" . 85,0 T + 36 hrs 
15 276,4 0,52 1 '17 32,90 80,0 
~(-~~1(--
3879 3631 82,4 38 73 2,0 
16 39,62 96 ,4 ~< Tested At 
17 270,5 1 '6 9 35' 14 85,5 
\1\1 
,~,, 3905 3668 78' 7 T + 36 hrs 
18 2 71 '3 1 '05 2' 17 29,46 71 '6 
. ::4-~;~c-
3866 3591 91,4 3868 -0,7 + 1 cycLe 
19 4 1 ' 0 3 1 02 '2 tl< Tested At 
20 2 70,8 0,61 36 '69 89,2 
;~ .. ;~ 
3903 3680 74' 1 T + 36 hrs 
21 270,8 0,26 0,90 33,42 81.3 
p<-····'' 3925 3693 77' 1 3920 1. ' 7 
+ 2 Cycl,es 
22 
,;· Tested At 
23 269,7 1 '15 37' 12 
~i·~~ 3837 3591 81,7 T + 36 hrs 
24 2 71 '5 0' 71 1 '34 33,85 
;<-~:~;~¥ 
3936 3701 78,1 3931 1,7 + 2 CycLes 
Me:an 
2 71 '5 IX [X [X IX [X 3894 [X [X ex: [><: 1-24 
* TESTED HOT TABLE A. II .21 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 












































4646 3202 68,4 
4 704 4430 94,6 
4 704 3036 64,8 
4675 4405 94 '1 
4590 2875 61,4 
4675 4354 93,0 
4 704 2751 58,8 
4 704 4330 92,5 
4618 2729 58,3 
4590 4281 91,4 
4 704 3060 65,4 




TESTED BEFORE HEATING 




DRYING DURING HEATING 









44,04 13,71 35,1 0,256 0~367 118,8 
41 ,69 34,06 87,1 0,289 0,317 102,6 
41,57 11 '31 28,9 0,293 0,382 123,6 
41 '63 33,75 86,3 0,285 0,317 102,6 
34,60 10,45 26,7 0,334 0,376 121,7 
34 '26 32,90 84 '1 0,345 0,317 102,6 
-:H~- 39,08 6' 13 15,7 0,311 0,430 139,2 
40,76 35,67 91,2 0,290 0,277 89,6 
41,84 6,40 16,4 0,276 0,380 123,0 
37,8 7 31,17 79,7 0,305 0,323 104,5 
41,39 10,45 26,7 0,295 0,397 128,5 
42,65 38,78 94,1 0,290 0,312 101,0 
39,70 6,92 0,292 
41,6 6 33' 79 0,280 0,297 
40,20 r><X 0;296 XX 
TABLE A. II. 21 (contd·.) 









INITIAL itJATER Cm!TENT -- 531 g 






::: 3D, s% 
::: 25,2% 
DEFORMATION j COMPRESSIVE fl .. \~AT ER 1__0~-S ~- HEAT 
'Length ~:--:c 'j iHH< tefore after! wt ,I after i wt I 
mm mm/m ! mm/m j heat heat I wett.: · 
1-I-nl-. t-l-. a-1,.,.--S_t_r_a_i_n_,_,.S-t_r_a_i_n-1
1 
MPa STLRENGT:: .• ,.H tl,_ Mass ~-A---B-,1-M-a-ss__,i A _ c i TREATMENT 
I I ll A (g) i B (g) I % I c (g) ,: . % 
F===~====~====~====~F===~F======~==~-==~,:==~====~~==~~======~· 

















272,3 LJI48,57! ~---~! 3669 j ===r ~Tested at ; 
l- 1147 38ji ii _j. 1,i Room Temp. t~~ 271,3 I 1 J ! :...__i.' 3661 I ·. 
1 1 : : 1 ~,- --}---- ~--~ l i48,oo 
1
\ : 3678 ,. r 
I I ' !· I 
272 ,o 
! I i I I 
t------JI-----·'---!,139, 60 I 84,3? !_'_ ---'---'----- :· Tested Imm. 
! 1 i .,., i. ---+---__..;::Max. Temp. 
0,04 ! i47,05 1100,1 ;--·· '- 3634 3634 0,0 ; Attained 




---+----_1 )38,59 ~1...;:- !! ;; Tested At 
j 272,3 0,05 g~41 ,46 j 88,2 H 3710 3710 0,0 ----'-·'------'liT + 
12 
hrs. 
!r-. -2-7-1-,-8 -+-o-,-o-8_,~i4 3, 91 ! 9 3, 4 ·'H'" _3_6_4_6__, __ 3 -64-5-·-o-,-2-'--3-6-4-5 ---7'·-o-,-2----,(_' _____ • 
t-------lf-----i1\-.._--t~'-3_7_,_9_1-:-!-8_0....:.,'-7-··--·-·-_ ------'------.· t Tested At 
272,8 0,10 \ j44,34 j 94,3o:--lc 3710 3708 0,4 ____ ------, __ __.! T + 24 hrs. 
j . I ;H~~~ 
270,3 0,09 l 0,08 ;43,661 92,9_ 3677 3676 0,2 3677 o,o 
' Tested At 
~.· 
T + 36 hrs: 
96 '9 oHc 3673 3672 0,2 
3619 3617 I 0,4 : 3617 0,4 
Tested At 
-lc TESTED HOT 
TABLE A.II.22 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 






SATURATED DURING HEATING 
PULSE VELOCITY ~ DYNAMIC YOUNG'S MODULUS Spec. . -:~~:- R.R ~~.;~ R.R No. 
~:- and -i~ and 
-;H~-1~- -~H~--~~-
m/sec m/se c % GPa GPa % 
1 4119 _----bf:~·~ --2 4141 
--
3 4141 I 29, 31 
Mean I-29,4~T of 4135 
. 1 '2. 3 
4 -----+---L 5 -~~-;r 4119 4097 99,5 >-~[29,12 28,13 96,3 
6 ~~·-, ,H:=* r-;-~,28 29,28 .;:-.;~-;i-4075 4097 100,3 
~~,5 I .. '~:' j~D,01 7 -- ·-8 .;r-;~ 4141 4097 27,89 95,5 r-
9 9 8 , 9 j -,,,_--., 2 9 , 1 5 1~-;H~ 4075 4075 28' 34 97' 1 
10 
11 4119 4053 98,4 ~;--~~- 29,68 28,20 96,6 ·H--:~ 
12 4119 4075 98,9 
-;~-~Hi-





14 -;H~ ?i-1~-4119 4075 98,9 29,48 2 7' 76 95,1 










18 4119 4075 98,9 
.;r.;H~ 
29' 01 28,02 96,0 
.;Hr-;r 
19 
20 4097 3990 96,9 
.;: . .;r 
2Ei, 77 27,01 92,7 
?Hi-
21 .;H:-.;r 4141 4075 98,9 
i,·,.-;i"' 
29,17 28' 25 96,7 
22 
23 4119 4011 
-;r.;: 
29' 71 2 7' 57 
.;r.;r 
24 4097 4032 
.;~-.;~-.;: 28,53 28,18 
·)Ht-1i-
Mean 
~ [>< 126,99 [2< ~. of 4110 1-24 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
-:He TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 














0,299 o, 323 110,2 
I .;r.;Hr 





0,316 107 8 
-:~-.;~-:~-
0,292 0,30 102 4 
0,298 0,305 104' 1 
.;r.;r 
-;~-.;r.;r 





0,294 0,31 102,4 
0,295 0,309 105,5 
.;H~ 












0,299 V( IX 
TABLE A.II.22 (contd.) 
I 
I 
SPECIMEN SERIES : BMY 
TEMPERATURE 




INITIAL WATER CONTENT -- 531 g 
VIZ. 
WATER LOSS 
235 g 44,3% 
162 9 = 30,5% 
134 g 25 '2% 
Spec. r------y----~~.-----j~ __ jS~TER~EN~G~T]HL_~------r----r----,-----~----
No. Ini tia"L Strain !Strain MPa R.R I Mass Mass A - B Mass A - C 
HEAT 
TREATMENT 
"\,ength .;: . .;~ ~HH~ % cefore after Wt after Wt 
mm mm/m mm/m heat heat wett •. 
A(g) B(g) % C(g) i % ! 
~=====f======~======~====~·F===~i=====F===~F====~====~=====~====~======~=::=::=::=::= 1 
t--2_7_1-'-, _5 --t----t----tt-4_7'-, 8_9-t----t---t+--3_6_8_6-+-----1---...:'-----'~----l No Heating.! 1 
2 
3 
~2_7_3_,_3~------~--~~4_6~,1_6-+----·~---~~-3_7_2_1-+----~~----~j ______ '·---l Tested at I 
273,3 48,41 3682 I j 1 Room Temp. i 
Mean . j I 





35,92 76,4 :~ Tested Imm. 
r----~------+-----~~~---~~-~----r~----+----+---~~-----1~----l M T 
J 271,5 0,09 39,71 84,5 .m 3694 3695 0 2 1 ax. emp. ~---~--~---~----~~~--+--~-~----r~----+-----~-~'--L1-----1-------1 Attained 
I 271,8 0, 11 0,10 44,2 7 94,2 :HH~ ·.__3_6_3_8-+-3-6_3_7_1-_0_,_2_~, 363 7 0, 2 (Time T) 
7 38, 76 82,5 :< L... Tested At 
8 :j =2=7=2=, =3=:==0=,=1=4=~:=====:::3=9=, 4=5=:=8=3:,=9 t~~. ! 36 8 7 36 84 0, 6 :=====: T + 1 2 h rs 
1----9 -t--2_7_2_,_8--t __ o_,_1_3_r-_o_, 1_1--tr-4_3_, _o 7_!-_9_1_, _6 · .. -,..,< i_ 3 6 8 8 36 84 o, s ~f--o_,_8_\----___; __ __,
1 















270,5 0,14 39,88 84 9~:--l:- l 3651 3647 0,8 ~ 
' 1· f L._---+---+---f----li----J· T + 24 hrs ,1,._ ~--2_7_1_,_3-+--o-.-1-5-+l-o-,-1-3-4l-4-2-, 2-0-~--5-9-.-8~~~-l:---~:---~,-~i- 3684 1 36 82 o ,4 3682 I o ,4 
1 1 








142,89 j 91,3-lH< 111' 3722 3718 0,8 1 ! ; T + 36 hrs 1 
43,581 92, 7~HH~ ~~ 3664 3659 0,9 ]3660 0,8 l j 
39,19j 83,4Lii j ~Tested At. j 
43,41 92,4~H< !I 3727 3722 ~~ ] T + 36 hrs :j 
0 , 1 5 j 0 , 14 4 2 , 55 9 0 , 5 ~:H<-l< !lt·-_3_7_3_4-+-3-7-3-2-~··l--3 7-3-3-1--0-,-2-l + 1 eye "Le I 
~--~-----+~---~-4_1..;,,_3_5~_8_8~·-o~f-'~~------~--~~ I Tested At I 
272,3 0,17 l 44,10 93,8;-lHr I 3626 36231 0,6] 1 r T + 36 hrs l 
1--2-7_2_,-o-+--o-,-1-4-. -!~- 0 -, 1-4-+!-4-2-, -72-+-9-0-,-9.;~~:'"'-,, ..... "~H 3 6 5 5 3 6 5 3 ~ 0, 4 i 3 6 52 J 0, 6 j + 2 Cyc "Le s i 
1-1< ~~l~~----~----.\~ ~--+-----·j~--~~-T-e_s_t_e_d_A_t __ ( 
~----~-----;----~----1---~·---~~· -----~-----~~------~----~!~---~ ~ 
274,3 0,17 42,89 j-lH< 3687 3672 ~ 2,0 1 T + 36 hrs f 
270,5 0,22 0,20 41,17 -lHH< 3688 3679' 1,7 3684 ~· 0,8 + 2 Cyc"Lesl 
·_~:;--=-~ _272 '----1.:...0 1X___::~I;;__X~IX2QX 3682 !Xi><J><JX~ 
'' TESTED HOT TABLE A.II.23 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 





















SATURATED DURING HEATING 
DYNAMIC YOUNG'S MODULUS 
and 






411 9 - 2 9' 0 7 ,_0_.2,;_:;3:..::0:..:.5-+---+---+---1 
r--4_1_1_9_~------;----~---~~-29_~1----~----:~-o_,3_0_3~---~----4---~ 
4119 I 19,14 l _ jo,301 
I . 1:!--. -t----1----t--1 
I 19,16 
1
o,Jo3 ,-1 -~~·f----t--{-f----1 
t---4_0_7_5-+1~~3~9=0=8=:t-9_4_,_9_1· -n:- _2_9_,_3_3-+-3-6-,-5-o+--9-0,-8___..c:J.!-o-,-2-9-5---1-o-,-3-0-1 +1-0_2_,_7-+-~-H-,I 
4119 I 




B 4 o 75 3 7 3 5 9 o , 7 I -::--:·- j' 2 9 , 3 5 2 5 , 14 8 6 , 1 -:r-::- ~~~-_o_, 2_9_3_+-o_. ,_2_8_5+-_9_7_, _3-t-:-:-:-:->r~"'' ·
1 
9 4 0 7-5-f--3-9_0_8_ -1--9-4-,-9-r -l' -::-~~~ 2 9 , 14 i 2 6 , 06 8 9 , 2 -:Ho--::- rO , 2 9 5 0, 3 04 1 0 3 , 8 -lHH:· 
1-----t----f----t----:·· I lf---+----lf---~1----t----f---+---1 
1-·----+---~~--J:-! -··'-----t--;-~i----+----t--+--1 10 
11 
12 
~-4o_~_3-r_3_7_5_5 ___ t--9_o_,_7j_~~·2_9~,_1_4~!-24_,~7_1~_8_4~,_6_1_-_:c-_::~~o~,_2~90 __ ro~,~2:..:.9_0-f-~9~9p~o~_--l_Hr 
4075 3908 94,9 ~ 29,11 25,67 ~-lHHc 0,297 0,311 106,1 -:HHr 
t---~-;--+-~------4--0-1~1=-+·-·~~3~6=9=9==:=8=9=,=9~-+-->-Hr----ll:-2_9~-,-4~4==;--11 -2-5-, o-o-1 s 5, 6 I_ ----:r-,:---HI-o_,_2_8_4--l'-o-, -2-84---+-96-, 9-t--_-:,,-1,:-
t------1------1----· -..,.,-,-;-::---tl---- ! " " " I -lHH\-










4053 3735 90,7 
4075 3888 94,4 
4075 3735 90,7 
4141 3908 94' 9 
4119 3888 
4097 3928 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING 




28' 96 26,07 
29,29 26,06 
29,44 26,75 































Initiat Strain Strain 
ten g t h ;:--::- iHH:-


















!! 36 6 7 
kl 
'i 












- B I /A Mass !A Mass 
after I wt afteri I 
heat , I wett. : 
I % 
I 
B(g) I C(g) ' 
i I I : 





531 g wt 
235 g = 44 '3'% 
162 g = 30,5% 






% I l 
' 
1 No Heating0 I 
I 
l Tested at 
I l--2-7_2_,_8-+---l~--J~48, 061 I lj 3667 j Room Temp. 
~: ;~ 
3 











1 ~-4--4-----4----~~ 41,69 88,7t___l~l ---~---~~--------~---
2 S
~-~ 11 kC-"- li I 
! Tested I : Imm.; 
5 i--2_7_,_o-+_-_o.....;,_3_2_ 1 4 8, 84 I o 3, 9t" , ll ,..... _3_5_5_1_,_3_4_7_2_:i_14_,_9 _____ t __ _ 
t--~-; -~--2_7_4_,_6-+_ .... _o_,_3_5_ 146, 94! 99, 9~HH:- ;_: 3626 3540 j16, 2 : 3601 
7 l----1-----~ ~,481 86,1i)c 1' 
J i " .. ----'----!----'-----:....----
8 I 272,0 -0,32 !48,41 !103,0"H:- ;, 3535 
9 ! 272,0 -0,35 -0,10 l45,65f 97,<,-,,-,, 1 .._3_5_9_8__, ____ , ___ ._ __ . ___ _ 
~-------+-----~--;.__-~-~ -----J)4 5. 821 9 7. 5 :--r ---'---
270,8 -0,35 l109,6l':-.;:- :; 3662 
~----~~---~----~-- ' I -----~------~---------
272,3 -0,37!-0,10 j42,631 90,1-:HH:- i_•_ 3596 
~----+------+------~---~, I I i -------~------~~---------~---
! 46' 17 i 9 8 '2~-~-.!:-----~---
-0,38 1 151,60,110,0~;;-::- !;. 3553 







! Max. Temp. 
I Attained i 
4,7 
! (Time T) i 
"i Tested At ; 
1 ' 
T + 12 hrs i ' 
4,9 
' Tested At 
; 
T 24 hrs I + 
4,7 
Tested At. 




I IJ46,51 i 99,ot::- n r·--------'----'--- Tested At 
~-2-72--, 5---11----D-,-3-8-:1- ----!1152, 281111, 2f_~" ~~-3_5_6_1_~ __ 3_0_,_9_{ _______ ; T + · 36 hrs ~ 






49,44 105 21-:: n Tested At 
~----1----l-----1+---+--'=-----11 ·---J,--- ---·---~ 
I 20 3507; 32,6 ·. T + 36 hrs : 
+ 2 Cyctes : 11----+--=::....:~-~..!..:~:+-~....::...!.:_:_:_+~: :::::: 1~::~R :::: 
272,0 -0,48 ~50, 73 . i:~, ~=:·=3=5=8=6=:==3=4=1=5:~:=3=2=,=2==1 =====~,:===== 
21 3390'32,8 3535 5,5 
Tested At ' 









TESTED HOT TABLE A.II.24 
TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 











DRYING DURING HEATING 
II.49 
PULSE VELOCITY DYNAMIC YOUNG'S MODULUS POISSON'S RATIO 
R.R R.R R.R 
and and and 
m/sec m/sec % GPa GPa % % 
4119 30,02 ~,286 
~----~------~----~-----~------·~----+-----r---4t 
4119 129,84 0,292 
r------+------+-----~---~ 
4141 ,,30,28 o, 290 
~------~-----+------~-----+--~ 
J\ 30,05 10,289 Mean of 1 '2. 3 4126 _I 
~---4 ---~-~--~-~-_-_-_-.,.+ _-_---~-_-_--~~--_-_-_-_--1___,·------~L. ___ -1-----1---1--tl---+---t-----t--1 
-~H~- 12 9 , 05 2 7, 34 9 3 , 6 ~H< 0 , 2 91 0, 2 81 9 5 , 9 ~H< 5 4119 3990 96,9 




__ 3_7_9_1 --1'--9_2 _, o~~--.,..,::-::"';:::.-:: -tj28, 39 . 2 5, 77, 88, 3 J.;: lo, 2 78 .,_o_,_2_5_3-+-_8 6_,_3-+-,-,c:-::-:, 
f------9 ---+--4_1_4_1_ 4 o5 3 9 8 , 4 ~-2_9_,_o __ 9--+-_9 9_,_6~ -,,-,,-,, 1 o, 2 9 o o , 2 8 o 9 5 , 6 
1-----~~~-----~----- ,~~-~{----+---~---f~----~--~----r--1 10 
11 
12 
~4_1_8_7_-+-_3_94_8 __ -+ __ 9_5..:..,_8_
1 
___ -~._·.:;:_· -!!~] 2 7, 26 9 3,4 ~H: b.~-2-·8...:.7--t-_0:_, 2.:._8_1-t-_:9_5.J.I ,:..:.9--t--~-H~-I 




14 4075 3829 93,0 -lH~ 29,38 125,23 86,41 ~h< jo,279 0,272 92,8 








3848 -lH<- 29,33 
3969 
25,33 
,, 1\ I ~<~< 0,291 0,275 
2 7' 83 0,285 0,282 -:HH~ I 2 9 ' 3 0 
j!---~~;: -~---413-1 -k--[X--f-:--~-71-i 1129,93 ~IX.~\.____11_0,288 ..Jf[><____:;.·IX.L_.~·~ 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
TABLE A.II.24 (contd.) 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
.;H:-.;:- TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING AND 7 DAYS IN WATER 
SPECIMEN SERIES BMY 
TEMPERATURE 
TREATMENT DRYING DURING HEATING 
DEFORMATION 
INITIAL WATER CONTENT 
VIZ. 
II. SO 
531 g = wt 
235 g = 44' 3% 
162 g = 30,5% 
134 g = 25 '2% 
COMPRESSIVE WATER LO~:s l HEAT 
Spec. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~SUT]R~ENlliGilT]H~~~~~~~~~,~~~-~~~~-~~ l TREATMENT 
No. Initia"L Strain Strain MPa R.R , Mass Mass I,· A - B I Mass A - C 
"Length -:H~ ~~-~H~ % l tefore after[ wt I after! wt 
mm mm/m mm/m I heat heat / . wett. i 
' A(g) B(g) 
1 
'fa i C(g) : fa j 
~===*====~====~==~F==~~===L__I-F'====*===~===~==========='======~ 
271,6 46,60 1.:--rl,1._3_62...;..9-t--..l1.---"'-__ ....::. __ __:1 1---...._-1----~.r-. ---fl.-~-+---·--~,- I • 1 No Heating0 : 
273,9 47,80 I ,j 3661 I I , l l 
274,1 47,031 ~~1;3627 I ; l::::e~e=:.l ~---+-----+----+----~~~--~----l___ll i ' I j 





1,2,3 273,2 4 7' 14 li 36 39 l ! ! l u i i · I : 
II 1 i i 
4 38,24 81,4 -.,,, L',: ,. l Tested Imm.1 
5 
~---+---l'----l!---1--..:__L I 3631 128,1 , ' J Max. Temp. i 
271,8 -0,21 43,24 92 or····' 11 3482 ' 
r-----li--1----t-----t~-~---+-...;.'-'---~'~--+---+-.....:;-·----l.i-,---l AHained ! 
,___6 __ +-1· _2_1_2_,_8-+_-_o_,_2_2_r-_-_o _, o_2~1'-4_2_, _8 _9 +-9_1_,_3+1_:--:,.._:~_.!) 3 61 3 1 34 6 6 j2 7, 7 : 3 5 91 i 4 , 1 j (Time n I:.: 
7 [ 43,07 9116~::- (i-! ---!~-~-~. \l--__ j
1
_· ~-~Tested At 
811-. _2_7_2-,-5--f----o-, 3-7-lf----~1-4-3-, 0-7-+.-9_1_,_6..,.,b_H_~ -~·i 3661 ! 3424 ~I I ! I 
~----l------+-----1 ; I ! ' I : ! T + 12 h rs 1 
9 
!>c>C>c i 1 I ! ; 1 
272,8 -o,41 -o,15 41,51 88,3,:_:_,~· 363o 1 3365 :49,9 1 3604 ! 4,8 · 
I 4 0 , 6 5 I 8 6 , 5 :-:~ : i! i \ ,_T_e_s_t_e_d-.-_ ··-
~-----!-----1----Hj-.;__-+•-...;.._.)•.--~-·---~----·•----·----·---
I 
274,3 -0,50 '·44,36194,4;.;:.;< f, 3665 1 3374 ! 54,8 1 · t--.....;....-+--.....;..--!----H·-...:.._-+·--=--....i-- . '----~---i~ _ _,_' T + 24 hrs 








i I I ' ' ! ! 44,44 1 94, 6l,_.;~_4p ____ +1 ___ ~____ 1:... ___ ;,_ _ _ 
I i lv.•c j l , 46,34 1 98,6[;'" :.; 36201 3317i57,1, iT+<': h , --· :--------'-----'---- .. rs ( 
Tested At 
271,5 -0,58 -0,22 138,241 81,4r·:HH~ :; 3645 1 3342:57,1 1 3618 i 5,1 ! 1----+-__;-+-:....._-1-_..;._ __ i ~----+-~---,:-_:.....__·~----,',__....;__,._'----·-, 
16 t----t-----!----+~1_4_6_,_5_1+-9_9_,_o.....~ •. _:c __ !J I ! ' ; , Tested At ! 
17 274,6 -0,59 ! 48,75 103, 7rH~ U 3642 3312 l 62,1 1 ! T + 36 hrs i 
1------r----+----tt---l·-----(,---;·'----tl---;---'----i'----·l 
18 275,6 -0,57 -0,22 42,81 91,1\·:HH~ !!,; _3_6_8_3_.+_3_3_7_1_)58,8 j 3654 l 5,5 , + 1 cyc"Le 
1----+---t---+----t!----!----li:---J~- I' ' ' ' I 
19 44,62 94 9!·:~ ' 1 ' \ i, i Tested At 
~----f---~-----H---~----'~I___Jj:----+---~l----'-'-----:---~ 
20 272,5 -0,60 49,61 105,6[':H~ I! 3637 I 3322 ~ 59,3 ~ ' iT+ 36 hrs 
21 273,1 -0,62 -0,21 39,96 85,0·:HH~ n 3655 11 3334 160,5 '
1 
36,27, 5,3 j + 2 Cyc"Les. 
1-----4-------+------1---~---;---~~~'----~·-----...;.._-~-~--:--=----
1------1-----l----+l----+----li~J : j : : Tested At : 22 
23 
24 
272,5 -0,71 52,37 iH~ 'j 3660 3319 ! 64,2 l f IT + 36 hrs ::::: Xi5< .XIXI~J-:-:4_6:-+:x:,.--33_3_3...,~.1)<J~~-+-2_C_y_c_"Le_s-ij 
'~ TESTED HOT TABLE A.II.25 
'H~ TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 













































4187 3717 90,2 
4187 3928 95,4 
4187 3681 89,4 
4210 3772 91,6 
4210 3577 86,8 
4164 3699 89,8 
4187 3594 87' 3 
4164 3717 90,2 
4164 3579 86,9 
4164 3663 88,9 
418 7 3594 87,3 
4164 3663 88,9 
4187 3594 
4164 3611 
4180 IX X 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
BMY 
100°C 
DRYING DURING HEATING 




GPa GPa c? 70 
30' 16 




-~H~- 29,97 25' 64 87,8 i}~( 
~H;-;~- 29,43 26,51 90,8 -;rir-;~ 
-
iH~- 29,52 24,13 82,6 7~-1~-
-
-:~·~(-,.- 29,36 24,75 84,8 7r-;r7:-
7~-·~} 29,78 23,30 79,8 7}-~~ 
?t~Hr 30,21 24,54 84,0 1r1r·~r 
7Hf- 29,74 23,24 79,6 if-1{-
~~iH~ 29,65 24,00 82,2 -~f-~f-·H· 
-;t1i- 29,60 22,86 78,3 -;r-ir 
-if--iHf- 30,01 24,20 82,9 7:-if-if-
-;r1r 30,55 22,69 77,7 -:H~ 
if--:f-7~- 30,55 23,71 81,2 ~HH~ 
if-7~- 30,21 23,07 if-if-
~r1:1r 30,72 23,85 -~f-7f-7f-
29,95 X [>( 
*** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING AND 7 DAYS IN WATER 







' 0' 310 
0,303 
0,304 
l o, 300 o, 245 83,6 ~r7~ 
1 o, 30 3 0,293 100,0 7r?:-7r 
I 
I o, 307 0,257 87,7 ·H··U· 
0,310 0,290 99,0 ii-7(7( 
0,306 0,232 79,2 if-if 
0,293 0,278 94,9 -if-if-if-
0,299 0,230 78,5 if--~~-
0,302 0,293 100,0 -~f--}~-if-
0,298 0,232 79,2 7Hf-
0,296 0,276 94,2 7~7f-if-
0,293 0,248 84' 6 . 7(-i(-
0,289 0,285 97,3 if-if-if-
0,299 0,238 if-if-
0,289 o, 272 if-7Hf-
0,299 [>( [>( 
TABLE A.II.25 (contdr) 
SPECIMEN SERIES BMY 
TEMPERATURE 
TREATMENT DRYING DURING HEATING 
DEFORMATION COMPRESSIVE 
INITIAL WATER CONTENT = 
VIZ. 
WATER LOSS 
I I. 52 
531 9 = wt 
235 g 44' 3% 
162 g = 30,5% 
134 g = 25,2% 
Spec. r------r----~-----j~ __ jS~TER~EN~G~T~HL_~------r----r----,-----,----­
HEAT 
TREATMENT 











~ength ~~* iHH~ % 
mm mm/m mm/m 
271,9 46,85 3583 
J-----1-----+---·,n--~l----+---l·l--·---+---+---+----+----i No Heating. 
272,9 47,37 1 3631 Tested at 
r-------~----+---~f-----+----~-~~-----~----~----~----~-----i 
2 73,0 44,96 3634 Room Temp. 
t--M-e_a_n-+----+----t----lt-----f---1-··--, 




























37,21 79,2 -~ Tested Imm 
----~-----~-----~----~--~ 
r-2_7_3_,_3~~--0_,4_o_, ______ fr-4_1~,5-1-t-8·-8-'-3+·-H-~~t-3-5_7_9 __ r-3-3_3_0~4-·5~,2~-----~--~~:~~i~=~P· 
273,1 -0,45 -0,0 39,10 83,2 .HH~ 3543 3309 41,4 3513 5,6 (TimeT) 
~-------l------+----~•-4-3~,4-1-+-9-2~,_4~"-~~--~~------~----~--4------~-~ Tested At 
2 72 '0 -0' 56 43,07 91,6 :H~ 3581 3222 67,6 -···-H-----+----+----+---+----1 T + 12 hrs 
2 71 '8 -0,57 -0,05 29,28 62,3iHHl- 3633 3258 70,6 3598 6,6 
----·~----~----~---+----~--~------i 
52,37 111,4 ~ Tested At 
r------1----~-----ff----+---~---~-----~----~---+---~---~ 
t-2_7_3_,_8__.1---o_,_65 __ 1----it-4-2_,_38-+-9-0_,_2+·-ci-~--~-3~-2-1~--3-15_.9_,_7_0_,_4_.+-----4-----~ T + 24 hrs 
2 7 4 , 3 -o , 6 2 -o , 1 o 2 6 , 5 3 56 , 4 ·:HH~ j 3 6 2 ~-+-3_2_5_3-+_6_9_, _7-+-_3 5_8_8_~_6_,_6~----------t 
43, 75 93,1 r~ ~~ Tested At 
~----~i~---~---+-----~--~ 
r-2_7_3~,~3-·~---0~,_7_8-r----~-4_4~,_7_9~9~5~,~34·_:<--:<~I~;--35_9_5_~3-2_2_1-+~7-0~,4~~----+---~ T + 36 hrs 
271,8 -0,73 -0,13 27,22 57,9:H~-:~ 3642 32 70 70' 1 3611 5,8 
48,75 103,7:~ Tested At 
r----~------+-----~----+----+---4~----+-----+-----i~----l---~ 
272,5 -0,73 49,27 104,8 :H~ 3567 3187 71,6 T + 36 hrs 
r-----~------+-----,r---+---~.-.,~<,~~;r-----+-----+-----~-------f------~ 
271,8 -0,81 -0,07 33,59 71,5 ,c .. , 3574· 3197 71,0 3536 7,2 + 1 cycte 
49,44 105,2 :~ Tested At 
r-------+---------+-----~-----+-~~-----f~----4-----+---~l------~--~ 
273,6 -0,86 51,51 109,6 :H~ 3642 3260 71,9 T + 36 hrs 
270,5 -0,75 -0,08 33,42 71 '1 3652 3270 71,9 3613 7,3 + 2 Cyc~es 
Tested At 
r-------4-------+-----~-----+---~-----i+-------~------;-----r-----+---__, 
2 71 '5 -0' 8 7 49,2 7 356 3 3186 71 ,o T + 36 hrs 
269,0 -0,82 -0,15 35,14 3585 3211 70,4 3551 6,4 + 2 Cyc~es 
272.3 [X[X l><IXX 3589 [Xl><'X[>< 
TESTED HOT 
TABLE A.II.26 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 











DRYING DURING HEATING 







TESTED BEFORE HEATING TABLE A.II.26 (contd.) 
** TESTED COlD AFTER HEATING 






SPECIMEN SERIES BMY 
TEMPERATURE 
TREATMENT DRYING DURING HEATING 
DEFORMATION 
Initia~ Strain Strain 
~ength -l:·-l~ ~HH~ 



























Mass !A- C 
after! wt 
wett. , 
c (g) % 
f 
I ~ ~ 
~-2_7_0~·-2~------l~----~~4_7_,~8~9-+-----~--~~·~-5_8_7~-----1-----~~-----~!-------1 No Heating.!, 
r--2_7_1_,_4~----~r-----i~4_5 __ ,3_0-+-----~---~~-3-5_8_9 __ ~----:------•'------~:-------l Tested at : 
2 72,6 44,96 3651 'L_! : Room Temp. ! 
~-----+-------+------+-----;~----~----ir---+~-----+-----1, ~ -----~------~----------1 
! l Mean 








271 ,4 46' 05 I i l J 
~ \ 
j l 
; j Tested Imm.1 




,.------i•~--~~ MAa+xt. _Te~p. I -----M .. · al. nec_'l 1
1
. 
HHH• I j ( T" T I j 271,3 -0,29 0,66 31,87 67,81 ~~ 3625 3233 J5F~9 I lm'3 I ; 
! I f'•j•.'- -+---~~ II i .' 
I' 117 37 1oo,8r~~ !._ ' II-_2_7_0-,0~---0-,-2-8-i-----t!-~4~: 7-9-+-9-5~,-3+1 !!;;~-.,~--+~r--3-5_7_9-+-3-1_9_4_'1•. 72,51 :q· · Tested At '-----1------:-----f-----·· T + 12 hrs l 
I L r~ 1 · 
4 7' 54 1 01 '1 :~ 
. 271,3 -0,28 o,55 30,31 64,sr···· :1 3:-;41 3144:74,81 3518; 4,3 ! 1 
1------+-------f-------·l------tf------l-----;'----J-;------+------,f-----:;-------:~---~~---------






2 70' 8 0 2 7 II 0 14 8 5 '4 ;.;:--:~ 11 ;. 3 6 0 5 3 211 I 74 ' 2 ;_ ,· t 
1---------1r-----' ---:------+~·---· --4----+'.-.. -. . -. ,'.------+------•--......;.-'-, -----~,------:! T + 24 hrs!; 
270,3 -0,32 I o,n 31,87 67,8("" u 3581 3193 l 73,3, 3548: 6,2 i ~ 
t---------11------~~l-----t~4-7-'-, 0_3~_11J 0, 1' ,.,~ 1] I l ! ! \ Tested At [ 
1--2~7_0..!,., _3-t---0-'-, 3_6-:~r----tt-4_4_,:_1_0-i-! ..:.9......:..3 , ~-_t'~ ~~ 3 5 8 5 j 31 , 9 3 I 7 3 , 8 j l j T + 3 6 h rs 
271,8 -O, 48 I o, 62 32, 3fl 68,9 i-:HH~ !_!_3_5_9_3-t_3_1_q_8 ____ 7_4_,_4·~l_35_5_8 __ 1~ __ 6_,_6 __ :1. __ -'-----· 
16 ~-----1-'-----~r-· ---ttl4_6_,6_8-+-9-9_, __ 3 t:< H Ll j j Tested At ~ 
17 1---2_6_9_, _7 +---0_,_4_6_:,. ___ --+1_4 4 __ , 4_4~ __ 9_4..;., ---::6 rH~ I! 3 5 9 3 31 8 6 I 7 6 ' 6 ! ! T + 3 6 h rs ! 
~-18_~_2_7_1_,o~_-_o_,_4_s~l_o_,_7_3~-3-o_,s_3~-6-5_,~6r** ~11_3_6_2_9~~3_2_21~! n,a~ &,a \• 1 cycte j 
19 44,96 95,7f'~ I L_ I Tested At j 
20 269,7 -0,48 45,48 96,8 '->H< I 3651 3242 ! 77,ok! iT+ 36 hrs j 




~~~~~~~~~~~~.~.-~Jj ~--~--~~-•I j 1 Tested At! 
269,7 -0,62 43,58 ~1 3598 3192 I 76 5 l T + 36 hrs i 
::::: XrX xi~xJHd :::: IXLI 1~_
2 
__ _.1. 
.;~ TESTED HOT 
TABLE A.II.27 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 









DRYING DURING HEATING 




R.R R.R R.R 
and and 
and 
m/sec m/sec GPa GPa % 
~-----4-------~------~-----~---_,l-------~·-4----~,--~~,----~l-----+-----r--~ 
1 4187 26,85 0,332 
_j 1-2 41 8 7 ' 2 8 , 1 2 I_O...:.,, _3_1 8--l'-----+-----+----t t-----t------1- ~----l~----l-----+-----+------ll-
l----3---+-4-1_8_7_~r------+------~ 2 7, 61 I o, 316 
~1ean 
of 







418 7 27' 53 o, 322 
4187 2702 65,6 27,03 13' 92 47,7 0,326 0,150 51,2 
4187 3512 85,3 28,64 20,57 70,4 0,315 0,305104,1 
~--+----+---+-~~---+---r--~--~~' __ _,_ __ r--+~ 
70,1 -::-:<- 27,37 [_1_5_,_6_7-+_5_3_,_7-+--:-:·:<--:-:'"-f[o,323 0,177 60,4 ~:--:: 4164 
4141 
2886 




11 ~-4~1~8~7~_2_8~7_5 __ ~6~9~,8~~---l-H-c-H--2~7L1 ~1~3-+1 1_4~1~3~6~-4~9~,~2-+_-_::-~:: ~~~0~,,~323~0~-~0~,2~38~~8~1~.2,__-l:----lc 
b----1_2 __ ~ __ 4_16_4 __ +-_3_5_4_4_
1










4164 2897 70,3 26,98 15,00 51,4 0,327 
4187 3561 86,5 26,97 21,81 74,7 0,330 
-;~~*" 
4187 2771 67,3 27,45 13,88 47,5 0,327 
~-----+------+-~---~-l-:-:H~H:~-4~---~~r----~~-+~-lc-~:h~'c 
4210 3561 86,5 27,25 21,81 74,7 0,333 
4164 2920 70,9 27' 54 15,48 53,0 o, 327 










4164 3012 26,37 15,21 -~~-1~ 0,335 0,257 




4176 [>(~ 27,22 ')<JX 
L-----~----~----~'~--~--~----~ 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
-:HH:- TESTED CCJLD AFTER HEATING AND 7 DAYS IN WATER 
0,319 0,293 
0,326 [X] X 






DRYING DURING HEATING 
COMPRESSIVE 
I I. 56. 
INITIAL WATER CONTENT = 531 g = Wt 
VIZ. 235 g 44' 3% 
162 9 30,5% 
134 g = 25 '2% 
WATER LOSS 
Spec. r------r~--~r----j~--~S~TER~EN~G~l~'HL_~r-----r----r----,-----,-----















1,ength {H~ o!HH~ % 
mm mm/m mm/m 
t 
270,S 46,68 J6;;>7 N H t' 
l---....;.....,-+---+----il-_..;...-+---+-~+-·--... -+---1---.!-----1--~ o ea 1nga 
272,6 47,29 
1
1 3591 Tested at 
~----~------+----~~-----+----4-·· -·4-----4---~~----~-~ 
270,7 4 7, 89 3581 Room Temp. 
1-----+----+----+----il----+--+-.... ~-- ----.... ·+----1---f---.f---.J...-----
~1ean 
1,2,3 271 ,4 
4 7. 2 9 --.:.',r6~ 
4 44,1n 93,8 .~ Tested Imm 
r----~----+-----~~----+---~---- -~---~---~-----+----~ 





270,8 1,29 2, 71l 31,87 67,8 ;H~~~ jj 3602 3186 81,91 3582 3,8 (TimeT) 
r L15,30 CJ6,4 ';, i! Tested At 
I 
8 1--2~72-,-o--1----1-, 1-_-7 +-----n-3-3-,-2-5+-7-0..:..., -7+-:~;;-..... Jl.!-_3_6._3_6··-i-3_2_1_9~-s-2-, 1-+----+-------1 
T + 12 hrs 
I 9 272,0 2,10 2,87 3?,3rJ 68,9 ';H<-;c !i 3629 32041 84,6 1 3G21 1,5 
~i------+-----+----+----H·----+---!--·--H·----f---+----+---+-----+------1 
•I 1 o 4 o , 4 a 8 6 , 1 k:- 1 r 
tl 11 270,5 1,81 • 29,97 63,8 -::~' ~s45 3124 83,2 
Tested At 
--~----1----4-----1-------4 
IL 3 __ T + 24 hrs 
-.... __ 1_2_-+-_2_7_1_,_8-+--1_,_4_6_,__2 _' 8_4_H __ 3_o_, _4 __ 91--6-4 ~-~-tH' ~J_ ·-~~~o- . 31-5_--8_-~--B 3--,6-+-~-3-5_6_5 -J---2-,-a..-J __ 
13 39,96 85,0 r' q I I . Tested At t----t----+----+.!--_:_-+, _....:_...,.,_ .. _,..,..,+-·-__._, ----+---+----.1------l 
~ 14 2 72 , 8 1 , 9 5 3 0 , 4 9 ' 6 4 , 9 1 ;He .. i 3 5 9 4 317 4 8 3 , 6 
t-......;.-.:..-t-~-+----lt----;__-t-__:.-+__,...-ft----+----l---lL----.j..---4 T + 36 hrs 













42,89 91,3 :< Tested At 
r------t-----+----4~-----+-__:.-4--~~-----~---~--~~-----~-~ 
~· " 269,7 2,29 28,85 61,4 .c-.c 3609 3175 85,9 T + 36 hrs 
t---~~--~---+----~-~+---4~~-~--+-----~--~~---~----~ 
270,5 1,69 3,22 31,01 66,0 'HH' 3573 3150 79,7 3564 1,7 + 1 cyc~e 
42,20 89,8 ~~ Tested At 
~----~----~---~----+----4--~+-----1----4---~---~-~ 
269,2 0,80 
26 9_, 2 0,89 
~~~~ 
29,97 63,8 







3122 78' 7 T + 36 hrs 
3154 78 '5 3554 3,2 
+ 2 Cyc~es 
[>([>(lXlX 
TABLE A.II.28 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 




5 P[C H~EN SERIES 
TEMPERATURE 
TREATMENT 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
->He TESTED COI_D AFTER HEATING 
BMY 
400°[ 
DRYING DURING HEATING 
->HHc TESTED CO!_D AFTER HE.I\TING AND 7 DAYS IN \·JATER 
· II.57 
POISSON' 5 RATIO 

















. I I. 58 
= 592 9 = wt 
:: 304 g ::: 51' 3% 
::: 15 8 g ::: 24 ' 1%' 
:: 130 g ::: 22,o% 
Spec. r------y~--~r----Ji~--jS~TER~EN~GilT~HL_~------r----r----~----~---­













teng th ;H:- ~HH~ % 
mm mm/m mm/m 
r-2_7~3~,_3~r-----4------1r4 __ D~,3~1~----+---~~-3~6~1~0~~--~~---+----~~~--~ No Heating0 
i 
271,8 41,51 3594 Tested at 
~----~~----~-----4~--~-+-----~---~~----~~--~~--~------~--~ 
271,3 40,14 3598 Room Temp. 
272,1 40,65 3601 r-----
1--------+---1------f.--ll------+-~--+-l---+---ll_l----i 
Mean 






















r-----~~----~-----4~-----+-9_2~,~3-~*----l+-----~-----~----4------~----~ Tested Imm. 
273,1 D,D8 38,16 95,5:H1- 3616 3614 ·o,3l Max. Temp. 
r-----~~~--~-----ir--~-+--~+---~------~----~~~~------~-----1 Attained 
271,5 0,08 0,06 39,96 100,0 :HH~ 3601 3601 0,0 l 3604 -0,5 (Time T) 
/ 33,16 83,0~:- I Tested At 
~----~~----~-----it--~-+--~4---~~------~----·~---4------~--~ 
1-j _2_7_0_,_5~f---O ~' 0_9-lf------i~3_7.;.., 9_0-+_9_4..;,_9-+:-H_:-_.1_1-_3 5_9_8--~3_5_9_4-1-_D....:.., 7-4------~---1 T + 1 2 h rs 
b•c>c 
272,3 0,10 0,09 36,00 90,1;"~ ... 1 3555 3552 0,5 3556 -0,2 
' I ' ' 
~----~------+-----4~3_6~,_69~~..;9_1~·-B~r~·--~~----+------~--~------!H' Tested 
r-2_7_4..;,_1~ ___ o.;..,1_1~f------H-3-7~,0-4-+-9-2~,..;7+r-H~~-r-3-6_2_8-4--3-6_2_5~-D~,..;5-+----~----~ T + 24 
At ' 
hrs 
271,0 0,13 0,13 3E,76 97,0".,_..
1





35,9?. BSJ,9fl~ Tested At 
273,3 0,14 36,86 92,31;H:- 3638 3633 0,9 
t------~~.....;..--~----1+--- T + 36 hrs 
2 70,3 




0,12 0,12 37,901 94,9 :•{•* 3630 3625 o,9 3628 o,3 1 
0' 12 







33,591 84,1~r·~----4-----+---~i~----·~----~ Tested At 
37,04 92, 1rH• . 3619 3613 1 ,o j T + 36 hrs 
36,17 90,5rHH~ 3641 3636 0,9 3638 0,5 + 1 cycte 
!,~ 
37,81 94,6(____~~----~------~----~----+----~ Tested At 
~H:- ! T + 36 hrs 
36,69 91,8' ~ 3626 3621 0,9 
3 7, 38 9 3, d:-"'< [1:.-_3_5_7_4-+--3-5-71 __ 1 __ 0~,..;5-J..-3-5_7_4-I--o-,-D-Ir, + 2 Cyctes 
~----~------~----~----~--~~-·~~~-----~----Ljj _____ ~----~·f----~ Tested At 
273,1 0,14 40,83 :H:- 1 3614 36061 1,4 ! T + 36 hrs 
270,5 0,18 0,21 36,26 :HH• 3619 3614 i 0,9 3619 j 0,0 + 2 Cyctes 
272 '0 XX XIX'X 3611 XIXIXlX 
{:- TESTED HOT 
TABLE A.II.29 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING · 






SATURATED DURING HEATING 
PUI_SE VELOCITY DYNAMIC YOUNG'S MODULUS 
Spec. 
1"' R.R l 
~*"~~~ 
No. -::- nd ~~ and 
''" ·iH(-~~-
m/sec ·:: c % I GPa GPa 
3928 1 ·1 1 26,83 -------
2 4011, w_j 26,81 
1-·-------· - - ,- . -
3 3969 1 1 16,68 ,______ 
r l 
Mean 
t·77 Qf 3969 1 '2. 3 
- -
.. J 4 1---· 
5 3969 3948 99,0 ~H~- 26,93 25,98 
·-
6 3990 3990 1 DO, 1 -:H~~~ 26,83 27,03 
I -1----1-----· 7 
---------- ----- -
B 4011 3888 97,5 
.;;--~:-
27,31 25, 76 
9 3928 3928 98,5 
-~~- ~~-.),-
26,65 )25,82 

















3990 3969 99,5 
3969 3928 98,5 
3969 3868 97' 0 
3969 3888 9 7' 5 
' 3969 3888 97,5 
3948 3848 96,5 
3969 3868 97,0 
4011 3888 
3969 3908 
3972 >< >< 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
~HH;- 26,99 26,13 
I 
-:Hi- 27,03 25,34 
~;-.): ;;- 27,18 26,15 
-:;--:(- 27,16 _25, 06 
~r~Hr 26,79 25,63 
.)(--:~- 26,37 24,73 
~: .)~.)(- 26,76 25,43 
1~--:r 26,00 23,87 
~~-?~-?~- 26,61 25,77 
26,83 [X 













































0,300 o, 305 
I 0,302 o, 310 106,5 ~~·-~Hr 










t0,297 0,312 107,2 
~~-{~-
l o, 298 0,294 101,0 -~H(-{(-
0,296 0,309 106,2 
~Hr 
0,301 0,302 103,8 
~(-~(--~(-
0,301 0,305 104,8 
{(-{(-






0,309 ~ I~ 























l HEAT l 
Mass ~-M-as-s---,-A---C r TREATMENT 
WATER LO!::s 
after t after wt 
heat wett. 1 
B(g) % I C(g) i 
l,eng th ~H:- iHH~ % I 
mm mm/m mm/m 
1 
! I .1 ;. 
I 
1 272,3 38,50 
1 
3624 ~ : No Heating.(, 
~-~-~2-:n-,3-+-:-:-:-:-:-+----r--~;r:-:-:-:-:~---lr--+r-:-:-:-:-+---l_____li i r::::e~e:;. I 












31 87 79 8 ~~j 3610 3604 · 
1
1 
j Max. Temp. ; 
' ' ~...-..-_ 1 ' 0 Attained .1 
0,18 ::::: ::: ~ t:~ r! 3638 3633 01,,08 L~ .. T::"+s::1d2Th:rts 
I 272,3 0,19 29,18 73 3 I'''' 'J 3577 ~ L_t=. 
1,__2_7_1_,-3-+--o~.,-1-9 -1--o-, 1-8-11 31,8 7 79:8 l~HH~ [ii-i _3_6_1_9-l!f--3_6_1_6+-o-'-,_5_!-1_3_6_1_9_~1 l 
29' 37 73 5 :~~ I [ j ! ) T t d At :) 
1----l"-------r---u---:---' -·-~ , ' l es e ! 
~-2..;_7_1 :...' o--lf--0_;,_2_o_,}----#-3_3...:..,_4_2+-8 _3 :...' _7 +!~_'"~-~ _li 3 59 6 I 3 59 3 0 ' 5 i I l T + 24 h rs 1 
270,0 0,20 0,201134,54 86,5 ~~HH~ !} 35491 354011,5 \ 3551 l-0,3 ~ I 
j 1133,25183,2(~~ !i I j I Ll.' Tested At : 
I ' i ' ,- I I I ' l 
271,0 0,24 . 1135,05j87, 7j·:H~ 1: 3570 1 3565 j 0,8 1 ( T + 36 hrs :1 
272' 3 0,16 
271 '0 0,18 
I I 
;, >c>C 1·, I j I j \ 
270,8 0,23 0,22 '30,32 75,9 ;""" H 3629 36251 o, 7 1 3628 I 0,2 \ : 
1------!---..;;__j....--:--~~-H~----\,--:.____ I I 
I
I 32,38j81,1f !1 i I .. :TestedAt j 
16 1-------4----:-----H--..;......-!--~:>----:- I ! ! 
17 2 71, 8 o, 26 1 
1 
34, 9 7 8 7, 5 ~~H~ H· __ 3_6_4_o-r_3_6_3_5_l,_o~, 8 __ 1~ ---~~----} T + 36 hrs ! 
1----~---4-~-~---~-~-;--~;_,,c>C h I ' . 
18 272,5 0,25 \ 0,23 32,73 81,9 !"''" \; 3648 3648\0,3 j 3650 1-0,3 ! + 1 cyc"Le ~ 
~---+----r---r---~r----1·--~.~i . . , 







2 74' 1 
270,8 
2 71 '3 
2 71 '5 
5 ~,, " 1 I i ~ l :. T + 3 6 h rs ·_i,: 34,28 8 ,8 i~: 3586 3584\ 0,3 ) , I . 
o,21 o,23 34,97 87,5 r:h"' n 3679 3677 ;. o,3 1 368o 1-o,2 i + 2 -cyc"Les: 
1----l'~j ! I :· I I [~ r 1 ~ 1 Tested At 
0,27 134,97 ~' 3588 3583 i 0,8 I g T + 36 hrs 
XIX X><J~ :::: ~><J~$<1~ + 2 Cyctes I 
0,25 
~:- TESTED HOT 
TABLE A.II.30 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
*** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING AND 7 DAYS IN WATER 
CMX II.61 . 
TEMPERATURE 1 00°C 










TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
DYNAMIC YOUNG'S MODULUS 
R.R 
and 
'HHc TESTED COLD AFTER HEATII\Ii3 AND 7 DAYS IN \/lATER 
POISSON'S RATIO • 
R.R 
and 
TABLE A.II.30 (contd.) 
Spec. 
No. 
SPECIMEN SERIES CMX 
TEMPERATURE 
TREATMENT DRYING DURING HEATING 
]' f 
INITIAL WAl ER CmJTENT 
~·I Z. 
II.62 
sn 9 = wt 
304 g = 51' 3% 
158 g = 26,9% 
130 g = 22,o'fo 
DEFDRMATioql CDMI:JRES5IVE ll ~'JATER r_o::s 
~ I c_.w~•TRENGJH I; I ,---
I~eintgiath1 St!!in l1·5t!!-:~n ~~~ ~,<.· R .--!) ~~ass j Mass I A - B I ~1ass ! A - C 
mm mm/m .: mm/m l . 1 l! heat heat l ! wett. 
HEAT 
TREAH'1ENT 
u I _ ,!_· teforejafter!. wt ~ after: wt 
I I L' 11 '(;1' (;1 t=======l========l===- i !. - ===:::_ 1\ ( D, ) .l B ( g ) '==f=O =='==[=( =g =) ====;o============ 
1 1--2_7_3_,_3_+----~;... ---:~~ 38, 32/ .~· 36~:_;~ __ _, ____________ No Heatingo 
:t l 
2 1.· 2 71 ,4 ' lj 38 58 i ·_.' 3609 ;. : Tested at 
~-----+----'-' ---'~ , . t ---··'----·-·---------------1 I! I : I 
1---M-e-:-n-~_2_7_2_,_2-l,----.... ·~-~~~~~~; 38,44 t__L_:__3_6_1_6_i!"------·------! Roorn Temp 0 
2 72 , 3 • 3 8 , 4 1 i 36 1 B 
1 '2' 3 i '' \ 
.~. --,:---.---·----·-------·------,-------
4 i 37,90 1 94, 9; i Tested Imm. 
1----;-----·---- --------------------' 1 !44 44 '111 2 :<.->~- :<,6l5 · · ~1 ax. Temp. 
I
I r-_2_7_2_;_, s_+--_o....;,_2_3_:....;' __ _,. ' ' ·---,---·- _3_5~-~-- .. _1_5_;,_9 ____ ~- ---- Attained 5 
6 j 272,8 -0,25 ; -0,02 j39,02l 97, 7-;:-.;;.-;;. 3591 3492 16,7 3563 4, 7 (TimeT) 
i------!-------1----'----'· -------·- ·-----· 
I ~ 
Tested At 7 
8 
9 
I ; i 39,36! 98,s-::-
:~ =2==72==,5==:=-=0=,=2=9~-'~-1_-_-_-__ L-_4·_;~~6_3_-·l=-1-0=6=,=7~~-::--_-_:-3~6~5~1~~:==3=5_D-_3 __ -_-2_-5-'-,~o=·-_-_-_ ---__ -_-_-_-_-_-. T + 12 hrs 
I 213,3 -0,25 ; -0,04 I. 37,04 i 92, 7·:HHr 3642 ! 3480 27,4 




r· ; ... " 
272,0 -0,31 i, ;;43,93:110,0'"··,, 
~----~~-----?~ ----~, ' 





i j;40,31 :1DD,9:"t 
1--2-7_3_,_1 __ +--_-0-,-3-8~.:----lli 4 0 ' 4 8 : 1 0 1 ' 3:-l:--::-












34 '0 -------I i. , . 








~---2_7_3 __ ,_6---1---o_, _s _o_,!~-~~ 1 o 6 , 7.-:~-:~~c ;.; 3 61 6 




Tested At 6 
T + 24 hrs 
Tested At 
T + 36 hrs 
Tested At 
T + 36 hrs 
4, 1 + 1 eye 1,e 273,6 -0,42 i -0,08 li36,D9! 90,3·,.-;,, 3654 
1---1-9-+--------t------~:------:-~ L~:~, 31 l1 DO, 9..:~. · Tested At 
1-------t-----__;·-------r., ' '--~ ----·-------------
20 273,8 -0,54! !l42,65!1D6,7·:H~ .. 3614 3393 37,3 T + 36 hrs 
21 272,3 -0,47! 0,09 rr 38,071 95,3(<--;,-,, __ 3_5_2_6--;·--3-2_9_5_ 39,0 3505 '3,4 
~-----+----~-r-----~,-----~li·-- ----~ 
22 i I! I X \ ---i'·--· 
23 1--2-7_2_,-s--+--_-o-,-s-2--!l,----l/l~ ''H~ :·: 3540 I 3291 42,1 
+ 2 Cyctes 
Tested At 
T + 36 hrs 
+ 2 Cyc1es 24 273,1 -0,50 -0,13 ~~~---oHH:- !1 __ 3_5_9_1_1_3_3_5_1_ 40,5 • 3372 3,2 l 
1-Me--an -+---+:-.x-. --- -:-~/.~ x=---/-:.t\/.-!'"")<~>· (/·y~·~ !"'- /7',·,. /."( 7~-----
1:24 272,B . / ··J_'21~j 3601 1./~,,/)<,",,/~,,:_/_~-"<11 _____ ____. 
L-----~----~----~~--~ 
TESTED HOT TABLE A.II.31 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 














































3990 3848 96,5 
3969 3888 97' 5 
4075 3717 93,2 
4011 3888 97,5 
4032 3646 91,4 
4011 3829 96,0 
3990 35.94 90,1 
3969 3810 95,6 
3990 3561 89,3 
3908 3681 92,3 
3990 3594 90,1 
4011 3810 95,6 
3948 3544 
4011 3810 
3993 X IX 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
** TESTED COlD AFTER HEATING 
CMX 
70°C 
DRYING DURING HEATING 









~H~- 101 31 -~f-ii-29,43 2 7' 85 ' 
~Hi--~~ 27,23 27,96 101 '7 
~r~:--~r 
7H~ 30, 13 26,70 97' 1 
-;H~ 
?Hh.- 26,54 2 7, 89 101 '4 
~~- -~~- -~( 
I 
?~--~~· I 28,95 25,44 92,5 ?f?f 
?f-:H~- 24,71 26,22 95,3 -~~--;:?: 
-~Hf 29,80 26,17 95,2 
".,, -,,.i\-
-~i-?Hi· 
24' 79 2 7' 05 98,4 
?~-?Hf 
?:-?i· 
I -;:?: 28,82 24' 34 885, 
?f?Hf 
24' 31 26,00 94,5 
-;:-;:?: 
?Hf 29,76 25,25 91,8 
7~--;r 
?Hf-if 24,23 25,86 94,0 
7:-::--ii-
?r-;r 
27' 86 2 3, 6 3 
?f?f 
?(?[-?( 26,51 26,51 -~f?Hf 
29,04 'X t>< 












0,267 r 0,245 84,2 c 0,257 88,3 ?f1~-~~-
0,278 0,222 76' 3 
?:-:: 
0,265 0,265 91,1 
-!i 7t7~ 
0,281 0,214 73,5 
~H~ 
0,277 0,265 91,1 
-;~?(?~ 
0,260 o, 15 s 54,6 -;:.--~!-
o, 271 0,25 88,3 7Hf7~ 
I 
0,273 0' 198 68,0 
-!~..,~ 
0,259 0,246 84,5 ~HH~ 
' 




0,273 0,268 92,1 
-;Hr~~-
0,270 0, 19~ 




TABLE ~II.31 (contd.) 
SPECIMEN SERIES CMX 
TEMPERATURE 
TREATMENT DRYING DURING HEATING 
INITIAL WATER CONTENT -
VIZ. 
11.64 
592 g = wt 
304 g = 51' 3% 
158 g = 26,7% 
130 g = 22,o% 
r------r-------------------,~------------rr----------------·-------------·~---------~ 
DEFORMATION COMPRESSIVE WATER LO~;s 
Spec. ~----~------~----~~--~S~T~R~E~NG~T~H~~·,~----~-----~------~·----~-----~ 
No. Initial, Strain Strain MPa R ..... _.R I 
"Length ~t-~~ ~HH~ o~-















' ! ~ ! 
r
1














r-2_7_2_,_2-4-------+-----~r4_2~,_72_~-----r----~~~ _3_5_7_8~-------~----~~----~'·--------i Tested at I 
::::: ::::: I i :::: I' i room Temp. I 
I ' 31,87 79,8 r,l\...' ---~-----' : .. .-__ ...;,· ___ !Tested Imm 
! 2 5 1 96 6 •. ::-rJ 1::::'7 l Max. Temp. , 71, -O 32 38 59 , r".. ! 3574 3395 , ,Jo,2 ; 
r------t--'-'---1-----~)--~' -+---w~-.. -.. -r.1 ~. . I Attained l 271,3 -0,29 -0,01 136,17 90,5(-,n.- ii 3589 3416 j29,2 '3566 ; 3,9 (TimeT) 
i 35,31 88,4~f ~i ~ j ! Tested At 
i 271,3 -0,40 36,53 91,4~H~ !i 3590 3329 !44,1 ; ' 
l-----+-----+-------tl------+-----:'--···~----l----i----1---:...-.--!. T + 12 h rs 
! 272,3 -0,42 -0,13 134,28 85,8;-:HH~ :; 3578 3270 ; 52,o 13551 : 4,6 
1 
I 
r---j-, ! ' 
37,471 93,8;>~ •: ' ' i 1 .. Tested At 
~--~----~---411---~' -----)-·----+----·~-----···----,:----, 
271,8 -0,51 141 26 103 31';.;~ ;;; 3592 I 3269 1 54,6 l .; T + 24 hrs . , ' ·~-'----+---·'----'-----:-· ----
2 71 '5 -0,56 j-0,22 b1,87 79,81-lHH~ i~ 3595 I 3273 i 54,4 I 3566 J 4,9 ; 
r---+--~--i:--~~. ~ " I ,--p I 1 l f 
13 i.~.9..! .. :! .. ~J100,5l~ \ I j i Tested At 
14 r-2-7_0_,_5-+-_-o-,-58--1---~39,96 11Do,oi.;H~ i! 3599 
1
1 3245 159,8 j j ; T + 
36 
hrs 




3617 3267 159,1 ! 3585 ~~.------
16 I 3 9' 1 0 9 7' 9 t;~ d -~ At 
l r-::--p j~--:----~--
17 272,8 -0,63 ! 41,26 103,3j'lh< If 3601 3230 
1
62,7 + 36 hrs 







37,72 94,4 nl 1 j I Tested At 
~2-7-2-,-o-+-_-o-,-6-5-+! ---t1-4-0-,4-8-+1-0_1_,_.,3I~H~ 11 3601 3243 l6o, 5 j j ~ T + 36 hrs 
2 71 , 5 -0, 6 5. -0, 2 7 31 • 70 79, 3 t~H~ n:,-_3_5_8_0--+--3-2_1_4_:: 61 , 8 j 354 9 l 5, 9 i + 2 Cyc "Les 
1-----+----i-----ifl---t__,f< ij ! ! !:~-___ l Tested At 
270,3 -0,77 42,55 ~~~3549 3166l64,7j ~ lT+36hrs 
::::: X:X1X1xf~l :::~ 1><J~C2JX + 2 Cyctes 
-l< TESTED HOT TABLE A. I I. 32 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 








DRYING DURING HEATING 
II .65 
PULSE VELOCITY ~YNAMI C Y DUNG' 5 MODULUS POISSON'S RAT! 0 
" ~~--::- R • Fl I I ~He R • n I -:< :,· R • R 
· and I ~:- 1 and ·:e 
~·-~u·. I I ·"·~·-~c I. and """ .. , " I 
m/st;c m/se c 1~ GPEJ ! G Pel ?~ I I ~HH~ 'fa 
--------~--r--~-~~-1 .L __ l--~----!i-~f---1------..J .... -1~~-l-----L~- --
_ir~--~04~----~j___· __ j/29,38 L_lJ~i~~54-~-----~ . 
I I : ' • I r 1 
























---=- ·-- ,-l-~t=l=li-=r= ~----- --
72,2 
85,6 
~0_32_ =-344d--.;6,~J:_:-;:-.. j 29,76 t~L~.r~;.sL·"j~-,268 0,211 72 5 "* 
4011 3544 T-~~;J -::-:H:- T 29,47 23,23 rr~4,5 ·:c·:::.- ~268 0,260 89,3 -lHHe --- -~T ---1 
4011 3417 85,7 L_:_ ~~~_.8517;5_- "J 0,267 0,19~ 67,0 "< 
3948 3464 86,9t····-·· 29,94-~r~~{·--·ec 10,247 0,241 82,8 ·""'" 
3990 3372 84,6 -::--::- 29,18 21,5~ 78,~_j -::--::- 0,267 0,171 58,8 ~Hf 
3990 3464 86,9 ·:HH:· 29,53 22,8~83,2 r::~~- 0,261 0 1 242 83 1 2 ~HHe 
I . 
1-----+---+---t---lf----+--------L ____ '-------!----!11---+--1 









2 9 , 41 21 , o 5 i -:He j:-o-,-2-5=5 -f-_o..._!,:._:.1.:...9....:.;1 r---+-~~::-::--:;-t:-
~-4-09·-7-f--3-51-2-l----t-_-::-::--::-::H~f --tt--3-0-=-,-86_1_2_3...:.,-2·-3 ·+----c,·.:HHe j o,26_.:...7-l._o_!,_2_4~9l---+---:H-H:--t-
29,64 ~X · 0,264 [><[X 
4075 34 79 
3387 3969 
4008 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
TABLE A.II.32 (contd.) 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 






DRYING DURING HEATING 
COMPRESSIVE 




592 9 wt 
304 g = 51' J% 
158 g = 26, 7% 
130 g = 22,o% 
Spec. ~----~------~----1~----S~T~R-E-NG_~~tH._~Ir------r----~--~~----r----






tength ~H< iHH~ % 
mm mm/m mm/m 
Mass 
before 









271,8 39,271 1 l 3550 
~----+---+---·-!!---+---+----!·.. -·--!-----+---4------t-----t No Heating. 
271,8 34m281 3616 Tested at 
1----+------i-----lt---+---+--·--t+-----+---+-----!f-----t------t 
2?3,6 37,03 3548 
Mean - .... jr--
2 72 , 4 3 6 ' 8 6 :! 3 5 71 
Room Temp. 
1,2,3 I' 






35 ,831'.1 89' 7 .H~ j' 3559 Max. Temp. ~2_7_1...;,_o-+_-_o_,;...3_5--t----11-~ 3194 61,7 Attained 
271,8 -0,35 o,ofi 128,6oT-71,6 :r-!H~ l.! 3544- 3199 58,3 3509 5,9 (Time n 
! ~~~------~-----+-----t------r--~~------~ 
40,65j101,B)~ jl Tested At 
,_2_6_9_,_7-+---0-,-5-6-+--
4
.tf-3-8..:.,-4-1 +I 96 ~ :·~ J+~-35_4_8 _ _,...._3_1_5 -0 -+_-6-7-,-2-+------+----t T + 
12 
h rs 
. 272,5 -0,58 o,o9 28,94 1 72,4('···< 11 355o 3152 67,2 3488 1o,5 
---+----+---+---n-----+---·f-··-~j-----+---+---+----+--+----t 





t-2_7_o_, 8--+_-o_,_6_3-+-----,~13_5_,_8_3+-. _89 T*J_ .. _3~_2_5·-+-3_1. 17 168,9 T + 24 hrs 
2 71 '8 -0,58 0,07:1129,46: 73,71·;:-JH .. n 3584 31~6 l 67,2 3537 4,6 
----+-----+----+-----+t---+---f--~·;---···- ·-----t----+------+----+------.. -
l40,65j101,8f.<- lj Tested At 13 
14 
15 
1-----+----!1------it- . --······--·-++-----·..._ ___ ,__-+-----+----1 
273,1 -0,70 135 31 88 4'<:< i: 3594 ' 31911; 67,6 
t-----+----+-----H'i'---'-+--'-+--~·! tlr---+-----i-----t·--__,f-------i T + 36 hrs 
2 71 '3 -0,63 3155 fi9,3 352Ll 6,9 0, 0 8 2 6 , 61 6 6 , 6 "HH< I 3 56 5 
~----+-------t-------+----~----- L l 
16 39,79 99,6? Tested At 
r------+-----+----~----+---~--4~-----~-----lf----~r-----r---~ 
17 272,5 -o,67 43,5sl1o 9 ,1rHc 3581 3169 69,6 r + 36 hrs 
r------+--~--+-----~~--~~~·~~r-----+-----+-~.......,r-----r-----~ 











2 71 '5 -0,62 
269,5 -0,62 
2 70,0 -0,6 7 
2 70,8 -0,71 
2 71 '3 
TESTED HOT 
4 2 , 3 8 1 0 6 , 1 ;..-;:-
0,09 28,77 72,0 
0,09 25,84 




iH~ TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING AND 7 DAYS IN WATER 
3199 70,3 T + 36 hrs 
3132 67,4 3473 8,3 + 2 Cyctes 











DRYING DURING HEATING 




R.R R.R R.R 
and and 
and 
m/sec m/sec GPa GPa 
r------+------+------+-----+--~1-----~r---~-----r--~~-----+----~----r-~ i o, 328 
-------T------+-----+----~~----~----~----+---4 
1 









1 '2 '3 
1 o, 324 3983 24,68 
4 I .. 
5 3969 3270 82,0 ~H~ 24,17 18,41 66,9 ·~H~- I 0, 32 9 0,240 82;5 ~~i~ 
'6 4011 3464 86,9 ~Hi-~~ 24,44 21,51 78,2 -~~-~~~-~*- 0,329 0,267 91,8 -~~~Hr 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
TABLE A.II.33 (contd.) 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
*** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING AND 7 DAYS IN WATER 




TREATMENT DRYING DURING HEATING 
DEFORMATION 
Initiat Strain Strain 
teng th -lH~ ~HH~ 















B(g) tfo i 
! 
1 270' 3 ! 41, DO 3539 








592 9 = wt 
304 g = 51,1fo 
158 g = 26,7% 






~---3--+-2_7_1_,_6~~----+-----~~4-0_,_6_5+----+--~·~3-6_3_2-4-----L____l·li~ _____ l~-----~-R-oo_m __ T_e_m_p_. 
! I Mean 1 2 3 2 71 '6 ' ' 40,48 355 7 
' i, 
4 34,80 87,1 :~ 1----~~-----:-'-----l Tested Imm. 
"" l . : 1 Max. Temp. 
5 2 71 , 8 -0, 2 5 3 7, 9 0 94 , 9 ~l~3_5_9_9-l-__ 31_7_8_1-_7_1.-, _1 _, ______ ,•.___-! Attained 
l---6--t-_2_7_D...:.'-5--t---o...:':....2_9-+ __ o :....' 6_1-i 3D, 15 75, 5 tHH~ [l-3_5_2_o-+_3_1_2_o_!-_6..:..7~, _6 _\_, __ 3_5_0_2_!1~...-_3 :....' o_1_<_T_i_m_e_T_) _ 1 
7 42,72 106,9~:~ li ~~ Tested At 
8 I 26 9, 1 - o, 4 6 34 , 11 8 6 , 9 ~~~~_l1,__3_5 -6 3--+-31_5_o_l r----r-----4 
~---4----·1----.fl---+---+--rt~--+----·r-----~-----r----l T + 12 hrs 
1---9-+ I. _2_6_9_;_,_o-+-_-_o.;..., 4_5_l-_o...;'_;_7_3_H_2_5..:..,_84-!--6-4_, _7j"'!Hf i! 35 75 3151 ~._: 35 52 ! 3, 9 I 
10 t-----t----l----tl-1_41_,'-1_7-t-10_3-:,_1"'.~-'~--1tj1 l __ --t---l___ w Tested At ~ 
11 269,0 -0,40 31,70 79,3[:_Jj3501 3080171,1\ l IT+24hrsi 
1 2 2 71 • 8 _ o , 4 7 o, 5 3 2 7 • 9 o 6 9 , 8 .;~H~ n 3 5 8 2 316 7 1 70 • 1 ; 3 56 7 M 1 
1----+----+----+---til---+---l----l-, L_'!" I I ! 
13 40 14 100,5 •~ I I l Tested At i 
14 272,8 -0,46 34,45 86,2-:H~ I 3566 3145 171,1! ! IT+ 36 hrs I! 
l--15_-r_z_7_o;_,_o--t __ -o_;_,5_3_+ __ o~,5-6~~2-7..:..,_2_2+-6-8:....,~1r** ~~~-_3_5_5_6__..._3_1_3_a_r:_7_o;_,6_\,_3_5_3_3_i1~3-':....9_!1 __ ~-----l 
17 271,5 -0,47 33,25 83:2 :H~ ., 3539 L__,· 16 I 41,34 103 5~:~ i 3124 ~~ 1,· f--1,! TTe+ste3d6 hArts ll 
~-:-:-~~--2=7=3:,-6_-_~r---=o:.=4-9_~~---_o=,=6-6_~~r:=:=:=:_4_8:1=:=:=:=~:;=,~=,~~#.J-3-6-32~~3-2_0 __ 3 I ~ 3,2 1 ~.:t::c:: I 
20 270,0 -0,60 31,70 79,31'~" 13555 3235!70,9! t-----1T+ 36hrs 
~-~-+---:....--+---~· 
21 66 .arh<1< j 3552 ' I + 2 cyctes 
270,0 -0,63. 0,46 1_2_6_,_7_0+----r~' I 3138169,9 L 2,4 Tested At , 22 
23 
24 
1--2_6_8_, -2 --t--_-0-, -6-3 -f----r,: 28 ' 77 ;;;-!I 34 8 6 306 6 I 70' 9 ci T + 36 hrs 
269,7 -0,61 0,42 127,04 ~:HH~ 3551 3122 72,5 T 3521 [ 5,1 + 2 Cyctes 
270,5 XIX X 1XX 3556 1XJXJ><JX I 
{~ TESTED HOT 
TABLE A. II. 34 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 












DRYING DURING HEATING 
DYNAMIC YOUNG'S MODULUS 
and 





1 3969 29,25 0,256 
2 3928 29,58 0,226 
-~~--~----~-----J.----J.!~~~!-----+----+-~ 
t---3--1----39_6 __ 9 __ 11_ -----lr----r---:l_2_9_,_8_8-+-----l----+---il-o-,_2_36-l·---+--+--; 
Mean 
of 










3956 29,57 0,246 
~;H~ -~~~~ ~~·:~-
r--3_92_8_1 __ 2_75_1_~_6_9_,0_:~~~~-2-9~,~7-1-+-14~,~4-2-+-52~,~4-+--~~-0~,_2_4_3-f-0~,_1_5_1r-5_1~,~9+-~ 
~-3-9-90--~3--4-64-~--8-6-,9-;~'*_-:~·-:c~l! 29,29 +J-1_9_,9_2-+-7-2-,4--~-'c--:c-'c4~o-,_2=5=8=:0~::2~9~9:_1 __ D_2:,~7~-~-c-i-~~'~~ 
4011 2 8 75 72, 1 'H:· 2 9, 38 14, 58 53, 0 -:H: j_o...:_, _2_6 9--f_0...:_,_2_1-19 ~7~5..!.,..::.3-t-:;-,-l;;-;H;-~I 
r---3 9-9-0--!'-3-4_4_8_+-8-6-, -5 -t--.;_::·-,-·l~"TC-"_ -~~ 2 9 , 31 I 1 8 , 79 6 8 , 3 . _.;_c·_:c·:_:· -n'i_o_:, __ 2_6 _8 -t-0_:.,_3_2 _21-1_1_0...:.'..::.7-1-'*·_::--:-lf· 
l---39_4_8--1!-2_6_7_4_-+-6-7-,-1-+-,;.-.,;.--1128. 70 ~ 4 7,1 "* I _ _;:O:.z..=..25;:_7'--t-=OL.1'-'=0=3+-~ -lH~ 
3928 3464 86,9 -lHH~ .128,74 1_19,34 70,3 ?HH~ r0,258 0,314 107,9 -:HH~ 
~----4----+----+-----+-----r~~------. T--4~~~~--~__:.~r-_, 
1 3 I ~ _ I ____ ,-11-----1--1---1---l 
14 3948 2791 70,0 -lH~ 129,25 I 13,26 148,~ I ,,.,, 0,250 0,234 80,4 -:H:-
1 5 1---3-9 9-0-1--3-4 6-4---t--8 6-·,-9-JI-_7:--:•--:7"::; i~c--~ 2 9, 53 11 9, 6 9 171 , 6 . lHH~ _ 0, 2 61 0, 30 711 05 , 51-lHH~ 
__il __ j_ I I l _j~--~-16 
17 
18 
~--3-9-0--8--t-2-6_4_6_+--6-6-,4--t---::--,· 1129,29 [12, 37 45,0 J iHf ~,236 0,207 71,1 "* 
3928 34-79---t-8-7-,-3--t--:-:,~~,h:- ,j 29, 88·-~ 19,5 7 71,2 t:·:fT l D, 241 0, 315 1 DB, 2 -lHH<-
1---1-9 ---1----+----+----t---11 I_ l I.._I_J_--fl---+---'--1 
20 3928 2731 68,5 -::--:~ 1129,57 113,11 147,71_ ',He 1'0,242 _D,399J137.1 -lH~ 
:: ~~3~9~4~8 ~:~34~4~8~~~~--8-6~, _-5._-:_-=:_·. ,-:-::,_,~-1H!·-. 2-8-, 8-4-111 9, o6 ~ 6 9, 3 I ''~"T, 2 6o o, 3151108, 2! *::~ 
23 3948 2781 I '"OCJ 28,12 112,67J I_""_ID,267 0,251 




3955 [><~ ,129,24 [XX1 · 0 • 255 1XIL 
L-----~--~~~--~----~---~----~ 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
TABLE A.II.34 (contd.) 
-~~~~ TESTED [[l1~D AFTER HEAT.ING 
-:HH:- TESTED COLD AFTfJl HEATING 1\ND 7 DAYS IN WATER 
I I. 70 
SPECIMEN SERIES CMX INITIAL WATER CONTENT = 592 g = w t 
TEMPERATURE : 400°[ VIZ. 
j:: 
= 304 g = 51,3% 
TREATMENT DRYING DURING HEATING = 158 g 26 '7% 
= 130 g = 22 ,o% 
DEFORMATION COMPRESSIVE WATER LOSS HEAT 
Spec. STRENGTH TREATMENT 
No. Initiat Strain Strain MPa R.R Mass Mass 8 - B Mass 8 - c 
tenQth J,~~~- ~HH~ r1!.. before after wt after wt fw 
mm mm/m mm/m heat heat wett. 
A(g) B(g) % C(g) % 
1 271' 9 43,07 3599 No Heating. 
2 2 72,4 41,00 3563 Tested at 
....... 
3 270,8 42' 73 3559 Room Temp. ___ .. _ 
r---.. ·· 
Mean 2 71 '7 42,26 3584 1,2,3 
--·- -
4 35' 14 88,0 '} l Tested Imm. 
5 2 72' 0 1, DB 27' 99 70,1 1*-l~ 3628 3162 78' 7 
Max. Temp. 
Attained 
~~~H~ ' 6 269,2 0,94 2,42 25,49 63,8 356 3 3109 76 '7 3533 5,1 (Time T) 
7 36 '17 90,5 " 
,, Tested At 
8 270,3 0,84 27' 56 69,0 ~-{~ 3629 3160 79,2 T + 12 hrs 
9 271 '0 1,99 3,40 27,56 69,0 ""'' .. ~ 3116 79' 7 3561 4,6 --· --!---
10 36,43 91,2 :~ . Tested At 
11 270,0 1 '35 26,61 66,6 "* 13565 3098 78,9 T + 24 hrs -
12 270,5 1 '1 3 2,64 27' 91 6 9 ' 9 -::-lH:- ! L-2~~ 3126 78 '0 3561 4,6 .,_ 
13 34 '80 8 7' 1 ~~~ I i . Tested At ----I 
2 70' Ei h~.< 
I. 
14 2,33 26,01 65,1 3599 3119 81 '1 T + 36 hrs 
15 2 70' 3 1 '17 2,62 29' 89 74,8 
~~·~~i~ 
3526 3063 78,2 3505 3,5 
16 35' 74 89,5 •< Tested At 
17 2 70,3 2,17 25,41 63,6 ;~-~}- 3519 3044 80,2 T + 36 hrs 
18 2 71 '5 1 '78 2' 73 26,36 66,0 
~~~Kr 3579 3095 81 '8 3565 2,4 + 1 cycte 
19 33,16 83,0 •< Tested At 
20 270,8 1 '24 29,54 73,9 
::?~ 356 7 3095 79' 7 T + 36 hrs 
21 jf·, .... ,, + 2 Cyctes 270,8 1,02 2 '57 26,53 66,4 35 72 3099 79' 9 3548 4' 1 
22 
'( Tested At 
23 2 70,0 1 ,4 7 29' 71 
H< ' . 3562 3080 81 ,4 T + 36 hrs 
24 2 71 '0 1 '29 2,64 28,94 
'*'-{~~~-
3552 3081 79,6 3533 3,2 + 2 Cyctes 
Mean 'X X X IX X 3574 [>( !,X IX X 1-24 270,5 
* TESTED HOT TABLE A.II.35 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 














































3969 2059 51,6 
4053 3561 89,3 
4032 21 53,8 
4075 3663 91,9 
4053 2043 51' 2 
4053 3646 91,4 
3990 1905 4 7, B 
4075 3699 92,8 
-
4011 1832 45,9 
3928 3592 90,1 
4053 1934 48,5 





TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
CMX 
400°C 
DRYING DURING HEATING 












~:-~~- 27,52 7,59 27,6 
-3(--~f-
~Hf-1~ 27,42 19,76 71,9 -~;.-~~-1~ 
. 
-~:--:~ 28,04 7' 71 28,0 
-~H~ 
1~- .;~--.r 27,63 22,15 80,5 ~:-1~ .;~ 
1~--~~- l 27,01 6' 8 7 25,0 1~-~~ ,_ 
-:r-:Hr 27,57 21,32 77,5 
-;H~--;~-
-:Hr 2 7, 25 4,15 15,1 
if.-.. -
-~i-1Hi- I 26,99 22,25 80,91 :,:--~Hi-
' 
;:-1~- 26,60 4,94 18,0 
-~f--j( 
;:--;;--;~- r26,84 20,22 73,5 
1H:-;;-
-
1'"-j( 27,52 5, 71 10,8 
1Hr 
~: -;~-H- i 26,63 20,85 75,8 1H:--~r 
;:--~;- 27,32 5,25 ;;..;;. 














I o, 3oo 
I 
0,291 0,205 70,4 
{H(-
0,305 0,324 111,3 ~~;Hr 
0,299 0,251 86,3 ~~--~r 
0,306 0,306 105,2 
-jf-?i--ii-
0,309 0,250 85.9 
iH~ 
D,304 0' 316 1 DB, 6 
1~-1~-;r 
0,298 0,366 125,8 
-3i--3( 
0,309 0,307 105,5 
-3Ht-ii-
ID,303 0,292 100,3 
;Hi-
I -3i--3Hi-j0,2BB 0,322 1.1 o, 7 
v v 
0,302 0,284 97,6 
i~"H" 




o, 307 1f-1Ht 
0,302 t>< ~ 
TABLE A.II.35 (contd.) 
*** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING AND 7 DAYS IN WATER 
I I. 72 
SPECIMEN SERIES CMY INITIAL WATER CONTENT -- 553 g = wt 
TEMPERATURE 70°C VIZ. 
t:: 
= 284 g = 51''$ 
TREATMENT SATURATED DURING = 14 7 g = 26,6% 
HEATING = 122 g = 22' 1% 
DEFORMATION COMPRESSIVE WATER LOSS HEAT 
Spec. STRENGTH TREATMENT 
No. Initiat Strain Strain MPa R.R Mass Mass A - B Mass A - c 
"Length ~}~~ -IHH~ d!. tefore after wt after wt ;~ 
mm mm/m mm/m heat heat wett. 
A(g) B(g) % C(g) % 
" 
1 272 ,o 39,19 3663 i No Heating) 
273,1 41' 77 3702 
I 
Tested at 2 ' 





272 '6 40,65 3667 j 
1 '2' 3 I I 
I I 
4 33' 76 88,4 .~ ! l Tested Imm. 
5 106,2 
vv . l I Max. Temp. 271 '0 0,10 40,57 1\"H" 3626 3629 -0,5 Attained 
6 2 71 '5 0,10 0,09 43,07 112,7 
~r-:HE- 3613 3615 -0,4~ -1,5 (Time T) 
7 I 32' 73 85, 7'~~ ! Tested At 
8 I 272' 3 0,12 38,41 100,5 :H~ I 3704 3702. +0,4 T + 12 hrs. ......__ 
9 
!v •~v ·l 
I ! 271 '3 0,15 0' 15 39' 02 1 0 2 1 ,,~, ,. ' . 3641 3638 +0,5 364 3 -0,4 ' ' I 
92, 7i-~~ r ' l l 10 35,4 0 I Tested At " ..__,_ , 
I 11 272' 3 0,19 36 '69 96 '0 '''"'~ 3613 3611 +0,4 1 T + 24 hrs 
12 ·jH~i~ I( 3681 3685 271 '8 0,20 0,18 38,93 101 '9 3685 0,7 o,o -
13 35,66 93,4 ~~ Tested At . 
14 271 '8 0,21 34 '54 90,4 ~~~r 3686 3682 +0,7 .T + 36 hrs 
15 271 '8 39 '28 102,8 
~i~~~-:~ 
3659 3655 +0, 7 3661 -0,4 ! I 0,18 0' 17 ! 
16 37,81 99 '0~~ I I I Tested At 
' 
17 270,0 0,22 36,26 94 '9 
;~;~ 3632 3628 +0,7 T + 36 hrs 
r·· .. ,~ + 1 cycl,e 18 270,0 0,20 0,21 37,90 9 9 '2 .~,. ' 3619 3613 + 1 '1 3620 -0,2 
19 37,81 99 0~ Tested At ' I i! J 
liu-'~ I + 36 20 273' 1 0,21 36,26 94,9r" 1 36 71 3669 0,4 : T hrs 
21 2 73' 1 0,20 0,21 37,90 99,2 t:H~~~ n 3649 3645 1 0,7 3651 -0,4 + 2 Cycl,es . h 
22 
t~, I j : Tested At 
~H~ ' l 23 270,8 0,18 38,93 3600 3590 ! -1,8 T + 36 hrs :1 
:~~~~~ ' ! + 2 Cycl,es 24 271 '3 - - - 3640 - - - -
Mean 
2 71 '5 X iX iX IX IX 3645 IX ~XJX 1.:24 
'' TESTED HOT TABLE A.II.36 
\ ** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 









SATURATED DURING HEATING 
DYNAMIC YOUNG'S MODULUS 
R.R 
I I. 73 
POISSON'S RATIO 
R.R 
and -~~~ R - R I " ~;; 
~------l--m_l_s_e_c_+ __ ml_s_e_c~~--%--+------li ___ G_P_a~~G~P-·a--+-_% __ ~----*-------~'c_i~_i:--4--f-o __ +---4 










30,15 ·-··- --+---:--lr;-;, 8 3 
Mean J 
~-1 -~_;_, _3 -+--4-0_2_5--+-----~1--------!---ll-2-8_,_8_4--11 ----lil--o-,_2_9_0--1-----+-----+---1 
4 
5 
l-------l---l----1-1----il J _j----1!:---+----1---f---1 
f---4_0_1_1_+--_3 9_9 __ o_ ~ 9 iH<- Jl_ 2 7, 8 3 _j
1
_2_6_:_, _4 _o_ -l---9_4~,_3-J..-_;_,;,_-~!-o_:_, _2 _9 _6 -+0_:':_3_1_1+1_1_1_:_, _1 +--i~-lic 
6 4032 3990 99 9 ~-:HH<- 1127 52 ~~ 27 84 97,6 -:H:-::- ,.0,302 0,291 103,9 -:HH< 
1--------1--------l------+-----'-- 1.. ' - . ' ----H------+----+----+----l 





















4P75 3908 I 92!._8_ "''"''" j/128,30 ~~~~ 90,2 >H~ jo,307 o,3DO 101,1 .;H< 
40'3 13969 199-:J ~<'<~' f7,62 127,031 92,8 Hl' 0,304 0,300 107,1 *** 
~_1 __ 3848 I 96,3 ~~~'__,j28,36 25,89 89, 7_ .;:-i:- 0,286 0,289 103.2 ,:-:::: 
4032 3928 I 98,3 A: 27,49 27,39 95,2 **'* 0,309 0,291 103,9 
4032 3908 97,8 ~ ,,;::: ~~7,58 25,071 92,2 lH< 0,308 0,318 113,6 




3 8 8 8 9 7 , 3 -:H~ 2 7, 5 1 2 5 , 1 6 9 0 , 0 ;c;c 0 , 31 3 0 , 311 :111 , 1 
-~~~-~~~~~--~~-+~~~~:~---+~--~~-ri~H:~-i~ 
3969 99,3 iHH:- 28,65 26,91 90,7 -:HH< 10,294 0,301 107,5 
4075 3879 97' 1 28,21 25,98 88,3 
-~~-~~ 
0,304 0,314 112,1 
4032 3943 98,7 28,22 26,61 92,4 0,294 0' 300 10 7' 1 
4011 3848 26,66 25,44 
-~~~} 
0,309 0,295 
4075 28,50 0,300 
4043 27,88 0,302 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
TABLE A.II.36 (contd.) 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 








INITIAL WATER CONTENT 
\iiZ. 
I I. 74 
553 9 = wt 
28,4 g = 51,3% 
14 7 g 26,6% 
122 g = 22,1% 
COMI:~RESS IVE \~ATER to~;s , HEAT 
Spec. ~--~-----~----~1 STRENGTH TYl TREATMENT 
MPa R.R l Mass Mass lA-B Mass lA-C 
% I tefore after I wt I after I wt 
1 heat heat 1 . wett. i 
No. Initial, Strain Strain 
1,ength -:He iHHr 
mm/m mm/m mm 
I j, A(g) IB(g) I % I C(g) : % 
1======1=======:f===::.J:=====IF===:J===='==: =f· I I i 
: ::::: I ::::: f--ti :::~ H ; ! ! ~:s:::t~~g,l 
3 t--2_7_0_,_8--:r----r-----l~-3-6-,-52-+i---~~~ 3524 I j i · 
1
J Room Temp. l 
1----1-----+----+-~l---1-----'--P i ; , ~~ 









1 ___ [__lJ 352 7 i ----:-! ---l-'-----1 
4 t-----11-----1----1 25,41 66,5 LIJ I ; : II Tested ImmJ 
5 272,0 0,12 126,87170,3 f;:--::- 1_1 3503 j 3500 T!. ·o,5: l Max. Temp. 
1 
t-------lr----l----t~·--~· __ ...__ . l At-tained l 
1----6 -+--2_7_1_, _5 -+_o_,_1_2_+ ___ o_, _1-t3 ~ 82, 1 ;*''* i_1 34 9 8 J 34 95 [ o, 5 ! 34 9 7 [ o, 2 I (Time T) :.: 
7 I 24,37~~::- iJ I I ) I j Tested At l 
8 ,_i _2_7_4_,_6--i_o_,_1_9-l----l~l~~-~-J': fl 3554 ·: 3548 ~~L----·l-! ---~ T + 12 hrs ~ 
I---9-+-_2_7_D_,_3-+_o_,_1_7 __ l-_o_,_1_6_ul-3_o_,_7_5
4
j_8_o_,_5_:._":--":_-::_!l 3522 J 3520 : 0,4 I 3521 i 0,2 l l 
l-.,...----lf---..,..--~---4~l~:.~ .. f: ~-l I : ; !:--· T_e_s_t_e_d_A_t _ : 10 
11 
12 
273,1 0,20 1 31,78)!83,2 ~-::-.;:- ~-~~ 3624 .! 3618! 1,1; ; 
t-------1----+----l+--- T + 24 hrs , 
273,1 0,18 0,19 ~30,40179,6 ;-:HH< :; 3612 l 3607\ 0,9; 3610 0,4 J 
1--1-3-+------1-----j1!.. ---t·l:,_ 3_1_,_5_2_1::-8-2-,-5-!·:-_,*"--p ! : l ~-T-e_s_t __ e_d_A_t_ 
14 2 7 3 ' 8 0 2 0 I 3 2 ' 9 0 i 8 6 ' ;]-::--:: P.. 3 5 6 4 I 3 5 6 0 i 0 ' 7 I : ' 1--_;_---il--..:.'--~---+1-----.:.--! l_ _:__: 1 \ T + 36 hrs i 




31 ,87 83,4 r:*" !! II I l i ~ Tested At ,! 
;:;-::----i( 3 50 0 ! i i i 
l--2_7_1;...,8--lf--o_;_,_2_D_!-----++-3-4_;_,_8_D-l-9-1"'"",1--+[-::~-::;-*"-H 3502 o,4: ; _! T + 36 hrs ~ 
272,8 0,18 0,19 31,18 81,6 l__)j 354213539 i 0,51 3540 j 0,4 ! + 1 cycl,e 
1--1-9-:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~:~-3_3~,~7~6:·~8~8~,-4~~~ ~ j ! f Tested At l 
20 270,3 0,19 ./ 33,33 87,3 :~H< ~~ 35171 3513( 0, 7) ' ! T + 36 hrs! 
l--2_1_+-_2_7_3_,_1-+_o_,_1_9_;_-l--o_,_2_o-H-3-1_,_6_1-t-8-2_,_7-ii~J 3 6 o o J 3 59 9 ! o , 2 ; 3 59 9 ~ o , 2 : + 2 C yc te s :
1 
i-:c /! : i I Tested At .! 22 
23 
24 
1--2-72-,-5--1-D-,-2-0--1---tt!-3_6_,_0_0-1"-----11~1 3653 3555 j 1,4 ! ! ! T + 36 hrs f 
273,8 0,22 0,22 33,59 r'HJ~~621 3613 ~~ 3621 .[><JD,O ~ + 2 Cycl,es ~ 
Mean 272,5 XX/IV/"'-(1
1
X ,J 3554 ~> Y ! 
1.__1_.:_24--~--J.:...--__;:t;....__-"-'1/"·, ',j~ ~/ ~A~J I i 
TESTED HOT 
TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
TABLE A. II. 37 











SATURATED DURING HEATING 











0,286 0,294 105 ,o ~H~ 
10,299 o, 304 108,6 ~~~~Ht 
0,296 0,304 108,6 ~~{*" 
.1 o, 303 0,304 108,6 {!-~~-{*· 
·--
11 79,9 
~i--~~ 0,241 0,294 105,0 ~~~~ 
12 74' 5 
-;;..-~i- -~i- 0,298 o, 320 114,3 ~~{~-i~ 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING TABLE A.II.37 (contd.) 
*~ TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
-lHH<- TESTED CO!_D AFTER HEATING AND 7 DAYS IN WATER 
I I. 76 
SPECIMEN SERIES CMY INITIAL WA1 ER CONTENT -- 553 g = 11t 
\iiZ. 
(:: 
-- 284 g 
-- 14 7 g 
-- 122 g 
TEMPERATURE 
TREATMENT DRYING DURING HEATING 
DEFORMATION COMPRESSI~r WATER to~:s J HEAT 
STRENGT!L_j i )---· j TREATMENT 
MPa R. R ! Mass Mass 1 A - B I Mass 1 A - C \ 
c1. I' t f ft I w 11 ft I w j i" e ore a er: t a er, t 
Spec. ~--~----·r---41 
No. Initia"L Strain Strain 
"L e n g t h ~~~( ~r.;i-~~ 
mm/m mm/m mm : heat heat I ! wett. 1 
l_. A(g) IB(g) % C(g) % i 
~==1==~=2=71=,=1~====~~~==~~-F3=6=,=69=~====!1====~ 3~------~-----~-----J=N=o==H=e=a~=~i=n=g~o 
2 1--2_7_0_,_6_,_ ____ ·1------!139, 79 Lll 35 74 J [ 1 Tested at 
3 272,5 !38,93 Lll 3648 I ; j Room Temp. 
~-M-e_a_n-4----+------+~----~~~----~~,1~---~ ~~! -----4~------'------------·------i---------
1 , 2 , 3 211,4 · 138,531 ) l.~· _3_6_o_7-{l ____ \., __ ...; ________ f-____ _ 
4 1~1h2,9o1 l 86,1 ~~:~ 1
1
_1.· I i ,  : Tested Imm.; 
5 269,7 -o, 26 I l4o, 14!1 o5, 1 ~~-::- ·'--3_5_4_1--t--3-4_3_7_/,_1-. s-,-B__, _______ , _____ j ~~~;i~=~P· 









I J 33' 941' BB' sr< ;-·-· ---r---r-----:------'-----1 Tested At 
-0,29 l37,21 97,4·:H< 3621 3477 i 26,0 j T + 12 hrs i 
0' 04 ! 35' 141 92 'D:-lHH< .._3_5_9_8-:_3_4_5_3_,_2_6_,'-2-~-3-5-,-7-1_.__4 __ , 9- I -0,26 
~------~----~---~1 ,!_3_6_,_1_7~·~-9_4~,~7-'r"·-:r __ ; _____ ~------r----~-----~._----· Tested At 
1-
__ 2_72_, 5--r---o_,_3_3_':-1' ----~J1111_4_2_,_3_s ,1_11 o, 9i_.>:·-l< .: 3615 3445 ! 3D, 7 · .. _________ , ____ _. __ ; T + 24 hrs f 
2 71 , B -0, 32 I 0, 05 !3 7, 9 0 ! 9 9, 2 ;"HH< 
1 
_3_6_1_3--' ___ 3_44_6 __ ,_3_0_,_2_..:; __ 3_5_9_2 __ ,_3-'-, B _________ ___:: 
13 1-----~~---~:--· ___ 4 ,35,31! 92,4:·:< !_: ___ ;_,. ____ '-----r---------: Tested At 
14 270,0 -0,34 I 1146,34 j121 ,3~-l<-::- ; 3531 3354 I 32,0 ; 
1-----~~----:-----fi , .""" ,-·._ __ _, ___ :---r--------' T + 36 hrs ! 
l----1_5 __ +-_2_7_1_,o_+---o_,_3_6_rj_o_,o_s_!P6,oo j 94,2:"'"'"'- ::.3604 3426 ; 32,2 3573 5,6 




I--2-7_D __ ,_s--lf---o_,_3_7_:1-____ _,j43, 75 !114,5r:H:- i 3593 3392 :36,3 ; T + 36 hrs; 
2 70, B -0, 33 ! D, DB i 35,66 i 93,4 (;-:H< , _3_6_2_6-+ __ 34_3_4 __ ~,_3_4_,_7_1~ _3_5_9_7 __ , __ 5_,_2-:'_+ __ 1 __ c_y_c_"L_e-' 
19 1-------1----+'-----t:-41_d1 0 7, B f.~j __ _, ________ 1._ ----"----' 
3338 36,5 
Tested At j 
T + 36 hrs ; 20 270,3 -0,38! 1l43,06,112,7~oH< ~l 3540 
I---2_1 __ +-_2_7_D_,o_+---o_,_3_6---j.l 0,08 rl37,90 t 99,2~~) 3579 l 3384 35,3 13553 ; 
1------~----i~~~--_j .1:~~" !-f1:~ -~----r----"----: TTe+ste36d hArts:,: 
! 




271,3 -0,39 ,~ ·,c;,- IJ~ 3428:34,4 I 
272,0 -0,37 ~'~/ ~7/. (:~ .. :_~?.:j 3594 J 3397 : 35,6. J 3558 ·~ + 2 CycLes j 
271 
.a XA x,> '"61-=J:s<i:?:~JA~----t L---~---~--~-~-~
-l< TESTED HOT 
TAELE A.II.38 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
-lHH~ TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING AND 7 DAYS HJ WATER 
I I. 78 
SPECIMEN SERIES CMY I NIT! AL WATER CONTENT = 553 g wt 
TEMPERATURE 100°[ VIZ. 
(:: 
= 284 g 51' 3% 
TREATMENT DRYING DURING HEATING = 14 7 g = 26,6% 
= 122 g 22' 1% 
DEFORMATION cm1PRESS IVE WATER LOSS HEAT 
Spec. STRENGTH TREATMENT 
No. Ini t;ia1., Strain Strain MPa R.R Mass Mass 8 - B Mass 8 - c 
l.ength -!~~~ iHH~ ct. before after wt after wt t~ 
mm mm/m mm/m heat heat wett. 
A(g) B(g) % C(g) % 
1 272,6 41 '34 3654 No Heating. 
2 270,9 37' 64 
+587 
Tested at 
3 2 73' 7 40,66 --- 3668 Room Temp. 
Mean ~111 363~ 1,2,3 272,4 
-----~~--
4 31 , 1 8 8 1 , 6 i:< 1 Tested Imm 
5 2 71 '3 -0,19 36,52 95,6 A·~<- 3558 3376 32,9 
Max. Temp. 
Attained 
6 273' 3 -0,18 0,0 32' 38 84,8 
~~~H~ 366 3 34 85 32' 2 3646 3,1 (Time T) 
7 32' 56 05,2 :< 'I Tested At lt 
8 2 72,8 -0,35 35 '83 93,8 :H< .J 3673 3409 4 7, 7 T + 12 hrs 
I 
9 2 72' 0 -0,37 -0,13 32' 38 84,8 -lHi-l<· ~~ 3610 3319 55,9 3554 4,7 
I 10 34 • 19 89. 5 > lk Tested At 
~ 11 2 71 ,5 -0,44 39,79,104,2 ':~~'<li 0 3581 3266 57' 0 T + 24 hrs . 
12 2 70' 8 -0,48 -0,20 30,32/ 7~Tf 3606 3288 57' 5 3580 4,7 
13 3 7, 041 9 7, 0 >< II I Tested At 
. ~----- . 
39,45103,3i;H:- 1: I 14 272,5 -0,60 3597 3274 58,4 T + 36 hrs 
15 2 72' 3 -0,50 -0,20 30,15 
h:--~~;~ I 
78,9 1 3589 3258 59,9 3568 3,8 
16 37' 72 98' 7 ~:- ! Tested At 
17 271 '3 -0,65 38,76i1o·J,5 ~*"~~ 3649 3302 62,7 T + 36 hrs 
18 2 72,0 -0,54 -0,20 33' 76 88,4 
;~-~~~r 3566 3236 59,7 3543 4,2 + 1 cycl.e 
19 40,48 1 06 '0 ::- Tested At 
20 2 70,5 -0' 6 7 40,65 106,4 
;~-~i- 3645 3294 63' 5 T + 36 hrs 
21 2 71 '8 -0,65 -0,21 29,46 
:~R-;-('"'l\'" 
77' 1 I 35 79 3236 62,0 3556 4,2 + 2 Cycl,es 
~F- I Tested At 22 
23 2 71 '3 -0,61 41 ,DO 
,H!· 3590 3224 66,2 T + 36 hrs 
24 2 72' 3 -0,59 -0,23 30,15 
~r-;~;(~ 
3560 3206 64,0 35 33 4,9 + 2 Cycl.es 
Mean 
2 71 '8 IX [X [X IX X, I 3604 [X [X IX X 1-24 
TESTED HOT TABLE A.II.39 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 







































THEA TMENT DRYING DURING HEATING 




-!:· and ~: and 
-~~ -~i-1( ~H:~t 
m/sec m/sec GPa GPa % . 
4032 29,02 --
I r 29,83 4053 I 
' 4032 30,11 
+ 
29,65 l 4040 
I I 
~23,80 I . -- ~":~: 4011 3544 88,7 I -::--::-I 1-JH:--::--: 1 2 9 , 92] 2 8 , 1 3 -4011 3699 92,6 -J\i''' 
4011 3448 86,3 
__j_j 
"" I .".-'C ' 29,40 23,76 83,7 -~H(-
4053 3594 90,0 -~~·~~-~-- 30,11 24,60 86,6 -:~--~H:-
4032 3448 86,3 
-~H:- ~23,04 81,1 ;:;: 
3990 3512 87 9 1-lHH:- -- 56 23 85 84,0 ;~--):;: R· .. 
! 29 88 22 87 
1---· 




L , , 
3990 3495 87 5 -:H:-::- I' 29 38 ]23 47 82,6 -;t-:H:-
I . - bl. 
-~"" 
I "" I 3990 3432 85,9 -"·-,c 30 54 !22 6 7 179 f 8 I -,m I ' ' )._ .-




I I 1- - I 
~ 
?H*-
3969 3417 85,5 29,38 22,41 79,8 l 




4032 3448 ;~--~: 29,86 22,27 
;~-;~-
4032 3448 -~~-iHi- 29' 14 23,08 
-~H:-;: 
4020 [X [>( 29,64 )<J IX 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
** TESTED COI_D AFTER HEATING 








II o, 212 
I O, 269 
0,275 
1 o;282 o, 213 76,1 iH~ 
I 
~r;Hr ,0,267 0,205 73,2 
0,277 o, 172 61,4 ~H~-
0,270 o, 246 87,9 
-i~-iH~· 
0,264 0,164 58,6 
-i(-~( 
0,265 0,234 8 3, 6 
;:-~:;: 
0,265 o, 171 61,1 ;:-~~-
0,263 0,238 85,0 -:H(~~ 
0,253 o, 183 65,4 
;:~;: 
0,274 0,260 92,9 
{:-;:;: 
l 
0,268 0,186 66,4 
;:;: 
0,270 0,254 90,7 ii-ii-i*' 




0,268 X X 
TABLE A.II.39 (contd.) 
II.80 
SPECIMEN SERIES CMY INITIAL WATER CONTENT = 553 g = wt 
0 
!:: 
51,3% TEMPERATURE 150 c VIZ. = 284 g = 
TREATMENT DRYING DURING HEATING = 14 7 g = 26,6% 
= 122 g 22,1% 
DEFORMATION COMPRESSIVE WATER LOSS HEAT 
Spec. STRENGTH TREATMENT 
No. Initiat Strain Strain MPa R.R Mass Mass 8 - B Mass A - c 
tength ~~~r o!HH~ 61, before after wt after wt /¥ 
mm mm/m mm/m heat heat wett. 
A(g) B(g) % C(g) % 
1 271 '3 38,07 3581 No Heating. 
2 272,8 37,21 I 3609 Tested at -· 
3 272' 0 39,28 3592 Room Temp. 
-·-~-, ·--····· Mean 
1,2,3 272,0 38,17 i 3594 
-·-f 
4 33' 76 88,4 :~ ' Tested Imm ' 
5 2 71 '0 ~H~ 65,5 
Max. Temp. 
-0,23 38,84 101 '7 3648 3341 Attained 
6 2 71 '0 -0,23 -0,06 30,83 80,7 
i"~H~ 3587 3283 55,0 3565 4,0 {Time T) 
7 35 '74 93,6 :~ I Tested At 
8 270' 3 -0,53 38' 76 101,5 ,ri~ .. ..l 3495 3128 66,4 T + 12 hrs 
9 272,0 -0,53 -0,05 
;Hri~ I 3633 3254 68,5 3610 4,2 29,97 78,5 --1 I 10 37,04 97' 0 .~ Tested At 
11 273,3 -0,60 38,33 100,3 rH~ 36 31 3253 68,4. T + 24 hrs ·--· -
12 272 '5 -0,54 -0,09 30,321 79,4 
-!H~~!· 
36 71 330fJ 6 7' 1 3648 4,2 
+---··· ··-
13 38,93 101 91~ Tested At 
41,08 !107,5->Hc ,.. ' 14 272,5 -0,62 3598 3221 68,2 T + 36 hrs 
15 272,3 -0,62 -0,05 30' 75 80,5 ~~~"~" 3570 3205 66,0 3551 3,4 
16 37,04 9 7' 0 :~ Tested At 
17 271 ,o -0,58 42,72 111,8 }~~f 3623 3237 69' 8 T + 36 hrs 
18 272,8 -0,59 -0,05 2 7' 91 73' 1 :'"~~~" 3590. 3208 69,1 3566 4,3 + 1 cycte 
19 39' 79 1 04 '2 :~ Tested At 
20 2 71 '3 -0,63 42,03 110,0 
:!-~!- 3607 3229 68,4 T + 36 hrs 
21 2 73' 1 -0,62 -0,06 27' 92 72 '8 
~~·,\';\' 
3612 3233 68,5 3597 2,7 + 2 Cyctes 
22 
~~ Tested At 
23 2 71,8 -0,68 39,62 pE-~*" 35 98 3210 70,2 T + 36 hrs 
24 2 71 '3 -0,70 -0,09 28,25 
'!-·:rir 3502 3126 68,0 3484 3,3 + 2 Cyctes 
Mean 
271 '9 IX [X IX X [>< 3598 X [X IX ~ 1-24 I 
TESTED HOT TABLE A.II.40 
TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
*~~ TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING AND 7 DAYS IN WATER 




DRYING DURING HEATING 
PULSE VELOCITY DYNAMIC YOUNG'S MODULUS 
Spec. -,,,, R.R -;:-~: R.R No. -!~· and 7~- and 
-;H~--3~ -3H~7t 
m/sec m/sec % GPa GPa % 
1 3969 29~ 52 
2 3969 30,11 
3 4032 30,20 
Mean 
of 3990 29,94 
.1,2,3 
4 
5 3990 3342 83,7 -~Hi- 31 '1 0 22,28 78,5 
7Ht 
6 3969 3495 87,5 
,c-7:--)(-
29,99 22,64 79' 7 
?H:--~c-
7 
8 3948 3229 80,8 
7~--~:. 28,23 18,93 66' 7 
-;:·:~ 
9 3990 3464 86,7 
-:Hti.-
30,85 23,39 ?~--i~7: 82,4 
10 
11 3990 3243 -;:--~~- 30,43 19,30 7t-~~ 81,2 68.0 
12 4011 34 79 87,1 -~!--~Hi- I 30,20 23,13 81,4 7Hi-·ji-
13 
14 4011 3256 81,5 7Hi- 30,07 19' 6 6 69,2 
-;: ~~-
15 3969 3495 8 7,1 -;c--3Hi- 29,35 21,91 77,3 
.;;.~H~ 
16 
17 3969 3215 -;:-3: 30,4 7 20,13 -:c-7: 80,5 70,9 
18 3928 3387 84,8 -!i-7H~- .28,90 21,12 74,4 
7H~-;: 
19 
20 3928 3188 79 '8 
7i-7~- 29,63 •19' 75 69,5 
.;;.-;: 
21 3990 3448 86,3 
7~·7i-7i- 30,06 22,41 78' 9. 
-3~--iHi-
22 
23 3928 3175 7:-;;- 29,52 18,79 
--ii-7: 
24 3928 3432 7~·7H~- 28,51 21,26 
-;:-3~--~:-
Mean 
~ [X [X [>< of 3968 29,81 1-24 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 







0,244 0,159 5o,8 
-lH~ 
0,249 0,260 92,9 
J,~~Hi-
1 o, 262 0,190 67,9 
J,}-)} 
0,244 0,237 84,6 
7t~c--:~· 





0,257 0,190 67~9 
'~~/!, 
"h" 
0,255 o, 270 96;4 
-iH~7i-
0,256 o, 150 53;,6 
7H~ 
0,254 0,260 92,9 
S'·7~·7i-
0,24 7 0,149 
·H-J,i-
53.2 






0,248 [>< [>< 
TABLE A.II.40 (contd.) 
11.82 
SPECIMEN SERIES CMY INITIAL WATER CONTENT = 553 g = wt 
TEMPERATURE 250°[ VIZ. 
j:: 
= 248 g = 51,3% 
TREATMENT DRYING DURING HEATING = 14 7 g = 26,6% 
= 122 g = 22,1% 
DEFORMATION. COMPRESSIVE WATER LOSS HEAT 
Spec. STRENGIH TREATMENT 
No. Initial, Strain Strain MPa R.R Mass Mass A - B Mass 8 - c 
"Length -!~* o!HH~ % before after wt after wt 
mm mm/m mm/m heat heat wett. 
A(g) B(g) % C(g) % 
1 2 70,8 38,59: 3604 No Heating • . 1:--2 272,4 42,03 Tested at 
3 269,5 39,62 Room Temp. 
Mean -- 1- 3 
1,2,3 270,9 40,07 
I ·-t--
4 40,83 ho6,9 :~ Tested Imm 
5 270,0 -0,16 34 '80 91 '1 A-~ 3568 3174 71 '2 
Max. Temp. 
Attained 
6 268,5 -0' 16 0,52 31,70 83,0 ~~~H~ 35 79 3195 69,4 3541 6,9 (Time T) 
I 
7 42,55 111,4 ;~ Tested At -·- :..-. 
8 2 71 '0 -0,24 34,97 91 '5 kt--.;} 3639 3239 72' 3 T + 12 hrs 
9 269,5 -0,30 o, 72 126' 70 6 9. 9 t:;····r~ 3164 72,3 3534 5,4 
' 
114,5 ·;t I 10 43' 75 Tested At --I 
11 2 70,5 -0,22 33' 94 8 8 ' 8 ::--:~ 3 6 2 8 3220 73 '8 T + 24 hrs 
12 2 71 '8 -0,25 o, 71 26,87 70' 3 ::--:H:- I 36 64 3251 74' 7 36 31 6,0 .t-.:.:_ .. .._ 
! 13 38,33 1 DO, 3. 't- II Tested At 
2 71' 3 92,0 !',HI- l 
I 
14 -0,39 35,14 35 70 3169 72,5 T + 36 hrs 
15 2 72' 8 -0,41 0,55 28' 77 75' 3 
~i-~~7~ 
3616 3212 73,1 3583 6,0 
16 41,34 108 '2 :~ Tested At 
17 270,3 -0,46 37' 72 98' 7 
'~~~ 
3570 3165 73,2 T + 36 hrs 
18 26 9,2 -0,40 o, 76 27' 22 71 '3 
:(-~*'.;~ 
35 76. 316 7 74 '0 3545 5,6 + 1 cycle 
19 40,48 106,0 :~ Tested At 
20 35,66 93,4 
:~~:~ 
270,3 -0,39 3569 3169 72' 3 T + 36 hrs 
! 
21 269,2 -0,45 0,48 29,11 76 '2 
~}ii""l'C" 
3556 3155 72,5 3524 5,8 + 2 Cycles 
22 
~} Tested At 
23 270,5 -0,38 34' 97 "'~~ 3643 3225 75,6 T + 36 hrs 
24 0,56 28,42 
~i-7*'7~ 
3635 3223 74,5 3601 6,1 + 2 Cycles 270' 3 -0,42 
Maan 
1-24 270,3 IX X X [X [X 3598 [>( [>( IX X 
* TESTED HOT TABLE A. 11.41 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 







































m/sec m/sec % 
II .83 
DRYING DURING HEATING 
DYNAMIC YOUNG'S MODULUS POISSON'S RATIO 
and 
R.R -:He R. R 
oc and I -:c 
GPa ;;: % I 
I--- ----i----'---t!r~3~2~,~1~0-~:~~~-_j-+-~-t-----ll-=o2.,_2-=,3..:_1 -~---+---+--I 








4068 30,84 0,260 
3495 87,5 t_-; 
-
I 
2897 72' 5 I 
3512 h· 87' 9 l .. 
4080 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
TABLE A.II.41 (contd.) 
** TESTED CO!_D AFTER HEATING 
*** TESTED COI_D AFTER HEATING AND 7 DAYS IN WATER 
II.B4 
SPECIMEN SERIES CMY INITIAL WATER CONTENT = 553 g = wt 
TEMPERATURE 400°[ VIZ. w = 248 g = 51' 3% c 
26,6% w = 147 g = TREATMENT DRYING DURING HEATING n 
w = 122 g = 22,1% g 
I DEFORMATION COMPRESSIVE WATER LOSS HEAT Spec. STRENGTH TREATMENT 
No. Initia1, Strain Strain MPa R.R Mass Mass 8 - B Mass A - C 
1,ength ~r~t- ~HH~ 6/. before after wt after wt I" 
mm mm/m mm/m heat heat wett. 
A(g) B(g) % C(g) % 
1 272' 7 35,66 ~3591 __ No Heating. 
2 270,9 33,08 3542 Tested at ... . 
3 271,4 36,00 3571 Room Temp. 
~ ··-·- ·--···· 
Mean 
2 71 '7 34' 97 3568 1,2,3 I 
I -··-~f-.---
4 32' 21 84' 3 :~ 
I 
Tested Imm 
5 272 '8 1 '61 27' 73 72 '6 A-a· 3588 3152 78,8 Max. Temp. Attained 
6 272 '8 1 '17 2,93 24,81 64,9 
~~iHt- 3586 3142 80,3 35 73 2,4 (Time T) 
7 34,80 91 '1 ~( Tested At 
8 269,7 1 '32 25,67 67,2 I\"~\"' 35 73 3126 80,8 
..... ,.. T + 12 hrs 
9 272' 3 2,16 3' 71 26,01 68,1 ~r~~~~ 
I 
3563 3113 81 ,4 3560 0,5 
10 34,80 91 '1 ~~ Tested At 
11 274,6 1 '50 22' 91 60,0 1~-~r . 356~~10 83,0 T + 24 hrs 
12 2 72' 8 1 ,4 2 3,09 24,29 6 3' 6 -;Hr~:· ,.3559 3103 82,5 3543 2,9 
·~- .,---·--1 
13 30,66 80,3 i~ Tested At . 
58 6 I-;H< 14 273' 3 1 '84 22,39 3566 3105 83,4 ' T + 36 hrs 
15 271' 3 1 ,43 2, 94 26,36 69,0 
:;.~~~~ 354 7 3107 79' 6 3534 2,4 
16 31 '35 82,1 ~r Tested At 
17 275' 3 1 '94 26,01 68,1 
~~~~r 3605 314 7 82,8 T + 36 hrs 
18 273,6 1 '6 7 3,46 24,81 64,9 
~~~r~(- 358 3 3127 82,5 3580 0,5 + 1 cyc1,e 
19 33' 76 88,4 .r Tested At 
20 
"~(., T + 36 hrs 2 73' 1 1 '66 25,84 6 7' 6 '' n 3589 3131 82,8 
21 271 '5 1,60 2,98 21,53 56,4 
~i·~,i"-,\" 
355 3 3103 81,4 3537 2,9 + 2 Cyctes 
22 ;:- Tested At 
23 273,6 1. 85 24,98 ~~~~ 3561 3110 81 '6 T + 36 hrs 
24 272' 5 1 '84 3,08 23,60 
~r·~~.~t- 3614 3162 81,7 3608 1 '1 + 2 Cyc1,es 
Mean IX A iX IX [X lX [X IX t>< 1-24 2 72' 8 35 71 
* TESTED HOT 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING TABLE A.II.42 













































3928 2027 50,7 
3928 3577 89,5 
3928 2016 50,5 
3888 3611 90,4 
3868 1939 4 B. 5 
3848 34 79 B 7,1 
3829 1891 47,3 
3868 3594 90,0 
3868 1823 45,6 
3868 3577 89,5 
3848 1827 45,7 
3848 3464 86,7 
3810 1801 
3829 3544 
. 3864 [X [X 
TESTED BEFORE HEATING 
** TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING 
CMY 
400 °C 
DRYING DURING HEATING 
II .85 
DYNAMIC YOUNG'S MODULUS POISSON I 5 RATIO 
"" i\i\ R.R ~(-?~ R.R 
~~ and -i( 
-;~~~-~: and 




26 '21 0,286 
~}-~~ 
26,78 5, 86 20,6 
~t·i~-
0,288 0,312 111 ,4 
~Ht 
~~-~~~~ 
25,67 17,88 63,0 
~r~r~r 
0,304 0,351 125,4 ir~Hr 
..;:.--~:.-
26,28 5,87 20,7 
-~Hr 
0,298 o, 309 110,4 ~Hr 
~Hh• 
25,79 18,84 66,3 
-;:.--;:.--;~ 
0,293 0,343 122,4 
~r~~--H· 
~(•H~*" 
24,40 5,27 18,6 
. ~r-~: 
0,307 0,311 111.1 
it-~~ 
~~..;Hr 
24' 79 17,84 62,8 
~Hr~r 
0,300 0,336 120,0 
-ititit 
-iHr 
24,57 4, 77 16,8 
-)(-~~-
0,300 0,327 116,8 
-:r-::-
i(-~H~-
25,69 18,42 64 '9 
-;~-~Ht 




17,2 0,293 0,372 132,9 
?Ht. 
-}(--)~-~(-
25,61 18,82 66,3 
~Hr~r 







24,8 7 4, 78 0,300 
-iHr-;r 
23,94 14,44 50,8 
i\"i\i\ o, 312 0,379 135,4 
;rir?r 
i~--3~- -3(--){- 7r-:r 
23,85 4,20 0,305 0,335 
-)(--}(-~(- -~~--3(-i( iHr;r 
24,93 18,68 0,299 0,339 
25,08 [X [X 0,299 X 'X 
.. 
TABLE A.II.42 (contd.) 
TESTED COLD AFTER HEATING AND 7 DAYS IN WATER 
APPENDIX III 
The percentage water toss of test specimens at 
the various temperature tevets. (Water toss 
continuousty monitored on one test specimen 
during the heating period). 
Figure.A.III.1 70°C; 100°C; 150oC} Mix BCY 
Figure. A. II I. 2 150°C; 400°C 
Figure.A.III.3 70°C; 100°C; 150oC} Mix CCX 
Figure. A. II I.4 250 C; 400°C 
Figure.A.III.5 70°C· 100°C; 1so:c} Mix CCY ,
Figure.A.III.6 
0 
250 C; 400 c 
Figure.A.III. 7 0 100°C; 15DoC} Mix 70 C; BMY 
Figure.A,III.B 250°C; 400°C 
figure • A. II I • 9 70°C; 100°C; 15DoC} Mix CMX 
Figure.A.III.10: 250°C; 400°C 
Figure.A.III.11: 70°C; 100°C; 150°C } Mix CMY 
Figure.A.III.12: 250°C; 400°C 
IIL1 
1 oo I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I 
90 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
8o I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I 
150°[ 
I "" - - - - - .... ...() I I 
701 -~---- .... -----r ----~...... - ---- ~-<J---·---- ---- --..() I 
~......... • ... )DDOC ... - ..a. -- - ___ .... I I 
U1 ~F .- -1- ..... --------------+- ------ ~ .. I I U1 60 (r~· ~ .. --' -- ---- - ---- ---3 so .JO,. - -~ --- - I I I I 
cr: ,"' r ~ · 1 
w '( ...... "' ..... ..............-
~ , ~ I 
.. "' - 70 c ..n - - - ,.... .n - -~I> ~ 40 I , ,... 0 ""' v - --411!...----IL- ---~--- ----~- <> 
""' 1"'\._- ----- ... -- r- ~ - ---- -- --~ 
3D I r· ----- ~~ 
/ J _ ----~~!>-"" - Water toss monitored continuousty on one 
• d~f' -- ~ . d . h t . 20 1 •v ~ spec1men ur1ng ea 1ng I ...~V --- Water toes determined from specimens removed 
10 I ~ from the furnace at the indicated times and 
~ coated before weighing 
0 iooo --- ---- ------- _l_ _____ J. I I I ____ _1_ 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 
TIME (HRS) 





TIME (HRS) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 14 16 20 25 30 35 40 c H c H c 
70°C 0 3,0 ~.4 7,8 9' 6 11 '2 12,6 •1 lt ' ~ ·15 '8 16,8 17' 8 19,5 21 '6 17,9 25,5 27' 6 30,5 32,4 33,8 34 '5 36,2 36,5 37,6 38,1: 
100°[ 0 3,6 9,8 17' 1 22,8 26,8 30,4 33,1 35,1 37,2 39,0 41 , 8 44,5 46,5 50,4 54,0 56,5 58,2 59,5 61 '1 63,3 
150°[ 0 3,0 9,3 20,7 33,8 45,4 53,2 sa, 2 61 '9 64' 1 65,6 66,3 67,6 68,0 69,1 70,0 70,1 70' 1 70,3 71 , 1 72,0 
Values for water l,..oss monitored continuousty on one specimen during heating. 
FIG.A.III.1: Water toss at temperatures of 70°C,100°C, and 150°C: Mix BCY 
63,3 64' 1 








90 \ & -- -~ ---- t-- -- .A- - -~ - ---- ---- ·---~ --- ----· ·--- ----4 ,_ ___ ---- ----- ---- ---- -· 80 
70 
Jr:: 


















0 5 40 
TIME(HRS) 1 2 
250°[ 4,0 16,5 
400°[ 3,0 13' 8 
L--... _____ 
-------- --





----- Water toss monitored continuousty 
!'"'"""-on one specimen during heating 
I 
--- Water loss determined from f---
specimens removed from the furnace 
at the indicated times and cooLed f---
before weighing 
60 65 70 75 80 85 
Val.,ues for water toss monitored continuousty on one specimen during heating- 'remperature Cycl.,ing 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 20 25 30 35 40 45 
39,3 63,4 72 ,o 74 '1 75,4 75,9 76 '0 76,0 76,2 77 ,o 77,2 77,6 77' 7 77' 7 77.7 
36,5 62,2 73,3 77,2 79,9 81 ~ 9 83,2 84,0 84 '9 85,6 85,9 86,0 86,1 86,5 - ----- -
FIG.A.III.2: 
0 0 
Water toss at temperatures of 250 C and 400 C Mix BCY 
46 c H c 
78,1 78.8 78,2 















~ ""' 1- - () - - -
20 
? - +-- ----- -----
--'\r"- ---- ----- --- -o -- ..()- --- 0 --- -j ,_ _____ ----- --~------- - -- --- -· 150 c --:-::.- -....:--"" ____ .. - ....... _- ~ -----




~ ~0 ---0- ----- ----· ---o ----, 100 c -.o- -- ----- ---- _,.. ,... .o-- ---- - 1'\-- --E --- -- -( -~- D-"" 
(j 
I''"' ~ 
~ 70°C - Water toss monitored continuousty on one .., specimen during heating ~ 










from the furnace at the 
cooted before weighing 
I I I 
indicated times and ~ 
I 1 
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 
TIME (HRS) 
TIME (HRS) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 14 16 20 25 30 35 40 41 42 
70°[ 3,6 7,1 10,1 12,9 14 '8 16 '8 1 8 '3 19,6 21 '1 22,2 23,9 25,5 2 7' 1 29,4 32 '2 34 ,2 35,4 36,9 37' 6 
100°[ 4,7 1 3' 3 20,4 25,3 29,2 32' 7 35,5 37,7 39,7 41 '7 44,5 46,0 47,0 52,9 56,5 58,7 60,3 61,2 61 '9 
150°[ 3,4 13,7 33,2 48,7 58,1 63,8 66,9 68,2 69' 1 69,3 71 '0 71 '8 71 '9 72,0 
-- -
Vatues for water toss monitored continuousty on one specimen dur:i.ng he·ating. 
FIG.A.III.3: Water 1oss at temperatures of 70°C, 100°C and 150°C Mix CCX. 





72,0 72' 9 
c H c 
Oven Faiture 
63,8 64,5 





































1 2 3 
3,7 14,4 39,0 
3,1 1 0' 6 26,6 
I 
H- ----




10 15 20 25 30 35 
..: -- ...., 
40 45 





--:.~ --- 1- c --- ... ........(~ 
Water toss monitored continuousl.~y 
on one specimen during heating f----l 
I 
Water toss determined from r---1 
specimens removed from the furnace 
at the indicated times and coated I -
be fore testing 
I 
60 65 70 75 80 85 
Vatues for water toss monitored continuously on one specimen during heating. Temperature Cycling 
4 5 6 8 10 12 14 16 20 25 30 3~ '40 41 
6 3,4 66,8 70,1 70,9 71 '6 71,7 71 '8 71 '9 72.0 72.5 72 '7 72' 7 72.7 72' 7 
62,3 65,6 69,2 74 '6 76,7 7C 9 77,0 77,1 77,2 77,6 77,8 79,0 78,0 78 '0 
FIG.A.III.4: Water toss at temperatures of 250°C and 400°C 
42 44 45 46 c 
72' 7 72,7 72' 7 72,7 73,4 
78,0 78, 1 78, 2_ 78,2 78,8 
Mix CCX. 
H c 





























.... - "" ~ -<» ____ ;;)! r....---- -- -c:! c?-=- - - ---------- -o--- - - - - - - - -;_.,...{.J- - ~- ..;. - -150°[ - - ~_._ __ ----. ---- ---4 -- --- -----1-----·--~[ ,; ~ ... ~ ... 
( ... " v ... ...... -" 
I v ,. .. .t:>--- 0 ~- --- ----- -~--- ---- ---- -...!!!llll"l 1---- k> --- 70 c --o- ---- -o---- ..1"\-- --...... ... ----- ...£)..--- ~--- ~ 
v , .. ~~ ~ ..... .. ~ 1)'- --- Water toss monitored continuously on one ..J. 
~ / 
.,......,. specimen during heating 
--- Water toss determined from specimens removed 
w from the furnace at the indicated times and cooled before weighing I 1 I 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 
TIME (HRS) 
Values for water toss moni tared continuously on one specimen during heatin"g Temperature C cline 
TIME ( HRS) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 14 16 20 25 30 35 40 41 c H c H 
70°[ 2,9 5,0 7,9 10,0 11 '5 12,9 14,0 15,0 1 6' 1 1 7' 0 19' 1 20,4 22,0 24,1 25,9 28,1 29,0 30,0 31 , 1 32,5 33,9 34,6 36,0 
100°[ 5,0 13,4 20,4 25,5 29,6 32,8 35,4 37,9 39,9 41,9 44,9 4 7, 5 50,0 54,1 58,1 61,0 63,3 65,2 65,3 66,6 68,6 68,1 69,8 
150°[ 3,0 9,0 24,9 44,9 57,1 64,9 67,8 69,0 69,8 69,9 70,0 70,9 71,9 72,8 72,8 72,8 72,8 72,8 72,8 73,3 72' 8 73,3 
-'- - - -- --





































0 5 10 
TIME ( HRS) 1 2 
250°[ 3,7 14,5 
400°[ 3,8 19,9 
_ ..1-4_ ~ 0_0 c __ .= = ___ ... ------ ----- ~--- ----- _ ..... __ --o.. __ -------- --- --- -· ..... --- () ..... -- - - ~ -..::-n=-~ --- - ;:-_ ... ~ ~-o ,_ -- 1- ..... --:.r 
~ 
250°[ 
-- Water loss monitored continuousty 
on one specimen during heating 
--- Water toss determined from 
specimens removed from the furnace 
at the indicated times and coated 
before weighing 
I 
15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 
TIME (HRS) 
~cimen during heating Temperature Cycting 
3 4 5 6 7 8 0 10 20 25 30 35 40 44 45 46 c H c H / 
38,9 67' 1 72' 8 74 ,o 74,4 74 '5 74' 9 75,6 75,8 75,8 75 '8 75 '8 75,8 76' 7 75 '8 77' 3 
52,2 70,8 73,6 75,8 77,4 Tr,9 78,3 78,4 78,7 79,2 79' 7 79' 7 79' 7 79,8 79,8 79' 7 80,5 79' 7 80, 7 
0 0 










































("',;' .... , 1 00°[ ... ~ 
..... ____ , r•---
-~ 
~ ~ .. 
 
1-- -0-- ----- ----- ------.. - -0----
~0' t>---0'" 70°[ 
-_{to_--. 1-- ..a -- --- ----- ~---- -- -~ 
- -- - ~- - • --- -·- -- ·-
----- -~ 1- - ~ ! ..n ~--- I 
I'-' -OJ --- --
----- Water toss monitored continuousty on one 
specimen during heating 
~ 
--- Water toss determined from specimens removed ~ 
from the furnace at the indicated times and 
, cooted,before weighi~g J 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 
TIME (HRS) 
e specimen during heating. 
TIME (HRS) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 14 16 20 25 30 35 40 41 
0 
70 c 0 2,0 3' 3 5,1 6,6 8,4 9,5 10,4 11 '5 12,2 13 '5 14,9 16,4 17' 8 20,1 21,5 24,6 26,1 28,1 
1 00°[ 0 1 '4 6,2 12,0 16,5 20,3 23,6 26,3 28,8 30,8 32,8 36,2 39,0 41 ,2 45,4 50,0 53,3 55,9 57,9 58,2 
150°[ 0 3, 7 12,3 22,3 30,2 3 7, 0 42,4 46,9 50,6 53,7 56,5 60,3 6 3' 5 65,9 68,1 69,4 69,9 70,1 70,3 70,3 
FIG.A.III.7: Water toss at temperat8res of 70°C, 100°[ and 150°C Mix BMY. 
Temperature Cycting 
c H c H 
23,9 30,5 30,5 32,3 
59' 1 61,0 61,0 62,9 




























...... - --- --~--
- -4 J- ........ - --- - --- • _...., __ r---- - -- ---- - -- ---- --------- ---- -----
L - --~· "- ----Q-· ----- -:_-,..._--- -----< -- ... ----- -- ----- -- ~ --
~0 
~--- ----~ --~-




~ - Water toss monitored continuously 
I on one specimen during 
heating 
~ --- Water toss determined from 
specimens removed from the 
furnace at the indicated times 
1 and coated before weighing w ~ _____ ...____ ~ -- ----~----
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 • 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 
TIME (HRS) 
Vatues for water Loss monitored continuousLy on one specimen during heating Temperature Cycting 
TIME (HRS) ~ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 20 25 30 3:J 40 43 46 c H c H c I 
250°[ 1,7 8,5 22,3 40,3 6 3, 1 69,9 71,2 72,3 73,5 74, 1 74,4 74,5 74,5 75,6 74' 7 74 '8 74,3 74,1 74,6 
400°[ 3,8 14,1 28,1 44,2 61,9 72,2 75 '0 76,8 78,9 81,2 83,2 83,7 84,2 84,4 84,4 84,6 84,6 84,3 84,4 85,4 84,8 
-- ---- ~-
FIG.A.III.8: 
0 0 . 























r.. i'""F .... .c ~---- ---- -~-- ----- ---~ ----- ---- -----~ 
,.-____ --;;; ----- ----- .(J .. .. .. 
---~-




3 40 I ... -[::.::--v , .. ...n. r'!L ,.,.... 
'<fl-
30 (' ,. .. :; v ~,...- ~' ---" ---- --<., ~ """ ----o -.;.. ~- ~ --
20 
10 
I v ~~ ~ 0 ... 70 c - Water toss monitored continuousty on one _ .. :,.::i , ~ ~ specimen during heating ---- Water toss determined from spec.:i,mens removed and 
0 ~ 
from the furnace at the indicated times ,...__ 
coated before weighing 
I • I 
0 5 10 
TIME (HRS) 1 2 3 
70°[ 2 '1 4,2 6,5 
1 00°C 1 '9 7' 1 12,7 
150°C 1 '4 6,1 13,7 
15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 
TIME (HRS) 
Temperature C ctin 
4 5 6 7 8 10 12 14 16 20 25 30 35 40 41 42 44 c H c H 
9,5 10,5 11 '9 1 3' 3 14,~ 16,8 18,8 20,0 22,0 24,5 27,8 30,5 32,2 34,4 34,8 35,0 35,8 37,9 38,0 39,8 
17,0 20' 5 23,7 2 6,4 28,6 32,8 36,2 39,1 41,9 4 6,1 50,2 53,3 55,7 57,1 58,2 58,8 60,8 60,8 62,3 
23,8 32 '3 38,7 44,1 50,2 58,9 64,3 6 7' 9 68,2 69,0 69, 7 70,0 70,2 70,3 -(0,4 70,7 71 ,o 71 ,o 71 ,o 
Vatues for water toss monitored continuousty on one specimen during heating. 
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0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 
TIME (HRS) 
VaLues for wat~r l.,oss monitored continuousLy on one specimen during heating 
TIME(HRS) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 12 14 16 20 25 30 35 40 
250°[ 2,0 10, 1 36,5 53,0 62,5 67,9 71,0 71 , 1 71 , 5 71,2 71 '5 71 , 7 72 '0 72,4 72,5 72 '7 72 '8 
400°[ 1 '8 7,0 19,3 36,1 54,0 67,4 71 '5 73,5 78,0 78,9 79,5 79,9 80,2 80,5 80,6 80,9 81,0 
FIG.A.III.1D: Water \;ass 
0 0 
at temperatures of 250 C and 400 C 
--~ - ---e -... 
_..._ ___ - ,.. ...1'1 ~--o _;... - -.. 
Water l.,oss monitored continuousl.,y 
on one specimen during heating 
....._ 
Water l.,oss determined from 1---
specimens removed from the furnace 
at the indicated times and cool.,ed 1---
before weighing 
60 65 70 75 80 85 
Tem:Jerature C cLinq 
41 42 43 44 c 
72 '8 72 '8 72 '8 72,8 73,0 




81 '8 80,9 
H 
73,8 
























0 --- - - - _,.. n.. ~--.a ~----< ~---- ---- -- ..... ---- ~--- --- .. -----3 
~ 
----- -Go-- -.-.-.. - - ..... 1- - -e ............ ::;..-- -- - .A.--- ----- _ ... 0 -----
~ ...... ~ 7 
;, ____ ---- -
~ 
..-----
~ ·-- --0 / / , 100°[ ,. ,"'~ 





I I? -~ ~-_.o--- ~ Water toss monitored continuousty on one -- ---- _..o-"' 0 - specimen during heating t--r .~ ~ 70°[ Water l,oss determined from specimens removed ---
1 0 
IY 
from the furnace at the indicated times and 1--
coated before weighing 
n I I 
0 5 10 15 
TIME (HRS) 0 1 2 / 3 4 
70°[ 0 2,9 4,3 6,5 8,6 
1 00°[ 0 1 '8 6,5 13' 3 18,6 
150°[ 0 2,3 6,8 15,7 25,5 
-
20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 
TIME \HH:i) 
Tem:Jerature C ctinc 
5 6 7 8 9 10 12 14 16 20 25 30 35 40 41 42 [ H [ H [ 
9,5 11 '0 12,1 13, 5 14,4 15,4 1 7' 1 18,6 20,1 22,9 16' 1 28,3 29,9 31 '5 31 , 9 32,9 34 '5 34 '5 36,8 37,4 
22,7 26,0 29,0 31,5 33,9 35,8 39,4 42,3 45,0 49,5 54,2 57,4 59,6 61,2 61,7 62,2 63,2 63,0 63,8 63,8 
33,0 39,0 43,7 4 7, 6 51,0 53,8 58,0 61 , 1 64,0 6 7, 3 68,6 69,1 69,3 69,4 69,4 69,9 70,5 70,5 70,5 70, i 
- --·-- --· --Vatues for water toss monitored continuousl,y on one specimen during heating. 






























0 5 10 
TIME (HRS) 1 2 
250°C 1 • 8 4,9 




[ -- ~-- - 1- -- -- --"T ,_ 250°[ 
-· ..._-( t- --- ....... - 1'o. ... " - -- --.::>" --.0 ..., 
- Water toss monitored continuousty 
on one specimen during heating 1---
--- Water toss determined from ~ 
specimens removed from the furnace 
at the indicated times and coated ·~ 
before weighing 
15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 
· TIME (HRS) 
Vatues for water toss moni tared continuousty on one specimen durin:1 heatino· Temperature Cycting 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 20 25 30 35 40 45 46 c H c H c l I 
~ 9, 1 39,3 59,2 68,7 , 70.0 70,6 71 , 1 72,0 72,8 72,9 72,9 73,1 73,6 74 ,o 73,6 74,4 74,2 
15,4 32,0 51,5 66,2 71 • 1 72,8 74' 3 76,5 79' 9 81,4 81 '9 82 '1 82,3 82,3 82,6 83,5 82,5 83,3 
83,0 
0 0 









The l.,inear deformation of test specimens heated to the 
various test temperatures. 
(i) Figure A. IV. 1 to Figure A.IV. 7 Mix BCJ (ii) Figure A.IV.B to Figure A.IV.14 Mix CCX CONCRETE MIXES 
(iii) Figure A.IV.15 to Figure A.IV.21 Mix CCY 
(iv) Figure A.IV.22 to Figure A.IV.28 Mix BM] 
( v) Figure A.IV.29 to Figure A.IV.35 Mix CMX MORTAR MIXES 
(vi) Figure A.IV.36 to Figure A.IV.42 Mix CMY 
For each of (i) to (vi) above the "Linear deformation 
curves are given in the fol.,l.,owing order: 
0 0 0 ( ) 70 C (ful.,l.,y saturated); 100 C (ful.,l.,y saturated); 70 C dry ; 


























u E -5 
-6 
0 5 10 
TEMPERATURE CONSTANT 
P.. T (Do[ . ~~~~~~~ ~~A~;~C-~~~~~~~ r ~;A~;~C ~~~~~~~ 
\tm t}tttt.t 
:::::::::·::::::::::::::::::::::: :: ~ l ~ l~l~~ l ~ l~lill illilll ~l ~ l ~ l~l ~ l ~ l ;I ·\ l ~ l \l~ l ~ l \ l~ l E l ~l~ l~l ~l ~l ~ l ~l\ l\ l\ 
.11~ ~~ l~ l~ l ~ l ~ j~ l~ l ~ lll~ l\ j~ l\ l \ l\ j ~ l \ ~ 
:-:·:·:·:·:-:·1:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·: 
{~\~\\\\\\\~\ ~lfm\\\tt _[\lBl\1\l\l\l~l~lL 
-~l~t~l~l~s ] ~ l~l~ l~l ~ 1~ 11~ 1 ~ 1 ~ l~l ~ 1~ 1~ l ~l ~ l~ l ~ l R~l~l~lsl~lml\l~ltl: 
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FIG.A.IV.~O: The -;_,inear deformation of test specimen: Mix CCX at 70°C (dry). 
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FIG.A.IV.12: The ~inear deformation of test specimen: Mix CCX at 150°C (dry). 
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FIG.A.IV.14: The ~inear deformation of test specimen: Mix CCX at 400°C (dry). ...... 
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FIG.A.IV.22: The tinear deformation of test specimen: Mix BMY at 70°C (saturated). 
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FIG.A.IV.27: The 'linear deformation of test specimen: Mix BMY at 250°C (dry). 
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FIG.A.IV.29: The ·unear deformation of test specimen: Mix CMX at 70°C (saturated). 
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FIG.A.IV.34: The ~inear deformation of test specirren: Mix CMX at 250°C (dry). 
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FIG.A.IV.37: The "':.,inear deformation of test specimen: Mix CMY at iOO C (saturated). 
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FIG.A.IV.38: The ~inear deformation of test specimen: Mix CMY at 7D°C (dry). 
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FIG.A.IV.4t: The "',inear deformation of test specimen: Mix CMY at 250°C (dry). 
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V.1 The mean coded property vatues for concrete specimens 
and for mortar specimens at the various test times. 
v .1 
RESIDUAL LINtAR DEFORMATION~~ (mm/m) f'!iEASURED AFTER COOLING 
CONCRETE MIXES MORTAR MIXES 
TEST Test Times Test Times 
TEMPS 
I 
T + 12 T + 24 + 36 
T + 36 T + 36 T T + 12 + 24 + 36 
T + 36 T + 36 
T T + 1 cyc"Le + 2 cyc1,es T T + 1 cyc"Le + 2 cyc1,es 
70° SAT 0,04 7 0,05 7 D,DBD D,DBO D,DBD D,DBD o, 073 0,087 0 '133 0,153 0' 15 7 0,180 
100° SAT 0,050 o, 06 7 0,073 0,083 0,083 tl,DB3 0,123 0,173 0,180 0,200 0,205 0,203 
70° DRY -0,150 -0,153 -0' 16 3 -0,207 -0,207 -0,220 -0,2 70 -0,300 -0,330 -0,36 7 -0,417 -0,453 
100° DRY -0,133 -0,203 -0,237 -0,257 -0,2 73 -0,26 7 -0,240 -0,373 -0,483 -0' 5 73 -0,623 -D, 640 
150° DRY -0,187 -0,25 7 -0 '2 77 -0' 307 -0,283 -0,303 -0' 32 7 -0,550 -0 '62 7 -0' 700 -0,660 -0' 703 
250° DRY -0,110 -0 '1 70 -0 '170 -0 '16 3 -0,160 -0,203 -0,200 -0' 32 7 -0,297 -0,403 -0,463 -0,4 90 
400° DRY 0,563 0,4 73 0,937 1 ,250 1 ,4 30 o, 6 37 1 '377 1 '11 0 1,553 2,040 2,133 1 ,2 33 
---------- ---
RESIDUAL LINEAR DEFORMATION~~ (mm/m) MEASURED AFTER RE-IMMERSIDN IN WATER 
CONCRETE MIXES MORTAR MIXES I 
TEST Test Times Test Times 
TEMPS 
T T + 12 T + 24 T + 36 T 
+ 36 T + 36 T + 12 T + 24 T + 36 T 
+ 36 T + 36 
+ 1 cyc"Le + 2 cyc1,es T + 1 cyc"Le + 2 cyc"Les 
1 
70° SAT 0,037 0,050 o, 06 7 o, 080 0,093 . 0, DB 0 0,070 0,1 DO 0,130 0' 130 0,167 0,153 
100° SAT 0,04 7 0,05 7 0,077 0,090 0,093 0,073 b, 137 0,150 0,173 o, 177 0' 187 0,190 
70° DRY -0' 02 7 -0,010 -0,033 -0,040 o,ooo o,ooo -0,01 7 -0,033 -0,040 0,043 - 0' 06 7 0,010 
100° DRY 0,003 -0,063 -0,060 -0,1 DO -0,097 -·D, 080 -0,010 -0' 13 7 -0,200 -0,213 -0,220 -0,230 
150° DRY -0,033 -0,033 -0,04 7 -0,04 7 -0,023 -0,023 o,ooo -0,003 -0,040 -0,033 -0,017 -0,017 
250° DRY 0' 317 0,400 0,287 0,287 o, 36 7 0,25 7 0,600 0, 671 0' 671 0,579 0, 5 70 0,584 
400° DRY 1,287 2,463 1 '39 7 1 ,6Q 7 2,233 1,097 2,683 3' 32 7 2 '85 7 2' 703 3' 317 2,637 
* The mean va"Lue of the three concrete (mortar) mixes. 
< 
TABLE A,V.1.1 . N 
WATER LDSSi~ (1o) MEASURED AFTER CODLING 
- . ... 
CONCRETE MIXES MGRTAR MIXES 
TEST Test Times Test Times 
TEMPS 
T + 36 T + 36 T + 36 T + 36 , 
T T + 12 T + 24 T + 36 + 1 cycl,e + 2 cycl,es T T + 12 T + 24. T + 36 + 1 cycl,e + 2 cycl,es 
70° SAT 0,4 9 0,40. - o, 04 0; 73 0,86 o, 6 7 -0,07 0,37 0,43 o, 60 o, 70 0,63 
100° SAT o, 87 1 '27 1,37 0,97 0,53 o, 6 7 0,43 0,90 0,80 o, 77 o, 70 0,53 
70° DRY 24,57 32,37 35,20 38,03 41,30 40,77 16,53 24,27 29,57 32,37 35,70 35,4 7 
100° DRY 37' 2 7 52i57 57' 83 61,00 63,07 61,57 30,40 45,4 7 55,4 7 58,43 62,50 61,10 
0 
150 DRY 62' 2 7 66,13 68 '2 7· 71 '17 71 ,43 6 9, 8 7 54' 13 67,07 69,23 68' 73 70,33 70,20 
250° DRY 72,20 74,4 7 74,43 76,2 7 78,83 6 9, 30 71,40 71 '53 73,03 72,4 7 73,30 73,40 
400° DRY 81,83 81,03 86,73 79,57 81,37 81 '77 79,57 so, 70 81 '70 82' 70 82,97 80,40 
--·- -- ---
WATER LOSS.,~ ('fa} MEASURED AFTER RE-IMMERSIDN 
CONCRETE MIXES MORTAR MIXES 
' TEST Test Times Test Times I TEMPS 
T + 36 T + 36 I T + 36 T + 36 
T T + 12 T + 24 T + 36 + 1 cycl,e + 2 cycl,es T T + 12 T + 24 T + 36 + 1 cycl,e + 2 cycl,es 
70° SAT -0,80 0,30 0,10 -0,04 -0,33 -0,03 -0,67 -0,13 0,07 0,10 o, 17 o,oo 
100° SAT 0,33 0,53 0,03 o, 03 -0,40 -0,10 0,23 0,33 o, 17 0,53 o, 10 0,20 
70° DRY 4,23 2, 70 3,4 7 3,4 7 3,17 2,93 4,83 4,40 4,07 4,57 4,97 4,53 
100° DRY 3' 6 7 4,30 4,53 4,60 4, 77 4,67 3,70 4, 70 5,13 4,77 5,03 5,13 
150° DRY 4,53 5,60 5,83 5,77 4,80 5, 73 5,17 7,10 5,13 5,37 6,60 6,10 
250° DRY 4,20 4,10 4,27 4,00- 3,57 4,17 5, 57 4,53 5,4 7 5,50 5,20 5,07 
4D_0° DRY 2,53 0,53 2,57 1,53 0,20 2,4 7 3,77 2,20 3,43 2,67 1,53 3,40 
-
* The mean val,ue of the three concrete (mortar) mixes 
< . 
TABLE A.V.1.2 w 
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH4~ (MPa) TESTED ~/HILST HOT 
CONCRETE MIXES MORTAR MIXES 
TEST Test Times Test Times TEMPS 
T + 36 T + 36 T + 36 T + 36 T T + 12 T + 24 T + 36 + 1 cycte + 2 cyctes T T + 12 T + 24 T + 36 + 1 cycte + 2 cyctes 
70° SAT -5,56 . -5.24 -5,79 -5,31 -5,36 -4,63 -4,98 . -6' 90 ,...5,05 -3,64 -4,26 -2,92 
100° SAT -9,23 -10,58 -8,00 -6,39 - 6,5 3 -5,41 -12,20 -12,06 -9,01 -7,92 -7,24 -5,22 
70° DRY -3,29 -1 ,57 -1,39 -1,18 1, 93 1 , 71 -4,22 -3,80 -1,64 -1,12 -1,41 1,92 
100° DRY -8,51 -5,84 -4,58 -0,94 -2,54 -0,54 -7,95 -4' 74 -4,28 -1,18 -0,61 - o, 78 
0 
4,37 -0,61 150 DRY -0,38 2,80 4,09 2,39 5,4 7 -5,54 -1,78 -0' 31 0,14 0,40 
250° DRY 1 ,05 2,08 1,45 2,02 3,80 2, 61 -0,66 2,50 1,23 0,12 0,40 0,89 
400° DRY -4,27 -1,68 -2,23 -3,00 -4,12 -2,08 -4,5 7 _;2,96 -4,48 -6,58 -5,06 -5,34 
--- I 
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH~~ (MPa) TESTED AFTER CODLING 
CONCRETE MIXES MORTAR MIXES I 
TEST Test Times Test Times 
TEMPS 
T + 36 T + 36 
T + 12 ! T + 24 I T + 36 ! T + 36 T T + 12 T + 24 T + 36. T T + 36 + 1 cycte + 2 cyctes + 1 cycte + 2 cyctes 
70° SAT -1,30 -4,27 -4,01 -3,23 -3,46 -3,64 0,21 -2,46 -2,36 -2,74 -1,88 -3,16 
100° SAT -7,77 -8,48 -7,22 -5,04 -4,29 -4,01 -8,90 -8,38 -6,69 -4,77 -3,99 -4,48 
70° DRY 1,82 1,10 2,33 o, 77 1,66 1, 56 2, 76 1,03 4,22 4,50 4,50 3,15 
100° DRY -4,35 -3,20 -3,86 -0,33 -1,87 -0,09 -2,27 -3,34 0,09 0,20 1 , 21 1, 86 . 
0 
150 DRY -1,16 4,58 3, 57 4,4 3 3,86 4, 75 -2,99 -1,64 -2,87 -1,32 3,4 7 3,59 
250° DRY -2,97 -1,97 -1,77 -1,94 -1,14 -1,91 -4,33 -3,56 -6,46 -3,82 -3,25 -4,10 
400° DRY -7,74 -8,43 -10,52 -10,73 -7,91 -6,48 -12,98 -12,89 -15,22 -15,42 -14,96_ -13,27 




COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH~~ ( MPa) TESTED WET AFTER RE-I MMERSI ON 
CONCRETE MIXES MGRTAR MIXES 
TEST " Test Times Test Times 
TEMPS 
I 
T + 36 T + 36 T + 36 T + 36 T + 36 T T + 12 + 24 + 36 
I 
T T + 12 T + 24 + 1 cyc"Le + 2 cyctes T T + 1 cyc"Le + 2 cyctes 
70° SAT 0,64 -0,79 -2,97 -2,34 -2,80 -2,33 2,29 -2,07 -1,27 -0,84 -2,84 1, 03 
100° SAT -3,92 -6,33 -5, 76 -4,21 -4,98 -2,31 - 7,37 -6,49 -6,00 -6,20 -6,23 -5,28 
70° DRY -0,84 -2,65 -3,45 -1,99 -2,90 -1,94 0~!;6 -2,44 -2,56 -1' 72 -4,25 -1,92 
100° DRY -6,2 7 -9,09 -9,98 -8,66 -10,61 -12,63 -4,57 -5,66 -7,15 -8,27 -5,11 -8,01 
0 
150 DRY -8,57 -10,29 -9,15 -10,49 -9,17 -10,48 -8,87 -12, 32 -12,95 -13,52 -11,51 -11, 71 
250° DRY -10,93 -11,36 -10,07 -10,21 -9,03 -1 o, 20 -10,48 -14,10 -12,84 -12,26 -13,35 -11, 92 
400° DRY -10,61 -10,84 -10,55 -9,35 -11,41 -7,22 -14,33 -13,07 -14,15 -12' 2 9 -14,32 -14,61 
~-··-






T T + 12 
70° SAT -41 f 3 -104 t 7 
100° SAT -116,0 -161,0 
70° DRY -150,7 -197,0 
100° DRY -2 90,3 -375,0 
0 
150 DRY -386,3 -469,7 
25o0 DRY -885,0 -876,0 
400° DRY -1603,0 -~576,0 
TEST 
TEMPS 
T T + 12 
70° SAT -13,3 -50,0 
100° SAT -79,7 -98,0 
70° DRY -96,0 -58,7 
100° DRY -107,0 -185,3 
150° DRY -282,3 -358,3 
250° DRY -2 91, 7 -2 74,0 
400° DRY -308,3 -2 74,0 
PULSE VELOCITY* (m/sec) TESTED AFTER CODLING 
CONCRETE MIXES MGRTAR MIXES 
Test Times Test Times 
+ 24 + 36 
T + 36 T + 36 
T T + 1 cycl,e + 2 cyctes T T + 12 T + 24 T + 36 
-88,3 -115,0 -116,0 -40,7 -22,0 -69,3 -110,7 -63,3 
-152,7 -134,0 -141,7 -125,0 -277,0 -358,0 -286,7 -38 7, 3 
-16 7, 0 -260,0 -250,7 -248,3 -131,7 -298,0 -269,3 -320,3 
-413,7 -405,7 -429,3 -406,0 -415,3 -497,7 -542,7 -54 7, 3 
-538,3 -595,7 -559,3 -.637, 7 -685,7 -752,0 -820,0 -772,3 
-86 7, 3 -963 t 7 -1064,7 -797,3 1152,0 -1098,0 -1194,0 -1224,0 
-1836,0 -2274,0 -2011,3 -192 5, 0 1-1974,0 -1908,0 -2016,0 -2155,8 
PULSE VELOCITY~~ (m/sec) TESTED AFTER RE-IMMERSION -
CONCRETE MIXES MORTAR MIXES 
Test Times Test Times 
T + 36 T + 36 
T + 24 T + 36 + 1 cycte + 2 cycl,es T T + 12 T + 24 T + 36 
-31,7 -41,7 -42,0 -13,0 -8,0 -43,0 -43,0 -84,3 
-51,3 -143, 7 -125,0 -60,7 -188,0 -2 76, 7 -312,0 -264,3 
-94,3 -120,7 -104,7 -22,0 -63,3 -97,3 -97,3 -123,3 
-215,3 -160,7 -231,3 -248,3 -264,3 -397,0 -448,7 -4 75,0 
-300,0 -348,7 -283,0 -317,0 -498,7 -52 7' 3 -584,0 -568,3 
-179,3 -~97,0 -179,0 -2'15,0 -543,3 -526, 7 -52 7, 0 -505,0 
-317, 3 -255,7 -321 f 7 -197,0 -397,0 -332,7 -407,3 -393,3 
-- -- ------
* The mean coded val,ue of the three concrete (mortar) mixes. 
TABLE A.V.1.5 
T + 36 








T + 36 
+ 1 cycte 
-56,3 
-2 77, 7 





T + 36 








T + 36 











DYNAMIC YOUNG'S MODULUS* (GPa) TESTED AFTER CODLING 
CONCRETE MIXES ... .. ·MORTAR MIXES 
TEST Test Times Test Times 
TEMPS 
T + 36 T + 36 T '+ 36 T + 36 
T T + 12 T + 24 T + 36 + 1 cyc"Le + 2 cyctes T T + 12 T + 24 T + 36 + 1 cyc"Le + 2 cyctes 
70° SAT -2,49 -3,26 -3,68 -3·, 6 8 -4,27 -4,14 -1,53 -1,52 -1,88 -2,31 -2,41 -2,44 
100° SAT -4,45 -4,77 -6' 02 -5,4 7 -5,07 -4,61 -4,4 7 -5,42 -5,60 -5,82 -5,04 .. -5' 6 0 
70° DRY -2,02 -2,84 -2,88 -3,50 -4,35 -4' 23 -1,41 -2,38 -2,53 -3,26 -2,96 -3,06 
100° DRY -6,50 -7,10 -7,02 -7,02 -7,74 -7,87 -3,84 -4,83 -5,63 -5, 71 -6,00 -5,89 
0 
150 DRY -8,09 -8,27 -9,14 -9,54 -10,61 -9,81 -8,23 -9,29 -9,89 -9,44 -9,16 -9,26 
250° DRY -16,61 -17' 44 -17,37 -18, 75 -19,69 -18,02 -14,26 -13,62 -15,00 -14' 76 -15,62 -14,63 
400° DRY -28,14 -2 7' 93 -29,61 -32, 71 -32,23 -29,26 -21,18 -21,08 -21,86 -23,34 -23,17 -22,37 
DYNAMIC YOUNG 1 S MODULUS-1~ (GPa) TESTED AFTER RE-IMMERSI ON 
CONCRETE MIXES MORTAR MIXES 
TEST Test Times Test Times 
TEMPS 
T + 36 T + 36 T 7- 36 T + 36 
T T + 12 T + 24 . T + 36 + 1 cyc"Le + 2 cyctes T T + 12 T + 24 T + 36 + 1 cycte + 2 cyctes 
70° SAT -1,08 -2,06 -2,13. -2,44 -2,68 -2,42 -0,32 -1,30 -1 '14 -2,32 -1,51 -1,60 
100° SAT -3,68 -4,20 -4,52 -4,93 -4,41 -3,31 -3,24 -4,32 -5,32 -4172 -4,91 -4,28 
70° DRY . o, 14 -1,84 -1 '53 . -2,25 -1' 76 -0,63 -1,31 -1 181 -2,57 -2,40 -2,79 -3,10 I 
! 
100° DRY -0,14 -3,81 -3,63 -3,43 -4 I 75 -3,88 -1144 -4,07 -4,49 -4,84 -5,00 -5,33 
. 150° DRY -4,18 -5,72 -5,05 -5,73 -4,31 -5,13 -6,30 -6,87 -7' 17 -7,46 -7,41 -7,07 
250° DRY -6115 -5,80 -4170 -4,60 -4118 -5,48 -8115 -8132 -7,92 -7,33 -7165 -7,65 
400° DRY -8,48 -8,45 -9,06 -6' 71 -10,00 -8106 -7,20 -5,85 -7,07 -5,81 -6,45 -5,99 
* The mean coded vatue of the three concrete (mortar) mixes. 
TABLE A.V.1.6 < . 
--J 
POISSON'S RATIO* TESTED AFTER CODLING - . 
- ----
CONCRETE MIXES MORTAR MIXES 
TEST Test Times Test Times 
TEMPS 
T + 36 T + 36 
T T + 12 T + 24 T + 36 + 1 eye1,e + 2 eye1,es T T + 12 T + 24 
T + 36 
70° SAT 0,016 0,012 0,018 0,017 0,020 0,024 0,025 0' 017 0,010 0,026 
100° SAT 0,022 0,025 0,028 0,026 0,013 0,023 0, 017 0, 010 0,011 0,013 
70° DRY -0,013 -0,011 -0,032 -0' 017 -0,009 -0,009 -0,019 -0' 04 9 -O,D39 -0,056 
100° DRY 0,009 -0,006 -0,011 -0,012 - 0' 008 -0,004 -0,060 -0,075 -0,086 -0,089 
0 
150 DRY 0,001 -0,007 -0,010 -0,003 0,003 -0,002 -0,064 -0,074 -0,090 ! -0,073 
250° DRY 0,019 0,028 o, 02 9 0,034 0,031 0,048 -0,109 -0,068 -0,05 7 1-o,oso 
400° DRY 0,082 0,081 0,082 0' 112 I 0,085 o, 06 7 -0,058 -0,017 -0,025 I o, 046 ----~- ---- ----~ --- - - --
POISSON'S RATIO* TESTED AFTER RE-IMMERSION 
CONCRETE MIXES MORTAR MIXES 
TEST Test Times Test Times 
TEMPS 
T + 36 T + 36 
T + 24 T + 36 
T T + 12 T + 24 T + 36 + 1 eye Le + 2 eyctes T T + 12 
7 ° SAT o, 010 0,012 o, 017 0,016 0,018 0,016 0,012 0,012 0,012 0,015 
100° SAT 0,021 o, 023 0,029 0,021 0,021 0,022 0,010 0,011 0, 020 -0,009 
70° DRY -0,014 0,008 0,002 0,002 -0,002 0,004 0,002 -o, 004 o, 010 o, 007 
100° DRY -0,013 0,005 -0,001 0,007 0,005 -0,001 -0,04 3 -0,026 -0,031 -0,031 
150° DRY -0,006 -0,003 o, 001 -0,001 o,ooo -0,002 -0,013 -0' 040 -0,015 -0,005 
250° DRY 0,013 o, 010 0,011 0,012 0,013 0,016 0,016 0,021 0,018 0,009 
400° DRY 0,030 0,034 0,026 0,018 0,039 0,037 o, 027 0,015 0,024 0,025 
- -- _L..__ -
* The mean coded. vatu~ of the three concrete (mortar) mixes. 
TABLE A.V.1. 7 
T + 36 I 
+ 1 eyete 
0,022 
0,010 





T + 36 








T + 3~ 









T + 36 
+ 2 eyctes 
0,011 








APPENDIX V (contd.) 
' 
V.2 The mean coded property values for the various concrete 
and mortar mixes. (Calculated from the coded vatues at 
test times T hrs, T + 12 hrs, T + 24 hrs and T + 36 hrs). 
V.9 
V.1D 
RESIDUAL LINEAR DEFORMATION~" (mm/m) AFTER CODLING 
CONCRETE MIXES MORTAR MIXES 
TEST 
ECY CCX CCY EMY CMX CMY TEMPERATURE 
[1 c2 c3 M4 M5 M6 
70° SAT 0,045 0,065 0,087 0 '075 0,05 0,155 
100° SAT 0,045 0,070 0,090 0,133 0,197 0,177 
70° DRY -0,180 -0' 172 -0,152 -o, 342 -o, 302 -0' 305 
100° DRY -0,210 -0,217 -0' 195 -0,405 -0,452 -0,395 
150° DRY -0,225 -0,267 -0,2 77 -0,597 -0,560 -0,4 95 
250° DRY -0,133 -0,197 -0,130 -0,2 75 -0,392 -0,252 
4ll0 
0 
DRY 0,832 1 '152 0,432 1 ,5 92 1 ,400 1,567 
RESIDUAL LINEAR DEFORMATION* (mm/m) AFTER RE-IMMERSION 
I 
CONCRETE MIXES I MORTAR MIXES 
TEST 
ECY CCX CCY EMY CP~X CMY TEMf1ERATURE 
c1 c 2 
c 
3 
r~ 4 r~5 M6 -
70° SAT 0,042 0,060 0,072 0' 0 75 0,100 
1[]0° SAT 0,042 0' 06 7 0,092 I o, 117 0,195 
70° DRY -0,020 -0,060 -0,003 -0,110 -0,050 
100° DRY -0,058 -0,063 -0 '045 -0,142 -0' 145 
150° DRY -0,008 -0,050 -0,063 -0' 070 -0,075 
250° DRY o, 325 0,360 0,282 0,650 o, 607 
400° DRY 1,652 2,095 1, 317 2' 740 2, 770 
* Mean vatue catcutated from the vatues at test times T , T 
T + 24 hrs and T + 36 hrs. 
TABLE A.V.2.1 








+ 12 hrs, 
\ 
I 
WATER LOSS* (%) MEASURED AFTER CODLING 
--- I 
I MORTAR MIXES ··' CONCRETE MIXES 
TEST 
BCY CCX CCY BMY CMX CMY TEMf'ERATURE 
c1 ·C 2 c3 M4 Ms M6 
7D 0 SAT o,oo 1 , 18 D, DO . 0,15 0,60 0,25 
100° SAT 1,45 0,90 1,00 0,50 o, 83 0,85 
70° DRY 2 7,63 37,45 32,55 22,98 27,20 26,88 
100° DRY 50,35 51,25 54,90 46' 15 4 7' 18 49,00 
150° DRY 65,88 65,58 69,4 3 6 3,40 66,35 64 '63 
25[) 0 DRY 71_~ 80 72 '15 .79,08 73' 10 70,78 72,45 
400(] DRY 85,28 83,60 83,48 82,53 79,48 81,50 
WATER LOSS* (%J MEASURED AFTER RE-IMMERSION 
CONCRETE MIXES MORTAR MIXES 
TEST 
TEMPERATURE BCY CCX CCY BMY CMX CMY 
c1 c2 c3 M4 r\ M6· 
' ,, 
7U 0 SAT -0,25 0' 6 7 -o, 75 0,15 -0,05 -0,58 
1 0[1° SAT o,oo 0,45 1 '15 0,55 0,05 0,43 
7Dr:t DFN 3,60 3,73 3,08 4, so 3' 75 4' 85 
n 
100 DliY 4,4 3 3,40 5,00 4' 95 4, 70 4,08 
150° DRY 5,28 5,15 5,88 6,15 6,98 3,95 
250° DIW 3, 78 3,18 5,48 5,98 3' 75 6,08 
tlOO[) l1RY 2,23 1,65 1,50 2,55 4,45 2,05 -
*Mean vatue catcutated frdm the vatues T , T + 12 hrs, T + 24 hrs and 
T + 36 hrs. 
TABLE A.V.2.2 
V.11 
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH* (MPa) TESTED WHILST HOT 
CONCRETE MIXES MORTAR MIXES 
TEST 
BCY CCX CCY 13MY CMX CMY TEMPERATURE 
c1 c2 c3 M4 M M 5 6 
70° SAT ~5,37 -5,68 -5,38 -7,31 -4,30 -3,81 
100° SAT -9' 34 -7' 36 -8,95 -9' 36 -11,03 -10,51 
70° DRY -2,56 -2,60 -0,42 -3,46 -1 ,DO 3,62 
100° DRY -4,84 -3,53 -6,54 -5,40 -3,75 -4,46 
150° DRY 0,97 2,98 2' 73 -2,82 -1,54 -1,83 
250° DRY -0,86 3,04 2 77 
' < • 
-0,53 -0,24 3,17 
400 
0 
DRY -3, 7 0 -3,66 -1,03 -4,54 -4' 32 -5,08 
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH* (MPa) TESTED AFTER CODLING 
·---
COPJCRETE r~IXES MORTAR MIXES 
TEST 
BCY CCX CCY Br-IJY CMX CMY TEMPERATURE 





70° SAT -3' 10 -3,55 -2,96 -2,41 -2,46 -0,65 
100° SAT -7,82 -5,46 -8,11 -6,52 -7,55 -7,50 
70° DRY 3,40 2' 74 0,63 3,11 2,92 3,32 
100° DRY -4,20 -0,75 -3,8 7 -2' 75 -0,87 - o, 30 
150° DRY 2,44 2,05 2' 79 -4,06 -3,61 1 ,05 
250° DRY -5' 34 0' 14 -1,29 -4,88 -5,26 -3,49 
400° DRY -11,86 -8,29 -7,92 15' 95 -12,91 -13,53 
~~ Mean coded vatue catcutated from the coded vatues at test times 




COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH* (MPa) AFTER RE-IMMERSIDN 
CONCRETE MIXCS MORTAR MIXES 
TCST 
BCY CCX CCY BMY CMX CMY 
TEMI~U?ATURC 
[1 [2 [3 M4 M5 M6 
7rln SAT -0, 71 -1,76 -1,63 -1,50 -1,80 1,88 
1 Drl() SAT -4,63 -5,18 -5,36 -8,72 -7,41 -6,92 
7rJ[l DRY -1,88 -2,90 -1,91 -0,79 -3,11 -0,65 
11 
1 Drl DRY -11,00 -5,59 -8,91 -5,96 -6,38 -6,89 
r; 15[). DliY -11,78 -8,48 -8,63 -16,47 -11,55 -7,73 
2sniJ DRY -13, 74 -8,44 -9,75 -15,39 -12,17 -9,69 
(1 
DRY ~47 -10,53 -e,63 -15,31 -12,24 -12,83 400 
* Mean coded vatue catcutated from the coded vatues at test times 




PULSE VELOCITY* (m/sec) MEASURED AFTER COOLING 
t-
CONCRETE MIXES MORTAR MIXES 
TEST 
BCY CCX CCY BMY CMX CMY TEMPERATURE 
c1 c2 [3 M4 M5 M6 
70° SAT -118,3 - 96' 0 - 7 0' 3 - 38,5 - 79 ,o - 81 ,5 
100° SAT -147,0 -129,8 -146,0 -349' 8 -369,0 -340,0 
70° DRY -125,0 -316,8 -139,3 -229,5 -285,8 -24 9, 3 
100° DRY -341,0 -395,3 -377,3 -4 76' 8 -502,5 -523,0 
150° .DRY -446 ,o -536,3 -510,3 -761 '3 -783' 8 -727,5 




DRY 1665,8 -1716,0 -2164,0 r-1835,0 t-2087,0 -2198,0 
PULSE VELOCITY~< (m/sec) MEASURED AFTER RE-IMMERSION 
CONCRETE MIXES MORTAR MIXES 
TEST 
TEMPERATURE BCY 
CCX CCY BMY CMX CMY 
c1 c2 c3 M4 M5 M6 
70° SAT - 60,8 70' 3 -112,0 - 49' 3 - 48,3 - 36,3 
100° SAT -146,3 - 48,8 - 84,5 -185,5 -332,3 -263,0 
70° DRY - 68,0 -188,0 - 21,3 - 65,8 -133,3 - 87,0 
100° DRY -201,5 -174 '3 -125,5 -340 '0 -428,8 -420,0 
150° DRY -328 '8 -331,0 -307,3 -561,5 -635,6 -511,8 
250° DRY -236,0 -231,0 -239,0 -5 74,5 -527,0 -4 75 ,o 
400 
0 
-298,3 -344 '8 -429,8 DRY -282,3 -282,0 -302' 3 
~~ean coded vatue catcutated from the coded vatues at test times 
T , T + 12 hrs, T + 24 hrs and T + 36 hrs. 
TABLE A.V.2.5 
V.14 
DYNAMIC YOUNG'S MODULUS* (GPa; TESTED AFTER CODLING 
CllNCRETE MIXES MORTAR MIXES 
TEST BCY CCX CCY m-w CMX CMY TEMPERATURE 
c1 c2 [3 M4 M5 M6 
7D 0 SAT -3,49 -3,05 -3,20 -2,41 -1,89 -2' 34 
10D 0 SAT -5,33 -5 '77 -5 '94 -3,86 -5,93 -6 '19 
70° DRY -2,63 -6,27 .o,4 7 -2,80 -0,96 -3,39 
100° DRY -4' 78 -5,56 -10,39 -5,12 -4,86 -5,03 
150° DRY -8,87 -8,50 '-8,91 -10,35 -8 '94 -8,36 
250° DRY -21,33 -15,64 -15 '6: -14,46 -13' 70 -15,06 
400 
0 
DRY -28' 74 -31,36 -28' 70 
I 
-21 '72 -20,92 -22' 96 
DYNAMIC YOUNG'S MODULUS* (GPa) TESTED AtTER RE-IMMERSION 
... 
l 
CONCRETE MIXES MORTAR MIXES 
TEST BCY CCX CCY Br·1Y CMX CMY TEMPERATURE 
c1 [2 [3 r14 ~ M6 
70° SAT -1,60 -2,22 -2' 10 -1,20 -1,22 -1,40 
100° SAT -3,8 7 -4,52 -4,62 -3' 13 -4,26 -5,82 
70° DRY -1,12 -5,87 . 2' 89 -0,36 -0,22 -5,49 
100° DRY -1 '35 -1,38 -5,53 -4,25 -3,50 -3,39 
150° DRY -6,22 -3,74 -5,55 -8' 76 -6,4 7 -5,63 
250° DRY -3,65 -5,58 -6' 70 -7,93 -8,07 -7,80 
400° DRY -6 '91 -12, 76 -5,01 -2' 94- -6,13 -10,16 
>< 1'1ean coded vatues cal,cu"Lated fr.om the coded vatues at test times 





POISSON'S RATIO* TESTED AFTER CODLING 
CONCRETE MIXES MORTAR MIXES 
TEST 
ECY CCX C:CY mw CMX CMY TEMPERATURE 
c1 c2 c3 r~4 M M6 5 
70n SAT 0,014 o1o13 0,019 0,021 0,013 o, 024 
1 [JC1° SAT 0,021 0,026 0,028 -0,003 0,018 0,020 
70° nnY 0,001 -0,001 -0,054 -0,021 -0,081 -0,021 
100° DrlY -0,017 -0,024 0,027 -0,052 -0,081 -0,100 
150° DRY 0,002 -0,009 -0,008 -0,035 -0,097 -0,094 
250° DRY 0,069 0,020 -0,005 -0,097 -0,094 -0,022 
400° DRY 0,069 0,118 0,080 -0,050 -0,023 0,035 
POISSON'S RATIO* TESTED AFTER RE-IMMERSION 
·-
I 
CONCRETE PHXES f'lORTAR MIXES 
TEST 
ECY CCX CCY mw CMX CMY TDJ]PERATURE 
c1 [? CJ [1 r,1 M6 4 5 
70° SAT D,ODB 0,028 0,005 0,007 0,012 0,019 
100° SAT 0,010 0,030 0,030 0,015 0,002 0,029 
70° DRY 0,002 0,022 -0,026 r-0,010 -0,030 IJ,D56 
100° DRY -0,015 ;...0,014 0,028 r-0,005 -0,044 -0,049 
150° DRY 0,007 -0,018 0,004 0,020 -0,050 -0,025 
250° DRY -0,004 0,015 0,024 0,003 0,019 0,025 
400° DRY 0,020 0,063 -0,002 0,018 0,022 0,064 
~*Mean coded val.,ues cal.,cul.,ated from the coded val.,ues at·test times 
T , T + 12 hrs, T + 24 hrs and T + 36 hrs. 
TABLE A.V.2. 7 
APPENDIX V (contd.) 
V.J The mean coded property va~ues for the various 
concrete and mortar mixes. (Ca~cutated from the 
coded va~ues at test times T + 36 hrs, T + 36 hrs 
+ 1 cyc~e and T + 36 hrs + 2 cyctes). 
v .17 
I 
RESIDUAL LINEAR DEFORMATION~~ (mm/m) MEASURED AFTER CODLING 




CCY BMY CMX CMY 
c1 c2 c3 M4 M~ M6 
70° SAT 0,063 0,090 0,087 o, 14 3 0,133 0,213 
1 LJ[JCJ SAT 0,063 0,087 0,100 0,160 0,250 0,197 
70° DRY -0,217 -0,230 -0, 1 8 7 -0,400 -0,473 - 0, 363 
1[1[10 DRY -0,267 -0,287 -0,243 -0,577 "':' 0,620 - 0' 640 
1 :)0° DRY -0,280 -0,303 -0,310 - 0' 790 -0,663 - 0, 610 
2SUD DRY -0,180 -0,197 -0,150 -0,433 -0,510 -0,413 
4 ClCi 
fJ 
1,15 7 o, 96 7 1,680 r. ilY 1,193 1 '913 1 '813 
RESIDUAL LINEAR DEFORMATION~~ ~mm/m) PIIEASURED AFTER RE-IMMERSIDN IN WATER 
CONCRETE MIXES MORTAR MIXES 
TEST 




1 [2 [3 ~ ~ M6 
70n SAT 0' 05 7 0,100 0,09-T 0,100 0,153 0,197 
100° SAT 0, 05 ~/ 0,090 0,110 0,137 0,277 0,190 
TOO DRY -0,040 0,023 -0,023 -0,160 -0,020 - 0, 080 
100° DRY -0,103 -0,100 -0,0 73 -0,21-( - 0,243 - 0,203 
150° DRY -0,010 -0' 02 7 -0,05 7 -0,093 - o, 080 - o, 053 
2:.i0° DRY 0' 34 3 0,280 0,287 0,660 0,560 0,597 
t1 UCI 
0 
DHY I 1,507 2,017 1,413 2' 710 2,640 3,127 
''l'llean vatue cal,cul,ated from the vatues at test times ( T + 36 hrs), 
( T + 36 hrs + 1 cycl,e ) and ( T + 36 hrs + 2 cyctes ). 
TABLE A.V.3.1 
v .18 
~ATER LOSS* (%J MEASURED AFTER CODLING 
CONCRETE MIXES MORTAR MIXES 
TEST 
BCY CCX CCY BMY CMX CMY TEMPERATURE 
[1 c2 [3 M4 M5 M6 
70° SAT 0,08 0,89 0' 57 0,40 0,93 0,60 
100° SAT 0,16 0,20 0,37 0,77 0,63 0,60 
70° DRY 35,73 45,93 38,43 3D, :·r 37' 83 34,93 
100° DRY 56' 30 64, DO 65,33 59,50 61,00 61 ,53 
150° DRY 70,40 68,53 71 '30 71 '31J 69' 17 68,80 
250° DRY 68,63 74,17 81,60 75,80 70,70 72,67 
400.0 DRY 84,97 85,63 79 ,2"? 82,73 80,33 83,00 
WATER LOSS* (%J MEASURED AFTER RE-IMMERSION IN WATER 
·--
CONCRETE rHXCS MORTAR r~IXES 
TEST 
BCY CCX CCY m~Y DIJX CMY TEMPERATURE 
c1 c2 c3 [':4 [''1 5 M6 
70° SAT -0,10 0,40 o, 70 0,33 0,27 0,33 
100° SAT -0,43 0,60 0,5 7 0,5 3 -0,10 0,50 
70° DRY 3,50 3,50 2,5 7 5,33 3,5 7 5,17 
100° DRY 4,83 3,80 5,40 5' 30 5,56 4,07 
150° DRY 5,03 5,30 5,97 6,77 7,83 3,47 
250° DRY 2,87 3,43 5,43 6,80 3,16 5,80 
400° DRY 2,20 11oo 1,00 2,33 3,33 1,93 
*Mean vatue catcutated from the vatues at test times (T + 36 hr~), (T + 




COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH~~ (MPa) MEASURED WHILST HOT 
CONCRETE MIXES MORTAR MIXES 
TC:iT 
BCY CCX CCY BMY CMX CMY TEMPERATURE 
c1 c2 c3 M4 Ms M6 
70° SAT -5,38 ~5' 33 -4,59 -5,54 -4 '18 ~1,11 
100° SAT -7' 14 -5' 10 -6,09 -7' 95 -6,62 -5,82 
70° DRY 0,95 0,01 1 ,4 9 0,37 -0,39 -0,60 
100° DRY -1,98 -0,56 -2,48 -1,81 -0,96 0,21 
150° DRY 4 '77 . 3,23 4,24 0,31 -0,76 0,39 
250° DRY -1,91 4,90 5,45 -0, 78 1, 34 1,85 
400° DRY -5,13 -3,37 -0,70 -5,32 -5,38 -6,28 
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH~~ (MPa) MEASURED AFTER CODLING 
···- t 
I CONCRETf MIXES f"lORTAR MIXES 
TEST 
BCY CCX Cc:Y BfW DI]X CMY TEMPERATURE 
[1 c2 [3 fc14 fl]5 M6 
70° SAT -2,98 -3' 75 -3' 60 -2,18 -3,09 -2,51 
100° SAT -3,64 -4,90 -4,80 -3,53 -5,18 -4,52 
70° DRY 3' 78 -0,04 0,25 3' 96 1 '96 6,18 
100° DRY -1 '71 1,39 -2,88 1,23 0,62 1,42 
150° DRY 5' 14 2,48 3, 70 1 '52 0,4 7 3' 74 
250° DRY -3,38 -0' 10 -1,50 -2,33 -6,82 -2,03 
400° DRY -11,22 -7,05 -6,84 -17,23 -12,96 -13,45 
* Mean coded vatue catcutated from the coded vatues at test times (T + 
36 hrs), ( T + 36 hrs + 1 cycte), and ( T + 36 hrs + 2 cyctes). 
TABLE A.V.3.3 
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH* (MPa) .MEASURED AFTER RE-IMMERSIDN IN WATER 
CONCRETE MIXES MORTAR MIXES 
TEST BCY CCX TEMPERATURE 
CCY BMY CMX CMY 
[1 [2 [3 fv1 M M 4 5 6 
70° SAT -2,21 -2' 74 -2,52 -2,07 -2,80 -0,16 
100° SAT -2,95 -4,23 -4,23 -4, OS -7' 28 -6,39 
70° DFlY -2,81 -2' 57 -1,44 -2,44 -3,77 -1,68 
100° DRY -12,57 -9,06 -10,00 -6,66 -7' 65 -7, DB 
150° DRY ~11 '17 -7' 97 -8,68 -15,59 -11,79 -9,37 
250° DRY -13,05 -7' 62 -8' 76 -14,73 -12,96 -9,83 
400° DRY -9,44 -9' 34 -9,19 -14,90 -12,36 -13,98 
*Mean coded vatue catcutated from the coded vatues at test time (T + 36 





DYNAMIC YOUNG'S MODULUS* (GPa) MEASURED AFTER CODLING 
CONCRETE MIXES MORTAR MIXES 
TEST 
BCY CCX CCY mw CMX CMY TEMPERATURE 
c1 c2 c3 M4 M5 M6 
70° SAT -4,21 -4,04 -3,84 -4' 70 -2,46 -3,00 
100° SAT -4,63 -5,35 -5,16 -4,24 -5,98 -6,25 
70° DRY -3,90 -7,94 -0,24 -2,82 -2,25 -4,22 
100° DRY -4,79 -6,21 -7' 63 -6,27 -5,5 9 -5,75 
150° DRY -10,63 -9,41 -10,38 -10,94 -8,37 -8,55 
250° DRY -21,48 -16,77 -18,21 -14,41 -14,59 -16,00 
400° DRY -30,72 -32,04 -31,44 -22,72 -22,5 7 -23,59 
DYNAMIC YOUNG'S MODULUS* (GPa) MEASURED AFTER RE-IMMERSION IN WATER 
···-
l 
I CONCReTE rHXES ~~DR TAR MIXES 
TEST BCY CCX CCY Br~Y CMX CMY TEMPERATURE 
c1 c2 c3 
'O ,.4 M5 M6 
70n SAT -1,63 -2,78 -3,13 -1,69 -1,76 -1,98 
100° SAT -3,35 -4' 17 - 5 '12 -3,4 9 -4,40 -6,02 
70° DRY -1,50 -6,22 3,09 -1,15 -1,20 -5,94 
100° DRY -2,19 -3,46 -6,41 -5,23 -4,76 -5,18 
150° DRY -6,03 -4,00 -5,13 -8,89 -6,4 7 -6,58 
250° DRY -2,85 -5,25 -6,16 -7' 30 -8,06 -7,27 
400° DRY -5,81 -4,59 -4,56 -0,68 -0,39 -11,17 
-!~Mean coded value ca"Lcu"Lated from the coded va"!,ues at test times (T + 
36 hrs), ( T + 36 hrs + 1 cyc"Le) and ( T + 36 hrs + 2 cyc"I,es). 
TABLE A.V.3.5 
I 
. ULTRASONIC PULSE VELOCI,TY~~ (m/sec) MEASURED AFTER CODLING 
CONCRETE MIXES noRTAR MIXES 
TEST 
BCY CCX CCY B~1Y D~X CMY 
TEMPUlATURC 
c1 [2 [3 ~~4 Ms M6 
70° SAT -87,3 -111 , 7 -72,7 -72,3 -99,0 -103,3 
100° SAT -126,0 -128, 7 -146,0 -396,0 -375,7 -319,3 
70° nflY -15 3, 3 ~432, 7 -173,0 -264,0 -404 ,o -307,7 
100° DFlY -376,3 -455,7 -409,0 -530,0 -564,3 -562,7 .· 
150° DRY -499,0 -5 79' 7 -614,0 -829,7 -802,7 -775,3 
250° I1FlY -907,0 -920,3 -998,3 t-1256,3 -1264,7 -1219,7 
4[]0° DRY -1912,3 t-2129,3 - 1834,7 -2094,0 -2096,7 -2148 ,o 
ULTRASONIC PULSE VELOCITY'< (m/sec) MEASURED AFTER RE-IMMERSIDN IN WATER 
·-I ' t 
CONCRETE MIXES I ~~ORTAR MIXES 
! 
TEST 
BCY CCX CCY mw u~x CMY 
TEMPERATURE 
c1 c2 c3 r~ 4 ~15 M6. 
70° SAT -58,3 -12,7 -25,7 -58,3 -112,3 -41,7 
100° SAT -144,0 -85,0 -100,~ -211,0 -318,0 -284,0 
70° DRY -8 7, 3 -163,0 -3 ,o -94 ,o -220,0 -107,0 
100° DRY -217,7 -240,7 -182,0 -4 38,0 -538,7 -4 73,3 
150° DRY -298,7 -307,0 - 34 3, 0 -596' 7 -625,0 -551,7 
250° DRY -227,0 -1 73' 3 
' 
-190,7 -558,0 -523,3 -439,7 
400° DRY I -218,o -256' 7 -299,7 -224,3 -35 9' 3 -450,0 
i~ Mean coded va'l,ue ca1,cu1,ated from the coded va'1ues at test times ( T + 






POISSON'S RATIO* MEASURED AFTER CODLING 
CONCRETE MIXES MORTAR MIXES 
TEST 
BCY CCX CCY BMY CMX CMY TEMPU\ATURE 
c1 c2 c3 M M M 4 5 6 
70° SAT '0~021 0,021 o, 019 0, 016 0,018 0,034 
1 0Cl
0 
SAT 0,019 0,030 o, 013 -0,007 0,018 0,024 
70° DRY 0,002 -0,004 -0,033 -0,025 -0,110 -0,029 
0 
DRY -0,1 DO 100 -0,022 -0,033 0,031 -0,056 -0,102 
150° DRY 0,007 -0,002 -0,008 -0,041 -0,1 36 -0,117 
250[1 DRY 0,65 0,022 0,026 -0,077 -0,011 -0' 010 
4DCJ
0 
DRY 0,069 0,102 0,093 -0,023 0,023 0,056 
POISSON'S RATIO* MEASURED AFTER RE-IMMERSIDN IN WATER 
·-- l 
CONCRETE MIXES MORTAR MIXES 
TEST 
BCY CCX CCY BMY CMX CMY TEMI'E:RATURE 
c1 c2 c3 M M M 4 5 .6 
70CJ SAT 0,008 0,022 0,019 o, 007 0,007 0,025 
10[1° SAT 0,009 0,025 0,030 0,016 0,009 0,002 
70° DRY o, 001 0,027 - o, 024 -0,004 -o, 034 0,059 
100° DRY -0,011 -0,006 0,008 -0,008 -0,050 -0,029 
150° DRY 0 '011 -0,010 -D ,004 0,019 -0,02 7 -0,020 
25~t DRY -0,005 0,020 0,026 -0,001 0,021 0,022 
40[1° DRY 0,018 0,081 -0,005 0,007 0,023 0,074 
-lr Mean coded vatue catcutated from the coded vatues at test times ( T + 36 hrs) 
( T '+ 36 hrs + 1 cycte), and ( T + 36 hrs + 2 cyctes). 
TABLE A.V.3o7 
